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REVENUE ACT OF 1928

MONDAY, APRIL 9, 1928

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 o'clock a. m., in the com-

mittee room Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Smoot presiding.
Present: Senators Smoot (chairman), Reed of Pennsylvania, Mc-

Lean, Curtis, George and Harrison.
The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order I think we

might as well proceed.
Mr. William C. Roberts, of the legislative committee of the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor, has prepared a statement in opposition to
the estate tax. He requests that this statement be placed in the
record as he has nothing to say in addition to the contents thereof.
Therefore, I will ask the reporter to incorporate this statement in the
record at this point.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. ROBERTS, Esq., LoISLrATIVE COMMITTEE OF THE AM.
ICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, D. C.

It is the belief of the American Federation of Labor that the only just form
of taxing great wealth is through the estate tax, as there is no question of the
ability to pay. And it can not be denied that in many cases the owners of
great fortunes fail during their lifetime to pay their fair proportion of taxes.
Because of that it makes the estate tax a fair tax. Besides, it is a direct tax.

In 1906 the American Federation of Labor unanimously declared for "an
inheritance tax that would increase with the inheritance." In 1918 it ap-
proved the levying of taxes on "war profits and swollen incomes." In 1019
It declared that there should be provided a "progressive increase In taxes upon
incomes and inheritances," and in 1921 it demanded "that the Government
promptly levy a rapidly progressive tax upon large estates." This was reiter-
ated in 1922.

You have been told by Mr. Mellon that 97.8 per cent of the population pay
no Federal income taxes whatever. Nevertheless, the 2.2 per cent who pay
Federal taxes had previously passed them on to the 97.8 per cent in whole or
in great part. But the estate tax can not be passed on.

During the war the American Federation of Labor approved of all taxation
laws enacted, as the only thought was to win the war no matter what the sacri-
fice. It has not asked for any reduction of tuxes that bear upon those least
able to bear them. In fact, the American Federation of Labor contended
during the war and since that all the war taxes should be retained until the
cost of the war had been paid.

Those who favor the repeal of the Federal estate tax insist on the retention
of what are termed "nuisance" taxes, otherwise sales or buyers' taxes. The
argument is that the estate tax was a war-emergency tax. The "nuisance"
taxes also were war-emprgeacy taxes. The estate tax is more easily paid by the
few than is the "nuisance" taxes by the many.

Those who accumulate fortunes great enough that their estates pay the
Federal tax obtain their wealth through the good will of the whole American
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public. And good will las been declared by the Supreme Court to be property.
If the accumulators of great fortunes have a property right in the patronage
of the people it is no more than right that they pay for that good will in an
estate tax. Besides, all the forces of government are freely given to the pro-
tection of these fortunes both before the death of the owners and after they
have been passed on to the heirs.

There is nothing more dangerous to our country than the accumulation of
enormous wealth in the hands of a few. The estate tax results in i s distri-
bution for the benefit of the whole people.

Legacies received by the heirs of great estates have been justly called un-
earned income, for few of the heirs had anything to do with their accumula-
tion.

Andrew Carnegie became one of the richest men of his time in the United
States.. He knew where his fortune came from and the reasons for its growth,
as is evidenced by the following statement made by him:

"Now, who made that growth? The American public-that is whore ;hat
wealth came from, and that is the partner in every large enterprise where
money is made honorably; it is the people of the United States."

He reasoned undoubtedly that the good will of the American public made
the people a partner. Why then should not the people demand through an
estate tax a squaring of accounts?

Mr. Carnegie also said:
"The growing disposition to tax more and more heavily large estates left

at death is a cheering indication of the growth of a salutary change in public
opinion. Of all forms of taxation this seems the wisest. By taxing estates
heavily at death the State marks its condemnation of the selfish millionaire's
unworthy life. It is desirable that nations should go much further in this
direction. Indeed, it is difficult to set bounds to the share of a rich man's estate
which should go at his death to the public through the agency of the State,
and by all means such taxes should be graduated, beginning at nothing upon
moderate sums to dependents, and increasing rapidly as the amounts swell."

Who is more entitled to a share of such fortunes than the people who made
them possible? Few, if any, of the heirs of these estates had anything to do
with their accumulation. It is what might he called a " windfall" for them.
Although these legacies came without any effort on their part they are among
the persons who are crying for a repeal of the estate tax law as well as the
State inheritance taxes.

Dr. Thomas S. Adams, the famous authority on taxation and formerly finan-
cial adviser for the United States Government, declared "that if we must tax
it is better to tax him who merely receives than him who earns."

It should be the American policy to demand that this tax be levied to prevent
in the future the perpetuation and further accumulation of immense fortunes
in the hands of those who did little, if anything, to create them.

Theodore Roosevelt in a message to Congress in December, 1907, said:
"A heavy progressive tax upon a very large fortune is in no way such a tax

upon thrift and industry as a like tax would be on a small fortune. No advan-
tage comes either to the country as a whole or to the individuals inheriting the
money by permitting the transmission in their entirety of the enormous fortunes
that would be affected by such a tax."

In his inaugural address in 1909 President Taft declared:
" Should it be impossible to do so by import duties, new kinds of taxation

must be adopted, and among these I recommend a graduated inheritance tax as
correct in principle and as certain and easy of collection."

On March 23, 1909, Chairman Payne, of the Ways and Means Committee,
made this statement on the floor of the House:

"What easier tax to pay than this? A man gets a legacy, a stranger per-
haps, to the testator, a clear gain to him; why should not he pay a part of
that to the support of the Government? * * * It is a fair tax; it is a tax
easily collected; and it is a tax that this class of people ought not to hesitate
to contribute for the support of the Government and the protection of the law."

One of the most conservative of Republicans was Senator Cullom of Illinois.
In his Fifty Years of Public Service he said:

"An income tax is the fairest of all taxes. It is resorted to by every other
nation. It falls most heavily on those who can best afford it. The sentiment
in the Republican Party has changed, and I believe that at no far distant day
Congress will pass an income tax, as well as an inheritance tax, law."

-m m....
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In 1914 the American Federation of Labor presented to both political party
conventions a demand for the inclusion of the following plank in their plat-
forms:

"Labor favors graduated income and inheritance taxes and opposes the sales
tax as well as all other attempts to place excessive burdens on those least able
to bear them."

In a letter to the Iowa Legislature in February, 1927, William Green, who
was then chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the House, stated
that the estate tax is a just tax. lie added:

" It is a reasonable tax. The exemption is $100,000, and it Is very light up
to $500,000, and then moderately increasing.

"It is a fair tax, because the great fortunes upon which it is levied have
not paid their fair proportion during the lifetime of the owners."

Mr. Green also said:
" It is a tax that is not easily evaded and is the only tax which everybody

agrees can not be passed on to those who ought not to bear this burden."
Hie also referred to the aggressive campaign of various persons to repeal the

estate tax by saying:
"The purpose of those who have raised an enormous fund which has been

and is now being spent for the repeal of the Federal estate tax, is to repeal
all State inheritance taxes, and they admit it."

Organized labor has no quarrel with those who honestly accumulate great
wealth, but it does insist by all that is fair and right that at death a just
portion of those fortunes should go to the people who helped to accumulate
them and to the States to prevent them from growing larger and larger and
becoming too dangerous to the welfare of our Republic. The power that could
be exercised by their owners might be disastrous.

If the Federal estate tax is abolished it would create extensive competition
between the States that do not collect an inhe:ltn" tar to induce rich men
to locate in them. It would encourage States with inheritance tax laws to
repeal them for the same purpose for self protection.

Organizations have been formed by professional lobbyists to fight all inher-
itance taxes, and the re is no doubt that if the Federal estate tax 1i repealed
their efforts will he continued to repeal all State inheritance taxes, and there is
no doubt that if the Federal estate tax is repealed their efforts will be con-
tinued to repeal all State inheritance tax laws. On the payment of $10 or more
an expectant h.ir of an estate can lie made a member of some of these self-
constituted organizations whose organizers make a living on the cupidity of
the selfish overly rich. Through misrepresentation they have sought to induce
the State legislatures to pass resolutions calling upon Congress to eliminate the
estate tax. Some have done so while others have refused.

I heard an insurance actuary one day say that more than i per cent of the
people who died did not leave a (lime. Nevertheless, everything they bought while
alive went to pay some of tie taxes of those who accumulated great fortunes
in financial or commercial life. What labor fears is that taxes will be gradually
taken off of the well to do and finally placed through a consumption tax upon
those least able to bear them. The sales tax--or, rather, the buyers' tax-on
the necessaries of life is the most victims of all methods of taxation.

In 1922 there was quite a campaign to establish the sales tax. At that time
Senator Smoot publicly declared:

" While the manufacturers' or sales' tax is not embodied in the revenue laws
of our country at this session of Congress it will be in the very near future just
as sure as God lives."

The argument in favor of the sales tax that was passed about among
Members of Congress at that time was this:

" If you tax the people so they do not knew it they c.n not object, but if they
know they are being taxed they will object."

At that time the owner of a large department store in Washington in a news-
paper interview said:

" I am nt only in favor of the sales-tax plan for raising funds for the
soldiers' bonus, but I would like to see it adopted as a permanent plan of raising
Government revenues to replace the present taxation system.

We believe that this plan is being followed: First, stock dividends were de-
clared nontaxable: then excess*profits were abolished; and now there is an
attack on the estate tax.

I
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We believe that the proposal to retain the "nuisance" taxes is part of the
program to eventually bring about tie desire of those who advocate the coir-
sumption tax on the necessities of life. The effort to repeal the estate tax, a
direct tax. and continue tie " nuisance" tax, an indirect tax, seems to us to be
sufficient proof of this.

Estate taxes should not be considered war measures. They are be'loming a
permanent tax in many countries and should be continued permanently in the
United States. There is no other tax that is more directly levied or is easier
to pay.

The statement of the Secretary of the Trasury that less than three-tenths
of 1 per cent of our population paid 95.5 per cent ,4f our total income tax
should warn us that wealth is getting into fewer and fewer hands. It is also
an argument that a portion of those great fortunes should be given back to
the people who helped to accumulate them to conduct the affairs of government,
which ilid so much to protect the interest of the owners.

We hear much of prosperity, but apparently this applies only to the 2.2
per cent who pay income taxes. The more thai 111.000.000 other people in
the United States must have accumulated very little mioncy to be absolved
from paying any income taxes at all.

It might be well to quote another economist of great renown. Dr. Edwin
Robert Anderson Seligman, of New York. In a hearing held in 1925 before the
Ways and Means Committee of the House, he said:

"If the States keep for themselves the inheritance tax, they can not and
will not * * * ever succeed where they have a situation like the one
In Florida. You will never succeed. no matter how model a tax law you have;
no matter how many hundreds or thousands of reciprocal laws you pass among
the States, because unless you get every single one of the States to come in
and agree you will not have solved the problem, because you will always have
a Botany Bay to whicl the rich man will of course repair. if he is at all a
wise man. Therefore, I say the States themselves can not, will not, and never
have in any country aillshed those evils of multiple taxation. Secondly. as
Congressman Green and others have pointed out. they will not be able to tap
to the full the rightful revenues which ought to come in a country like this from
inheritance taxation."

The American Federation of Labor insists that the welfare of our Govern-
ment demands that the estate tax be made a permanent feature of otur
taxation system.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Simmons has handed me a letter from
Black Bros. Furniture Co., of Houston. Tex.. addressed to Hon.
Daniel E. Garrett. Senator Simmons desires that this letter be
placed in the record.

Senator HARRISON. What is it about ?
The CHAIRMAN. Installment payments. The reporter may inco.r-

porate this letter in tile record at this point.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

HousToN, TEt., MJarch 30, 1928.
Hon. DANIEL E. G.ARRrr,

WIashington, D. C.
I)EAR SIR: The proposed revenue act of 1928 in section 44 contains several

details--provisions relating to, the lmuch-discussedl instiallilnent method. Sub-
section (c) provides:

" If a taxpayer elects for any taxable year to report his net income on the
installment basis, then in computing his income for the year of change or
eny subsequent year, amounts actually received during any such year on ac-
count of sales made in any prior year, shall not te excluded."

In this brief and apparently innocent provision, there is contained a great
deal of very serious inequity and hardship upon numerous taxpayers and its
enactment into law might mark the culmination of a long controversy which
has turned around this point by the decision of it in a way most unfair to
the citizens who have relied on the long-established rule of the Treasury
Department to the contrary. In order to fully understand the issues involved
in this controversy, the history of the ruling involved and consideration of
the principles underlying it, are necessary.

!
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The early acts (acts of 1909, act of 1913) providing for taxation of income
permitted only the use of a cash receipts and disbursements basis. Taxable
income consisted of the difference between cash or other property having a
cash value received during the year, after deducting payments in cash, or
property made during the year. This was not in accord with the lest theoreti-
cal accounting principles, and the idea gradually obtained recognition that
as income was essentially an economic and accounting conception, income
should be determined with reference to tie established conceptions of economics
and accounting regarding it. This led gradually to the adoption of the so-
called accrual method, which treats income not from the standpoint of cash
received, minus cash paid out, but which requires maintenance of records on
which are set up the income accrued whether actually received or not, and
the expenses incurred whether actually paid or not, during a given period of
time. This method was only permissive under the provisions of the revenue act
of 1916 (sec. 13-B). but later was required in most cases (revenue act of 1918).

Early in the administration of the law, there arose the question of the
proper treatment of installment sales, or other contracts, under the terms of
which property was sold with'a small initial payment, the balance to be
paid in small periodical payments over the succeeding year or years.

It will be evident that under the cash receipts and disbursements basis only
the cash received would be subject t ttax. and the problem would not le-
come ncute. Under the accrual basis. however, under which it is required
that obligations be accrued on the books in accordance with the terms of the
obligations. irrespective of whether the amounts due have been received or not,
a peculiar problem regarding installment sales arises.

For example: The profit on a contract of sale which is payable on delivery
of the property on the cash receipts and disbursements basis, is accounted for
only when it is actually received in citsh. even though it may lie overdue. On
the accrual basis, it is set up on the books as inicone as it accrtes, that is,
when by the terms of the contract the seller is entitled to receive it even
though not actually paid. But the usuil installment sales contracts expressly
provide that the payments are not due until some time in the future. It is
possible to treat the entire sale as completed when the initial payment is
made. and the entire profit which it is expected will be realized as accrued
thereby at the date of sale, but it is evident that tills conflicts with the
accrual principle in some degree, and also that it taxes the one selling under
such a contract on a profit which he has not received and is not entitled under
the terms of the contract to receive, for a considerable time in the future,
and which. indeed, he may never actually collect. The first complete regula-
tions promulgated by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. with the ap-
proval of the Secretary of the Treasury. viz. regulations 33. revised, pro-
vided for this situation in article 120. This applied to the revenue acts of 1916
and 1917.

This provided for a method of determining the income from this class of
transactions. which wais obviously fair both to the Government and the tax-
payer and in accordance with sound economic principles. It was silent on
the double taxation feat:ire, making no special provision for the change from
one basis o another, as accrual methods were in a stage of transition then
and many taxpayers used a combination cas-h and accrual method. It pro-
vided. in subsistence, that the proportion of the entire price to be received
which represented profit should he determined, and that as each particular
payment was actually received in cash that same proportion of that par-
ticular pay nent should be returned as income in the year in which the pay-
ment was received. In principle this 's the method which has been conrtinu-
ous.ly followed ;Iy tie Treasuiry Depart eint from that time-1917-to the
present. nd is now embodied in section 212 (d) of the revenue act of 1920.

That this method is : fair one aid in accordance with common sense has
been recognized by everyone concerned. It is not a special concession to one
class of taxpayers. but only recognizes 'ind gives effect for tax purposes to the
express terms of the agreemenent f sale.

There are several details of the practical applicit'on of these principles.
however, which bave led to some uncertainty and confusion. That which
gives rise to the particular controversy under consideration is the treatment
accorded profits taxed as income in the year the sale is made on the accrual
basis in cases where the taxpayer changes to the installment basis Inter and
then collects part of this same profit in cash. The following table shows
the dates, regulations, article numbers, and substance of the various Treasury
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Department regulations which since 1917 have reiterated and reaffirmed the
principles above mentioned:

Date of Article No.
motion Regulations No. or Treasury Substance of provisionsadoption DeciFinns

Jan. 2, 918 33 Rev---.....-..... 120............ Installment method recognized where title
passed.

Apr. 25,1918 ................... T. D. 2707.. Extended to all Installments agreements.
Dec. 29,1919 45 (reprint of prelimin- 42............ Continued same principles under 1918 act, ap-

ary editions). patently required double taxation.
Oct. 20,1920 ..................... . .D.30s2.... Amended article 42, Regulations 45, from date

of 1918 act, eliminated double taxation, re-
quired allocation of payments.

Jan. 28,1921 45 (1920 ed.)-.......... 42............. Included T. D. 3082 in Regulations as article 42.
Feb. 15, 1921 62--......- .....- - .... 42 .......... Same for act of 1921.
Oct. , 1924 65-..................... 42......- ... Same for act of 1924.
Aug. 27,1926 02-................ .... T. 1. 3921.. . Required double taxation under all acts.
Sept. 1, 1926 69--------... -----.........-...... 42 ............. Samefor act of 1926.

It will be observed from the foregoing that with the exception of a brief
period from December 29, 1919, to October 20, 1920. up until T. D. 3921 In
August, 1926, the regulations have taken uniformly the view that in changing
from the usual accrual basis to the installment method the profit which had
been taxed once on the accrual basis need not be taxed again on the instal-
ment basis when collected, and that such profits should be excluded in com-
puting the income on the installment basis. It is also important that while
during the period mentioned the regulation was outstanding, it was subse-
quently amended by T. D. 3082, which had retroactive effect. So that in
legal effect, there has been such a regulation from 1918 to August, 1026.

After enactment of the revenue act of 1926, T. D. 3921 was promulgated,
which laid down the entirely new rule contradicting the long-established prac-
tice of the department that such profit should be taxed twice and should
not be excluded from income in the year in which received. The validity of
this requirement was considered by the Board of Tax Appeals in the case
of Blum (Inc.), 7 B. T. A. 737, and for the reasons wh4ch we shall be glad
to discuss more at length, was sustained and is now proposed to be embodied
in the statute law in section 44 (c) of the pending measure.

The striking fact about this history is that the practice initiated under
article 42 (1920 ed.) of Regulations 45, effective from January 1, 1918, for
avoiding double taxation, which seemed so obviously fair, has been continued
without interruption and has been approved by the successive restatements in
the regulations of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for more than eight
years, and that finally and within the course of less than one year, this long-
established practice, in reliance upon which hundreds of thousands of returns
have been made, and closed by the Treasury Department, is suddenly reverted,
and a new principle introduced which calls for the double taxation of the
same item of income. Before such a result is definitely enacted into law, the
entire situation, not merely as it is viewed by certain representatives of
the Treasury Department who are already committed to a position, but as
viewed by those who have to pay the tax, should be most earnestly and care-
fully considered by the Congress.

In order to remedy the situation, our National Retail Furniture Association
has presented to the Senate Committee on Finance, a proposed new section 44
(c) as follows:

"In any case where the gross profit to be realized on a sale or contract
for sale of personal property has under the provisions of the revenue acts
of 191, 1917, 1918, 1921, 1924, and 1926 or this net been reported as income
for the year in which the transaction occurred, and a change is made to the
installment plan of computing net income, no part of any installment pay-
ment received subsequently to the change, representing income previously
reported on account of such transaction, should be reported as income for the
year in which the installment payment is received; the intent and purpose of
this provision is that where the entire profit from installment sales has been
included in gross income for the year in which the sale was made, no part
of the installment payments received subsequently on account of such previous
sales shall again be subject to tax for the year or years in which received."

J
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Regardless of whether or not the proposed revenue act of 192S is before
your branch of Congress, may we respectfully suggest that you present the
viewpoint contained in this letter to members of the committee immediately
charged with study of the revenue act, with hopes that double taxation will be
wiped off the statute books once and for all?

It is our sincere desire, therefore, that you as representing our interests in
the Nation's Capital will give your personal consideration to this matter which
is of concern to so many in our trade and write us your views.

Cordially yours,
BLACK BROS. FURNITURE Co.,
A. B. HFROD, Treasurer.

(Whereupon the committee proceeded to th3 transaction of other
business.)

II U
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TUESDAY, APRIL 10, 1928

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMMIrrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

in the committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Smoot
presiding.

Present: Senators Smoot (Chairman), McLean, Curtis, Reed,
Shortridge, Simmons, Couzens, Gerry, Harrison, Bayard, Walsh,
and Barkley.

The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order, we will
proceed with the hearing this morning. Is Mr. Brady present? Is
Mr. Mann here?

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH F. MANN, ESQ., REPRESENTING THE
BUILDING MANAGERS AND OWNERS ASSOCIATION OF NEW
YORK, THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AND ASSOCIATIONS IN
37 CITIES

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mann, you may give the reporter your name
and address.

Mr. MANN. My name is Joseph F. Mann. I represent the Build-
ing Managers and Owners Association of New York, the National
Association with headquarters in Chicago, and associations in 37
cities of the United States.

I have sent in a brief, and I will file copies of it with the com-
r ttee. The cities which have joined with us in opposition to section
104 are Birmingham (Ala.), Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver,
Atlanta, Chicago, Peoria, Indianapolis, New Orleans. Boston, De-
troit, Duluth, St. Louis, Omaha, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Day-
ton, Tulsa, Portland (Oreg.), Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. San
Antonio. Seattle, Spokane, Kansas City, Minneapolis, and Wash-
ington (D. C.), these cities joining us through the association in the
various cities.

The CHI.RMAN. Mr. Mann, may I call attention to the fact that
we would like to have the statements as brief as possible.

Mr. MANN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is any real suggestion that you have to

make we would like to have you make it, because I am' quite sure
there will be a change in this section.

Mr. MANx. I have filed a brief which covers these matters. I
want to call attention to the fact that I think your purpose in sec-

9
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tion 104 is to make the nonoperating companies which have accu-
mulated profits disgorge them, so the surtax would be taxed on the
individual Stockholder. Unfortunately, in including the word
" rents " in that section you have included not only the nonoperating
companies, but the operating real estate companies. In New York

City our association represents about $3,000,000,000 worth of
improved real estate. We represent practically every modern
building in the city of New York, and of those almost one-half
would go down under that section. In other words, probably one-
half of the modern buildings in the United States are owned in
corporate form. Probably half the apartment houses, office build-
ings, and loft buildings are owned in corporate form in the United
States; and many of those have less than 10 stockholders.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Section 220 satisfactory to you?
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir; section 220 is perfectly satisfactory.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no suggestion to make as to an amend-

ment to section 220?
Mr. MANN. That is correct. Mr. Smith, of our association, is

also here.
The CHAIRMAN. On the same subject?
Mr. MANN. On the same subject.
The CHAIRMAN. Unless there is something special or something

in addition, I do not know that Mr. Smith could aid the committee.
Mr. SMrrH. No; I just want to register the appearance here of

the ex-president of the national association.
The CHAIRMAN. And you take the same position as Mr. Mann?
Mr. SMrra. Yes, sir.
Mr. MANN. I would like to submit this brief for your record.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

BuIE Or JtosEP F. MANN, GENERAL COUNsEL OF THE BUUDING MANAGEBs AND
OwNmsa AssocIAToN or NEw YoaK (INo.)

The following associr A Join the Building Managers and Owners Associa-
tion of New York (Ii, , in protesting against section 104 of the revenue of
1928:

National Association of Building Owners and Managers.
Birmingham Building Owners and Managers Association.
Los Angeles Association of Building Owners and Managers.
San Francisco Association of Building Owners and Managers.
Denver Building Owners and Managers Association.
Atlanta Association of Building Owners and Managers.
Building Managers Association, Chicago, IlL
Peoria Association of Building Owners and Managers.
Indianapolis Association of Building Owners and Managers.
Building Owners and Managers Association, New Orleans, La.
Boston Real Estate Exchange, Boston, Mass.
Building Managers Association of Detroit.
Building Owners and Managers Association, Duluth, Minn.
Building Owners and Managers Association, St. Louis, Mo.
Building Owners and Managers Association, Omaha, Neb.
Building Managers Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
Building Owners and Managers Association, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cleveland Association of Building Owners and Managers.
Dayton Owners and Managers Association.
Tulsa Association of Building Owners and Managers.
Portland Association of Building Owners and Managers (Oregon).
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Building Owners and Managers Association, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh Building Owners and Managers Association.
Building Owners and Managers Association, San Antonio, Tex.
Building Owners and Managers Association, Seattle, Wash.
Spokane Building Owners and Managers Association.
Kansas City Association of Building Owners and Managers.
The Building Managers and Owners Association of New York (Inc.), pro-

tests against section 104 of the revenue act of 1928. Our opposition to this
section is both to the section as a whole, as well as to the inclusion in its
effects of corporations engaged in the real-estate business.

This section 104, as it appears in the bill which has passed the House of
Representatives and has been referred to the Finance Committee of the Senate,
reads as follows:

"SEC. 104. Accumulation of surplus to evade surtaxes-1928 or subsequent
taxable years--

"(a) Tax on persoal holding company.-If any personal holding company
permits its undistributed profits for the taxable year 1028 or any succeeding
taxable year to exceed 30 per centum of the sum of its net income for such
year plus the amount of the dividend deduction and interest upon obligations
of the United States, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for such taxable
year, in addition to the tax on corporations imposed by section 18 (a), a tax
equal to 25 ner centum of such undistributed profits.

"(b) Detnitions.-As used in this section-
"(1) The term 'personal holding company' means any corporation if (A)

at Itst 80 per centum of its gross income for the taxable year is derived from
rents, royalties, dividends, interest (whether or not tax exempt), annuities,
and (except in the case of regular dealers in securities) gains from the sale of
securities, and (B) either 80 per centum or more of its voting stock (exclusive
of stock limited as to dividends and exclusive of stock redeemable upon less
than thirty days' notice) is owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, through
affiliation, stock ownership, voting trust agreements, or otherwise, by or for
not more than ten individuals, or the right to receive 80 per centum or more of
the dividends distributed by the corporation is vested, directly or indirectly,
through affiliation. stock ownership, voting trust agreements, or otherwise, in
not more than teni individuals; but such terms shall not include any banking or
Insurance corporation.

"(2) The term 'dividend deduction' means the deduction specified in section
23 (p).

"(3) The term 'Interest upon obligations of the United States' means inter-
est upon obligations of the United States issued after September 1, 1917, which
would be subject to tax in whole or in part in the hands of an individual owner,

"(4) The term 'undistributed profits' means the net income for the taxable
year increased by the amount of the dividend deduction and interest upon obli-
gations of the United States, but diminished by-

"(A) the amount of tax under section 13 (a) for the taxable year.
"(B) the amount of dividends declared out of earnings or profits for the

taxable year. not later than the fifteenth day of the third month following
the close of such taxable year and payable prior to the fifteenth day of the
sixth month following the close of such taxable year. If dividends so declared
are not actually paid prior to such date, then the amount not so paid shall
be included in the undistributed profits and the tax imposed by subsection (a)
shall be redetermined in accordance therewith.

"(o) Tax on corporation formed fr availed of to evade surtax.-If any cor-
poration, however created or organized, other than a personal holding com-
pany, is formed or availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of
the surtax upon any of its shareholders through the medium of permitting its
gains and profits to remain accumulated, instead of being divided or distributed
among its shareholders, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for the taxable
year 1928 and succeeding taxable years, in addition to the tax on corporations
imposed by section 13 (a), a tax of 25 per centum of the net income of the cor-
poration increased by the amount of the dividend deduction and interest upon
obligations of the United States. Such tax shall be computed, levied, collected,
and paid upon the same basis and in the same manner and subject to the same
provisions of law, including penalties, as that tax. The following shall be prima
face evidence that a corporation, other than a 'personal holding company' as
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hereinbefore -Bfied, is formed or availed of for the purpose of preventing the
imposition of surtax upon any of its shareholders:

"(1) That the corporation is a mere holding or investment company; or
"(2) That the gains or profits are permitted to remain accumulated beyond

the reasonable needs of the business. In determining whether gains or profits
are permitted to remain accumulated beyond the reasonable e eds of the business
there shall not be included gains or profits remaining ac emulated during a
prior taxable year for which the corporation has paid a tax imposed by this
section.

"(d) Information statements.-A corporation which in the taxable year 1928
or any succeeding taxable year permits the actumulation of more than 00 per
centum of its net income increased by the amount of the dividend deduction and
interest upon obligations of the United States, under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the commission with the approval of the Secretary, shall (1) file as
a part of its return a statement giving in detail the reasons for the accumula-
tion and the purposes to which the amounts accumulated are to Ik devoted,
and (2) from time to time thereafter, file reports under oath giving the dispo-
sition of the amounts so accumulated until all such amounts have been ac-
counted for.

"(e) Optional tao on shareholders.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall
not apply in respect of any taxable year if all the shareholders of the corpora-
tion include in their gross income, at the time of filing their returns, the
amount of their entire distributive shares of the undistributed profits of the
corporation for each taxable year. The tax imposed by subsection (c) shall
not apply in respect of any taxable year if all the shareholders of the corpora-
tion include in their gross income at the time of filing their returns, the amount
of their entire distributive shares of the gains and profits remaining accomu-
lated beyond the reasonable needs of the business as determined by the com-
miwioner. Any amount so included in the gross income of the shareholder shall
be treated as a dividend received by the shareholder. A shareholder who has
so included in his gross income his distributive share shall be entitled to receive
exempt from tax subsequent distributions made by the corporation out of earn-
ings or profits until such taxpayer has received exempt distributions in the
amount of such share."
I- is to be noted that subdivision C of this section is a revision of section

220 of the revenue act of 1926, but that the other subdivisions are new and
are not at all in consonance with the recommendations of the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The report of the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representa-
tives states as to sections 104 and 105 (section 105 being also derived from
section 220 of the revenue act of 1926 and being applicable only to the years
1927), as follows:

"Siace. 104-105. Accumulation of surplus to avoid surtaxes: The Mill pro-
vides in section 105 for the continuation, in substance, of section 220 of the
revenue act of 1926 for the taxable year 1927 except section 220 (c), which is
covered by section 148 (c) of the bill.

"For the taxable year 1928 and succeeding taxable years, a distinction is
iade in section 104 between personal holding companies, as defined in that
section, and other corporations. A personal holding company is defined to
mean any corporation (except a banking or insurance corporation) if 80 per
centum or more of its gross income is derived from rents, royalties, dividends,
interest, annuities, and gains from the sale of securities, and if either 80 per

- centum or more of its voting stock, as defined, is owned or controlled directly
or indirectly by not more thap ten individuals, or the right to receive 80 per
centum of its dividends is vested in such individuals directly or indirectly. It
is believed that corporations falling withn the class thus described are more
likely to accumulate their surplus to evade surtaxes than other corporations.
Provision is made in section 104 that if such a company permits its undis-
tributed profits, as defined in the section, to exceed 30 per centum of the sum
of its net income plus dividends and tax-free interest received, an additional
tax shall be imposed on such net income so increased, equal to 25 per centum
of the undistributed profits.

" Section 104 (c) is substantially the same as sect on 220 of the 1926 act
in its application to corporations which are not within the definition of a
' personal holding company,' and provides that if any corporation, other than
a personal holding company, is formed or availed of to permit its profits to
remain accumulated, in order to evade surtaxes. a t ix of 25 per centum of the
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net income, increased by dividends and tax-free interest received, shah be
imposed. The tax under section 220 of the revenue act of 1926 was 50 V*r
centum. It is 'elieved that this reduction will eliminate unnecessary harsh
features of the former provision and will contribute to its practical effective-
ness. Section 104 (c' further p ovides, in accordance with existing law, that
if a corporate on Is a mert holding or investment company or if the gains or
profits are permitted to accumu:f te beyond the reasonable needs of tile busi-
ness, either fact shall be prima facie evidence of the purpose to evade the
surtax.

"Section 104 (d) contains a new provision that if any corporation, in the
taxable year 1928 or in any succeeding taxable year. permits more than 60 per
centum of its net income. Increased by d vidends and tax-free interest received,
to accumulate, it must file as part of its return a statement giving in detail the
reasons for the accumulation and the purposes to which the amounts ac-
cumulated are to be devoted. It must file subsequent reports under oath,
giving the disposition of the amounts so accumulated unt:I all such amounts
have been accounted for."

Most improved properties are owned in corporate form. and tle ownership
has taken this form because it is obviously proper that structures with a life
of 25 to 100 years, depending upon both physical and economic factors, be
owned by a corporation than by an individual. or individuals, whose ex-
pectancy of life was n most cases much less. It is only through corporate
form that there can be both a continuity of ownership and management.

During the last ,50 years there has come first in the big cities of the United
States, and now throughout the entire United States, a change both in the
type of development of rel estate and the manner of its management. With
the Improvement in steel processes and the other allied arts of the building
trade there has come the modern fireproof structure, and with this structure
the problems of renting and management have become magnified. The mere
ownership of property no longer carries with it an ability succes-fully to
compete in the new field of "building ownership and management." As in
every other business or profess'on ,the successful building owner and man-
ager has become a specialist. The renting and management of the great
office buildings loft buildings, and apartment houses of this country require
skilled organizations. Owner-managed buildings are no exception to the
rule, which is so obviously demonstrated in the large management organiza-
t!ons of the big cities.

The renting of the new and higher buildings which are constantly being
built requires an art of snIesmanship which is of no less an order than that
developed for the sale of property itself. But even when the building is
fully rented (or rented to a satisfactory point, for vacancies are normal),
the work of the building owner and manager is not done.

Modern bu 'ldngs must compete in service. Public space and offices must
be kept clean: employees must be courteous and well-groomed; windows must
be kept clean; all parts of the structure and its equipment must be kept
at all times in repair. In most cases the owner must supply heat, light,
power, elevator service, cleaning and porter service.

Statistics compiled from 207 office buildings of various cities in the United
States show that the operating costs are made up as follows:

.Per cent Per cent
Taxes------.---------------27 Elevators ------------------ _
Deprec'ation ------------- 17 eat --.---.--- ------.------
Cleaning - ---------- - 151/, Electric light ------------------- 3
Office expenses------------ 11 Power - _------------ 2
Alterations-.......--..-.------ 8%/ Insurance-------------.---- - 2

There can be no question but that the ownership and management of such
a building is a bu.lness and that the corporation engaged in it is active.
Such a corporation merely because it has less than 10 stockholders Is no more
a "personal holding company" than a closely held corporation engaged in the
cloak and suit or any other legitimate business.

When it is realized that building.owning companies. in many instances,
usie all of their available earnings toward the amortization of mortgages, or
toward providing sinking funds to meet mortgage maturities, and for recon-
ditioning. replacement, and other unusual but essential purposes, it is to be

99310-28--2
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seen that the inflexible provisions of section 101 are singularly harsh in their
application to corporations owning and oprcaing buildings.

In this connection, this ass -iation calls the attention of the Senate Finance
Committee to the failure of the income tax department to grant modern
fireproof buildings the relief which Congress intended in its provisions inl
allowing to the taxpayer as a deduction a reasonable allowance for the
excessive wear and tear of property used in a trade or business, including a
reasonable allowance for obsolescence. In view of the fact that the sky-
scraper structure is comparatively modern, there are no statistics to show what
the physical life of such buildings are, nor are there statistics to show what
the economic life of such buildings are, but building managers do know that
the older of such buildings are suffering a handicap in competition with the
newer buildings. Improvements and style changes in windows, elevators,
plumbing and lighting fixtures, and other equipment have made the newer
buildings more habitable and more serviceable to the tenant, and have reduced
the operating expenses, and have correspondingly made the older buildings
less rentable and less profitable. For instance, new apartment houses install
some type of electric refrigerant and some Improved method of garbage dis-
posal. Such improvements as these tend to render old buildings obsolete in
whole or in part. Owners, in order to keep old buildings fully rented, must
make replacements of equipment and Install new devices from tlme to time.

The Income Tax Department takes little or no recognizance of this factor
of obsolescence. Its official position is that there can be no obsolescence until
there has been some development, such as an improvement in the art which
has fixed the economic life as less than the physical life. The department
does not recognize the fact that the art of housing the family and the business
Is so continuously developing that the owner must be prepared annually to spend
large sums in replacing obsolete equipment and installing devices which have
come upon the market, in order to keep pace with the competition.

The prudent owner must, therefore, retain part of his income for replace-
ments and new installations, a reserve which is not deductible from income
under the rules of the department. No owner could exist long in the face of the
competition which he must meet if he were content to reserve merely the factor
of depreciation which the department is willing to allow him in its estimate
of the physical life of his property.

The Building Managers and Owners Association of New York (Inc.), whose
membership represents over .$3000,000,000 worth of improved property in New
York, including practically every important modern building in Manhattan,
estimates that most of these buildings are owned in corporate form; that of
such corporalons practically all of them receive at least 80 per cent of their
gross income from rents; that the majority of such corporations have less than
10 stockholders or are otherwise brought within the definition of a "personal
holding company" through their capital structure. Very few of such corpora-
tions distribute more than 70 per cent of their net income. In fact, most of them
distribute less than 50 per cent of their net income. The improvident corpo
tion which distributes more than 70 per cent of its net income and is therefore
in no position to amortize the mortgages which made its construction possible,
to cope with the factors of obsolescence or to meet the competition, or to with-
stand the unexpected contingency, Is the only corporation which is not affected
by section 104 as proposed. The conservative corporation which maintains the
proper and necessary factor of safety is penalized.

In the case of the building-ov ning corporation, there i, evident an aggra-
vated evample of the objection which has well been made to this type of
taxation in the report of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation of
the present Congress (p. 54):

"The most obvious objection to such a tax is the burden which it places on
legitimate and proper business expansion. As a business expands not only
does its plant and property increase, but a larger working capital is required
and it is desirable that reasonable accumulations of profits necessary for the
expansion and stability of corporations should not be unduly burdened. A tax
placed only upon the unnecessary accumulation of capital instead of upon the
total accumulation involves many of the difficulties inherent in section 220,
and is certainly an impracticable solution of the problem. It is believed that a
tax on the total accumulation of profits by corporations is not desirable, because
in many cases it might cause the making of unwise distributions and prevent
the accumulation of a reasonable and proper surplus."
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The reasoning advanced by Mr. Green of Iowa in the Iouse on December 12,
1927 (Cong. Rec., p. 507), is equally applicable to the recommendation of the
joint committee and to the present wording of section 104. This is, in part,
as follows:

"* * * the proposition * * * to put a differentiated tax on profits
distributed from the rate on profits which are not distributed hits the honest
man who has the necessity for keeping a surplus in his corporation just as
hard as the dishonest man who is trying to avoid taxes. If there is anything
men do not like to be penalized for. it is when they have not done anything
wrong."

Surely Congress never intended to pick out of many legitimate businesses the
one business of " building ownership and management " f r these s ;lert-l penal-
ties, and never intended to classify an active business such ns ours. which has
peculiar needs for conservative management, with the type of personal holding
corporation at which section 104 wts aimed.

Such a classification so as to penalize the conservative and reward the
improvident is unfair, and will have a dampening effect upon the business and
profession responsible for the structural greatness of American cities.

Section 104 is contrary to the sound public policy which Coneress has here-
tofore declared with regard to encouragement of private building enterprises,
affording better and more modern housing facilities throughout the country.
Bullding and loan associations have been encouraged and fostered through
exemption from Federal taxation. Insurance companies are favored by the
tax laws of the United States. These insurance companies engage in the
business of making real estate mortgage loans on apartment buildings, and
like building and loan associations, which lend to the individual home builder
and owner, the result is the increase of modern and greater housing facilities
throughout the Nation. The pending revenue bill recognizes a new deduction
(in section 23-q) of taxes and interest paid by the owner or long-term lessee
or other occupant of a cooperative apartment, when such payments are made
through the medium of a corporation holding title to or a long-term lease on
the entire building. The purpose of this is to place the owner or long-term
lessee of a cooperative apartment In the same position as the owner of a dwelling
house so far as deductions for interest and taxes are concerned.

Of course, this is a wise and sound public policy on the part of the Federal
Government. But why should any departure be made simply because the owner
of the apartment building is a corporation falling within the definition of a " per-
sonal holding company " as contained in section 104? I! has been shown that be-
cause of modern business requirements, an Individual owner of an apartment or
other building may find it highly advisable to incorporate his holding or owner-
ship. Under this scheme of things, his profits, if any, from the operation of
the property will come to him in the form of dividends, subject to surtaxes.
The corporation receives the rentals from the building and is liable for and Is
required to pay a Federal income tax (under the present law) of 13% per
cent. Therefore, the Income from the property does not escape taxatlor merely
because the ownership is in the hands of a corporation, or a so-called " per-
sonal holding company" within the definition contained in section 104 of the
pending bill. Certainly it is not the part of wisdom for Congress to destroy
the corporate form of doing business in such a case, or to so interfere with the
conduct of the business of operating an apartment house or office building as
to dictate whether the title or ownership must be in the name of Individuals
rather than in the names of a corporation.

The history of section 220, and the purpose of section 104 of the pending
bill, is quite well understood to be the prevention of evasion of taxation by the
use of the corporate form of organization in order to allow the profits to
accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the business. In the case of the
ownership of office buildings, loft buildings, and apartment houses, it is quite
generally true that the corporate form of organization is not availed of for 'he
purpose of preventing the imposition of surtaxes upon the stockholders. The
corporate form is necessary for particular business reasons. The operation of
such enterprises, in modern times, is a business of considerable proportion. It
is, by reason of this fact, that organizations have been formed throughout the
country similar to the Building Managers and Owners Association of New York
(Inc.). There nre 37 such local organizations throughout the United States,
all of which are affiliated with the national association.
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It can be confidently stated that no real-estate corporation has ever, in
fact, been found within the purview of section 220 of the present tax law.
Although the attempts made by the House bill to supplement the provisions of
section 220, in an endeavor to make the section workable and effective, might
be considered altogether laudable and praiseworthy, it is nevertheless a harhi
and unjust discrimination to include corporations engaged in the real estate
business whose sole activities are the ownership and management of office,
loft, and apartment-house buildings and which in reality have never been
formed or availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of surtawes
upon their shareholders. We submit that the definition of the term " personal
holding company" is altogether too broad and inclusive. If the Finance
Committee does not eliminate this entire provision of the pending bill. as

Swe think it should, then at least, in fairness and justice to the corporate
form of owni'rshrp and management of buildings, an amendment to Sectlon
104-b should be made either by striking out the word "rents" from parn-
graph (I) of said section or by including therein a specific paragraph which
will clearly disclose that there is no intention on the part of Congress that
such corporation should, under any circumstance., be taxed under section 104
or 105, unless formed or availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposi-
tion of surtaxes upon its shareholders through the medium of permitting its
gains and profits to accumulate beyond the needs of the business.

Respectfully submitted.
JOSEPH F. MANN, General Coun.Pl.

STATEMENT OF HUGH SATTERLEE, ESQ., CHAIRMAN OF COM-
MITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION OF THE AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION

The CHAIRMAN. State your name and occupation to the committee.
Mr. SATTERLEE. My name is Hugh Satterlee. I appear here as

chairman of the committee on Federal taxation of the American Bar
Association.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed with your abatement.
Mr. SArERLEE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

this committee of which I happen to be chairman is the committee
on Federal taxation of the American Bar Association, and is sup-
posed therefore to act for it informally between meetings of the
association, and to present its recommendations to the association
at its annual meetings. At the last meeting of the association, held
in August of 1927, we presented recommendations which were
adopted, and since that time of course, in view of the pendency of
the present bill, we have made further recommendations which have
not yet had an opportunity to be presented to the association. As
to these further recommendations, we represent only the view of the
committee at the present time, although we try to sound the opinion
of the lawyers who are members of the association throughout the
country.

I think perhaps the simplest way to proceed and the one that will
save the time of the committee as much as possible is to run over the
report in the order in which we have it.

The first specific recommendation we have is that the bill, so far
as the administrative provisions are concerned, be not made retro-
active to January 1, 1927, or even to January 1, 1928, but not to take
,ffect until January 1, 1929. In this recommendation, of course, we
want it understood clearly that we are not referring to any question

S such as rate of taxes, which is entirely outside our province, a'd can
be made effective at any date on which the committee wants them
to be made effective. But so far as the administrative provisions 're
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concerned, and other provisions affecting the mode of determining a
net income, for example, we can see no possible justification or
reason for making such provisions retroactive to a time prior to the
enactment of the act itself. During the war there may have been
some reason for retroactivity in tax statutes, but certainly at the
present time there is no possible excuse for it, and I doubt if anyone
can think of a good reason why they should be retroactive. So our
first suggestion in respect to that section is that it should start out
by saying:

The provisions of this title shall apply only to the taxable year 1929 and
succeeding taxable years.

That would give the taxpayer an opportunity to become familiar
with the new statute, and taxpayers would not be obliged, as they
would, for example, if the other provisions are made retroactive to
January 1, 1927, to file entirely new returns and compute their tax
liability on an entirely different method.

The next suggestion is with reference to section 44, which provides
a new basis for determining gain or loss in the disposition of install-
ment obligations-obligations taken by installment dealers. We
think that provision should not be retroactive; that a man who is
engaged in a transaction in the face of the existing law should not be
compelled to compute his tax liability on a basis of which he had
no conception when he engaged in the transaction. Of course, that
would be automatically taken care of if section 1 is amended as I
have just suggested.

Then, again, section 45 is another section which in its present
form is retroactive. In the report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee it is stated that it is simply a broadening of section 240-F of
the 1926 act, which is one of the consolidated return provisions,
which provides for the commissioner allocating income and deduc-
tions in any way he thinks will most clearly reflect that income.

The CHAIBMAN. In respect to these amendments that relate to a
subject matter, such as this, I wish you would confine yourself to the
subject matter itself. All those amendments would be necessary
and the committee would see they were made, providing the principle
is adopted.

Mr. SATTERLEE. All right, Senator, I will try to do that.
Now, section 45, therefore, simply relates to the provision I just

referred to, which we think should not be retroactive, but should
take effect at a later date.

The nex sections we come to in the report are sections 104 and 105,
which grow out of the present section 220, with respect to the unlaw-

Sful accumulation of corporate surplus. Of course, from a lawyer's
standpoint the provisions in section 220, that have been in force for
so many years, can scarcely be defended, but there are practical con-
siderations which more or less support it, perhaps.

But our present notion about it is that, so far as the general pro-
vision applying to all business is concerned, there is less and less
need for it, or perhaps there may be greater need than ever before
for a special section applying to what are called in the bill "personal
holding companies," which are designed almost exclusively for the
purpose of preventing the accumulation of the surtax. So far as
the members of our committee are concerned I think we should have
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no possible objection if the section were limited in some such way
that it would simply apply to that class of corporations, almost the
exclusive purpose of which is to evade the surtax.

So far as general business is concerned all of us in active practice,
and no doubt some of you, have seen the hardships resulting from
the present section 220. For example, a client of mine, a corpora-
tion, which is very conscientious, whose officers are very conscientious,
from year to year, has asked me whether they ought to distribute
more of their surplus, and knowing their business has had consid-
erable ups and down I told them from year to year I thought they
needed to distribute only so much. Last summer, because they dis-
regarded my advice ana distributed more than I had told them I
thought was necessary under section 220, a change in market condi-
tions came on which nearly wiped them out because they had no
available surplus.

Senator BAYARD. DO you suggest in your brief, sir, a form of law
or a change in the bill as it comes from the House?

Mr. SATrEILEE. No, Senator, we do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Your objection to sections 104 and 105 are simply

that they go back to section 220, with whatever modifications may
be made?

Mr. SArTERLEE. No, Senator. We should like to see section 220
as it was eliminated and in substitution therefor some section more
or less along the lines of the present section 104, with that part
relating to personal holding companies.

The CIAIRHMAN. Which affects holding companies?
Mr. SATTERLFE. Yes. I can see, as the last gentleman who

addressed you said, that real-e-tate companies which are formed for
the legitimate purpose of holding real estate should be excluded in
some way from the operation of this provision, but a securities hold-
ing company is a different proposition.

The next is section 113, dealing with the basis for determining
gain or loss, which in both the 1924 and 1926 acts contained a paren-
thetical clause, which looks small but really has considerable effect.
In other words, it leaves it possible if a corporation acquired all the
stock of another corporation by the issue of its own stock, the cor-
poration acquiring the stock of'the other corporation, taking it at its
then value, was not relegated to the cost of the original owner of
that stock. These reorganization provisions are so complicated and
to a large extent so technical and so much a matter of form rather
than of substance than any change in language raises hob with
the situation of a lot of people who have relied on the provisions
of the act. Perhaps I have an unusual interest in the reorganization
provision, because when I was in the solicitor's office during the war,
during 1918 and 1919, I spent a month or so doing nothing but
trying to work out some proper basis for these reorganizations. and
at the time I thought myself unusually stupid because I could not
arrive at a result that was satisfactory to myself; but in view of the
little progress that has been made since then in the treatment of
reorganization I do not feel that I was such an awful fool as I thought
myself at the time.

But it is true, as every lawyer knows, that the present provisions
which have been retained, I think, without change in the 1924 and
1926 acts, were by no means perfect, but they have provided a basis
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for procedure, a guide for people who wanted to get their corpora-
tions reorganized. If this change is made in the 1928 act, just
this one change, it is going to affet a lot of people who I think had
a right to rely on the provisions of the 1924 and 1926 acts. Our
very strong feeling is that if you are going to revise the reorganiza-
tion provisions, they should be thoroughly revised to the extent that
they will more thoroughly reflect the substance of the matter than
to simply provide rules of the game. so to speak, where if you adhere
to them you are all right, and if you do not adhere to them you are
all wrong, irrespective of whether the substance of the transaction
is one way or another.

The CHAIRMAN. In speaking for the American Bar Association, as
I understand you do, could you express the opinion of the associa-
tion as to the advisability or otherwise of taking the administrative
features of the 1926 act, leaving the sections just as they are,
making whatever amendments to those sections are necessary, and
not trying to change the sections as is done in the bill? Have you
discussed that question ?

Mr. SATTERLEE. We have in our committee, and also individually
with lawyers who are members of the association, but we can not
bind the association, as they have not had a meeting this year. The
feeling of the committee and such lawyers as I have talked with is
that although considerable progress has been made in the present
bill from the last bill, the time devoted to the consideration of it
has really been too short and we should much prefer to see such
changes by way of amendments made in the 1926 act, such as modi-
fication of rates, and let the 1926 act go over for another year or
two and allow people time for real consideration of a new revenue
bill which should be an improvement over any we have had in the
past.

The CHAIRMAN. That will not include any amendments that ex-
perience has demonstrated should be made to the administrative
sections of the 1926 act, would it?

Mr. SATERLEE. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Some changes in those sections that we all agree

should be made?
Mr. SATTERLEE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I have in mind the taking of the administrative

features provided in the 1926 act and only making changes where
experience has demonstrated that they must be made.

Mr. SA'TTELEE. I am inclined to think we should agree to that,
that we should favor that, of course, subject to our view that what-
ever changes are made, except where they are for the benefit of the
taxpayer, should not be made retroactive.

Senator REED. You see no objection to putting the sections in
ordinary sequence, as has been tried to be done here, do you?

Mr. SATTERLEE. No; Senator, except that I do not think the pres-
ent bill has gone far enough in that respect. My own view about a
revenue act, it being such a highly important matter, is that every-
thing that affects the rates of tax, the administration of the law, the
collection of the tax, should be complete in one act, which is not
done in the present bill. We still have to refer to other acts.
Before any very radical change is made in the present law, I should
prefer to see the whole job done at once, rather than done piecemeal,

I I
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as it is now. But I do think the arrangement of the present bill is
a considerable improvement over the arrangement of the previous
act.

Senator REED. It might not be so apparent to a man who is
familiar with the act.

Mr. SATTERLEE. That is true.
Senator REED. But a new man who studied it would benefit from

the improvement.
Mr. SATTERLEE. I think so, but I do not think it goes far enough

to accomplish its real object. For that reason our feeling is that
before any radical change is made it might be well to allow another
year or so to consider and study an ideal bill, as near as may be
possible.

The next section we touch on is section 115, distributions by cor-
porations, in which the House bill omits the former provision ex-
cluding from taxation dividend surplus accumulated before March
1 in 1913. That, I have no doubt, enough people have already talked
to you about. We object especially to the retroactive feature.

Senator REED. I would like to ask you something about that. Sup-
pose you had stock that was worth $10) a share on March 1, 1913.
If you sell it now for more than that you have to pay a tax on the
difference, that being your profit?

Mr. SATTrELEE. Yes, Senator.
Senator REED. Suppose, instead of selling it, your coronation goes

into liquidation and declares a liquidated dividend of $150. You
have realized the same profit?

Mr. SATTERLEE. Yes. Senator.
Senator REED. Why ought not the excess to be taxed as a profit,

just as if you had sold the stock and realized the same profit?
Mr. SArrERL.EE. Do you mean in a case where the whole $150 repre-

sents accumulation before March 1, 1913?
Senator REED. Yes.
Mr. SATIERLEE. Well, as to the original proposition, there is a

good deal to be said for it. For instance, to take the opposite situa-
tion, if you buy stock at $150 a share and the company has ac-
cumulated quite a surplus after March 1, 1913, and you sell it at
$150, you make no gain or loss; but if the corporation distributes $50
of that surplus you are taxed on it, though the value of your stock
is reduced by that $50. I think it is impossible to work out exact
equity in those situations involving corporate distributions, but our
chief feeling about this particular section is that it should not be
retroactive, because of the general rule that retroactivity is bad, and
also if we should go further, although we have not attempted to,
that in view of that provision as to March 1, 1913, being in all
previous revenue acts beginning withthhe 1916. it is rather unfair
to the stockholders of corporations who have not yet taken advantage
of that provision.

The CHAIRMAN. Thl 1910 act did not go as far as that. The
1921 act is the act that really made the change in the law.

Mr. SATTERLEE. Was it? It was my impression that it was the
1916 act. but I would not be positive about that.

Senator SHORTRTIMIE. You think there is a considerable number of
corporations that have not taken advantage of that section?
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Mr. SATTERLEE. I have no means of arriving at statistics, but I
think, particularly in the case of timber and mining companies, there
are corporations of that character that had millions and millions of
dollars before March 1, 1913, that have not yet been distributed.

Senator HARIUSON. There is no doubt but that is the case with the
timber people, and I suppose it also applies to mining.

The CnHAIMAN. Mostly timber, however.
Senator WALSH. What do you think about making that provision

operative in two or three years.
Mr. SAT'TEHLEE. Our committee considered it a matter of policy,

but in legal procedure or in respect to legal rights I can see no
objection.

Senator WALSH. There ought to be notice given.
Mr. SATTERLEE. Yes. It is the feature of not giving them a

chance to rectify the situation that we object to.
Senator WALS. When others have hat. it for so many years.
Mr. SATTERLEE. Yes; that is very true, Senator.
The next provision is the matter of consolidated returns, and while

that is largely a matter of policy, still we think we may be justified
in saying that our experience in tax matters is such that we feel that
something almost approaching chaos will result if the provisions are
left out of the present law, and we are inclined to favor their restora-
tion to the bill; that is, not limiting consolidated returns to the next
two years, but putting in a general provision which would permit
corporations to file consolidated returns subject to regulations pro-
mulgated by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. We would not
feel very badly if what are now called class B affiliations; that is,
affiliations which depend upon the ownership of stock by individ-
uals, were eliminated; but we do think that from a practical stand-
point, entirely aside from the original question of policy, to make
it convenient for the Treasury Department and taxpayer and save
money for the Government a broad provision should be left in the
law permitting consolidated returns in any proper case, subject to
regulations provided by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Senator COUZENS. May I ask why you desire it to be optional in-
stead of mandatory

Mr. SATTERLEE. That goes back, I believe, to the feeling a good
many people have had that perhaps the only provision which forced
consolidated returns is unconstitutional; that you could not by force
disregard the corporate entity, and therefore, thie law might Ioe upset
if not made optional; but at the present time the right to make con-
solidated returns is optional, except that when an election is made
you have to follow the same course you have followed in previous
years. That would work out.very well in the future, because cor-
porations that have elected to file separate returns could continue to
do so, and the great majority of corporations which have filed con-
solidated returns would still be able to do so.

Section 271 has a minor change in it.
The C.HAIMAN. I think that is very thoroughly covered in your

brief.
Mr. SATrERL.EE. You think I need not mention that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

21
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Mr. SArrERLEE. Section 273 is something we embodied in our re-
port to the association last year, in which our recommendation was
adopted by the association. In section 273 there is, of course, the very
necessary provision for jeopardy assessments. We admit that as a
practical matter the Commissioner of Internal Revenue must have
the right to make jeopardy assessments: but I think we are all
agreed that jeopardy does not simply involve the idea of the running
of the statute of limitations. Yet we all know that in times past the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue has made jeopardy assessments
simply to avoid the running of the statute where, for one reason or
another, he had failed to audit the taxpayer's case before that time.
That has resulted in considerable hardship, and we recommended in
our report of last year and still feel that there should be a provision
in section 273 providing for a summary review by some'court or by ihe
Board of Tax Appeals as to whether there was real jeopardy, and
if that right of review is given we think the taxpayer would be pro-
tected. Of course, we realize that the Treasury Deptartment now takes
the position that it is not making jeopardy assee-sments any more
for the purpose of avoiding a running of the statute of limitations.
but while we know the responsible heads of the Treasury Depart-
ment feel that way, still the subordinates of the Internal Revenue
Bureau may feel they would be caught in a jam if they did not make
jeopardy assessments and might go ahead and make them.

The CHAIRMAN. The necessity for it has passed
Mr. SATTERLEE. It has been very much decreased. We still think

that in order to avoid the occasional case of hardship the Treasury
Department should have no objection to a provision which would
give the taxpayer a right of review to determine whether or not there
was real jeopardy.

Senator BAYARD. When you give that right of review you also
provide in italics on page 11:

The decision by such tribunal as to the existence of Jeopardy shalll not be
subject to review.

Why do you limit that in that way ?
Mr. SArrERLEE. We put that in because we thought it might be

helpful in case that any court to which the matter was brought would
feel outraged or would feel right away there was jeopardy.

Senator BAARD. Might not the decisions involving this q'lestion
in the several district courts throughout the country be conflicting?
Should there not be some form of appeal to a superior court whose
decision would be final and cover all these matters?

Mr. SATTERLEE. That might arise with reference to a construction
of the law. Usually it is a question of fact, and the decisions would
not be conflicting. We have no objection to the elimination of that
clause. We put it in simply to help the taxpayer to a limited ex-
tent.

Senator BAYARD. I have in mind the equity rules of 1912, in re-
spect to which, as you know as a member of the bar, we had a series
of decisions by the district courts and the several circuit courts of
appeals, and there was a final decision by the United States Supreme
Court. It seems to me, this being an equitable proposition to de-
termine jeapordy, if there be jeopardy, that you would have a
series of decisions, and you would need a provision for a final appeal
to some superior court which might settle the whole matter.
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Mr. SATTrELE. Yes. I think that last sentence should be elimi-
nated, as you suggest.

Passing on to the next section we touch on, sections 276 and 506
involve the same point, which is with respect to waivers after the
expiration of the period of limitation. As yet no court has author-
itatively settled the question as to whether a waiver of the statute
of limitations given after the statute has run is valid, given with-
out consideration. These sections would make such a waiver valid
to reopen the case where the statute has already run, although
under section 1106-A of the 1926 act you can scarcely do that. We
have no possible objection to a taxpayer against whom the statute
has run, if he still feels he is morally Iound to pay the tax, paying
the tax; but what these sections might re-tslt in would he an abuse
of such a statute, which we have all noticed in our own experience.
That is that a revenue agent or some local collector would ask for
a waiver from a taxpayer who does not realize that the statute of
limitations has run against the assessment or collection, whereas,
if he had been advised of his rights he very probably would not
have given it. We do not think, on that account, that waivers
should be by statute made effective where they are given after the
statute of limitation has run, where the taxpayer's right has accrued,
and where under section 1106-A of the 1926 act the liability against
him is extinguished.

Sections 311, 602, 94, and 605 of the new bill all grow out of
,ction 280 of the present bill. which provides for the collection by
some summary proceeding, such as distraint, assessment, or dis-
traint, against the alleged transferee of the assets of the taxpayer.
In our report to the association last year we recommended the
elimination of section 280 on not only constitutional grounds but
on the ground that it was a radically new departure in tax admin-
istration; that it is unfair and not an ordinary procedure or usual
method of tax collection against a person who was not a taxpayer,
but who was simply claimed to have received assets of a taxpayer.
Our view has not changed at all in that respect, and we still think
the section should be eliminated and that the Treasury Department
should be left to the ordinary procedure of pursuing the transferee
by ordinary court action.

But section 604 oi the proposed bill goes even further than section
280 by specifically providing that no suit shall be maintained for
the purpose of restraining the assessment of collection of the amount
of tie liability of a transferee of property of a taxpayer. That is U
designed to avoid the effect of the decision of the United States
District Court of the Western District of Kentucky, in the case of
the Owensboro Ditcher & Grader Co. v. Lucas (18 Fed. 798), which
held section 280 unconstitutional, and which would very likely hold
section 311 of the present bill unconstitutional if the point came
before it. It seems to us certainly a curious policy and an unwise
policy to attempt to enforce an unconstitutional provision by simply
making it impossible for a taxpayer to raise the point in the pro-
ceeding for an injunction.

The CHAIMAN. Was that case appealed?
Mr. SA TEBLEE. The Government took an appeal, and at the re-

quest of the Government the appeal was dismissed, because appar-
ently they felt they could not sustain t(!e appeal. Of course, if it
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were a case on appeal, and there was a real difference of opinion as
to the constitutionality of section 280, our view about it would not
be so strong; but where apparently the Government admits that
section 280 is unconstitutional we do feel that there should not be
an attempt to accomplish by indirection what could not be obtained
by direction.

The CHAIaMAN. I understand there is another case going up on
appeal. My attention was called to the fact that in that ci je there
was no liability, but it is being tested 'n another case.

Senator REED. How can that case be carried on under the language
of this section. It says no suit shall be maintained. We passed
similar language in another act, and the Supreme Court held that no
suit of any kind could be maintained.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I just wanted to call attention to it.
Mr. SATTERLEE. Section 601, which deals with the Board of Tax

Appeals, is something our committee is primarily concerned with.
In our report of last year, after consulting with members of the
Board of Tax Appeals as to their own views in respect to the mat-
ter of procedure, because we have always tried to work harmoniously
with them, it was suggested that the work might be facilitated in
technical cases involving long accounting if they had the right to
appoint special masters. We have suggested an amendment to sec-
tion 601 to the effect that the board might from time to time, with
the consent of the parties, which we thought would protect both the
Government and the taxpayers, provide for the appintment of spe-
cial masters to hear accounting and similar technical and involved
proceedings. I think that speaks for itself.

The CHAIRMAN. Would it not be better to increase the members
of the board ?

Mr. SArTTrELEE We considered that, Senator, but we felt if the
board were very much increased it would really be too cumbersome.
We feel it is better to have a small board, with assistants in special
cases in the nature of special masters. We did not want to go to
the extent of recommending that they be allowed to use special
masters in all cases, because we thought they should hear most of
the cases themselves, but we felt that in long cases involving ac-
countings they might be heard by a special master who would report
to the board.

Senator REED. When you get to the proposed amendment to sec-
tion 907, do not pass it over.

Mr. SATrERLE. No, Senator. I am just going to speak of it.
In respect to section 907, as proposed to be amended in the present

bill, we recommended last year, and it was adopted by the association,
that in the case of a return alleged by the commissioner to be false
or fraudulent with intent to evade tax, or of'a deficiency alleged by
the commissioner to be due to fraud with intent to evade tax, the
burden of proof upon the issue of falsity or fraud with intent to
evade tax shall be upon the commissioner. In other words, that in
fraud cases or on the issue of fraud the burden should be upon the
commissioner and not upon the taxpayer. We do not question the
fundamental proposition that in tax administration the burden of
proof shall be upon the taxpayer; in other words, that an assessment
once made is prima facie correct and it is up to the taxpayer to dis-
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prove it. We have no objection to such a provision being put in the
statute, although I do not think anyone has ever seriously questioned
it. But fraud is a different matter. It is rather an anomaly tc have
jurisdiction of frr d in the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. It
properly belongs in the Department of Justice. But if the commis-
sioner has the right a impose a penalty for fraud, on a summary deci-
sion that there was fraud in the case, it seems to uq thoroughly con-
trary to the ordinary principles of Anglo-Saxon and American juris-
prudence that the taxpayer should have the burden of proof in nega-
tiving the fsct that there was fraud.

Senato, REED. If fraud exists the statute of limitation does not
run in favor cf the taxpayer?

Mr. SATTERLEE. That is correct.
Senator REED. So that a claim by the Government, no matter how

old, can be asserted, provided the commissioner makes a finding of
fraud?

Mr. SArrERLEE. That is true.
Senator REED. Then, on appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals, the

burden is on the taxpayer to disprove fraud, without a syllable of evi-
dence from the commissioner to prove it

Mr. SATTEnLEE. If the taxpayer does nothing the fraud stands
against him.

Senior REED. They have not made any affirmative ruling to that
effect?

Mr. SATTERLEE. No; except there have been a number of cases of
fraud, and I have read them pretty carefully with the idea of get-
ting some language to indicate just what position the board took. It
is obvious from a review of the decisions that they have felt that
the burden of proof was on the taxpayer. They have not only as-
serted that, but on page 16 of my brief I quote from the case of
E. G. Humphreys v. Commissioner (9 B. T. A. 656), decided as
recently as December 19. 1927. where the board said in dismissing a
charge of fraud:

The usual presumption of correctness attached to the finding of the com-
missioner is fully overcome by the uncontradlcted testimony of petitioner.

In other words, there was a case where the petitioner did come in,
and his testimony was such that the board believed it. but if it had
not done that the presumption would have been that he was guilty
of fraud.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. The commissioner may charge fraud without
any hearing?

Mr. SATTERLEE. Oh, yes. He often does. I do not say that has
been common practice or is now, but in the past there have been
cases-and I think the representatives of the Treasury Department
will agree with me-where in order to avoid a running of the statute
of limitations the commissioner charged fraud without a scintilla
of evidence. * I had a case before the Board of Tax Appeal a few
years ago where there was so little evidence of fraud that I asked
the board without leaving the bench to dismiss the charge. They
did retire for about five minutes. Uusually they take cases under
consideration for weeks or months, but they returned to the bench
and announced they could find no evidence of fraud in that case.
and did it within five minutes.
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Senator SHosRTIon . The commissioner may make the charge of
fraud without a hearing?

Mr. SATTEILEE. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRuIDE. The taxpayer comes in and denies it?
Mr. SArrERLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. The issue therefore is, was there or was there

not fraud I
Mr. S.ATTELEE. Yes, sir.
Senator SHOrrmIDO. And you think the burden should be upon

the Government to establish fraud
Mr. SAITERL . To show there was fraud, and not upon the tax-

payer to prove that he is not guilty of fraud. It is the hardest
thing in the world, as we all know, to prove the negative of some-
thing.

Senator SIMMONS. It is the rule that obtains in all courts, is it not,
that one who charges fraud must prove it?

Mr. SATrERLEE. So far as I know. I know of no court that does
not follow that rule.

Another amendment that we suggest to this same section, which is
perhaps a minor amendment, but we think it should go in, is this.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the position of the American Bar Asso-
ciation as to all cases other than fraud cases, that the results should
be proven by the taxpayer himself?

Mr. SATTERLEE. In all other cases, as I tried to say when I started,
we all agree that it would be impossible for the Government to col-
lect taxes or administer taxes unless the burden of proof were upon
the taxpayer. and we thoroughly concur in that.

Senator SIMMos.s. That is shown in municipal jurisdictions, as
well

Mr. SATTEBLEE. Surely. That is a fundamental part of tax legis-
lation.

Senator SIMMONs. That has resulted from the necessities of the
cases?

Mr. SArERLEE. That is true.
In the middle of page 16 of the brief we suggest another amend-

ment, which is this: The statute with respect to the Board of Tax
Appeals provides that notice of proceedings shall be given by regis-
tered mail, but it has not stated to whom. We think that should be
clarified by a provision like this:

Provided, That the mailing be to the attorney who has entered his appear-
ance in the proceeding, at the address given by him, or, if no attorney has
entered such appearance, to the petitioner at hils address given in his petition
filed with the board.

There have arisen a number of cases where petitioners lived in San
Francisco, and in one case in the Hawaiian Islands where notice
was sent to him in the Hawaiian Islands, even though he appeared
by an attorney whose office was in Washington and who would be the
natural person to give the notice to an ordinary court procedure
The Board of Tax Appeals has become more and more a quasi court,
and we think the proceedings there govering notice should conform
more than in the past to the ordinary legal proceedure giving notice
to an attorney.

Senator SIMMONs. Do you not think it should be given to both
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Mr. SATrr.RLEE. I do not think it is really necessary. If the peti-
tion is signed by the attorney, and his address is signed to it, I
should think notice to him would be sufficient.

Senator SIMMoNs. There is no certainty that the relationship of
attorney and client is going to continue indefinitely.

Mr. SATTERLEE. The attorney is responsible until he withdraws or
files notice with the board that the relationship has ceased, it seems
to me.

The CHAIRMAN. The practice in the past has been that the notice
has been given to the petitioner himself

Mr. SATTERLsz. A notice has been given to the petitioner himself,
who may live in a remote part of the country. Of course, the at-
torney is usually more on the job in his office than a petitioner may
be.

Section 608 I will skip. I think that is sufficiently covered in the
brief.

Section 611 I think, as you probably already know, aroused more
of a storm throughout the country, particularly in the legal pro-
fession, than any other provision that has ever attempted to be in-
serted in a statute. I want to preface what I say about it by stating
that our committee of the bar association has tried to act in the
preparation of this report and in our recommendations not as indi-
vidual lawyers representing clients, but as representing the bar of
the country and speaking for them at least in an informal way, and
in accordance with sound legal principles irrespective of the effect
on any particular client.

I doubt if many lawyers could be found who could say anything
in support of section 611, which, as you know, attempts to revive
the right of collection of taxes against taxpayers, who at one time
or another filed a claim for abatement, irrespective of when the
statute of limitations ran against such taxpayer.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. It does away with the statute of limitations.
Mr. SATrERLEE. It does away with the statute of limitations. There

are two grounds of attack upon this section, two principal grounds.
One, and I think the most important, is that it is something that
Congress ought not to enact. The other and less important ground
is that Congress, at least in the class of cases affected by this section,
has no right to enact it. I might mention the latter first, because it
can be disposed of very briefly.

The CHAIRMAN. Your present objection and only objection is to
opening up these cases after the statute has run

Mr. SATrERLEE. Our position is that statutes of limitations once
enacted by Congress, when the period prescribed by those statutes
has expired, should not be reopened, and that no attempt should be
made to extend the period of limitations. Let me distinguish that
class of cases. As has happened in the past, certain statutes of limi-
tation have been enforced, and other statutes, for one reason or an-
other, it seems desirable to extend the period of limitations of those
statutes. To extending a period of limitation that has not yet ex-
pired we have no objection, but where, as under section 611, the period
of limitation in some cases had expired four or five or six or seven
or eight years ago the taxpayer's position had been changed a num-
ber of times, transactions had been carried on on the basis of there
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being no further tax liability, and then they come along and attempt
to reopen those old matters. It seems to us it is something indefen-
sible.

The CHAIRMAN. I see your brief covers it very thoroughly.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator SHnOTRwoIE. You are familiar with the decision of the

Supreme Court in the New York & Albany Lighterage case, decided
in February, 1927, are you not

Mr. SATrERLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIal E. Is not the design of this section to overrule

that decision
Mr. SArrERLEE. Precisely.
Senator SIMMONh . I understand you are making no objection to the

extension of the time of limitation before the limitation has expired 
Mr. SATraLEr. That is right.
Senator SIMMONs. But you object to any extension after that time

has expired ?
Mr. SATrERLEE. That is, to reviving a tax after the statute has al-

ready run. If I may say this-and I will not go very far into this,
because we have tried to state a good many things-there are really
two classes of cases affected by section 611. One is that class of
cases where the tax has not been collected, and where this statute
would give the right to the Internal Revenue Bureau to collect the
tax after the statute has run. The other class of cases is where the
Internal Revenue Bureau unlawfully-so the courts have held, a
good many of them by now-has forced collection. That extension
would prevent the taxpayer from getting that money back.. Sec-
tion 1106-A of the 1926 act, as you know, not only barred the rem-
edy, but extinguished the liability. So merely as a legal matter. I
have not much doubt that if this section 611 were enacted, that
under it taxes which have no yet been collected could not be col-
lected, because the liability had expired, and the court would so hold.
The Board of Tax Appeals so held a recently as yesterday.

But for that very reason there would be a great discrimination
between those taxpayers who have not paid, and those who have
been forced to pay at a time when the liability had already been
extinguished, but they were forced to pay by threat of distraint,
and there was no way of getting their money back.

Here is a bit of history that I would like to mention. Of course,
this is all based on a provision of the revenue ict of 1921, where the
Treasury Department in perfect good faith has taken an attitude I
have never been able to understand. It is the same point involved in
the case Senator Shortridge spoke of. The Treasury Department,
under the 1921 act, took the position that distraint was not a proceed-
ing which had to be brought within five years, although I can recall
discussing the point with representatives of the department as early
as 1922. I discussed it with the then solicitor and I discussed it
with a number of people. Cases were brought and have been pend-
ing in the courts for years. If the Treasury Department thought
the construction the Supreme Court has now put upon the statute
was not correct, they might have said something about it in the 1924
act, but they did not. The 1926 act came along and nothing was
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dode.. But now,for the first time, in the 1988 act, when, as I say
in some cases four or fiv'.* or six or seven o eight years have elapd
since the statute of limitations has run, the department wants you
gentlemen or wants Congress to give it back something that it ost
years ago and concerning which it has in no way tried to safeguard
its rights in the meantime. It seems to me that is a very unjust
position for the Treasuriy Ipartment to take, and it is certainly
unjust to all the taxpayers who relied on the statute of limitations.
Of course, if you are going to knock out all statutes of limitations
that is a different matter. If all statutes on both sides were knocked
out forever, that is a matter of policy about which I will make n6
argument, but when you have them it seems to me they should be
lived up to.

Senator SHORTRIIMIE. May I ask you another question ?
Mr. SATTERLEE. Surely.
Senator SHORTRIOOE. If the governmentt lost money it was through

a misinterpretation of the law. Is that not so?
Mr. SATTERLEE. 'e1.
Senator SHORTRImE. And having lost a considerable amount by

that misinterpretation, the purpose of this is to enable the Govern-
ment to get back or collect taxes which. under a proper interpreta-
tion of the law as it then stood, are now barred ?

Mr. SATrERLEE. That is. of course, true to a certain extent. In
some cases, however, if this section were enacted, taxes could be col-
lected, because it is so long since any attempt was made to collect
them and so long since they were barred that the taxpayer's evi-
dence which would have shown the taxes to have been improperly
assessed has been lost. For instance, a corporation has been dis-
solved, or its assets have been sold, and the purchaser has taken the
property and paid for it on the advice of counsel that there was no
outstanding tax liability.

Senator SHoRTRumr.. That section, if enacted in the form submitted
here, would enable the (overnment to bring suit to recover taxes
accruing many years ago?

Mr. SATTERLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTmliEr. And which under the law properly inter-

preted, as the law stood, would be barred ?
Mr. SATrERLEE. Yes, sir; it applies almost entirely to cases in

which the statute of limitations ran in 1924. or prior to 11 24, at least
four years ago.
Senator SlMMos .If that extension should be allowed, ought it

not to be at least modified by a provision that it should not apply
to bona fide purchasers in the meantime?

Mr. SATTERLE. Well, that would give some relief. Senator, but it
would not help the taxpayer who allowed his record to become dissi-
pated.

Senator SIMMONs. It would not help the taxpayer who had not
paid it, but it would the others.

Mr. SATTERLEE. 1 know. but you are assuming that he owed the
tax. Most of those ca~es are cases where the taxpayer said he did
not owe the tax and where. if the statute of limitations had not run
against it, he would have been careful to preserve his evidence. But
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the Treasury Department under this section could come in now and
assert an entirely different claim.

Senator SIMMONs. And he could not set up a defense I
Mr. SArrtRLEE. He would not have the evidence, if the statute of

limitations ran against him in 1917 or 1918. which are the years
chiefly affected.

Senator SIMMONS. How would that destroy his case?
Mr. SATTFRLEE. Most of the cases involved relate to the 1917 or

1918 taxes, which could have been cleaned up years ago. The statute
has now run in most cases as long ago is 1924. The liability of tax-
payers was extinguished as long ago as 1924. It is very probable
that in a number of those cases, perhaps in most of them. the tax-
payer has not taken much trouble to preserve the record of what
happened in 1917 and 1918, and the treasury D)epartment couhi
make a claim now which they would have no chance of refuting.

Senator SnHORTmD)WE. May I ask another 4qti.-tion, Mr. Chairni.
which to my mind is very pIlmortant

The CHAIRMAv . Yes.
Senator SHORTRIMam . You, have said you are familiar with the

Lighterage case.
Mr. SATTERLEF. Yes. sir.
Senator SnouTRrImF. Do you agree with this proposition, as stated:

The Lighterage case holds that where more than five years has
elapsed since the return was filed, it is proper for the (Gover ment
to collect taxes for any of those years by distraint, even though
such taxes were assessed within the proper time limit for assessing I

Mr. SATTERLEE. That is true as a general proposition. Of course,
there are qualifications to that. That applies only to cases arising
under the 1921 act, and to cases under prior acts, and where the
statutes of limitations run while the 1921 act was in force, before the
1924 act was enacted.

The CHANMAN. I do not want to hasten you. but time is rapidly
passing. I notice your brief quite fully covers some of these points.

Mr. SAI'rERLEE. I think the rest of tihe matters are sufficiently cov-
ered in the brief. I thank you very much, gentlemen. I am sorry
I have taken s) nimuchli of vour iime.

STATEMENT OF WILLIJA A. BRADY, ESQ., NEW YORK CITY

The C(HAISIAN. I will have to legin to ask the witnesses to make
their statements as brief as possible.

Mr. IIADY. I was going to start with that. Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. What I have said applies more to others. because

I know you generally are brief in what you say here.
Mr. BRADY. I Was going to ask the committee to have patience

with us this morning, because we feel there is not a complete under-
standing of our situation existing, either in the House of Rep-
resentatives or in the Senate. It is a long time since we have been
permitted to appear before this committee, and I have brought with
me, and they will be brief, representatives from the actors, the stage
hands, and other representatives of the theater.

I may introduce myself, gentlemen, by saying that my name is
William A. Brady. I am probably one of the three oldest men in

U
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the theater of the United States. I have served in every line. I
have been an actor, I have been a writer, I have been a promoter,
I have been a theater owner. I represented, and I am proud to
speak of it, the motion-picture industry, appointed by President
Woodrow Wilson within two weeks after our country went into the
war, as the head of the activities of the motion-picture industry
throughout the world; and handled that until the conclusion of
the war and the election of Mr. Harding when I was succeeded by
Mr. William S. Hays. I may say, gentlemen, that during that
period 1 received no salary. I paid my own expenses. I can talk
authoritatively and answer any question about the legitimate
theater. about the movies, or about any other class of entertain-
ment in the United States.

I am going to take a very short time to go back a short while in the
theater, to go back to the tune when in New York City Booth, Palmer,
Daly, and Wallack had theaters, and when the actors included such
people as Clara Morris, Fanny Davenport, Lester Wallack, Richard
Mansfield, John Brougham, Rose and Charles Coghlan, John Drew,
Ada Rehan, Nat Goodwin; when Philadelphia was represented by
such people as Edwin Forrest, Mrs. John Drew, Otis Skinner, John
McCullough, Lawrence Barrett, E. L. Davenport, Georgia Drew,
and Maurice Barrvmore; when Boston had its Boston Museum, with
Clarke, and John 'lason, where " Shenandoah," " Shore Acres," and
other great American plays were produced; when Baltimore and
Washington had the Fords and Albaugh; when Cleveland and Pitts-
burgh had the Ellslers, and Effie Ellsler created the great part of
Hazel Kirke; when Cincinnati had the Pike Co.; when Louisville
had Barney McCauley, who became one of the greatest comedians
of this country, and Mary Anderson also came from Louisville; when
St. Louis had John Norton; when Chicago had McVicker & Hooley,
Julia Marlowe, and Denman Thompson; when Charleston, S. C., had
John T. Owens, for that is where he came from, with a reputation
almost equal to that of Joseph Jefferson; when New Orleans had
the Bidwell Co., Mrs. Fiske and Joseph Jefferson. Out in Salt
Lake City we had the Mormon Co. I myself, played before Brig-
ham Young in Salt Lake, and I may say to you gentlemen that
the leading man in the Mormon Stock Co. in Salt Lake City after-
wards became Governor of Utah. You may remember that, Senator
Smoot. In San Francisco we had the McUuire Co., the California
Theater, which produced Lotta, Maggie Mitchell, Belasco, Edwin
Booth. In fact, Edwin Booth played Hamlet for the first time
in Sacramento. There was also Maude Adams, David Warfield,
Tom Keene, John T. Raymond, William J. Florence. Madame
Modjeska, and Holbrook Blinn.

Senator SHnoRTRIDGE. And John T. Malone?
Mr. BHAUY. And John T. Malone. From Toronto came Margaret

Anglin. the sistr of Canada's chief justice.
I want to recall an incident to Senator Smoot when, in 1.09,

when lie w.ls chairman of the Committee on Patents, there was a
hearing here on the disks now represented by the Victor Co.. and
the motion-picture people came here and attempted to appropriate
without pay all of the great plays of that day, and all of th,' great
.ongs of that day, without any charge. I remember a conversation
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with the chairman of the committee when lie said to me: "Why,
Mr. Brady. you do not pretend to say that beautiful play of yours
I saw in Salt Lake last week. called Way Down East can iposibly
be harmed by the reproduction of it on the screen :' Well, at that
particular moment there wre e ive companies' playing Way Down
East throughout the United States. Tlha is how good thel United
States was at that time. as far as the legitimate theater was con-
cerned. I told the Senator that three of those companies had been
forced to go to the storehouse, as we call it, because of this produc-
tion on the screen. At that time the Senators did not seem to know
the difference between motion pictures and the legitimate theater, and
between actors in the spoken drama and actors on the screen.

The CHAIRMAN. At that time there was no comparison between
them, either.

Mr. BRADY. Wells there was to a certain extent. They could pro-
duce our effects, but they never could produce the spoken words, and
that was proven a few nights ago during the celebrated Dodge hour,
when the Dodge Motor Co. paid $50,000 for a radio hour, when all
the great artists appeared upon the radio, and none of them but one
made good with the audience, and that was an actor from the spoken
theater, Mr. John Barrymore, who recited the soliloquy of Hamlet
and saved the hour.

The CHAIRMAN. You would better make that complete by saying
that we compelled them to pay for those plays.

Mr. BRADY. You did; but at first you tried to make us accept $5,000
for any of our plays, and we have since received a great deal more
than that. You did force them to pay the song writers 2 cents. I
believe the song writer is going to get what he is entitled to, if his
song is popular enough. In other words, the song writers enjoy the
unique privilege of having a price put upon their product.

Senator HARRISON. I thought Doug Fairbanks was. once an actor in
the spoken drama.

Mr. BRADY. He was, under my management, at $40 a week. I put
him on the stage. He did not have enough vocal ability to get over
the distance between Los Angeles and the rest of the country.

I know it is rather unpopular to talk about war records, so I will
only talk for a few moments on that subject. I want you to remem-
ber the position taken by the theaters of this country during the war,
and there has never been avy charge that anybody connected with the
theaters profiteered throughout the war. We turned our stage over
to you. The celebrated four-minute men in war time became famous
through the free use of the the.. r. Surely you will all recall our
activities in selling Liberty bonas. And I am going to tell you a
very short incident that occurred in the White House, which you
may never have heard or read of.

At the time that General Haig declared to his soldiers that the
English Army had its back against the wall, the President sent a
message to New York that I should come to the White House im-
mediately. I went there. Word had been left that I should be
admitted, and I succeeded in getting two associates into the White
House with me. I met the President and the President told us that
the Root commission had just returned from Russia, where Kerensky
was in command at the time, and that the principal thing that the
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Russian Army wanted was pictures. To use his words, he said:
"The picture has a universal appeal. The Russian soldier ;s the
most illiterate soldier in the world. Ninety per cent of them can not
read, and the other 10 per cent will not read.' But-they can be made
to know by pictures. There was an argument going on at that time
between the picture business on the one hand and the Christian ase
sociations of the country on the other, about the use oi what was
called " junk " films. We wanted to work separately in supplying the
fili s to the Government, and the other people wanted the films dis-
tributed through the auspices of the bankers' committee at one and
the same time.

I remember the President saying this, which under conditions like
that one could never forget. He said, "Mr. Brady, I am only the
housekeeper here. You people constitute one of my units, and this
organization that you are opposing is another important unit of mine.
I want you to get together.' I said, "It is impossible. He said,
"That is not patriotic." I said, " Mr. President, we are together."
I left the place, and within one week 5,000,000 feet of films were
placed upon steamboats and sent to Spain, sent to England, sent to
France where the Germans were circulating propaganda in the
Provinces to the effect that the American Army constituted forty or
fifty thousand men that had spent six months trying to catch a bandit
in Mexico and had failed. That was the kind of propaganda they
were circulating in France. We sent two agents, one to Barcelona
and another to London, and we circulated 5,000,000 feet of film to
back Pershing, which demonstrated to the ignorant people in Europe
that this country was really prepared. We pictured the Red Cross
activities, the airplane field, the dockyards.

Now, we consider that the picture is a by-product of ours, and, as
far as I am concerned, I honor the men that are in it; but my pur-
pose here to-day, gentlemen, is to prove that you are giving the
legitimate theater in this country the worst of it. The movies, for
some reason, have been favored in taxation. In 1921 the gross
amount of money received from admission tax in this country was
$89,730.832. That year you took the tax off of 50-cent tickets. Now,
that did not help us any. You might say, "Why didn't you cut your
expenses down?" We could not. Our actors live, our actors eat,
we have to pay the railroads, we have to leave money wherever we
go. Every night we are using the same people, but that is not true
of the moving picture. They can afford to spend $5,000 or $10,000
a week advertising them, because they have no expense except an
operator at $40 a week. We can not compete. And as I was saving,
when they cut the tax off the 50-cent ticket, that resulted in a drop
that year of $16,500,000.

Now, in 1925 you eliminated all tax up to 75 cents, and that re-
sulted in a drop of $47,000,000. In other words, you have handed
to the so-called poor man's amusement, an expression that Senator
Smoot used to me a few years ago and which I disputed, you have
handed to the so-called poor man's amusement $63,000,000 in two
years. In the last fiscal year, 1926, the gross tax collected from
admissions was $17,940.636.

Senator BAYARD. You mean we handed the movies $63,000,000
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Mr. BRADY. No; I do not mean that. I mean that $63,000,000
were taken off their tax. In other words, if you are going to a
theater, and you see a place over here that has no tax and another
place that has a tax, you will naturally go to the place with no tax.
I claim if the tax were taken off up to $3 or $3.50 the loss would be
much smaller than is predicted by experts.

Senator HamusoN. What do they predict?
Mr. BRADT. They predict eight or nine.
Senator HAaLsoN. $8,000,000 or $9,000,000?
Mr. BRADY. Yes.
Senator GERRY. What do you favor?
Mr. BRADT. Between three and five. It might be $3.
Senator SIMMONS. Mr. Brady, do you realize the fact that in

the 1926 act the Senate by a very decided majority voted to abolish
all admission taxes?

Mr. BRADY. I do.
Senator SIMMONs. And your trouble is in the House. therefore,

and not in the Senate, unless there has been a change in the senti-
ment in the Senate on that question.

Mr. BRADT. The House passed a law, which was drawn by Mr.
Rainey and Mr. Mills, which took the tai completely off the legiti-
mate drama.

The CHAIRMAN. The spoken drama?
Mr. BaADr. The spoken drama, but they failed to define it in

the act.
Senator SIMMONs. I mean when the bill went to conference the

Senate had eliminated the tax.
Mr. BRADY. Yes, Senator. A concession of that kind would help

dramatic production, the greater part of musical shows, concerts of
the climbing artists who have not as yet reached the pinnacle of a
McCormack, a Kreisler, Farrar, Chaliapin, Galli Curci, or Jeritza,
and, believe me, there are hundreds that would be thus benefited-
hundreds of young men and women, pianists, violinists, and all that
sort of thing, traveling through this country who can not command
more than $1.50 or $2.50 for a lecture or for a musical entertainment.
You are not only helping the legitimate drama but you are helping
music, the development of American music, the encouragement of
young American musicians, the encouragement of young American
lecturers. Those people are being viciously hurt at the present time
by this admission tax, which I will come to more completely in a
moment.

Now, gentlemen, this must strike you as being ridiculous:
Under the revenue act of 1918 the tax on soft drinks, ice cream. and similar

articles was 1 cent for every 10 cents or fraction.

Tax repealed.
Art, jewelry of every description, bronze, pIaintinlg were levied with a

ales tax. In 1924, for example, the rate on jewelry was lowered to 5 per cent
of the sales price.

In 1926 this tax was finally abolished.
The argument is often made, gentlemen, that the person who can

pay $5 to go to the theater ought to pay a tax; but what about the
lady who can buy a $50,000 pearl necklace, or the lady who can buy
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a $40,000 fur coat She ought to pay a tax, if the person who can
afford to pay a little higher price for a theater ticket has to pay a tax.

A 10 per cent tax of the selling price was imposed on fabrics, rugs, picture
frames, trunks, vallses, purses and hand bags, lamps and shades, umbrellas,
fans, robes, kimonas, furs, neckwear, stockings, boots and shoes, hats, caps,
waists, smoking coats, etc.

This tax has been repealed.
Now, mark you? gentlemen, because Senator Smoot knows I worked

with him about it. The argument was on a double tax. Besides
the admission tax upon the movies there was a tax upon the finished
and the raw films. I worked with representatives of the motion-
picture business, as I hope the Senator will remember, for six months
here with the Senator and with this committee to have that tax
repealed and it was repealed. Now, benefit No. 1 to the movies and
benefit No. 2 to the movies.

There was a tax of 5 cents on telegraph. telephone, rnatllo, and cable messages
up to 50 cents and 10 cents on th.arges in excess of that amount.

Tax repealed.
Articles taxed by the revenue act of 1021 were: bowie knives, stilettos. brass

knuckles, daggers, sword canes, dirk knives, yachts, and motor boats not de-
signed for trade or fishing.

The tax was repealed. That tax was repealed, gentlemen. And I
want to remind you now that the only business in the whole United
States of America up to the present time has not received one iota of
relief is the legitimate theater, legitimate music lecturers, symphony
concerts, and those things I have described. i say to theoriginal
proponent of the sales tax that the admission tax is a sales tax. Then
why keep the sales tax upon the theater and remove it from these
others? Why should the sales tax be removed from bowie knives,
stilettos, brass knuckles, daggers, dirk knives, etc., and keep it upon
an art? It is an art, gentlemen. And it is subsidized in every other
country in the world except the United States of America, the most
prosperous country in the world.

Now, gentlemen, I want to quote sonic remarks of the chairman
of the Ways and Means Committee made in the debate on this bill on
the floor of the House of Representatives:

Mr. CELL. Will the gentleman yield'?
Mr. GmN of Iowa. I will.
Mr. CELLE Why did the committee put it ait $1 and not $1.50? What was

the purpose of increasing the exemption only from 75 cents to $1?
Mr. GaE. of Iowa. We had to set the limit somewhere. The committee

was of the opinion that this would take care of those who wanted to get into
the shows.

Mr. CE tLL Those going to the spoken drama or the movies'
Mr. GanBN of Iowa. To any of them.
Mr. CELER. The gentleman knows that in his State he can not go to a

theater and hear a good production of the spoken drama for $1.

Which is a well-known fact, because in his own town of Council
Bluffs the spoken drama has not been heard to my knowledge for
at least 10 years, and it used to be a good show town. About the only
town in his State where the spoken drama can live is Des Moines,
and it is a poor living there. To continue:

Mr. GOBmN of Iowa. Oh, yes; but not in the orchestra seats.
Mr. CELLEB. To such productions as Eugene O'Neill or Shakespeare?
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Mr. Gcax tof lI(wa. Thel trould with ilitr l kcn drama is that you have Ihe
spetcuhlators.

Now, I am going to take just one minute on the question of specu-
lators. Speculators in theater tickets, gentlemen, exist only in two
cities in the Union, New York and Chicago, your two great metrop-
olises. We are not pleading here to favor New York, which is a
mistaken notion in the Capital. We do not represent New York. We
represent the whole country. We represent Mississippi, we represent
California, we represent Pennsylvania, we represent Michigan. We
say to you that in five years-yes, seven years now-the State of
Texas has not, with one or two exceptions, had any spoken theaters;
that in your State,,Senator Harrison, at Mobile, Montgomery. Selma,
the drama is gone; that in your State, Senator Shortridge, does San
Jose get any to-day ? I played in your town. I played a week in
San Jose. I played Shakespeare and I had a fine company.

Senator SHORTRIOE. Nellie Calhoun came from there.
Mr. BRADY. Yes. In the State of Pennsylvania they may still have

it at Harrisburg. Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia. but Scranton and
Wilkes-Barre do not have it any more. York, Allentown, and
Reading have no more drana.

Senator WALsH. The admission tax is not responsible for that,
is it?

Mr. BRADY. Largely so. I do not say it is altogether responsible.
In Senator McLean's State, Connecticut, the State taxes us there.
We pay 15 per cent there now, and the State takes 5 per cent.

Now, then, gentlemen, in closing the debate, Mr. Green said this:
Let me sny, too, gentlemen, that it Is not the tax which has put the spoken

drama out of existence. The fact of the matter Is that the movies have put the
spoken drama out of existence, as well as the high prkes which are charged
for special tickets, so that nobody can get a good sent for less tlhan $6 or $8
In New York.

Then, just because there are speculators in New York City, that
means we are going to put the drama out of existence throughout
the whole Inited States. You are told there is a law against specu-
lating in New "ork State. It is not enforced, and your energetic
United States district attorney forced a law through the legislature,
which the Governor of the State has recently signed, whereby it is
possible for the (overnment-mark this gentlemen-for the Govern-
ment to collect a 50 per cent tax upon this illegitimate charge you are
complaining of. In other words, the Government is sharing in the
spoils.

Now, Mr. Green atldits that the spoken drama is going out of
existence. Then, gentlemen. I think we should( stop arguing on our
part about the tax: I think we should plead for a subsidy, unless
tie I'nited States Senate is willing that the drama shall die. Tlhe
chairman of the Ways and Means Connuittee admits that it is dying.
I will show you by statistics and facts that it is dying. It is out of
existen e in )90 per cent of the cities. Are you willing that t he drama
shall die in this country?

Senator REI)F of Pennsylvania. How about the prize fights, Mr.
Brady?

Mr. BRADY. I do not represent the prize fights. I have managed
prize fights when I was a young man.

Senator SnonmRInIE. Your name would indicate it.
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Mr. BRAur. I will answer that question directly and properly. I
will answer it concretely .'That any entertainment that can draw
260,000 men and $2,600,000 for two men boxing 20 minutes, you can
go as far as you like with that tax.

Senator Si5tMONs. That makes quite a lot of difference in your
logic.

Mr. B.RY. Why?
Senator SIMMOIto . I think your logic is good. I agree with you

that we should dispense with this tax until we have another war.
Mr. BADY. I agree with you. Senator.
Senator SI~iiios. I think we ought to impose our taxes upon those

things that are in general use and that everybody will pay alike.
Mr. BRADY. I agree with you. Senator.
Senator SlMIoNs. And then proceed in that direction very rap-

idlv. I would like to finish up tlhe job with this bill, if we could.
MIr. BRAHY. I agree with you. I reply again to Senator Reed that

their receipts for the pugiilistic encounters are from the finest people.
The receipts for prize rights used to come from the sporting element.
Ninety per cent of the people who attended the l)emlpsey-'l'nney
firht at the world's fair groundm--mind you. at the wordl's fair
grounds in Philadelphia-90 per cent of those people were the finest
in the country. In fact. I sat between Bernard Bitii ch and some
other great men of the Wilson administration.
. Senator WALSu1 of Massachl-etts. The )emrocruts all like lights.

Mr'. BlADY. There were i half lozen Republican governors out at
Chicago.

Senator REPD of Penn-ylvania. We have to pit it where it will
be felt the least.

Mr. BRADn . Now. Senator, you say you have got to put the tax
where it will be felt least ?

Senator RIF:e of Pemnnsylvani. In other words, where there tre
people able to pay it.

Mr. BIRA)Y. If Vou put the tax on yachts and on Rolls Royces, just
such things---

Senator RERBI of Pennsylvania. There are lWople coming down this
week to say that we should not tax the Rolls Royces.

Mr. BaI D. I don't want to say too much about other people's
business.

Senator SilonTRiXIE. You will limit it to your own business ?
Mr. BRADY. I will, if you will permit. The movies are known by

their stars. There is Fairbanks, who, with the exception of Charlie
Chaplin. is one of the stars. Chaplin, one of the greatest clowns
in years. And there are the other stars. I dare say that when the
history of the movies come- to be written there will be none so
distinguished as the 50 or more famous names that I named earlier
in my statement that had become great because of the American
drama; the great educational drama depends upon the magic of the
spoken word. It may le news for you to hear, as I have Iheard in
these conferences, education Shakespeare-somebody in the House
of Representatives said, " You are constantly quoting Shakespeare
here." But now you want to) suppress it. Shakespeare does not
succeed in the movies. Hamlet, Shylock, Macbeth, the Merchant of
Venie_, ail ot :hem done in the movies; no market for tl m. The
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movies have tried to raise their audiences up. They have the pic-
tures. They made a beautiful movie of Mcbeh. The Merchant
of Venice was pictured in Venice, right where the play happened,
and nobody would go to see it.

The elimination of the American drama-and I am not talking
for New York, gentlemen; I am not talking for Chicago, because,
after all, in both those cities what they want is Behind Your Hat,
and Up the Alley, and a lot of that stuff. I am talking for Denver,
for Richmond, for Galveston, and the South, which was one of the
greatest places we had for drama. Starting at Richmond, and going
on down through the South, at Memphis, and in those Southern
cities it developed to a wonderful degree.

Senator HARRISON. Practically all of the people who go from these
sections in the country, either to Chicago or New York, go to the
theaters and get the greatest pleasure out of it?

Mr. BRADY. Absolutely. The theaters in New York and Chicago
to-day are the greatest asset that those cities have.

And speaking again of speculation, which has been fired at me
more times since I have been here than I have hairs on my head, how
about the Army and Navy football game? Was there speculation
in that? T'ere were more tickets in the hands of the scalpers than
were in the hands of the public. How about the speculation in the
Lindbergh stands that were built by New York city ? Thousands of
those have found their ways into the spec dative channels.

How about speculation for the big movies ? The Covered Wagon,
or The Big Parade? In New York they speculate in anything.
They speculate in airplane seats. And it is tue curse of our busi-
ness, and we would thank God if the Nation or the State or the city
could create some law that we could eliminate it. We do not profit by
it. There is a lot of fairy stories that we get money out of it. We
do not. It goes to the-well, gentlemen, I don't want to raise a fuss
about anybody else's business.

Senator SIMMONs. If this tax should continue, a suggestion was
made to me a few days ago with reference to the elimination of this
speculation that you speak about, and the suggestion was this: That
the Government, instead of the present provisions of the law, impose
a very high license tax upon everybody who dealt in these particular
things and allow them to charge only a certain per cent in excess of
the price.

Mr. BRADY. The Supreme Court of the United States has decided
that you can not put any price at which they can sell their tickets.
If a man buys something he has a right to sell it at any price he can
get for it. That busted that law.

Senator SIMMONS. You can increase the license tax.
Mr. BaDY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Some of them get 50 cents and some 75 cents.
Mr. BIADr. Certainly; whatever they can get.
The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking of the legitimate sales.
Mr. BRADY. But the public will not go to our box offices. That is a

funny thing. The public -ill not go to our box offices for the tickets.
Senator HARRI. Mr. Chairman, wi have -nly 15 minutes more this

morning.

88
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Mr. BRADY. I have two or three other statements I would like to

make.
Senator SLrMM. s. I sympathize with your argument about the

spoken drama. The South has been denied the spoken drama, and
the South is hungry for its return. I would like to see some of the
good plays return.

Mr. BRADY. The South will not play us.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to see all the discriminatory taxes re.

moved if it was possible to do so in view of the necessary revenue.
Mr. BRADY. It has been said that we, the theaters, are political or-

phins. I hope this committee will not consider us political or-
phans. I hope they will consider us a necessity as a fine art.

I want to introduce to the committe now Mr. Frank Gillmore, the
executive secretary of the Actors' Equity Association of New York
an association that represents more than 90 per cent of the actors and
actresses on the legitimate stage to-day. Mr. Gillmore, himself an
actor, and successfully built his organization, which is the finest in
the country. Mr. Gillmore.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not on the list here, Mr. Gillmore. How
long do you want ?

Mr. GILLMORE. Not more than three or four minutes.
Senator SIMMONS. Some of us will have to be in the Senate when

it convenes at 12 o'clock.
The CHAIRMAN. You may take five minutes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Are you going to meet this after-

noon, Mr. Chairman?
The CarnRMAN. Yes; at 2 o'clock.

STATEMENT OF PRANK G ILMORE, REPRESENTING THE ACTOR'S
EQUITY ASSOCIATION AND THE CHORUS EQUITY ASSOCIATION,
NEW YORK CITY

Mr. GtLLMOREa. Mr. Chairman. my name is Frank Gillmore. I
am executive secretary of the Actors' Equity Association. As Mr.
Brady stated, sir, I am here, of course, to appeal for my own people.
As Mr. Brady explained to you, we represent 99 per cent of all the
legitimate musical and comedy actors of the Unimted States. That
includes such great stars as Will Rogers, John Barrymore. Ed
Wynn, and Ethel Barrymore; and includes, also. of course, all
the other actors and actresses in the United States.

I assure you that at the present time their situation is a very sad
one. For instance. Miss Jane Cowl, who is a very eminent actress,
said the other day-which was published in all the papers through-
out the country-she said, " Our beloved theater is plundered; a
broken ship on'a stormy sea."

Now. how could you prove such words as these? I must repeat
some of the things Mr. Brady said, and accentuate them. In 1900
there were 1,800 legitimate theaters in this country producing and
devoting themselves to legitimate drama. To-day there are only
200 or less. That is a tremendous depreciation. I must accentuate
that there are a further 200 who work in a drama occasionally
along with their movies. They will let the drama in once in a
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while; but you are lucky to get in if you pay for the running of his
film.

Mr. Brady was speaking of Texas. When I was a young man
I remember I played six-weeks' stands in Texas and never went
out of the State. And now, outside of Houston, I do not believe
you will find one single word of the spoken drama. When you think
of that enormous territory that has no drama, that is only fed by
the few tent shows, it is a dreadful situation.

Now, I am certain the 10 per cent tax is not the only reason, but
we do feel we are unjustly discriminated against. The actors and
actresses have such poor and slim salaries to-day that many of them
do not even make income-tax reports and pay income tax. Years ago
actors and actresses had about 40 weeks of the year in which to work,
and to-day most of them have not over 15 or 16 weeks a year, and
their salaries are so pitiable that they are reduced almost below the
level of the American standard of living.

Now in regard to the moving-picture theaters, you must remember
that many of the great and wonderful theaters devot 1 to moving
pictures in New York City seat 2,000 or 3.000 or 4,00 people at a
performance. And they can give four or five performances a day.
Unfortunately the legitimate drama can not do that. It is a more
intimate thing. It is not possible for the actor and the actress to
produce that many performances. And the actor can not shout his
lines. And he can not. therefore, play and give his best performance
in the huge buildings that the movies can show in. And an actor
can not give more than eight performances a week, and yet the
motion-p.cture theaters will give four or live a da.y; and they will
sea 2,000 or 3,000 or 4.000 people at one performance.

Now we must have redress. We can not charge the prices with our
limited audiences. We can not charge the price with our limited
audiences as the motion-picture theaters can do. And therefore we
need your help, and it will be a great thing for us and all the people
if you will take off the 10 per cent tax.

As Mr. Brady said, a Member in the House said the other day we
are all quoting Shakespeare. and yet Shakespeare's play, the "Mid-
summer Night's Dream." is being done in New York to-day, to a small
audience. And to-day you can see the " Merry Wives ot Windsor."
There have been these productions of Shakespeare, and yet if you
wanted to send your wife or children to see Shakespeare, or
wanted to go yourself, you have to pay a 10 per cent tax over the
price, of your ticket. We hope you will give us relief. That is the
message of the actors and actresses to the Senate of the United States.

Mr. BRADY. I will call Mr. Paul Turner.
Senator SIMMONs. Mr. Chairman, there is another matter that we

want to take up this morning, and we have only about five minutes
left. If you are going to have a meeting this afternoon in the Capital
Building. let these hearings be continued over there, and let us have
these five minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. We will hold the hearings in the Senate Finance
Committee room in the Capital. beginning at 2 o'clock.

Senator H.ARI. Let me ask Mr. Brady whether he has a copy of
the amendments proposed.

The (CAIRnan. . We have it in the old bill.
Mr. BRADY. It is in the House of Representatives bills.
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The CHAIRMAN. The committee will meet for a few moments in
executive session, and then adjourned to meet this afternoon at I
o'clock in the Capitol.

(Whereupon, at 11.55 o'clock a. m., the committee, after a brief
time in executive session, took a recess to meet in the Capitol, at 2
o'clock p. n.)

AFTER RECESS

The committee resumed its session at the expiration of the recess
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. James Walton here I
Mr. WALTON. Yes, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We will hear you now. Mr. Walton.

STATEMENT OF JAMES WALTON, ATT0RNBT AT LAW, PITT8-
BURGH, PA.

Mr. WALTON. My name is James Walton, attorney at law, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

I appear on behalf or as the spokesman of the American Institute
of Accountancy, a national organization having its headquarters at
135 Cedar Street. New York: also as the spokesman for the Pitts-
burgh chapter of the Pennsylvania Society of Certified Public Ac-
countants, and on behalf of certain unorganized taxpayers. I did
not appear as a witness before the House committee.

The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you desire, Mr. Walton
Mr. WALTON. I want as much time as you want to listen to me,

Senator. Whenever you are tired of listening to me I want you to
tell me.

The CHAIRMAN. We want you to bring out the points briefly. We
do not want any argument.

Mr. WALTON. No; I am not going to give you any argument and I
am not going to engage in any kind of a political or economic argu-
ment whatsoever. I am going to talk about rates.

The CHAIRMAN. If you have anything prepared, we shall be glad
to have it printed in the record, and then you may just discuss the
high points.

Mr. WLToN. Yes, that is what I am going to do; and the only
reason I did not submit anything prepared was that I wanted to see
what it was that you wanted me to talk about first.

The CHAIRMAN. We want you to take the items that you are par-
ticularly interested in and briefly state why you are opposed to them
or why you are in favor of them.

Mr. WALTON. That is exactly what I would like to do.
The CHAIRMAN. We would not want to give you more than a half

hour, because we have a lot of witnesses here and the time is dragging
on, you know. It will take now, if I give them ea.h a half hour,
probably two weeks to get through.

Mr. WALTON. I was just going to say, Senator, that I did not want
to get in until this other group of taxpayers has finished.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed now, Mr. Walton.
Mr. WALTON. I am going to take up these points, Senator, in the

order of the!r importance that I have found them to be from the
standpoint of the taxpayer.
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I want to say, first, that I have never been in the employ of the
Treasury Department. I have been in the practice of taxes since
the World War, almost exclusively, and I present this matter from
the viewpoint of the taxpayer.

The first and outstanding and objectionable feature of this act,
from beginning to end, is that it is retroactive; and to make it doubly
bad, the retroactivity is of varying dates. Here is a thing that is
specifically retroactive; here is another thing that does not appear
to be retroactive until you scrutinize it, and then you find that it
goes back to 1920 or to 1917, or without any limit at all.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee is well aware of that. If you have
any- argument now in that connection put it into the record at this
point without reading it.

Mr. WALroN. If you have heard all you want about the subject
of retroactivity and feel that nothing further needs to be said--

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think there is any doubt about it. So
proceed.

Mr. WALToN. I have pointed out in my brief the sections that are
retroactive.

The CHAIRMAN. That may go into the record right at this point,
then.

(The portion of the brief referred to and submitted by the witness
relating to the general retroactivity of the bill is as follows:)

THE OUTSTANDING OBJECTION TO Tillt ACT IS ITH OG.ERAL RETTOACTIVITY

Certainly we must all be agreed that it is fundamentally unfair to change
the effect of the taxpayer's act after the act has been performed. Business
demands that a man be able to estimate his tax liability as he goes along from
one transaction to another.

Storey, the eminent jurist and textbook writer, has said:
" Retrospective laws are, Indeed, generally unjust, and, us has been forcibly

said, neither accord with sound legislation nor with the fundamental principles
of the social compact."

It appears from section 1 of the proposed new act that Title I. of which
there are 3 subtitles, 6 parts, 15 supplements and sections running up to 322
In number (though no entirely consecutive) is to be effective retroactively
from January 1, 1027. Title II, of 5 parts and 18 sections, is also pro|osedl
to be made retroactive from January 1, 1927. Title I refers to the income tax
proper and Title II refers to the miscellaneous taxes, such as estate tax. tax
on admissions.and dues, and other excise taxes. The Committee on Ways and
Means of the House says (p. 12) this is the reason why the income tax title
of the 1926 ct is not repealed but allowed to remain in full force for the col-
lection of taxes for 1925 and 1926, as well as taxes under prior eats, except
as modified by Titles III. IV, and V of the proposed new act. There are 27 sec-
tions in Titles III, IV, and V, nearly all of which are retroactive for various
periods of time back and beyond January 1, 1927, and some of them have the
most far-reaching effect, as will hereafter be pointed out.

At this point, however, we are moved to ask why attempt to make Title I
and Title II effective as of January 1, 1927. Not only the taxpayers but the
courts and the Members of Congress are opposed to such character of legis-
lation. Further, it results in all sorts of confusion and difficulty of adminis-
tration. It is true that the revenue act of 1918 was not finally approved
and signed by the President until February 24, 1919. but still was made
effective as of January 1, 1918. But this was a war measure and there were
the most cogent reasons for doing what was done. But this proposed new
revenue act of 1928 is not to be considered by the Senate Finance Committee
until April 8, 1928. Certainly that committee will take a month or six weeks
upon it and surely several more weeks will be consumed by debate on thl
foor of the Senate. After that bill will have to go to the Conference Commit-
tee and then to the President for signature. It is at least probable that the
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inal approval of the act may be postponed until after the summer recess of
Congress. Thus we would have an act finally approved in the latter part of
the year 1928 and generally effective from January 1, 1927.

OTHER ErCTIONS ABE RETROACTIVE BY OPERATION AS OF VARIOUS DATES

While Titles I and II are to be specifically retroactive, yet all through Titles
TII, IV, and V are setloin after section which will operate retroactively and
ns of widely different dates. For Instance. section 113 (a) (8) is to operate
retroactively back to December 31, 1920; section 113 (a) (7) Is to operate
retroactively back to December 31, 1917: and section 276 (b) and section 506
are to operate retroactively without any time limit at all. To cap the whole
thing, it is proposed by section 612 to repeal 'ctioi 1100 (a) of the 1926 act,
and that the repenl Is to le effective as of February 20, 1926, the date of
original passage.

Does the present Cnmgress want to precipitate all the confusion and litigation
sure to result from such a scheme? And what occasion is there for it? How
<'cn such a proposal lie reconciled with the statement which appears on page
1 of the House Ways and bleans Committee report:
" We are again In the happy position of having a surplus of revenue In the

Treasury * * * which enables us to reduce taxation."
By all means, rather than Indiscriminate retrcactivity, the act should re-

affirnn the sound doctrine of prospective tax legislatlou only.
Other sections with varying retroactive openrtion are 501 to 507, 601 to 619,

704, 705, and 706.
Mr. WALTON. What is the next nmost outstanding objection to the

act? The situation in which the taxpayers and the Treasury De-
partment find themselves-I wish Senator Reed were here; I want
him to hear this.

The CHAIRMAN. He will read it, anyhow.
Mr. WALTON. All right.
The next outstanding grief that we are in. the G(overnment as

well as the taxpayers, is the situation in the Boaid of Tax Appeals.
In my mind, next to the retroactive feature that is 'he thing that
demands the attention of this committee more than any other thing.

Secretary Mellon just the other day-April 3-said this:
There is no use to minlmise the seriousness of the sitnat .n. It Is not too

much to .say that the whole carefully thought-out machinery, which was hope.
fully set up in 1924. Is thr-atened with a complete breakdown.

He is right. I am very familiar with the situation up there and
the practice up there, myself.

In spite of work by the advisory committee in the last six months, 60 per
cent of the deficiencies of tax asserted were appealed. There were pending
before the board 21,381 cases on March 1. Working with utmost expedition
the board can only'dispose of lbout 3,000 cases a year except by stipulation.

In other words, if they do not get any more appeals at all, it will
take them seven years to come up to date.

Now, what can be done? In the first place, about half the time of
the Board of Tax Appeals is consumed listening to arguments on
questions of jurisdiction and on questions of the constitutionality of
this, that, and the other section of the statute. Half of their time,
I would say, or at least a very substantial part of their time is so
taken up.

I do not believe that it was ever the intention of Congress to vest
the Board of Tax Appeals, an executive branch of the Government,
with jurisdiction to pass upon constitutional questions. I do not

S think Congress ever intended :hai. How can a branch of an execu-
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tive department be puzzled over a constitutional questio n? It takes
a court to decide that.

Therefore I say, first-and it seenim to me that this legislation is
so important that it ought to be the first thing to do-let us have
a section which will specifically state that the Board of Tax Ap-
peals has no jurisdiction to decille a constitutional question. I think
that is the law already. But, if you will remember, before the House
committee, Chairman Littleton of the Board of Tax Appeals, testi-
fied, and there were 2,100 rases. I think he said, or 1,600, in any
event, a vast number of cases held up before the Board of Tax Ap-
peals pending on constitutional questions. They do not belong
there.

The next thing, if you will permit me to proceed along the same
line, is a section in the act that reads like this:

In all cases now unde-idted or hereafter deildedl by the United States Board
of Tax Appeals or by any Federal court. wherein, by reason of the statutes or
otherwise, there arises a question of conlflctilg jurlsllction between the I'nitedq
States Board of Tax Appeals nnd the Federal curts. the statute shall he con-
strued In favor of the jurlsdletion of the Fedteral courts.

Put an end to the waste of time quibbling and bickering about
conflicts of jurisdiction. That is all dead wood. It is forcing you
to hire attorneys to represent the taxpayers and taking the taxpay-
ers' money. Every taxpayer's case has to be argued twice now to
find out i'ho has jurisdiction.

Those two provisions will help about 3.000 cases, I imagine-maybe
not that many, but a great many cases. at once.

Then something has to be done. it seems to me, to stop the number
of appeals going to the Board of Tax Appeals. My suggestion on
that score is to let an appeal be granted to either the Board of Tax
Appeals or the Federal court, giving the taxpayer a chance to ex-
press himself as to where he wants to go. If he lives up in Minne-
sota or out in Wyoming he might not want to come to Washington.
As to my native -State, Oregon, it is a terrible imposition for a man
to have to come all the way to Washington, and when he gets here
he thinks he rs going to have a hearing before the board and he finds
that only one man is going to hear his case. The board is so pressed
for time t!at they can not have more than one man on a case.

So I say, let the appeal be to either the Board of Tax Appeals or
to a Federal court.

Second, instead of having the appeal as a matter of statutory right
let it be upon the petition of the taxpayer to the Federal court, and
upon the prima facie showing that he has some meritorious defense
against the commissioner's assessment, give the court authority to
make him put up a bond so that he can pay the tax if the decision
is against him.

I know, as every other taxpayer knows, that there are hundreds
if not thousands of cases up there wasting the time of the Board of
Tax Appeals where the tax can not be collected regardless of the
decision. They are being decided every day. The taxpayer has not
the money, and you can not collect the tax.

Unless it can be established that a man can pay the tax, what is
the use of wasting time with an appeal? That will cut out another
thousand or so cases.
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The third point is, to allow the taxpayer to express himself as to
where he wants to go. whether he wants to go to the Board of Tax
Appeals or to, a Federal court. You will soon learn how the tax-
payers feel toward your Board of Tax Appeals. That is what you
want to know; and then Mr. Chief Justice Taft, through the legal
machinery, will tell the circuit judges that as long as the Board of
Tax Appeals is congested, direct these cases away from them.

So I Fave redrafted section 274 of the act so as to incorporate that
idea, that instead of giving the taxpayer the right of appeal, let him
get his appeal through a petition upon some kind of a showing
that he has a meritorious defense, and that the tax is collectible if
the decision is against the taxpayer, to relieve the congestion before
the Board of Tax Appeals.

It might be well to put something in the act to tell the Board of
Tax Appeals not to waste any nore time worrying about constitu-
tional questions. Thousands of cases are held up there on constitu-
tional questions.

Senator REE of Pennsylvania. Thousands?
Mr. WALTON. Yes; under section 280 alone. Chairman Littleton

told the House Way and Means Committee, at page 562, I think it is,
of the hearings, that there was great congestion on that account.
Here is where that operates to the disadvantage of the Treasury
Department. The longer the collection of the tax is put off in the
future, the less chance there is for collection. The corporation has
gone out of business. So it is very advantageous to the Treasury
Department to get the cases decided expeditiously.

So I have redrafted section 274 to incorporate that idea. and I
submit it, hoping that you will find it meritorious, it having been
brought out to thle Inst of my niodest ability. I think it will reach
the problem satisfactorily.

There is one other thing that should be put in. also. let me
illustrate the situation that. exists by a specific case that I have.

My client says he has a refund due. The commissioner says:
*" You owe us iiorl' tax."

We started the suit for a refund. The commissioner comes at us
with an additional assessment. In order to keep from paying the
additional assessment we have to go to the Board of Tax Appeals.
We resist the additional assessment before the Board of Tax Appeals,
and they say that there is no more tax. so then we go ahead with our
suit in the Federal court. The commissioner says there is no juris-
diction in the Federal court and he takes an appeal from the Board
of Tax Appeals to the Circuit Court of Appeals. and the same case
is pending in two courts.

Therefore you see how important it it. to have these cases of conflict
of jurisdiction settled if we can. The legal machinery of the
Government has some limitation.

The section as I have drafted it is as follows:
Where a ttxpnyer Ih:s Ilied ain alii'etll under the revenue nact of 1924. the

court procedure therenfter shall ite controled :and covered lby the approprlate
statutes in effect while .s*id revenue act of 124 wus in effect. regardhlss o f what
Ipr'weedilings iaiay halve lit'oen alid in the Iuord of T x .Aplals after the ipus-age

of the revenue net of 1926.

lF.310-28------
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I think that is the law, now, but section 283 of the act of 1926
is utterly beyond understanding. A Federal judge, from the bench.
the other day said that it was a paragon of literary abortion.
He can not understand it. I think that is what the act means now,
that, if you went into the Board of Tax Appeals under the 1'24
act, the 1924 law should govern. But there are contficting court
opinions already, and it ought to be clarified. If you do not clarify
it you are going to have the general counsel send 70 or 75 or more
attorneys to fight litigation all over the United States.

You have already heard about claims for abatement-filing of
a claim for abatement to be deemed to have stayed the statute of
limitations. That is new legislation. Let us see for just a minute
what the House Ways and Means Committee says in justification.
What is the idea of putting that in

Senator REE of Pennsylvania. That is section 611 that you are
talking about. is it i

Ar. WALTON. Yes. >ir. Why should the filing of a claim for
abatement stay the statute of limitations?

The House Ways and Means Committee in its report says:
However, the Supreme Court has recently held in a case In which the period

for assessment expired prior to the amendment of the 1924 act, that the period
for collection was limited to five years-

Then they go on and say:
Dclslons upon claims in abatement are being made every day. Amounts

have been paid, are being paid, by the taxpayer even though the statute of
limitations may have run. xeeptionally large amounts are Involved. Ac-
cordingly, it Is of utmost importance to provide that the payments already
made should not be refunded. In order to prevent inequality, it is also pro-
vided that the amounts not paid may be collected within a year after the
enactment of the new act.

They say, further:
Your committee appreciates the fact that this provision will probably be

subjected to severe criticism by some of the taxpayers affected.
That sounds plausible, but let, us look at it a minute. First of

all, they are admitting that they want to vitiate a court decision.
Does this committee or does Congress want to engage in the busi-
ness of validating or vitiating court decisions? It seems to me that
that is asking quite a bit.

If every time the commissioner gets into a jam with the courts lie
is going to run here to you for retroactive legislation to uphold him
where the courts have said he is wrong, why should we have a tax
bill at all? We might just as well pay whatever the commissioner
says, because he is going to run to you at the next session.

I think that is contrary to the spirit that should prevail between
the judicial and the legislative departments. that you should be
asked to vitiate court decisions. If you want to do it. if von feel
that you should do it. it seems to me that it should only apply pro-
spectively, not retroactively, without limit. But tlht is'what is pro-
posed here, that regardless of the fact that the Supreme Court has
already handed down a decision that a man gets his money back.
the commissioner will still have power to collect the tax.

Senator SHOwrmIDGE. How far back?
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IMr. WALTON. Without limit. 'The statute reads. "where a claim
for abatement has been filed."

I mean to say that it will apply to all claims for abatement. Of
course the state of legal and judicial chaos will be terrible. What
is going to happen where the case has been decided by a district court
and it is on appeal to the circuit court of appeals or going up to the
Supreme Court and the taxpayer ha., got his money back? How is
it going to operate in those cases?

The next poiir is, that I think the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee is mistaken about some of its conclusions-

Amounts lave been paid, are being puad by the taxpayer. even though the
statute of limitations may have run.

If any taxpayer is paying any tax outside the statute of limitation
he must be ignorant or he can not have goota legal advice. I know

ihat none of my clients have done it.
So. you see what this is going to be. It is going to be a penalty

on the man who has been ignorant.
Exceptionally large amounts are involved.

I question that. Is that accurate ? The fact of the case is that a
largee amount of the cases pending are so-called jeopardy assessments
which the commissioner slapped on because the statute of limitations
was closely at hand.

Another large part of them is assessments against "fly-by-night"
or "war baby" corporation. that could not pay back in 1024 and
tlhey can not pay now if they could no' pay then.

So. I question very much whether as a matter of absolute fact
there are large amounts involved.

And then, says the House Ways and Means Committee-
We do not want inequality. because some have tpaid outside the statute and

we want to treat all alike.
When you stop and consider that for a moment it works out this

way: Here is a man who has voluntarily suffered punishment
through mistake-

The CHAIRMAN. Please apply yourself to the bill and never mind
what the House committee said. Let us have your ideas as to the
changes in the House bill.

Mr. WALTOX. The reason I wanted to argue on that was so that
you would understand better--

The CHAIRMAN. You have 22 minutes of your half-hour already
gone.

Mr. WALTON. Have you heard all yout want to on that point ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. WALTON. I will pass to the next point: and if you desire to

indicate what you would like me to touch upon-
The C(HAIA:.tS. I want you to say what you want to in relation

top the criticism. if there is any. of the House provisions. Just
briefly state it and let it go. Just call our attention to it and say
why. in your opinion, it should be changed.

Mr. WALTON. Very well.
In conclusion, then, on the point of the claim for abatement, let

lNm state that that provision of the statute. in the first place, will not

47
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accomplish any good. It will start a lot of controversies all over
the United States. It will impose a controversy on a lot of people
who now stand with cases barred by the statute of limitations. It
will revive a lot of cases that people have understood and had a
right to understand were closed, because the Supreme Court has said
so.

So much for that.
I want you to feel free to suggest just exactly what you want me

to say.
The next point I want to talk about is invalid waivers that are

proposed to be validated.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What section is that?
Mr. WALTON. Section 276(b) and section 506.
The proposal is that where an invalid waiver-that is, where a

taxpayer says to the commissioner-
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. We know what a waiver is.
The CHAIRMAN. Do not tell us about that. Just tell us why you

object to the provision.
Mr. WALTON. In the first place, I object to that provision. In the

first place, it is nothing else than attempting to put into legislation a
conclusion of law; and I do not think that is the proper scope of
Congress.

Of course, if these waivers outside the statute were valid, there
would not be a request of Congress to validate them. The Board of
Tax Appeals has said they are valid. I do not agree with them.

The CHAIRMAN. Valid for want of consideration
Mr. WALTON. Exactly. There is no consideration. The tax is-

dead.
I have cited some cases for the information of anybody who wants

to look into that.
Now, let me talk a moment about the liability of transferees. This

section of the bill is to give the commissioner and the Board of Tax
Appeals equity jurisdiction to determine the liability of a trans-
feree or fiduciary.

My whole thought in that is this, that if you are going to try that,
you are going to invest the Board of Tax Appeals with complete
plenary equity jurisdiction. They have not got it now. That section
has already been held unconstitutional. The Board of Tax Appeals
has held up all its decisions, apparently doing so also. The thing to
do, if a lot of taxes are going to be lost, is to raise the statute of
limitations so as to give the commissioner a chance. As I under-
stand it, the commissioner thinks he is restricted, now, under section
280. in taking a case before the Board of Tax Avpeals.

The proposal in the House, or as adopted by the House, to
strengthen that section, is all right as far as it goes, but the essential
element lacking is that there is no basic court of equity there. It is ft
branch of the Executive Deparment which can not determine the
equitable liability of any transferee.

May I illustrate for just a minute how that operates? Would you
like to have me give you a specific case?

This case came under my attention. John Smith. in 1919. had a
transaction to operate and to produce a fabulous profit, but when Ihe
reported in his tax return he did not report the profit correctly, and
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later on, about five years afterwards, the commissioner discovered and
came after him, or his estate, for the additional tax.

In the meantime he has divorced his first wife. She has got most
of the money in the divorce settlement. He married again, and his
second wife is appointed executrix of his estate,'which has a net value
of $5,000, whereas the commissioner's additional tax is $10,000. Of
course, the commissioner does not know what is in the estate. Ho
does not know that Mary Smith, the second wife, has not that much
money in her possession; but under the statute he goes ahead and
proceeds against Mary, and on behalf of Mary I filed an appeal be-
fore the Board of Tax Appeals about 18 months or so ago.

That is the way that operates.
I want to say something else that I think is important. It is out of

its sequence now.
You have heard quite a bit about jeopardy assessments which have

caused quite a lot of complaint, and righteous complaint; but if you
would adopt the suggestion that I make I do not feel that there would
be any necessity for jeopardy assessments at all. The only jeopardy
that ever can come in would be between the 60 days when the ('om-
missioner notifies the taxpayer that he is going to assess him. and. if
h!,i does not like it, to make a petition for an appeal.

So I think that the proposal that I made right in the beginning-
vou did not hear it all. Senator Reed-would solve the difficulty that
has come about through these jeopardy assessments.

The CIAIRMAN. There are not many of them now?
Mr. WALTro. No.
One word on the additional tax on reorganizations and corporate

mergers. As now proposed in section 113 (a-8) it is retroactive
legislation whereby transactions in one case go back to 1920 and in
the other case back to 1917 and are going to be unexpectedly taxed.

I have not anything to say as to the wisdom of that kind oi legisla-
tion. but I think that if that legislation is to be passed it should not
Ie made to go back beyond the date of the passage of the new act.
because it is going to n.ean that corporations can not merge and can
not reorganize or refinance themselves in the face of that change in
the law.

The House committee said-I do not know whether you want me to
mentior it or not-

The CJIATRMAN. We had the whole suliject discussed this morning.
Mr. WALTON. I was going to , sy something al)ut an illustration

that the House committee gave.
The CHAIRMAN.We have that.
Mr. WALTON. I wished to point out to you how that illustration

sounds plausible when you first look at it, but unless you see the full
working of it you will not see how it is, first of all, taxing a profit
as a fiction and then taxing it a second time as actual profit is the
way it operates.

If you do not care to have ni discuss that I will not mention it
further. But I feel that in justice to the corporations that have
acted according to the law as it was, they have fairly gone to work
und refinanced themselves or reorganized according to the law as
lheyl had a right to feel it was at the time. you should not change the
law now so as to go back to 1924. 1925. or back beyond that to 1920 or
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to 1917 and pick up transactions and impose an unexpected tax. It is
not fair.

There is a proposal in section 111 that i- going to be productive of
a lot of controversy, and I do not think that it will mean much addi-
tional tax. That is that when a man sells a house or any other kind
of property he has got to figure depreciation running back to the
time he bought it, oven back to 1918, which is contrary to the Su-
preme Court's decision in a recent case.

I do not think the taxes it will bring in will pay for the amount
of legal energy that will be expended in fighting it, becau se when
you begin to talk about depreciation back of 1913 who can Fny to-day
what the correct rate of depreciation was on a building 15 years ago?
You are going to have a controversy every time you go back that far.

One of my cases was decided by the Supreme Court just the other
day involving depreciation. Every one of them started a row.

Senator KINo. Did you say that the vendee would be intererstc,
in depreciation

Mr. WALTON. No. In selling a piece of property to determine
your profit you have to---

Senator K IN. I know; but I was asking whether you refer to, the
vendee or the vendor. You stated the purchaser.

Mr. WALTON. I did not intend to if I did, Senator.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. You do not mean that the basis

should not be decreased by the amount of depreciation that has been
allowed to that taxpayer?

Mr. WALTON. I do mean that it should, Senator; but I say it
should stop at 1913. That is far enough to go back, because that
is all the depreciation he could get any benefit of in his tax returns.
As soon as you go back beyond that you are going to get into a
controversy.

Senator SHoanRnGE. How far back of 1913 might the Govern-
ment got

Mr. WALTON. There is no limit under this section. The Suprenme
Court on that point says:

We can not accept the Goverinimt's coitenltion flhat the full amount of
depreciation, whether allowable by law as a ldeductlft, from Irossi income
in past years or not, must be d(nlucttd fro cost in Mitscrtninltil. untti or loss.

That is fair. The Supreme Court says that if a man has no right
to take depreciation it is not fair to him to cut his cost down by
depreciation.

The CHAIRMAN. The present House bill is exactly the present law.
There is no change.

Mr. WALTON. No change in it
The CHAIRMAN. No; it is the present law.
Mr. WALTON. I thought there was a change. I will not argue it

with you. At any rate, that is section 111 (2-b). If it is without any
change whatsoever it ought to be clarified, because you are going to
have a lot of controversy on that.

I will not say anything about earnings prior to March 1. 1913.
You have heard about that. In the brief that I will submit later
I have made quite a discussion about the alleged tax on what they
call holding corporations.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would leave that with the committee.
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Mr. WALTUlN. The thing that I particularly point out in that is
that that tax does not operate; the Government does not get any
money out of it* it does not function; it will not work. Senator
King will remember that we went into all that.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Section 220, you meant
Mr. WALTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We know about that.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Do you aporove of section 104 of

the new bill, which takes its place
Mr. WAL ,.N. No; I do not, because there is no elasticity to it.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. What would you do if you were

in our place ?
Mr. WALTON. I would do exactly what the advisory committee

has suggested-make it an inducement to a corporation to distribute.
That is the way to get some tax out of it.

The CHAMMAN. That is the position taken by many, many people.
If you will leave that brief with us, we will be glad to go over it.
Mr. WALTON. Would you like to have me give you some printed

copies
The CHAIRMAN. If you like.
Mr. WaLTON. A company is forced to make a distribution when it

is in financial distress. It is not right. It is going to work a dread-
ful hardship.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I do not think, Mr. Chairman, he
ought to go to the expense of having his brief printed.

The CHAIMAN. No; I do not think so, either.
Mr. WALTON. There are just one or two more points that I want

to mention. I have tried to put this in so that where I saw the
Government was getting the worst of it, taxes were getting away
that should not be getting away, it would give you my ideas about
how you can stop it.

You have heard a lot of talk about coislidated returns-
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think you need to tak& any time on

that.
Senator KINo. For my benefit. if you care to furnish me with the

part of your brief dealing with' consolidated returns I would be
glad to see it, because I am predisposed to support the consolidated
returns.

I do not ask you to go into it now.
Mr. WALTON. I will give each one of you a copy of this brief.

I have it set up by itself so that you can take any-subject in which
you are interested.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Why should we not have this
brief printed in the hearings?

The CHAIRMAN. I stated that in the beginning.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. There is no use in distributing

your brief if it is going to be printed in the hearings.
The CHAIRMAN. Just file it with the reporter and we will have the

brief printed in the hearings.
Mr. WALTON. I would like to say a few words with reference to in-

stallment sales.
Senator SnHTRIaGE. Is it in your brief
Mr. WALTON. Yes.

I
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The CHAMiMAN. That is one of the main subjects that is going to
be discussed.

Senator Rzim of Pennsylvania. Do you approve of the provisions
of the original House bill f

Mr. WALIMN. My position on installment sales is this: When you
let a man go into tL~e installment business you , -e iving him some-
thing and you have a right to prescribe conditii.is. The complaint
is that there is double taxation. Even if therte is double taxation
the installment people are getting away with the best of it, and you
have a right to prescribe the conditions upon which a man should
go on the installments basis if you want to.

Senator REuof Pennsylvania. Retroactively?
Mr. W~Ai.ToN.. When it comes to validating decisions I have my

doubts about that. V
The Clr.ARMAN. I judged from what you said in the beginning that

you do not want any retroactive features in the bill.
Mr. W'ATO. I (Io not think there should hve. A-. the bill stands

-now youi have a retroactive feature groingy back to January 1, 1927.
If niv opinion were askid I wu~ld av, make' yoinr law prospective
and thierebyv follow the sound rule.

There is'one thing I want to say about installment sales, and thbit
is withI referencee to (ljs)osinl-! of installment obligations. If that is
not attended to, every time -I nmn goes to thet hank andi takes his
installment obligrationis or pledges as collaterall he has got taxable
incom,' : or if a mai dlies. tho inere filet of his (lenil woidd create
taxable income. So it is very important to correct that to make it
read that the sale has got to be a hona fide sale, not a mere exchange
or a disposition through testament or any disposal of that kind.

I have twIo or thrnot icr little ar~icev that I should like to mention.
but which I will not dsus

If there alenn questions. I bhal he gad to answer themn if I can.
If not. I thank'you for youtr indiugen, e.
(The brief 16eferred to nl submitted by the witness is as follows:)

RECOMMENDATIONS IN RESPECT TO THlE PROPOSED NEW REVENUE
ACT OF I11*28

(Suibmittpd by the American Institute of Accountants, by Jamen Walton, Esq., of Pi1tts-
burgh, In Its behalf and by the special committee on Pitt~burich Chapier. PeiniybvanIa
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Georwr F. lt-rde. C. P'. %.. J. NI. Cuumii.
C. P. A., and James Walton, C. P. A., in its behalf and by .lnios Walton, Fsq.. In l."'hilf
of certain unorinizt'd tax4)oyorsJ

PMRkACK

Iii this ilsu'4nthere hias, IKeni exiuiletl iii*y exiii e-4san of opinu'un regit rdixig
rates or sulijoet-A of :.axatl,)n. The urntolv*e In so doing wF.s to lnilt the article
to titiestionls hasving no4 politivo-N'optiuiit flavor % hatstM4mvr.

The chajaterq have beenu arranged in it s~nnewhnt arbi trary ord# r lout in adopt-
Ing saine It was attempted to present the various subjects auovrdiuig tol .heir
Importance a-, viewed-( by the taxpayers as a wvhoie.

it inust not he as-Aiumeti that this purports to lop a coinpie e dlisti'ssiont of fill
the object iou'alle features of the act. That is precluded byv ti lc ireuiiwtowt,
of the ca-e.

1. "'TM 0Oumm.*.'fi~a 0'uimcTION TO Tlii. Ac-r sis (WN:u.M 10ru.' -T1VITY

Certainly w.e inust hi' all agrecid that it is fuuudtitunutoliy unfifir to change the
effect of the taxpay-ers' adt after the act hois hie perfrmed. IBusinu. ss dvinands
that a inan lie abli' to estimate his tux lintH'hity ns lie gi" abing from on.e tratis-
action to another.

52
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Store.%. the ejailietit jurist auld textbook writer, has said :
'lletruspec!ive laws tire, ide. d, generally mnjust ; and, as bits lten fortcibly

said, neither aicourd with sound legislation ir with the flIadaientiai principles
vf the social compact."

It apinwurs from se4-tIon I (if The piropose~l new avt that Title 1, of which there
are 3 subtitle.,, 6 parts. 15 svipplemenits, and section% running up to 3:a inl 1n1u-
bt r (though not entirely consecutive), is to be effective retroactivelyv from Jan-
unry 1. 11)27. Title 11, of 5 ptirts and 18 sectiops, Is aim) proposed to bie made
retroactive from Juuiry 1. 11*27. Title I refers to the Intcome tax proper and
Title 11 refers to the m.sculhineous taxes. such as estate tax. tax on admissions
and dues. aud other exise taixes. The Committee (tit Waty: alid Meanas of the
House says5 (pi. 12) this is the reason why thle income-tax title (of the 1926 act
I ili131 repieslell but aihiwi d to remain In full forte for the collection of taxe.s for
1925 all[III 929 us well as taxes under pdior avts, vesiept as miodified by.% Titles
Ill. * * * IV. and V of the proposed new act. There are 27 metions in Titles
111, IV. sind V. nieartly all (if which are retroac'tive for various periods (if time
back azl( 11e3(Iid Jioiury 1. 1927', azid sowle of thein have the niost far-reaehing
effect, as %%Ill hereafter be Plointed out.

At this imint, however, we tire moied to ask why attempt to make Title I
and Title 11 effective as ol' January 1, 1927. Yzit only the taxpayers lout the
courts and the Members oif Congresis are oppoosed to such Character of legle-
latioui. Further, it results In aill --orls of conafusion aand ditticulty (if aedmin-
Istration. It is true that the revenue act of 1918 was not finally approved
and signed loy th~e Presid!ent until Februairy 24, 11%* but still was.' made
effective as of January 1, 1918. But this was it war measure, and hbere were
the most cogent reasons for doing what was done. But this proposed new
revenue act of 1928 Is hiot to be considered by the Senate Finance Committee
until Aprl 3, 192. Certainfly that committee will take a month or six wveeks
upon It and surely several more weeks will be consumed by debate on the floor
of the Senate. After thot tile bill will have to go to the conference committee
and then to th-e Vivisidlent for signature. It is at least probable that the
final apliro~al of 0~e act may be postponed until after the Nummer recess of
Congress. Thus. we would have an act finally approved in the litter part
of tile year 1928 and geiieritily effective from January 1, 1927.

1 JA). OTHIR SECTION8 Aim RErOAcTxvz sy OpaLATiolI As orF IAsiortS 1ATU

While Titles I muid 11 tire to be specifically retroactive, yet all through
Titles Ill. IV. and V ate setion sifter section which wvill operate retroactively
and its oIf widely different dates. For Instances, section 113 (a) (8) is to
operate retri actively back to December 31. 1920; section 113 (a) (7) Is to
operate retroactivelyv kiick to Decemiber 31. 1917; and wetion 276 (i, alid sec-
tion 111" are to opeiatf- retiojactively without sny time limit at all. To cap
the whole tlaiiig. It Is lIriliosed. iby sectioin 012, to repeal -section 11M0 (a)
of the 1926 act, and1( that thle repeal I% to be effective as of Februar.y 26. 1928,
the (late of orighiial lotissai-e.

Dwss tile jireselit C*4illrv-..' wIm to 10lrecipititi- sill tile confusion a110lt-
gatioli sure to result from stieh a s-heine? Andi what occ'asioni is there for
It' HIow call Sucih a prlo'alt bv' ret-iciletl with tile statement which appears
oji I pge 1 of the Ilowe. W~ily.- attd 3ins ('onnuttte report'

**' Wt tre ag~ihi inl the hiapjoy isi).ition of having it surplua uf revenue Ill the
Treasury * w'hi eniaibles us to reduce taxation.*'

ily sill iili-. 1 itihr thai. ludls'-riwniiate retroactvlty. tile act Aihould
ivitihrsa the' sotilid h..t i'one (if llro~sp-ctive tax legislation onily.

m)t --i'.ectioij- w~ith vao-rig ret [ollt ivI ohl~uaio a(11lre 5iU1 to -A17. 601 tit 019,
704. 7it15, and( 7(,t;.

II. 'lF.i Mosi' lR.ENT Nrtrn IS ('oazuXTaVE lit)ARlI or TAx AI'EALs LWIMll.L~TION

'Ilie ' iat i~ll it-, it .oow Is beint,1 tit- h1.iid to Tax Aplpenls 1-; intok'r~ble
li.ihliji.'I ilie(- lpoI of the Go '-rumetit and froni 1 he standpoint of the
taxpjayui. Over 21.M01~IiI( are pent:i'ig unldecidled on Maircha 1, 1928. and nail-
H1'-. ei ~tlugs or ta x v, lhig jptO'Ithlrougzh delay. The lonlger* a till
r, swiiI% unta.'licd, tlhe It'-s chance there , is (if ultimate collection. Secretary
Melloti voi'retity states the situation, quoting fromt thle Iittsburgl iztl.ve
Wrallh (f Tuesday, April 3, 1928:
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" BREAKDOWN THBEATWNED

"'There is no use minimizing the seriousness of this situation.' Mellon
added. It is not too much to say that the whole, carefully thought-out
machinery, which was hopefully set up in 1924. is threatened with a complete
breakdown.

"'In spite of work by the advisory committee in the last six months 60
per cent of the deficiencies of tax asserted were appealed. There were pending
before the board 21,381 ca.es March 1. Working with u'most exlpllit!on ihe
board can only dispose of about 8.000 eases a year. except by stipulation.'

"Mellon said that to dispose of disputed tax cases a change of policy
appears desirable. The Treasury will adopt a new course unless the Finance
and Ways and Means Committees advise to the contrary.

"'A sensible system of administration would permit the settlement of
eases whenever the odds on a question of law are all against the Tre ciury.
Instead of compelling litigation.' Mellon said."

Therefore, it would seem to be thp duty of Congress to Immediately strike
out the evils whlih are causing congestion.

Firstly, we see that nearly one-half of the time of their Bo:ird of Tax Appeoil;
is consumed in listening to arguments on Jhurlsdietlonal questions ,nd constl.
tutional questions. Prom the testimony of Chairman Littleton before the
House committee, p. f54. It happens there are over 1.100 cnses pending which
involve the conAtitutionality of s4ttion 2SO of the 1926 net. Therefore. 'et
there immediately he incorporated into the net this section:

" In all cases now undecidI or hereafter decidl-d by the l'niteil States
Board of Tax Appeals or by any '?edernt court, wherein by reason of the
statutes or otherwise. there arises a question of confl'cing htrisdiction between
the United States Board of Tax Appe.ls nind the Federal courts. the s'ntute
sh.ll be construed In favor of ;;e lurlsdlction of the Federal courts."

Secondly, it is not believed that it was the Intention of Congress t' vest
the Board of Tax Appeals, a branch of the executive department, with juris-
diction to decide a constitutional question adversely to the Government. There
appears to be doubt about this in the minds of some of the members of the
Board of Tax Appeals. Therefore, let there be immediately enacted, this
section:

"The United States Board of Tax Appeals shall have no jurisdiction what.
soever to declare unconstitutional a section of any Federal revenue statute,
or to construe any Federal statute as being unconstitutional."

Thirdly. It seems to be incumbent upon Congress to do something to decrease
the number of appeals going to the Board of Tax Appeals. There is no ques-
tion now but what a Inr'e number of appenl<Q tre taken merely for the
purpose of delay. Many other appeals are pending in which the Government
will be unable to collect the tax. regardless of the decision of the board.
These are simply deadwood blocking progress. Therefore, let the statute be
amended so as to provide-

(a) That the appeal may be granted either to thi Board of Tax Appeals
or to a Federal court.

(b) That the appeal may be obtained, not as a matter of right, but on a
petition to the Federal court of the district in which' the taxpayer resides.
That such petition shall be granted only upon the taxpayer making a primary
or prima face showing that he has a meritorious defense against the tax
and that the court be empowered. In Its discretion, to require a bond of the
taxpayer in order that the Government may be assured that the tax will not
be jeopardized while the appeal is pending. Let it be provir ' that there
shall be a preliminary hearing on such petitions which must It or.'sented to
the Federal court within 80 days from the commissioner's notification letter,
and that, upon hearing the court may grant the taxpayer an appeal either to
the Board of Tax Appeals or to the local Federal court or to the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia, the taxpayer being allowed to indicate his
preference. Upon perfection of such an appeal, hearings shall be had upon
the merits and the appellate procedure shall then be by a writ of error to
the Circuit Court of Appeals or the Court of Appeals of the District of
Columbia.

To make the suggestion specific, let section 274 he amended to read as
follows:

" If. in the case of any taxpayer, the commissioner, after the passage of this
act determines that there Is a deficiency in respect of the tax Imposed by this
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title or imposed by any previous revenue statute, the commissioner is authorized
tc send a notice of such deficiency to the taxpayer by registered mail. Within
(10 4!ys after such notice is mailed (not counting Sunday as the sixtieth
day), the petitioner may file a petition with the district court of the United
States fur the district of which he is tihen an inhabiant, or the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia if an inhabitant thereof, praying for the allowance
of an appeal on the merits of the deficiency proposed by the commissioner, and
such appeal may be allowed to either the United States Board of Tax Appeals,
to the district court of the United States of the district of which the taxpayer
is then an inhabitant, or to the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.
Upon the making of such petition for appeal it shall be the duty of the district
court, or the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, as the case may be,
and jurisdiction is hereby specifically vested in said courts, to cause prelim-
inary hearings to be had upon said petition to determine whether or not it
does appear that the taxpayer has a reasonable prima fade defense. legal or
equitable, against the imposition of the deficiency proposed by the commis-
sioner.

"Upon a satisfactory showing by the taxpayer that there is a reasonable
question of the correctness and propriety of the commissioner's proposed de-
filelncy, the taxpayer's petition for apr:eal shall thereupon be allowed and
said appeal may Ie either to flie United States Board of Tax Appeals, or the
district court of the United States for the district in which the taxpayer is
then an inhabitant, or to the Supreme Court 'f the District of Columbia:
Prorlded, That before granting such petition. the court shall make inquiry
as to whether the payment of any deficiency, ultimately found to be due from
the taxpayer, might he jeopardized by delay incident to the appeal, and If so
determined. it shall be- tlh duty of the court. as a prerequisite. to the granting
of the appeal, to require the taxpayer to submit an indemnity bond it such
reasonable amount as will adequately protect the interests of the Government,
not Pxceeding In :ny case the amount of the alleged deficiency plus a reason-
nble amount for interes: trd costs. Except as may otherwise be specifically
provided. no assessment of a deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by this
title or :ny previous reveine act. and no 4lstraint or proceeding in court for
its collection shall be made, begun. or prosecuted until such notice of the
trxpaycr's right to pit(titiin for uillati.l has int'n mailed to the taxpayer, nor
until the expiration of such 60-day period thereafter. nor until such petition
shall have been acted ulpon by the appropriate Federal court: Provided. how-
errr. Than It shall he the duty of the Fedenil courts to act on said petition
as expenditfously as possible. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 3224
iof tih Revi. ,l Statiites. thei nmaki'Pw 'of such assessment or the beginning )f

such proceeding ,r distraint during the time such prohibition is in force mIry
be enjoined by a i roceedhlng in the proper court.

"(b) Upon the granting of said petition the court shall make an order speci-
fying whether the Unlted States 'Board of Tox Appeals. or tlie district court
or the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia shall haIe jurisdiction,
acceding, so far a% is consistent, to the wishes of the taxpayer in this respect.
Service of a certified copy of said order upon the collector of internal revenue
or upon the United States district attorney shall operate as a stay of the assess-
ment and collection, or attempted assessment and collection of the delelecrcy
until a final decision upon the merits. Upon hearing, the United States Board
of Tax Appeals, or the appropriate Federal court to which jurisdiction is con-
ferred as herein provided, shall hear and consider the case upon its merits, both
legal and equitable and, if the hearing be before a Federal court, the taxpayer
shall be granted a trial by jury upon questions of fact if he so demands. Such
proceeding shall be, in all respects, in conformity with the established rules of
law and rules of evidence of the Federal jurisdiction, and conform to the
procedure now obtaining therein.

"(c) After a hearing, whether by the Board of Tax Appeals or by a Federal
court, there shall be a judgment entered, agreeable to the facts as found, and
to the law as applicable, which may be either a judgment against the taxpayer
for the correct amount of the tax, or a judgment against the United States for
the recovery of any overpayment which may be found to be due the taxpi yer.
Such judgments shall be, in all respects, similar to the judgments in all other
civil actions and, if against the United States, shall be paid in accordance with
the provisions of section 1089 of the Revised Statutes.

"(d) Judgments of the Board of Tax Appeals shall be subject to appellate
review by either the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia or the respec-
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tive circuit courts of appeals of the United States of the circuit of which 1111i
taxpayer is an inhabitant. Judgments of ilih Supreme Court oi the D;strit of
Columbia shall be subject to appellate review in the Court of Appeals of
the District of Columbia, and judgments of ite district courts of the United
States subject to aplijllate review by the appropriate circuit cours of appeals
of the United States. Such appellate review shall be by either appeal or writ
of error according to manner and procedure now or hereafter legally prescribed
by the judicial code and Federal statutes for appellate procedure in civil actions
at law.

"(C) further appellate review to the Supreme Court of the United Sta:es
may be granted upon allowance of a petition for certiorari in the manner pre-
scribed '.y section 240 of the Judicial Code."

The enactment of this simple legislation wi'l do away with all the confusion
which row exists and make it possible to repeal a great many sections in the act
as it now exists, which sections have piled on the confusion. Stopping the juris-
dickional and constitutional questions before the board will wipe out thousands
of cases at once. It will also save many gray hairs for the Federal judges.
The requiring of a prima face showing and the possible requirement of a bond
will erase additional thousands of delay and frivolous cases as well as those
cases wherein collection of the tax is impossible.

The feature of allowing the taxpayer to indicate where he wishes his appeal
to be heard and empowering the district judges to control the flow of cases
serves a double purpose. In this way Congress can learn what the taxpayers
think of the Board of Tax Appeals and can make a direct comparison of the
efficiency of their work as compared with the courts proper. The ituportunce
of controlling the fow of cases so as to direct them to that court able to dispose
of them most expeditiously is outstandingly evident.

Another source of confusion and consequent lost motion in the Federal courts
is the utter impossibility of a clear understanding of section 283 of the 1926
act. A mere glance at the dreadfully involved phraseology of the section is
enough. Conflicting court decisions are already at hand-Chicago Railway
Equipment Co. v. Blair, Commissioner (20 Fed. (2d) 10) in the seventh circuit
court of appeals, and Blair, Commissioner v. Curran, first circuit court of
appeals, February 4. 1928. and others. Therefore, for the purpose of clarity
let us have this section at once:

" Where a taxpayer has filed an appeal under the revenue act of 1924, the
court procedure thereafter shall be controlled and governed by the appro.
priate statutes In effect while said revenue act of 1924 was In effect, regardless
of what proceedings may have been had in the Board of Tax Appeals after
the passage of the revenue act of 1926."

The reason for this is obvious too. A taxpayer has pleaded his case on the
theory of the law in effect while the 1924 act was operative. He may have
even tried his case on that theory. His subsequent court procedure should be
that which was in effect when he filed his pleadings. Section 288 of the pres-
ent 1926 act probably so intends but it is too complicated and involved to be
understood.

III. FtNUo OF A CLAIM FroA ABATEMENT TO BE DimMED TO II.AVE STAYED THE
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

It is proposed, in section 611, in effect, that the filing of a claim for abate-
ment against any alleged additional tax assessed prior to June 2, 1924. shall
have operated as a waiver by the taxpayer of the statute of limitations. Re-
specting this the House Ways and Means Committee report, page 34, reads:

" However, the Supreme Court has recently held in a case in which the
period for assessment expired prior to the enactment of the 1921 act, that the
period for colkction was limited to five years front the date on which the
return was filed. Dec:sions -pon claims in naitement are being made every
day. Amounts have been paid, ire being paid. by the taxpayer even though
the statute of limitations may have run. Exceptionally large amounts are
involved. Accordingly it is of utmost importance to provide that the pay-
ments already made should not be refunded. In order to prevent inequality
it is also provided that the amounts not yet paid may be collected within a
year after the enactment of the new act.

" Your committee appreciates the fact that this provision will probably be
subjected to severe criticism by some of the taxpayers affected. However, it
must be borne in mind that the provision authorizes the retention and collec- I
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tion only of amounts property due, and merely withdraws the defense of the
statute of limitations. If it is determined that the amount paid is in excess
of the proper tax liability, computed without regard to the statute of limita-
tions. such excess will constitute an overpayment which may be refunded or
credited as in the case of any other overpayment."

Here, then, admittedly, is more proposed new legislation to overcome court
decisions, in this instance that of the Supreme Court in Bowers, Collector, v.
New York & Albany Lighterage Co. (273 U. S. 346), February 21, 1927. This
Supreme Court decision has been followed by Federal courts and the Board
of Tax Appeals in perhaps more than 50 eases, and undoubtedly additional
cases are pending hearing or pending decision. By the proposed new legisla-
tion the commissioner is to be given power to now go after and collect the
alleged additional tax, notwithstanding the decisions of the courts whereby the
tax has been ordered refunded.

The Houe Ways and Means Committee truly said this proposed legislation
" will be subjected to severe criticism."

Firstly, it as well as several trher orolosed sections heretofore pointed out
is admittedly designed to amse the face of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
when courts have decided the commissioner was wrong. Legislation of such
a character is contrary to public policy and of utter Ibd faith. If the com-
missioner is to be permitted to run to Congress and obtain retroactive legis-
lation to uphold him in all instances where the courts have ruled he was
wrong. we do not need any revenue act at all. All that Congress needs to
do is pass a bill providing that the tax shall be such amount as the commis-
sioner may determine. Taxpayers will understand that they might as well
pay everything the commissioner demands in the first instance, because the
next succeeding Congress will retroactively validate everything the commis-
sioner claims.

Secondly, it will result in a state of legal and judicial chaos indescribable.
What is to be the effect on cases decided by the lower courts and pending on
appeal or where the right of appeal still remains? What is to !e the effect
on cases pending before circuit courts of appealss or the Supremet. Court or
even decided by the Supreme Court?

Thirdly, the reasons for this legislation advanced by the House Ways and
Means Committee appear to be based almost entirely on mni.takes of fact.
This committee says: "Amounts have been paid. are being paid, by the t.ax-
Ipyer. although the sstlate (,f limltatlo. may have run." This can not be
Iany more true than the platitude. "A fool is born every minute." And must
legislation be d(csigned to (nable the Government to retail i I ,M-essloii of mo::ey
paid to it under a mni'apprellenslon of the law?

Fourthly. the House Ways nid Means Committee says "exceptionally large
:miilcunts are intlvid.l" Is that acIrurate? What is the nature amlll charmnter
of fthrte ussss e'smtt. of alleged additional tax which taxpayers have met with
claims for abatement. A large number of them are so-called Jeopardy assess-
ments summarily imposed because the expiration date of the statute of lilita-
tion was close at hand. From actual experience it may be said that these
random jeopardy assessments are worth only a fraction of their face value.
Another large imrr eof these assessments are against taxpayers of the war-baby
fly-by-night character who were financially unable to pay when the assess-
ment w'as made (prior to June 2. 192f4) and, of course. are still less able to
pay at this present date. Honest and responsible taxpayers. guided by the
advice of honest counsel (may we assume that the nmajrity of taxpayers and
counsel are such). have paid what tax they legally and legitimately owed as
soon as the commissioner asse~-d it.

Fifthly, the House committee says the legislation is "to prevent inequality,
* * * that payments already made should not be rerfunded." We certainly

have reached a ridiculous state of affairs when our Congriss seeks to justify
an unexpected additional tax on one group of taxpayers because another smaller
group have Iready paid such tax. To put It another way: It men are to be
punished in order to " prevent inequality " In the punishment already voluntarily

ulmffered by one man under a mistake.
But the truth is that the " payments already made " need not he refunded-

at least that is the law cf the Court of Claims. Ohwrve:
"The plaintiffs (taxpayer's) contention that the act furnishes a right to

recover all taxes collected after the expiration of five years from the date of
taxpayer's return presents a theory that manifestly enn not he sustained.
* * *." (Toxaway Mills v. U. S.. Dc. 7, 1925, 01 Ct. Cl. 363.)
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When this case reaches the Supreme Court. the Solicitor General of the
United States confessed error on authority of Bowers v. New York & Albany
Literage Co. (273 U. 8. 346) end moved the court to " reverse the judgment of
the Court of Claims." Thus we are unfortunately without a decision on the
merits by the court of last resort.

When the mandate of the Supreme Court, issued on the motion of the Gov-
ernment, reached the Court of Claims, that court said:

"* * the cause having been reversed it only remain.; to obey the man-
date * * * We think it proper, because of other cases, to say that the
Jurisdiction of the Court of Claims in this class of cases grows out of the
statute providing for a refund of taxes by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
where they have been erroneously or illegally collected, and since the decision
of the case by this court in December. 1925 (61 Ct. Cis. 363), the revenue act of
1926 (44 Stat. 9, 113) has been passed, which, among other things, provides:

" ' Sc. 1106 (a) The bar of the statute of limitations against the Untet States
In respect of any internal-revenue tax shall not only operate to bar the remedy.
but shall extinguish the liability; but no credit or refund in respect of such tax
shall be allowed unless the taxpayer has overpaid the tax.'

"The effeer if any, of this act upon the right of a party, except in the instant
case, to a .d of all taxes paid after the bar of the statute has fallen is a
question not concluded by the judgment herein." (Moss, Judge; Graham, Judge;
Hay, judge; and Booth, Judge, concur. June 6, 1927.)

So we see that the payments which the House Ways and. Means Committee
was fearful would be refunded, can not be refunded through the Court of
Claims by reason of section 1106 (a) of the 1926 act.

It may be said that there is a recent contradecision where the taxpayers sued
the collector for his refund in the United States District Court and relied on
the comnmon-law plea in assumpsit. In this case. however, the alleged tax was
laid prior to the enactmen of l106(aI of the act of 1926. (See Gore v.
Nichols. Collector. U. S. D. C. Massachusetts. January 19. 1928.) If Congress
desires to clinch the matter, all that seems necessary is a little addition to sec-
tioon 1100(a) whereby it shall operate ol all tax cases. %%he her before the Court
of Claims or in the United States district courts.

Sixthly. the enactment cf this n:-olowse.l w legislal ion would h:? tentiutiount
'o a deceit of the taxpayers. In official regulations 45. naticles 1032. issued
April 17. 1919. and again in the same regulations, revised and issued January
28. 1021. and still again in the same artclee of regulations 2,. February 15.
1922. the taxpayers were offklally notified-

"The filing of a claim for abatement does not necessarily operate as a sus-
pendion of the collection of the tax or make it less the duty of he collector
to exercise due diligence to prevent the collection of the tax being jeopardized.
He should, if he deems it necessary. collect the tax and leave the taxpayer .o
his remedy by a claim for Iefund."

Such official regulations hive never tben repealed. Still further evidence
that the bureau has always recognized that the filing of a claim in abatement
did not say the sti ute of limitations is found on page 3914 and 3915 of part
18, Hearings before the Select Conmmittee ou Investigation of the lBureau of
Internal Rievenue. United States Sel:ate, in the following:

"The CHAIXmAN. If the Supreme Court sustained the decision of the circuit
court of the second district, then the Government really loses all of these taxes?

"Mr. Gamo (Solicitor, Bureau of Interial Revenue). Yes, sir; it would.
"Mr. NAH (Assistant to Commissioner of Interial Revenue). I would not

say that, because a great many of our collectors on these claims for abatement
require a bond, and they would have in action on the bond even if the court
held against us on the assessment. The bond is a personal transaction between
the collector and the taxpayer, a requisite that the collector requires when he
accepts a claim for abatement instead of enforcing collection. I would not be
surprised if the collector at Detroit has a bond on this General Motors case.

"The CUAIRTMA. But you have no record as to whether he has or not'?
"Mr. NAsu. As I say, it is a personal transaction in his office. It is some-

thing that was not required under the law before 1924. The 1924 act now
requires a bond with a claim in abatement. * *

" I am not familiar with the controversy that the Texas collector had with the
department about requiring a bond. I have always understood that it was
the privilege of the collector to require a bond. that it was his responsibility,
and that the department held the collector's bond for the collection of the tax.
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He was liable under hla own bond. I do know that in the New York offie-
I spent several months there a few years ago auditing the office-that the
present collector and his predecessor made a practice of requiring a bond on
every claim for abatement. The collector has been subjected to a great deal
of criticism on the part of many taxpayers for requiring the bond, but be has
held to this policy very strictly.

"The CanUMAN. Would the bond be sufficient to cover such a claim as this,
of $17,000,000?

" Mr. NAsH. The bonds usually cover the amount of tax involved plus inter-
est for 18 months or two years in advance.

"The CHAIRMAN. But in case the collector does not get a bond, does his
bond in turn protect the Government?

" Mr. NAa. His Ihnd is presumedt to pro -t tll, (hGovernment. espe -ially in
nn important cae. In a ea e like this Ithe collctor's luond is for about $250.000.

"The (CHAIRMAN. So init the event of his not requiring a lond from a taxpayer
umkiig a clilm in nlhtement. the Goveriment would not Ie protected in any
stuch a claim as this?

" Mr. NASH. Not under the previous arts. Senator. Under the 1924 nact the
collector Is required to get a isond."

We may now pass to the thing which has caused the trouble. Al-
though section 3182. Revised Statutes. act of December 24, 1872,
limits the commissioner's jurisdiction to determination andl assess-
ment of the tax and section 3183, Revised Statutes, act of March 1,
1879. makes it the exclusive duty of the respective collectors of inter.
nal revenue to collect the tax. the Bureau of Internal Revenue had,
for a long time. been encroaching upon the duties and interfering
with the collectors. Every tax practitioner knows it. Evidence of it
is officially reported on pages 393:;-:3;33 of part 18. Report of Select
Senate Investigating Committee. Sixty-eighth Congress. Having
been interfering with the duties of the collectors, the bureau in
Washington is in an embarrassing position. An easy way out is to
ask Congress for retroactive legislation.

This proposed new retroactive legislation is easily the most per-
nicious and the most unjustifiable of anything in the new act.

IV. IT Is PlROPOsEI TO REPI.AL CERTAIN SECTIONS OF PBIOB ACTs Erctrrva To
DATE OF ORIGINAL PASSAGE

By section 600 (c) It Is ,proposed to repeal 1108 (b) of the 1920 act effective
on the expiration of 30 days. By section 012 it is proposed to repeal section
1100 (a) of the 1206 act effective February 26. 1926, the date it was enacted.
The importance of 1106 (a) from the Government's standpoint is pointed out
by 'the Court of Claims in Toxnway Mills v. United States supra. The House
Ways and Means Committee, In explanation, says, page 33:

"Section 1106 (a) of the 1020 act failed to resolve many doubtful questions
.:s to the legal effect which follows the expiration of the period of limit.

I ions * * *."
This means that a succeeding Congress will attempt to repeal the act of its

predecessor and make such -"peal effective retroactively back to the date of
original enactment. Could the Democratic Congress of 1913 have repealed the
Republican McKinley Act of 1897 and made the repeal effective as of 1807?
The Supreme Court has said such at thing can not be done. (See Ogden v.
ilackledge, 0 U. 8. 272 (104) ; Postmaster General v. Early, et al., 85 U. 8.
130 (1827) ; Town of Koshkonong v. Burton, 104 U. 8. 668 (1882); District of
Columbia v. Hutton, 143 U. 8. 18-27 (1892); U. 8. v. ClaSin, 94 U. 8. 546

Also Judge Denlo's excellent opinion in People v. Board of Supervisors, 16
N. Y. 424 (at 431-3), citing Ogden v. Blackledge. supra.

The importance of section 1106 (a) lies in the fact that once the statute
of limitations has run, a tax case is closed beyond resurrection. It provides
" the bar of the statute of limitations * * shall not only operate to bar
the remedy hut shall extinguish the liability."
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If It is repeated it will mean the reopening of-any number of cases which the
taxpayers have long since believed were settled and closed. It will further
mean that the taxpayer public will have lost confidence in the stability of Income
tax legislation.

If any amendment of this section Is nece-minry it would eeti to 1e only a
clarification of the Incongruous second claut e which reads. " But no credit or
refund * * * shall be allowed unless the taxpayer has overpaid the tax."

This clause is worse than needless. It has merely served to cast doubt upon
the question whether a taxpayer might recover a tax collected from him by
distraint after the statute of limitations had expired, unless at the same time he
proved the tax was otherwise not correctly owing from him. This clause has
actually operated to defeat the very purpose of the section as stated by the
conferees of the House and Senate. House Report 3.50. Sixty-ninth Congress, first
session.

V. INVALID WAIV aS Ai PROPOSED TO BE VALIDATED

By section 276 (b) ind by section 506, the latter a specific amendment of
278 (c) and (d) of the 1920 act. it is proposed that a consent (or waiver) by
a taxpayer to the assessment and collection of the tax. dated and executed
after the statute of limitations has become oper:tlve against the commissioner.
shall, nevertheless be valid and have full legal efficacy. This is a radical
change from the present statute and from all prior statutes.

In the first place, this is attempting to put into legislation a conclusion of
law. A waiver, which is nothing but a contract, when given after the statute
has already h:irred collection of the tax. Is totally null and void for the obvious
reason that there is no consideration flowing from the commissioner upon which
to base it.

This proposed legislation was before the joint and advisory committees. and
after due consider:timl they specifically and positively recommended ligainst
its adoption. pace 17. saylin :

"Section 1100 (a) of the 1926 net * * * raise certain questions with
respect * * * to walv(ers executed after thil ruImltiiia <f .li" lhiittitii
periods for ausesment or collection. it is retcnomme:ided tlihat such waivers it
not effective if executed after the running of such limitation periods."

The IhI,:.<e Way.S and Me:as C'ommittee makes no comment or explliami ion
of their reason for adopting it. But whoever 1I responsible for it (presum:ily
the Treasury Department) must have recognized that all these waivers, given
beyond the expiration date of the statute, were worthless. otherwise it would
not have been regarded necessary to inject this prop: sed anew legislation intt,
the act.

The learned Hoard of Tax Appeals has held. inl Joy Flortl ('o. r. tConinms.
sloner (7 B. T. A. WIX). July 21. 1927. that thtes waivers or consents are con-
tracts, but that the benefits of citizenship and the rl'lt to do business tare
sufficient consideration to validate a contsent or waiver even if given tifter tihe
statute has barred the tax. Witl fitting re.liect for lthit tribunal such d eisio
is wrong and contrary to all precedent.

If the consent or waiver is given or executed before te statute h:as expired
there is then a mutual good and valuable consideration. Onl the one hand tlhe
commissioner agrees to withhold or forbear assessment and efforts to collect
while, on the other hand. the taxpayer arrus to wnive the right to plend the
statute of limitations and thus give thec comissioner addiltionl time to
determine the correct tax liability.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue has all along recognized that such consid.
eration there must he. Observe the phraseology employed. Int appeal ,f
Warner 8ugar Refining Co. (4 B. T. A. 5. C. C. H. decision 1416), decided
April 21. 1920. the waiver or consent reads:

* In consideration of the assurance given it by the officials of tie Bureau
of Internal Revenue that its liability for all Federal taxes for the year ended
Decemlwr 31. 1917. shall not be determined except after deliberate. intensive.
and thorough consideration. * * * herely waives any and all statutory
limitations us to the time for assessment * * *."

To say. a- does the Board of Tax Apleils. th:tt the Klnefits of citizenship
and the right to do business sre adequate considerations after collection of
the tax has Iwcome bIrred is like a hihwnyman saying to. his victim in a
holdup. "I have given you the opportunity to avoid being shot: that is ade-

I
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quate consideration for the money taken from you." The controlling law on
the question may be seen in the following citations:

"While a promise not to plead the statute, whether made before or after
the debt is barred, does not amount to an acknowledgment thereof or a
promise to pay it, yet, if made before the debt is barred, and in consideration
of forbearance to sue, and the creditor does forbear to sue upon the faith of
the promise, it is binding upon the debtor. * * * An agreement not to
plead the statute of limitations, if upon good consideration, is valid, and
forbearance to sue is such good consideration. But after a debt is actually
barred by the statute, a mere naked promise not to plead the statute has no
validity, as it is a mere nudum pactum." (Wood on limitations, sec. T7, voL
1, pp. 405-406, citing many cases.)

" It is difficult to see why he may not, for a valuable consideration, agree
to waive or abandon the defense of the statute altogether. This must be,
however, upon valuable consideration, to entitle plaintiff to insist upon the
agreement as an estoppel." (Mann v. Cooper, 2 Court App., D. C. 238.)

"It has always been recognized by law that if pending the running of the
statute, the time of payment is extended by the creditor with the assent of
the debtor, the statute does not run during the time of suspension. * * *
There was a written request from the defendants that proceedings should not
be taken until requested by them, accompanied by a written prom'Re or propo-
sition to waive the statute if the plaintiff would forbear legal proceedings, and
upon familiar principles of law the subsequent compliance of the plaintiff with
the request constituted a sufficient consideration for the promise." State Loan
& Trust Co. v. Cochran, et al., 130 Cal. 253 (1900).)

To the same effect are Andreae r. Redfleld, 98 U. 8. 234-5 (1878) : Randon v.
Toby. 52 U. S. 518 (1850); Shutte r. Thompson. 82 U. 8. 150 (1872); Wells,
Fargo & Co. v. Enright. 127 Cal. 660! (1900) ; Holman v. Omaha & C. B. Ry. &
B. Co., 117 Iowa. 271 (1902); Insurance V'o. v. Bloodgood. 4 Wend. 652 (N. Y.);
Gaylord r. Van Loan, 15 Wend. 308 (N. Y.); and Trust Co. v. Cochran, 130 Cal.
245.

There is, however, a more poignant reason for objecting to this proposed
change in the law. Whom will it affect? Who has given waivers or consents
after the statute has run? Only the taxpayers without competent legal advice
or those in such d:stress financially as to be unable to meet the commissioner's
threats to impose summary assessment followed by distraint and seizure of
property. The taxpayer, having proper legal advice and financially able to
do so, has refused to sign such waivers or consents and told the commissioner
to go ahead and do his worst. If the commissioner has nevertheless forced
collection by distuaint. such taxpayers have recovered, with interest and costs,
by instituting suit in the courts. ( See Bowers, Collector v. New York & Albany
Lighterag- Co., 273 U. S. 346.)

Thus, by this pernicious legislation. the ignorant and financially crippled are
to be caught while the wise and well to do are escaping.

LIABILITY OF TRANBEEEB AND FIDUCIABIIS IN THE CASE OT TBANSF mED ASSETS

By section 272 (k) and sections 311 and 312, and sections 602, 004. and 605,
some radical proposed new legislation has been incorporated in the bill. The
House Ways and Means Committee tells us (p. 24, their report), that section
280 of the act of 1920 does not specifically provide any limitation period
in the case of a transferee, and that they have provided for this in sec-
tion 311 (b) (2) of the proposed ntw act. They also tell us that they
have incorporated some new legislation as 311 (b) (3) by providing that
the personal liability of the fiduciary may be assessed not later than one
year after such liability arises, or not later than the expiration of the period
for the collection of the tax upon the decendent's estate, whichever is the
later and that this change has been made to prevent the running of the statute
of limitations in a case where the executor disposes of the assets of the estate
during the latter part of the six-year period.

This legislation respecting the liability of transferees and fiduciaries war.
rants careful consideration. In the first place, section 311 (a) (1) (Section
280 (a) (1) of the 1926 act corresponds), attempts to prescribe a method
for the assessment, collection, and payment of (1) the liability at law or in
equity, of the transferee of property of a taxpayer; and (2) the liability of
a fiduciary under sec ion 3467 of the Revised Statutes.

99310-28--5 '
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Prior to the enactment of section 280 in the act of 1920. which is now pro-
posed to be reenacted with certain changes designed to strengthen it, it may
safely be said that no one. at least no lawyers. ever considered that an
individual's liability "at law or in equity " could be determined in any other
way than by a proceeding in a court of law or in a court of equity of competent
jurisdiction.

In the second place, no other the t-ansferee ,of a tra.iferor, nor the fiduciary
of a donor has any liability whats,'ever at law for the antecedent income tax
liability of the transferor or the donor. Only by a court of equity of com-
petent jurisdiction and with full plenary equity power can such liability be
established and in no other way. It is true that under section 3467 of the
Revised Statutes of March 2, 1799, it is provided:

"Every executor, administrator, or assigned or other person who pays any
debt * * * before he satisfies and pays the debts due to the United States
* *. * shall become answerable in his own person for the debts due the
United States."

But this is a contingent liability. The executor or administrator must have
due notice of the debt and he i liable only to the extent of the value of the
assets coming into his hands. Furthermore, the United States must proceed
in the proper courts when it seeks to enforce this liability. Observe:

"The assignee (or executor) is liable only if hle hass had notice of the debt.
* * * And only to the extent of the value of the assets coming into his
hands." (U. S. t. Clark, 25 Fed. case, 447, No. 14807; U. S. v. Barnes, 31 Fed.
705.)

"To secure priority, the right thlreto iImut Ivt asserted in that (bankruptcy)
court and worked out through the bankruptcy court." (I. S. r. Murphy, 15
Fed. 589.)

For the commissioner or even the Ionard of Tax Appeals to attempt tI de-
termine the liability of an executor, administrator, or assignee under this sec-
tion is simply out of the question. It is utterly beyond their jurisdiction.

Naturally, when the conuissioner tried to enforce this section its consti-
tutionality was attacked. The matter came up in tlth United States District
Court of Kentucky in the case of Owensbro Ditcher & Grader Co. r. Lucas.
collector, 18 Fed. (2d), 798, decided April, 1927. and the court most prolirly
declared the section unconstitutional. Not only that, but the court issued an
injunction restraining the collector from attempting to proceed under it. This
fact is pointed out on page 15 of the relmprt of the joint and advisory committee.

Now. in order to overcome the evident uncoltitutionality of the section it
is proposed by section 002 to amend Title IX of the revenue act of 1924. by
adding new sections 912 and 913. By section 912 it is proposed that the burden
of proof in a proceeding before the Broad of Tax Appeals shall be upon the com-
missioner to show that an individual is liable as a transferee of property of a
taxpayer. By section 913, upon application to the board a transferee of
property of a taxpayer shall be entitled, under rules prescribed by the board.
to a preliminary examination of books, papers. documents, correspondence, and
other evidence of the taxpayer. It is further provided by this proposed section
913 that the board may require, by subxena, the production of all such books.
papers, documents, correspondence, and other evidence which, In the opinion of
the board, is necessary to enable the transferee to ascertain the liability of
the taxpayer or preceding transferee, and will not result in undue hardship
to the taxpayer or preceding transferee. This proposed addition to the statute
was recommended by the joint committee and the advisory committee (pp. 15-
16). In their recommendation these committees point out:

"Section 280 (of the 1926 act) is capable of harsh application, and many
complaints have been received about it. Properly employed, it serves a useful
purpose, particularly in cases of colorable transfers. Nevertheless, it deprives
the transferee of important advantages which he would have as a defendant in
the Federal courts. Chief among these is the right, by appropriate process, to
bring the transferor and other transferees before the court, etc."

The important, outstanding, and insuperable defect in this scheme of legis-
lation is (1) that the commissioner is not a court of law or a court of equity;
and (2) that Congress has not vested the Board of Tax Appeals with full
plenary equity jurisdiction, nor any equity jurisdiction at all.

Such board can not render a decree, nor a judgment, nor can it compel the
attendance of witnesses. Moreover, it is conceded that this Board of Tax
Appeals is merely a quasi-judicial tribunal with restricted and limited powers,
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all of which Is discussed in more detail hereafter. Substantially all that the
Board of Tax Appeals has any power to do is to prevent the commissioner from
forcing payment of the tax by a distraint proceeding in certain limited cases.
So, to assume that the commissioner or the Board of Tax Appeals can determine
the liability " at law or in equity" of a transferee, Is out of the question. As
the court said in the Owensboro-Ditcher case, to attempt to do so would deprive
an individual of his property without due process of law.

Inasmuch as this entire scheme of legislation would undoubtedly be upset
in the courts, it probably needs ino further discussion. However, it might be
pointed out that by section 272 (k) and section 311 (e) It is proposed that it
deficiency letter malled to the taxpayer at his last-known address shall be
sufficient " for the purMpses of this title, or if mailed to the person subject to
the liability at his hint-known address shall be sufficient for the purposes of
tils title even if such lirsoi Is deceased."

If upheld zis constitutional. it letter wilt to a dead lnan at his lust-known
address shall be sufficient to fasten t tax liability on some one else---his chil-
-dren. his heirs, his benieflciaries, his legatees, or his trn.sferets. Indlisrimi-
nately. How can it possibly he mailed to the person subject to the linhil.ty
when such person can only be determined Pt a subsequent time by un appro-
priate proceeding in a court of law or in a court of equity?

Another incongruous thing appears in the hlst clause of 311 (b) (2) :
"The period of limitation for assessment of the liability of the, transferee

shall expire one year after the return of execution in the court proceeding."
To understand this it is nece. try to know that by section 605 the com-

mnissioner is still lermlitted to utilize his ctmmuon-law remedy through a pro-
ceeding in a regularly constituted court of law or in a court of equity against
anyone whom he may consider or regard as tie transferee of the assets of a
taxpayer. In other words, he can try to force anyone whom he considers a
transferee or fiduciary to accept the jurisdiction of the Board of Tax Apilals
or he can bring suit against such alleged transferee or fiduciary in the dis-
trict courts of the United States on the equity side. It is not certain hut what
from this section the commissioner might resort to both proceedings. If he
should fall in one, he might resort to the other. But the beginning if the suit
aglilst the transfe'rme suspends tlIe operation of the statute of lilmit:tions.
(Sve 277 (3) and (4) oef the net of 19206 and tlie coerrelated sections of qll
prior acts.) .If the eo!mlmissiotler i; able to prevail in his court pr'oeeding
aanilst tlhe alleged transferee or fiduciary. lie will obt:tin on tw half of the
IUnited States a decree and judgment against such transferee or fiduciary.
Whether or not a money judgment in favor of the United States is subject
to any statute of limitations need not be discussed at this point. It will
certainly remain alive as long as is provided by the respective law of the
particular State in which the judgment has een had. Thus it will he seen
that there is utterly no necessity for the commissioner to have one yeu1 - after
the return of execution in the court proceeding within which to assess, Iecause
if he is able to recover at all through a court proceeding no assessment is
necessary. The commissioner, on twhalf of the United States, will recover by
virtue of the court's decree and judgment.

Section 311 (d) provides for a suspension of the "running of the statute
of limitations where the commissioner has mailed a deficiency letter to the
transferee or fiduciary, or during the period in which the commissioner is pro-
hibited from making assessment in respect of the liability of the transferee or
fiduciary, and for 00 lays thereafter."

The substance of this entire scheme of taxation is that the Commissioner
says:

"First. John Smith. I accuse you of being a transferee;
" Second. I will take upon myself the powers of a court of equity to deter-

mine whether or not you are a transferee;
"Third. I will determine the question without giving you an opportunity to

appear in your defense: and
" Fourth. If you complain of what I have done. you must come to Washing-

ton and subject yourself to the alleged jurisdiction of the Board of Tax
Appeals."
.* But that is not all. By section 604 it is proposed to be enacted:

" No suit shall be maintained in any court for the purpose of restraining the
assessment or collection of (1) the amount of the liability, at law or in equity,
of a transferee of property of q taxpayer in respect of any Income, war-profits,

I
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excess-profts, or estate tax; or (2) the amount of the liability of a fiduciary
under section 8467 of the Revised Statutes in respect of any such tax."

This section 004 is new legislation, yet it comes under Title III, which pur-
ports, under section 1, to contain only modifications of the revenue act of 1926
and prior acts. If this section has any legal force or efficacy at all, it does
not appear whether It is intended to be retroactive, or If so intended, whether it
shall be retroactive back to the beginning of 1926 or to the beginning of 19T.
Under and by virtue of this section 604 the commissioner, in addition to being
the accuser, judge, jury, and executioner of the unfortunate transferee or
fiduciary, is proposed to be made safe and immune from any interference by
any court. By way of explanation or justification of this section 004 the
House Ways and Means Committee report (pp. 81, 82) says:

"The enforcement of the liability transferee'ss) through court process
has been ineffective. * * * Because of a recent decision of a Federal
district court (Owensboro-Grader v. Lucas, referred to above), * * * the
committee deems it advisable to provide specifically that the administrative
proceedings should not be Interferred with by collateral court proceedings."

This statement by the House Ways and Means Committee at once leads to
the question, Why has the enforcement of the transferee's liability through
court process been ineffective? There are only two possible reasons. The
first is that the commissioner has not pursued the remedy of court process
vigorously and diligently. The second is that the Federal courts are more
kindly disposed toward taxpayers than the Bureau of Internal Revenue. But
is that any reason to attempt to vest the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
with this alleged Jurisdiction to indiscriminately assess one man's tax, who
frequently may be dead, against some other man, upon the commissioner's
mere assertion that such man is transferee or fiduciary?

The whole scheme is ill-cunceived, would work a dreadful hardship on
any individual whom the commissioner might single out as an alleged trans-
feree, and, what seems to be most Important, it is unnecessary. The solution
of the whole question is either, first, give the commissioner an additional
period of time within which to proceed in a court of law or in a court of
equity against transferees or fduciaries, if such additional time is necessary
to save loss of taxes legitimately due. The alternative is to vest the Board
of Tax Appeals with full plenary law and equity jurisdiction. The latter
would undoubtedly meet with the violent objection of taxpayers living at a
distance from Washington.

In conclusion on this point, it may be interesting to observe, by a concrete
case, how this alleged fiduciary liability" works out. John Smith, then
living with his wife Jane, makes a fabulous profit on a transaction in the
year 1019. When he makes his tax return for that year, on March 15, 1920,
the commissioner asserts, nearly five years thereafter, that the profit was
erroneously reported and that $10,000 additional tax is owing. In the mean.
time, in 1920, the man has divorced his wife Jane, and in the year 1921
he marries Mary Brown. In the year 1923 he dies. Mary Brown is appointed
administratrix of his estate, which, It is found, amounts to not more than
$5,000 net. His first wife has gotten the largest part of the profit he made nl
1919 in the divorce settlement, and she is out of the picture. The commissioner.
nevertheless, immediately proceeds under section 280 against Mary Brown
Smith without, of course, knowing (or caring?) that she has never received
estate funds equal to the amount of the claim for additional tax.

It has been stated that there are now before the Board of Tax Appeals
more than 1.100 undecided cases involving this question. Why? The only
possible explanation is that the board Is waiting for Congress to inject retro-
active constitutionality (sic) into the statute. It is sorrowful to contem-
ptate the loss in tax collection which will result from the delay.

VI. ADDITONAL TAX ON MW0AANIXATIONS SWrsOACTIVE BACK TO DECEMBER
31. 1920

This particularly iniquitous proposed new legislation appears as subsection
(8), paragraph (a), of section 113. On Its face It looks like a mere carry-
forward of section 204 (a) (8) of the respective acts of 1924 and 1926. But
on scrutiny it will be discovered that a very important excepting clause in the
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law as it has stood since 1924. hals lcen omitted. Note th dilfferen'e in
phraseology:

ACTOF 19(I '4 AND PRESENT AT OF 192,; .\N NOW PROP1EI4 I IN 1:: IAP 0i

If the property (other thin stock it If the property was acquired after
.e'-urfities In a corrporation. a party to December 31. 1920. by a corporation,
a: reorganization) wts acquired ifter by lie issaince of its stock or se.
D-ember 31, 1920. * * * by the curtiles in connection with a trans-
issuannle of Its stock * * * the action dtscriled in sectilon 112 (h)
basis for determining gain or loss (5) * * * the basis for deter-
shall Ile the same as it would be in mainitg gain or loss shall I.e the same
the hlnds of the transferor. * * * as it would Ie in the himnd, of the

transferor. * * *

It will be seen that under the new proposed legislation, even when one
corporation, through a merger or reorganilwtion. exchanges its stock for the
stock or securities of i predecessor corporation. the basis for determining the
gain or loss on the sale or disposal tf the stock of such predecessor corpora-
tlon will be the cost (or March 1. 1913. fair value, whichever is applicable)
to the stockholders of the predecessor corporation.

In the first place. It is doubtful if this section Is conttiutlional. The decision
of the Supreme Court in Bowers r. Taft. where the basis for gain or loss of
property acquired by a donee is under consideration, will probably control the
constitutional question here Involved.

In the second police. It is retroactive legislation of the nmo-t pernicious kind
and will levy a penal tax on transactions which have been legitimately con-
mtummated on the strength of the law as it then existed.

Thirdly. it will prevent, or at least discourage. corporate re.rganiz:tions
and mergers which are necessitated by the growth and develop entl of the
country's industrial and commercial life. For instance. President Coolidge
himself recognizes the nece.ssity of r.'ilroad nergsrs indl reorgaiizatiion as
being economically advisable.

The House Ways and Means Committee (in its report bottom p. 1s. top p.
19) attempts to Justify this proposed new legislation by a situation illustrated
as follows:

"Suppose that individuals buy all the stock (1.000 shares) of Corporation
A at $100 a share at a time when the assets of A are worth $100.000. Supplose
the assets of A appreciate in value and become worth $1.000.000. Suppose
further that the shareholders of Corporation A organize a new Corporation
B and exchange their stock in Corporation A for the stock of Corporation B.
This transaction under the 1926 act and under the proposed bill Is a tax-free
transaction. Corporation B then sells the stock owned by it in Corporation
A for $1.000.000. which Is the fair market value of the assets of A. Obviously
the gain of Corporation A should he $900.000. the amount by which the
$1.000.000 realized from the sale exceeds $100.000. the cost to A's stockholders
of their stock, since the transfer of their stock to B In exchrlnge for the stock
B was tax-free."

This Illustration is all right ius far as it goes. But the learned lHouse Ways
and Means Committee apparently fails to see that the $900.000 of profit is not
Corporation B's profit at all. It accrued and caitm, into being before Corpora-
tion B was organized. So far as Corporation It is c(ncllerned. the $P!00.000 of
"profit" is a pure and simple fiction. Still. there inlghlt Ioe somle Ju'.tifie'ltion
of resorting to taxing fictionary profit if thb actual or real profit is escaping.
But that doesn't happen here. When Corporatlon B distributes to its stock-
holders the $900 000 proceeds from zhe sale of the stock of A Corploration, such
distribution will again be taxable to these stockholders s ds dividends at varying
rates up us high as 20 per cent. Thus. the profit on the Nsanme transaction is to
he taxed, first, by a fiction to Carpotation B at the rate of 11 1 lIer cent and
then the actual profit is again tax:'d to the stockholders ',t vary rates up to
20 per cent.

Why force ;i t ,rlororatio to ao:: a tax onl a theoretical profit which a'crmled
long before the property. the snijfct of the taxation. came into the hands of the
corporation? The Government loses no tax by leaving tle law us it is. Ipt the
corporation pay a tax on the profit which actually necrues* t, them and let the
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stockholders pay a tax on that which they reelve by way of dividends, or by
way of liquidation distribution in excess of the original cost of March 1, 1913,
value, to them.

The change proposed to be made in section 113 (a) (7) from the present
law. as contained in section 204 (a) (7) of the act of 1920. is precisely the
same in design and effect. The same saving clause. "other than stock or
securities in a corporation, a party to the reorganization," is proposed to le
omitted. Section 113 (a) (7) specifically refers to those cas*,s where, after
a reorganization, S0 per cent of the interest or control remains In the same
persons. By this objectionable section, where there has been a reorganization
effected through the exchange of stock or securities and 80 per cent of interest
or control remains in the same persons, the basis for determining profit in the
cae of the sale of the stock by the acquilring corporation i to bie the cost or
March 1, 1913. fair value to the transferors. And this Is to apply 'o reorgani-
zationit effected as far back as December 31. 1917. Thie llouse Ways and
Means Committee report (p. 109 says. regarding itr motive, that the purpose
for the change in 113 (In) (7) and 113 (a) I) :

" * * * To remove any doubt the inew bill (proposed new bill) omits
these words of limitation thus making it clear wIyond doubt that in tile exam-
ple above Corporation B would have a basis of only $100.000 for the purpose
of computing the gain derived from the sale of its stock in t'crporutlon
A. * * * The bill therefore makes this clarifying change."

There is no need to clarify 204 (a) (7) and 204 (a) (8) us they appeared foi
four years in the respective acts of 1924 and 1026. It is perfectly plain from
these sections that It was not then the Piitnt of Congress to iKlnalize by way
of an added alleged tax corporations which merged or reorganized. If the
House Ways and Menus Committee now proposes to put un inspllerable oh-
stacle In the way of such mergers or reorgantizt lo s. ly every tkeni of justice
rid fair dealing. it should not li made to apply to transactions already
consummated.

VI11. BASIS FOR DETERMINATION OF GAIN-TO RE DIMINIMSHEU Y DPRECI.TION AND

DEPLETION ON COST PRIOB TO MARCI 1 I'!*;1

In the last sentence of subsection * of Nparagraph (b) of section 111 it is
provided that where property I' acquired before March 1, 1913, alnd thi cost
Is in excess of the March 1. 1913. fair value. derecitlilo oli such cost shl:ll
lIe computed from date of acquisition regardless of ihow long Ibefore March 1,
1913: that in such cases cost less depreciation liotl before aimil subseltuenlt to
March 1. 1913. .liall Ie the bn ti for the compiUlittilon of tuaxlle g:iin or de-
ductlble loss. This is substantially the samli as provided in section 2012 (b) (2)
of the act of 19426. It is contrry. however, to the declislon of the Su reme
Court in the United States v. Iudey (274 U. . 251),. decided May 16. 1927.
However, that case was decided under the provision., of the 11117 act in which
there was no provision lit any way inilhir to section 21i2 (b) (21 of the 1920
act. In the Ludey case the Supreme Court said. nmong other thing-:

" We can not accept the (i;rveriimicit's contention that the full a;Iiiunlit of
depreciation and depletion sustHincd, whether allowable by liw as a deduction
from gross income in past years or not, imust e deducted front cst in amitcr-
tanlning gain or loss."

This conclusion of the Sitpreim (C'orr is Iln;lifestly just and fair to the
taxpayer. In computing taxablle gain in the y 1ea Ir 192 It tes not scttiia fair that
depreciation for some remote period back of 1913 should enter into the calcu-
lation when the taxpayer neither claimil or received ilny benefit from such
ancient dcprclatlon. Mor over, this particular section will be a breeding
ground for an unlimited number of controversies. Who can ,ay in f128 what
the proper depreeiat!on deduction was for 1012. 10 years ago,. and even leyolnd
that? The commissioner, of course, uses what hits sometimes Keen termed the
"straight-line" method of applying arbitrary fixed rates, straight down the
line from date of acquistlon. Such method Is not applicable in all cases and
depends entirely upon the extent and degree of replacement and upkeep. (See
Haugh & Keenan Storage & Transfer Co.. . Hener. Col., 20 Fed. (2d) 921.)
In the recent case of Noaker Ice Cream Co. r. Commissioner (Ii. T. A. Docket
No. 11307, decided January 7, 1928) the Board of Tax Appeals split on this
question by a 9 to 7 decision. That case. however, was under the revenue act
of 1918.
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IX. DIVIDENDS OCT OF EARNINGS ACCUMULATED PRIOR TO MACII 1, 11.3, ARM TO 38
MADE TAXABLE

By section 115 (a) of the proposed new act dividends out of corporate earn-
ings accrued prior to March 1, 1913, are to be taxable in exactly the same way
and at exatily the same rates as ordinary dividends. This change is proposed
to be made effective back to, January 1, 1927. This will put back Into effect
the Supreme Court decision in the case of Lynch v. Hornsby (247 U. S. 339).
It was to overcome the effect of this decision (in the district court) that a pro-
vision was intserted in the act of 1910, section 2 (a) (2), that dividends to be
taxable must be out of earnings accumulated subsequent to March 1, 1913.
This provision has been consistently incorporated into every one of the suc-
c(eding revenue acts. As alleged Justification for the proposed change the
House Ways and Means Committee report says (p. 20):

" Over 14 years have elapsed since March 1, 1913, and most corporations
have di(tribtted tle surplus accumulated by them prior to, March 1. 1913. It
seems an appropriate time (pirticul trly in view of the resulting simplification)
to, eliminate this exemption."

In the first place. if it were true that most corporations have distributed
the surplus ateumulated by them prior to, March 1, 1913. then what is the
imrpose of this change in legislation'? If such surplus has been distributed,
it will not result in any benefit to, the Government by way oif an additional
source #of taxation.

In the second place. It is. indeed. difficult, in fact almost ridiculous, to
justify this prol.osed change on the basis of resulting "simplification."
Wherein cmnes the simplification': In the one case the particular dividend is
wintaxtuble. but by the proposed change in the law it is to become taxable
in full

Thirdly, the House Ways and Means Committee is very much mistaken when
it assumes that most corporations have distributed the surplus accumulated
by them prior to March 1. 1913. Under the law (see. 201 (b) of the respec-
tive acts of 1!,1r". 11rtl. 1924, and 1926) there can be no distribution of surplus
accumulated prior to, Marth 1. !913. until there has Iwen a complete and en-
tire distribution of all surplus accumulated sulbsequent thereto. Since no
corporation, can survive which attempts to distribute all its current earitings,
it thus nect-.sarily follows that every present corporation which was in exist.
elne prior to \March 1. 191:3 is almost sure to have lon its blhiks earninigs ccu-
mulated both prior to th:t date and subsequent to that date.

Fourbtly. by unanimous consensus of public opinion, we are agreed upnx tax
reduction. Why. tht.. go out and dig up i n ew subject of taxation which
for 12 years the taxpayers have been lead to understand would be tax free.

X. SPrCIAL TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES

By section 104 (a) and (h) we have over two pages of proposed new legisla-
tion. Says the IHouse Ways and Means Committee.(p. 17, their report) :

"A personal-holding company is defined to mean any corporation (except a
banking or in.-uracne criolration) if So ier cent or more of its gross income
is derived from rvnts. royalties. dividends, interest, annuities, and gains from
the sale of se-urities, and if either S) Iper cent or more of its voting stock,
Is defined. is owned or controlled directly or indirectly by not more than 10
Indi'iduials. or the right to receive .0 per cent of its dividends is vested in
such individuals directly or indirectly. It is believed that corporations falling
within the class thus described are more likely to accumulate their surplus
to eade surtaxes than other oirlkior:tions. Provision is made in section 104
that If such a company permits its undistributed profits, ais defined In the
section, to exceed 30 per cent of the sum of its net income plus dividends and
tax-free interest received an additional tax shall be imposed on such net in-
come ?o increased. equal to 25 per cent of thp undistributed profits."

To Ili.-.lat*- that a corporation shall loe deprived of its right to decide for
itself how much of its earnings shall be accumulated, with the alternative
of suffering an added exaction of so-called tax, which savors very much of a
penalty. is so outstandingly opposed to sound public policy that it should not
seriously be considered for a minute. Many corporations, coal companies for
instance, and corporations generally in the agricultural sections, are now
husbanding their resources to the very limit. Many of them would be caught
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In the mesh of this Ill-conceived proposed section 104. Other so-called family
corporations such as Ford Motor Co., committed to an extensive program of
expansion, would find themselves in serious difficulty. It is not enough to
merely assume that this particular section was motivated for a salutary pur-
pose. What little good it might possibly accomplish will be offset a thousand-
fold by the irreparable damage which will result from It.

It should he noted that neither the joint committee nor the advisory commit-
tee recommended any such legislation tIs this. And the administrative diffi-
culties are outstandingly evident. Arbitrarily 80 per cent is fixed as the dead
line of demarcation between the sheep and the goits, without elasticity. The
man who divides his holdings with his family escapes if there are more than 10
in the family. but is caught if he his a family of less thin 10.

XI. CO POLATIONS FOIMED OB AVAIlnf OF TO EVADE SURTAX

This subject is covered in section 104 (c) of the proposed new act, which
is similar to section 220 of the 1926 act and the same section of all the pre-
vious acts back to the act of 1918. There is one difference however, that the
additional so-called tax (or penalty), on corporations formed or availed of to
evade surtax is now to be 25 per cent of the net income whereas, in the prior
acts it was 50 per cent of the net income. (P. 18, House Ways and Means
Committee Report.)

The Joint Committee and the Advisory Committee recognized that this stat-
ute was obscure and difficult of administration, saying (p. 11):

"The two greatest difficulties facing the administration in applying the
present provision consist, first, in proving the 'purpose' to evade, and, second,
in proving what constitutes 'the reasonable needs of the business.' The evi-
dence necessary to prove the first point is almost always unobtainable, and the
definition of the reasonable needs of 1 business, required in the second case, is
generally beyond the power of the bureau, at least, in the case of operating
companies.

"The incentive to incorporate in order to avoid surtaxes has largely dis-
appeared. In fact, there is now noted a tendency to disincorporate. To-day a
resident of New York, subject to the maximum surtax, who holds property
through a corporation, pays in Federal and State taxes on the corporate in-
come 10 per cent more than he would pay in State tax and normal Federal
tax as an individual."

It was further recognized by the select committee of the Senate, Sixty-eighth
Congress, that this section was not only difficult of administration but that
there was a serious question as to whether it was constitutional. It is also
to be noted that even Mr. Gregg, the then solicitor of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, recognized the administrative difficulties. The outstanding relevant
portions of the report of that committee are found In part 18, pages 3862,
8863, 3866, 3867, 3868, 3991, and 3992, and read:

" Mr. MANSON (counsel for committee). Here is the case of the IInl-ey, Stuart
Co. and the Corporation Securities ('O. (Consolidated), of New York. They are one
were $2,583.018.07. They declared $70.tANJ dividends. They declared a stock
dividend of $2.500,000. Their assets are entirely invested In securities, and it
is very char that they d(o itnt come under section 220.

" Senator JoNvs of New Mexico. By thle way. have we been furnished with
the information which we asked for some days ago us to how much tax had
been collected under section 220?

"The CHAIBMAN. No; I would not say that we had been furnished with the
information. We had i general statement from Mr. Gregg yesterday. out no
figures were mentioned.

* Mr. Gamoo. I do not have any figures.
"The CHAiRMAN. Are we going to get the figures?
"Mr. GaRa. I can take up the three cases that I have been abl - to find and

ascertain the amount of tax involved in them; but I told the committee that it
was trivial. Section 220 of the 1924 act, of course, has not been in operation;
but it is better than the old act. much better.

"Senator JoNE of New Mexico. Well, I anticipated that the amount of tax
will not be much more than under the old acts, and I do not think it should be,
because these ar- legitimate transactions.
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"Take the case of Halsey, Stuart & Co. that you have mentioned there.
That, to my mind, clearly does not come within the provisions of section 22).

"Mr. MANsoN. It does not come within the provision. of section 220.
" Mr. GRBGo. There are very few cases where you can apply section 220,

although I think section '22W under the new law can be applied t-o the family cor-
pora tiln.

" senator Jo.N of New Mexico. I consider the Warner Co. a family cor-
poration. now that it is out of t:he active Ibusiness for which it was incorporated;
and I certainly think the Itonflls Corporation, of Denver, was a family cor-
poration.

"Mr. GRawo. From Mr. Manson's statement of the facts, it wertalnl1 would
appear to me that section 220 would apply to that case.

" Senator JONES of New Mexico. I doubt that it is constitutioinaL. I do not
think, under an income tax law and under authority merely to levy Income taxes,
that you can force a dissolution of a corporation.

* * * * * * *

" Mr. MANON. It is manifest. us we have gone through these, that section 220
does not reach the evil that it was intended to reach, to the extent that I think
Congress anticipated that it would.

" Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I might nay here, as one individual Member
of Congress. that I never expected that it would.

* * * * * * S

" Mr. MANON. Under such circumstances, of course, as applied to manufactur-
ing companies and things of that sort. there is no force or effect to the statute
whatever.

* * * * * * *

"Once the commissioner attemptss to pass on questions of that sort, I can
see no limit to the discretion this act gives him. 1 believe that the act vests
him with that discretion. I do not know of any case in which he has attempted
to exercise it. I can see many cases. There are some of these cases that I
have called to the attention of the committee where it is clear that they come
within that.

" Senator JONES of New Mexico. If the charter of the corporation authorizes
them to do that sort of thing, how can the commissioner be ,ested with lawful
authority to say that that is not within the business of the corporation?

" Mr. MANSON. The corporation wlws of many States will permit a corpo-
ration to be authorized to do anything that is not inherently wrong.

"Senator JONES of New Mexico. I have had occasion to investigate the char-
ter of the United States Steel Corporation and that charter is broad enough to
cover every kind of imaginable line of business.

" Mr. MANsON. They could not run a national bank. but outside of that I
suppose they could do anything.

"Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. They could not run a national bank; that
is true; but they could .iwn the tochk of a national hank.

"Mr. MANsoN. Yes.
" Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I think that is true generally of modern

charters of cornirations. that they make the charter so that it can engage in any
line of legitimate business. ndl then it is up to the directors and stockholders
to determine what line shall tle the prinilpal line. or which shall be the side line,
or a possible line.

"The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Gregg if he will not present one of
those three cases. so that we may get the theory on which the bureau applied it
in one of those cases.

" Mr. GBarE . Yes. sir.
"The CHAIRMAN. In other words. we have not a single case before us as to

how the bureau has applied it in th-* few c-ses that it h:ip applied it.
" Senator JoNRS of New Mexico . And if there are three cases, let us have

all three ,if them. I would like ti, have every cnus where that section 220 has
been appli d.

" The CHArMAN. The number. of course. makes it sound humlr'rous. but,
at the same time, I would like an interpretation of how it should he applied,
and whether we get any results from th, application.

" Mr. GRPcG. I rather think that the committee, from the remarks this
morning, will think that we applied it where we had no authority to apply it.
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" Senator JoRNe of New Mexico. If you have made it work, we want to know
that. I assume that among all of the taxpayers of the country there are
some of them who are stupid, and it may possibly be that you have found
two or three stupid ones and you have caught them by reason of their
stupidity.

" Mr. GRE . And not by reason of our alertness.
"Senator Jones of New Mexico. Your alertness in discovering the stupidity

may be commendable.
"Mr. Gmoo. The chairman seems to appreciate the humor of that.

"Mr. Gamxo. Here is a statement prepared on March 15. 1924-we have
not had one prepared since then-giving a list of the cases where the question
of section*220 was raised in the audit, and giving the disposition and status
as of that t!me as of those cases.

"If the committee wants me to. I can read it. It probably is not com-
plete. I happen to know one case where that was considered which is not
on here: so I know it Is not complete. No accurate records have been kept
of the section 220 cases.

"The CIIAIRMAN. You. then. have no information as to the mount of tax
collected under section 220?

" Mr. ORmo. No. I can give you a lIt of the ones that we have been able
to find. where section 220 was raised. and what action was taken on it,

"The CIAIRMAN. I would like to have that in the record.
"Senator JoNEs of New Mex'co. Yes: I think that ought to be rend,
"Mr. G(noo. Do you want me to read it?
"The CHAIRMAN. Please.
"Mr. Gamo. The question was raised in the case of the Bermont Oil

Co. for the years 1918. 1919, and 1920.
"As to the disposition of the case. it was returned to audit on November

2. 1923. Section 220 not applied.
" Senator JoNs of New Mexico. Section 220 not npplied?
"Mr. Gasoo. Yes, sir. Bronx Iron & Steel Co. The question was raised

for 1918. 1919. and 1920. Section 220 not applied.
"Crescent Bed Co. (Ltd.). New Orleans. La. The question was raised for

the years 1918, 1919. and 1920. Section 220 applied for all years involved.
The case is now in the solicitor's office on appeal.

" Senator JoNES of New Mexico. You have not gotten your money yet?
"Mr. Gamo. No. sir. Podge Bros. (Inc.). Detroit. Mich. The question was

raised for 1918. 1919, 1920, and 1921. Section 220 applied for 1918. 1919. and
1920. This was prepared as of March 15, 1924. The case went to the solicitor's
office, and it is Indicated here that it is in the solicitor's office on appeal. I
know that the case has been disposed of and section 220 was not applied.

"Dodge Bros. Realty Co., Detroit. Mich. The same question was raised
there, and it is indicated as being in the solicitor's office for a decllon on
appeal. Section 22<o was not applied.

"Hamtrarck Heating & Plumbing Co. The question was ralsl for 1918.
1919. 1920. and 1921. Section 220 was not applied.

" Kent Iron & Steel Corporation. The question was raised for 1918, 1919,
and 1920. Section 220 was applied for 1918, but not for 1919 or 1920.

"Senator JONES of New Mexico. It was applied for the year 1918?
" Mr. Gamuo. Yes. sir.
"Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Has the money been collected?
' Mr. OGao. I do not know what the status of it is. Hlas it, Mr. Nash?

" Mr. NAsH. I do not think so.
"The Murlyn Corporation. The question was raised for 1918, 1919. and

1920. Section 220 was applied for 1918 and 1919. The case is marked ' In
the solicitor's office on appeal.' I do not know what action was taken on the
appeal. I do not remember it. but I do not think it has been acted on.

"Rockaway Rolling Mill. The question was raised for 1918. 1919. and 192).
Section 220 was applied for 1918; sent to audit March 11. 1924. for assessment.
since no waivers were filed in the case. The appeal in that case will be taken
after the assessment is made.

"Shermar Investing Corporation. Section 220 was applied for 1918 and
1919. It is in the solicitor's office on appeal.

"Theodore Smith & Sons Co. (Inc.). Returned to audit June 22. 1920.
Section 220 was applied for al the years involved.
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"Senator JoNs of New Mexico. What became of that case? Have you gotten
the money in that case?

" Mr. NASH. That would have to pass through the collector's offle to see
whether or not the collections have actually been made. I assume from what
Mr. Gregg has read that the assessments have been made.

"Mr. GBEGo. Storz Beverage & Ice Co. Section 220 applied for all the
years involved, the qv-tion being raised for 1018, 1910, and 1020. The case is
in the solicitor's office on appeal.

"Talbott Commercial Co. The question was raised for 1918, 1919, and
1920. Section 220 was applied for all years involved, and that case is In the
solicitor's office on appeal.

"The CHAIRMAN. When will those appeals be decided, Mr. Gregg?
"Mr. GaRoo. I do not know, sir. It is quite possible that some of them

have been decided. I did not have an opportunity to check them very care-
fully, because I did not get this report-

" Senator JoaNE of New Mexico. There are not many of them. Suppose you
have them checked over and see whether any money has been collecttel on
any of them.

"The CHAJRMAN. In view of the fact that the bureau Is going to file some
statement with the committee later, they might file a statement with respect
to that inquiry of Senator Jones.

" Mr. Gaso. I have gone through the cases on appeal, where the solicitor,
on appeal, held that section 220 applied. I can read the opinions in those
cases, if the committee desires.

"The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have them, because I think that is im.
portant.

".Mr. MANSUN. Are those opinions published, D'r. Gregg?
" Mr. GaRo. I do not think so. I am very suchi that they are not."
It will be noted from what was brought out by this select committee that

up to May, 1925, there was little or no tax collected under this Tarticular
section. Undoubtedly, taking into account the added difficulties, th: fact that
tle section was of doubtful constitutionality, and the fact that litt0c or no tax
wa; resulting therefrom the joint committee and the advisory committee
recommended (p. 11) in lieu of section 220, that some incentive be given cor
portions to mpke legal distributions, saying:

"Allow the corporation it deduction in colimputing liet Income equal to. say,
20 ler cent of the excess of dividends paid over dividends received, the deduc-
tionii i. nI ease to be more tha:in. sa-, 2N5 Ir enit of the corporation's taxable
net income before such deduction. In t ie colmputation. n1o account should be
taken of stock dividends."

This recoimmuendlatlion 4 seems rea sonable :i nd. Imoreover. it senls feasible.

There is to explanation as to why this very meritorious recominnmenlltion was

not adopted unless. It igt ighlt lw'rhmps e a statement on paige 2 of tite' House
committee report. which reads:

"* * i Your committee ( House Was and Metuns Committee) did not

have time to properly consider all of theim (the recomniediiations of the Joint
and advisory committee)."

XII. ('o.NsoLDAT. e oR AFFILI.\ATE It-lfT'R8s

It was reco mlllllmllun ll the joint committee mind concurr(ed in hy tlet ad-

visory committee " that consolihliated returns as such" he discontinued or

nlalbaloned. lint in lieu thereof, it ts s suggest tihat where one ftilhiated
corirat lon sustains a net loss. such loss. with Ilie cansent of the coiiloratlon
sustaining it (p. 14 . should le offset or charged against the net income of any
other corporation -withl which it was affillatel. Thils would complilih sub-
stantially the same result as to permit the tiling of ii coni.so lidated or affiliated
return, as ha:s Ieen done under tlie previous statutes as far black as 1917.
It would seem that the Housel Ways and Mieas Committee 11ntended to adopt
the recommendation of the joint and idvis.ory conlllittees ( p. 20. their report),
but section i 11. pro(lmsed I y the House Ways and Me.:ans Committee, was
droppl4l froml the hill while it was under consideration on the floor of the
House.

Therefore, in the proposed bill we find sections 45 and 141 (a) as the proposed
controlling legislation on this subject. Section 45 is a carry forward of section
240 (f) of the revenue act of 1920. But there has been a change of phraseology
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which, though appearing inconoequentIal, yet in fact to insidiously menacing to
taxpayers. Under section 240 (f) of the act of 192 the phraseology was:

-The commissioner may, and at the request of the taxpayer shall, 010
make an accurate distribution or appcortionnr'ct of gain deductions

* 811 anti consolidate."
By section 45 the phraseology proposed Is:
" The mcon isoner ix authorized to distribute or allocate income *I

lip (letermine:- * It necessary, tit order tot prevent evasion of taxes or
clearly reflect intcome."

We thus see thitt hereafter the whole thing Is to be placed In the hands of
the conidhiis'ioier. Whether or not such a delegation of power is constitutional,
or whether or wiet the section would be unicotiitutional a-, being too arbitrary
or capricious 1,4 a questions. But it must hse coniside'red that probably one-hlcef
of the va-it fuoo) of tax litigation has ariseu from regulations which the tax-
payer hi- conte'nded the commissioner made without authorization In the law
Itself.

Naturally, the commissioner wiU1 see to it that the interests of the Government,
so far as the amount of tax 1-4 concerned, are amply satisfied. Thus the objec-
tiona to the chionge lin the phrauseology of this section 45 Is outstanding.

But If tile phraseology were allowed to rcmain as It was In wetion 244) (f) of
flhp aet of 1926. with an In('luslon of the clause " ait the request of fte taxpayer
shall," It would then s'eemi that we have all the legislation we need upon the
subject of consolidated or affiliated returns. Section 141 (a) provides that the
present law resltevtln.: consolidated returns shall, remain In effect for the year
192T ated 1928 only. There caen be no righteous objection to this If the text of
section 45 Is altered so , tip give thi' taxpayer hinvself something to sayl'it the
neat ter'.

Whene a inanufueturine, for itedwst nel ccerl",rai le'xpiainds it, lIi,-In.s It ti
ncew State It heas been found. owing to, legal ecciiplication,4, that It 1.4 expedient
to organize it iie'w titedl -:elaritte cconltoratiein to oeidnet fte lciiiv ti tbe nt-w
State. For the first several year-s the new viclvorattflhl is aliteest %tire tip
suistaint a leiss: i;rttlina s'taivi'l. If the poitrcnt c'erpsoratcmn I., tip he.' deniied it
deduction Iit Its taxable incomeif fite lo sustaied by its new stibsiditiry vir,
in fact, If there I-i even tiny docubt about It, It will at least have senie fletie'rring
effec-t fin exhcnhslni of ltsiess generally. atid this would certainly hoe deIt'ldelly
Haaiust ptublie policy.

1t insist be reinenheerecI that thep entiIre ,-vheiiie of crn'iildlted rettirit. wce- t (n c-
eiveel by flit-' Treasutry Departient and inny leit'~il to lt'v noew fairly well
wecrkti oeit. Whether it group of c orilorations majy or may not flt'it- teceiiSoi-
dated) reurn I, noew settled in nearly nil l es The ithicllshnivrit of e-nil.
solldieted rt'turits woenld require atit in.'rtulhlur oif 'onslideltd at'('euItsi
whichl, over at perifll f :1) years. have biteen lulcer-cusly worked out by the
ccriporatioes. tic the satlsfitetion eof theonniicur The re-tlt weculd he
hardship to hoth the 4 ;oe~rinent anti to tflie, tnxiiiyer. New cc cnroer~es
would arlse uts the result of the enfori4-iI 4'hanae. aid the probhabilities are that
Congr#'-- would eventually conclude eelr reveegiiize tha~t considerable flniit,4 oef
tax went' being lic'4 ben-c'- cfo thIe frict ifit that aeffiiiteid cierpratle n,- are deth-
iliai -wit ft lim-wereiet cecortto tim t a rim'' length whe'ni. In fact, rho lisrt neot
bulltire Inl rea-ity Ilte-c' hi'atic'les oif the parent. It is preeli:0ll jife' toc sty
flint .-my low whitchi fe 'rhidQ cc erp rat ioie.. to lb'e tjsee in ti c'e 'nute w ili heNut

andt ii I1111 it tax III ac'ccrdmiiee w ithc flet Ic ccc ohee nc i cerit ain te' lerecve
we sit isfac Ic ry.

.New I&'gisil iel a overn ii lie h ie inr neted iee!liecld of reji. rtijig Inceee frt iit
histelajezlit s'..les i'c continued 'in sec tioen 44 (at I ('t ae)nd l(d). TIt,. sub'-
stanlce cf thle 0hi iep., Ijs, First. Ileth flit- niia icayicceti iiiy lhe 441 peer 4-el et
ins-tv.4cl of not 1ee1cue. t le ifi '25 l'r veint oaf il- selling lirive. :I. it,.c cIjtlAis-le c
regulitt ioii leave lit'r4tcfeerc' perovied:c setecliel. that ill c-l~iliitil11" tc ci'A11

for f lie- year elf c-hange or id cef \- stihcse'elent yPai. uniioit s ,cttia:1 ly recc'iv'eh
dtirug suielt yvaevs ocl AVCcieit cef sa.,iliiieide ii jetleel' years mustilw Iti inclded
in fte couiliticetioli ief current tvi xcale Inecomce. regardless' -of whether here-
tofocre fully iec'lncief] lin teixeelel iacecixi,. while tatxpayer wa*is fillite ceerual
basis: and third, that there shull lie a teallzetioe fir gelu ort lws itfit-e Install-
ment obligations aere dIstribufted. transmitted, sold, or ctleerwise clipccsed (if.

There has never been acay statutory authority for rellortieig taxable iti(cIJJ.1
on the Installment basis until the revenue act of 1926, Htut in each ')f the
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regulatioix- promulgated by the Treasury Department. governing the revenue
acts of 1917, 1918. 1921. and 1924. the comm ssloner specifically permitted the
m.-iking of computation or returns of taxable income on the installment basis.

When tile question reached the Board fit Tax Appeals tin tite' case of appeal
(if B. A. Todd (Inc.) 01 B. T. A. 762. decided March 16. IW95), the board
held tMa~t such mann~er of making returns was neither warranted by the
statute nor dlidt It accurately reflect the income, of tile taxpayer. Therefore. In
the revenue aet of 11M2. section 212 Oil. ('engresss pecifietilly authorized the
making of returns on the Installment basis ande, by section 12M (of the same
act oft 1926. sought teo make section 212 (di Ihave it retrnctive effect %., as
to apply to all the prieviolus revenue ats tit 19)16. 11117. 191S. 1921. and 11124.
Whether or not a subsequent ('Algri-s cull retroactively Interpret the revenue
acts tif previous Congres-ies running hack am far its 10 years Is extremely
doubtful. The important thing from tite standpoint of lihe taxpityi'rs I"
however, whether for not. during the year for years ili which the taxpayer
goem on the Installnment basis, hie must include Ii the ineoWin of that year
the profit realized on sales made Ii prior years. upjoni which he( has already paid
a tax on the accrual basis at the rates applicable Ii such prior ye-ars.

The voniixioni's regulations upon this question have vacillated. Itegu-
iN.icins M1. articles 114i-1241. Interpreting fthe act oIf 191T. are Indefinite upon this
point. Article 42 of regulations 45. proinulmtted April IT. 11119. and thlt- Same
article tIf the same regulation promulgauted lh'cemher 20. 19)19. attempting tol
Interpret the neit ef 11M. jlrevidle- that income cps' this charae er. rt-sulting~feef
ralex In prior years, sf1151 again be repltee l i the years of change toi Install.
ment basi4s. Theni came if letter imule~d by tile Treasury D~epartment. dalted
July 17. 1142. which wtls given genetuil pubihlica~tioni. andI shor ly thereafter.
Oflive' I ls-1-ioti 62. 3i Cumulative Bulletin 105. Iii which It wits p~rovidedl that

paiyments received (lurilig the year of change to the installineni NaiAS resulting
from transactions tif liloier years. ulint whIt-h it tix hmI alreadlfy bee-oi 11,11d.,
Iped~ not lIe included Iil the Income of the' current year on ',he istnllment bas.q.A
Trhis wa, followed by Treasury 11petii i 302. :4 Cumulative Bulletin 1017. ti the
samne, effect bt% the 1920 edition of' regulations 45. 1%.ued .1anir~y 2,1. l1121 tignili
to the sAame effect ; by the -same article 42 of regulations (12. Ii Iitterpretit ion
of the act of 1921, and by the some article 42 of regulations 65. interplretatrion
iif the revenue act tof 11124. 11ll il accord. Thus. for flt-e lK'rios Ap~ril 17. 11)19, to
.Icly 17. 124). he Tren-tiry I e'petitie'let ruled that thet Incomie from11 p1 ur
years' -sales must again tbe reported on the installmvit ba'd1s to the extent of tMe
proportionate part of the cash receipts from stach prior yetlrs' sales realized
luriig flie ('litrent year (If change to the itistolltuclI biasis. Thieft from July

17, 1920, until October 15. 1926. the rule if the Treasury Pelmirtment ws
exactly too the contrary-that such Income nee-d not he brought into . iii tvllfpu-
tatioll of the current year tit chatige ter the InstnlineLnt bass it hanving bnetl re-
ported as taxable Income InI ihe prior year or year-s while the taxpayer was on
fte- accrrual bi'.Oin October 15. 11126. reguilationis 69 were issued interpret-
ing thip act (If 19)241 and. by arti('le 42. thi- Trva-ury D~elPart metit again wveitt baick
to it-. original interpretation which piev('rail from April 17. 1919, to July 17.
114.0 1. The' lex event was the def-isio oif thep Beenrd tif Tax Appeals Ill the
vase of Bluns (Ic)(7 R. T. A. 7:37. July 26. 19217 , ill wlhh tihe' Blilrel (of

Tax Appeeils held that. wvhena (Congress enacted section 2124(1 and section 12011
'If flte revenue acet of 1926. It wats the intent to adopt the Treasury Ihepaertinent's
original Interpretation whic-h prevailed for a little over two yetars niue not the
lie;preta tie en that plrevailItd from Ju lly 17. 19)20. ied hce'reutftci.

It is evidenut that thle correct Interpiretaltion (If the' 'ta tte nust re'mtin Ii
dtlult until thle coutrts have passed upon it. I' -in this Itfonit the Houlse Ways
;ine Means Cerninittte (it. 15) s:i.Ns:

"The commit tee does, not dceent it elirairnle cre ict :ve'ly tern validate efir In-
v'alilate such cutest riuct Join (by3 th li nucn ill flte Blium decisic 'a ) hu t laves- tie'.
matter to judicial dectermilnation."

It should ib' noted that mince section 44 of the proposed new act is, jroptlsedl
tV- be nlndlc effective ats of January 1, 1927, the Mouse Ways and Meains Coln-
inittee floes attempllt to retroernitivehyv validate the Blunt decisoti back tot Jainu-
.iry 1. 1927. hut stojls there. Much objection has been raised by the taxpayers
that, where istalme-nt sales of prior years have be'en fully reported itnd fll)
tax paid thereon upon the accrual basis, it Is double taxation to ri-qulre that
auN~ part of such profit must again bie included and tax paid utps'n It when the
taxpa3 er changes tip the Installment basis. It s true that it Is douhele taxat ion.
font. ev'en so. except In those rare Instances where the biuqiness Is on the down-
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grade. the taxpayer Is still able to save tax by going upon the installment basis
In sj':te of It. Moreover, in granting a taxpayer the privilege of changing to
the installment basis, Congress has undoubtedly the right to prescribe the terms
and conditions upon which it may be done.

In considering this question the Joint committee and the advisory committee
report (p. 12) :

"On the other hand. there is no substantial ground in equity for making
the payment of a low rate of tax in a previous year a ground for permitting
a taxpayer to return an altogether subnormal amount of Income in a later high-
tax year.

"The double-taxation feature 'n the past has not, in our opinion, imposed any
seriously unjust burden. This conclusion is strongly supported by the fact
that the original regulations enibraled this feature, yet the option was freely
availed of under those regulators. The adoption of the method has always
been optional. The substance o'. the grievance of complaining taxpayers in
regard-to the past in reality seems to be that under amended regulations, for
a time in force, otter taxpayers of the same lass received much more favorable
treatment. It does not, however, seem that this Inequity as between taxpayers
in the same class should be remedied by a further concession to the class at the
expense of the general body of taxpayers."

It may be said, however, that the illustration of the amount of tax saved
(p. 15, House Ways tnd Means Committee report) in the case of a taxpayer
changing from the accrual to the installment basis must be an extreme case.
By that Illustration. In the year 1019 it is shown that a taxpayer reduced his
tax from $407,854.20 to $13.5.336.70, in spite of the double-taxation feature,
Aith lesser proportions of saving for tie years 191h and 1920. No savings to

this extent can possibly b aIccomplished if averages are taken.
Objectionubb' ffcture.-''ilis s paragraph (d) of section 44, which provides

that there shall be a realization of gain or loss if installment sales' obligations
are distributed, transmitted, sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of, and the
basis for making the c('mitiatlon of gain or loss shall be the excess of the
face value of the Instalment obligation over an amount equal to the Income
which would be returnable were the obligation satisfied in full. In simple
English, this means that if an installment obligation is disposed of. profit
immediately is realized to the extent of the excess of the amount realized there-
for over the cost of the merchandise of which the installment obligation repre-
sents the consideration.

If the realization resulted from a bona fide sale and represented cash or
substantially the equivalent of cash, there could be no complaint by the tax-
payers. But what is to result if the disposal comes about through a I quida-
tlon of the business. And what is to, It the Interpretation if the taxpayer
pledges his installment obligation as collateral security. The Treasury Depart-
ment has been known to hold that such pledging as collateral constitutes a
disposal. It unquestionably is technically a cond tional disposal. And what is
to be the re.-ult if the taxpayer discounts his installment obligations at a bank,
which hank accepts them, not on the financial strength of the maker's signa-
ture, but on the financial strength of the Indorsement of the taxpayer. This
is frequently done and undoubtedly would have to be considered a disposal,
although in truth and substance it is really a borrowing by the taxpayer.

Section 44 (d) should be made to read:
" If an installment obligation is satisftle at other than its face value or

distributed. tran.mittcd. sold. exchanged, or oitherwi-e disposed of through a
bonu tide sale for (1) cash or (2) property having a readily rtalizable market
value, gain or los shall result * * *."

XIV. LEGI, .IATIvE 1'oWER TO RE D)E.FiATED 10 TIF ('OMMISSIONER

All through the proposed Tr, v act it i., repeated timn after Cmni that this
and that .hall be so and ws. " under regulations prescribed by the commis.loner
with the approval of the Secretary." All this reiteration might be dismissed
as surplusage. were it not for a statenict which apxpars at the bottom of 4page
10 and the top of pnag' 20 of the report of tlie House Ways and Meatns Com-
mittee, where it is said:

"It s nece.-ssary to delegate to the commissioner power to pr'escribe regu-
lations. legislative in character."

This statement it least discloes the Intent of the committee and might bt
interpreted as disclosing the intent of Congress. With this tnatecment to back
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him up and with his repeated authority to draft regulations all through the
act, the commissioner is sure to carry a taxpayer Intrn "turt whenever his
regulations are disputed. Therefore, it may be predicted that here is the seed
for a lot of litigation which could be forestalled by clarifying the act.

The law is:
' Congress cau not delegate legislative power to any executive officer although

it may confer upon executive officers power to enforce the statute and to
determine the existence of facts." Pittsburgh Melt'ng Co. r. Totten. 232 Fed.
694; 146 C. C. A. 620; 248 U. S. 1. United States ,. Sugar et al., 252 Fed. 79;
164 ('. C. A. 191; 248 U. S. 578. unitedd States v. Butter et al., 195 Fed. 657;
115 C. C. A. 463. Hurwitz r. United States, 20O Fed. 10). United States v.
Blasingalne. 116 Fed. ('34. Iselin r. United States, 270 U. S. 2-13.

Even If it were constitutionally possible to delernate legislative power to the
commissioner whereby hie could determ ne the tax to hbe at such figure as he
saw tit, such would make the act so arbitrary as to offend the fifth amendment
to the Constitution. (See Nichols v. Coolidge. decided by the United States
Supreme Court, May 31, 1927.)

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. J. Borton Weeks here?
Mr. WEEKS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Weeks represents the American Motorisia

Association.

STATEMENT OF J. BORTON WEEKS, PRESIDENT AMERICAN
MOTORISTS' ASSOCIATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The CIIAIMAN. Will you give your name aud address to the
reporter ?

Mr. WEEKS. J. Borton Weeks, Philadelphia.
MIr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I shall, by your

leave, consume but a very few minutes in expressing the viewpoint
of the Americai Motorists Association on the portion of this bill
which deals with the 3 per cent tax or the 11/ per cent tax on the
sale of automobiles.

My principal purpose in asking an opportunity to appear before
you to-day and to be heard is to correct an impression that has gone
out in the last few days to the effect that the automobile owners of
America are not interested in the proposed repeal of this tax, and
that only the automobile manufacturers are interested. I think the
real situation is just the reverse. While the automobile manufactur-
ers may be active in the matter, the people who are really inter-
ested are the people who buy and the people who pay are the auto-
mobile owners of America.

Senator KINo. Are not the dealers and not the manufacturers
the ones who are largely responsible for this sentiment in favor of
the repeal of taxes on automobiles?

Mr. WEEKS. I would say that the dealers unquestionably contrib-
ute somewhat to that sentiment, but after all, when all is said and
done, the people who pay are the automobile owners.

You are all familiar with the advertisements that appear profusely
in the newspapers and magazines stating the prices f. o. b. this
place and the other place of manufacture. That is not the price that
you and I pay for an automobile. That is the manufacturer's price.

The CAIMA.\N. If you had no tax at all on automobiles, it would
not change it.

Mr. WEEK.s. That is exactly true; but the tax is added to that.
When you buy from the dealer you pay that f. o. b. price plus a tax.
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The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Mr. WEEK. And plus certain service charges to get the car deliv-

ered.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you represent the American Automobile

Association I
Mr. WEEKS. No, sir; the American Motorists' Association. The

American Motorists' Association is an organization operated entirely
independently of the American Automobile Association.

The CUAIRMAN. What position do you hold?
Mr. WnEEK. I am president of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is its headquarters
Mr. WEElK. We have headquarters here in Washington and in

Philadelphia.
Senator KrNw. Is it composed largely of dealers
Mr. WEEKS. No, sir. It is composed exclusively of automobile

owners. The structure of the organization is that the American
Motorists' Association is a national affiliation of a large number of
automobile clubs located in different parts of the country.

Senator KINo. I would like to say that I have had hundreds of
letters and telegrams in regard to this matter, but not one single one
has come from the ordinary public. They have all come from deal-
ers and representative manufacturers.

Mr. WEEKs. I might say that so far as the American Motorists'
Association is concerned, it is a national organization of automobile
owners which is not in any way contributed to or in any way sub-
sidized by the manufacturing interests. We are entirely a civic
organization supported exclusively by the dues of the individual
members to the various clubs comprising the national organization.

The CHAIRMAN. What organizations are subsidized?
Mr. WEEKs. I would ask to be relieved of the necessity of making

that statement, if you do not object.
The (u.CHaMAN. Why? The committee ought to know something

about it.
Mr. WEEKs. I think it is very well known that the American Auto-

mobile Association is largely contributed to by the National Auto-
mobile Chamber of Commerce.

Our association is purely an organization of individual automo-
bile owners which receives no support from any sources but our own
members' dues.

Senator SHORTRIx;E. You are here opposing the 3 per cent or the
11y/ per cent ?

Mr. WEEKS. Yes. We are opposing any tax. and we are, if you
please. refuting the statement of the distinguished Secretary of the
Treasury to the effect that the motor-car owners are not interested
and that the business end of the automobile life of the country is
all that is interested.

Our organization has put it.-elf and (oir various member clubs.
through its magazines, on record publicly as being opposed to a
continuance of this tax.

Senator RHF. of Pennsylvania. Do you think you will get the
benefit of it if the tax is reduced or repealed?

Mr. WEEKS. May that question be made a little more specific.
Senator?

76
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Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes. In the past we have reduced
taxes on automobile parts and reduced taxes on automobiles them-
selves; but so far as I am able to learn the facts, the purchaser got
mighty little benefit out of it. It was absorbed by the automobile
companies themselves. I could give you illustrations of that which
lead me to wonder whether, if we do what you say, the people whom
you represent will be the beneficiaries.

Senator COUZENS. Will the Senator say how anybody but the
user could be affected I

Senator REE of Pennsylvania. The manufacturer will get it.
Senator CO tZENS. The manuf''turer has been passing it on or

adding it to his invoices. 1 have seen hundreds of invoices to that
effect.

Senator REr~n of Pennsylvania. I will give you some illustrations.
We reduced the tax on automobile parts on February 26, 1926, and

this is the way some of the invoices of the Packard Motor Car
Co.-

Senator CUZENS. May I correct the Senator before he commences
to quote those I have no reference to automobile parts. I am
talking about motor cars; and this one tax that is now before us is
on motor cars and not on parts.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I will follow that with motor cars.
Senator KING. There may be some analogy.
Senator CoczENs. No; because it has been some time since we have

had a tax on parts.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It was repealed in 1926. In May,

1925, the Packard Co. charged $11.55 for the exhaust manifold on
their Model 443-8 Sedan.

Senator SnoaRTruimt. At that time there was a tax of 5 per cent?
The CHAIRMAN. Three per cent.
Senator RED of Pennsylvania. That included the tax. The tax

was taken off in July, 1926, and the purchaser of that manifold did
not get the 3 per cent. The manufacturer did. The selling price was
announced at $11.55.

Another part in May, 1925. was $97.85. The tax was taken off,
and in July, 1926, the price was announced as $97.85, and raised in
Auust, 1927, to $130.

FIor cylinder and piston. May. 1925. the list price, including tax,
which they are always careful to mention was $100.60. In July,
1926, the tax was off, and the announced price was $1)00.0.

It did not do the purchasers of those parts much good to take
the tax off, did it

The tax they state usually is lumped with an item for handling
and transportation. The best information that I can get is that
those items were not reduced when the tax on passenger cars was
reduced from 5 to 3 per cent.

I have a large number of illustrations here. Here is one. When
the tax was reduced from 5 per cent to 3; per cent under the 1926
act, effective March 29 of that year, the Chevrolet Motor Co., during
February delivered a car at koyal Oak, Mich., to the user, for a
price of s'88. The reduction of the tax from 5 per cent to 3 per
cent made a difference in the price which the dealer would be re-
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quired to pay of $10. During the month of March the Chevrolet
Motor Co. absorbed this amount of tax and delivered the car to
Royal Oak for $678. On April 1, two days after the law was re-
pealed, the Chevrolet Co. increased the price $5, making it $683
placing the $5 in a reserve fund to be used for the junking of old
cars. The purchaser knowing he was getting the Chevrolet at $5
less naturally would make no complaint. The Chevrolet Co. thereby
absorbed 50 per cent of the reduction.

I have a lot of illustrations here all tending to show that the
motorists of the country will be disappointed if they do get the tax
repealed.

What is your answer to that
Mr. W :EEK. Mv answer is that in the first place, so far as an anal.

ogy is drawn between accessories and automobiles-
Senator KIN,. But this was automobiles.
Mr. WEEKS. Yes; but I am answering the accessory aspect of it

first.
There has always been in the billing by the manufacturer for new

cars a distinct item of tax included over the advertised price, so that
the public is sensitive to that situation and can readily ascertain
whether it is getting that saving or not.

1 understand, furthermore, that the automobile industry has
definitely pledged itself in public utterances-and that is the only
thing I can rely on-that in the event of this reduction it will have
no effect upon the advertised price of their cars, and this tax item will
be eliminated from the price which is charged to the dealer.

Senator KINo. Do you think they would consent to a provision in
the bill, assuming that we might insert such a provision without sub-
jecting ourselves to criticism, that they are bound to carry out those
understandings?

Mr. WEEKS. Is your question, should the bill contain such a pro-
vision ?

Senator KIxo. Do you think the manufacturers would be willing to
have that provision put into the bill, that they are bound to carry
out those understandings?

Mr. WEEKS. I have no contact with the manufacturers and I can
not speak for them.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever see an invoice from a manufacturer
in which the tax was separate from the price of the car?

Mr. WEEKS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course. There never was one.
Senator CotuENs. I deny that. That is aholutely not correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What is that ?
Senator CorzKNs. That tl)e automobile tax is not added to the list

price.
The CHATRMAN. I did not say it was not added. I asked him if he

ever saw an invoice from a manufacturer in which the cost of the
car was one item and the tax another item.

Senator CouzENs. There are thousands of such invoices.
The CHAIRMAN. I have never seen one. nor have I ever heard of

one.
Senator KINr. I have seen invoices showing the price of the car

and the tax, but not separately stated.

I
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Senator CoUZENs. I have seen them separate and distinct.
The CHAIRmsN. Did you ever know a dealer to do it?
Senator COUzENS. That is the one who does do it, because he is

the one who deals with the individual purchaser.
The CHAIuMAN. I have never seen any invoice with the tax

separate.
Senator CouZEN. We will get some invoices in here to show it.
The CHAIHMAN. Where a dealer has sold a car and then added the

tax to it-
Senator CoUZENs. Where the list price of the car is quoted, say,

"$600, f. o. b. Detroit."
The CH(AIMAN. I lam speaking of thi dealer.
Senator COUZENS. Where the list price was stated in one item

and the tax in another item. I say I will produce invoices to show
that that is correct. It is immaterial whether it comes from the
dealer or the manufacturer. I will point out that the tax is added
in a separate and specific item; and if this law is repealed they can
not add that to their invoice.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Has your association ever made
any effort to protect your members against this imaginary freight
charge that is added to the price of cars?"

Mr. WEEKs. We made no effort aside from our appearances before
the Hou.e committee on this measure.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I am speaking of the freight
charges, this f. o. b. Detroit freight calculation, which in most cases
is wholly imaginary.

AMr. ,WEEKS. No; we have not.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Was it ever brought to your atten-

tion that during the average year the Ford Co. makes over $20,000,-
000 in imaginary freight allowances which are added to the delivery
price of the car, although the car is actually assembled near the
point of delivery?

Mr. WEEKS. No, sir; that is information to me.
Senator S oHwrT0I E. Do you mean to say that they charge the ulti-

mate purchaser or add to the price of the car the item of freight
which the shipper did not pay?

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly-millions of dollars.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. In a case against the Ford Motor

Co., which was tried before Judge Sears in Detroit. the evidence
brought out showed that the Ford Motor Co. in 1923 had made a
net profit on freight charges pretended to be paid and not actually
paid of $25,953,000; in the first 11 months of 1924, a profit of
$22.918,000.

Senator SIORTIMDOE. That is obtaining money under false pre-
tenses.

Senator REED of Pennsylvar.ia. Of course, they sell their product
for all they can get.

Senator 'SIHTRIDCGE. But if they positively assert that they have
paid so much freight and have not paid it---

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. The price q loted is f. o. b. Detroit.
Senator COuZENs. Thev do not assert that, Senator.
The CHirAIMAN.. But they get the difference, all the same.

I
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Mr. WEEKS. The tax is not included in the f. o. b. Detroit figure.
The tax is always over and above that. That is one of the items
that go in along with the freight and the servicing of the car to
bring it into shape to deliver it to the customer.

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator KnIN. Has your association nade an examination to find

what the charges were for freight service? Did you know they were
charging you f. o. b. for cars. assuming that the\ were shipped as
cars. made up and assembled readYv for delivery instead of shipping
them in part to some assembling point, where the freight, of course,
was very much less than if tlhey shipped the car itself, and they were
also charging the dealers and it was passed on, of course, to thle con-
sumers. service charges which some believe they never rendered, or
at least that they did not render sufficient service to make the amount
that they have included in their costs?

Mr. WE'EKa. I know there is and always has been more or less of
a discussion over what the difference is. what comprises that difter-
ence between tile f. o. Ib. price and the price the purchaser paid.
Naturally the service charge is going to vary somewhat. It includes
the getting of the car in condition for delivery. Some dealers put
more gas and oil in than others and do various other things to the
car in order to get it in shape for delivery. Freight of course varies.
and the tax is added.

The (CHAIRMAN. Youl had no idea that the Ford Co. made $25.-
00r,.(NX) a year. had you?

Mr. W1EEKs. No. sir: I had no idea. if that is a fact.
Senator SuomnirM:. Take. for example. a Ford car. The price at

Detroit f. o. b. would he how nnclh-ai. $5. t) or r.)00? It is to be
delivered at Menlo Park. C(lif. What itemm now are added to that
f. o. b. price

Mr. WtEEK. The freight would be added; the tax would he a:lde I;
the service ch}alrge to get that car in readiness; to deliver to the
customer would be alddle. It might be that that particular dealer
would have to send several miles to have that new car. when it is
taken off the freight car. towed to his shop to get it in readiness
to deliver. The mechanics work on it. tune it up. run it around and
put oil and gas in it and get it in shape to deliver to the customer.

The CnAIMANx. That is part of the retailer's job. He gets his
percentage of the amount that he sells the car for and all of that
expense is included in what he charges.

Senator COUZENs. Not netessarilv.
The CHAIMAN. He has to pay it. anyhow.
Senator ('Czr.Ns. 'The consumer has to pay iio.t of it.
Thel CIAIR.tRM.N. First. tlie dealer las to i1mv it. and then he passes

it on to the consumer. The manufacturer does not pa it.
Senator Coru.i;ss. Oh. no.
Mr'. WEEKS. I respectfully suggest to this committee that Vou call

no doubt go out in this locality or any other locality and gather lot..
of cases. but in the long run. if all of the fixed itenis of tax or other
charges are added to (lhe cost of an article which is to be eventually
sold to the public. the public will have to pay if an item is atlded. anl
will benefit if the item is deducted.

Senator SimnlmElllw . That is your position f
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Mr. WEEKS. Yes, sir. I might say also-and I am not geing to
take much more of youir time-that 'this measure was originally an
emergency measiire. and that since its enactment originally the aunto-
mobile owners have paid $1.100000,000 finder this exeise'tax to thle
Federal governmentt. and if there is any relevancy in making a coin-
parative assertion tile Federal-aid contributions of the (oi.vi-nnwnt
during tha tnperioil have been $658,460,000.

Store 1 usiof fasalusetts. What ";o1urces didI thle aid come
from ?

Mr. WtEEKS. The h'eeal governmentt.
May I be. peiiittedl to tile this five-page brief with the conisnittee

-whichi summarizes. ouir viewpoint?
The ('IAIRMAV. YVes. Jutst hand it to the reporter ,ind] it will be

inserted in the record.
(Tile brief referred to and submitted b~y the witness is as follows:)

AmiaacA1. NiiroTs AssoutAT 14 1.

Trp11o hion/lifIrable Sereuihe 'ihoInefI(e mtu
Mr. ('hairmain and1( geltlenicii (if the eoanittee,, I represent thle 250.7tm) mem-

loers of iti ur asiciittin. which Is ecamposed of individual c-tlbs thromcughesut the
country. and also ive the holn''r to) he the, president of that a*4s''cintieen and
als4o the Keystone AutotlilI"li- -- the- large,4t muetrng vilub in tlu' Erst-
having 4.000) meznbpers.

At the- 4sttset I ili'slre toi agnin f'LI4Jhtieiilly reiaew Ilny denliall Ilade oil1
Wednesday oif this p.1tst. week, fol .wiig S4eemrtary 3elleuts testinaimy before
your voommiitee to the offvv tlhnt tile motorist Is. not interv-41e~i in the repeali
"r this tlax.

Svei'aking ftIsbalf of thi-A iuler of a million us.ers. wite. are memi,r of
i-tir chlbs. I thesi too. say5l~ too you utieeuivtsally tilt as4 tiS41rS WO~ .re Uanalterably
40lilM0-iel to 1i cein1tinlultie'fii (Of this tax.

Our its-4'citio~m hias repeatedly 'file Oiii rt4ve'iiI with th Treaisury Depart-
went and ('eci-ss. insisting tlhat Tbe tax. ais a wtir-tilae inviaSure%, should have
bet-ii repealed when the emergency was passed.-

The repeal of this 3 per vent excise tax Is not a wuafter of dollars with them,
lenit off perincipele.

Tie theory (of the (ie'veruanent itt thep outset was that this tax wits a just
411I(' lov;1t I t taxed luxuries. That theory still prevails in the minds of the
ailninistratlm. as% exemplified by Secretary Mfellon%, statement Weore the
Ilinse Ways aund Mteans Committee. oil the opening of the hearings oil' the
lloiie sile when the Secretary comj'arod the itutomnobile tax 11nd1 .a tax onl the
I Ieinisey-Tunney fight.

In his rather extenrsive :unnlysls the Secretary compared thle automobile ex-
4cIse, fax with thait of tile tax icalul by cigar and cigarette Smokers. tobacco
chvewers. woorbi series. lirize fight and tiienter tickets,.flhowing clearly that the
atienolile user is not discriminated against, and that be Is not paying a higher

Wet than thle w-ers @of the foregoing mentioned luxurie.
The n tiffeowile iusr objects to flt elamsifiatlon iind as, stated at the ioutset

jifelvuwaite- thle repeal of flhp 3 per vent ('x~ie tiax as a1 iiiiti of loriniile.
As an argument for Its rperntlon tile Secretary further :avers that it Is but

a :1 oi-r eet ta-x eil k levicil upon the factory. or wliolesal' price. wich he
tweiit. out is much smaller than the retail lance. the atutomtobile tax amllunt-
Ing to# butt 2 cenits for every ldllar pind by the~ ultimate tcOnsumer. Thle figures
show, however. that this is thle euivalent (of M2..50 jeer vehicle which wals jenid
4-11 2.790.54) :utoinobile,- during the year ending Auguist 31. 1927. and whichs
nutted thle Federal Goevernment $65.574.303.

Tho- c-ontention I,. Mt atbeauise thle tax is Snma'! It Is just. We dispute tis.
If the lerinrihle Is wrong. it Is wrong. With probably not the same degree

4of feellng lout still with a slight Inclination that way, the motorist feels much
as did thle piartivipators In the Iloston tea pakrty. That tax wits small but it
wits not just.
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S ripped of all camouflage, this is a sales tax, pure and simple, sought to
be retained because it affords a simple and convenient way of raising a goodly
sum fair the Federal Government. The fear 'as been openly expressed by the
Secretary that thle Government will lose this source of income. HIs testimony
on this before the House Ways and Means Committee was as follows:

11Ouice thle automobile tax Is repealed it can not be reimposed In time of
peace."

Our reply Is thint if It were a just tax it could be reimposed. The fact that
once it is (iff the books that It Is lost forever, appears to the motorist as being
argument for its repeal, rather than it-, retention.

If this be a sales taix, as we content], then you have opened tile flod gates
for salt-s taxes filn every other commodity sold throughout this couintry-a
theory of taxation which has never been accepted as sound.

Thle Secoretary. before yo~ur own committee, has suggested uIlt tik tax k
being fought solely by tlop aitoniolaile manufacturer. It Is :I fMct thint ft(e' auto-
mobile Industry has been the prime mover In the fight foir its eiintlillei. len1t
we feel that they have no selfish motive lin urging Its r4-peal. They (14) not pay
the tax but merely net as a collection agency for the United State,,. ('overnitient.

The fear thant fte inanufnicturer will jot cut his price If the tax Is relis'aeel
may or may not be jus-tified. It Is certa in. however, thant if it 1, retiniied'# Iw'
canl not. nnd we believe tlint If it is. remoed'( the law of supply and deinicel
will force ft( meitanufacturer to pa!.s this. redtetl illot to hIII vivatoners.

I diw not desire to butrdeti yoju with figures, ats youi doubitle-ss haive tMein lby
heart by miow lin so fur as they relate, tii the aitutaddhle liidiitry. Therpi are
Just two figures, however. thant I desire to call your attention to, ft- ,4 gre-
gate amoun1It that has- lice,,i paid by the autcimoile users (If tile coutrty li
excise taxes, which Is approximately $1.100,000,000. 111 the Salt titiie, sinceV
October 4 1917. the (late of the excise tax, thle Federal 4';overiiit'itt ha~s
expended $658.46.000 In Federal aiid for highways.

As a principle of taxation,. the motorist Is. firt it thle belief tlint till taxes
lie Julys should hle exhIK-niled III Inmprolvemuent a.f highways, bit as- the figuire-4
stand approximately half he has pid 11a14 been expended by the Ivederal GIov-
erment lin other channels.

During the last fiscal year. according to tho figuc ' s of thle Bilreaul flf Public
Roads., thep 2.SS9.5i91 motorists (if the ceauttt1ry paid it total (of -1474.3(4.078
In liceet fees antd gasoline taxes. while tlip expendiitures eaf thle Fe'deral
Government were l'sthan .1- per cen-lt eaf this sum in er Federal aid.

To recapitulate, the wtltrists' viewpoint niny bie biriefly suiiliel up as,
fol lw-.

1. Wte lelleve thint thel tax Is un1fair, eiseriniilatfory. aind iteessary and
should be repealed.

2. '1he tax wats at war-i-xaise tax, eriinally inilolsed 4131 ij-h-iat inst rumient'.
sporting goods, articles 01f wearing alallarel. jeer-ftms. fur articles. firvarnis,
and a nuilNbr elf iti-nts lin udditlieu tei, atltauilt .l. The inejilrity of these tax(-s-
have been removed.#

3. The retention of fte auttomobile tax is unfair and discriminatory in view
of the removal elf the tax from11 numerou-4 other -;u'jets.

4. The necessity for thle tax no longer exists.
5. The retention eaf tlipe tax Iiil e Giivernmeeeit's perm~aInewl fiweal plan Is

unwarranted aite would be- anl unfair llscriuninatiln w-rahltst the inanif very
moderate mieanhs, whod) comprises; thle big perelitage o)f thle pa pt .-ner-ea r u,,er-;
of to-day.

6. It is- a tax on1 a kaecessity and s-hould bie se a considered, in the coetstruta'tioin of
any tax program.

AM.ERICAN MOTOURISTS' AssmIArI(MN
ByJ. 11hluni.N WrzIs. President.

T1he ('hfAIlrI1MAx. MIr. Kirk 1). Hlolland w~ill now be- lhe.rd.

STATEMENT OF KIRK D. HOLLAND, ESQ.. TAX COUNSELOR,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

TIhe (7HAl.~M.1ix. I)0 V011 ish tol be heard in regard to section
424?

M.1%1 (LN) Yes, sir.
Tfie C2uAIRNM4 NN. Hive youi a brief ?
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Mr. HOLLAND. Y es. Sir.
The CIAlItMAN. D)O YOU want that brief made a part (of the

hearing I
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes; if you please.
The CH1AIRMAN. You ii'my just kand it to the shorthand reporter,

andl hie will make it a part of time record.
Mr. HOLLAN-D. All right.
The CIIAWM04AN. You may state whom you represent.
Mr. HOLLAN-D. I hiave stated that in time'beginningr of the brief and

I will just read it 11(1w.
rIll C;TAmI~RMA. You (d0 iot need to read the brief. I take it.

Mr. HOLLAND. 1 am11 jjust goingi to e-oIIIIIIqlt oin it a ittle It is only
composed of two pnges.
Tilt-J~ltMN I thought 'ot. !-aid %-till wotild let that be made

a part of thle revor~d. SltjposC you do4 ltat andI~ just ('ommift onl
it andl sax' whiat yoti have to stiy by * v' H fc:ile

Mr11. HIffOLAND. All l' rit. u fcjiujjt
Senator WmLsu (of Nfiss-icluusetts. It is very sho-t, Mr. (Chairman.
The CHIAIRMAN. I know. Nt there i~s nol Ilse of his reading that

to ' us. He zmaiy just go ahead andl commeiit on it.
Mr1. IIoLLAN-i. All right.
(The ('onhmulnicatiol)i referred to is here made a part of the record,

us follows:)
WVASHINGTON, 1). C.. April 10. lI~

lion. JRvED Ssmoo ('irirmon. and
Mcmicue,* o~(f the P -inirru "'um iitcr.

GENTJ EMEN: I repre11senit flit, following mieiutifeitunrr, Ainerleeui iteieh

Parts Corpioration. Kokonii, mantiftct urinjg co.. sjiiw' miimufci n vix( rpowra-
tiomi, Meeh1itjiem Matchinle Co.-ull insinufiteturers oif elect rical imits or Uiilver-al
joints.

Our objeet-on to sei h 424 is I. follows:
The Miainl chmse~( of tilie wetio loimicits ti(- apilivaiEit ifli (of tiQhe law to uiliinfie-

turers who were' ,,s'-sv4 tuixes only under sthd)ivision (e oif seil ions 9W(M aitd
(Wf of fihe ri venue af-ts of 1921 and 19124. re'~jieet i ''y. Untde~r the suid seclionus
was listed 21 subdivi-Ain . If t ie( nal iclau~ -houuld read14" No refund shall
fie made of anzy tax melh'l ly or erroneoujsly- *' llect edJ. ti hen t lie iinivisiot mtiller
sulidivisions (a). (10.). uand (e) wouldat aply~ tii all mniuufaucturer., or lIusitiess
enterprises. and 110) refunds wolid he made to) fily of 1them. Iievaiu-s all taxes
are. (lir*Ttly or indirectly. loa'ssedi on to the( viiiiuier lin thet itrie of thle article
or service.

I only suggest this change foir riour coifilrat if it. to forvily luring to your
uitmeition flint sections 424 does nout grant us the saine eiiuul rights e'xte'ndedl to
other tnaaers. we lu'leve whiete taxes' leave ist-en leternvoitel to liaire lie-
coillptdletall or trriineiiusly fronith ow minufattucer. tlivy shion]uli e r e-
funded. W~e blievee they should14 ite refunded to those manufacturers upon
Whom 1a tax was 1HISpIsed biy sulidivkion :i oif saidI sectiou iof sali ri'vemlie acts,
thle Sallie uu'. to all ofier t.axpayers. Wev are tifit asking foir it stievial m)ovliofl
in thle law whichi will grint n% some six-iiul iorivileixe. We aire only askIng
that we fie allowed to secure refuid unu'-r tilE' same1 uttiforni lrfivisions oif the
law that app~ly to till olwr taxpaiyers.

Subidivisioni (31 ) of sect ion 42-4 11. Ri. I ne'thel Jiayynilt 41t Judgmenats of
courts to act ionsa began iprior to Felirun ry 2-N. 19127. tiiounly stch uietufacturert
from whom it tax was illegilly collected mnder said( s-ect lins oif said revenue
acts. No Such date applies to am-y other vdoss oif taxip-rs hii resisoct toi pity-
Inent tif judgments of courts.

Sulptdivkii (tis provides that 1110 reitild sli iI lie macic4l i 'f tames illeg0%ally
collected Ilides.; such n amount wna- iw't Ii ree-ly or it di rretly cod ctidd fr. e (lie
ptcrclmaser. Why mnaki. tlik apply to 1these ia nufact ii rs ''iii'
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We are onaly asking that hubilivisiuns (a) and (b) be amended to read as
follows:

"t) Except pursuant to a judgment of a court; or
"(b) Unle~is it is established to the sat isfactionr of the commissioner that

such amount was ii excess (if the amount properly payable upon the sale or
lease of au article subject to tax tir that such aiwuilt was coollected onaftr
altole niot xubjct to taxr and was not dlirectly or Indirectly irokvc to and
,collected from the purchaser or lessee by the manufacturer, producer, or im-
portier. or thatt such amonuwt. although collected from the ;.urchsnwr it less.ee,
was returned to him prior to February 28, 1927 *; or

I have changed subdivision (a) only by striking out the date. The subdivi-
sloit will Miens treat judgmients rendered toy thev courts iii our favors tis samei
as judlgments decided lit favor of other taxpayers.

The words Ini italics have been Inserted In subdivision (b) id represent
the changes desired.

The date in subdivision (a) Is manifestly unfair to manufacturers, who were
going along with the Treasury IDepartmuent under thet Inipri"sshien tliait their
claims would he liaid, and under the further impression that they had plenty
of time under the stitfute of limitations ii which to file petitions. for refund
in thet Federal courts. I refc-r to such miaiimftcturers ats this Spicer Maiiu-
facturing Corporation, whei( claim was allowed lin Deceimber, 1926. prior to
the above date. but was never paid. NoPtice of adjustnwunt was niid to its
representative, aund now undvr thle jirowrisbiis of this acet it jult.1.rnit of a
court would niot be paid except * ia til action duly btegun prior to February
28, 1927." The' claim of the( American Bosch Magnieto ('orporatini aid the
other manufacturers tiame.d above' were only finally rejected by the 'Vrvaiury
Department lin the fall of 1927. At that little pc-titiai.. weres tiled lin tile
United States Court oft Clams asking tL:tt judgmt-nts he allowed against thle
United States ill favor of cach of the almivi' miattufacturers.

In the case of the Wawner Elec*tric ('orimoritto find the Miliairs Machine
Co. they received. after fta- ite fnned tin saaiilivisiuij (a). the following nitice
fromt te commissioner:

"You are advised that tilt, evidence submtiittedl ini clit1tio withl our (.lsiini
No. -- $ 00 shows that you died it prass the tax eai to your cu.stomner's
but tlanat the tax wats putid bty your firm. Itit appears. therefore. thint
your firmna sr not comply with the terms of the law.

s**$your clini0 * is her-by rejectedl"
We only ask tlint you dlo taut take aw.ay frion us the priviiegi. which is

extended to :dll others. taIxpayers of entering suit against tbe (a eernineint
within two year-- after claims, huve been rejected hy the Trea~ury Depai~rtment;
and If te ieorts decide that such I axes; have beena illegally coll ected fromi us,
and render Judgment ti our fnoirt. fltt Rame be paid.

Yours very truly.
KIRK 1). Ii1'iJI.-1

Amenadment to 11ilue reveled .1crt No. 1. Sectiou 424. Sitheli% iMiOIaL I aii i1114 4 10),
page 188, to rind as fitlhew~s

-1) ExcelIt lmemuiit to a *iinlgincu of it ciunt' or
"b) Uaaile!-s it is 4-1tuihlle to 1. ieatisfaictiolia(if tilt-c~jui-ieae that

such amount was in t'x-e- or tflie amount pinierl'y lia. aide upon lie sale or
lease of an article subject to Wax tot, that such a1m1ou1lit c~a ollcl il ant
article not mxubjet to fi a-r (waill 11 ic directly or iiladiretfh ilrroiccd to
ad( vollected from tile pourchaiser or le-see bY hc a tire it./ wurer, jIodWe'r110. or

implorter). or (tat stich aitaourit . all ii ugh ci 'llieil frei thle poirtchsier or
lessee., was returned tie ha im prior it) February 2S. 1927: or

Strike all the words lifter courtt - i subdilvisiorn (at). os iladji ate 41 ilio vi-
In subdivkle'ra (b) insert tho words wih a r. inlls lie. lc.

Mfr. HOLLAND. A%- 1IU liaV A,1te4 ill 111V liet. [ 11i present thle Anwet-
ican Bosch Magneto ('or p)oi-t ionl. Spri ngfield . Mfass.. the Ho tert
Bosch Miagneto C'o.. thne Waner Electric (Corporatiotn, the P~arts
Corporations thle Kokomuo Manufact urging C'o.. thle Spicer Mann-
fatttring (lo.. aind the Mechanics Mfachine Co. They are all nianu-

facturers of electrical unit., and of universal joint- .
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()hir objection to -vct ii 424 is. tfirt. th;it t lie main: cla se of the

section limit. tlie al)ppliatitll 1f it to ) illdtivisiOll (c) (if 'ctiOnls
CAH) and 90() of thet- revenue act- of 191S. 11119. 1921 al 1924.

Inlder the'.e !-ctim o Mi :ind 91 10). there were 21 other sud)livisions
taxiln±! other line., (if Ill:i1iufactmres. nIdi the otit'r '21 sbldivisiOns
a re permitted to get refunds.. and only sudtlivisiii, (c) is prohibited
Inder this law frotm svetring refitrt k mnle's t hey return t he mfonev
to thle ult imate'ciI.in'r wli ch it js- iitlio'.'.ileh tt~t 41.

Senator Ki-.%-;. Well. theni. voti want to keep ii.
Mr. D4lL~N.I) V41 ,tm man. (14 we want to keep the iliey?
Senator Kixi;. Y'.
Mr. I1oI.AN). Sio'. we w~ant toi keep the iiionvty that wve paidt.
Senator Iisc . '4.t yoUl lrir .rt it to thle 1tilt wite ctonsmler. do voln

not
Mr. We did 41) tle t hat we charge our Ca pital tax

Senator Kixc. Stre. ~(il cYarge it to) tlij t
to. and voIlt Mot it. alnow vo4mnX'411 want at ri-tI of o lie nilteyq.

Mri. iItiLA.ANDii. It Weill ilt 41- (',p'T-v'. tilt - :t ., as it i otheitr

11111nu factitrers.
Senator KINc. I ant opp-4-1 toi that.
MNil. HOLLAND). AV('l. let till, S.1i* 4MV 0ti-W O I h Iu. '-o that V'oli may

he o ppo: el to it too).
Senaori KING. All r-ight.
Mr. Lfi.~ i.Iet ui- inke Ill general. wvitl Im no rfutlids. providing

that nio refunds liall be nitade for a tiv taxe_ illegally r err' notisly
cOllectedl. atndi theni Io (ilne will get an%- refunds at all.

Senator K v.Yout want us~ to) -'.lt ifv t lie roi we have COM-I
In itt l lWv cotlittill" tth ariot hit.

M.LoJo.Ohl. no. We a iv not as-kingt %,ou It #t'xtelt Ili toI'
1tiV j )ici leislat jti. bitt t liat 'oti will fix ii -o that wve call get
.Sofit iing back thlnt i, ciif lt iiI)ilv(+-A i' a-. lit we
are just wanting to get our'. bak tunlder tilhe -anaiime miiform inpi-misitionf
of law aIs anyone ekv ellijovS.

"Ihll(' CAIR AN. 1)o v-on want tis to lie retroactive?
Mr. HOJ.N I) : Wve wvant toi -trike thet date owt, first, in sub-

divi~iion (a:t). We dol no-t ,ee any' reason wNhy we shbould putt this
hack and niake it-well, foir in:*tatice. I wlil say. an-l weri ng the
Serliat'l iil in regard toi whet her we4 want it hack or not aild keep it---

Sen'ator' KIN(. I 11ou1ght you wv.re talking about the vears l92,
1924. andl 1925.

Mfr. HL.N.We goi back ito 11119. wh len it W' first mialte.
The ('Ii.;torAx. 1921 was the first act.
Mr. I~ILN.Well. it): we midu ouir taxes I n 19.)19.
TheC (HI. MA.\ N. Not under thiis clat'.v. [le lirst act wa'. in 1921.

andi that was -ect ion 90) . andtl their in 1924 it wa'. co()nt itd.
Mril. HOLI.AxMi. WeC pad1 taIX ill 1919 a'. well1.
ThV ('iAiAN. Tiere, a. i on Iit ver arm sts to

tha t.
Mr L. D.t N. WVe ha y it 11p right 1ii'1w. whi'rec we ate. dlrviied a

refuind. I han1tded t V0 I otle 0 'xiiW I'it tlVitr. SCu t tu'.
The n tttvN Ywi 'i ay jiiu go) onl witi) v 't:t at ntt. Thev

principles' i- exact I;' li -111le. whet he,' ftia' tint' year or ain't her.
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Mr. IIOLJANth. All right. Hc- asked a~lt 1921. Now, we think
that if it is a good thing to ui pp)'y this to) peopIle tier sub..ect ion
(c) of sections 6Wt anid 9W0. then' it oight to lie as to every other

manuifactturing enterprise. And if thcy baise it tax on anotiler chtlise
then vof otught to refuse toi refund it t themt for the Samne retis)11.
If you Will make it read as to the main claiuse aill right.

S mentor Snmmmy. Have you stiggeted in votir brief the lim-

,,%r. 1TILL..Ni). Yes. -sir. I have it attschiei to) my brief.
Senator Wmi~su of M-is.saim 4-it ts~. Wmiilol VO i 1 SI ililt1ll'it ai lt

other industries than those y-oul hiave named ;.
M r. 114.1, X). Oil. Vt's. it would affect m'V4'P I t hl. i mdlvi- re

that Were taxed as mla ilfact IIreres of alitmiliiOle wirt -.
Senator WmA~s1[ of Nls achwwitts. 5Iit' m- pas.
.,%r. H~OLLAND. Yes, Sir.
Senator WALS~H 0! i-'ahm t Hm A.I o od it: affect tbme l'(W('lit',

Mr. (I'mirman t
T1'W ('IAIRM S. I'M 1010W. t'iator W~akhl. It clmie ablsoi rt inl

the ajipropi.-iti(n, i ll. the iiiiki.g of -I dlirect apprl)opriaition to) covter
them' itemsl- thlat thle tax wats coliectetl t1lll andi whichd thle t'oiirtt IiI-Ill
were not pamrts o)f ain altiolimo i. "Ihi('n olIt the f11(I .or f thle Senlate.
there wits at longz discuusion. aa in .1( 511 IIillei'lt Was liadopted to tle

cotid hle Shiown 111:1t they were.* :1(t Ipissee 011t to) like 11til ditto (OI-ttlli('.
Now, thait is how it (-.-ie tII. Ilk the vase of the wvit no>'s here", it %vas
pas.:et on,~ 111t flow Ilk- Willits tile I11%w he(re to !..I% that, notwitlistakniili
he eoulleted tiit 111o111W ff-1111 the i 161i:tt4 *1inlill~er. that lie cot-
lectedl that iiiitich miore' money thii it'- wotildl (ithlerwist. have lone,
that Ilie va nt% it havc.

Senator Wm.sit (if V~s-cim.ts p to lhe t ilno o)f tis amend-
m~enit di 1v :Ill paid it. 1- I ti114'c.sid

Mr. Il(IiLAI). Nisty -av Phat l-e I etet~ h ri amw~er toa
(lti.t ion Iiv Selnat or K i Iii thliat We admit we p.--e it onI. t hat We (14)
f't ad(1mit wve j 1M.e4 I it onI Cxt lpt Ilk the -eii- fi at vvv *t yic et)W~ l ut4

it on1 for iwll-a ie, as a 1)11 U of 114' 4'\ )pfll. Akild VI 11 refitli III 1 i eti e

Th'e 'II .%IhmM A N (Mi t iu~sim. It, ;rCI ',Ist it inl till., wayN' In tIC
CWse Of N"(r1111 OIItj)alli(e inl am3inkst till' cto-t 441 :111 art ich you1 taike
e'very O'xp)O'fls t'oiitictu't WithI it into cmlisiderIt'io f ~

Mr.11 [L N).Co'rtainlv.
The (:IAIM N oIn tha ot co.'iderat ion (If Cl ist items i ll o in-

ctiud'd the :1 jpo't cnt iInlutded' in th lasw at that t itne

The (ium .N.Exactly.

Mr. IIOLLAND. But I will rend to you from ai letter received from
the Treasmuiy I ej artijeti t . This is ad tire -Scd to) t he M.et list iics-

Int-l l i ~ liei 5? l .c n t fr. ii tin 3m r m-cet rv 4l. Al%%!i t h~i lit vml i d 'C 1 0 11 :1.*-4
tile tot (i i"to yuur viast.'uiirs iotit t hat flie, Ia . wn'4 paid ihy your firmu. It
iwiw.oair,. mi6tr. iit vmi'tr ftirmi (511 i'.! not c~~n wit 11 the. tferls (d tis s,
lawv, ani ul lr ulaiiii s. tliert-ft.r.', rejvvtvil.

TI'i. R.N Thait is true.v
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Senator RrED Of Iennylvimia. 1 liev paid the tax but absorbed
it themselves.

Mr. HOLLAND. YS Sill.
Senator REIDt of 1emnislvvania. Anil th-t is wly' you can Iot gret

tile monev hack that was illegally taken) from thlit'iu
Mr. I10111A NI). 1t'. sitr.
Senator Rmri)u of Pentnsyl vania. So far as (lhe Wagili (0). is

concerned'. I understand I it will be takenl care of tI lit' )il as it
comes to iis from the House oif lie presentat i ves.

Mr. IIOL WeNI). do not tlillk .so. I t:i kvd to Mr. Aivord. and
when we get that lie is goill 1o contend that onl Slic'i vcli'rnls

as id tile tax-that is that sold tlheir'jiulc and inavkv a vear
afterward d t, 'Tren-m- *v 1)'jia rti nwnt Is-i' -III hieiii tI'M a .nd
theni they hail it ll). f cmi(r'v'. then it \\ oul I i ti ) Inut I p'-f'il 1(11. he-
4'atise it Was niot igi-ed fill ill the 1cxpl 'fli T iv t vui ih one14.s.
That is. th 2ii pe ) ti* t t hat faiv1 to pas~ it 4ml t hat t il, 1 aisti
talked about. tY aire t lIe only (Jilt. Now. tliien. tiliv c Nv:1v
tax-

Tile ( uN~~ (I itc g) YWoul dii ot o-(c fille cent t here.
M 11 i ': 1 I'J ire-vitt a c c(r. a ild I oi n1)I pe cent

(if (I( i' tock. t hat tit 'I'i'a-i; ry De)paritment Stays must pay this tax,
t hat tfie Treasgi DrI)i'p iiwzitc :is1 s1 Iiji - vXl'i'i-' taIx. Midl le

thiva vill.1 to (140 -v (lilt, a1 (Jr~llld we had 14) _-4 1 Io the 10,111k., anil

h imv. 1tllA. ill. I i th sar1 til ' 1VOJ )(ilo\tl.
Wi'1 (1 I.4allkitllp N : tat *iiti aVmi W d :i 't tnid we1(eil 111. hllirhe 1i.' i ell tiihat 1:, slell. ndiolitt111wwLa tw

Mr. Itat'v' i i'n vl ftli .ii: pr,'I i.!:t i' i. t fi o o k it

'I'lx iiicm s Nieiaio:iulii ir that 1.,in opIt lia elsei Whau

so "that at IiichdI (' iit- 1 Iv ttt ii, - p.-ced

tax *VIlI -ouI ito Ii I1iP ce thought Nlm-. toh a t ibeiie gil tha

Sol pIll IInt vol. ihit I von

whein ou

'I'he W4..uM1. \tainly. l t ;I*V-tw
1~~Ale. II luJ~. t1 11 1111 proitl'.1 O sV ta i siu ta po

tileitm i the a have Phod Wrunner111 o n -it1e it. %

f'I'hie (u.aucirigx the ftil that tie' ca'-e in 1111 hvIia' iicot

l. I r. LLBN. XI d( no 11vi to :'aott \ Ia. S(itat a suted
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consumer would not get the tax back if we got it back, that it would
not benefit him. But we will turn it around tile other way: If we
increase tlie taxation and add the tax to the manufacturer, and he
doe not increase his price, then is the consumer paying it?

ThIe ('CAIRM.ANx. Well. the manufacturer does. or if lie did not
nmavlybe l c(,loul not iake thie sale.

lMr. HOLL.ND. Ye.: that is true.
Senator RI:wU of Penn-ylvania. I think the Congress ha got itself

into an impossible position in trying to trace this thing down to the
person who pays it. I do not see what right we have to extort money
from the taxpayer which under the law he was not obliged to pay
and then refuse to refund it on the ground that somehow or other
he has arranged his business to make up the loss from somebody else.

The CHAIK.\M . When the bill was reported to the Senate no such
thing was contained in it. Buc the Appropriation Comnnittee made
a direct appropriation, and Senator lMcKellar brought it up on the
floor of the Senate and it was overwhelmningly voted into the bill.

Senator C~O'zENS. Wlas not tl at on the rcollmendalit;I of tlhe
Treasury Department f

The CHATI..MAN. No: I think not.
Senator Couzss. I feel that it was.
The ('CAIRM3t. They didl not appear before the Appropriat iom,

Committee I know.
Senator COC(t:z . Mr. Alvord says they did. I think they recoil-

mended it in the House of Representatives.
Senator RED: of Pennsylvania. We might as well say that a State

should refund a tax collected illegally on the ground that the party
who paid it had had many costs. "You can not unscranmble this thinL.

The ('CAIRm.sA. That is true.
Senator COUZENS. It only provided that where it could h - -o

located. If it was scrambled and then unsgcre ated. of course. it wa-
not proposed that it should be returned.

Senator Rr:ED of Pennsylvania. I think it is immoral for t he
United States to retain money that it says it has illegally colleced.

Senator ('C ZENxs. But here is the case: Asuininrg. for insta;ice.
that we were to refund all of the:e automobile taxe-. ;and the auto
mobile dealers. or manufacturers hadi added the tax to t heir invoice.
woulM it be fair to refund all thel.- taxes after having collected it
from the automobile users?

Tlih CHAIRMAN. You1 can not do it ju-tly.
Senator (Co' :. E. This gentleman represents the American Ho-cb

Magneto Corporation. I should like to ask him f in billing their
niagneto out to anyone. whether to an in lividual iiirch:itr or to :i
manufacturer, they added any tax.

Mr. HOILAND. No: not to the manufacturer. of coulre. becvat-o
there were exemption certificates. We did not charge any t tax to a
manufacturer because e e paid a tax liimself on what he did. IBt
in the beginning, for a few month. anyway, we did add the tax
separately lon til, imIi'. Afterward ohbj.ctioin wIa raised aid we
were forced to discontinue that tax. and we did not rai se 0Mr ipice
but absorbed the tax. We notified our customers accordingly. SoI
far as that was concerned in the acceptation of the ternl we paid
the tax ourselves.
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Senator COUZENS. In those cases where you state you adtldedl the
tax until objection compelled you to take it off. was that it t

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZLNs. Do you want the Government to refund that; tax

to you, too?
Mr. HOLLAND. Well, not necessarily.
Senator COUZENS. Have you made claim for that?
Mr. HOLLAND. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Your proposed amendment would do that.
Mr. HOLLAND. NO; we ate not making claim for that. My pro-

posed amendment does not s'iuiggst that where we bill the tax sepa-
rately, because we do not svy anything about (c) clause of this
amendment. It is only in subdivision (b) that we a.k any change.
and there we ask a change of the wording to definitely determine
what you mean by " indirectly passed on."

The CHAIRMAN. Here is what you say:
Unless it is established to thl satisfaction of the vcpPtidi.isione r i hit stlch

amount was in excess iof the amount properly payable up.cul the h;le or Iiase
of an article subject to tax or that such 1ui(mouni t \was ciller itd ni an airtir'le
not subject to tax * * *

That is what you mean for us to put in ?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you say:
And was not directly or indirectly iavoiced to and vollehted froim the ipur-

chaser or lessee by the manufacturer, producer, or impolrter.

Mr. HOLLAND. Now, that is it. If we did not bill it. then we say
we did not pass it on. And if we did bill it. we do not want it back.

The CH.AIRMAN. Well, your own .tatemenit was that youl pm t it into
the cost and sold the article with no intention whatever of getting a
rebate.

Mr. HOLLAND. No; we do not say that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you did say that.
Mr. HOJ.LAND. May I correct myself if I -aid that \V'e say in

the beginning we did bill it as a separate iteni. We are not asking
here that that be changed. and we are not asking for lthe money
back. We say only where it was not invoiced: that i- the language
we use. We want a defining of the passing of it on. That is what
we want defined.

Senator CouZENS. When the amendment was made that Senator
Smoot referred to, it was particularly provided that you might even
get it back, if you passed it on to the purchaser alnd could prove it.
We went further than you asked at the time.

Mr. HOLLAND. But they do not agree to that in the-e letters. We
did not pass it on at all, and they say we can not get it back.

Senator COUZENS. But that is not our interpretation.
Mr. HOLLAND. Here are two cases where they do not do it. And

here is another case, that of the Spicer Manufacturing Co., where
the claim was allowed in December. 1926, and they refused to pay it
on account of this appropriation bill.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the date of those letters?
Mr. HOLLAND. This one is dated December 29, 1926.
The CHAIRMAN. That was based upon the appropriation bill.

1_ _,___ _ _ I ~JI .- _- _ --
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Mr. HOLLrsD. The claim is allowed, and then-
The CIIAIR.MA.. The letter from the department at that time was

not based upon the 1926 law but upon the appropriation bill that
was passed in 1926.

Mr. HoLLAND. That is right. But we want to say that we never
have gotten the money.

The ('HAIRMANx.. Because you have not been able to show that it
was passed on as provided for in the appropriation bill.

Mr. IH ,LLora. In December. 1926. no: this provision never was
attachied to the appropriation bill of that year. It was passed Feb-
ruary 2S. 1927.

The CHAIRMAN. What was that?
NMr. HOLLAND. This proviso, that you must return it to your cus-

tomers.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. The claimant was allowed two

months.
Mr. HoLL.ND. This was cut two months before that time.
Senator Ct'(Kz. s. But no appropriation was made to pay the

claim.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That is right.
Mr. HOLL.xND. Hinder this act we can not expect to get our money

even then. We thought we were going to get our money back. And
this letter says that a check by the disbursing clerk of the depart-
ment for the amount refunded is forwarded herewith, but it was
not done.

Senator WALH of Massachusetts. How does the Treasury Depart-
ment feel toward this matter? Are they s-yllnlpatetic with your
position

Mr. HOLIAND. No, sir.
'T'le ('i.IRM.x. Mr. Alvord calls my attention to the fact that

at that. time there was no money at all available with which to
pay. and they had to wait until the passage of the aplprlopriation
hill; and if there had not been that provision in the appropriation
bill all claims would have been paid. but the provision in the appro-
priation bill prevented the Treasury Department from paying them.

Senator KING. Because of the proof required in the act.
Mr. HOLLAND. We say to you that we were forced to sue on this

adjustment claim, but we say that the committee put in this law--
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). We understand the situation thor-

oughly. If there is any other point you want to present to the
committee we will be glad to hear you. You are not the only
person: there are ai good many others interested in the stne thing.

Senator KIsc.. You have presented fully in your brief your point.
as I understand it.

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes. All we want is an opportunity to go into
court and have the court give us a judgment and we ask that it he
paid.

The CHAIRMAN. Your proposed amendment is here Lefore the
committee.

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, sir.
The C('r.IIr\ AN. All right, we thank you.
(The witness left the stand.)
The 'r,\~ir.x. Now. Mr. John F. Mc(arron.

II.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN F. McCARRON, ESQ., ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

The CHAIR.MAN. You may go ahead and give your full name, ad-
dress, and whom you represent.

Mr. McCARRON. I have given my name and address, and I repre-
sent myself and clients. I first desire, gentlemen of the conmnittee.
to direct your attention to page 209 of the bill. section 608, para-
graph (b). and with your indulgence I shall read that particular
section of the bill:

In the case of a claim filed within proil'r time an disallowed d ly.I thI co'm-
missioner after the ei('ll ntment of this act. If the refund wun nisil.' fte. ' tile
expiration of the period of limitation for tiling suit. uiiles.s w. th!nu suh period
suit was begun by the taxpayer.

That is held to be an erroneous act upon the part o(f tlih com)mis-
sioner. I wish to say, gentlemen of tile 'oimittee. tht that iprov-i-
sion is bound to bring about a multiplicity of suits. At the present
time. and as the practice has been for a great ma.ny yaur-. wlhen a
claim is filed within the statutory time and s rejected. if you . oi not
sue within the two-year limitation. voi uray have that c.nI ii re,.opened
aftei- the expiration of the two-yea1r limiiation providinig t,(! that
ruling has been up.-et by the conlunissioner hin.melf or by a court of
competent jurisdiction.

Up to the present time that practice has worked out very weil in
that regard. And I nmy say to you. Senators. that if a sinall tax-
payer had his claim rejected it would not justify him to to court.
but under the provisions of this bill lie would i required to file suit
within two years after thile rejection of his claim in order to pre-
,srve his rights. And yet there might he a suit pending in court
that would settle 500i cases, or perhaps 1.0)00 c:ies. nwl it would not
he necessary for those suits to be filed. Yet uniler tlhe provisions of
this bill the taxpayer would be required to file a .-nit withinii the two-
year limitation, otherwise: lie l would be u rred from hIavin,. hiis claim
reopened under a court decision.

I can think of that in a number of eases--
Senator Kix;. Let nme interrupt you: )o you think there is any

analogrt between a case where the Government ihas collected taxes
and tlhe ordinary obligations between individuals? It seems to me
you can not invoke tliht. I do not see where the taxpayer may sit
down idly. speculating upon the result of a lawsuit, before he'pre-
sents his chiinu. If 40 people owe 40 other people. they may not sit
down and wait for another to site in order to bring about the estab-
lishment of a controverted question, and that situation has run into
some legislation. or produced some legislation in advance to stop the
running of the statute of limitations because some lawsuit is pending.

Mr. McCAinno. Let me s-av in answer to your question: We will
sav that here is a section of tie law where the courts have not inter-
preted it. A case is pending in court. And over here is a taxpayer
who has a refund claim for $100. and he feels he has the right in his
contention, that that tax should not be assessed. A taxpayer who
has a larger claim m:iy go to work and file suit, and he carries that
u-it on up to the Supreme Court of the United States, and the

Suplrenm (C'ort. we will say. affirms his contention. The $100 claim-
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ant, if the taxpayer had not filed his claim within the two-year limi-
tation, gets no refund.

Now, I say that that is not right. I say that that taxpayer should
have the benefit of that proper ruling that is made by the court. And
it has been the practice and is the practice at the present time. And
I say to you Senators that this will bring a multiplicity of suits. I
say to you frankly, sirs, that I s iall advise my clients to file suit
within the two-year limitation in order to protect their rights. But
it is not right to compel them to go to the expense of filing an indi-
vidual suit, and then go and ask the court to hold up the trial of the
case pending the determination of the same question in another suit.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Mr. McCarron. do you know of any
other section of the tax law or situation in the system of taxation in
which a taxpayer who allows the statute of limitations to run against
him gets the benefit of someone else's diligence ?

Mr. McC. RtoN. I do not. Senator Reed. And I will say that I am
not asking that he he not barred because of the fact that hle has not
been diligent. But when lie files his claim for a refund within the
four-year limitation, or fi\e-year limitation. under the particular
act under which he makes his clai,. lie has been diligent to the ex-
tent that he has filed it, and taken advantage of the statutory period.

But now you want to increase the statute of limitations on him
by saying that unless he files a suit within the two-year limitation
period he shall get no benefit from a subsequent ruling: and it may
take more than two years to get such a ruling.

Senator RvEtn of Pennsylvania. In other words, for the purpose
of toleing the statute along you would treat the filing of a claim for
refund as equivalent to bringing suit ?

Mr. McCAinRON. I would, and that has been and is the practice, if
you please. Sen. tor Reed. at the present time. In other words, I
would give to thet taxpayers who come in : nd file claims within the
statutory time the benefit of whatever subsequent ruling would be
made by the courts. I think they are justly entitled to it.

Senator Wm.Lsu of Massachusetts Of course, we have passed many
bills here paying back money as the result of the decisions by the
Supreme Court of the I'nited State..

Senator REEr of Pennsylvania. Yes: but I think this is very bad
policy. The man who sits placidly by and sleeps on his rights should
not have the benefit of other people's diligncite.

Senator WALS1 of Massachusetts. ('Cold not he file his claim with
the commissioner ?

Senator RFED of Pennsylvania. That is Mr. McCarron's point, that
the filing of a claim for refund should be considered as beginning
suit and prevent the running of the statute of limitations.

Senator KIsx. Would you also add to his position that he would
stipulate to abide by the result of the trial in the other case, and
that if it is adverse he will abide by it ?

Mr. McCARBON. I think that is a matter of law, and that it would
have to be determined by the facts of the particular case. I think
stipulations of that kind are entered into at the present time between
the commissioner and the taxpayer, to abide by the decision: or where
the courts have continued the trial of cases the lower court, pending
a decision in some other case in the higher court.
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But, Senator Reed, I want to make one observation in answer to
your last statement, if you please. I want to illustrate this, that
where you have a test suit in which you may be testing out a question,
you file your refund claim within the statutory time, and that one
test suit may decide 2,1500 el: 'ins. I may say to you, without any
degree of boastingr or anythingr of the sort. that I liad R case in the
Supreme Court of the united States, and I represented the S. S.
White Dental Manufticturingr Co., of your own State, on the question
of whether or not the sequestration of its property in Germany was
a loss under the taxing statute. That was a very important question,
SO muceh so that we won that case in the lower court, in the Court of
Clanims, and the Supreme Court of the United States granted1 a writ
of cert iorari to review the judgment below, and that case was affirmed
byv the Supreme Court of the United States about a year ago.

The Board of Tax Appeals has cited th-it case in the Remington
Typ~ewr'iter case that was decided by if. I simply mention that to
rl'jiiesent a ('1115 oif cases. But I am looking at the small taxpayer
aIs well a,; the large taxpayer. You can conceive of a situation where
a matn has- onlyP $150 corning to him, and he does not want to go to
the Jeese of filing suit, of employing an attorney, and] paying for
the printing, of his petition and whatever other costs may be involved.
Tie- should not be required to do that.

I think if I correctly quote the Secretary of the Treasury. when hoe
was here li,-st week hej said they are trying to get away fr-om these
legal vroposi.tions and endeavoring to airbitrate questions.

1 1% ish to say that I wrote a leter to Congressman Rainey. of 11W.-
floiI-. it mtle-e of the Ways and Mfeans Committee of the Htouse, at
the timle this matter was up in the House, and I should like to insert
a 'olpy oif that letter at this time as a part. of my remarks, and in more
detail explanation of this particular sect:jn.

The (T.u .N That may be done.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

li ciM :;ui 14. 19 27.

1 'i/f El $ faf ~ o . : is 1. ' ivfo nt'Ii'', i ngD f/o1. I). V.

MY '% MR. hIAT NK W.~ ~ilic fccill-e'r ie'fereccet' to 111Y telehotie01 OTInversazt in
with * itei in reiiitfi ii, suhiiirigipih 1I11 44! st-*t ifi 60o4 (of 1icew uu clx hfilt,
If. It. 1. which, is -.0-1 fi)c 'i (Iii th-1,1 ;,f ;iwee 212 of -,aidt bill. I ha~ve ti' say7
1it h I i miy *Judt gm, tit. I Ii. evitii F.pi rogr;c ;ili 4 suic ' v.'t !illi (b) : hoeiJd hit t ricke'n
fromu tho. bill. 'I'le ihe..I'ltiim will 4-f-.tiiv isriiie- alio-iii a ulility of
sults. IUnder the law at ihi' jre-4*tit tililt wheni a1 claln 1k tiled within the
Mta lut cry ltif oand 1,s r(-je.'te'd b~y th 0tiie. .ncs,.iouer of internal l'-'eue or,
if i14,1 awcl iij.41iI 1.3' him w~illiixji : 4 ie'r tlhicdate itf tihe Iling ofr the
c4+1Ii". -,;-,lit mulay be 4*' 'Iiincievoo wizii bin wi * y:i rs fro nn suvh d a~t (i'cr froii thIe
fial.e of tbe rr'Jcetioin of t he vinan. 1 nelor sitiwiti iin ii if ac te-st stilt Is poni!
ig' hi coPurt mtid ti-art- aire5 otu her ea.iis Iunvolving i leie ec'poin. it will he
livt'e-fiy 1o flip a siuit ill 0-:10i of scilI fqvw.', i oirde'r iii iir.ivet lihe right,. of
lie ta xinuver. This ctught wit ti1 liw. aenit it will man grect y inceassedl work

Tier ilt he i)epa rtnient oif .Justv ee :il ti e g.',a'ral e4' 'tinis.''s eifflee ofT thoi 711reaU
41ft Inuterncal Jti-venuee. as-- well a 'i nelilcil c'xjceisc' toe liii' 1 a xi vr. It i'; hound
to loring about i gzredi vongest huei iif the'il i'cke, -ii I hie couirt-z fl -icn --erve
no iise'fifl litirpos4. Thei Jiti'4i'iit praiL bep of ireiening it ret'cii via l,' filei
withlit the( stmat utory 111ne where tike t'rrone'ows rulicig Is Ov4 rticmiel' bey a co urt

ohQrii iv it eh.ecieu riei ja of t1lW ' id-cci'Is ey;t aikfaeivcry.
The I ;i veranment I''r: wit lust' am-et hingt lieevii'me If It 1, nit e'rrora'ons ruling,
it Pli-ti cu le 'orret'ted andt if the riclitig i,& (cirrtet. there will lie no needl to re-
open the refinid claim. Furthermore. the smi~ll taxpayer who Is tiable- to
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afford the expense of filing suit in court will be denied relief in the .vvent of a
favorable court decision in a test case involving the same situation as iu his
claim.

I recall your attention to this Imragraph in the hope uat somethin- may be
done toward eliminating it from the bill as it is boundi to work atn injustice
to a large number of taxpayers causing them added expenses, and it is also
bound to cause a large expenditure by the Government in defending such
suits.

Very truly yours,
JOHN F. MCCARRON.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Don't you think something ought
to be done to stop this multiplicity of suits?

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes; and I was wondering while
Mr. McCarron was talking whether we might not sanction an agree-
ment between the commissioner and a group of taxpayers as a class,
that the ultimate fate of their cases should be determined by some
pending suit. In other words, instead of requiring them to go to
the expense of bringing individual suits, and incurring the employ-
ment of an attorney and other expenses by reason of having a sepa-
rate suit docketed for each taxpayer in the class that we might get
the same result by permitting an agreement between the taxpayer
and the commissioner that the decision should, in the long run, be
controlled by the test case.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. It is done in many other cases.
I have in mind at this time an immigration case which was held up
pending the settlement of a case.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. If I were one of a thousand per-
sons who had a claim against you and I brought suit it would be
quite the businesslike thing for the other 999 not to sue but to abide
by the decision in my test case. And I was wondering whether some
such plan might not be worked out. I can see the disadvantages
of the situation against which Mr. McCarron protests. It means
thousands of unnecessary suits if we insist upon the present bill.
At the same time I do not see any justice in a man sleeping on his
rights for 10 years and then waking up and wanting to have a
refund.

Mr. McCARnRN. Where he files his claim for a refund and makes
his protest he has served notice on the Government of the United
States that it is an erroneous ruling and that he should not have
been required to pay that tax and that he demands a refund of it.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. You are talking about the small
taxpayer who sometimes feels aggrieved enough to ask a refund.

Mr. McCAnRRON. Yes; or any taxpayer.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I am thinking also of the taxpayer

who hires a lawyer every year and makes claim for everything that
his imagination can possibly justify. Your suggestion would give
him the benefit of anything decided on any one of fifty questions that
he raises.

Mr. McCARRON' The reason I am suggesting to strike out that
provision in the section is that the present practice has worked very
well over a period of years. It seems to me that we ought to let it
alone. We are trying to change the administration feature, one
that I feel from my personal knowledge in the practice of the tax
law has worked very well, and I think that statement can be con-
curred in by those who are familiar with the practice.

r '
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Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Did your committee deal with
this matter. Mr. Parker?

Mr. PARKER. Yes; indirectly.
Senator WALSH of M3assachusetts. Did you make any recommenda-

tion on it ?
Mr. PARKER. That was one of the legal phases. We made a report

on it, but the explanation is quite a long one and I do not suppose
you would want us to go into it at this time. But it is connected up
with it.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. The present practice and the prac-
tice suggested by Mr. McCarron, and the one that I have mentioned,
are all exceptions to the general rule that a failure to comply with the
statute should extinguish the remedy. We are all agreed, I think,
that the general rule is wise, but the question is as to the exception
that might be provided.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that all?
Mr. MCCARRON. There are one or two things I should like to direct

your attention to. I refer now to page 184 of the bill, section 412,
club dues tax, and I will read that particular section:

(d) As used in this section the term "dues" includes any assessment
irrespective of the purpose for which made; and the term "initiation fees"
includes any payment, contribution, or loan required as a condition precedent
to membership, whether or not any such payment, contribution, or loan is
evidenced by a certificate of interest or indebtedness or share of stock, and
irrespective of lhe person or organization to whom paid, contributed, or loaned.

I wish to direct your attention to the case of Charles K. Lukens v.
United States, No. E-486, decided by the Court of Claims on Noven-
ber 11, 1926. I think this particular paragraph seeks to nullify that
decision of the Court of (Claims, that was acquiesced in by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. That decision stated that a tax upon a pro-
prietary certificate of ownership in a club isi not an initiation fee.
Now, this particular paragraph iseeks to cover that particular classi-
fication, that is. proprietary certificate, by calling it an initiation fee.

Senator W.Lsr of M:issachuetts. If you joined the Congressional
Club out here and should buy a bond for $1.000. and by paying $100
you are tax d on the $1.000, you are exempt on what?

Mr. McCAU!:cs. If it is a proprietary certificate at the present
time under the Lukens case you are exempt from taxation. But be-
fore that decision the Treasury Department ruled that that was an
initiation fee and the tax was on the initiation fee. The Court. of
Claims stated in the Lukens case that it is not an initiation fee and the
department acquiesced in that decision. Now, by the terms of this
paragraph it seems to me that it seeks to nullify the decision of the
Court of Claims in the Lukens case.

The CH.un.MA. Why should it not be considered an initiation fee?
Alit. M(:CCARnnox. Because of the fact, as the Court of Claims point-

ed out very well in its opinion, and I am not going to read you the
opinion, but I should like to read an excerpt from the court's deci-
sion, which I think is very clear in that regard:

From the facts of this case it is evident that the plaintiff is one of the
owners of the property and franchises of the club, and that the proprietary
share of stock makes him so. 11f together with the other members of the club
elected a board of directors which proceeded to set up by-laws for the govern-
ment of the club. Among those by-laws was one fixing an initiation fee of
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proprietary members of the club, which they so fixed at the sum of $1(0).
It is not perceived how the purchase and ownership of the stock can be con-
strued into heing an initiation fee. It has none of the earmarks of such a
fee. There is no definition in the statute nor any words therein which lend
themselves to such a construction. The words "initiation fee" used in the
statute must be given their common and ordinary meaning, which is the pay-
ment of a sum of money that will enable a person paying it to enjoy the priv-
ileges of the club. and which once paid will never be returned to the person
paying it. In this case a share of stock or its value can be in certain con-
tingencies repaid to the party paying it or to his estate. We can not construe
the statute to enlarge the meaning to impose a tax rot contemplated nor in-
cluded. The meaning of the words of this act can not be enlarged to include
that which has been omitted by the Congress.

In other words, the court having construed it to mean that a pro-
prietary certificate is not taxable, and the cases having been settled
along that line, it seems to me it is unfair to other taxpayers to come
along now and say that because they have an ownership in a club,
that that shall be construed as an initiation fee. when. as the court
very clearly puts it. a share of stock or the equivalent value of it
may be paid back to the member or it may be paid to his estate.
But an initiation fee is something different, and that is something
that passes out of the ownership or control of tle member. and he
does not get it back. But in thie case of a certificate of ownership
he has something in the club of a tangible nature that will be paid
back to him or to his estate. It seems to me therefore that the pur-
pose of this section is clearly to nullify the decision by the Court of
Claims, and I do not think that should be done.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Is not there a distinction b e-
tween an initiation fee which includes a proprietary ownership in a
club and one that does not ?

Mr. McCATRnON. There is as construed by the Court of Claims in
this case under the existing law.

Senator WAL.s1 of Massachusetts. If you have to own a bond and
to pay a certain sum in order to be initiated into a club. why should
not all that be included as an initiation fee?

Mr. McCARICoN. For the reason, as I have just pointed out, that
you become a part owner of the club by reason of your proprietary
certificate. But as the holder of an initiation receipt you do not
become an owner. There is the distinction. And there may be
different members in a club, there may be proprietary members, and
there may be other classes of membership, other members who are
not proprietary members, and yet all will pay an initiation fee, and
this proprietary certificate is entirely separate and distinct from an
initiation fee.

Senator WALsI of Massachusetts. You make no distinction be-
tween membership in a club which permits its members to voluntarily
own stock or certificates in the club and one that compels them to
own them in order to become a member.

Mr. McCAURON. Yes. As it now stands, this construction having
been put upon the act by the Court of Claims and acquiesced in by
the department, it should stand, I think.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is that certificate assignable?
Mr. McCARRON. I think it many cases it is.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. To a nonmember?
Mr. McCARRON. Yes; I think so. But that would depend entirely

upon what the by-laws provided. But as a general rule I would say
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it. would be assignable, because it is an interest that you hold, the
same as if you would go out and buy an interest in an apartment
house. because in these npartent houses where shares of stock rep-
resent ownership, it seems to me you are in the same category.

Senator SinolTrmKi;E. It is youir contention that Congress should
not be called upon to override this decision?

Mr. MCCAMONx. Yes, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. We are constantly called upon to

meet court decisions, and it keeps Congress jumping around like a
boy killing snakes.

Mr. McCannox. Very much so, and in that case, if my recollec-
tion serves me correctly, there was no effort sought by the Govern-
ment to get a writ of certiorari from tie Supreme Court of the
United States. It was acquiesced in.

Senator REIn of Pennsylvania. They got their writ of certiorari
from us.

Mr. MCCARION. That is where they are seeking it now. I may
say to you that that Lukens case came from your own State.

Senator REEDI of Pennsylvania. That (does not matter to me.
Mr. McCA(RON. One mort ymrSt and then I am through. On

page 215 of the bill, I think, there should be one section stricken
out. Paragraph (d), and this deals with section 614, interest on
overpayments. My suggestion is that you amend lines 9 and 10:

After thr expiration of such period ,even though dillo\wedl prior thereto.

That vou strike out the words " even though allowed prior
thereto " and insert "February 28, 1927." The purpose of that,
Senators. is this: You will recall that in the appropriation act of
February 2S, 1927. there ,was placed a provision that all claims in
excess of $75.000 should be sent to tlhe Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue T'aaation and remain there for a period of G')O d(las before
they should he paid. My proposition is that there has been no in-
terest paid during that period. Under article 1:171 of Regilation
6! of 192 act. and it is also in tlie act itself, thle commissioner is
given authority to sign tlie first schedule of overpayments. and there-
fore the refund shall date from tile payment of the overpayment or
the erroneous tax to the date of tile signing of the first schedule.
This first schedule is signed prior to tile expiration of the 60 days.

My point is that this class of taxpayers vwho do claim less than
$7,.(o do not Iave to wait the expiration of the period of 00 days
in order to get their money, and now that the Government is paying
interest to the taxpayers on the money that it holds and that be-
longs to them. as well as collecting interest from the taxpayer on

lmonley that belongs to it, it seems as a matter of fairness and equity
and justice that during that 60-day period the claim remains here,
it having already been adjudicated, that interest should be paid. It
seems to me that that could be very easily corrected by the amend-
ment that I surcgest.

I thank you very kindly for your courteous hearing.
Senator IALSIf 'Massa'chusetts. W hat is tlhe attitude of tlie de-

partment toward that suggestion, which seems to be a very simple
one?

Mr. ALjvou. The provision in the deficiency act that the refunds
in excess of $75.000 be submitted to the joint committee was not in-
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sorted in the suggestion of the Treasury. The provision, however,
lid require the stopping of the running of interest, and it rather

seemed to me that interest ought to be allowed up until as near the
point as you possibly can of the date of payment.

Senator WALSHs of Massachusetts. I agree with you.
The C:.un.a. Now Mr. Buthe. m:ay come around.

STATEMENT CHARLES HENRY BUTLER, ESQ., ATTORNEY AT
LAW, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr.. l'rTL:n. Mr. ('Chairan. I simply want to call the committee's
attention to the fact that up to the Ipresent time under the Treasury
decision, I think No. 3240. the commissioner has opened claims where
there has been a decision in favor of the taxpayer, or a reversal by
himself of his own decision. although the timen to sue had expired.

I want to cail the conilittee's aittintion particularly to thie class
of cases like Nichols r. ('oolidgie, which is one of tile cases a meetingg
estate taxes. and which was held hv the Supreme Court for nearly
a year. During that time a very large number of claims based upon
it were decided adversely to the taxpayers. Numerous taxpayers,
who were affected that way, including ourselves, wre given to
understand that under 3240. if Nichols '. Coolidge was decided ald-
versely to the Government those claims would be opened.

After the decision we applied to the commissioner's ofti e. and
our claim was reopened, and we were told that the amount affected
by Nichols e. Coolidge woild be allowed. but with the statement
that there were some other adjustments which would reduce the re-
fund. While the adjustment was going on, this question of 1106
came up, and the commissioner has declined to pron'ee( with the
rehearing of our claim. We were so told by the general counsel's
office.

This was exactly opposite to what happened in a case which we
had, affecting munitions taxes. We argued the case in the Court of
Claims, which decided in the taxpayer's favor, and the department
decided not to apply for certiorar. That refund was allowed by the
court, but the commissioner opened a claim which he had denied
two years and six months before, anid allowed it. although the time
to sue hiad expired, and that claim was paid prior to the time we
collected the claim allowed by the ('ourt of Claims.

Now comes this question: Cnder the provision of It. R. 1 as passed
by the House it has been suggested and there seems to be an idea in
the general counsel's office that it is not s:iliciently plain to justify
opening claims denied prior to passage of this a;c :!nd we hope that
the section will be construed or so modiled that T. 1). :J40 will not
be affected as to claims denied prior to the passage of this act where
there have been decisions justifying the reopening of claim.

As to claims denied subsequently to the passage of the act. whether
the same practice as has prevailed heretofore shall be applied is a
matter for prospective legislation. But we hope tlhat this provision
which is already in II. R. 1 will be so clear that the conmnissioer
will consider its intent to be that these claims, where suits have not
been brought relying upon his promise to reopen will not be affected
and that they can be reopened under the custom which las prevailed
under the income tax law and its administration for many years.
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For instance, take taxation of stock dividends. I do not know
how many thousands of refunds were made there. Taxpayers gener-
ally were notified that if that case were decided adversely to the
Govermnnint they would get their refunds. In these other cases they
got them, regardless of the fact that suits had not been brought
within two years.

Now, to make a sudden change where there are many cases under
consideration which would be reopened by the commissioner under
the practice, which he has held up because he thinks Congress con-
tbmplates he should not have opened them. I hope that it will be
made so plain that the general counsel's office may interl)ret that
T. D. 3240, allowing these claims denied before the passage of the
act and affected by subsequent decisions mIa y be treated as heretofore.

The ('CAIInMAN. The comllitlee will now stand adjourned until
to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 4 p. m., Tuesday, April 10, 1928, the committee
adjourned until the following morning, Wednesday, April 11, 1)28. at
10 o'clock.)

I I I
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL. 11, 1928

UNITEDD STATES SENATE,
COMMITrTEE ON FINANCE,

W1Vwhvngton, 1). C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 o'clock a. m. in

the committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Smoot
presiding.

Present: Senators Smoot (chairman). McLean, Curtis, Shortridge,
Edge, Reed of Pennsylvania, Couzens, Gerry, King, Harrison, Walsh
of Massachusetts, and Barkley.

The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order we will begin
the hearing. Is Mr. Henry, of the American Automobile Associa-
tion, here? Is Mr. Martel here?

Mr. George P. McCALLUM. Mr. Chairman, I will speak for Mr.
Martel, inasmuch as he is before a committee in the House of Repre-
sentatives.

The CHAIRMAN. You may come forward and make your state-
ment.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE P. McCALLUM, ESQ., VICE CHAIRMAN
OF THE MOTOR BUS DIVISION, AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION

The CHAIRIMAN. You may give your name and address.
Mr. McCALL',Mr. My name is George P. McCallum. I am vice-

chairman of the Motor Bus Division of the American Automobile
Association, with offices in the Mills building, Washington, D. C.

Speaking for the motor-bus operators generally, we would like to
make the request that the excise tax be taken off of automobiles
generally, and motor busses in particular.. It is my province to
speak more particularly, however, with reference to the motor bus.
Our association represents about 3,500 operators using about 20,000
busses. This industry has grown very rapidly in the last two years,
so that to-day we are probably classed among the large public
utilities. No other public utility at this time is bearing any portion
of this excise tax, and in view of the development of motor-bus
transportation throughout the country, assuming, as it does, such
large proportions, and contributing, as it does, to such a large extent
to the transportation system of the country, we feel justified in ask-
ing this committee particularly to remove the excise tax from motor
busses.

The CHAIRMAN. Your busses never pay any tax toward maintain-
ing the roads, do they?
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Alr. MCr. I will get to that in juist a moment.
The CHIATIRMAN. You intend to cover it, (10 you?
All. Mc-CAL1J1131. YeS, Sir.
Thle ('urAIRMA~N. All right. Y~ou maity proceed(.
Mr. I CVtLuu,3. There atev 44,;-)00 units of a modernC. lux1rious de'-

sign of motor k~isses in ot)LrIttiofl, colnin)n-carrier btisses. operating
Over 263,000) miles of road. In )I(1litioII to those 44,500) busses in
comimon-carrier service. there are '.1),000 motor bus ses used in carry-
ing school c'hildren'f and( teachlers.

For the year of 1927 coninion-carrier motor busses carried
2.220,000.(0(0 pasenes If vOii add to tihat the 300-0.1)),000 4 school
children that were Cairried. thn h otor. busses of this ('olintry
carried better than two and oine-hialf billion Inissengers. .

On the que~stion of tax. to which voii ji' r'ef. ried, the total! nnullal
tax on coiniofl-carrwr biisscs. iinler the 192o 1l1w. t'xclidingrFd
erl income tiax and l)(,FPsofl propI erty tax, aniounite1 to 9,22.000.000.

The CHIR~1MAN. Th119t waS on thle lr)~erty itself ?
Mr. MCALLVM.(ma0oine talx anid SO On. If the Federal income tax

anol I)ersonial-i)rOpely tax levied against the $50 . )0000()0 worth of
eqmi)nient. termiinalq. etc.. w-re in(1utled, then the total tax would
run brhwcen 1-,28,000,000 and S$30.000,000. The lieer.se fees and the
gasoline tax alone amount to a little over $500 per bus per year. If
you add to that the l4e(1(eraI ex('ise tax and other taxes which we pay,
it brings it up) to S..700)per 1)115 per -%ear.

In answer ohi'-ectlv to vour flSti MOt. "Mr. Chlai rman. wo, (P11ainly
do contribute a (lirecet tax to thec highways of this country. Motor

bns-vs iief lot of gaoliii.nd in neryevery' State, I horie is :omne
form ofl' icen. c tax. t In addfiition to tha. *we paly some kindly of license
fee 4,o1, thlew e of Oje~ti~ in the Var11ious States. Ii "Michi-
gan we pay $1per Iiiindrted for aI livens;e fee to get 0111' perilit to
operaTteO. lIn ndfl4-it~on to that we p~ay a tax of 3 cents.

True CHTAIRMAN. ',,1 per hundred whit ?
MNr. 11*c'cutt:.r. I1 er hiindui-iAight. For that reason. andl Par-

titla1:1,1 4.ly mlinm yourll atio'uP ion to the fdact that the niotOri-lws indiis-
trv hlas, rrown iiiiti 1 it is to-olav one of our lartre public itilitie., we
ar~ereJ(cfllakigtaths(x.-txberm edfo thmor
bu.m:. Yoii (.11( reinov(' it frotu the, truwc, becau-se it was serving a
plic purpoie. We are doing the same thing.

Senator (COUZENS. Ay-1 I 11,4c thle witness. if thev manun atirer
adds the exci!;e tax?

Mr. MAfGlT,VM. Oh.l. We l)av thbat tax. .In,. of em)llse. thait is
reflectedl iii the rate stiel i'Xe: niud he.

Senator. (OpuztrX". I :1'. not yefni~rto that. I ami talkin~r al tout
wheri vou blIy a liis from tho nianuifacturer. Doe-,- hie adld toi the
price of the bus:- thev war tax?

Senator WAqiIr. As a separate itoim?
Senator CtVuzENs. Ye,,; as a separate item.
Mfr. MCCALLUM. I do not know wviether it is earrie1 as a sel)arate

item, but we Pay it, of Course.
Senator CouzE,,s-s. WYell, I (10 not know. There is some contention

that the tax is absorheTd in sonic cases by, the manufacturer. Is
it billed to you separately on your invoice when you buy a bus?

Mr. MCCALLtrLr I could not answer that questionn' I wish to
state that the bus people of the country are in hearty accord with
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the Statenjents iatie by Mir. Henry-. p)esitlent Of theP Aiul'rican
Automobile As.sociation. -With resjpect'tt thle removal of the tax from
all a utomotive prodlticts. They "eel that the tax was an eniergencvY

war-time levy and its cofltiminice now that tile eiznerg.ellw is liast
,II [ other indiistrivs hatve been IelieveTl W0lli(1 0M.ttitit 111 u:ijt
discrimiifntiton against automotive tl'itde and pr)ivate trallsj)ori-
t ionlD 111 idvid il.tI h eN arei'* 1 . hwver, mtore part ivtiarlN v 11&rled
W~itihe ie eiovit of the 3 per cent tax (on thet Iiotor bit. for they
f- e1 that a ilnoie (jlt(sti(Orlabie d i:-criiiiitiin bads bei 1 M litlilcQd.
by thie ( h)veriti1('lt inl (1) iiing andl taxing the bitS11 iiclr thle

hvm twIid With thle pw: vat'' pa -imiger car wi tii it rtunks wid ! the
l:1u.res of ou~r jit'tsett-dtlrtv public utilities.

r101,11tMe 41att Which becam Te P11evtiv. in ( )t .ub'r. 1~I.t 1ere was
PT&"V (1XVlIse for (oIr,!,- 110 no; nki tig a ,-el~:nrate tisi cdi ion foIr
11,4, 111otOr iii S;Id ici l- ' i. a~ r ~ t'1awa-ttil4 t I hat
611 dil'Wi:-s either' 1by reva ,lnped in~ ot'r t riick- (w~ ',)Y xteuded Ic Im. ot I er-

ta 1 ~,g nI'n.~ r-t r i iasi, .S *vile wats 1)1114juu',t -11(i
M1)tk~'d4 i d.14 vkIE, few peo ple. if anyV. (ili('uc I that the htis wouldl

I veP Yeach tl a1 )4 suilat - ot a1 V!Peat 11n. d ittich-va me1- I pulIic utt ility.
I!1 the I)-aI!t 1(0 years- . however, aI Iiret evOliuiozi bwti takve~i place,

: Id Io-dv it is possible to reaIch prwd iv.N evo'rv p.-rt of t he coun1t rv
bv tiot or hits:- 44,500 i)l t, of aI mo.ileui htixuriouls, desig.ri. op erat ing
0j-c 263.00 m JtIJIilIes 4 ci rou oit rt 12i ihn an ft 01 t'4jvtitt schedules are'
pt'ovi. ili~r tia iisporti'a o betwe(Ten IeaIl every city :1a1t4 hanale0t inl
thf. coit rc . Ili t(iti ont t ee 4*ii ft) fl-s 4-L-') Ill 4" )I11b i t iu-i:l ier
-e'ice*4. 36,01 t) fher hulw_:t;_ 111l beiui 15(4 evcrv school dlay in carry-

nr choot eh ii 41 en I fik aiat fJorthl ft oil he *tiv . 1 iuv i.
Ac vort b mr to I1927 fivire ye. tihue Vem var l wi ot -'';1 ci er.n - t rafhe,

1 ill. eti!iJNv Ila - t ;Hie 1! 14 I'd' ?Iui~w z iqwel od'220ti'.0
'a~ ri'cl 11(i)t tijitti )(P the 300-000,0A 00 passengers carried by school
I 'S 'I'llt rr ijjt totalI of ma Il- 0gt- ' i(Al hiN brs:e. would

Avi Ii I> reat Iit jt tqj. 0I IC 041 0e '1 1% ali 1 ''! ve :4 -1e -le conl-

sev'uttaI'v M\ellon. *n1 his report to) the Hlouse Committee on October
01i. salti tl t.Itt ill 1i, , * tioI theat iiitotlidile i-4 a semnulix1,~ar ril
111i(1 'lie tx -Ix 11iajo it -.luotuI'l he retainedl. I doi h1ot emlcto gro
ira(o flie jiti ts. cithIer pro' ort (4111. of tite Seecriv's content ion for I
tIhipttk hais a ratiiviii-.wer verv ab! v refitted byv Mr. Henlrv. I low-
ev'. I 4holid like to -olntue'lit filit wille it )s htaril likelyv Mr.
.Aell14or intended to inch ide t he buz'. in i! ciartacterizat ion of 1he PaS-

("I~l'tr. hiis lelt'ence. utnder thle tcisifiea1 jor of tlie hiw andi
vv'tl no e'xceptiont ht'in±r made for- the 1)115. inithietl that all p-isenger

(4 1ti' % ~(',0~ litxiiies. -As a conlsequ~en'e, if the revotnununlat ion of
the secretary Were to he accepted With no distinction beinto made
letwC('I1 private t-n(1 public carriers the mnotor' liis wotihld continue
iiter thle oitntlical) of beinr thce only public utility suffering froxi a

War' titie elniergren (1 levy.
14) refer further to Scecretary Mfehlons report. mention was therein

niatle of the heavy taxes paid to the United States Government by
the ra-ilroads. Thei motor-bus industry, aside from the Ikderal ex-
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cise tax, is also cont ributing very heavily to the Federal Government.
Not counting the tax paid on income by the different bus manufac-
turers, the bus industry, with a gross annual operating revenue of
$312,500,000, makes a lig contribution each year to the Government
in the form of individual and corporate income-tax returns.

For a comparatively recent entrant into the field of transportation
the motor bus is laboring under an enormous tax burden. The Fed-
eral excise tax from which we seek relief here to-day is one of many
levies imposed upon us. This tax alone is relatively light when
measured against our total tax bill. Let me cite you a few figures:
The total annual taxes on common-carrier busses under the 1926 law,
excluding Federal income taxes and personal-property taxes,
amounted to over $22,000,000. If the Federal income tax and the
personal-property taxes levied against the $500,000,000 worth of
equipment, terminals, garages, etc., were included, the total would
run up to twenty-eight or thirty million dollars. This means that
the average tax per motor bus engaged in common-carrier service, in
license fees and gasoline taxes alone. amounts to a little over $500 per
year. With all taxes included in the total the average figure runs
to nearly $700 per year. Considering the fact that the average
gross revenue per bus is $7,000 per year it can be seen that over 7
per cent of the annual gross receipts is spent in taxes. As all taxes
are charged against the cost of operation and thus reflected in the
rate structure the burden is, of course, borne by the public.

Tile motor bus is very new in its r6le of a public utility, dating its
existence in public service from the year 1917. It isn't right that its
early development as a necessary economic factor should be handi-
capped by heavy governmental penalties when all of our other trans-
portation facilities were given every advantage in their youth, even
to the point of subsidy.

Th'lis committee, gentlemen. lhas an opportunity to lighten the load
somewhat and to encourage the progressive development of highway
transportit ion. 'l'king the !us haishsis production figure of 15.000
for the year 192( auid using an average valuation factor of $6.000
per unit. the total amount of the excise tax paid annually to the
Federal (Governmient by the 1us industry will hardly exceed $2.750,000.
Considered in terms of governmental tax income this does not repre-
sent a great amount, but considered in terms of relief to the operator
and to the public, this item, if deducted from the bus )operators aunnml
tax bill. would make a very appreciable difference.

In the committee's last revision of the revenue aI<t. ipresumllably
because of the utilitv feature involved, the 3 per cent tax on motor
trucks was repealed. Other units of transportation, including the
railroads and pile-line carriers, were relieved of all emergency war-
time taxes as early as the year 1922. This being so, is it fa;r that the
motor bus. now one of the greatest and most necessary of o(ur public
utilities. should continue to suffer under a war-time levy ? We do
not think so and we are sure that this committee with the facts before
it will not think so. We appeal to you gentlemen of the committee
not for a concession which is not rightfully ours but for considera-
tion comparable to that extended to all other agencies engaged in the
public service.
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Remove the :1 per cent tax on motor b~usses andI you remove an un-
niecessary burden from transportation wnd, in view of the application
of t lie tax to sclI(Jol l)iisses. also from education.

STATEMENT OF PAUL W. PINKERTON, ESQ., CHICAGO, ILL.,
REPRESENTING THE ILLINOIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

'lle YoilI~ inN. mvState Your n1-inie and residence.
Mr. MZK~lr N ti ani is 'ail AV. Pinkerton. 30) North La

Salle Street. Chivaigo. 111. 1 represent the Illinois Chamber of (Coin-
mnerce. I am a mnmher of the firmi of Ellis. Pinkerton & Co., cer-
tified j)iI1liC accounitants. anid iil p)1&'idetit of the American Society
of Certitlet Pub'tlic Account ants. the national rgalli:'aIion of i)

'le CuII.01X. Are yol ui oinuz to read fromi that statenrient f
Mr.Prxf~w N.Not all. I have hlad copies of it distributed for

thle use of thle mlemlbers of thle (omnlmittee.
The Illinois Chamber of (Commerce. through the iiinhers of its

cost itucent (hlilthrs. has a total miembiership of 60.00() business and
jproft.-Sio1Ia1 iren of the State of Illinois, represent ing prancticall1y
every- *11rana Of huinuan endeavor. undm representing J)I'netivally the
fill spread of hutnicoile. AWi' fe'el that because of thle po(sit ion
of Ill itois ini t li econoii life of thle Nation t1e Opinion of thie lli-
nlois ('hain11ber of ('oluervce and the opinions of its members repre-
sent. ai (ro.s sectimO of teOiflif non of 1w' (itizell' of the entire
United S-_tates, of America.

I appJearedl belou'- the 'Ways and( M.%eans Committee of the house
of Represvntaut IS. and4 1 ami not groirig to bother the Conunuittee onl
l'unan(PV with any~ rep~etitionl of the te~tiiony which was given before
the Coutumittee On Wavsa Iflf eans.

'Hule (uul:MA . hnik you. We have the Whole of' it lhere.
Mr. I .uN i ift N. I uwrely uat to call at tent ion to staiie I hiiiiys

Which have 410111V up1 inlI IIII". I sincee the hier1inigs before tile (CoDI-
inittee ont WaY. vsiund Me1ans of the Ifouse of Representatives.

Th'le fiu4s of the'~e had to do With ect ionl 611 of 11. It. 1. (1,oi n-4
back ito the historical background for sect ion (;11. we find that
h)i prli~tof yert was possible for a taxpayer to avoid imm~edhiate

pnvnvit )ftaxbyfiling a clainii in abatement when hie objected to
:Il asssnutent Whlich A] f'lhlIde aiurilst him. It is ~i~ that thle Cjom-
nui.- inner of Initernal Reveiuuie asuinwlld that thle.-(. (daillis ill abate'-
nient ,ieted fl-, "wak-rems a md t hat h e didi not l.t. uve to 1 roceed toi ta ke
'11iV act ion toward cnle('ti ii within anyiv lttle limnitationl NNvhatever.
Atter thle statute of lIntuitationls had rIn 11 lie at teipteIdi to~ en!levt
ouuue Of tilhe t a'Xes Which lie bad oriinally hprolpo-ed to assess adi

which badl bwen abaited by the filling of these clii us ill abatement..
Thle Siiprenie Court held that- the earlier law pr1ovided that time tax
niust lbe collected within a certain number of years, and that nothing
in the way of a (laini in abatement postponed or extended that privi-
lege, and that, therefore, the commissioner had no right to collect
the lax after the expiration of the statute of limitations.
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The ('1I.Arn~rM1 N. Mr. Pinkerton, were you here yesterday when Mr.
Janmes Walton addressed the committee?

Mr. PINK ERTON. I was not.
The C11.uwrAN,. His statement made to the committee \was pr"'-

tically the same as yours in relation to section (11. We gave him
over half an hour to go into it.

Mr. PIhNKrEIro. Would it he fair for me to ask if his statement
was convineinr ?

The ('I .wiAN. The committee has not fully decided that, and
will not until the hearings are over. I must not express an opinion.
My opinion is there may be a change in section 611 as reported from
the IH6use.

Mr. PINKERTON. Thank you. May I just say for the record that
the Illinois Chamber of Commerce is very strongly opposed to the
theory of section 611 on three major grounds: First, it is unfair in
that it grants to the Treasury Department the right to reopen in-
numerable cases without granting the same right to the taxpayer:
second, that unless fraud is involved business should inot be subjected
to this reopeningr of old cases. In the interest of economic stability,
a case once closed should he forever closed, because wherever we
have that condition business is kept in constant turmoil. And third.
because this is an entering wedtre into a new type of retroactive
legislation, whereby a statute of limitations can he repeaidl after it
has once run. NTothing like that. so far as I know. has ever been
attempted before. It is a very dangerous precedent. We are
unalterably opposed to it.

May I say also that I know personally nobody who is affected by
section 611 : and on my committee, the committee on Federal taxation
of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce, there was only one member
who knew anybody that might be affected by it. Because none of
us has any acquaintance with any person who might be affected by it,
none of us is personally interested, yet we feel that it would be an
extremely dangerous precedent to build into the income-tax legisla-
tion any provision of that character.

Proceeding then to section 612. a very short section, which pro-
poses to repeal as of the date of passage a certain section in the
revenue act of 1926. This. gentlemen. is another example of retro-
active leil4ation. The section which it is proposed to repeal is con-
fusing and hard to understand, to say the least. Perhaps it shiouil
be gotten off the books. simply because no two people seem to airree
as to just what it says. But there is one thing in that section which
it is proposed to repeal that should remain for itself, and that is
the provision that the bar of the statute of limitations shall not
only operate to bar the remedy but shall extinguish the liability.
We have not had that in income-tax legislation until the act of 1926
was passed. It is unfortunate that that sentence was made a part of
such a complicated, twisted, distorted section as the one in which
it appears in the act of 1926. That sentence that the bar of the
statute of limitations shall not only operate to bar the remedy but
shall extinguish the liability should remain, in our opinion. in all
income-tax legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you satisfied with sections 607 and 608 and
the elimination of section 604?
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Mr. PINKERTON. It does not seem to me that sections 607 and
608 exactly and fully and practically cover this particular point in
section 612.

The CIrATRMAN. Why do they not? Can you tell me why they do
not? Those sections were intended for that. If you know why
they will not do it. I want you to say so.

Senator SOIIORTIDmrE. The statute of limitations refers to the
remedy.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDEr . The ordinary statute of limitations does not

extinguish the liability or the debt due, but simply affects the rem-
edv. prevents the enforcement of the right.

Mfr. PINKERTON. I do not believe, as I remember sections 607 and
608, that they anywhere provide that the bar of the statute of
limitations shall finally extinguish the liability.

The CHAmIRMN. I know that is the object of them. to accomplish
that very thing, in our opinion. In your brief do you recommend
a change?

Mr. PINKEITON. We did not make that recommendation in the
written brief.

Senator STIORTnIIDE. In reference to section 612?
Mr. PINKERTON. In reference to section 612. Section 612 is not

mentioned in our written brief. Sections 607 and 608 enlarge and
clarify the situation with respect to the statute of limitations.

Senator SIIORTRIDGE. Do you favor them as they came to us from
the House?

Mr. INKERTON. At least, we have found no fault with sections
607 and 608.

The CIAIRM.rA. The committee agreed with your position. but the
committee also thought that sections 607 and 608 did just exactly
what you are asking to be done. If they do not, we want to change
them.' Therefore, if that is the on!v subject you want to discuss at
this time, I would suggest that you sit down and if you think of any
amendment to it that you think will make it more plain, let us
know what it is.

Mr. PINKEION. I can simply say that if in sections 607 and 608
they will add the statement that the bar of the statute of limitations
shall not only operate to bar the remedy, but shall also extinguish the
liability, we will have definitely and fly an lly and clearly the valuable
part of the section of the revenue act of 1926 which section 612 pro-
poses to repeal.

Senator Couzss. Before the witness leaves that question, I should
like to ask him about it.

The CHAHIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator ColrzENs. In regard to the statute of limitations, referred

to in section 611. von said you were speaking for the entire member-
ship of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce in opposition to that
section.

Mr. PINKERTON. Yes, sir.
Senator COuZE.N. Will you commit your membership not to have

introduced any special bills for rebate after the statute of limitations
has run?

I
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Mr. PINKERTON. The Illinois Chamber of Commerce is very much
opposed to the attempt of the Treasury or any individual group in
coming and asking for retroactive legislation, except such as may be
merely in the way of clarifying it.

Senator COUZENS. That is not the point I raise. Frequently pri-
vate bills are introduced asking that the Congress relieve certain tax-
payers because the taxpayers let the statute of limitations run, and
they ask for a special bill to waive the statute of limitations in that
respect, so as to get a refund from the Government, but object to a
waiving of the statute to enable the Government to recover.

The CHAIRMAN. There is not a session of Congress but what
numerous bills of that nature are not only introduced, but a good
many of them y'e passed.

Mr. PINKERTON. May I answer the Senator's question by reading
a few sentences from our brief:

Since our objection may seem from the above arguments to be based on the
unfairness of extending the statute for tile Ienel: of the Government without
making a similar extension -for the benefit of taxpayers. you might be led to
feel that we would be satisfied were the Cuingress to make an equal extension
for the benefit of taxpayers. That is not the case. It is our firm belief that
national prosperity is materially retarded by the constant effort to upset mat-
ters which have been settled. Business is kept in a state of turmoil and all
those rules of executive effilency which require that matters be disposed of
once for all are made impossible of application in the case of Federal taxes.
We insist, and we believe that you will agree with us, that in the interest of
economic stability a case once finally closed should in the absence of fraud be
forever closed. Feeling as we do, we naturally must agree that there should be
the same limitation upon the taxpayer's right to claim refunds.

Senator COUZENs. I think we agree with that. I asked you if you
could commit your members not to have introduced special bills for
special relief, because the taxpayers let the statute of limitations
run.

Mr. PINKERTON. I wish I could. I wish I could promise they
would not.

Senator BARKLEY. How could the Illinois Chamber of Commerce
bind anybody in that way?

The CHAMMAN. lie is here to speak for the chamber.
Senator BARKLEY. He can not bind the individuals.
The CHAIMAN. Certainly not.
Senator COUZENS. I simply wanted to point out the inconsistency

in the attitude of some of the people appealing against any retro-
active feature which helps the Government, and insisting upon such
retroactive features for relief for themselves.

Mr. PINKERTON. Mr. Chairman, another thing which was intro-
duced into II. R. 1 after the hearings before the House Ways and
Means Committee was the change regarding consolidated returns.

The ('CAIRMAN. May I suggest to you that we have had that up
before the committee. If you have in this report of yours a real
suggestion to the committee, we would be Llad to have' it. That is
one of the sections that has been passed over, and one of the sections
that the committee, when they come to perfect the bill, is going to
make the changes in.

Mr. PINKERTON. I am very glad to hear that. I will then leave
the matter as presented in the brief, saying that the Illinois Chamber
of Commerce is very much opposed to the elimination of consolidated
returns.
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Then, gentlemen, is the question of the revision of what was
section 220 in the revenue act of 1926?

The CHAIRMAN. That is section 104.
Mr. PINKERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we have had all we want on that.
Mr. PINKERTON. All right, Senator. I feel that you are at least

sympathetic with our view in respect to it.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PINKERTON. M ay I bring up one other matter, the question of

claims in abatement. It was formerly possible, if a taxpayer filed a
return which showed a greater tax liability than he afterwards
discovered to be his true tax liability, provided he had not yet paid
all the tax shown in the first return, for him to file a claim in abate-
ment and pay the tax shrown by his amended return rather than
that shown in the original return. Just an example, and this is
an actual case:

An individual taxpayer had his return made up by his book-
keeper from his checkbook, in which lie had noted carefully the
source of all his receipts and the purpose of his disbursements, so
his return could be prepared showing all his cash transactions. That
return was liled and one-fouirth of the tax paid. Shortly afterwards
this particular taxpayer said to his bookkeeper: " You did not take
out as a deduction that $10,000 of bonds that I gave to my church."
That was a church to which he had given outright $10,000 of bonds
toward a building it was going to erect. It was not on his check
book, of course. 'he bookkeeper had either overlooked it, forgotten
it, or knew nothing about it. That taxpayer was compelled to pay
the tax shown by his original return and file a claim for refund and
wait two or three years for an examination, and submit proof of the
fact that these bonds had actually been transferred in that taxable
year.

Tlie C(rnI AN. WhAit Wyer was that?
AIr. PINKET'rON. l2ti. Thie refllnld rhas not yet co'me through, but

lie Ihas Ibeen examine . It .ms to us tlhat that taxpayer, upon the
filing of his amended retilurn, lbefor4 lie ha'l, paid lhie remaining three
installments of hil tax. shoulld have been relieved from the incessity
of paying the tax shown in his original return, and have been al-
lowed to pay the aImounlt shown by his amended return. The Govern-
ment's assessment i.. made on the basis of information furnished by
the taxpayer in his return. If he finds that information was incor-
redt and c('1rrects it. it seems to ilm the (overmel'llllntl sholhiI be its
willing to take his second statement of his tax liability as to tate
his list Siatement. I kllow in a good mi:iany cases that situation has
worked real hardships.

The C1lAIAlAN. It is since 11129i, because that is the rule of the.
bureau now. The hiureaii will deduct the iimount of thie tax that
would be due in such a case as you refer to of the $10,000 of bonds,
if it were shown to them or called to their attention or proved to
them, and it would not take very long to do it.

Mr. PINKERTON. May I ask, 'Mr. Chairman, if you agree with my
stand on that ?

The CIAIRMAN. Yes. In a case such as you have stated it ought
to be done. There is no question about that being done.

99310--28---8
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Mr. PINKERTON. May I ask if you will investigate that matter?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PINKERTON. I have had cases of that kind with the office of

the collector at Chicago since March 15 of this year, and they told
ne absolutely and finally that nothing could stop the taxpayer pay-
ing that tax.

Mr. ALVORD. The bureau is supposed to have investigated such
situations in the last s:ix month.

Mr. PINKERTON. The collector's office at Chicago is not aware of
that fact.

I want to thank you gentlemen for your patience.
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Chairman. if we get through with , ie

Agricultural bill to-day I am compelled to leave town for a few
days. I would like to register myself in favor of the entire removal
of this automobile tax. If it should he voted on by the committee
before my return. I would like to be so recorded.

The CHIAIRMAN. I will see that you are.
Senator BA:KI.EY. I would like to make the same request as to

the admission tax.
The CILAIRar.N. Very well. The committee will stand adjourned

until 2 o'clock in my office in the Capitol.
(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon. the committee adjourned for the

noon recess, to meet again :ut 2 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS

STATEMENT OF THOMAS P. HENRY, ESQ., PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

The CIAIrM.AN. You may state your name to the reporter.
Mr. HENRY. Mv name is Tlhomlas P. Henry, and I am president of

the American Attosobile Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you appear before the House committee?
Mr. HENRY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you did. If there is any point you did

not cover before the House committee we would like to have you cover
it now. There is no necessity for repetition, because we have that
record here.

Mr. HENRY. My statement would be along somewhat similar lines,
but in many respects somewhat different. I expect to bring up to
date the answer of the car owners to the argument of the Secretary

S of the Treasury.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Senator COUZENs. A witness on the stand yesterday stated that

our organization was subsidized by the motor-car manufacturers.
Is that correct?

Mr. HENRY. No; that is not correct.
Senator CouzENs. Do they contribute to your maintenance at all?
Mr. HENRY. In no way.
Senator KINo. Have they ever done so?
Mr. HENRY. The bus division of the American Automobile Asso-

ciation, which was established two or three years ago on the sugges-
tion of the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, was con-
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tributed to by the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, but
no ilmney collected from passenger-car owners throughout the United
States as ever been expended in the interest of that bus division.
The Nationaii Automobile Chamber of Commerce, up to $10,000 a
year, agreed to contribute that much in proportion to the amount the
,us operators contributed, and the American Automobile Association

was the instrument to get the bus association started. It has never
in any way been supported by the American Automobile Association
or the passenger-car interests, and none of the money from that
organization hus been used by the American Automobile Association
in connection with the passenger-car interests of the Nation.

Senator COUZENS. Was your organization effected for the purpose
of securing legislation, or to promote more of an association and
cooperation between the users of cars?

Mr. HENRY. Originally it was established with the avowed inten-
tion of promoting the good-roads movement of the country, and was
the national organization in this country that got the first Federal-
aid bill passed. It was introduced and written by the officials of the
American Automobile Association, or, I should say, written by the
oilicials of the Amnerican Automobile Association, the original bill
that was signed by President Wilson.

Senator BAJKI.EY. I do not think that statement ought to go into
the record unchallenged. The American Automobile Association
favored that legislation, but the Good Roads Committee of the House

i' Representatives framed the bill that was finally passed, and it was
amne:nl(ed in the Senate. It may have been on the suggestion of the
American. Autoniobile Association. but I do not think it is quite
fair to lhy the bill they presented was passed without dotting an "i"
or ('l'csing a " t. :

Mr. HENIY. No claim was miade to that effect.
Senator I.AIKI.EY. I know the Good Roads Conmmittee of the House

of Representatives Iheld exhaustive hearings and rewrote tlat meas-
ure a number of times . It was i)aended on the floor of the House.

Mr. IIENIY. I said we prepared the first bill that was introduced.
Senator BArKL:Y. I thought you said you prepared the bill as

it was signed by the President.
Mr. II:LRY. I did not Inmin to give that impression.
To answer your question directly, Senator Smoot, the total income

of the American Automobile Association for last year was $847,246.77,
which was expended in the interest of the motorists of the country.
Of that amount $10,000 was received from the National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce toward the establishment of a bus division,
and none of it was expended by the American Automobile Asso-
ciation in the interest of the passenger-car division of the association.

The CHAIRMAN. That was not my question, but I am glad to have
the information.

Senator KING. What do you do with that $800,000 that you collect?
Mr. HENRY. We spend it in the interest of the motorists through-

out the Nation. We appear before Federal and State legislatures
in the interest of legislation to benefit the motorist; we coordinate
the services of our clubs, arrange for the exchange of courtesies to
tourists, conduct safety campaigns, publish maps, tour books, and a
magazine, and in a collective way do for motorists and their local
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motor clubs what they can not do for themselves as individuals or
local units.

Senator WALSH. You maintain bureaus of information, do you
notI

Mr. HENRY. We maintain bureaus of information in 1.047 cities
in the United States. In fact, we have a transportation system. We
furnish touring information for our members all over the country.

I do not know what Senator Couzens had in mind. I had not
heard any reference that we were subsidized by the National Cham-
ber of Commerce, but there is no truth in it. We are appearing
next month before a committee in Congress in direct opposition to
the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce. That would cer-
tainly answer any such criticism that has been made of the American
Automobile Association.

Senator COUZENS. I just stated that there was a witness before
us yesterday, representing individual motor-car users. I think from
Philadelphia, who stated that some of these associations were sub-
sidized by the manufacturers. We asked him for more specific
information, and he hesitated about giving it, and then consented
to say that the American Automobile Association was one of the
associations that was subsidized by the manufacturers.

Mr. HENY. If it comes to a question of the American Automo-
bile Association being on trial, we are perfectly willing to introduce
any testimony this committee might desire.

Senator KING. You make a categorical denial of that charge, other
than the contribution to the bus interests?

Mr. HENRY. Absolutely.
Senator BARKLEY. What is the bill you just referred to, where you

expect to appear in opposition to the Automobile Chamber of
Commerce?

Mr. HENRY. It is in connection witll the regulation of the bus in-
terests of the country.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee. I appear before
you as president of the American Automobile Association. This is
an automobile owners' organization having 1,047 affiliated motor
clubs with members in every State in the Union. Our organization
is chartered for service, not for profit. We pay no dividends. Our
officers draw no salaries, nor receive any form of remuneration for
their work for our association.

Our association is supported by dii.s paid by member clubs.
These clubs in turn are supported by the dues paid by their mem-
bers who are car owners. The national association as well as the
local clubs function as units entirely independent of the automobile
industry. I want to stress that very strongly. The policies of the
local motor clubs are determined by the automobile owners who are
members. The policies of the national association are determined by
delegates sent to our annual meetings with instructions as to how they
shall vote upon questions of general importance. We feel, therefore,
in presenting to you the views of our association, that we express the
views of the car owners of the country.

Some months ago I appeared before the House Ways and Means
Committee to urge that that committee recommend to the House of
Representatives that the 3 per cent hang-over war excise tax on
passenger automobiles be repealed under the present tax-reduction
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program. The committee yielded partially to our request hv recom-
mending that the tax he cut to 11/. per cent. After full discussion
of the matter in the House, however, that body voted to repeal the
tax in its entirety.

When the bill came to your committee, yol decided to withhold
your recommendations to the Senate until the Treasury Department
could more accurately estimate the probable returns on income
earned in the calendar year 1927. The Treasury Department has
made its report which indicates that there will be no important loss
in revenue. but contends that the expenses of the Government will
inrease to the point where tax reduction must be held within the
limit of al)p oximately $200.000.000. The House bill reduces taxes
in the amount of $290000,000.000 a year.

The CHAIRMAN. That is hardly correct, that there will be no loss
in revenue.

Mr. HENRY. At the time they did not contend there would be a loss
in revenue. Since that time you will find they have reversed their
position.

The question which your honorable committee is facing is whether
or not you will recommend to the Senate a cut of $290,000,000 or
abide by the Treasury recommendation of a cut of not more than
$200,000,000. From our standpoint, the big question involved is the
retention or elimination of the automobile tax, which the Treasury
i)Dpartment insists should be retained.

Among the arguments which the Treasury Department has used
to justify its position for the retention of the automobile tax are the
following:

(a) That the movement to rtliwal the automobile tax is not spoIlar.
(b) That the automobile tax should be rettained because it furnishes a

broad base on which to place a permanent sales tax;
(c) That the automobile is a luxury:
Id) That the repeal of the automobile tax may result in a detfiit in the

national revenue; and
(r) That Federal aid on roads must be m de dependent on the continuation

of the automobile tax.

Most of these arguments were specific or implied in statements by
Mr. Mills and others for the retention of the tax. Let me take them
up in order:

W hen 1Mr. Mills made the )point that the demand for the repeal of
the tax comes from the car manufacturers and not from the car
owners, he overlooked the fact that such national bodies repreenta-
tive of owners as the National Grange, the American Farm Bureau
Federation, the American Automobile Association. and the I'nited
States Chamber of Commerce. have constantly urged the repeal of the
tax on the ground thatt i imposes an unjust burden on one class
of citizens and an unjust discrimination on one form of transporta-
tion.

As a partial answer to the Treasury's statement that the movement
to repeal the automobile tax is not popular, I ask your permission to
place in the record a number of telegrams I have received within the
past (lay or two from organizations and persons who, learning that
I was to appear before this committee to-day, sent in their views
on the matter. I will read two or three of these telegrams, which
are typical of the rest of them. I might state there have been over
two or three hundred of them.
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T1he CHM.ujIMAN. I iii ink I have re(Cived perhaps mxorf- thlan -%oil
hav~e.

Mr. HENRY. I (I( not doubt. thiat, at all. sir.
This-- is fr'ont Senator Fes~ home State. tite State of Oh1io, anit'l

is from the president of thie State a'-soiatfion:
Orivandzed motorists in O111E wvishi to v'oivv thii Plea to tI~'. seiale M1iiianei,(

Coniimittv e for- the early elan na1i~i .Pr ow h wir vxeis4 tax i'iii (mliiI~
Aulnmbiv, owiers 1have alrefoly paidi i'er U wiiliozi Iorar. wvar !ax. 'Wt,
strongly oppose retaining this tax.

All these telegrams ave practically the same.
Senator WALSH1. What '(jly (140 V0o MAWe to tlO:.(' t~ (1ea11 ?
Mr. HIENRIY. W1e Miade no~ lilies t hm
With two exceptions. all Iof you gentle'men were miemibf-'rS of

the Senate at the time tite 19263 tax i'eduetion Ibill was cow'Pleredi.
After maitur'e delilierait i. t his coniiiit tee rlevowmjiendtod t'V thle sellaw4
that it vote to retain the 3 p;,-r cent tax ol passenger r aut onobi lt-
and replace in thje revenue bill a 2 1wr cetit tax oni alutomoi(bile truic
chassis 11114 bod ies above a eer a in value, the H ouse hatvingp al ready
voted to repeal tlie, trucek flmx ou took dhat reCemlumentlat ion to I lie
Senate but were overwhlimningly (lefeatedj. By a vote of ;55 to 12. thle
Senate' rejected the proposal for thle reins atemnt of the( truck tax.
Not only that, but the Senaite onl an amendment offered biy Senator
Kingr and v--ry ably siuported hw Senators Simniorw. ('oim-ns. l-
risonl, and] Edge(, qf thiis committee. %'oteti to rep~eal the 3 per celit tax
on passenger cars.

Senator WVALSHI. Did Senator King do that?
All. HENRY. I1 hat is, inl the( record.
Now, let me ask you ill all friinhiiess what edulsed tile Se'iiate to

reject your recommendation andl then vote to repal thle auitoniolbile
tax? Does it !st~intl i t ea!sili. gen&fdelfle. thait the Senate did So
because a majority of the autoiobile owner-s were )('rf'(-tlv mitis-
fled to pa1y the tax awl no ifl ere!4 wVhiftever ill itriepeal? "IThat
argui.;vent is further boi'ne out by tht!e chairman of thiis (oPnitt-e.
whot -ays hie has reeiveti a cons.idlel'fl h1VirgerO numiiber' of telelgraiw
thaon I huave received, which w-ould be a very? large number.

Senator WVALsu Senator King. during your absence, the Az ate-
nient was madte that vou (ilhi-ed an~ amemcudmeut in the( Senalke io
I'Chq)k-a tile ecXise tax.

Senator KIxo. I offel'(id a luill -tt die last ,(-,,.;,on to r.:pi f iIax.
Senator W1ALSHl. I thoughrlt byv ~volI arriintt this moioriin- tiiat

you had a (different view of it.
Senator Ki-xo. I mnade ito mrgiumient. Sv?!:&tor. If it should 'leVelip

I was riglit then. I might as-;umv a different position. I will not
vote for amny bill tha.-t will crveutp a deficit. So far a., taxing atitomio-
biles andt other article-- is ('oncerne(1. I should do it rather than create
a deficit.

Senator WALSH. I thiink yoil were right two years agri.
Senior uxo.I to igt I Was right thnad I aiti not Sure tilat

I amn right, now. If 1 anm convinced that I amn right now, I shall
reverse the position I took then. These bill are not fixtures. There
is nothing static in a ta.-x law.

Senator SmrORTHnIA. M1r. Henry, you realize, do you not. that to
take off this tax would create a los~. of about" S,65.000,000 or
$60,00000?
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Mr. HENRY. Yes; I (If). I ha(l that inl mind(. And since you have
brought ulp that question, I might also state that the owners of motor
Car aiend~~ that tax be removed regardless of any other taxation
(lhe Senate might consider.

Senator SiiORRIDGEu. Whether there be a deficit or no deficit?
Mr. HE:NRY. 1 dlid iiot sayV that. The mo1tor Car owners have al-

wa.ys paid1 all the taxes necessary to pay. and will continue to pay
their, but first of all we insist this is of paramount importance and
should conme off.

Thiel 1EAI IM AN. And1 so (10 thje admission tax people. I wish it
were possible to take themn all off.

-Senatdor LlII"sx I'hevre is a surplus inl the Treasury.
The CHIANI~. Yes.V
Senator SDo~m~~.Iti to the economy of thle present aduimns-

t1&itiofl.
Mr. Hmc11Y. The reasoils which acttiated the Senate two years agfo

alnd which 'are reflected ill tlu ljosition taken by the Iloiie inl this
session are mnore insistent and comlClingX to-day than they were
at anly time siice the wrexcise tax was first placed onl automobiles.

A sin-vey (oicfdlI( by ouir -issociation recently idicates that auto-
mnobl~e taxes are being intcrea,.el at a terrilic rate. It was found
that in 1927 State Iiotor vehicle taxes increased three times faster
than1 moj(tor- V'ehi-e 1-t-r*. t-ionis. I ami going to ask your permis-
si(it to life with the cominif~tee a niap) and detailed tallatioll of thle
ligires coverc( inI 0111 survey, which briefly s4iow that 2;b,2389000
inotor vehicles were rt'jristeredI aind that inotoiists paid, in the formn
of registration fees atrld gasoline taxes, 52,2I%().During the
samne lwrio I motorists paid $O5A) inl t1w" Federal excise tax,
$15.00010004 il unicipal ta.%es. anid '12,t,00000 inl personal property
taxes, in aking a grand total of $753,184.000.

Tme facts disclosed by ouir survey shiow to a gr-eater extent than
ever before thme heavy proportionsi of taxes thiat the motorists are
bearing, aind afford a timely warn11ing' to thie Federal. Gove rn ment to
gvet out of a 1:1xi mg field which is already over-exlploitedl. Ill my
opinionl thme figres- should clinch thie argument, for the iiunediato
repeal of the IFederal excise tax.

Senator Smmowi:ruancr. The increase of city and local municial and
State taxes on -ntll )ie wvent toward( t lie ilinproveivint Of high-
wa vs a i. steli rld roadways.

Mr. Ilu:xNyt. That is njot altogrether true, Sir.
senator S iomc-minac. Theu greater percentage of it.

Mr. IL1IY exa-: lii's taken 1 p~er (P11t of its tax for thle school
program In. G eorgiam his, ret ir ccii w si-ti aili-ond biI ondIs within it, and
Lord knows what has huap)elmed iin other States. Soit (f it goes
!iitf time tgonen fuund.

Sena,1tor- BARKLEAY. TIhe ad] va-1oremucl tax (.i altioloiNs "roes into
thie general fund. I think only the hice!nse tax and gasoline tax
goes to the sliplport, of roads.

MNr. lIEN ICty. We havm e insisted that all gas oliyie taxes musl.t be
expended on roads. In nio.t States we have been sw-ces4ul.

I amt told that -z few Senal. .,rs are no)t sure hiow Ow(y will standI or'
the automobile-tax q1uestionfl ecausQe they have not received a suffi-
ciently large number of requests from individual car owners to
convince them that their constituents want the automobile tax re-
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pealed. I should like to ask those who have put the question in this
way whether or not they voted for or against decreases in the rates
of income tax and increased personal exemptions on the basis of
requests from individuals. When they voted to take the war excise
tax off of diamond rings, silk stockings, fur coats, and other articles
of personal adornment, did they do so only after a deluge of per-
sonal requests? I dare say that neither they nor you had many
direct requests, but you recognized the desire of the people of this
country to get rid of permanent sales taxes. You yielded to the
apparent national demand and did not wait until your file cabinets
bursted with stereotyped letters signed by individuals. You thought
first of the principle involved, and have consistently applied the
principle that there should not be a permanent sales tax to the
point that the taxes imposed during the war may be found on only
two manufactured products. namely, automobiles and pistols. It
is indeed humiliating that the motor-car owners of this country
must be thrown into the same bull pen with gunmni.

The specious reasoning of the Treasury Department with respect
to the classification of the automobile as a luxury and the recom-
mendation that it be made the object of a permanent sales tax be-
cause it is spread over a broad base, indicates to me that the depart-
ment will avail itself of any excuse it finds for denying relief to
motor-car purchasers. Only a few years ago the department insisted
that because the automobile was a luxury the tax should be retained.
Later the vehicle evolved into a semi-luxury. When the ridiculous
nature of this argument was brought home, the Treasury sought inew
reasons why the tax should be retained and to-day argues against
repeal on the ground that the tax has a " broad base."

Before discussing the "broad base" that the automobile tax
affords, I want to read to you gentlemen a paragraph from a letter
sent by one of your colleagues on the committee to the president of
one of our important State motoring organizations. I would ask
that you note particularly his description of the automobile when
he says:

I realize the general desire for ihe repeal ,if Iie tax on lieasure ;mtoniowiles,
yet I thing that C(ongr'es ldid Ipn'(tty welt in 192i in repelling the tax on trnuks
and reducing the pleasure automobile tax from 5 per cent to 3 per cenit. If
It is possible to lablish it entire ly this ycu;r, I shall lie very huapy.

It is hardly conceivable that a member of your committee, a I'niied
States Senator, will at this stage of the development of auto:notive
transportation in this country, sponsor the retention of this tax on
the ground that it is a tax on pleasure vehicles. To hold such a view
he must shut his eyes on progress and refuse to recognize the fact
that 5,000,000 automobiles are owned by farmers, that 90 per cent
of all passenger cars are used more or less for business purposes,
that nearly 200.000 automobiles are used constantly by doctors,
that hundreds of thousands of suburban residents are wholly depend-
ent on their passenger automobiles for transportation, and that auto.
mobiles travel seven times as many passenger-miles as do steam
passenger trains.

With respect to the distribution to the Federal-automobile tax
over a broad base, I concede that the tax falls upon a large number
of persons, but I do not concede that more people are reached by the
automobile tax than would be reached by the continuation of the
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tax on railroads, telegraph, and telephone companies and innumer-
able manufactured articles. Would not such products as cameras,
toilet soap, carpets, rugs. trunks, traveling bags, purses, men's and!
women's hats. shoes. neckties. silk socks and stockings. shirts. under-
wear, pajamas, petticoats, perfumes, and a myriad of pills and
tablets form bases of taxation broader than the 4,000.000 passenger
cars now sold annually? If it is necessary to tax transportation or
to put a sales tax on manufactured products would it not be more
equitable to place a general sales tax, or a general transportation tax,
on one and all alike and not single out the motor-car purchasers as
the objects of special and unwarranted discrimination? The relief
heretofore given those who paid war taxes on transportation and
manufactured products. lhs had the full approval of the Treasury
Department. Why the Treasury has not prior to this time insisted
that the Federal-tax system be spread over a broad base. is one of
the puzzling questions that remains unanswered. Is broad base the
real reason for its insistence in this tax. or is the Treasury actuated
by such motives as were reflected by Mr. Mellon when in his testi-
mony before the oulse Ways and Means Committee he said, "the
automobile is one of the railroads chief competitors."

Senator Si mT'inxi:. That was true. was it niot?
Mr. lHENRY. 'Thit they are cmpetitors
Senator S rYtTRIuIE. Y's.
Mr. IHENRY. Yes: but whyv is it the province of the Secretary of

the Treasury to bring that forward?
Senator SIjo'miHI.E. I am1 not talking about his position, but that

was and i, a fact.
Mr. TIENICY. If it is a fact. their let tlhe railroads be the first, to

a.sk for relief. The Treasury Department has no business bringing
it forward.

'Ilue IMot(irilr organizations of this country are fully aware of the
devious and subtle methods thalt have been employed' by the Treas-
ury De.partnient in this session of Congress to confuse the issue be-
fore V(;yo and defeat the large demands of motor-ear owners for tax
relief. We resent most emphatically the veiled threat that has been
passed on to uls t4lrogh oricital channels that unless we surrender
arms in this fight the country will run the risk of losing Federal-aid
appiropriations for goodl roads.

T'lie methlods hat have been employed ti confuse the issues of
tax repeal and tihe continluation of Flderal aid are. in my opinion,
positively ridiculous. Federal aid is an established poliV of this
(Governnlent and there is no reason whatever why the issues of tax
repeal anl Federal aid should not be consideretl upon their indi-
vidual merits and as distinct policies. It is ludicrous that the Budget
Bureau, or ;any other administrative or executive agency of this
(Government. should be permitted to dictate the policy that Congress
shall pursuel with reference to the continuation of road appropria-
tions.
Senator Sor:I;niU.E. Nobody is dictating. Pardon me. I do not

want to interrul) yvou.
Mr. lkENIY. That is all right.
SenaIto r SIInoTRIDGE. You are illlputing to the Treasury Depart-

ment the motive of dictation.
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Mr. HIENRY. But the statement came baldly from the Director of
the Budget that the President of the United States was going to
see to it that Federal aid was discontinued if this tax was taken off;
and that is what we resent.

Senator SHORTRIn;E. He might have suggested that it might
become necessary.

Senator WALSH. The Treasury Department was pretty severe in
its statements.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand, but the Government must have
revenue. I suppose the thought is that unless they get the revenue
certain appropriations can not be made.

Senator BARKLEY. That is a matter for Congress to determine.
Senator SIIORTRIDGE. Yes.
Senator KING. Being a Democrat and at time a rather severe critic

of the administration, I want to advise you that under the law it is
the duty of the Budget Bureau to make recommendations to Congress
and to outline to Congress their plan to meet the expenses of the
operation of the Government, and they come here and submit a
message to Congress and submit their Budget. The President and
the Budget Bureau have a right to make recommendations. That
is not dictating to Congress. It is their duty to do it. They prepare
a budget and Congress may or may not approve of their recom-
mendations. So I do not think you are warranted in your criticism
of the President because of the recommendations which he may
make--the financial policy which he may advocate. He would be
derelict in his duty if he did not prepare the Budget and submit it to
Congress.

Mr. HENRY. If you will let me finish the sentence, it will probably
cover your objection.

Senator WALSH. It is not the duty of the Budget Bureau to tell
Congress what tax to repeal.

Senator KING. The President has a right to make recommenda-
tions.

Senator WALSH. I am speaking of the Budget.
Mr. HENRY. In the opinion of laymen it is silly that these agen-

cies should be permitted to object to beneficial legislation by passing
down the line the word that it would be inconsistent "with the
administration's financial policy to continue the Federal road appro-
priations if tie excise tax should be repealed. I do not believe the
veiled threat made has had the desired ecfect upon Members of
Congress.

The CHAIRMAN.. It is not a threat. In every single solitary bill
sent down there for a report, if it is objected to on the ground that the
revenues of the Government will not permit it, those identical words
are used. Not on this bill alone, but every bill that is sent to them,
even small claims of $1,500 or $1,000 or any amount. I think you
are taking the wrong attitude in saying that is a threat.

Senator HARRIsoN. The language speaks for itself. It was a
threat. They were using the big stick.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not a threat at all.
Mr. HENRY. The statement of the Treasury Department speaks for

itself.
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. I never understood it to be a threat.
Senator HARRISoN. You do not accept it as that.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. If it were t threat, it would not affect me or

frighten me in any way.
Senator HARRISON. Of course not.
Senator CUILTIS. Mr. Chairman, can we not go on with this hearing

and get rid of it ? These side remarks do not help out.
The CIAI~uMAN. Proceed with your statement, Mr. Henry.
3Ir. HIrNRY. In presenting its story to you, the Treasury Depart-

Inent has emphasized the danger of a deficit in the national revenue.
We wolld be the last people to appear before your committee who
would recommend( that aniy such danger be incurred, but in touching
upon the matter I lhumbly .Sbtlnit that the former estimates of the
Treasur'y )(Dep'artnent do not inspire any large amount of confidence
on the part of the Aimericaln taxpayer in the accuracy of the Treasury
Department's statement that f$200,(000,000 is the limit within which
taxes may be safely reduced. In this connection, I would call your
special iatt ct io4n to tlie recent hearings on revenue revision before
Slide iHouie Ways and Means C(nniittee in which an illuminating an-
alysis of the Treasury's errors in estimating probable surplus was
made by one who is universally recognized as one of the ablest
financial experts in the IUnited States to-day, namely, Representative
Garner, of Texas. On pages :i) anl l1 of the hearings, you will find
1in unchallenged statement made by Congressman Garner in Mr.
Mellon's presencee to the effect that, since 1924, the total error made
by the .Trvasury in estimating the probable surplus of Federal in-
comne amnounted to $!'S,.o0.,Oit0. If we may base our judgment on the
past experience with Treasury estimate., it seems reasonable that the
surplus for 1992 and siicceeding years will be a great deal larger than
the Treasur is willing to admit.

In conclusion, gentlemen of the committee, I respectfully submit
that you should approach the question of the immediate repeal of
this tax with a most sympathetic attitude and for the following
urgent reasons:

First. The uitonmobile tax ha.s fielded a total revenue of more
than $1,1),00o, 00,00, every cent of it borne by the consumers.

Second. The alutomolllbile ltax is a special war excise tax, levied to
miteet the emerge ncy (xpenlies inc'inlnt to our participation in the
World War.

Third. The automobile tax discriminates grossly against the pur-
chasers of new automobiles.

Fourth. The automobile tax is in principle a tran sportation tax,
and to retain it when all other transportation taxes have been re-
pealed is a further mark of discrimination.

Fifth. Thie automobile furnishes no broader basis for a permanent
excise tax than do many other products and commodities of a less
essential nature.

Sixth. The automobile tax, based on new-car purchases, does not
distribute the annual burden of Federal taxation equitably among
all motor-car owners.

Seventh. The automobile tax is not comparable with any other
tax now levied by the Federal Government except the tax on pis-

I
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tols, because these are the only special war-excise taxes now re-
maining.

Eighth. The automobile tax is a needless supersurtax on a class of
citizens who are now paying more than a fair share of State and local
taxes.

Ninth. The automobile tax is not needed at this time as a means
of raising revenue for the Federal Government.

Tenth. The automobile tax is a war-time levy and should be re-
pealed as a major item in the present tax-reduction program.

In this connection, before leaving, I wish to say that the auto-
mobile owners, as I said before, think they are entitled to the repeal
of this tax, regardless of the reduction of any other form of taxation
this committee might recommend.

Senator KING. May I ak you one question?
Mr. HENRY. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. This is with reference to the question propoundled

to you by Senator Couzens about the subsidy. Your organization
publishes a magazine

Mr. HENRY. Yes, sir.
Senator KINo. And you carry advertisements in that magazine at

a very great cost to the advertisers, and the manufacturers pay you
a good many thousand dollars annually for advertising?

Mr. HENRY. If the mIanufacturers think the medium is a proper
exploiting of their wares, they buy the space at a very reasonable
rate per page.

Senator KIN. But they do?
Mr. HENRY. They buy it.
Senator KINo. How much do you receive from the manufacturers?
Mr. HENRY. I could not answer that question. There are prob-

ably 20 pages of advertising from different manufacturers in the
American Motorist and probably less than 20 per cent is from auto-
mobile manufacturers.

Senator KING. Your receipts are between $50.00( anl $(an 0.000 a
year, are they not?

Mr. HENRY. I imagine that would be a fair estimate.
Senator HAIRISON. 'What is the circulation of the American

Motorist?
Mr. HENRY. About 150,000.
Senator SHORTRImDn.. You think the repeal of this tax would inure

to the benefit of the purchasers of automobiles, do you ?
Mr. IENRY. Absolutely.
Senator SoiinmmRx:t . DLo you think tlie manufacturers would bring

that about?
Senator WALSII. Senator, that was all gone over before you came

in. They have agreed to take that off.
Senator SIORTRIDGE. They have agreed to?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDE. Agreed with whom ?
Senator IVALS. As they did when we reduced it from 5 to 3

per cent.
Senator SHomrrIDGE. I heard what was presented yesterday. Sen-

ator Reed submitted some figures.
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Senator WALSH. We spent : long time on it this morning. It is
in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It is in the record of this morning.
Senator SHORTRlIDGE. Of course, I assume that wa.- their theory

in supporting the argument.
The CHAIR. AN. Yes.

Motor vehicle registrations, registration receipts, and gasxolin-ta.x olle'Ctions, by
States, for the calr'ndar yU':r !27

Total
TV]r '.f

Stat

Alahibama................. .. ............ .... . ....
A rizo(ina...... -.. .... . . . ........ . .. .. . .......
Arkansas;..... . ....... ...... ...... ..............
S'aliffrn . .... ...... . . . ...... . ... ..........

('olo<rdo . .. . .. . . .
Connecticut........... .... .... ... . .... .......
Delaware........... . . . . . ..... ... ....
F ioril't .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .

Idaho............. . ........... . ........
Illinois. ... ... .. ...... . .............. . . .........
Indiana.............- ............................
liowa............ ............ . . .

Kan s........... .. ....... .. .. . . . .. ...
KeW ttcky.... ............ .... .... ....
Lo isiana.... ...... .. .... ..... . ........
Miei -........ ...... .............................
M aryland .. . ................ ..... . ........
M l ss act tt ...... .................. .. . . . ..

l ichi. n.. .... ............... . ........ .. .. .... . ....
M innesots ................ .... ....... . . . . . ... ..
M is.i irIpi ........... .... ............ . . . . ..... ... . . .

I.M Ii.ou ri .... .. .. ...... . .. . .. ... .....
N\of itn a... . . . ... . . . ......... .. ... . . . . .. . ...
Net'rnska ......... . . ............................... ;
Nevada .. . . ..- .. ......... ..... ... . . .. .. . . . ..
New amJersey re. .. ......................

New Jer ic............ .............. ....... ....New M exirk o ..................... ..... .. ..............
New York -............ ....... .. . .... . ... .. ...........
North farolina. .. .. .. . . . ... . . . . .. .. .
North I)akita...... ............ . . ..... ........

(hklho.n....................................... .. .. ......

)regon......... ............. ........................... .......
1P nnsylvania-................. . ... .... ... .... ......
Rhode Isl.lan,.. ............. -..... . ... .. .....
South Carliia.. ............... ...... .... . .. .
South L)akota........... ........ .... . .. . . .. ..
Tenne e ............................... . .... ... .. ........Tennis ee, ...... ............ .................... .. . ... ..

V e-N na n t --- -- -- --. -- .- -- --- -- -------.. . . .. . .. .. .It11h............................... . ..............
Verlmont......................................... .......
V\irginia ... ........... ... ..... .........
Washington................... .........................
West Vircinia...................................... ....
Wisconsin. .... ,....................................................
Wyominc. ............ .... ............................
District of Colunhin.............................. ......... .....

Total receipts
frrnt r itra-

vehicles tion mand
registered gasoine tax :

241.984 $8, 14.510.90
81.017 1, 

l ,. 75. 0
'.s S. 001. rXI..25

1, 693, 195 *.. 22. I23.2
2.,.(' 2t 4. 7 .0I1. '4
22. 2M4 29. 05,0 o. ( i
4F. 797 1,500. 51A.9 9

397.3l0 I f .r72. 713. 52
300..,07 , 11. 4.51. 2. ,
102, .46 3. .163. ?

1, 43 4. 8 21.004, 92.0:4
12. 594 1'. 170.417.4

712, 401 17. C'). 09. '21
7I1,0 0! 1o, 0'. ,.77. 410
2.-:. 000 27. '.O. '1I. (0)
1' N.-.;4 4..'.4 . , !7. 02
.71 14. 7. 1,77. :4s.5 *
>21, 107 12. ' , '15. 47

II. 15,:344 31. 02.;;7. 12
C It%:. '2 lr. -A. , .4% 4

27, 103 i , 40. 702. C3
2..119 11.-,, 1 ." . 44

1 2 . 2 0 1 2 . 3.' , 13 K . X )
371.912 7.:37';.*. .'3 :

25. 771 :;. fl.911. .7
1 il.0)0 W 2. NO. 0A CO ,

f0,345 1, 11. 094. 3.
I . 1 , .29 I 131.7W . 1.1 . 17

4! 1. 2 II. 71;. "82.191
IfC0. 701 %' 21-.442.35

l.'7'), 1S 30..50. 1.9 ,
4> t.771 12.945.819. 71
245., 70(' 10, 1N7. 77.0

1.3.713 V .212. '52. 2 i
117. IS, 2.937. 312.95
199), :.9 1 7.139.93. !9
1 I9. .02 4.541. 1 2m.00
.. 1.'67 8. 171.711.97

1.,11.5,-9 30.215,000.00
93, 974 2.119.316. 2
79.413 2. 7. ,191.0:{

32t. 187 12, 375, .6,0. !3
:,.s!, .53 9. 56, '35.0 :)
237,210 7,641. 59..Tb
698,399 15,736, 32.8M

2,.222 1.279. fr9.01
120,2S9 I,38, w591.02

Total.............................. ...... ........... 23,23,332 2552.629.n28.1 6

I This column includes only gasoline taxes and registration receipts. It does not include Federal or
persoinl-property taxes.

3 Approximated.

Average
tax per
nrmtor

vehicle :

p34.58
23.21
39. 21
16.90
17.75
34. 3
32.06
41.95

30. 4
14. '3
19.03

19. 9
M3 71

.N. 392 4.
1. 45

I'. k3
'0. 40
21.21
22. 67
19. 73
27.03
30.20
23.68
31.70
16.71

17.70
19.44
26.70
41.44
27.28
2.00
35.76
26.91
27. 74
27.07
22.55

37.93
25.45
32.21
22.53
24.47
10.93

23.78
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Automobile registrations, registration fees, etc., and total receipts front, Igsoli,,e
txrcs (less refunds), 1927

INumber of'

I cars rer.is-
tered

Alabama...........-.......................... 219,07s
Arizona...............------------.. ..............-- 70, 39
Arkansas.......................... .....- 174, 24
California..."..............................- 1,479,411Colorado.......-.......-...........-----...-----......... 4., 73
Colorado------------------------------ 457, 73%4
Connecticut............................. ! 23%, .l13
Delawae....................--...............-------- , .7
Florida ................. ..................... 33:, ;13
Georgia--........--..----..... ---------... ---...... 02
Idaho .................--....... ............. 91,779
Illinois............-........-................. 1.2. 121
Indiana.-........................---- ............---- ;, 157
Iowa ............................ .---...... 41 0.3
Kansas ....-.............-............-. 447,273
Kentucky....--.----. -...............- 25- .370
Louisiana..........---...---.-.------ ....... . 21,lr)
Maine ...................-- ..----........---.... - 13",
Maryland............................... 2c, I ,4
Massachusetts.--............................... 724, ::.

Minnesota-....---......------..... ---. . ...--- 5, 401
Misissppi ...------------------------------ 2, :.
Miaisuri...................................... 21,. 033M issouri----.- --- -- - - - - -----. - - ----- (Il',:i03
Montana ...----- --. --------........... . ..-- ---- ,
Nehraska ................................... 342, 3,7
Nevada..................................... -- 20,4'
New Hla.npshire ............................ M1, o10
New Jersey.................................... .. o14
New Mexoco.....-.....----..-.................. . *7
New York ..-... ........--..........---... 1. 57, 125
North Carolina ....-.. --..................... 1391, 123
North Iakota....-........................... 44. 130
Ohio. .......-.........-- ...............-..- 1,372.
Oklahoma ............. ......... ....... 437, 776
Oregon ....------...------..--...---------..---------- 221, 715
Pennsylvani..........--.......-- .....---------- ... ------ 2
Rhoe lan,l----... -------------------------- 943? ,
South rolin.. .......------- ...................----- 179, ;
South I)Dakota ................................. 153;. 01.
Tennessee ..-..-.....--- .......--.-............ 219. 0i
Texas ........--.-.........-................. 01-------- 1. . 15
Utah .-------.. -- ------------.------------.. ,, 730
Vermont---........-..--.........-----.....-..--...... 73, 194
Virgin ......-..-...--....................---- .. 2;.: i1
Washington ...----..-......--...................-- 32, 7
West Virginia---........................-----...-- . 2
Wisconsin.........................--.....--.. ..--
Wyomin.-----......................----- 45. ,i
District of Columbia.....---.-..................-- 111. 0

Number of
trucks reg-

istered

31,0t9
10,40
32,044

213, 74
22,28
43,, 6298, 76,0
f1. 19 '
.s, 005
10, 717

184, W504
11, 137

4, ;'11
54, 628
29,729

239,000
25, 614 t
10.9S7
%,, 74S

15(, 42:)
1. 2S1

22,710
72, 11
17,911
31, 5i3 5
5', 3,2

12, (0)
125, 364

1, 6141 :20, st
1 40. 1.9

15,.71
197, 797

20, 990
217.937

1S.7 1
29, (01
16. 533
2., 4sl

111. /4>
13. 211 I

0. 214

57., 91 ;
27.929
9. 491
6, 41i

14. 213

Total receipts
from motor

vehicle regis-
tration fees.

licenses, and
permits

Total receipts
from gasoline
taxes (less re-
funds, etc.)

2, 735,170. 31 $5, 633. 340..53
492, 45. 12 l, 3, S29. 90

3, (?c, 271. 7 4. 33, 730. 52

1, t'I, (;57. 92 3, 1 1%, 373. .1
1 f. 05, ( 0. 01 i 3, 000, (0). I1

846, 2'9. 00 .4, 229. 19
.5 , 12 0 1. 1 10, , 5.1. 0

3,712, 97: .42 7,970.2 . :55
1. 4'I1, 0'. 32 1, 4;, .9 )7 4

14. S:19, i 43. 23 (I, is, 94i), 35
.5, 4:0, S0M. 64 10, 03;9, 62. 30

10,371,'94. 77 7,244. 370.44
4, f990. 192. 0O 5, 032, 385. O0
4, 31', 4. 77 5, 1 3, 9. 31

1 4, 125, 00.00 1 3, 10, 341.00
2, 5..), G!4. 12 1 2,0 t;, 202. 190
2, 9147,911. C9 4. 16 H9, 396. 96

12. 619, 315. 4 .............
Il, :06,. (L 14, 1 51,371. th
10. 240,3KS. 77 5, 174,1%79.71
2, I.0, (K0), 00 4, 711. 702. 63
8, 2.'-2, 31 0. 25 6. I34,902. 19
1,143, 3:7. I) 1.410,214. W
3, 749, S.2. 14 3, ;316, 254. 71

22'9. 769. 27 4ti7, 142. 40
t , 0), (m). 00 ' 1, 300, 000. 00
12, ('3, 540. 72 4, (.7, 9' 5. 3:

', 193.02 1,384, 901.31
S31, 74:. 5:,. 47 ..............
1 (, ), 00f). (N)0 I N 7i. fi.S2.39

1. 595,412.35 1. 2.5 . (N . 00
10, 6flt, 2.'t. 99 19, S94, c7.5. 00
5, 71', 4M*. 71 7. 197,000. 00
6, 527, 310. 93 3, 0, 3:6';. 10

25. 9'16, 220. 4. 17, 26., 332. 47
2,021, 391. t i 913, 98. 91
2, 111, 421. 7i 1 5, 21, 514. S4
2, 191. "iM. (01 2, 072. 145. 00
3, 76i5. 7 7. ::i 4, 405, 936. 6i4

15, '' 5. 0WD. 01 1-1. ,fUo. (0). l)
1;72, 1) . :. 1. .146, 912. 67

1. '47S,919. 910 '95. 2441. 13
5,. 2 3. 9- 1. 21 7, 139. 70;. 92
6f, 042, l;17. "9 3, 3so:, fi'7. 91
3, 97, 211. 0' 3, 071,357. 70
9,731;, . 12.. 1¢ 6, 00), 0i). 00

52,1 >4;,. 75 752,362. 26
310,741.00 1.057. S50. 02

Total.......... -.............--. 20,316. 500 2,921,832 '2S,5 20,5 5O. (; 2.14,109, 262. 51

I Approximated.

STATEMENT OF ROY D. CHAPIN, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
AUTOMOBILE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

The ('IAIIMAN. You may state your namei and occupation.
Mr. CHAPIN. My name is Roy D. Chapin. I am president of the

National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, and I appear before
you at the request of its board of directors, to present the unanimous
petition of the motor-car manufacturers of America for a repeal of
the remaining motor vehicle excise taxes. I also represent, at their
request, the rubber industry, the Motor and Accessory Manufac-
turers, and the Automotive Equipment Association. Their particu-
lar interest in this situation is that whereas two years ago you saw

i
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fit to remove completely the tax on tires and parts, at the same time
to-day they are paying that tax. because every tire and every part
that goes into a new car has to pay a 3 per cent tax in the final sale
of the car. So you have not yet completely removed the tax.

The CHAIRMAN. "''ho pays the tax?
Mr. C('APIN. They pay it through us.
The ClIAI.lMAN.1 . ou pay the 3 per cent. The amount they bill you

is for the parts and the rubber. That is all. You pay a tax on it,
but they pay no tax.

Mr. CIA.xrN. They pay no tax. but it is still charged.
The C(AIRMAX. Youl both paid it before.
Mr. CHiarix. The public still pays it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I mean.
Mr. CHAPIN. I should like first to answer the question that was

asked of the last witness, whether or not the manufacturers charge
the excise tax on their invoices.

Every manufacturer in America charges an excise tax of 3 per cent
on his invoice, and it is passel on.

Senator HAIm:so . Do they chell:1r- more than they actually pay?
It was charged here by one of the officials of the Treasury Department
that one concern paid erroneously around $20,000,000.

Senator CouzrNss. I think the Senator is in error. He was speak-
ing in respect to the freight.

Senator HIamISN. The service charge.
Senator Cocu:Nxs. Yes.
Senator THARmISON . Do they do (hat in the service charge? Do

they collect that m111h erron eously c
AMr. CI ri N. I do not think any erroneous charges are made.
Senator HIi u:sox. Do they charge more than they actually have

to Ipay out '
Mr. CurANlx. The tax of 3 per cent is always charged, and the

dealer himself, not the imanuifact urier. butt tile dealer, charges in addi-
tion a handllingI charge anl freight for delivery of a motor car, which
is a portion of hii, co-4 of selling.

Senator MCL;AN. Do they charge mo11re for freight than the freight
costs

IMr. C.'Arix. A. far as I know. Senator, that is not done by any-
.body.

Tl'Ye CAIRJMAxN o. Now. y are lsp)aking of the tiealer. Senator
Harrison has reference to thle manufacturer billing cars f. o. b. Detroit
and then charging freight, whatever it may be. If it is to Salt Lake
City, they would charge the freight rate from Detroit to Salt Lake
City. And if it were assembled in Ogden and shipped down from
Og len to Salt Lake-I do not say it is--but if it were, they charge
the full freight from Ietroit to Salt Lake City just the same.

Mr. CHAIIN. You are getting to the question of assembling, which
is a question for the dealers. The dealers themselves will be repre-
sented here this morning to discuss what charges they put on.

The CHAIRMAN. You know, whether the manufacturer does it or
not, do you not i

Mr. CHAPIN. The manufacturer charges first the tax, which
appears definitely on his invoice. He does not charge the freight,
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except in instances where he himself pays the freight because he
has an assembling plant. There are very few of these.

The CHAIRMAN. They sell all the automobiles f. o. b. Detroit, do
they not?

Mr. CHAPIN. Yes, sir. All advertising carries the statement that
it is f. o. b. Detroit, f. o. b. Kenosha, f. o. b. Indianapolis, f. o. b.
Cleveland, or wherever it may be manufactured.

The CHAIRMAN. Then the amount of freight that would be paid
from Detroit on a car is charged as a part of the cost of that
car?

Mr. CHAPIN. Always.
The CHAIRMAN. Always?
M. CIIAPIN. Always; by all dealers.
The CHAIRMAN. By all dealers and by all manufacturers?
Mr. CHAPIN. The manufacturer himself does not pay the freight.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not say he does, but does he charge it
Mr. CHAPIN. No. he does not charge it; the dealer charges it.
The CHuIxIA.. He charges that amount on the cost of the car,

does he not
Mr. CHAPIN. No, sir. The dealer pays the freight at his end. The

manufacturer does not pay it.
Senator CouzE~s. I think I may clear the matter up, if you will

permit me.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator COUZENs. The Hudson Motor Car Co., for example, has

nothing to do with the freight. They assemble all their cars. Is
that correct ?

Mr. CHAPIN. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. They have no interest in the freight. Til,

dealer pays the freight and fixes the freight charge. In the case
of the Chevrolet or some of the General Motors cars or the Ford
Motor Co., they ship from the manufacturing plant to their assem-
bling plants. For instance, to serve Washington they have an
assembling plant at Kearny, N. J., and Chester, Pa. Any man who
buys a car in Washington may go to one of these plants and drive his
car to Washington. He then charges, as in the case of the invoice
I showed the chairman this morning, a freight charge which would
have been, as I understand it, the freight charge if it had been
shipped direct by rail all the way from Detroit to Washington.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Senator COUZENs. But that only applies to those concerns that

have assembling plants in various parts of the country, and does not
apply to any of the rest of the industry, such as the Packard, the
Hudson, the Essex. or iny other company that has no assembling
plant.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. The fact remains that they charge
freight they do not pay.

Senator 'COUZENS. They charge freight they do not pay the rail-
roads. If you have a plant that costs $2,000,000 a year in Chester,
and another plant in Kearny at $2,000,000 those have to be com-
pensated for.

Senator REE of Pennsylvania. Of course.
Senator COUZENS. That is the reason they charge the consumer in

Washington the freight as though it had been shipped direct from
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Detroit to Washington. Otherwise, all the cost uo maintaining these
assembling plants would have to be added to the price. The man
in Washington pays the same as the man in Detroit who has no
freight charge.

Mr. CHAPIN. I might say that if it were more profitable to assemble
all over the country, my own company would have these plants. The
reason we do not have any is because of the additional cost of manu-
facture outside of our own factory.

The CHAIRMAN. If the statement is true as to your particular
business, it certainly is not true as to Ford. The statement shows that
he made on that plan of selling f. o. b. Detroit some $24,000,000 a
year. His assembling plants- certainly did not cost him that amount
of money.

Senator COUZENs. That has nothing to do with this legislatiton.
The CHAIRMAN. It has something to do with whether the tax is

taken off or not.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It has something to do with the

ultimate consumer getting the benefit of a reduction.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. A typical case is that of the Pack-

ard Motor Co., of New York, which sold their model 443, 8, sedan,
f. o. b. Detroit, for $3,750. The quotation of dealers in New York
is $3,984, the addition of $234 being divided as follows: Tax, $78.75;
extra tire and tube. $54.50; transportation, $100.75. In checking
up the records of that company, the actual cost of transportation
of that car from Detroit to New York was $61. The company has
profited to the extent of $39.75 in freight charges, even if they
brought the car from Detroit to New York, and if they assembled it
in New York, presumably they made a further saving.

Now, if that is they way they construct their bills, what chance
has the ultimate purchaser of the car got to have any advantage of
any reduction in this tax?

Mr. CHAPIN. I will answer that immediately. As I say, the in-
dustry is unanimous, and that includes the ford Co., which does
not happen to be a member of our organization, in the statement
that the minute this tax bill is signed taking off the automobile tax
just that moment throughout the United States the delivered prices
of all motor cars will be reduced by the amount of the tax.

Senator KING. But they have been reduced during the past year,
according to the advertisements, without any diminution in the tax.

Mr. CHAPIN. I am talking about the dealers' prices. The list price
on motor cars in all advertising is given as f. o. b. the factory.

Sc vtor KING. Because of the keen competition greater reductions
have been promised. Have not some of these reductions been
promised regardless of the tax, and will they not be made whether
there is any tax or not ?

Mr. CHAPIN. That is purely a competitive situation. I presume
my own company has had as much to do with price-cutting as any
company. We have always lowered the price at every opportunity,
and have done it intentionally, because we believed it good business.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Is the Armleder Motor Co., of Cin-
cinnati, a member of your association?

99810-8----
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Mr. CHaPIN. No, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. They manufacture trucks?
Mr. CHAPIN. I believe they do.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It is reported to me that prior to

the repeal of the tax on trucks in the 1926 act their quoted price was
$3,000 plus $90 for tax; that immediately after the tax was repealed
their quotation on the same truck was raised to $3,090 f. o. b. Cin-
cinnati. Do you know of many cases like that?

Mr. CHAPIN. There are practically no cases like that, but you must
take this for granted: That the cost of manufacturing of motor
cars will sometimes go up and down with individual companies.

Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. The coincidence in this case is that
it went up the amount of the tax two days after the tax was repealed.

Mr. CHAPIN. They evidently found they could not make money.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It has been suggested that they fig-

ured the purchaser had always paid $3,090, and would be willing to
do it in the future.

Mr. CHAPTN. All companies raise and lower their prices without
reference to any other company. If there is any one thing that
proves there is no combination in restraint of trade in the motor
industry it is the variation in prices. On the very day some com-
panies will lower prices other companies will raise prices.

Senator EDGE. ILt me see if I get this correctly. Do I understand
that, should the tax be eliminated entirely or in part, immediately
upon that becoming a law all the motor companies in this association
will publicly announce that their present prices for cars, f. o. b. the
place of manufacture, plus, of course, the freight rate from that
place of manufacture to point of delivery, will be reduced in an
amount equivalent to the amount of the lowered tax ?

Mr. CHAPIN. Not the list prices. These never include the war tax.
All advertising states that the war tax is extra. I refer to the
dealer's price.

Senator EDGE. When you say the " list price," that is the price that
is advertised, is it not?

Mr. CHAPIN. The f. o. b. Detroit price, which does not include the
war tax, as you will notice. I want to make that very plain. We do
not try to deceive anybody. We always make it evident in our adver-
tising that the buyer of the car pays that tax, and he would anyway.
He pays all taxes in the cost of anything he buys. He has to. Our
method of operation would be this: The minute this bill is signed
taking this tax off, every manufacturer will get in touch with his
distributing organization and dealers throughout the country, and
the dealer's price will be lowered by the amount of the tax.

I can say very frankly that we have a precedent for this. Two
years ago you reduced the tax on passenger cars from 5 to 3 per
cent. That was made effective not on the date of the passage of the
bill, but was made effective a month after the signature of the bih.
What was the result? The result was a tremendous hardship upon
the automobile industry, because business almost stopped. Almost
every manufacturer in the business out of his own treasury con-
tributed the amount of the tax for that month, and instructed the
dealers to reduce the car by the amount of the tax immediately and
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not wait the full month. I do not know how much money it cost the
industry, but it was a great deal.

The CHARMAN. I would like to see all the excise taxes removed
from this bill, there is no doubt about that, but evidently from the
amount we can reduce the tax that can not be done. It is the duty
of the committee to decide what is best to be done to relieve those
who are the most needy, and, therefore, we want to hear you on that
point, as well as others who pay the excise tax.

Senator McLEAN. Before you leave the point you were just dis-
cussing, suppose the tax is $50. If we should repeal that tax you
would not charge it? Naturally, you would not add the tax?

Mr. CHAPIN. We could not.
Senator McLEAN But do you propose to reduce the price another

$50?
Mr. CHAPIN. No, sir. Tihe dealer's price on the car, which includes

that $50, would be lowered $50.
Senator MCLEAN. Naturally, you would not charge the tax after

the law is repealed.
Mr. CHAPIN. No, sir. I understand that point has been brought

up, and I want to make it clear that that will automatically come off
the day that law is signed removing this tax.

Senator EDGE. Your list price does not now include the tax, does itt
Mr. CHAPIN. It never has, and we make that clear to the public.
Senator HARRISON. That is a charge that could not be made against

any of the automobile manufacturers except those that have the
assembling plants. Is that not true?

Mr. CIAPIN. Yes, sir. My own answer to that would be the fact
that while we are probably the third or fourth largest manufacturer
in the world, we have no assembling plant in this country.

Senator HiAKlSON. How many companies have assembling plants?
Mr. CIArPIN. I think not over two, possibly three.
Senator HAnnIsoN. General Motors, and Ford, and what other

concerns?
Mr. Ci(iaIr. No other one that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. Do not the Packard people have them?
Mr. CIJAPIN. No, sir.
Senator HAnmrisOs. If there is anything in the charge, it could only

be charged against those two concerns?
Mr. CIIAPIN. As far as I know, Ford and Cheverolet are the only

two manufacturers, making the lowest priced cars in the greatest
quantity, who have found they can afford to run assembling plants.

Senator HARRISON. Is Ford or General Motors represented here?
Mr. CHAPIN. General Motors is.
Senator WALSH. Of course, they have to pay freight charges on the

parts shipped from the central factory to the assembling plant.
Mr. CHAPIN. Yes, sir. And the cost of manufacture, when you

get into a small assembling plant, is very much greater than in the
case of your own plant, where you will turn out 1,500 or 2,000 or
more cars a day. It is no fun running an assembling plant. I can
state that. They simply do this: They do help business in the par-
ticular section in which they are located. We would all like to have
them, but we can not profitably operate them.
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Senator McLEAN. Just how do they help the industry?
Mr. CIAPIN. They give a good deal of employment to the par-

ticular section in which they are located. They buy quite a lot of
materials.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you express the view of the automobile as-
sociation in this respect: Would you prefer the 3 per cent tax to be
taken off from automobiles entirely, and if that be done, one-half of
1 per cent increase over what we intended to increase the corpora-
tion tax?

Mr. CHAPIN. I can answer that very readily. We talked to Presi-
dent Coolidge some time this last fall. The President asked us that
very question, and our answer was this, as given by Mr. Erskine.
president of the Studebaker Co., and the industry will stand back
of it. His answer was that our first interest is for the purchaser of
our own product. We believe he is entitled to every protection we
can give him, and I think the reputation of the motor industry is
pretty good with the people for being fair with them and giving
them the lowest possible price on our product. We feel that primar-
ily the motor tax should be removed, and we believe also you are
going to find it possible to lower the corporation tax.

Tie '1 IIAIRMAN. That is not what I asked you. Which would you
prefer?

Mr. CHAPIN. We prefer the elimination of the motor tax.
Senator EDGE. The elimination of the motor tax?
Mr. CHAPIN. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. And an increase in the corporation tax?
Mr. CHAPIN. That is the province of you gentlemen.
Senator KINo. If the alternative should be presented to you, you

would prefer the elimination of the motor tax ?
Mr. CHAPIN. For the benefit of 22,000.000 car owners in this

country; yes, sir.
Senator KING. Let me ask you one question in the light of the

suggestion made by Senator Reed. Do you think the manufacturers
have been absolutely accurate in the charges which they have made
for freight? The case to which Senator Reed called attention indi-
cates that they have billed the purchaser thirty-odd dollars more
for freight charges than they actually paid.

Mr. CHAPIN. The answer to that is that the bill for transportation
charges included what is known as handling, which includes the
expense of taking the car out and putting it in shape for delivery.
There is a customary charge for this by every dealer in the United
States.

Senator KING. What is that average charge for so-called handling
and services

Mr. CHAPIN. I have no idea. It would probably vary from $6
to $30 or $40, depending on the size of the car.

Senator KINo. Can you conceive of a charge of $40 for a so-
called service and handling that is legitimate and honest?

Mr. CHAPIN. Well, Senator, my best answer to you is that the
competition in the automobile business is very keen, and if there is
anything in the world that every dealer and every manufacturer
is vitally concerned in, it is delivering their cars at the lowest
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possible price which will permit them to keep business going
steadily.

Senator KING. Competition is not so great or keen as to materially
affect the earnings of General Motors and Mr. Ford and perhaps
others. Their earnings were stupendous. almost greater than any
industry in the United States. If competition is so keen as you
have indicated, how do you account for the enormous earnings of
those companies?

Mr. CHAPIX. I do not think Mr. Ford has made any statement of
his past year's earnings.

Senator KING. Well. you know the situation of Mr. Ford. I do
not think that is a fair answer to my question. You do not mean
to say Mr. Ford's earnings in the past have not been great. do you ?

Mr. CIIAPIN. I am speaking of the past year.
Senator KIrx. But eliminating the past year. when he was chang-

ing the tin lizzie to a superior kind of car. what do you say?
Mr. CHArPI. He went through the same trouble that every manu-

facturer has gone through. There is no guarantee that any one car
is going to be successful year after year, and if you go back through
the history of the automobile business you will find the mortalities
among the manufacturers have been as great as those in any other
industry. There is no reasonable presumption that any company
will make money year after year. The only reason the so-called stu-
pendous earnings that you mentioned have come about is becai:;e
of the tremendous volume this industry enjoys, due to the fact that
the manufacturers everywhere in the country have adopted methods
of manufacturing that have been copied more than any other in-
dustry's methods, not only in this country. but throughout the world.

Senator KINm. You do not mean to deny that the automobile in-
dustry in the United States has made enormous profits, do you?

Mr. CHAPIN. I think it has, and it is quite entitled to them. be-
cause it has shown the way to all industries as to a better method of
manufacturing. If you will divide the total profits of any company
by the number of cars turned out I do not think you would criticize
their earnings in any instance.

Senator KIN;. I do criticize the enormous profits that somle have
made.

Mr. CHAPIs. If you divide it by the total number of cars, you will
find it is not very much.

Senator KING. What were the earnings of General Motors this
last year?

Mr. CIHAPIN. I could not say.
Senator HARRISO.. The question was asked you whether or not, if

you had to determine whether you would get'an elimination of the
tax on automobiles or take a reduction in the corporation tax, and
your answer was that first you would take the deduction in the tax
on automobiles.

Mr. CHPINi. Yes, sir.
Senator HABRISON. And then take as much reduction as you could

get in the corporation tax?
Mr.-CHAPiN. Yes, sir.
Senator HARRIsON. To eliminate the tax on automobiles it would

amount to about $66.000,000, would it not?
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Mr. CHAPIN. Just about that amount.
Senator HARRISON. Under the estimate of the Treasury you would

still have about $124,000,000 to reduce the corporation tax and some
other tax, would you not?

Mr. CHAPIN. Yes, sir; under their present figure., I believe.
Senator BARKLEY. If the Treasury s figures are wrong again, we

might reduce the corporation tax still more.
Mr. CH.\Plr. Every time there has been a reduction of war-time

taxes the representatives of our industry have come before commit-
tees of Congress in opposition to the motor excise tax. The record of
these hearings constitute a complete discussion of the issues. This is
particularly true of the appearance made by Mr. George M. Graham,
at the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives, on November 7, 1927. As a matter of saving your
time, I would suggest now that your committee can obtain a clear
view of the whole question by reference to the printed report of those
proceedings. Mr. Graham made a complete presentation and it is
all a matter of record.

The CHAIRMAN. We have that record.
Mr. CHAPIN. That we have been able to make our case, I think,

is best demonstrated by the several votes which Congress has taken
on this matter.

Thus, in 1924, you reduced by 50 per cent the tax on tires, parts,
and accessories and entirely exempted from taxation motor-truck
chassis with a wholesale valuation of $1.000 or less, as well as truck
bodies having a wholesale value of less than $200.

Senator BAI:KLEY. The other day Mr. Mills of the Treasury
Department suggested that when that tax was removed from auto-
mobile parts the manufacturers of all those parts went right on
collecting the same amount from the public that they did before.
Do you know whether that is true or not?

Mr. CHAPIN. I do not know whether that is true or not. It
might be true in a few cases, but I could not tell what individual
companies are doing in isolated instances. The handling of parts
is something that is very difficult, because it involves changing costs
every day. You know what a car costs, but to-day you may build
enough parts to last for a year, and the cost of parts varies greatly
in every plant.

Senator BARKLEY. It would be much more easy to apply that re-
duction to a part than a whole car, would it not?

Mr. CHAPIN. No, sir, Senator; it would not.
In February, 1926, you eliminated the tax on trucks, tires, parts,

and accessories. One month later the tax on motor cycles and on
passenger cars, including busses, was reduced from 5 to 3 per cent.

As a result of the hearings last November, the Ways and Means
Committee voted in this session to report out a 50 per cent reduction
in the passenger-car taxes. Later, when the House considered the
subject that body voted to entirely repeal the motor taxes.

In the light of the past attitude of the Senate and the present
vote by the House, we feel that a prolonged discussion now would
simply serve to take the time of a committee which is already fully
posted.
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In the interval since the House voted, however, statements have
been made by the Undersecretary of the Treasury, Mr. Ogden Mills,
on behalf of the Secretary which we feel should be answered in fair-
ness to ourselves and to our customers, the owners of 20,000,000 pas-
senger-motor vehicles now in operation in the United States.

In his statement before the members of the Ways and Means
Committee, Mr. Mills stamped the automobile as a "semiluxury"
and recommended that these taxes should be continued as a perma-
nent phase of a peace-time program. He also stated that it would be
inequitable to the railroads if the motor tax were repealed.

Evidently Mr. Mills did not find that his argument respecting the
car as a " semiluxury " or as a rail competitor fell on fruitful ground,
because he makes no further reference to it in his talk before your
committee. But he does recommend to you continuance of the tax
and also says the demand for its repeal-
does not come from the automobile purchasers but from the manufacturers and
dealers who have organized an intensive propaganda and of necessity do not
look upon our tax problems as a whole, but concentrate their attention on the
one tax which they believe affects their own interests.

In this statement, as in others which he has made during the course
of consideration of these taxes, Mr. Mills has either failed to famil-
iarize himself with the position of the motor industry or he has
ignored it. Yet, Mr. Mills has been a member of the Ways and
Means Committee and has heard our position stated in detail
repeatedly.

t is true that the manufacturers believe that this tax should be
repealed; but it is not true that it is the one tax which they believe
affects their own interests.

Our plea for the repeal of the motor excise tax is and has been
based primarily on the question of fairness.

If we were considering simply our immediate interests, we would
ignore the excise taxes which we pass on to the consumer and would
ask for relief first from the corporation tax which we do pay.

But we hold that as manufacturers we have a responsibility to
our customers and we believe that that responsibility should come
first.

We have no objection now nor have we ever had any objection to
paying any tax as an industry which all industries are called upon
to pay.

But we protest the continuation of any tax which singles out the
user of the commodity which we sell for a discriminatory levy.

We protest it more because the whole trend in Congress since
the conclusion of the war has been to repeal these excise taxes when
and as revenue needs permitted, until to-day automabiles are left
alone in a category with pistols.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Oh, no; tobacco.
Mr. CHAPIN. I refer to war-excise taxes. The tobacco tax was on

before the war.
The CHAIRMAN. They were all increased.
Mr. CwIAmN. When Mr. Mills says that we are alone in the effort

to have these taxes removed he ignores the farm and motor user
organizations who are here and who can speak for themselves.
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When he says that the manufacturers have organized an intensive
propaganda, he states a fact which has been generally known for
years and which we so far from concealing have stated to the
Congress and to the public as frankly and directly as we are capable
of doing.

He fails to tell you, however, that in conversation with the Secre-
tary of the Treasury representatives of the industry, three of whom
are present here to-day, as well as Members of Congress were told
two years ago that the Treasury had no objection to the removal
of these taxes when and as revenue needs permitted. It was not until
Mr. Mills's appearance before the Ways and Means Committee. last
November, that the industry had any intimation of the change in
the attitude of the Treasury Department.

Senator KINs. Was there any change in their attitude ? Was not
the attitude of the Treasury Department that they had no objection
to the removal of the excise tax. when and as the needs of the
Treasury justified it. and their contention now is that the con-
dition of the Treasury is such that it would not justify the removal
of this tax IIs there any inconsistency about it?

Mr. CHAPIN. Yes. sir; in the statement before the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives, it was specifically
said by the Treasury Department that they believed this war excise
tax should be a permanent tax upon motor vehicle,.

Senator KINo. Upon some theory that the situation of the country
and increasing the appropriations by Congress demanded that some
fixed source of revenue should be established. I suppose that was the
argument.

Mr. CHAPIN. It was a complete reversal upon the part of the
Treasury Department.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I notice the annual report of the
Secretary of the Treasury for the last year recommended against
the removal of this tax.

Mr. CHAPIN. They wanted to keep it on permanently.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes. That same recommendation

was made in the annual report of last year.
Mr. CHAPIN. With reference to the railroad situation, I was

curious to see just what the attitude of the railroad executives
might be, so I wrote the presidents of all the leading roads. Unan-
imously they have advised me they have no objection to the removal
of our tax and in 12 instances said they believed it should be re-
pealed. I think that answers that question very completely.

The attitude of the railroad presidents is the more interesting
because it reflects the viewpoint of transportation men interested in
providing the public with efficient transportation at low cost.

We submit that the motor vehicle to-day forms one of our greatest
transportation resources. Yet, while Congress repealed the tax on
the use of railroad transportation shortly after the close of the war,
the tax still remains on highway transport.

Mr. Mills has attempted to * :: b.r becloud the issue by saying
that the users should contribute to roads, and in a letter written by
the director of the Bureau of the Budget and filed with the Senate
Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads, we find this comment
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made on Senator Phipps's bill providing for the authorization for
Federal aid appropriations:

I have to advise that if th- existing Federal tax on automobiles is repealed,
the proposed legislation wou!d be in conflict with the financial program of
the President.

Yet it is a fact, as you gentlemen know, that there is no relation
between Federal aid and the motor excise tax. Federal aid was es-
tablished in 1916 as a basic policy of our Government, and installed
at that time. The excise tax was not imposed until the war, and
would not have been imposed then if it had not been for the war.

Mr. Mills has utterly ignored the fact that the motor users of the
country are to-day paying about $700,000,000 in special and personal
property taxes to the States and municipalities exclusive of the war
excise taxes. This sum is more than enough to meet the current
costs of all highway improvement, yet everybody receives a return
from highway improvement.

To date, the Federal Governmeht has actually spent about $600,-
000,000 for Federal highway aid, yet it has collected in these war
excise taxes alone more than $1,000,000,000 from motor users. So
we have a credit of at least $400,000,000.

Senator Curns. Yes, but you have to pay it in the other tax. You
could not fairly limit yourself to one tax.

Mr. CHAPIN. We pay for more than we have ever gotten back.
Senator CuRTIS. Everybody else has. None of us gets back what

we pay out for taxes.
Senator REE of Pennsylvania. Somebody has got to pay for that

war.
Mr. CHAPIN. Finally, the Federal Government has a very direct

interest in highway improvement. Without highways our national
defense, our Postal Service, our interstate commerce would suffer
an irreparable damage. The Constitution states specifically that
roads are a matter of general welfare.

By what conceivable stretch of the imagination, then, can Federal
aid be predicated upon continuance of motor excise taxes?

Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee. there is
but one other point which we would like to impress upon you.

The whole policy of the motor industry since its organization has
been a consistent and persistent effort to drive down the cost of cars
to the users while maintaining quality.

How successful we have been every man here to-day who is a car
user has reason to know.

The dollar buys more in the motor car to-day in respect to the 1913
dollar than it will buy of any other commodity.

Senator KINO. What do you say as to the quality of cars to-day
compared with the quality 10 years ago

Mr. CHAPIN. Far greater, much better.
The CHAIRMAN. I think your statement is a little too broad when

you say it will buy more in the automobile industry than any other
commodity manufactured.

Mr. CHAPIN. Statistics that have been brought together by differ-
ent organizations demonstrate that point.

The CIAIRM AN. I can tell you a number of others.
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Senator HAnRso. What are they?
Senator SnOOT. One is the sugar industry that you have always

wanted to bill.
Mr. CHAPIN. Nothing has been left undone on our part to offer

greater values to the public. Whole factories have been scrapped to
make way for improved machinery. Research laboratories have been
constantly maintained to find ways and means of cutting costs.

In our effort to provide modern transportation to the American
public at low cost we have gone far afield to search out new methods,
both of production and operation.

Inevitably, we come to some barriers which we alone can not break
down. One of these is the discriminatory motor-excise tax.

The motor-excise tax no longer has any justification other than
that it is easy to collect.

We ask you to repeal it, not for our relief, but for the relief of the
men and women who buy the vehicles which we sell, and who will
receive the full amount of the reduction.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I will have to ask
to be excused to go to another committee. I would like to say that
I do not think there is anything to be criticized in the large profits
that are made by these companies, because I think they have earned
them. I think they have given the public a return for what the
public has given them. But I do feel that in respect to a semiluxury,
as the pleasure automobile is, there is as much justification for a tax
as there is on tobacco. The tax on tobacco, in many cases, is 40 per
cent of the sales price to the customer.

Mr. CHAPIN. It is a long argument between luxury, semiluxury,
and necessity. I can simply suggest that if you stop using all motor
cars in this country to-day you would have the most serious upset
in business that ever happened in America.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I quite believe that.
Mr. CHAPIN. In other words, the motor car has become such a

necessity that everything we do is bound up in its use.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. But the roads on Sunday are not

filled with auto biles that are driving as a matter of necessity.
Senator EDGE. 1 would not call it altogether a luxury.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I did not. I said "semiluxury."
Senator BARKLEY. Before the automobile came along, a horse and

buggy on a moon-light night was considered a luxury.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chapin.
(Whereupon at 12 noon, a recess was taken until 2 p. m.)

AFTER RECESS

The committee resumed at 2 o'clock p. m., in its committee room in
the Capitol, Senator Reed Smoot presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order, and we will
proceed with our hearings.

Senator Robinson, I believe you have a gentleman who desires to
be heard.

Senator ROBINsoN of Indiana. I do. Mr. Chairman, and I wish to
say that I proposed an amendment to H. R. 1, which reads as follows:
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On page 19, line 4, insert the following after the word " business ":
or attending meetings of trade or business organizations of which the taxpayer
is a member.

That would permit physicians in going to and from clinics and
State and national conventions and the like to make deductions for
the expense incurred in going back and forth and at the place of meet-
ing, in the interest of science, the preservation of health, and all that
sort of thing. Doctor Woodward is here. He is the head of the
organization and I should like to introduce him to the committee.
He can tell the committee much more than I can about this matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, the committee will be glad to hear
Doctor Woodward. But I will just say that in the case of every
revenue bill we have had under consideration this same subject matter
has been up.

Senator Romxsox of Indiana. Yes; and I think the revenue bill
has been wrong up to date because it did not take care of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well. The committee will be glad to hear
Doctor Woodward.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM C. WOODWARD, EXECUTIVE SECRE-
TARY BUREAU OF LEGAL MEDICINE AND LEGISLATION,
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.

Doctor WooDWARD. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
the purpose of this amendment is to clarify the revenue act so as to
procure for physicians the same right of deduction that is now ac-
corded to all other professional and business men and to corporations.

The CH.AIRMAN. Do not say " to clarify," but to amend.
Doctor WOODwARD. Well, we would like you to amend the bill, if

you will. We are not asking for any difference in rate, or anything
of that sort.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Doctor WOODWARD. The revenue act as it now stands authorizes the

deduction of " traveling expenses, including the entire amount ex-
pended for meals and lodging while away from home in the pursuit
of a trade or business." That appears in paragraph 1, subsection (a)
of section 214. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, however,
denies to physicians the right to deduct traveling expenses incurred
in attending meetings of physicians, surgeons, and their professional
organizations.

On June 26, 1922, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue promul-
gated a ruling as follows:

Amounts expended by a physician for railroad and Pullman fares and hotel
bills in attending a medical convention are not ordinary and necessary expenses
incurred in the pursuit of his profession and do not constitute allowable
deductions in his return.

That ruling was promulgated without a hearing and without an
investigation. It places physicians of the country in a class by
themselves. The matter was fought out in the case of ministers, and
the Board of Tax Appeals authorized ministers to deduct similar ex-
penses. It is alleged in various letters that have been written that
there is an obligation on the part of ministers to attend their meet-
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ings. However, no such rule or showing of any such obligation was
presented by the minister's attorney in the course of the hearing.
That a minister is under such an obligation I have no doubt, but it is
the same moral obligation that all professional men are under to
keep themselves abreast of their calling. And in his very arguments
and briefs you will find that the minister's counsel refers to the fact
that the case is a case of interest to professional men, and especially
to ministers; but he does not limit his plea to the claims of ministers.

Senator WATSON. You think that doctors of medicine and doctors
of divinity ought to be on the same plane.

Doctor WjODWARD. With respect to tax deductions, if you please,
yes.

The CHAIRMAN. But not as to fees, however.
Doctor WOODWARD. A closer comparison, however, may arise in the

case of chemists. A professor at the University of Pittsburgh was
denied the right to make deductions. He carried the case to the
Board of Tax Appeals, and the board decided that chemists, in this
case a professor in the University of Pittsburgh, might deduct travel-
ing expenses incurred in attending various professional meetings.
Now, Mr. Chairman, it is alleged in various statements and letters I
have seen that that particular professor was under some obligation
to attend meetings, but there is nothing in the record to show that he
was under any more obligation to attend the meeting than any other
professional man is under similar obligations. Moreover, if you
will refer to the record in that case you will find that counsel for the
chemist argued substantially in favor of physicians, referring by way
of illustration to physicians and surgeons.

You will find, too-
Senator WATsox. Mr. Chairman, what difference would this make

in the revenue returns?
The CHAIRMAN. We have not an estimate on it.
Senator WATSON. Doctor Woodward, have you had anybody to

make an estimate of the difference your proposed change would make
in the revenues of the Government ?

Doctor WOODWARD. It is impossible to say under this ruling because
no one knows to what extent persons other than physic -s are now
denied the right to make deductions on this account. M, impression
is that they are denied that permission very, very seldom. because
we got few responses to letters we wrote asking people to join with
us in the movement.

There is nothing to indicate that the collectors of internal revenue
here. there, and elsewhere can not permit a deduction in the case of
anyone save a physician; but in the case of the physician there is a
hard and fast rule that a dedu,.tion may not be made for this purpose.
So far as the medical profession is concerned the total aiii':at in-
volved is probably $100,000 a year. I have figured that out rather
carefully. We are interested to a considerable extent, of course, in
our own organization, and we figure that our own members in at-
tending our single annual meeting are mulcted of as much as $20,000
to $25,000 a year because of this ruling.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, all that we ask is
that the physicians of the country be placed on absolutely the same
plane as other people are.
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The CHAIRMAN. They are on the same plane now as are attorneys.
Doctor WOODWARD. But there is no ruling as to them.
Senator ROBINSON of Indiana. There is a different ruling as to

physicians, placing them in a class all to themselves in this matter.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to tell this committee that attorneys

can go to a gathering and deduct their expenses?
Senator ROBINSON of Indiana. I mean to say that they probably

do it in many cases, and because there is no particular ruling applying
to their profession.

Doctor WoODW RD. There has been no definite ruling made on the
subject of attorneys at law, but there has been a definite and distinct
ruling made in the case of physicians, and therefore the collectors
of internal revenue are on notice as to physicians.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no necessity for making a ruling on a
matter until a case comes up to the department. But the depart-
ment would not permit it if they had the case raised. Do you gentle-
men here present who are connected with the automobile industry,
get your expenses deducted for such trips?

A VOICE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You never tried to deduct your expenses on such

trips, did you
Another VOICE. No; except while traveling on corporation busi-

ness.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean while traveling on a trip of this kind, your

own personal expenses.
The VOICE. No.
Senator ROBINSON of Indiana. I should like to read this ruling

from the Treasury Department.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not talking about the ruling.
Senator ROBISON of Indiana. As showing discriminations against

physicians, and physicians only:
The bureau has not made any general ruling in regard to deductibility of

traveling expenses incurred by business men, tradesmen, laboring men, and
professional men other than physicians.

The CHAIRMAN. But that is the only one that has come there.
You can not cite a case against the others because no case has been
presented there. And nobody has come to ask us since 1922 except
physicians.

senator RomHImoN of Indiana. In the Silverman case that was
done, and--

The CHAIRMAN. He was a professor of chemistry. He was not
a chemist like we have out here in the mines in Utah, some of whom
come here every year to a convention.

Senator RoBIN'sO of Indiana. What difference does it make in
principle?

The CHAIRMAN. That is what the Imnernal Revenue Bureau has
decided.

Doctor WOODWARD. Here is the statement made in the Silverman
case in the course of the argument before the Board of Tax Appeals:

The moment a corporation enters into this situation and sends Its officers
anywhere it is treated as an ordinary cost of corporation bus ness.
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Now, we see no reason why the physician should not be allowed
to support himself and to pay his own expenses when a corporation
can pay the expense of its own particular persons.

Senator WATSON. What class of persons attending meetings of
that kind have their expenses paid by corporations?

Doctor WOODWARD. Well, for instance, some physicians do when
they are connected with corporations. But this particular case to
which I have referred was that of a chemist and it refers to chemists,
engineers, and others.

The CHAIRMAN. He was a professor of chemistry and did nothing
else.

Doctor WOODWARD. But we will draw a parallel between the phy-
sician and the business man. In the case of Julius Forstman, docket
No. 2521, Board of Tax Appeals, Forstman was allowed by the cor-
poration by which he was employed $18,000 a year to cover enter-
tainment and traveling expenses. The expenses were incurred in the
interest of the company by entertainment in his home and elsewhere,
and in traveling, for the purp, Ze of buying and selling merchandise
and in keeping in touch with the fashions of the United States and
in foreign countries.

Now, there was no question asked as to the deductibility of those
expenses. In the body of the decision the Board of Tax Appeals
says:

The commissioner does not contend that expenses incurred by petitioner in
traveling and entertainment on behalf of the company are not deductible.

Now, we certainly feel that if a man can travel in the United
States and abroad for the purpose of keeping in touch with fashions
and ordinary styles, if you will, that a physician ought to be per-
mitted to travel for the purpose of keeping in touch with science and
the art of medicine, which is, after all, for the benefit of the people.
The deduction in the Forstman case had reference, by the way, to a
commercial organization. These deductions in which we are inter-
ested have reference to organizations that are not profit-making
organizations.

The whole policy of the Government has been to support and to
encourage organizations of this sort. But here when a physician is
willing to give his time and money for the support of the activities
of these very organizations, the ruling of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue comes along and says, "If you do, we shall tax
you for doing it." That is the long and the short of the situation.

The CHARMAN. The physician who goes to a convention goes to
learn what he an from the addresses that may be made, and to meet
and talk with other physicians and get their views; to discuss what
fees they should charge, and really what can be accomplished by
way of new processes and inventions or new ideas that are promul-
gated or are under investigation. That is what they are there for.

Doctor WOODWARD. Of course, to keep himself abreast of the best
that is in his profession, for the benefit of his patients and the
public.

The CHAIRMAN. For himself, too.
Doctor WOODWARD. Here is a ruling promulgated by the Commis-

sioner of Internal Revenue in reference to corporations, and we can
see no reason why they are permitted to have the benefit of these
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deductions and physicians are denied such benefit. You will find
in a bulletin issued by the Chamber of Commerce of the United
State, General No. 806, dated December 31, 1926, the following:

Deductions with respect to chambers of commerce: In response to a request
from the National Chamber of Commerce for a ruling, the Bureau of Internal
Revenue has held that traveling expenses paid by a corporation sending an
officer or employee to a convention, of either the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States or the International Chamber of Commerce, are deductible
as business expenses by the corporation. The presumption when a sole pro-
prietorship or partnership sends one of the members to such a convention that
the expenses are incurred for the pleasure of the individual rather than for
the business of the firm does not apply with respect to corporations, the bureau
has ruled.

The CHAIRMAN. That is true.
Doctor WOODWARD. It is certainly illogical when it says that a

gentleman sent to such a meeting at the expense of a corporation
goes less for his own pleasure than for the benefit of the corpora-
tion. If there is any difference at all, it might be expected that the
man who goes at somebody else's expense is much more apt to in-
dulge in side entertainment than the man who goes at his own ex-
penses, the professional man, the physician, if you will-who goes
to fit himself to carry on his profession.

I think there is clearly shown an injustice against the physician
in the statement of the commissioner that he has issued no such
ruling with respect to any other group. If that is a fair ruling let
him issue it against other business and professional men who sim-
ilarly attend conventions, meetings, or other gatherings, or else re-
scind this ruling which has been made to apply to medical men.
Unless that is done, the 94,000 medical men whom I represent will
continue to think that they are being grossly discriminated against.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Let me see if I understand the situation: In
the case of a representative of the chamber of commerce who goes,
we will say, from San Francisco to New York, and incurs certain
expenses, does he under the ruling have his expenses deducted?

Doctor WOODWARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Not to him.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. To the chamber of commerce. But if a mem-

ber of the medical profession of California proceeds, we will say,
to Philadelphia to attend a national gathering of physicians and
surgeons, his expenses are not deductible, is that the way I under-
stand it?

Doctor WOODWARD. No; they are not deductible according to the
ruling made by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Shortridge, the only mistake you make
in the comparison, is about the chamber of commerce. It does not
pay any tax at all. No chamber of commerce in the United States
pays a tax.

Doctor WOODWARD. But corporations, members thereof, do pay
taxes?

The CHAIRMAN. But a chamber of commerce is not a corporation
in that sense at least.

Doctor WOODWARD. But the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States is a representative body.

The CHAIRMAN. They are exempt. They do not pay any tax.
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Doctor WOODWARD. But the corporations that are represented at
those meetings do pay taxes.

The CHAMMAN. And therefore, even if they did pay the expenses
of representatives, the chamber of commerce would not have any-
thing from which to deduct those expenses.

Doctor WOODWARD. But the corporations represented in it do pay
the expenses of their representatives.

Senator SHORTKIDGE. Is not there a preference given to repre-
sentatives of commercial bodies and representatives of educational
bodies over other organizations, such as an organized body of physi-
cians and surgeons?

The CHAIRMAN. The law provides, and has always provided, that
a corporation that pays money out of the profits of the institution
to send a man on the business of the institution shall have that pay-
ment deducted from their profits.

Senator EDGE. That is, any corporation organized for profit?
The CHAIm AN. Yes.
Senator SHORTIDGE. How about this organization of physicians?

Take the case I have suggested of the physician going from San
Francisco to Philadelphia to attend a gathering, may his expenses
be deducted from his income-tax return?

The CHAIRMAN. The only question involved is this: The depart-
ment rul:-d that a physician doing business in Washington, or any-
where else, can have any kind of exemption on anything else, the
same as a merchant can have engaged in business. But if he goes
to a convention of physicians, his expenses for that trip are not
deductible from his net income. That is the ruling, and it would be
the same way as to the automobile association. They can not de-
duct it. If one of these automobile association men sitting here in
the room should go to a convention, and they are having conven-
tions almost all the time, such expenses are not deductible.

Senator WATSON. Well, Mr. Chairman, you better not put it into
their heads or they may be asking for it next thing you know.

Doctor WOODWARD. I doubt if there is one present who does not
deduct such expenses.

The CHAIRMAN. If they did that deduction would not be allowed.
Senator ROBINON of Indiana. Here is an answer I should like to

make to the question propounded by Senator Shortridgc: That in
any other profession or business the taxpayer can make deductions
and they can be ruled on by the local collector of internal revenue.
But with reference to physicians and surgeons, and with reference
to them alone, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has promul-
gated a ruling that they may not even attempt to make a deduc-
tion.

Senator SHORTIDGE. Why is that so?
The CHAIRMAN. Because that is the only case that has ever come

up for a ruling.
Senator ROBINsoN of Indiana. These cases are coming up all the

time.
The CHAIMAN. Yes, as to physicians. This is the wording of the

law:
All ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year

In carrying out any trade or business.

140
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In the case of a physician going to a convention it is the ruling
that it is not an ordinary or necessary expense.

Senator SHORTRDGE. But why should it not fall into the same cate-
gory ? Why, for instance, in the case of a physician proceeding from
San Francisco to Philadelphia, there to meet others engaged in the
same profession or calling, as in the case of a merchant, why should
not such expenses be considered ordinary and necessary expenses

Senator RoBINsON of Indiana. That is just the point we make.
Doctor WOoDWARD. That is our contention-that we should be

treated in the same way.
Senator EDGE. It would seem to me that there is a discrimination

here. Now, take the corporation-
The CHAIRMAN. The corporation is entirely different.
Senator SHOTEIDGE. Well, but they have individuals who own

them and who represent them.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is the corporation that is first taxed, and

the stockholders who own the corporation, on which we impose a tax
at the present time of 131/2 per cent on its net income, then after that
money is distributed to the individual we tax it again.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. The gentleman seems to have a substantial
grievance here.

Senator WATSON. It would certainly seem to.
Senator EI;E. That is the way it appears to me.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Are they misinformed in regard to the

whole matter, Mr. Chairman?
The C.AIRMAN. Why. it is a case that they want this credit.

And they are not different from any other people. Everybody
wants as far as possible to pay a light tax. We have now less than
4,000,000 taxpayers in the United States, taking into account cor-
porations, associations, individuals, and every class.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Then, it would seem that the people are
rather prejudiced against paying taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; more or less so.
Doctor WOODWARD. We merely want to ,e put in the same posi-

tion that other people are placed.
Senator EDGE. The question that appeals to me is: Is there a

discrimination here?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That seems to be the important point.
Doctor WOODWARD. Let me read the language of an official inter-

pretation by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The CHAIRMAN. Physicans and surgeons, gentlemen of the com-

mittee, are not the only ones who do not have such expenses
deducted.

Senator RomINsoN of Indiana. Engineers and chemists get the
benefit of such deductions, and some lawyers get it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, they say they do not, and these representa-
tives of the automobile association here say they do not get any
such deductions. And I am quite sure that if the matter were put
up to the Bureau of Internal Revenue you would find that members
of organizations similarly situated would not be given the privilege
of a deduction.

Senator ROBINSON of Indiana. But, Mr. Chairman, here is the
peculiar situation affecting physicians and surgeons: Owing to this

99310-28---10
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ruling promulgated by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. when
a physician or surgeon seeks to get such a deduction from the local
collector of internal revenue it is not allowed. In other words, as to
the physician and surgeon there is a definite ruling and the local
collector of internal revenue does not allow such a deduction. But
in other matters the local collector of internal revenue uses his judg-
ment about it.

The CHAIRMAN. But they all come here in the end. Let me ask
the representative of the department: Do you know of any attorney
ever getting any allowance here for expenses incurred in attending
some convention, held, we will say, in Philadelphia or anywhere
else ?

Mr. ALVORD. No.
Doctor WOODWARD. I feel quite sure that many attorneys do, and

perhaps the gentleman does not know anything about it.
The CHAIRMAN. He knows about the returns.
Doctor WooDWARD. He does not know about the case of the indi-

vidual attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. But he is an attorney himself.
Doctor WOODWARD. May I read from a ruling by the Bureau of

Internal Revenue. This was their own interpretation of the act of
1918, when the provision for traveling expenses with reference to
deductions was narrower than it is now. In the income tax primer
issued by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, revised March 1, 1919,
they answered this question:

What constitutes an item allowable as a deduction as a mbusine-s expense?
The physician may claim as deductions the cost of medicines and medical
supplies used by him in the practice of his profession; the expenses paid in the
operation and repair of an automobile used in the making of professional calls,
dues to medical societies and subscriptions to medical journals, the expense
of attending medical conventions.

That was in force when the revenue act of 1921 was passed. In
other words, they ruled that expenses incurred while attending a
medical convention were ordinary and necessary expenses of the
physician's business. That interpretation was placed, too, on that
very same phrase by the r'lles and regulations section of the Bureau
of Internal Rvenue when 11 response to an inquiry from a physician
in (0 "o as to whether he might or might not deduct those expenses
a letter was prepared in the Bureau of Interral Revenue to be sent to
him telling him he might do so in view of the income-tax rulings.
When that letter was given to the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue for signature it occurred to him that there might be some
question about it despite the previous practice and the official rulings,
and therefore it was sent to the solicitor. The solicitor, without any
inquiry into the custom and rulings of the bureau, cited a ruling by
the Attorney General, which held that a corporation could not deduct
gifts to the American Red Cross, and therefore that doctors can
not deduct traveling expenses. That is the long and short of it.

Doctors are willing to give their time and their money, but they
do not believe that they should be taxed for doing so.

Senator WATSON. Do you mean to say that that is the reason he
assigned for so holding. Why, there is no analogy there at all. There
must be some mistake about that.
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Doctor WOODWARD. Senator Watson, he based it on a ruling by
the Attorney General, in which he undertakes to define ordinary
and necessary expenses under that section of the law, and it has no
relation at all to traveling expenses. It has no relation to physicians.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Pardon me a moment right there, but let
me ask: Under the ruling of the bureau as it now stands do I under-
stand that a physician attending a convention or gathering of the
members of his profession can not deduct his traveling expenses?

Doctor WOODWARD. Yes; because the collector of internal revenue
who complies with the law, or rather with the ruling made by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, will not permit hlun to do it.

Senator SHnoRTnRIM . Whereas in the case of a commercial man
traveling on a directly commercial errand he may deduct?

Doctor WOODWARD. 'Men who go on commercial errands may do it.
The CHAIRMAN. But he goes for the company he represents. He

does not pay it himself, but the corporation pays it out of its own
income. And the man himself does not get the deduction; the
corporation does.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. But suppose he is an individual
owner of a store.

Senator STIORTnIDc.E. Yes; or a member of a copartnership.
Senator EDGE. Doctor Woodward, when you referred a moment

ago to an opinion in the case of a corporation, not being permitted
to take credit for a contribution to the Red Cross, did you say simul-
taneously with that the old ruling by the commissioner was reversed?

Doctor WOODWARD. Not simultaneously.
Senator EDGE. Well now. as I understand it, at that same time,

corporations were permitted to continue to make deductions.
Doctor WOODWARD. Yes, sir; as to traveling expenses, as I under-

stand it; but as to physicians, the ruling was based on that opinion.
Senator EDGE. And at the same time did they continue to permit

corporations to have credit?
Doctor WOODWARD. To make deductions?
Senator EDGE. Yes.
Doctor WOODWARD. They apparently do, from the ruling.
Senator EDGE. I am like Senator Watson, I can not see the slight-

est relationship between saying that a Red Cross contribution is not
deductible and saying that the expenses of a physician or surgeon
attending a medical or surgical convention can not be deducted. The
whole thing looks like a Chinese puzzle to me.

Senator WATSON. It is far afield so far as logic is concerned.
Senator McLEAN. Doctor Woodward, you have State conventions

of medical men, where they have a meeting only of doctors in the
State?

Doctor WOODWARD. Yes; or invited guests, and then we have na-
tional conventions. I represent the national body, the American
Medical Association.

Senator MCLEAN. And you want this privilege to cover both State
and national conventions?

Doctor WOODWARD. It ought to cover all professional men alike.
All professional men ought to be placed on the same basis. We are
not here asking any special privilege of any kind, but simply asking
that we shall not be singled out as an exception to the rule and denied
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the right to deduct expenses to medical conventions, while other
people attending conventions are allowed to take deductions.

Before I take my seat I should like to suggest this for the considera-
tion of the committee: The merchant who is in business in San Fran-
cisco can go to New York to buy a bill of goods, and he can deduct
traveling expenses incident to that purchase. But the physician who
is practicing in San Francisco and who wishes to go to New York
to attend a convention in order to replenish his stock of goods, to add
to his knowledge and skill, is not allowed to deduct those expenses.

Senator SIORTRIDGE. Is that the situation now?
Doctor WOODWARD. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEAN. Then I would suggest to the physician attend-

ing such a convention, that he better go for the purpose of buying
a box of pills.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And the merchant charges off de-
preciation, but the doctor can not do that.

Senator EIM.E. Suppose a lawyer is attending a meeting of the
American Bar Association, does he come under that provision allow-
ing a deduction for expenses?

Doctor WOODWARD. It depends upon the views of the local collector.
There is no special ruling apply to attorneys at law, and the individ-
ual lawyer does what lie feels like is proper, and so does the local
collector of internal revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Doctor Woodward, we thank you.
Senator ROBINSON of fI diana. May I offer tnis brief and memo

randum for your record?
The CHAlMAx. Yes; they may be made a part of the record.
(The brief and memorandum referred to are here made a part of

the record, as follows:)
IRevenue reduction bill, Seventieth Congress, first session. H. R. 11

A Brief in Support of an Amendment to Section 23, Proposed by Senator
Robinson of Indiana, to Relieve Physicians from Discrimination with Respect
to the Deductibility of Traveling Expenses and to Establish and Maintain
Uniformity with Respect to the Deduction of Such Expenses. Submitted on
Behalf of the American Medical Association

STATEMENT OF TIE CASE

1. The revenue act of 1926 authorizes the deduction of traveling expenses by
all individual taxpayers alike. The deduction of traveling expenses by in-
dividual taxpayers is authorized by the following provisions of the revenue act
of 1926:

SEc. 214. (a) In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions:
(1) All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or Incurred during the tax-

able year in carrying on any trade or business, including a reasonable allowance
for salaries or other compensation for personal services actually rendered:
traveling expenses (including the entire amount expended for meals and lodg-
ing) while away from home in the pursuit of a trade or business. * * *

The phrase "trade or business," where it appears above, has been uniformly
construed as covering the professions. Under any other construction, profes-
sional men would be taxed on gross incomes, while men engaged in trade and
business, as those words are ordinarily used, would be taxed on only net income.

II. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue denies the right of physicians to
deduct traveling expenses incurred in attending meetings of their professional
organizations, although other taxpayers are allowed to deduct similar expenses.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, on June 26. 1922, published the fol-
lowing ruling, to which he lhas adhered ever since and to which hI( still adheres:
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"Amounts expended by a physician for railroad and Pullman fares and hotel
bills in attending a medical convention are not ordinary and necessary ex-
penses incurred in pursuit of his profession and do not constitute allowable
deductions in his return." (Internal Revenue Bulletin. No. 20. p. 7. June
26, 1922.)

The commissioner has not promulgated a corresponding rule with respect to
any group of taxpayers other than physicians. (Bureau of Internal Revenue
Files: IT: E: RR: HRC.)

The ruling of tihe Commissioner of Internal Revenue denying the deductibility
of traveling expenses incurred by physicians in attending meetings of medical
orginizatiIons was based on an inquiry by a physician as to how he should make
out his income-tax return. When the ruling was made there was outstanding
a ruling byi the Iureau of Internal Revenue which held that such expenses were
ordinary and necessary expenses and were therefore (' 'luctible (Income Tax
Primer (revised March 1, 1919), prepared by the BIur of Internal Revenue,
p. 15). That earlier ruling was made under the reveu. _ :act of 1918, which
did not specifically recognize traveling expenses as deductible. But under the
revenue act of 1921 and all subsequent revenue acts, which have specifically
included traveling expenses among the ordinary and necessary expenses that
are deductible, the commissioner has denied the deductibility of the very same
expenses. No explanation has ever been given of this reversal of opinion.

the ruling of the commissioner is a guide not only for taxpayers in making
out their returns but also for the officers and employees of the Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue who audit such returns. Any such officer or employee is ap-
parently bound by that ruling to disallow any credit taken by a physician for
traveling expenses incurred in attending any medic:ll meeting, at any time and
under any circumstances. Appeal to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
from any such disallowance is obviously hopeless, for the commissioner has
closed the case in advance so far is he is concerned, by his ruling set forth
above.

III. While the revenue :act of 1920 authorizes appeals to the Board of Tax
Appeals and to the courts, the relief thus afforded is impracticable in the
present situation. A taxpayer aggrieved by a ruling of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue has a right of appeal to the Board of Tax Appe:ls and to the
courts. Tlhe remedy, however, is here an impracticable one. The amount of
taxes involved is considerable as related to any group of taxpayers like the
medical profession. but unfortunately such a group lhas no right of appeal as.a
whole. In the case of any individual taxpayer, however, the amount involved
is so small in proportion to his entire income that he finds it easier to submit to
an unjust and unlawful exaction of taxes rather than to match his limited
resources against aill of the resources of the Treasury Department to test the
issue; his right of appeal is of no practical value.

Moreover. tihe details of individual cases vary so widely that there is no
certainty that a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals or of the courts in tiny
particular case would be applied by the Commnissioner of Internal Revenue in
iany other case. As evidence of their intldequlacy of such pr' cedents. tlie refusal
-if the C(ollinissolert to follow the decision of the BIoard of Tax Appeals in
the Appeal of Alexander Silverman ti B. T. A. 13210 imay be Ipointeld out.
The board decided in that case that it chemist was entitled to deduct traveling
exienss in rr i rredin iattellding professional meetings. The commissioner was
able. however. t1o filnd iln lte decision of the board qualiflcationus and limitations
that in his j1udgmenIt justify him in refusing to follow tlie case in determining
the deductibility of simlillir traveling expenses incurred by physicians. A copy
of the decision in the Silvcernita case is appended.

IV. Senator tRobillso of Indiaa hias proposed an amelndmnent 10 the Ipleding
revlue reduction bill. II. R. 1. designed to relieve physicians of the discrimina-
tion from which they now suffer with reslpect to the deductibility of traveling
expenses uand to prevent similar discrimination in the future with respect to
any taxpaying group. To discontinue the discrimination now practiced against
physicians and to prevent similar discrimination against any other group of
taxpayers, Senator Arthur R. Robinson, of Indiana. proposed, February 1, 1928,
an amendment to the pending revenue reduction bill, II. R. 1, as follows:

On page 19. line 4, insert the following after the word "business": "or in
attending meetings of trades or business organizations of which the taxpayer
Is a member:"
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If Senator Robinson's amendment is adopted, deductions of traveling expenses
will be authorized as follows:

SEX. 23. DEDUCTIONS FBOM ROBss INcOME.-In computing net income there
shall be allowed as deductions:

(a) Expenses.-All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred
during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business, including a
reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation for personal services
actually rendered; traveling expenses (including the entire amount expended
for meals and lodging) while away from home in the pursuit of a trade or
business or in attending meetings of trades or business organizations of which
the taxpayer is a member.

Senator Robinson's amendment is limited in its terms to attendance at
"meetings of trades or business organizations." It is understood, however, that
these terms are broad enough to cover meetings of professional organizations.
Certainly the phrase "trade or business" has heretofore been construed as
including the professions, and under that construction physicians and other
professional men have been allowed to deduct rent. thexpenses of healing and
lighting their offices, salaries of assistants, the cost of necessary professional
supplies, etc. In any event, with the purpose of the amendment to afford relief
to professional men so clearly before Congress, it may be presumed thlit if
the present phraseology does not accomplish that purpose, the phraseology of
the bill will be amended so as to do so before the bill is enacted.

ARGI'MENT

I. The ruling of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue denying the deducti-
bility of traveling expenses incurred by physicians in attending medical meet-
ings has no support whatever in the opinion of the Attorney General on which
the commissioner relies as a precedent. The opinion of the Attorney General
stated is utterly irrelevant.

In support of his ruling that holds that traveling expenses incurred by a
physician in attending a medical meeting are not deductible, the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue cires a decision by Attorney General Pa lmer. Ma1y 19,
1919. (31 Opinions of the Attorney General, 617.) In that opinion, the
Attorney General held that under the revenue act of 1918 a corporation was
not entitled to deduct contributions to religious, charitable, selentific. or educa-
tional corporations or associations. No question was lbfore the Attorney
General concerning deductions by individuals as taxpayers. No question was
before him as to the deduction of traveling expenses by either individual tax-
payers or by corporations. In the course of his opinion, however, the Attorney
General said:

"It is also evident that tlhe ordinary and necessary expenses contemplated by
paragraph 1 of section 214 and 234 (of the revenue act of 1918). allowing deduc-
tion of ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable
year in carrying on any trade or business in the case of both individuals and

* corporations, were not intended to include all necessary expenses because the
two immediately succeeding paragraphs provide for dedIueing interest and
taxes, both of which will be recognized as necessary exltwnses: also the pro-
vision in regard to allowance for salaries. compensation, rentals, etc., indicates
that all of the expenses, which are contemplated under the terms u-ed in para-
graph 1 of these two sections, are expenses incurred directly in the maintenance
and operation of the business, and not all of those which may be Ienefi ial or
even necessary in the broader sense."

Certainly the Attorney General's comments neither require the commissioner
to deny, nor justify him in denying, the deductibility of any traveling expenses
whatever without knowledge of all the circumstances under which those ex-
penses were incurred. Deductibility is a mixed question of law and fact, and
the taxpayer is entitled to a fair judgment. He gets no such Judgment under
the rule laid down. His case is judged before the event.

II. The deductibility of traveling expenses incurred in attending meetings
has been admitted by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the Board of
Tax Appeals in the cases of professional men other than physicians. Appar-
ently the deduction of similar expenses by men engaged in the trades and in
business generally is commonly permitted. The Commissioner of Internal
Revenue can not lawfully deny the deductibility of such expenses in similar
cases simply because the taxpayer is a physician, nor can he by rule create
a presumption of nondeductibility in the case of a physician that does not
apply equally in the case of all other taxpayers.
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The Commissioner of Internal Revenue admits the correctness of a ruling
by the Board of Tax Appeals that traveling expenses incident to attending a
professional meeting are deductible when incurred by a minister (Appeal of
Marion D. Shutter, 2. B. T. A. 23, 4 Internal Revenue Bulletin, No. 33, p. 1,
August 17, 1925) and a chemist (Appeal of Alexander Sllverman, 6 B. T. A. 1328,
6 Internal Revenue Bulletin, No. 37, p. 1, September 12, 1927). The commis-
sioner has admitted also the deductibility of traveling expenses incurred by an
engineer in attending a meeting of a committee of an organization of which the
engineer was a member (unpublished memorandum of the Solicitor of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, May 13, 1922, Sol. 1: 1:20-5-3-72). And prior to
the commissioner's ruling of June 26. 1922, the Bureau of Internal Revenue
officially admitted the deductibility of expenses incurred by physicians in
attending professional meetings. (Income Tax Primer, revised March 1, 1919,
prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, p. 15.) No reported case has
been found in which any business man, or a taxpayer engaged in agriculture
or in any of the mechanic arts, who has attended a meeting of a business or
trade organization on his own account has been denied the right to deduct travel-
ing expenses incident to such attendance. In cerain cases the commissioner
has authorized corporations to deduct traveling expenses incurred in attending,
through their representatives, conventions of representatives of like organiza-
tions. (Bulletin of Chamber of Commerce of United States, General No. 806,
p. 2529, December 31, 1926.)

With respect to no group of taxpayers other than physicians has the com-
missioner ever issued a rule that declares in substances that no member of the
group can at any time, anywhere, and under any conditions attend a meeting
of a professional, business, or trade organization of which le is a member
under conditions that will make the expenses of such a.tendance deductible.
(Bureau of Internal Revenue files: IT: E:RR: IIRC.) No justification or
excuse has ever been given for tie promulgation of the rule denying to physi-
cians, and to no other class whatsoever, the deductibility of traveling expenses
incurred in attending professional meetings. Under the circumstances set forth
above it is obvious that legislation should be enacted to prevent the continuance
of such discrimination and to prevent similar discrimination against any other
taxpaying group.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has endeavored to support his denial
of the deductibility of physicians' traveling expenses by a decision of the Board
of Tax Appeals in the case of a physician. Everett S. Lain (3 B. T. A. 1157),
April 3, 1926, four years after the commissioner promulgated his ruling. Doctor
Lain was a member of a medical partnership that sought to enlarge its practice
by having the partners attend professional meetings so as to enlarge the pro-
fessional acquaintance of the partners. It was on that basis that the right to
deduct traveling expenses was claimed, and it is difficult to see why that claim
was not allowed. The decision was probably influenced by the fact that D)ocor
Lain submitted his case without argument, while it was argued by counsel for
the Government. The decision of the board affords no clue to the theory on
which it held that the expenses incurred by Doctor Lain and the partnership
were not deductible. It is impossible, therefore, to determine what precedent,
if any. this case establishes.

III. Public interests demand that every physician keep abreast of the science
and art of medicine. Attendance at meetings of medical organizations is an
important means to that end. Attendance, therefore, should be encouraged and
not penalized by taxation. Congress has recognized that fact by exempting
from taxation and otherwise favoring medical organizations not organized for
profit. The ruling of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that in effect
taxes attendance at meetings of such organizations is inconsistent with that
principle.

The physician attends medical meetings so that he may enlarge his knowl-
edge of the science and art of medicine and pass along to his fellow physicians
the benefit of his own experience in the practice of his profession. His attend-
ance, while of immediate value to himself and to his fellow physicians, is
ultimately of value to his patients and to the general public. To deny to him
the right to deduct as an expense of his profession the cost of such attendance
is in effect to tax him on the cost of attendance and therefore to discourage
attendance.

The public value of organizations for scientific, literary, or educational pur-
poses, not authorized for profit, is recognized by their exemption from taxation
(revenue act of 1926, sec. 231), by the fact that contributions or gifts to them
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are deductible in the comlputation of the Federal income tax of the donor (rev.
enue act of 1926, see. 214, subsec. (a). par. 10), and by the admitted deducti-
bility of dues paid by the members. ;is ordinary and necessary expenses
(Regulations 69. Income Tax. revenue act of 1925. art. 105). It seems incon.
sistent with such recognition to lpnalize by taxation the members who attend
meetings, in order to profit by them nd to give their knowledge. skill, experi-
ence. ability, and energy to promote the activities of such organizations.

The commissionerr of Internal Revenue advances tie hypothesis that the
professional men whose traveling expenses he admits were deductible, a minister
and i chemist. were under sine " duty " to attend the meetings :o which their
claims of deductions related. while physicians who attend meetings of medical
organizations are not and can not be under any such duty. The hypothesis
finds. however, no support in the records of the cases ci.ed. Neither the minister
nor the chemist proved any rule or order of any superior authority requiring
attendance or showed that he would have been penalized if he had not attended.
The duty of attendance in each ease was the same moral duty as the duty of
every member of such an organization to support its activities and to profit by
the advantages it offers.

The Secretary of the Treasury. January 17. 1928, wrote :o a correspondent
who inquired concerning the situation, that-

"If a member of the medican profession is compelled by the rules of his
organization to attend its conferences, then, there is reason to believe that he
Board of Tax Appeals. in view of its other decisions, would recognize the
expenses incurred as properly deductible from gross income."

But why should a physician lit compelled to appeal to the Board of Tax
Appeals and then to prove a rule of his organization compelling his attendance
at its meetings? The cost of the appeal would ordinarily exceed the money
saved the taxpayer. The allowance or rejection of claims for deductions of
traveling expenses in all cases other than those of physicians seems to rest
primary in the sound discretion of the officers and employees of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, without any specific ins ructions from the commissioner.
Why, then, has he issued his mandate establishing a different rule for the
medical profession?

CONCLUSION

The medical profession asks only that it be placed on the same footing as
all other taxpayers with respect to the deductibility of traveling expenses
incurred in attending meetings of professional, trades, and business organiza-
tions. It asks that the special rule of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
be abrogated by legislation, and that the promulgation of any similar rule in the
future be prevented in like manner. In support of its claim of the right to
deduct traveling expenses incurred in attending meetings of medical organiza-
tions, the medical profession submits the argument in favor of similar attend-
ance with respect to another professional group, as set forth by the Board of
Tax Appeals in the appeal of Alexander Silverman (6 B. T. A. 1328), in
support of its findings that the traveling expenses of a chemist, incurred in
attending meetings of chemical organizations, are deductible. The board said:

"As the head of the department of chemistry, it was expected of and incum-
bent on him as such to keep abreast of his particular field of work and in touch
with other scientists in the same field, which was done among other way-: by
the preparation and publication of papers, by the reading of technical periodi-
cals, and by the attendance at such conventions where consideration of subjects
of a scientific nature were presented and discussed.

"The petitioner attended like conventions prior to 1921. did so attend in
1921 and has since so attended. such action on his part being expected and
necessary, as it was of others similarly employed at tile university, for tile
purpose of keepng thoroughly informed in his field of work and in touch
with other scientists. :nd in order to advance the interests of the university,
though his contract of employment does not specifically make mention of any
such activities and there was no provision made for repayment to himi of
expenses so incurred."

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has acquiesced :n the decision quoted
above (6 Internal Revenue Bulletin, No. 37. p. 1, September 12, 1927). He
expressly declined, however, to apply it as a precedent to the medical profession
(telegram of assistant commissioner, September 30, 1927). It is for that
reason and because of the inadequacy of relief through the Board of Tax
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Appeals and the courts that this appeal is made to Congress for remedial
legislation.

Respectfully submitted.
VWaILAM C. WOODWAaD,

Executire weerctary Hurtiar of Lt'gal Medioine and Legislation,
Amerlian Medical Association.

I'NITEI) STATES BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

(6 B. T. A. 1328]

(Alexander Silverman. Petitioner v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Re-
spondent. Dxcket No. 10389. Promulgated May 12, 1927)

Amounts expended by petitioner, a professor of chemistry and a member of
the faculty of the University of Pittsburgh, in connection with the carrying on
of his profession, in attending scientific meetings and inventionss. constitute
an ordinary and necessary business expense.

S. Leo Rushlander. Esq., and A. E. James, Esq., for the petitioner.
D. D. Shepard, Esq., for the respondent.
This proceeding results from the determination of a deficiency in income tax

for the year 1921 of $55.88 by reason of disallowance of a deduction of $558.75
claimed by petitioner as ordinary and necessary business expense for the tax-
able year in carrying on his duties as a professor of chemistry and a member
of the faculty of the University of Pittsburgh. The facts are found as stipu-
lated.

FINDINGS OF PACr

The petitioner is a resident of Pittsburgh, Pa. He keeps his accounts on the
basis of actual receipts and disbursements. Prior to and during the year 1921
he was at the head of the department of chemistry of the University of Pitta-
burgh, with the title of professor of chemistry, and has for the past 21 years
been a member of the faculty of that university.

As the head of the department of chemistry, it was expected of and incum-
bent on him as such to keep abreast in his particular field of work and in touch
with other scientists in the same field, which was done among other ways by
the preparation and publication of papers, by the reading of technical peri-
odicals and by the attendance at such conventions where consideration of sub-
jects of a scientific nature were presented and discussed.

The petitioner attended like conventions prior to 1921, did so attend in 1921,
and has since so attended. such action on his part being expected and necessary
as it was of others similarly employed at the university, for the purpose of
keeping thoroughly informed in his field of work and in touch with other scien-
tists. and in order to advance the Interests of the university, though his
contract of employment does not specifically make mention of any such
activities, and there was no provision made for repayment to him of expenses
so incurred.

In the taxable year mentioned petitioner, for the purposes and objects
mentioned, attended the American Ceram'c MoSiety at Columbus. Ohio: the
American Chemical Society at Rochester. N. Y.. and a meeting of the same
society in New York City, ind. in so doing, incurred and paid reasonable and
actual expenses for hotel rooms, meals. and railroad fare to and from said
conventions, the sum of $558.75, no part of which sum has been repaid him
by the university, nor by any person, society, or organization whatever. Each
of the three trips mentioned occupied a week, and petitioner was in attendance
the full length of each convention. and for each convention prepared and
delivered a paper or papers. By reason of the fact that petitioner was a member
of the council of the American Chemical Society. he was in attendance prior
to the general convention season.

OPINION

Littleton. The board has held that expenditures of the character and made
under circumstances involved in this proceeding are deductible as ordinary
and necessary business expense. M. D. Shutter, 2 B. T. A. 23.) We have also
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held that expenditures made by a professional cartoonist for periodicals and
other current literature and in attending political conventions, when properly
proved, were proper deductions as ordinary and necessary business expense.
(J. N. Darling, 4 B. T. A. 449.)

The board is of the opinion from the facel in this proceeding that the peti-
tioner is entitled to the deduction claimed.

Judgment will be entered on 15 days' notice, under rule 50.

MEMORANDUM RELATIVE TO DISCRIMINATION AGAINST PHYSICIANS UNDER SUBSEC-
TION 1 OF SECTION 214 (A) OF THI REVENUE ACT OF 192-, WITH RESPECT TO THE
DEDUCTIBILITY OF EXPENSES INCURRED IN THE PURSUIT OF THEIR I'ROFESSION,
PREPARED BY THE BUREAU OF LEGAL MEDICINE AND LEGISLATION, AMERICAN

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

I. Subsection 1 of section 214 (a) of the revenue act of 1926 authorizes
individuals, in computing their income taxes, to deduct "all the ordinary and
necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on
any trade or business." It specifically authorizes the deduction of "traveling
expenses (including the entir, amount expended for meals and lodgins)\
while away from home in the pursuit of a trade or business." It is applicable
to all individual taxpayers alike, without discrimination. The Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, in applying this section, however, discriminates among vari-
ous groups of professional men, to the detriment of the medical profession.
It is of this discrimination that the medical profession complains.

II. Under the provisions of the revenue act of 1926, stated above, the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue allows a professional man who happens to be a
chemist or a minister, in computing his income taxes, to deduct traveling
expenses incurred in attending meetings held by professional organizations
Under a similar provision of an earlier act, referred to below, he allowed an
engineer to make similar deductions. If the professional man happens to be a
physician, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue denies to him the right to
deduct such traveling expenses. This denial is in the face of a previous
affirmative ruling by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that expenses in-
curred by a physician in attending professional meetings were ordinary and
necessary expenses of his profession and were deductible. The reversal of the
commissioner's ruling with respect to this matter was made without hearing,
without argument, and without discoverable cause. The discrimination against
physicians, and in favor of chemists, ministers, and engineers was made without
inquiry into the practices of these several professional groups with respect to
attendance at meetings of organizations of their respective professions. The
action of the commissioner, therefore, does not represent a reasoned determi-
nation of a debatable matter, based on an inquiry into the law and the facts,
a knowledge of both of.which was and is necessary to a determination of it,
and to such a reasoned determination of the isue the taxpayer is lawfully
entitled. The discrimination practiced by the commissioner is, in the judg-
ment of the medical profession, therefore, arbitrary, unjust, oppressive, and'
unlawful.

III. In theory, the law provides a remedy through the courts whereby the
taxpayer can obtain relief from the commissioner's action. The remedy, how-
ever, is impracticable. For, while the sum of which the medical profession is
mulcted by the commissioner's ruling is in the aggregate large, in the case of
the individual physician it is relatively small, and the cost in time, energy, and
money of pursuing the remedy provided is so great as to lead the physician to
pay what he regards as an unjust exaction by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue rather than to contest the issue in the courts. It is for this reason
that an appeal is made to Congress for a revision of the language of the revenue
act of 1926 that will prevent hereafter such a discrimination against the profes-
sion that is now practiced under the present language.

IV. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue cites in support of his denial of
the deductibility of a physician's traveling expenses the appeal of Everett S.
Lain (3 B. T. A. 1157), decided April 3, 1926. In that case the taxpayer was
a physician. He was a member of a partnership that to a large extent
secured its patients through acquaintances in the medical profession, such
acquaintances being made by the partners by attending meetings and conven-
tions of medical societies. The commissioner refused to allow the deduction
of expenses incurred through such attendance in 1920 and 1921, although at
the very time when the appellant incurred the disallowed expenses for attend-
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ing meetings in 1920 the official Income Tax Primer issued by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue for the information and assistance of taxpayers, page 15,
expressly provided that "a physician may claim as deductions * * * the
expenses of attending medical conventions." Doctor Lain appealed in his
individual capacity. The case was submitted without argument on his behalf
and was decided against him, the reason for the decision not being stated.

But to cite this case in justification of the commissioner's ruling against the
deductibility of any traveling expenses whatsoever incurred by any physician
in the United States attending a medical meeting is at most to exculpate the
commissioner from responsibility for the discrimination of which the medical
profession now complains. It neither explains nor justifies the discrimination.

V. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue acquiesced in the decision of the
Board of Tax Appeals in the appeal of Marion D. Shutter (2 B. T. A. 23), de-
ci(ded June 10, 1925, in which a minister was allowed to deduct traveling
expenses incurred in attending a general convention of the denomination to
which he was an adherent. Recently an effort seems to have been made by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue to distinguish between the case of tills min-
ister and the case of a physician on the ground that it was the duty of the
minister to attend the convention. While some claim was made on behalf of
the appellant in this case to the effect that he was under "obligation" to at-
tend the convention, the Board of Tax Appwals declared merely that "his
attendance at such convention was essential to his standing and position in
the church." No evidence was submitted to show that he would have been
disciplined or dismissed had he not attended the convention. The obligation
on the part of a physician to attend medical meetings is apparently of as
much binding force as was the obligation on tile part of a minister to attend
in this case.

VI. The commissioner has acquiesced,also in the decision of the Board of Tax
Appeals in appeal of Alexander Silverman (6 B. T. A. 1328), decided May 12.
1927, thereby admitting the deductibility of traveling expenses by a chemist in
attending professional meetings. The Board of Tax Appeals found that it
was expected of and incumbent on the alpellant. as head of the department of
chemistry of the University of Pittsburgl, " to keep abreast in his particular
field of work and in touch witl other scientists in the same field, which was
done among other ways * * * by the attendance at such conventions where
consideration of subjects of a scientific nature were presented and discussed."
The board found that such attendance on the part of the appellant was " ex
pected and necessary, as it was of others similarly employed at the University,
for the purpose of keeping thoroughly informed in his field of work and in
touch with other scientists. and in order to advance the interests of the Uni-
versity, though his contract of employment does not specifically make mention
of any such activities and there was no provision made fr repayment to him
of expenses so incurred." The board said:

"The board has held that expenditures of the character and made under
under circumstances involved in this proceeding are deductible as ordinary and
necessary business expense. (M. D. Shutter, 2 B. T. A. 23.) We have also
held that expenditures made by a professional cartoonist for periodicals and
other current literature and in attending political conventions, when properly
proved, were proper deductions as ordinary and necessary business expense.
(J. N. Darling. 4 B. T. A. 449.)"

In response to an inqur:' addres.sed to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Mr. C. R. Nash, assistant to the commissioner, replied, under date of September
30. 1927:

" Decision Board Tax Appeals in appeal of Alexander Silverman is not prece-
dent for allowing expenditures incurred by members of medical associations in
attending conventions as deductions in computing net income."

VII. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue ruled that attendance by an
engineer at a meeting of a committee of a professional organization of which he
was a member was an ordinary and necessary expense of the practice of his
profession and was therefore deductible. (See Bureau of Internal Revenue,
SOL: I: I: 20-5-3-72. dated May 13, 1922.) An effort was made to discriminate
between the case of an engineer and the case of a physician in that the engi-
neer's expenses we:e said to be "in fact directly connected with such member-
ship and activity inasmuch as the taxpayer was required as an officer of a
technical society to attend the meetings of the committee." But it did not
appear, however, that he would have been disciplined or removed had he not
attended the meetings of the committee, or that he was in any way liable to a

I
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penalty if ihe did not maintain his membership in the organization. H.- wiji
no more required to attend the committee meeting than is a physician required
to attend a meeting of his medical organization.

VIII. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has held that a corporation
can attend, through a representative or representatives, meetings of organiza-
tions. (See Bulletin of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
General, No. 806, December 31. 1926, page 2529.) No evidence is required to
show that the corporation incurring such expenses is under any obligation
whatsoever to be so represented, and no limit is placed on the number of
persons whom it can designate to attend the convention. The discrimination
that permits a corporation to deduct traveling expenses incurred in attending
meetings of which it is a member and yet denies the same right to a physician
is mwde notwithstanding the fact that individual taxpayers are expressly au-
thorized to deduct traveling expenses while away from home in the pursuit of
a trade or business, while no such specific provision is made for the deduction
of traveling expenses by corporations.

IX. The discrimination of which physicians now complain placed a burden
primarily on the physician. The burden falls, however, ultimately on the
medical organizations with which those physicians are identified, for it dis-
courages attendance at the meetings of such organizations, and it is therefore
contrary to the policy of the Government as expressed in the revenue act of
1926 and other revenue acts with respect to organizations of this character.
Such organizations are practically always scientific organizations, not for profit.
No part of the net earnings of such organizations, in so far as they may he
said to have net earnings, inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or
Individual. The policy of the Government as expressed in the revenue act is
to encourage the activities of such organizations by exempting them from
taxation. (See sec. 231, revenue act of 1926.) Dues paid by physicians for
the support of such organizations are deductible as ordinary and necessary
expenses of carrying on the practice of medicine. (See sec. 214(a). par. (1).
revenue act of 1926, and article 105, Regulations 69, Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue.) In furtherance of this policy to promote the activities of such organi-
sations, contributions, or gifts made in furtherance of their purposes may be
deducted by the donor in computing his net income tax. (See .se. 214 (a),
par. (10), art. 251. revenue act of 1926.) With the policy of the Government
to promote these organizations and their activities so clearly expressed in the
revenue act itself, it is certainly a remarkable anomaly to find the act con-
strued so as to tax the several members of such organizations who are willing
to give up their time and money in attending meetings to carry on the work
of the organizations for the privilege of so doing.

In view of the facts stated above it seems clear that ('Cngress. when it
passed the revenue net of 1926. did not intend to discriminate against physi-
clans in the matter of the deduction of traveling expenses incurred in attend-
ing professional meetings. If the language of the act justifies such discrimina-
tion-nd such a discrimination has been and Is being made by the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue--then the language of the act would seem not to
express properly the intent of Congress. It is believed by the medical pro.
fession that the language of the act. as interpreted by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. does not express the intent of Congress, that Congress in-
tended no discrimination against the medical profession. For that reason an
appal is being made to Congress in the hope that in the forthcoming revenue
legislation the language will be so clear that there will be no possibility of a
continuation of the discrimination that is now being made.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wyvell. you may come around to the table.
We are anxious to conclude this matter this afternoon.

STATEMENT OF MANTON M. WYVELI, ESQ., ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. WYVELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the coninittee. I am
going to be very brief.

The CHAIMAN. We want to get through with this matter this
afternoon if possible.
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Mr. WYVEz . I wish to state that I represent the American-La
France & Foamite Corporation, which is the chief manufacturer of
fire-fighting apparatus in this country. I am going to tell you
briefly what happenend to the fire-fighting appar us manufacturers
when they came to deal with the Internal Revenue Bureau in con-
nection with the excise taxes imposed by the various acts.

The CHAIMAN. Do you mean with reference to fire engines?
Mr. WYVE.L. Fire engines and all sort of fire-fighting apparatus.

It was the contention of the manufacturers of fire-fighting apparatus
from the outset that in no sense was fire-fighting apparatus an auto-
mobile within the meaning of the excise-tax laws. The industry so
stated its position to the Internal Revenue Bureau. The Internal
Revenue Bureau apparently had no firm decision with respect to how
it should deal with the matter. The first ruling that came out was
made in January, 1918, intei kreting the 1917 tax act. That ruling
held that that portion of the apparatus, namely the engine, although
self-propelled, was manufactured for the primary purpose of pump-
ing water onto a fire. was not an automobile. and. therefore, not
subject to tax, but that practically all other apparatus was.

The CHAIRMAN. That is, that that portion of your machine was
not taxable.

Mr. WYvELL. That that particular machine was not taxable, the
pumping engine, although it was self-propelled. The next ruling
came out in May, 1918. Under that ruling the Internal Revenue
Bureau stated that articles sold to a political subdivision, that is,
cities or villages, were not subject to a tax at all; and therefore it
followed that practically no apparatus made and sold by fire-fight-
ing manufacturers was taxable, for the reason that except for the
small portion sold to private individuals or corporations it is all
sold to governmental bodies: Over 90 per cent of the fire-fighting
apparatus is sold to cities and villages, so that perhaps 95 per cent
of such apparatus is not subject to a tax at all. That ruling was
made in May, 1918.

Then in May, 1919, the ruling was affirmed, so that for a period
of approximately 14 months the bureau held that practically no
tax was due from this industry.

In July, 1919, the bureau squarely reversed itself and held that
it was subject to a tax, and spelled out a reason that although ap-
paratus was sold to cities, the tax being one on manufactures, they
were subject to the tax.

Senator SHOTrIDGE. Including fire engines too?
Mr. WYVELL. Well, I will come to that a little bit later.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. All right. Pardon me.
Mr. WTVEU. Nothing was said in that ruling with respect to en-

gines. Then in October, 1919, another ruling was made, and I will
just briefly read a portion of it, and it is pertinent:

A self-propelled fire engine, if designed to carry only such persons us ar neces-
sary to drive it and to operate the pumping engine, is not taxable.

That apparently exempted the pumping engine again. But that
only lasted for a short time, and a few months later we were advised
that the whole subject was undergoing further consideration. So
that for a few months the industry was in suspense as to what was
taxable.
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A ruling came down in 1920 reversing all previous rulings, and
holding that fire-fighting apparatus was subject to the tax, placing
it under the classification of automobile trucks, but whereas the
industry had been taxed at 5 per cent it was now taxed at 3 per cent.

Senator SHORTRIDE. And that included the engine.
Mr. WYVELL. Yes, sir; they did not exempt the engine at that time.

They held that everything of every kind and nature was subject to
the tax. You can readily see the confusion thrown around this prop-
osition. The companies had been for 14 months not subject to the
tax, and then suddenly, in the midst of the depression of 1920, they
are called upon to pay enormous sums to the Government. And the
Government was quite harsh with them and demanded that it be
promptly paid. The companies were embarrassed to pay it, but
finally did pay it.

The American-La France brought suit to determine the question,
and that suit came on and was tried, and finally went to the Circuit
Court of Appeals in New York. It was the American-La France
Fire Engine Co., as it was then called, that brought the suit, and the
Circuit Court of Appeals in New York unanimously held that it was
not the intention of the Congress to tax fire-fighting apparatus;
that fire-fighting apparatus was not an automobile, that its use of
the streets was merely incidental and occasional, being self-propelled
only for the purpose of getting to a fire and putting it out. That
decision was unanimous, that it was not subject to any tax whatever.
The bureau accepted that ruling and began to return the money col-
lected on proper application.

Senator SIIOnTRIDGE. What year was that?
Mr. WYVELL. In 1925. That decision came down in April, 1925.

In the brief which I am going to furnish you-and I will be glad
to hand a copy to each member of the committee-reference is made
to that decision.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Has the bureau followed that ruling?
Mr. WYVELL. The bureau has been following that ruling. Now,

our particular situation is this, and we are up to this point now,
that the tax was illegal and tle Government had no right to the
money, any more than it had the right to tax shoes or chairs or any-
thing else. They took the company's money.

And, unfortunately, due to the confusion created by the bureau
itself, this company and some other companies were a few days
too late in getting their claims for refunds in, and we are asking the
committee for an amendment to permit the industry to receive back
the money to which it is entitled and which the Government took
without color of right whatever.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, that is a claim, and you will have to have a
special bill introduced to cover that.

Mr. WTVELL. Mr. Chairman, may I submit that this was the b*ll
under which the money was taken from us--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, this is not a claim bill.
Mr. WYVELL. May I make this suggestion?
The CHAIRAN. It is usual, and there is not a session of Congress

but what claim bills are introduced and passed.
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Mr. WYVELL. But if we attempted to make this a claim as such in
a claim bill, you would have to deal with perhaps 12 fire engine
companies, because to some extent they are all in the same boat. It
was the general bill that took our money away from us, and I think
it is only proper that this matter of refund should be dealt with in
the same bill.

Senator WATSON. It was a ruling under the bill.
Senator MCLEAN. How much money did it involve?
Mr. WYVELL. A total of approximately $1,400,000 was collected

under this ruling. All of it has been paid back except approximately
$200,000. Not more than that is involved irrespective of interest.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Relief would be by way of a separate bill.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all as I understand.
Senator HARRISON. If the matter is so palpably wrong and the

failure of the return of the money was not the fault of these people,
I do not see why we can not write it into this proposition.

The ('AIRMAN.. This is the third revenue bill. and I do not remem-
ber that we ever made claims a part of a revenue bill.

Senator HARRIsoN. And I do not recall a similar case.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; there was one here only yesterday.
Senator HARRISON. Is the Treasury Department recommending

that this payment be made?
Senator McLEAN. As I understand it, the statute of limitations

have run against it.
Mr. WYVELL. Yes; only 12 days. I have communicated with Mr.

Alvord. He knows my position in the matter.
Mr. ALVORD. The Treasury Department has taken the position that

a refund of money after the statute of limitations has run should be
covered by a separate bill in each case where the Congress wants
to cover it.

Senator HARRIsoN. If I understand from the statement made here
there are some companies that paid the money and then got it back.

Mr. WYVELL. Well, some companies got their money back, and
some companies did not because they were too late in filing applica-
tion, in thigh case by 12 days, and we did not get it back.

Mr. ALVORD. They were treated the same as all other taxpayers.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Some of them let the statute of

limitations run and some did not.
Senator WATSON. Yes; but it is a great wrong and ought to be

rectified.
Mr. WYVELL. You see. this was a monthly proposition. It was

not as simple as filing them once a year. And I will say that we
got a part of our money back, I may say the greater part of our
money back. But due to this confusion in the Internal Revenue
Bureau itself, we were confused and did not get some claims filed
in time. We asked the Government to pay the money back, and
they said no, the statute had run.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. WYVEIL. I wish this memorandum to be made a part of my

remarks.

I
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(The memorandum referred to is here made a part of the record,
as follows:)

AMERICAN-LA FRANCE & FOAMITE CORPORATION,
New York, April 11, 1928.

MEMORANDUM FILED WITH THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE OF THE SENATE RELATING
TO A PROPOSED AMENDMENT PERMITTING REFUNDS OF LXCISE TAXES ERRONEOUSLY
AND ILLEGALLY COLLECTED BY THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT ON TUE THEORY THAT
FIRE-FIGHTING APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES CONSTITUTED AUTOMOBILES

From 1917 to April, 1925, inclusive, the Internal Revenue Bureau erroneously
and illegally collected from manufacturers of self-propelled fire-fighting appa-
ratus approximately $1,400,000 upon the erroneous theory that fire-fighting
apparatus constituted automobiles in the revenue act of 1917, the revenue act
of 1918, the revenue act of 1921, and the revenue act of 1924.

The United States Court of Appeals, second circuit, in the case of the
American-La France Fire Engine Co. v. Riordan, collector (6 Fed. Rep., 2d
series. p. 964), held that it was not the intent of Congress to tax fire-fighting
apparatus, and, therefore, that fire-fighting apparatus was not included within
the excise-tax laws imposing taxes upon automobiles. automobile trucks, and
automobile accessories. The Internal Revenue Bureau accepted the opinion
of the circuit court of appeals as good law and :eturnicd to tite various manu-
facturers of fire-fighting lplparatus about $1.2V).00t. leaving about $200,000
not returned for the reasons stated below:

The Internal Revenue Bureau dealt with fire-fighting apparatus in a series
of rulings confusing and wholly inconsistent with each otht r. The American-
La France Fire Engine Co., of Elmira, N. Y., is the largi st manufacturer of
fire-fighting apparatus. and in January. 1918. The Treasury hIkpartment ruled
that a self-propelled pumping engine, being their instrument which actually
pumps the water through the hose and on the fire. wais not ani automobile, but
that other fire-fihting aPlpratus should be clas.,stld s ututoniobiles or auto-
mobile accessories and taxed at 5 per cent. In May. 1918. the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, by regulations 44, article 7. announced that article sold
to a State or political subdivision thereof for use in carrying 4on its govern-
mental operations were not subject to excise taxes. Approximately 90 per cent
of the fire-fighting apparatus manufactured by the American-La France Fire
Engine Co. and other fire engine companies is sold to municipalities, and while
this ruling was in force the Internal Revenue Bureau collected taxes only on
fire-fighting apparatus sold to individuals, firms, or private corporations, and
thereafter the Government in some instances refunded to the American-
La France Fire Engine Co. taxes paid under former rulings. Under date of
May 5, 1919, regulations 47, construing the revenue act of 1!MSl. was announced.
and article 10 of regulations 47 repeated the regulations that articles sold to
a State or municipal subdivision thereof by a manufacturer for use in carrying
on its governmental operations were not subject to the tax.

In the month of July. 1919. the Commissioner of Internal Revenue promulgated
Treasury Decision No. 2897, which reversed the above-mentioned regulations and
decisions in regard to sales to States and municipalities, and further provided
that such reversal should have a retroactive effect. That thereafter and by
Treasury Decision No. 2930, issued October 7, 1919, the Treasury Department
again apparently ruled that pumping engines and perhaps other kinds of fire-
fighting apparatus were not subject to the excise tax. but this ruling was so con-
fusing that its meaning was doubtful. A sentence in said ruling reads as
follows:

"A self-propolled fire engine, if designed to carry only such persons as are
necessary to drive it and to operate the pumping engine, is not taxable."

This ruling was formally published as article 11 of regulations 47. Such fire-
fighting apparatus as was allowed at be taxable was taxed as a pleasure auto.
mobile at 5 per cent.

These rulings necessarily resulted in the greatest confusion with respect to
what taxes. If any, would be demanded. Conferences were held by representa-
tives of the American-La France Fire Engine Co. with Treasury officials concern.
ing the situation. Then later the Treasury Department notified the American.
La France Fire Engine Co. that they were still uncertain with respect to the tar
liability of fire-fighting apparatus and that the whole situation would be re-
viewed in an additional ruling. In the meantime they were informed that the
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Internal Revenue Bureau would accept claims in abatement with respect to
excise taxes claimed and not paid due to the existing confusion.

Thereafter and by Treasury Decision No. 29s9 issued March 3. 1920. the
Internal Revenue Bureau reversed and modified the above ruling, to wit, Treas-
ury Decision 2930, and promulgated articles 11. 12, and 13 of regulations 47,
and ruled therein that all fire-fighting apparatus of every kind and nature
should be regarded as automobile trucks and should be taxable at 3 per cent
instead of 5 per cent ;s in the case of ordinary automobiles. This ruling was
made retroactive, and the Anierican-LaFrance Fire Engine Co. was informed
that they must now pay excise taxes at the rate of 3 per cent (3%) with re-
spect to all sales, whether made to a city, county. State, person, or corpora-
tion, and with respect to every kind of fire-fighting apparatus, including pump-
ing engines.

The foregoing shows the confused condition in the Treasury Department
relating to the collection of excise taxes on fire-fighting apparatus.

This ruling, to wit, articles 11. 12, and 13 of regulations 47, very seriously
affected the finances of all manufacturers of fire-fighting apparatus. The
Internal Revenue Bureau. using the ruling as authority, suddenly called for
excise taxes now claimed to be due for previous years and months and for
periods of time when according to Internal Revenue Bureau rulings no taxes
were due. and with respect to certain kinds of fire-fighting apparatus, which
had not heretofore been taxed. Moreover, this ruling came in a period of
great depression and it was very bard to raise money. The result was that
some of the smaller manufacturers of fire-fighting apparatus were forced to
the wall.

Thi Anerica n-.a France Fire Engine Co. was suddenly called upao to pay
uplroximaely .$340,000 of alleged back excise taxes, when all the time it had
been trying to observe Treasury rulings, and it found itself in a very distressing
situation. It was only by the curtailment of expenses, the rapid cutting down of
inventories, and by resorting very largely to the point of exhaustion of its
credit at the banks that the Amnerieln-I, France Fire Engine Co. was able to
pay thes alleged taxes, which afterwards the United States courts held to be
illegally collected.

Each time a tax was paid by the American-IA France Fire Engine Co. it pro-
tested the tax under oath upon the ground that fire-fighting apparatus could
not he regarded as automobiles, and that it was not the intention of Congress
to include irt-flghting apparatus when it provided for the excise tax upon
automobiles, automobile trucks, and automobile accessories.

Thereulp:in the Americaii-la France Fire Engine Co. brought a suit in the
Circuit 'Court of the I'nited States, Western District of New York, to recover
sums paid as excise taxes during three of the preceding months. The suit was
carried to the Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, and by decision No. 159,
decided April 6, 1925, the circuit court of appeals held that fire-fighting appa-
ratus <onuld ino be classtd as automobiles or automobile trucks within the mean-
ing of lany orf the excise tax laws previously enacted: and that Congress did not
intetiln to tax fire-fighting apparatus, since fire-fighting apparatus was used solely
tor the purpose of extinguishing fires, and that such apparatus was punrhaded
almost entirely by municipalities or for State purposes.

Thereupon the Treasury Department accepted the above-mentioned decision
of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Secnd Circuit, a:nd proceeded to make refunds
with respect to claims filed by the American-LaFrance Fire Engine Co., and
other fire-engine companies covering taxes paid by them.

Due to the confusion explained above which necessarily resulted from the
action of the Governr.ent in Ipromulgating retroactive, conflicting, and incon-
sistent rulings with respect to fire-fighting apparatus, the American-LaFrance
Fire Engine Co. was about 15 days too late in filing refund claims with
respect to certain payments of approximately $150,000 made in 1920 and as
these claims were not filed within the period of limitation then existing, the
Government refused to return to the American-LaFrance Fire Engine Co.
approximately $150.000 of the sulms which the Government had erroneously
and illegally collected despite the protests duly and emphatically made. It
is submitted, therefore. that since the Government illegally collected the
above money, when no part of it was due or owing, that in all fairness
provision should ntow be made for the return to the American LaFrance Fire
Engine Co. of tle sums to which it is entitled.

99310-28--11
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It is probable that other manufacturers of fire-fighting apparatus are entitled
to the return of not exceeding $50,000 by reason of similar situations. If the
amendment herein suggested should be adopted, the total amount which the
Government would be called upon to refund will not exceed $200,000.

Accordingly the manufacturers of fire-fighting apparatus respectfully request
that the attached amendment be enacted in the pending revenue bill, and
that it be placed in the bill after line 14 of page 188 of House Resolution 1
now before the Committee on Finance of the Senate.

Respectfully submitted.
--- --- , President.

At the end of line 14, page 188, of the bill to reduce and equalize taxes and
provide revenue, and for other purposes, insert the following:

"(d) Where, prior to the enactment of this act, the Secretary of the Treasury
has illegally collected excise taxes upon the sale of self-propelled fire fighting
apparatus erroneously taxed as automobiles, automobile trucks, automobile
wagons, or parts or accessories thereof under the revenue act of 1916, the
revenue act of 1917, or the revenue act of 1918, there shall be refunded to the
manufacturer, producer, or importer by whom said taxes were respectively paid
the sums so paid with interest from the date of payment upon the allowance
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue of refund or credit claims therefor,
and such claims for refund shall be considered and passed upon by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue if the same shall have been filed before the
passage of this act or within one year thereafter and notwithstanding any
period of limitation that might otherwise be applicable thereto."

The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear Mr. Griffith.

STATEMENT OF WARREN E. GRIFFITH, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS' ASSOCIATION, TOLEDO,
OHIO

Mr. GRIFFITH. I am the head of a committee that is here in the in-
terest of the removal of the war tax on motor cars, and I am accom-
panied here by Mr. C. E. Fisher, president of the Uppercu-Cadillac
Corporation of New Jersey, Newark, N. J.; Mr. Edward J. Foley,
president of the Foley-Chevrolet Co., Newark, N. J.; Mr. Harter B.
Hull, president of the Harter B. Hull Co., of Baltimore, representing
the Dodge cars.

The case for the dealers was presented in detail before the Ways
and Means Committee of the House of Representatives last fall,
and I think that unless there are some questions about details of
that presentation, I will eliminate that in the interest of your time.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; it is fully given here in the hearings held by
the Ways and Means Committee.

Mr. GRIFFITH. The information was given quite fully before the
Ways and Means Committee of the House and appear in their
hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. If there is anything additional that you desire to
say we shall be glad to listen to you.

Mr. GRIFFITH. I want to put myself and also the other members
of the committee at the service of the Finance Committee of the
Senate in answering any questions that may have arisen here per-
taining to this subject since the hearings before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House. I understand that there are a number of
questions that have come up.

The CHAIRMAN. The only question in the minds of the most of
the Senators is whether we can afford to do it. I think the most of

I
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them would like to take all these excise taxes off. But that i theonly question.
Mr. GnRImTH. The point that we would like to make is the sameas the manufacturers would make and the owners would make, Mr.Chairman, and that is the fact that it is a very representative groupperhaps permeating more largely into the population of the UnitedStates than you think, and that the tax is really paid in a verylarge number of cases by people who would be benefited tremen-

dously by not having to pay it, and that the expense of collectingthe tax is a tremendous burden on the automobile dealers, who are
really tax collectors for the Government.

When you recall that a 60-days' supply o . new automobiles isconstantly on hand on the floors of the dealers of this country, about600,000 automobiles, with $10,000 000 in taxes, which automaticallygo into the capital structure of those dealers, which cost $1,000,000
to $1,500.000 to carry, and upon which there can possibly be noprofit, it becomes a burden upon a group of merchandisers who cannot well stand additional burdens.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Think of what we are doing to thetobacconists.
Mr. GRIFFITH. How is that?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Think of what we are doing tothe tobacconists, where we are charging 40 per cent in some cases on

the selling price of cigarettes.
Mr. GRIFFTITH. Senator Reed, I should really hate to be put in

the category with tobacco.
Senator IHORTRIDGE. Who pays the tax now?
Mr. GRIFFITH. The purchaser.
Senator SIIORTRIDE. Do the dealers pay the tax ?
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes: the dealer pays the tax and collects it.
Senator WATSON. He collects the tax ?
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. But who is it that ultimately pays the 3 percent tax ?
Mr. GRIFFIT . The man who buys the automobile.
Senator SIORTRTDGE. Not the manufacturer?
Mr. GRIFFITH. No, sir.
Senator SHOwTRIDiE. And not the dealer?
Mr. GRIFFITH. No, sir; except for the time being.
Senator SHORTRIDGEy. But the purchaser of the machine pays thetalx.
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Who pays it to the Government?
Mr. GRIFFITH. The manufacturer.
Senator HARRISON. You would rather be put in the category ofthe chewing-gum people, whose tax has been lifted, I take it.
Mr. GRIFFITH. That is a little better than tobacco.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Well, I question that, and so does the Senatorfrom Mississippi.
Mr. GRIFFITH. Another matter which I should like to bring upquite definitely here is, that should the committee recommend theremoval of the war tax, because that is what it is, and I think youwill, you were committed in principle, both branches of the on-gress were committed in principle two years ago to the rebate of the
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tax on motor cars already on the floors of dealers and already paid
for to the Government. As was pointed out this morning by Mr.
Chapin, immediately upon the signing of the bill which would re-
move the war tax from automobiles the public will get the benefit
of it in its entirety. Now then, it should not be that the dealer
would have to pay that overlapping tax, because he would imme-
diately have to give the purchaser the benefit of it.

The CIAIRMAN. We can provide for 60 days' time.
Mr. GmRIFF H. I understand, but at the time the bill came out of

the House, Mr. Chairman, the original recommendation of the Ways
and Means Committee on the 11/ per cent compromise it was left
in as it applied to the rebate of tax so that it was not taken care of
there.

The CHAIMAN. In the last bill we provided that there would be
a floor tax, and that could be provided for again.

Mr. GRIFFITH. Are there any other questions
The CHAIRMAN. I think we understand the situation pretty thor-

oughly.
Mr. GRIFFITH.All right, I thank you.
(The witness left the stand.)
The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Frederic Brenckman.

STATEMENT OF FREDERIC BRENCKMAN, WASHINGTON REPRE-
SENTATIVE OF THE NATIONAL GRANGE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Senator SInRTIIA.E. I believe you represent a farmers' organiza-
tion?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes. sir: the oldest one in existence. It is 61
years old.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Do the farmers want the tax taken
off of Rolls-Royces ?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. I will tell you briefly what the policy of the
National Grange is with reference to Federal taxation as outlined
at our last annual meeting, which was held at Cleveland, Ohio, last
November: The policy of the National Grange may be stated in
this way, that we are in favor of debt retirement rather than tax
reduction. And we come to that conclusion by virtue of the fact that
the interest on the national debt at this time is over $600,000.000 a
year, which is just about as much as it cost to run the Government
all told back in 1910.

The CHAIRMAN. And a few years ago it was a billion dollars.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And we have saved that much of the taxes any-

how.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. We feel that rather than reduce the taxes it

would be well to get rid of the national debt, and the interest charge
just now is about what it cost to run the Government 15 years ago.
However, in outlining a policy it was very distinctly stated that if
there is to be any tax reduction in the judgment of the Congress,
that we are in favor of a complete repeal of the war-time tax on
automobiles, and for the reason that we consider this tax discrimina-
tory, unjust, and-

The CHAIMAN. As to the admission tax it is the same way, is
it not?

160
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Mr. BRENCKMAN. Well, I am not prepared to say about that.
But we are especially opposed to the permanent imposition of this
automobile tax as a sales tax. The National Grange has always been
opposed to the idea of a sales tax. Now. looking at it from the
standpoint of the farmer-

The CHAIRMAN. I wish I could take you for about half an hour
over to my office. I think I could show you how foolish your atti-
tude is on that proposition.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. From one-fifth to one-fourth of all the auto-
mobiles in the United States are owned by farmers, and the farmer
is peculiarly hard hit along this line. In the first place he has a
road tax to pay. and in the strictly rural districts the maintenance
of roads falls very largely on farm property. Even in our State of
Pennsylvania. Senator Reed. we have 70,000 or 80,000 dirt roads,
and the farmers largely maintain those roads. There is very little
help from the State. So first there is the road tax. and then in
practically every State I suppose the farmer pays a license fee or
a registration fee on his car. And then there is th.. driver's license
fee. And then there is the gasoline tax. and if we ad(l the war-time
automobile tax the farmer pays in most cases five taxLes on his
automobile.

We do not take the position that the automobile is a luxury. It
has been said occasionally that the automobile is a luxury. :anl the
attitude of some people is that the farmer ought to have an auto-
mobile because it is a luxury. But the automobile is a necessitV for
the farmer. He has need 'for it. In the first place. it would be
very difficult for the farmer to get over the roads to-day if he would
try to go back to the horse and buggy. becaus e e would be passed
by vehicles going faster than the horse can travel, and would be
crowded off the road. We feel that the farmer needs the automobile.
and we do not think that the Government is justified in continuing
this war-time tax when practically every war-time tax has been
removed. Now, that is the attitude of the National Grange.

Senator HARKIsox. That is especially true of trucks. because the
farmers have to have trucks.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir: trucks are very necessary and helpful.
The CHAIRMAN. But tracks are free now.
Senator HARRISON. There is no tax on trucks now?
The CHAIRMAN. No; none whatever.
Senator HARRISON. Well. the farmers have been able to win that

much.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Mr. Brenckman, just a question or

two: We know that in the last analysis it is the ultiinate consumer
that pays every tax.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes. but this tax is particularly shifted onto
the ultimate consumer because it is so arranged. There is not any
chance for the ultimate consumer to escape it in any way at all.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. The income taxes, and especially
those of corporations, are all in the last analysis borne by the ulti-
mate consumer. Every time a farmer buys a pair of shoes he is
helping to pay the income tax of the shoe manufacturer. Is it not for
the best interests of the farmer that we get these taxes down?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. The income tax?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes.
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Mr. BRENCKMAN. Of course, we realize that somebody has got to
pay the taxes, and our theory is that ability to pay ought to be con-
sidered in levying taxes.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I think we all agree with you in
that. And when it comes to the income tax, the Government, of
course, has applied that theory, and it is the individual who pays
that tax. But your corporation income taxes, whether paid by rail-
roads or by manufacturers or what not, are-the most of them, at
least-paid by people who are selling to the population of the United
States as a whole. For that very reason I have felt all along that
a reduction of these taxes might lower the costs of goods that are
bought by the community.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. That is probably true.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And that that would be reflected

probably just as much in the farmer's budget by the end of the year
as would the 3 per cent tax on the passenger automobile that he buys
occasionally.

Senator WATSON. But the tax on an automobile is, of course, a
direct tax, and one that he feels, because he pays it when he buys
the car.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. That is the position of the National Grange.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. We thank you, Mr. Brenckman.
(The witness left the table.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKenna.

STATEMENT OF ROYAL T. McKENNA, GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE
MOTOR AND ACCESSORY MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, NEW
YORK CITY

Mr. MCKENNA. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Royal T. McKenna. I am general counsel of the Motor and
Accessory Manufacturers Association and also represent the Auto-
motive Equipment Association.

I appear here in opposition to the provisions of section 424. What
I have to say is embodied in a memorandum, which I will hand to the
reporter; and, as I have also furnished copies of that memorandum
to each member of the committee, I will not make any further argu-
ment on the point.

The CHAIRMAN. We will make that a part of the record.
(The memorandum above referred to is as follows:)

For ready reference in connection with the discussion of the provisions of
section 424 of the new revenue bill, the following memorandum is furnished
you:

Both the limitations on the appropriations for refunding taxes illegally col-
lected provided in Public, No. 660, Sixty-ninth Congress, and HI. R. 5800,
Seventieth Congress, and subdivisions (b) and (c) of section 424 of II. R. 1, are
in direct conflict with section 3220. which section authorizes the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue to "refund and pay back all taxes erroneously or illegally
collected." So long as section 3220 remains on the statute books it is a serious
injustice and discrimination to withhold refund of taxes illegally collected from
one class of manufacturers, while refunds are being made, daily, to all other
classes of taxpayers from whom illegal collections have been made.

With regard to the question of whether or not the taxpayers at whom this
discriminatory and confiscatory legislation is aimed can be legally required,
as provided in subdivision (c) of section 424, to pass on to the consumer the
amount of any excise tax refunded to them by the Government, attention is
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respectfully invited to the decision of the Court of Appeals of the District of
Columbia in the case of Heckman & Co. (Inc.) v. I. S. Dawes & Son Co. (Inc.)
(decided April 5, 1926). in which it was held that the tax was paid by the
manufacturer for himself, and not for the purchaser, and that the purchaser
had no right of recovery, even though he had reimbursed the manufacturer
for the amount of the tax.

Subdivision (a) of section 424, which provides that no refund shall be made
except in pursuance to a judgment of a court in an action duly begun prior
to February 28, 1927, is unconstitutional, in that it retroactively deprives
citizens of rights granted under section 3226 of the Revised Statutes, which
section provides that suit for recvaery of taxes illegally collected may be Insti-
tuted at any time within two years after the rejection of a claim for refund.
In connection with the question of the constitutionality of subdivision (a)
attention is invited to the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States
in the case of Wheeler v. Jackson (137 U. S. 245, 255), in which Mr. Justice
Harlan, speaking for the court, said:

" It is the settled doctrine of this court that the legislature may prescribe a
limitation for the bringing of suits where none previously existed, as well as
shorten the time within which suits to enforce existing causes of action may
be commenced, provided in each case, a reasonable time, taking all the circum-
stances into consideration, be given by the new law for commencement of suit
before the bar takes effect."

Also, in the case of Sohn v. Waterson (17 Wallace 596, 597), Mr. Justice
Bradley, speaking for the court, said:

" When a statute declares generally that no action, or no action of a certain
class, shall be brought except within a certain limited time after it shall have
accrued, the language of the statute would make it apply to past transactions
as well as to those arising in the future. But if an action accrued more than
the limited time before the statute was passed a literal interpretation of the
statute would have the effect of barring such action at once. It will be pre-
sumed that such was not the intent of the legislature. Such an intent would
be unconstitutional."

There were pending in the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue on
February 28, 1927, numerous claims on which no action had been taken by the
commissioner, and on which no suits could have been instituted by the tax-
payers prior to that date, on account of the limitations of section 3226, Revised
Statutes. This section provides that no suit may "be begun before the expira-
tion of six months from the date of filing such claim, unless the commissioner
renders a decision thereon within that time."

From a mere reading of this section you will note that suit could not have
been brought on any claim filed subsequent to August 28, 1926, unless such
claim had already been declined by the commissioner. As a matter of fact,
numerous claims filed in the period from August 28, 1920. to February 28,
1927, had not been declined on the latter date, and there are to-day pending
in the department numerous claims, filed within the statutory period, which
have not been declined.

Regardless of any contention that may be made as to the validity of the
proposed section 424 (a), it is submitted that, as a matter of equity and fair
dealing, opportunity should be afforded the taxpayer to bring suit for taxes
alleged, and in some cases admitted by the commissioner, to have been Illegally
collected, and upon rendition of Judgment by the court such judgment should
be paid.

If the provisions of section 424, as enacted by the House, are not entirely
eliminated, the least that should be done is' to set the date before which suits
may be commenced at six months after the enactment of this act (see Public,
No. 804, 69th Cong., approved March 4, 1927, which fixes the period within
which the Government might bring suit to collect amounts due in the opera-
tion of railroads under Federal control) and eliminate the words "directly or
indirectly" from subdivision (b).

I am authorized to say that the Automotive Equipment Association, with
principal offices in Chicago, Ill., subscribe to the statements and contentions
hereinbefore made.

Respectfully,
RoYAL T. McKNNA, General Counsel.

The CHAMIMAN. Mr. Austin, we will hear from you now. Will
you please give your name and address to the reporter I

I
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STATEMENT OF J. B. AUSTIN, CULVER CITY, CALIF.

Mr. AusTx. Mr. Chairman and gentleman of the committee, our
troubles are administrative more than financial. While the law
exempts tickets sold for 75 cents, when they buy, as is customary in
the circus, reserved seats, the department has ruled that the two
transactions form one transaction, and, therefore, when a person
buys a reserved seat an entire 14 cents accrues on the accommodation.

Senator SHORTRIDE. Please make that plain.
Mr. AUSTIN. The law states, "Tickets sold for less than 75 cents."

An age-old custom with the circus is to buy a ticket outside and an
added reserved seat inside. There is no tax on the general admis-
sion, but when a customer elects a buy a reserved seat inside, the
department has ruled that the entire tax accrues on the transaction.

We ask that whatever exemption is made on the admission tax that
it be exempted like the income tax is; say, for instance, the estab-
lished price is $1,50, exemption $1. and tax 5 cents. We ask that
the exemption be passed on to the circus business in which, up to
the present time, we have never received a nickel.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do I understand that you can buy a general
admission ticket for 75 cents with no tax?

Mr. AUSTIN. No tax.
Senator SHORTIDGE. But going inside the main tent if you wish to

buy a reserved seat-
Mr. Ausen. Then there is a tax of 14 cents that accrues.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. They take it from t - customer

gradually instead of doing as the theaters do?
Mr. AUSTIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAiRMAN. What do you charge for a reserved eat ?
Mr. AusTix. Seventy-five cents. Now. gentlemen, our situation

has been further complicated by the various States passing admis-
sion tax laws. South Carolina has one and last week Misississippi
passed one. That makes 28 cents as accrued now under the State
and the Federal taxes, which is absolutely prohibitive.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That circus tax is practically a
sales tax, is it not ?

Mr. AusTIN. No, sir; we pay all kinds of licenses in addition.
Senator REED of Pennsvlvania. No; but I mean this tax that is

imposed on the price of the ticket is practically a sales tax?
Mr. AUSTIN. ACs,, sir.
Senator REED of ?onnsylvania. You say that Mississippi has just

adopted that?
Mr. AUSTIN. Just last Friday; and South Carolina had already

done so. Now, gentlemen, we think this: The 75 cents saving has
been passed on tc othiar forms of amusement, and in hundreds and
hundreds of towns the people have no other form of amusement
except the picture shows. They naturally get it into their heads that
the tax has been left off, and along comes the circus and announces
that it is still on and they look upon us as they formerly did. We
fc-ei that in justice to our business we should have this exemption.
We know that you are going to exempt something. and whatever
that is we think it should be exempted right down the line. The
form now reads: "Established price $1.50, tax 14 cents, balance
$1.34." We think it should read: " Established price $1.50, exemp-
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tion 75 cents. tax 7 cents." We know that the admission taxes are
going to stay on, to a certain extent, and we think we are entitled to
our share of it in keeping with the other business.

Senator HARRISON. Mr. Austin, here is a Mississippian in sympathy
with you.

Mr. ArsrN. Gentlemen, the idea is this: The circus business now
is psychological. No one comes until the psychological moment, at
8 o'clock. Ninety per cent of our patrons come in automobiles.
The people come to see the big show now. We sell all our tickets m
20 minutes, and we must make arrangements for even change. So
we just had to make that arrangement. Whatever exemption you
gentlemen decide on later, if we got that portion of it we would be
perfectly satisfied.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. You mean to exempt the first dol-
lar of admission tax instead of those under one dollar?

Mr. ArsrTN. Yes; if anyone wanted to occupy the high-priced
seats they would pay on the added accommodation. It would place
all in our business on an equal footing. In the small towns, where
there is nothing but the picture show, we come along with a tax
hung up and they say. " Well, there isn't any tax; the tax is off."

Senator REEz of Pennsylvania. You absorb the tax out of your
$1.50 now, do you not ?

Mr. AusrIN. In some cases, and in some cases we add it. The
feeling is such in small towns that we can not add it, but in cities
thev understand that. They are broken into that. We have to carry
two sets of tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brokmeyer.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE C. BROKXEYER, GENERAL COUNSEL
FOR THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETAIL DRUGGISTS,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. BROKMEYER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
my name if Eugene C. Brokmeyer, and I am general counsel for
the National Association of Retail Druggists. We had the honor
in December to ask this committee to consider the suggestion that
the registration tax on retail druggists who are called on to dis-
pense narcotic drugs in aid of the sick be reduced from $6 a year
to $1 a year, because for many year-, until the war, the tax on re-
tailers and wholesalers and manufacturers and physicians was $1
a year. Originally it was made that way simply to give the Govern-
ment control over the supervision of the manufacture and distribution
of narcotic drugs, which was eminently proper, it having been the
duty of the Congress. of course, to effect the International Opium
Convention.

The tax was increased to $6. and in 1926 it was reduced to $3 on
physicians, which we think was very fair and considerate, consid-
ering that they are practicing medicine.

Senator WATSON. Was it $6 on doctors and physicians, too, during
the war?

Mr. BROKMEYER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is only $1 now on physicians?
Mr. BROKMEYER. It is only $1 now, and we ask that we be placed

on terms of equality with physicians, because we are partners, so
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to speak, and as your worthy chairman will bear me out the physician
prescribes and we compound the narcotic prescription and furnish
it to the sick.

However, I read a very interesting and very persuasive statement
from the Secretary of the Treasury to a Senator, and in principle I
concur with the view of the Treasury Department, that it might be
dangerous to make too much of a reduction in this tax, because you
might weaken the identity of the Harrison Act as a revenue measure,
and the Supreme Court only yesterday said that that is a very
material point in determining the constitutionality of the Harrison
Act.

We are in sympathy with that view, but we come with this
amended application, if I may be permitted to put it in that way;
we ask you, if you can see your way clear, to reduce the tax from $6
to $3 a year.

It makes this difference: There are some 5,300 retail druggists in
the country; and $3 a year saving to them would amount to $150,000
a year.

Senator SHORTRIDOE. About how much revenue has the law yielded
at $6

Mr. BROKMETER. At $6 it would be six times 53,000, or approxi.
mately something over $300,000.

If you could see your way clear to reducing it from $6 to $3, you
would still save for the Treasury $160,000, which would be still a
substantialy yield from a revenue point of view.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. But $6 a year would not strike one as being
a very heavy burden. That is only 50 cents a month.

Mr. BROKMETER. I would ask the same question if I were in your
place, Senator, and if I did not know that the retail druggist is a
man that makes his living by selling postage stamps and dealing in
small-priced articles. As he pays some 30 or 40 different kinds of
tax, Federal, State, and local, every two or three dollars counts.

Senator SHORTRWGE. Yes; that is true.
Mr. BROKMEYER. So I will leave that in your hands.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, that is all who are here to be heard

to-day, and we will adjourn now until 10 o'clock to-morrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 3.10 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned to

meet at 10 o'clock a. m., Thursday, April 12, 1928.)
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THURSDAY, APRIL 12, 1928

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 o'clock a. in.,

in the committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Smoot
presiding.

Present: Senators Smooth (chairman), McLean, Curtis, Reed of
Pennsylvania, Shortridge, Edge, Simmons, King. Harrison, Walsh
of Massachusetts.

The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order, we will pro-
ceed with the hearing. I believe Mr. MacChesney is the first witness.

STATEMENT OF NATHAN WILLIAM MacCHESNEY, CHICAGO, ILL.,
GENERAL COUNSEL FOR THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL
ESTATE BOARDS

The CHAIRMMAN. You may give your name and address.
Mr. MACCHESNEY. My name is Nathan William MacChesney, of

Chicago, Ill. I am general counsel for the National Association of
Real Estate Boards.

The CHAIMAN. You have already submitted a brief, have you not ?
Mr. MACCHE8NEY. I have already submitted briefs, which are be-

fore the committee and have sent copies individually to the members
of the Senate committee, which attempt to cover the particular
matters in H. R. 1 in which we are vitally interested.

Originally, when I appeared before the House Ways and Means
Committee, we had a program which covered some 16 or 17 points,
as a result of numerous tax conferences with representatives of some
650 real-estate boards. As a result of the hearing and the general
sentiment, as far as we could sense it, there were certain items in that
program which we have dropped out, and we are coming before you
to-day with the program reduced to five points, which we believe to
be the most essential out of the several hundred which were originally
submitted to our national association, and only 5 points out of the
16 or 17 points which were argued before the House Ways and
Means Committee. In addition, I desire to be heard very briefly
with reference to two or three matters which were put into H. R. I
and which, therefore, we did not consider before the House Ways
ard Means Committee in connection with the revenue act of 1926.
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In order to save the time of the committee I am going to briefly
refer to the principal points we wish to bring before you. I have
filed what I designate as a brief or "third memorandum," covering
these points, with a letter of transmittal, which will be found on
pages 1 to 5 of the brief, together with a single-sheet summaryy for
the 1b -efit of the committee which outlines the contents of the brief.

The CHAIrMAN. Just put the summary in the record at thi. point.
(The domlent referred to is as follows:)

NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS,
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL,

30 North La Salle Street, Clicago, Ill
To the honorable committee on Finance of the Senate:

The National Association of Real Estate Boards, through its general counsel,
has filed with your committee under date of March 31, 1928, a detailed brief
comprising the amendments to the revenue act of 1926 and II. R. 1 necessary
to the real-estate business and interests, of which this is a summary.

A. CAPITAL GAINS

(1) Realty as capital assets:
(a) Rule as to investor.-The profit on the sale of realty should be considered

as a capital gain regardless of the length of time it has been held where It has
been acquired ;s an investment in fact, whether by an ordinary investor, a
broker, or an operator.

(b) Rule as to real-entate dealcr.--The profit on the sale of realty should
be held to he capital gain where the property has been held by the taxpayer,
regardless of his business or the purpose for which it was acquired, for more
than two years.

2 ('Capital in rate formerly frl ixed with referee ce to bracket in income
tax with maximum that of corporation tax, and proposed act should be adjusted
on same principle:

In the case of any taxpayer (other than a corporation) who for any taxable
year derives a capital net gain or sustains a capital net loss the tax upon the
capital net gain should ot exceed ;2! per cent and inst more than 6,. peIr cent
of tliI capital net loss should be deduteld.

Ls COMMISSIONS FOR OBTAINING LONG-TEBM LEASES

Commissions paid by either the lessor or lessee for obtaining a long-term
lease should he consider d as expenses deductible in the year in which they
become a definite liability. instead of being considered capital expenditures
to It amortized over ti. 1'riod of tiht least.

C. S'ItDIVIION PROPERTY

1. Deferrcd-paywnt nales not on i istallment plan.---The statute or regula-
tions should contain such an 'e-plicit definition of the term " fair market value"
as to remove from the realm of individual opinion the determination of the
question as to whether or not obligations of purchasers have a fair market
value. (See Brief, p. 22.

2. Installnmnt sales.-Section 212 d) of the revenue act of 1926 should be
amended so as to remove the 25 per cent initial-payment limitation on install-
menit sales. (See Brief. p. 32.)
3. St udir'.ion~-not lot-bass in .nubdivision.-Subivisions rather than in-

dividual lot should I, considered is the basis for determining profits. (8ee
Brief. p. 35. 1

4. NSyndictc uand trusts.--If capital is employed under the form of a trust,
agreement, contract, or other financing method for the purpose of purchasing,
subdividing and/or selling real property under which it is provided for periodic
distribution of net proceeds of sale (or where in fact such proceeds have been
distributed) and which also provides for and/or contemplates complete liquida-
tion in due course of business (or where in fact such liquidation has taken
place) the income shall be taxable only to the beneficiary of the trust agree-
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meat or other Instrument and there shall be no taxable gain until distri-
bution shall have been made. Distributions as and when received by the
taxpayer may be applied against and reduce the Investment find In that
event there shall be no taxable gain to him until such Inve-ctment shall have
been returned. (See Brief. p. 88.)

1). DIVIDENlIs OUT OF 51'RPLU's AC'CUMCLATED PRIOR TO MARCH! 1. 11013

The l4llcy oif exempting from tax. (listrlhut ions by%? corporations out of earn-
ings or profits acctumnulateisnd iucrealse in value accrued prior to March 1,
1913. which luwi ohitaied sitice 1916. slaceuld lie comlillued. 418e brief. p. 53.)

K. CO MPUSC Dl5 ~lISTRI BUTIfON BY PERSONAL. 1HOLDING; (0 MPAV.~;FS

There should te n.. distinction Netweenl *1 persoeil holding Ce'.inp1any ;v. de.
tiiedf In section 104 41i, (1) oif 1i. UI. I andl Other co4rlitiration's. 'There shoiuldI
be no limitat ion upson Owe right (of fte c.-rilorat loll to avdcumiulate llI-ofits ill ally
taxuitoile year other than thle reasonable ;.eeds of the (aiie S ee brief. p. 57.1I

('ompifet Pro qran tpf ational a.'Otoeifatifl.-There ore prew-nteil here five
major points,. the first three of which were it p):rt of the original program of
the national assoioeationi for tax reduction mid the last two cit which were made
necessary hy3 reason (it new lirov~isicilis introduced lin the bll by the House of
Repireentatives. The full program of the- i.ational assoeiatiol for tax redue-
tin Ans~tsf 15 poitt of 'vhilh 7 oire not now being urged before this c*om-
raittee. though we believe the-m worthy of consideration. The national asss'ihi-
tioi is desi4rous of holding the nieasure- of relief already given by the Hoiuse
Of Representatives fi the .hill now before )-oil. 4,11illte following poits (of our
jir'.gram. which are iliscussad inl detail in the snpplemuental brief ftled with the
eoynndttp under dlate (if Apiril 10. 1929:

1'AKmi A. taELIEF voNTAI.%NEI IN 11. R. I IN THE SENATE

0i('opvcritfrc vlparlmr Oxt.- -- ne( '.wii'i (or oe~'s(f apartmnllt hinildinigs
olleritted altogether din the cooperative plan are given the riali to fldet Ill
their ildividu:l icome. ret urns the- suln,4 of inoule ja-id to the (viorttioni (in
aveoulnt of taxes, and14 interest.

(2) Iu4t:11nnt .xilcm.-The seller of real v'state iiy retur liiiIle proit 'is,
thle Instllmnuzt linsis if the amount of liayrnents received lit the first year dto
niot exce-ed 40 per vent of tile selling price. Heretofore this linilt waus 25 per
eent. We think the rule should In- tile same as it Is for jpersoumal property.

(3p Real Matate briardli.-Reall estate 11oard-4s were included with liilleuss
leugues. chambers of colunerve. and Woards 4if trade as exempt fromt tax if
not organized for profit andI If no part of tihe niet earnings Insures to the, benefit
of aniy shareholder.

We urge consideration anti s.tdy of thle full program as outlined in the
brief, anti1 we hope the- program here yet out will r eehe your favorable action.

lIht*4fully sulbmitted.
NAIAN WIT.LTAM% M.ACCJIE5NEY.

(lineral ('oumi.
( if CoIlll:

.- C'HE$%NEY, NVANK & ROrINMSON
(NATIlI.N WILLIAM MIACCHICSNEV A4ND HARRY E. Nrovyr. (of ('oumxl).

.70 LotTa.~alle Strect. (ihieaqo.
Mw HES'E4NY & WIMTEORD.

St.; Fifteenth Street NW., lI'ashiigton. D. 0).
Mr. M.%ACC7TISNEy. The first of the points which I wish to discuss

is the question of capital gain. Originally, when the capital-gain
section was put in. there was considerable discussion about it and its
relation to the income tax law then pending. It was finally fixed on a
basis which is described by Mr. Mliontgomery as a normal tax of 8
per cent plus a surtax of 41.,., per cent, making a total tax of 121/2
per rent. Originally, when the bill was introduced, it was fixed at
15! per cent, but was 'modified to 121/2 per cent on the theory that it
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was unfair to individuals in the sale of capital assets as compared
with a corporation, and the 12 per cent was arrived at as a maxi-
mum, because that was the corporation tax rate and had a definite
relationship to the normal and surtax in effect at that time.

Our contention with reference to capital gain now is that, if the
taxpayer is to be given the same advantage under the revision of the
present act that he had under the act at the time the 12, per cent
went in, it must be adjusted, because if, as a matter of fact, he is still
charged on the capital gain a rate of 121 cents with a lower normal
and surtax rate, you are in effect postponing the advantage to the
average taxpayer. I cover this rather completely in the brief (pp. 6
and 11-18) with some illustrations which I would be glad to have
you look at, showing that under the act when it was passed a man
who had an income of $27,500 (brief, p. 15) found it to his advan-
tage to take advantage of the 12/2 per cent rate, whereas a man who
now has a capital gain income gets no advantage from the 121/2 cent
rate until he has an annual income of $65,000, greatly limiting the
number of people who are given the benefit of that provision, which
we think was not the intention, because it is generally conceded that
the capital-gain tax is an unusual tax. It is not in effect in other coun-
tries. It is not strictly an income tax, though it has been held by
the court to be within the law. It is generally felt that capital gain,
representing an accumulation of profits over a series of years, should
be at a lower rate therefore. You can raise it in either one of two
ways. You can actually raise it, or by lowering the other rates you
can destroy the relationship, because 12Y per cent now is higher
than it was when it was passed in relation to both normal and surtax
rates as well as to the corporation tax. That is the essence of the
argument.

Our other point is that the capital gain ta:;, as administered and
now written, is a very great hardship upon the particular interests
we represent. Take, for instance, the matter of a home, or the
matter of a building which is compelled to be sold, and a man takes
a profit from it. He can not take advantage of it unless he has
held it more than two years. We have statistics tending to show that
about 100,000 homes change hands yearly in the country, and if a
man is compelled by moving, if he gets another position, if he is
elected to Congress and wants to sell his house in Chicago and buy
a new one in Washington, he can not tell when that is going to
happen.

We are not asking this committee that a man who is in the subdi-
vision business, subdividing lots, should be given the benefit of the
capital gain tax on property of the kind he sells; but we are saving
that a man who buys a piece of property as an investment in fact
should have the advantage of the capital gain section at any time it
becomes necessary to sell that property. The most outstanding ex-
ample of that in the case of a real-estate dealer, for instance, is that
of a man who buys his own home to live in it, and he is in a totally
different kind of business. In that case it is evident that that is an
investment from any standpoint. It was not bought for the purpose
of his business, and when he sells it he ought not to be compelled to
pay a tax at the peak of his income but should be allowed to treat it
as a capital gain. We are asking that the two years limit with ref-
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erence to investors in fact, whether in real estate business or not,
he removed. (See p. 1, summary.)

Then we are also asking that, so far as the real-estate dealers are
concerned, where they have held the property for more than two
years it should automatically become a capital asset to which the
capital gain section should be applicable. We say that because real
estate is not subject to inventory, as other classes of property, such
as securities are, where gains and losses can be taken currently. I
would not be disposed to quarrel with a period higher than two
years. Perhaps three or even four years would more fully protect
the Government and meet our contention.

Our contention is that in the ordinary building enterprise, if a
man puts up a building for sale, is a real-estate dealer, and he holds
it two years, he has lost money on it, because the universal experience
is that a man who erects a building for sale and can not sell it in
the current year, he has made a failure of the enterprise. It may be
in certain classes of subdivision where improvements had to be put
on them, that the period of sale is extended into the second year,
and that is why I suggest the three-year period. But if a subdivider
has to carry his land, after putting it on the market, for more than
three years, the accumulation of interest and charges means that the
enterprise has been a failure, as far as a profitable enterprise is con-
cerned. It has become a capital asset, willy nilly, and therefore he
should not be compelled to pay on it as though it were a current asset.
(See p. 1 summary, and pp. 8-11, brief.) So much for that ques-
tion. I think that makes it clear as to our position, and it is elabo-
rated on in the brief.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MAl'CCIE.SXEY. The next point to which I desire to call your

attention is found on pages 4 and 18 to 22 of the brief and page 2 of
the summary, with reference to commissions for obtaining long-term
leases. There was a long series of decisions by the Treasury De-
partment deciding that question both ways (sec our prior brief to
Finance Committee, dated February 7, 1927). in which it held that
a commission paid for a long-term lease is a proper deduction from
current income, and which it held in a final decision that it must be
amortized over the period of the lease. It is an absurdity to say to
a man who makes a lease that he must amortize the commission paid
over the life of the lease, because he never has that opportunity.

Take two specific cases, for instance, in Chicago, about which I
happen to know. One was a case in which the commission paid was
$125,000. The anmual rental was something like $40,000, so it would
take more than three years to get back the commission. In the other
case the commission has $10t.000, and the annual rental was $4,500,
a leas for 199 years. If it were spread over 199 years it would
mean the party who paid that commission for the securing of the
lease would have to pay a return upon an income which he did not
in fact receive.

The chairman may remember that he did me the courtesy of per-
mitting me to discuss this question with him, and there were two
alternative suggestions made with reference to this matter. (See pp.
21-22, brief.) It seems very unfair that a man who pays a com-
mission of that kind upon a piece of property should have an income
tax collected in advance of his receipt of any return, which is what

I
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it amounts to. We believe and ask here that it should be allowed
as a deduction from current income on some basis. The chairman
suggested that it was perhaps not wise to have the Government post-
pone it so long. and we discussed two suggestions. One was that
there might be a division of that income so that one-half of the rent
should be taxed as income immediately, and the other half should be
allowed to be applied as against the commission paid until such time
as it should be amortized. The other was that a shorter period
should be fixed in which presumably the owner might get the advan-
tage of the amortization: in other words, amortize it over a period
of 5 or 10 years, so that he might during his lifetime get the advan-
tage of the deduction. It is very evident that where it is amortized
over a period of 99 or 199 years he is in actual effect wholly deprived
of the deduction, and it fixes a tax burden upon him which it seems
to us is wholly unjust and unfair.

It does not seem to us that it is fair, or that the Government really
contemplated that a tax should be fixed in such a way as to be pay-
able out of funds that were not or could not be received by the tax-
payer. The Treasury Department has decided this both ways. They
have wabbled back and forth so often that people did not know what
the rule was, but they finally reached the conclusion that it must be
amortized over the life of the lease. We ask that the old ruling
should be incorporated in the law. to be deducted from current
income, or that either the Government and taxpayer should divide
the income for the purpose of taxat ,n or that it may be amortized
over a shorter period like 5 or 10 yea 'ixing it so the taxpayer may
get the advantage contemplated by th, Gvovernment.

Now, the third point to which I desire to call your attention is with
reference to subdivision property, and is found outlined on pages 4
and 22-52 of the brief and pages 2 and 3 of the summary. That
covers three or four different points.

The first point is with reference to deferred payment -ales. or
sales on the installment plan (pp. 22-32, brief). That refers to those
cases where property is not sold for cash, known technically as the
installment sales basis; in other words, where the amount received
is such or the character of the deferred payment is such that it can
not be treated as an installment sale. We are asking that the Gov-
ernment take cognizance of the actual condition of the market, and
that a man should not be taxed upon a sale of property where he
takes down, say, 40 or 45 per cent or a smaller payment, and the
entire amount in a mortgage back, where that mortgage is not of
such a character that it can be discounted in ordinary commercial
channels. We attempt to fix on page 22 of the brief a suggestion
that evidences of indebtedness shall be deemed not to have a fair
market value unless they ordinarily can be disposed of under normal
commercial usage at a rate of discount not in excess of 10 per cent, or
at a proportionately higher rate if the rate of taxation is less than 5
per cent per annum. That last clause. I may say, was put in at the
time Mr. William G. McAdoo and myself argued some specific
cases before Mr. Gregg, at the suggestion of Mr. Gregg, at the time
he was general counsel of the bureau. He suggested that while
there might be some rule arrived at when the paper was not com-
mercially discountable, that in order to evade it the taxpayer might
issue paper without any interest rate so the discount would become
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very high. So we put in this additional clause: "Or at a propor-
tionately higher rate if the rate-of interest is less than 5 per cent
per annum," to prevent that subterfuge being used against the
Government. Perhaps 10 per cent under extraordinary market con-
ditions is not sufficiently high. We would not quarrel with 15 per
cent, but ertainly a man who has to discount his paper at 20 per
cent is on the road to bankruptcy. Some of us know of these finance
companies that discount paper at 20 per cent, but a man can not
discount his paper with these finance companies if it has any length
of time to run, because it costs him too much. He can only discount
it when it will enable him to go into the market at an earlier date
in such a way as to make more use of his capital.

We are asking, therefore, that in all these cases of deferred pay-
ment sales, where the payment is not made on the installment basis,
where paper is taken back, that a man shall be allowed to return for
income-tax purposes only the payments as received, unless the paper
can be sold in commercial channels for a discount not exceeding 10
per cent. In other words, we do not believe that the Government
should say, as they have in case after case, that paper is good, or that
the proof has failed to show it was not good, notwithstanding, as we
point out in the brief, that no bank will lend any money on it, when
the paper is to all intents and purposes from a commercial stand-
point worthless. We do not believe the Government should take
the position, as the Treasury Department has in effect, that it must
he a bankruptcy proposition before a man is entitled to the relief
granted.

Senator HARHIsox. Do they make it incumbent upon the holder of
a note to sue and get a judgment before he can get a rebate?

Mr. MAcCIIESNEY. Of course, they give the right to rebate when
the paper is actually bad.

Senator HARmISON. What do they call "bad '? Say the paper is
not collectible, you know it is not collectible, but you do not sue on it.
Have you actually got to sue on it before they hold it is not good?

Mr. MAcCIESFNEY. No: I do not think you have to go that far, but
I think you have to set it up as an actual loss and ask for a rebate
on it.

The C(AIRMAN. If there is any question about it you have to
prove it.

Mr. MAcCIIESXEY es. . Let me state a specific case.
Senator HamsoX. I know of several specific cases of my own.
Mr. MAcCIIESSNEY. Here is one of the most glaring cases. Here is

a civic institution with no income against which to charge a loss,
which conceived the brilliant idea that they could be business men
and make a large sum of money for the institution by buying a piece
of property and re-selling it. That happened in Florida. They re-
sold it and got back a second mortgage. The tax was $52,000. The
Government made a demand for that $52.000 tax, notwithstanding
the fact that before the demand was made the property had been
foreclosed by the first mortgage so as to wipe out all the interest of
the owner and the interest of the second mortgagee as well. Here
was a civic organization attempting to make some money for public
purposes faced with a $52,000 tax which meant bankruptcy with-
out any income against which to charge it. So the right to charge it

99310-28----12
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off as subsequent losses did not mean anything to them. We can
name hundreds of cases of that kind.

So it works a great hardship for the Government to insist that
paper which can not be discounted has a value for tax purposes, and
we think the Government should fix a rule by which, if paper in
ordinary commercial channels can not be discounted at a fair rate,
taxpayers shall be allowed tb return for taxation the money received.

T he second point under this is installment sales, which will be
found on pages 32 to 35 of the brief and pages 12-14 of the supple-
mental brief.

The CHAIHMAN. Your brief covers that pretty thoroughly.
Mr. MACCHESNEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAInMAN. I do not think you need take any time on that.
Mr. MAcCHESNEY. Then may I just call your attention to this

point, without going into it in detail: On page 32 of the brief, and
also on page 12 of the supplemental brief which I filed with the
committee, I want to call attention to the fact that the House in-
creased the percentage from 25 to 40.

Senator HARRISON. You do not want that disturbed?
Mr. MACCHESNEY. We want to be sure that we keep at least that

much, but we want to call your attention to one point in that connec-
tion, which is argued in the supplemental brief: That as a result of
the dimunition in the selling market and the great sales resistance it
is no longer possible to sell real estate in this country on a 25 per cent
selling contract, and the result is that it means that the owner does
not have the margin under the 40 per cent which he should have;
that in the West, with 25 per cent down and 1 per cent a month on
the property, it still enables them to keep the sale within the install-
ment rule, but on a 11/2 or 2 per cent basis, which is the common
rule in Chicago and in the East, and is generally common east of the
Mississippi River, it would run from 43 to 49 per cent. We urged
before the House committee that if they would not give us the rule
applicable to personal property, which we felt might be applied to
real estate, they should allow installment returns where the payment
did not exceed 50 per cent. We think it should be a minimum of 43
per cent, and that 49 per cent would be fair. In view of the chair-
man's suggestion, I will pass on to the next point with the specific
request that the figure " 40 per cent " in the House bill be increased
to "49 per cent."

The next is subdivisions-net lot basis in subdivisions-on pages
35 to 37 of the brief. It is our contention that the subdivider
should not be compelled to allocate the cost of property to specific
lots, but should be allowed to count the cost of the property against
that part of the subdivision which is being improved in such a way as
not to return for income-tax money received until the cost of im-
provement of that particular section has been returned, because it
is really impossible to tell in advance what the cost may be or what
the profit will be. For instance, it has been perfectly evident in
this last year that you can not set a sales schedule in advance and
be sure of carrying it through to completion at a given date, so as
to realize the rate of profit necessary to fix the income tax in advance.
We are asking that they should be allowed to return the particular
part of the property being developed, rather than allocate it to
particular lots, which is a very great hardship.
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The last point in respect to subdivisions, and the only one which I
desire to take any particular time on, is the question of syndicates
and trusts, found at pages 38 to 52 of brief. There are two amend-
ments before the committee on that point. There is one amend-
ment which you will find on page 39 of our brief, in the right-hand
column, applicable to H. R. 1. There is another one which I under-
stand has been or will be submitted by Senator Shortridge to the
committee, which is an amendment to section 701, which I am in-
formed was prepared by Mr. Gregg and which is as follows:

AMENDMENT TO SECTION 711 (A) (2) OF THE REVENUE BILL

The term "corporation" includes associations, joint-stock companies, and
insurance companies. For the purpose of this act, trusts or other unincorpo-
rated agencies created for the primary purpose of liquidating property as a
single venture (with such powers of administration as are incidental thereto,
including the acquisition, improvement, conservation, division, and sale of such
property) and the distribution of the proceeds thereof in due course to or for
the benefit of the persons beneficially interested shall not be deemed to be an
association. The trustee, or any person beneficially interested in such a trust
or unincorporated agency, shall have the right to apply the provisions of this
paragraph in returning income for any year prior to the enactment of this act.

There was a slight conflict between these two amendments, which
attempted to cover the same situation, but in a conference yesterday
with the gentleman from California and ourselves we eliminated the
conflict. So I desire in behalf of the interests I represent to say to
the committee that we hope both amendments will be adopted. Both
the amendment suggested by Senator Shortridge and the amendment
on page 39 of our brief should he passed. The Shortridge amendment
is necessary to protect the trustee and is the proper way to compute
the income under trust but would constitute a great hardship on the
beneficiaries unless amendment at page 39, brief, is also passed, as it
is essential to protect situation as business is done generally in this
country, as will be explained by Senator Dencen. We urge the pas-
sage of both.

The CUlrATMAN. Mr. Gregg is going to speak on these amendments.
Mr. MAcCIIESNEY. Yes; both amendments.
The CIAIRMAN. Both amendments?
Mr. MAcCIIESNEY. Yes, sir. The essential point is this, that a

trust which is formed for the purpose of handling property, when
it is contemplated that it be liquidated as a single venture, and is not
.a continuing trust, that such a trust should be taxable only in the
hands of the beneficiaries when distributed, and that there should be
allowed to the investor or landowner under those conditions a return
of capital prior to liability for taxation. That is enormously im-
portant to many of these men, because under the rule of the Govern-
ment which taxes trusts of that kind in advance of distribution an
operator is oftentimes taxed heavily upon theoretical profits, whereas
all the money is going to the investor. The amendment found on
page 39, with the one which will be presented by Senator Short-
ridge, both of which we strongly urge, meet a situation we feel is
vital to the real-estate interests of the country.

The next suggestion in our brief is found on pages 53 to 56, divi-
dends out of surplus accumulated prior to March 1, 1913, is of great
interest to us. Real estate and timberlands have not yet been liqui-
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dated, and profits realized, and the old rule exempting such dividends
should be retained.

The CHAmIRAN. We do not care to discuss that.
Mr. MACCHESNEY. The last is in respect to compulsory distribu-

tion by personal holding companies found at pages 57-59 of our brief.
Our mortgage men all feel that to enforce this against real-estate
holding companies would jeopardize the accumulation of surplus to
amortize bonded indebtedness and result in lessening the safety
of such investments.

The CHAmRMAN. The same is true of that.
Mr. MACHESNEY. Now, just a word with reference to cooperative

apartments. The matter of cooperative apartments is of very great
interest to our big cities. I am advised that your committee the other
day struck out the provision by which the individual apartment-
home owner was allowed to deduct all interest and taxes paid as
provided by the House bill. It has also been indicated to me that it
was on the theory that there was some discrimination in favor of
the apartment-home owner as cooperative apartment corporations,
as against the ordinary building corporation. This question is
covered quite thoroughly in the supplemental brief at pages 3 to 11,
which I hope you will look at.

It is not a discrimination, for the reason that the ordinary build-
ing corporation has a right to deduct from its income the payments
made for interest and taxes, whereas the cooperative apartment has
no income from which it can deduct it. Therefore, to allow the
deduction to the owner of the particular apartment does not deprive
the cooperative apartment corporation of any rights and does not
give the people who are in it any advantage over tTe ordinary hmiil-
ing corporations, because the ordinary building corporation does de-
duct it from its net income. Neither is it any unfair advantage to
the cooperative apartment-home owner, because you are only giving
him the same right which yon now give to the single-home owner on
the ground. We ask to be put on a parity, whether we live side by
side or one above the other.

I beg to call your attention also to the important discussions on
installment sales at page 12, supplemental brief, to taxation of real.
estate boards and need for additional clarifying amendment at page
15 of supplemental brief and meritorious suggestions on exemption
of residential property at page 18 of supplemental brief.

Mr. Chairman, I do hope the committee and the gentlemen who
are going to work on these amendments will take the trouble to look
through these briefs and illustrations which show the need to our
business in this connection, and on behalf of myself and the real-estate
interests of the United State, I thank you for your courtesy in think

S matter.

S STATEMENT OF MORRIS L. ERNST, REPRESENTING THE REAL
ESTATE BOARD OF NEW YORK CITY

SThe CHAIRMAN. Give your name and address.
Mr. ERNST. My name is Morris L. Ernst. I represent the Real

Estate Board of New York City. I wish to take not over five min-
utes of your time.
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We are in accord with Mr. MacChesney's position in regard to co-
operative apartments.

In regard to the capital-gain section, we believe the sound posi-
tion is that the capital gain should apply to real property, no mat-
ter if held to-day, 2 years, or 0t years. To conie back to the in-
tention of that provision it is this: That there be a tax rate on the
sale of certain assets so as to prevent an abnormal or extraordinary
profit being taken at the time of sale. In other words, the theory
was that if a man held some stock as an investment he was not
allowed to take the market fluctuations in his inventory, even if they
showed no profit or losses, and if he held that stock for two years
it would pile onto him heavy income-tax returns, and therefore
Congress devised the plan of having a 121,2 per cent rate. We say
real estate is one commodity in the world that Congress has decided
is not subject to inventory. In other words, in a declining market
the owner of real estate, whether an operator, a home owner, or
individual investor, may not take his losses. The owner of rare
paintings or rare books may inventory and take his losses as the
market declines. Not so with real estate.

Therefore, we submit that the profits and losses on real estate must
be treated consistently, and therefore the profit from the sale of real
estate, whether held for investment or otherwise. should receive the
benefit of the capital-gain section, so as to prevent the piling on of
undue or extraordinary profits in one year, which profits in fact
occurred over a spread of years. The owner of real estate is now
allowed to have credit for those losses, because lie could not put real
estate in his inventory.

Just one other word in regard to section 104. That section is the
outgrowth of the old section 220, the attempt of Congress to tax
the undue accumulation of wealth. We submit that in section 104
you have two inconsistent provisions.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think you need take very much time
on that.

Mr. ERNST. I will not take much time. Part of section 104 looks
to the matter of the accumulation of wealth, and says, if it is unduly
accumulated beyond the needs of the business, there is a penalty
The other part does not look to the purpose of it at all, but only
looks to the source. When you come to look at Ihe source. you look
at the matter of unearned* income, and in that is included rents,
which by no means are unearned. A man who has managed a piece
of property knows lie does not get his income without some human
labor and energy in connection with the upkeep and maintenance
of the property. and to that extent we think rents should be excluded.

I would like to submit this brief, and I will furnish a copy to
each member of the committee.

STATEMENT OF M. D. FERRIS, REPRESENTING CERTAIN OWNERS
OF FOREIGN-BUILT YACHTS

The CHAIRMAN. You may give your name and whom you repre-
sent.

Mr. FERRIS. Mv name is M. D. Ferris. I represent eight owners of
foreign-built yachts. These yachts are now built or building outside
the United States, and were contracted for prior to December 1,
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1927. The gentlemen who are building these yachts are not unpatri-
otic in building yachts abroad, any more than the man who bays a
foreign-built motor car or foreign paintings or a suit of clothes.

Senator HARRISON. Are these Americans who are building these
yachts abroad

Mr. FERRIS. Yes, sir; these are American men who are building
them for their own use, pleasure yachts.

Senator HARRISON. In foreign countries?
Mr. FE~RIS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They are purchasing foreign boats. They are

not building the boats.
MAr. FERRIS. They are citizens of the United States, and these

yachts when built will come to the United States and be documented
under the laws of the United States. The class of boats I am speak-
ing of now are those over 100 feet in length. As it happens, all of
my clients are building that size.

Last year there was less than $8,000 collected by the Treasury De-
partment from their foreign-built yacht tax. I made an analysis of
the foreign-built yachts which have been built outside tile United
States and are owned by Americans in the last 10 years. That analy-
sis appears on page 6 of my brief. In that period there were 40
American yards that built 10i yachts, and only 14 yards built more
than 1 yacht, and only 4 vard s built 6 or more. In only two cases
were there more than 10) yachts in 10 years built at any vard. Those
two yards are tle Newport News Shipping Co. and George Lawler
& Son. of Boston. In only three years have there been more than
three yachts built in foreign countries for Americans. which were
over 100 feet in length. In other words, the ratio between American-
built yachts and foreign-built vachts is 10.8 to 1.4, showing the rela-
tive unimportance of the foreign-built yacht as compared with the
American-built yacht.

Senator SIMMONS. In that comparison did you take the length of
the yachts built in the American yards, the same as those built in
foreign yards?

Mr. FERRIS. Yes. sir: I have prepared and would like to submit to
the committee the analysis I have made. Those are all 100 feet in
length. It shows the name, length, builder, place where built, and
owner.

The CH1AIMAN. That need not go in the record, but may be re-
ferred to.

(The document referred to was filed with the committee.)
Mr. FERIus. If we would go into the smaller sized yachts. I believe

there are many more bi!ilt in the United States than are built abroad.
I think their proportion i much smaller of the larger yachts. The
value of thse yachts i.- great to the United States in time of war or
other nationa need. These yachts could be used by the Navy. They
could be used for scouting purposes. Many of them would be usable
for transportation of troops. A .vessel 260 to 280 feet long is a
vessel of considerable importance, and they are all built of steel and
have Diesel engines, so they are about the last wrinkle in well-built
vessels.

The CHAIRMA. . What is the greatest length of the yachts now in
the United States?

- Irll I
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Mr. FERRIs. There has been recently built a yacht called the
8Saeanora, which I think is 260 feet long. One of these vessels I am
representing, which is being built in Germany to-day, is 264 feet long.
I have secured a catalogue view which the members of the committee
might look over and look at the photographs, so they can see what
these boats are.

The C tHAIMAsN. You may file it.
Mr. FERRIS. I would rather not file it. I have not permission to

do that.
Senator SIMMONS. I wish you would go a little further and put

in the record the names of the persons who are having these' yachts
built abroad.

Mr. FERRIs. I filed a brief, Senator.
Senator SuTif.ss. Do you give the name of each person having

these yachts built abroad?
Mr.FERRIS. Those I represent. This other memorandum gives a

list of all the present owners of yachts that have been built in foreign
countries, so far as I know. That includes those owned and docu-
mented, and a small number that are not.

Senator H.mRIsoNx. How much is the tax increased on these yachts
in this bill?

Mr. FErais. It is increased five times the existing rate. As you
all know. if a yacht costs $300.000 there is a certain class of men
who can afford that luxury. If a vacht costs $400.000. the differen-
tial being about 25 per cent cent, tfle number of men who can afford
that luxury is greatly reduced. There would be fewer yachts built.
There would be fewer yachts under the American flag, fewer yachts
available for the United States in time of war.

Senator SIIRTRim;E. There would be fewer yachts built abroad?
Mr. FERRns. There would be fewer vachts built anywhere. Senator,

because if the cost to build them in the United States is $400,000, and
the cost to build them abroad is $300.000, the difference may mean
that the yachts would not be built at all.

Senator SHoRminr. That would not perhaps deter the multi-
millionnaires from building them.

Senator McLE.nNs. How mii h does it cost to maintain one of these
yachts for a period of a year?

Mr. FEr:IIS. That is a very important question. I was just coming
to that. The cost of maintaining one of these large yachts is prob-
abl' 7 at least 10 per cent of the original cost per year. That money
all goes to citizens of the United States. It is spent here in the
repair yards, in repairing, or painting, or whatever is done to the
yacht.

Senator SIMMOX.s. Would you not be going a little far in saving it
all goes to American shipbuilders? Probably a yacht might be in
some other country when repairs are needed.

Mr. FERRIS. In cases of emergency, that is possible; but there is a
duty on repairs made in foreign ports.

Senator McLEAN.. How much does it cost to man one of these
yachts, to keep it afloat?

Mr. FERRIS. There is a gentleman here, Mr. Morgan, who is a naval
architect, while I am a lawyer. He can answer that question better
than I.

I
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Senator SHORTRI)(XE. It depends on the size of the yacht and the
number of men.

Senator McLEAN. My point is that i, is a very expensive luxury.
Mr. FERRIJ. There is no question about that.
Senator McLEAN. The mail who can maintain one and keep it afloat

and manned and supplied will not think very much of the difference
between $300.000 and $400,000.

Mr. FERRls. My experience has been that there is no class of men
who look on both sides of the dollar more than the men who own
yachts.

Senator 'McLEA. That is very likely true. but it is not necessary.
Mr. FERRIs. Maybe that is the reason they have them.
Senator SHORTrIDmE. They are the men who give dimes away.
Mr. FE:RIs. I do not know any of them who are reckless with their

money.
Senator HARmIsoN. As I understand you, there are certain taxes

now imposed, and these gentlemen in the United States have con-
tracted abroad for the building of these yachts, and they are now
being built.

Mr. FERRIS. Yes, sir.
Senator HARRIsON. When they are finishe',. five times the present

tax will be imposed?
Mr. FERRIs. That is what we want to avoid, so far as these gentle-

men are concerned. These particular boats were all contracted for
prior to this question coming up in Congress, and the House bill as
it is made now recognizes the equity of exempting these yachts now
building from the increase in rates. They are quite willing to pay
the tax which is now in force, because they made their contracts
when that law was in force. The tax for a 100-foot yacht is $8 a
foot per year. which is a considerable sum per vessel.

As I say, the repair work on these yachts is all done in the United
States. There is one yard in New York alone that admits that its
work on foreign-built yachts amounts to a gross of $100,000, so that
it is to the interest of the shipyards of this country that these yachts
should exist and should be owned in America.

Senator SIMMONS. You mean it is to the interest of the people of
this country that these yachts should be built abroad instead of
here ?

Mr. FERRIs. Rather than not built at all.
Senator SIMMONS. This is a very important question and] has far-

reaching aspects.
Mr. FERRIS. Yes, sir.
Senator S.IMMosNs. I would be very glad if you would give us the

reason that leads you to that conclusion. It would apply to many
things besides yachts, if you could establish that contention.

Mr. FERRIS. If the cost of building yachts is much less than in
the United States-

Senator SIMMONS (interposing). That is an argument of your
business.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the argument here, too.
Senator SsMMoos. He says it is to the interest of the United

States that they should be built abroad. I want him to give me the
reason for that proposition that he has just asserted.

1
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Mr. FERmIS. In the case of yachts there is more work in the way
of repairs and upkeep performed than is done on any other article
of conunerce. because every owner wants his yacht to be in as good
shape as possible.

Senator SIMross. You can say that alout the automobiles. can
you not ?

Mr. FEit:Is. No: because a man buys an automobile only for a
year or two. A man buys a yacht for a long period of years. Many
are owned 15 or 20 years.

Senator SIMMONS. When a man buys an automobi le lle as to
begin repairing it in about a year after he gets it.

Mr. FERRIs. That depends somewhat on the car.
Senator SHORTRIIDE. About a week.
Senator SiMMoNs. Yes; sometimes that is true.
Mr. FERRIS. The cost of those repairs each year is so large that it

may frequently run as high as 25 per cent of the original cost of
the vessel, and if these yachts are not built in America it is much
more important to this (country to have them Inilt abroad and owned
here than not to have them at all.

Senator McLEAN. If they are built abroad, why do they not have
them repaired abroad ? They stay abroad mUost of the 'time.

Mr. FIRRIS. I think you are mistaken in regard to that, Senator.
I think very few stay abroad. There may be a few, but it is negli-
gible. They are mostly owned and home lporled on the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts.

Senator Sr.;Mo.Ns. They stay down in Florida most of the winter,
and then go over to Europle in the summer, do they not e

Mr. FERRIS. You are correct. There are a lot of them in Florida
in the winter, and they are in Long Island Sound and Chesapeake
Bay and other places like that in the summer.

Senator HARRISON. )o they not ever get out to California?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Indeed. they do. Have you the history of

the Venefia? Pardon me for interrupting, Mr. Chairman. The
statement was made that these yachts are very valuable in time of
war. The Venetif was taken over by the Government, and sank the
submarine that wrecked the Luv.italna. and san' another submarine
in the Mediterranean.

Senator SiMMoss. Would it not have been just as valuable if it
had been built in this country?

Senalor SHORTRIIME. I think it would be much greater. because
they would be better boats. I want them built in America.

Senator KINo. May I inqollire whether there have been any yachts
built abroad and registered abroad, which were owned by Ameri-
cans?

Mr. FERRIS. I do not know of any. I'nless done as a subterfuge.
that would be contrary to the law of that country. If a yacht is
owned by an American citizen it could not be documented under the
laws of France or Germany.

The CHAIRMAN. Yo. Y are not talking for your present clients; you
are talking for some anticipated future clients?

Mr. FERRIS. Not at all. I am satisfied with the wording of the
bill.

The CHAIMAN. The House bill says that it shall not apply where
the contracts were entered into before December 1. 1927.
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Mr. FERIns. I am satified with that.
Senator HARRISON. You have no objection to this increase in that

tax?
Mr. FERRIS. Not if it does not affect these contracts entered into

before; no.
TIfl CHAIRMAN. Then there is no need of taking any time on that

question.
Mr. FERRIS. I just wanted the committee to understand the situa-

tion.
The CHAIRMAN. We understand the provisions of the bill.
Mr. FERRIS. If the committee desires, there is a gentleman present

who knows the practical side of this and who would like to say
something.

The CHAIRMAN. No. We have had enough.
Senator KING. If there is no change in the bill, you are satisfied

with it?
Mr. FERRIS. My clients are satisfied with it.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES LEDERER, ESQ., CHICAGO, ILL., REPRE
SENTING THE NATIONAL RETAIL FURNITURE ASSOCIATION

The CHAIRMAN. You may give your name and address.
Mr. LEDERER. My name is Charles Lederer, Chicagc, Ill.
The CIFAIRMAN. You are here on installment sales?
Mr. LEDERER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the present law satisfactory to you?
Mr. LEDERER. No. I want to submit an amendment.
The CIAIRMAN. Have you a brief suggesting that amendment?
Mr. LEDERER. We have suggested an amendment and filed a

brief for the National Retail Furniture Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that cover the question ?
Mr. LEDERER. Except that some matters have to be called to the

attention of the committee to show the necessity for the amendment.
I will make it very brief.

The CHAIRMAN. Make it as brief as possible. We have a long list
of witnesses.

Mr. LEDERER. I appreciate I should take not in excess of 10 min-
utes, and I may not take that.

I appear in behalf of the National Retail Furniture Association,
which has a membership of 3,500 dealers throughout the United
States, and certain individual dealers who are not members of this
association.

We are suggesting an mendment to section 44, as set out on the
last page of our brief, to the effect that:

In any eas(e where the grass profit to be realized on a sale or contract for
sale of personal property has under the provisions of the revenue acts of 1916,
1917, 1918, 1921, 1924, and 1926 or this act been reported as income for the
year in which the transaction occurred, and a clihange is made to the install-
ment plan of computing net income, no part of any installment payment received
subsequently to the change. representing income previously reported in account
of such transaction, should be reported as income for the yeau in which the
installment payment is received.

The CHAIRMANS. That, of course, is a retroactive feature.
Mr. LEDERER. That is a retroactive feature. That is why I desire

the opportunity to address the committee.
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'The CIHAIRMAN. We will be glad to hear you on !hat.
Senator KINO. Did you file a brief?
Mr. LEDEHER. The National Retail Furniture Association has filed

a brief. I will see that each member of the committee gets a copy.
I understand that an amendment was introduced in the Senate by

Senator Metcalf, which has been referred to your committee. An
amendment is necessary because an inequitable double tax is imposed
upon installment dealers who in past years were permitted to change
their method of reporting income and can not now escape the elect
of that which they were permitted to do in prior years. In the case
of one client I represent, who had been reporting upon the accrual
basis, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue allowed a change to
the installment lasis in 1918. They changed from reporting on the
straight accrual basis to the installment-received basis; that is, from
reporting the entire profit on sales made on the installment plan
before such entire profit was received, to reporting the profit on each
installment as received.

We believed, at the time we made this change to the installment-
received basis, that an installment of a sale, the entire profit of
which had already been reported and the tax thereon paid, should
not again be reported for taxation. We believed the law to mean
that where the entire profit on a sale prior to 1918 had been reported
on the straight accrual basis, the installment received in 1918 and in
subsequent years on that smine sale need not. e included in the
return for that year, nor any tax again paid thereon.

Senator KIN;. Your contention is double taxation?
AMr. LEDEm:R. e. Ys. That is our contention, Senator; double

taxation.
The Commi -sioner of Internal Revenue issued the following regu-

lations in 1919:
Such income nimy 1e asc.1arlained by taking that prlortion of the total

payments received in the taxable year from installment sales (always in-
cluding payments received in the taxable year on account of sales effected
in earlier years as well as those felcted in the taxable year) which the gross
profit to lie realized on the total installment sales made during the taxable
year hears to thel gross contract price of all such sales made during the
taxable year.

These regulations we believed applied only to include payments
received in the taxable year on account of salles effected in earlier
years subsequent to the adoption of installment method and to tho-e
effected in the taxable year. We believed, therefore. that because all
of the profit on sales Irior to 1918, the date of our change to the
installment method. had been reported in full in prior years, no
installment received in 1918 and 1919 on such prior sales need be
again reported in our returns for these years. Our construction of
these regulations was subsequently verified by the commissioner
himself on October 20, 1920, about a year after the issuance of the
above regulations. On that date the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue interpreted these prior regulations and promulgated new
regulations on the subject, specifically stating:

Whlre the entire loroit from instailnment sales hias been inc'lilded in the gross
income for tli year in which the sale was made. n1o part of tilt instlllllmment
payments received su!bsequentlly on eccountt of such lrevioulls sales, shall again
he subject to tax for the year or yeais in which received. (Article 42. regula-
tion 45.)

-__ - - - -- I - '
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HI i'. re .rilait iolu retun inle in fi'l I forv' and effect fri Oc )tober 20,.
1924). tint ili' (el effetiv da i~te' of the i'evenuiie aet of 1,926.

My clients had11 tht(, right to close their returns (hiring thle entire
ppiiod of six veal's f,-oni October 20). 192). to the elfe('tive (late of
thet ret'('flhe a(t (if 1926. tinder the regulations, then in force, without
paying the double tax now claimed to have been required by the( prior
regVillat ions of 1919). which were in effect for on~ly about a year. As a
matter of fact my i flnt hae inlHl 192. aked o e'lsi) t n
pajnhyzllt oif the( tax foid I(lit' irIllr th(eir1 returns in ac'or lance with
the reguliati i flieii in force. whichl explic'itly eV hie ('dull lilbic' taxa
tion. Thel( Infloilt Tax X I('II Ttiiit'it infortijed- uts that thle ( omminis-
sionl' of I le~~lIt'vviliie hadi isstlel instruct ions, to cdose ito re-
tirilis* iiivoIviiiiv iiistuilli('Fit salt'- tinti I a certain ca-- known as th(e
Tod(111cs('. thenl jpeiltu! inl thel Boardi of TFax Appeals, was decided,
-is that case involved thlet question of whet her a taxpayer ('(111( make
it retunrn on~ the installment basis at all.

We were iinalile, thi-efort'. to payv the( tax iJionom tir etuirns ('0111-
lpitell in acconl~hince( with till' reguliat ionfs thjei in fore. although we
Offered to (do so. andlh no(w find oinrselves iii the situa~tioni where we are
cOlift'l lt' to pay it doidi~t IaIx iinless a1 ca i : ii madi ill thle 19$28

Shotly' before the enafctient of it he revenuiie act ofI 1926;. (t(e Todd
case( was died(' by the Board of lax Akppeals in which1 case( the(
board lh'ld that t h& 'COlluissioilkei' of Intei'nal Revenule had nio right
to allow anv retiirns onl installment basis. TIhis r'iiding 1'alust' the
Senate to iinst'it sect ion 212(4d) andi sect joll 1208 ill tite revenue at
of 19'26. which -i(-t affirmat ivelY' recognized'l till' right (it thet taxpayer
to mnake his return on the installment basis. U nder i lie act of 1626,
thle (ol 'tlini ssi(Jlu1' of li'ltl 1l Re'venuel jprolnilgatetlia regulation ie-

quiring at double tax for those making it change' of iccooilitlig lllttholl
under the new act.

Se'nator Siiutrix;r.. Was tat; ill harluonV with that lh'(ision ?
Mr. Lf~iERER. T~it( Todid case never toticlhel that decision. 3t said

no return should be( ina(Ie on tile installment basis. I doubt whether
this committeee had in view any question of double taxation w~heii the
act. of 1926 wits diisl'ils(' here. because' it was thlen onilly con'er'ned1
witil reil~lilgli te ituaio cicate by the( Todd( ase

In Julv. u):17. the Boarid of Tix ,Appc'als dide it knoaM illwnI as
Bluni11S (Inc.). inl which tilt board held that Coingress intended by
the revenue act of 1 .toi re'qiriut Ihoililt tax fr-oml all taxpayer's
wio ll., chat igttout thep st I:ight accruial basi,.is to the instainent-re-
ceive'4 liasi, ill an' vof tie ' v'4'i!'5 prijort 014,h enactment of tlie revenue
act cif 1926. This d1eciion wits based upon excerpts from the con-
feretnce report adl ti' report of the debates in tlec Senate of the
UnIited Istates -whenl thle bill was )Plnlilg. bit a1 r'eInling~ Of theVse (IlV-
bates ili thiir eutirely1. 1 think, shows that the board was liuistaken in
So interpret ing that *i ntt'nt ion.

'May 1 ('a11 attention to) two excerpts trolil thie debates in reference
to (Ii is fliat tere neTi Bilinn vaIse wxas decided upon the statement that
till' llompna ble chia irma 011 mlle ill thnis c mi 4 itee. but in (jiotiligr that
statelllut t hey did not qu1ote v'ouil (oulorabie clmairiulaii Iiill. Ini
tilt' 1111i1ia case' I hey said that* Sllaitfl Pl Rteed Siiioot inl th~at debitte
1111411 this staeiltd' tll
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The committee intends that the installment provision of regulations 45, pro-
mulgated on December 29, 1919, will he substantially followed in settling all
cases under prior acts of this provision.

That is to say. the regulations of 1919 required a double tax, which
was not true in the first place, but they so construed that regulation,
and they say that evidently this committee intended that the 1926 act
should carry with it a double tax feature where a change had been
made from the accrual basis to the installment-received basis. But
they omitted this statement made by Senator Snioot. in the same
debate:

It is carrying out the regulations of the department that have been in effect
in past years.

Those regulations were the regulations that were in effect for six
years, from 1920 to 1926, inclusive, decidedly and affirmatively pre-
senting a double tax.

Senator David A. Reed, of your committee, answering tile question
of Senator McKellhr, made this statement. Senator McKellar asked
if this bill would open up all cases where payment has been made on
the installment plan. and Senator Reed replied:

No, Mr. President; it would not open them up, because for all these years the
Treasury regulations have provided what is now proposed in this bill. We tire
making it retroactive so as practically to validate the regulations that iave been
in effect for all these years. If we do not do this. then we will have to open
au the returns and assess additional taxes against all these people.

In the face of those statements in this debate the Blum case was
decided upon the ground that this Congress intended that there
should ie a double tax carried by that act of 1926.

No appeal was taken by the taxpayer from the decision of the
Board of Tax Appeals in the Blum case, and I am informed that the
Government settled the case with the taxpayer after the decision of
the Board of Tax Appeals by making allowances on items other than
the installment sales feature in that case. As a result the Blum deci-
sion has become final.

The Senate allendlenlts in section 212 (d) mlnI section 120S were
enacted to remedy the situation produced by ti(' Todd decision. and
there was no question of double taxation being considered( at that
time, as the regulations in effect iup to tile date, of lthe lenll('ct w t tof
that act not iil require a double tax. It was only afterwards, when

hle Blumn case was decided, that that (itu(ction arose at all.
My clients' returns for the yeavo i)918 anl 1919 which excluled

installment sales that had been previously reported on l th e av:(cral
basis, and upon which the tax had been fully plaid in plior years.
were received by the Internal Revenue (' oni.i ii~ neM wit lhout objec-
tion as to this exclusion of such installment sal,.-. In i'aet. tihe-e re-
turns had been from time to time recognized by the (',Coin,. ioner of
Internal Revenue as correct will reference t t l, i iitalltiiet-s les
feature, both in conferences and coniniunication. to s . ( )ur ret urnsm
were never audited by the department during the life of tlhe 1918
and 1919 regulations, and we doubt that aun roet rn.- liledI in 191S
and 1919 were in fact auditedl before tIh, regi ulatioln o f (IdOctoer 20.
1920, was puit into effect. fact. that regulation (of October 20.
1920) becamelt tlie rule upon which all retturnlls not :Iilre':tl :tadi'!ed
should be and were to be audited.
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Nevertheless, on November 17. 1927, the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue issued his 60-day letter to us, which is equivalent to a judg-
ment in a suit at law. assessing against my clients the double tax
upon installments of sales received in the years 1918 and 1919,
although it is admitted without controversy that all of such install-
ments were reported in prior years and fully taxed, which tax it i-
also admitted I has been paid.

We contend that all taxpayers who prior to the enactment of the
1926 revenue act had changed from the straight-accrual basis to the
installment-received basis should obtain the benefit of the regulations
which were in effect for six years from October 20, 1920, to the
enactment of the revenue act of 1926. as these regulations were the
final regulations promulgated by the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue under the then existing revenue act.

This proposed amendment does not give the right to taxpayers
who did not file returns on the installment-sales basis to now come
in and file returns on the installment basis for years past.

Those cases differ from our case, where prior to the enactinent of
the 1920 act, we in good faith had filed returns on the installment-
sales basis in conformity with the regulations subsequently held to be
without warrant of law by the Board of Tax Appeals in the Todd
case.

As the taxpayers who so filed their returns in good faith are not
taking advantage in any way of the retroactive provision of section
1208 of the revenue act of 1926, it seems in all fairness that their tax
liabilities should be governed by the final construction of the act
under which they filed their returns, as evidenced by the regulation of
October 20, 1920, in effect for six years, and until the enactment of
the revenue act of 1926. The proposed amendment is to the same
effect as the regulation of October 20, 1920, and will not require any
substantial rechecking of the accounts, as a far greater part of these
returns filed prior to the 1926 revenue act have been checked and
audited under the regulations deemed binding prior to the decision
in the Todd case.

Senator Ri:r . What amendment do you suggest ? Do you sug-
gest cutting out the word " not " in 44 (c) ?

Mr. L:Imwn.H. We .- Iu,_est the following , amendment:
In any case vwhler tle grois profit to be realized on a sale or contract for sale

of personal property h;( lbeen reported :is income for the year in which the
trans.actiol occurred. and a change is made to the installment payment received
subsequently to the cha.I'e, representling i ncome previously reported on :Icountl
of such tran-action. should be reported as income for the year in which the
installment :ymennt i. received; the intent and purpose of this provision is that
where the entire profit from installment sales has been included in gross income
for the year in which the sl-al was made, no part of the installment payments
received subsequently on a:count.of -uch previous sales halll again be subject
to tax for the year or years in which received.

Senator RnE:o. Could you not get the same result in fewer words?
Mr. LEEmEI:;. We t ied to do that, with the experts of this com-

mittee.
Senator REED. IHave you the act before you?
Mr. LEDERE. Yes.
The (C.lAl R.AN-. 'I'lis is retroactive?
Mr. LFwmE:rr. This is retroactive, and must go in two provisions.

I think we could easily discuss that.
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Senator REED. If you will look at the act, section 44 (c), as it
comes from the House. if you were to strike out the word "not "
in the last line. and add the words " if a tax has been paid thereon in
the year in which such sale was made," would not that accomplish
your purpose?

Mr. LEDEiEma. That would be all right for the prospective part, but
it would not affect the retroactive part. It would not help us.

Senator REED. It would take care of all future cases.
Mr. LEDERER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is paragraph (c) of section 35 satisfactory to

you, with the word " not" stricken out?
Mr. LEDERER. For the future: but it would not help our case,

because we are caught in 1918 and 1919, when we thought that we
were filing with the permission of the Government, and paying only
one tax.

I will show von in a minute that if we did try to comply with the
regulations of the Government now, we not only would not make any
profit on our sales, but we would actually lose a large amount of
money in doing business in those past years. We can not go back
and change that. We were invited in, and they sprung the trap.

The CHAIIm.AX. The House took the position that they were not
going to provide for retroactive legislation, and this provision (c)
has nothing whatever to do with the past at all.

Mr. LE)rErE. No.
The CHIAIRMAN. Is it satisfactory to you now for the future?
S Mr. LEDl:ER. For the future, with the word "not " out; yes. But

may I say that in the House Ways and Means Committee, the United
States Daily reported that the Ways and Means Committee of the
House endeavored to compromise with this proposition, and inserted
in its original draft a provision to the effect that the net income
upon installment sales returned for prior years should be held cor-
rectlv returned if computed in accordance with the regulations ap-
plicable in respect of such taxable year an(d in force at the time pre-
scribed for filing the return, which meant that if a man filed a minute
after October 20, 1920, he paid only a single tax, but if he filed a
minute before October 20. 1920. he paid a double tax, whereas all

regulationss were retroactive, and the amendments and the revised
regulations were retroactive the very moment that law was in effect.
At that time. there being. a retroactive effect to all regulations from
the very moment we tiled our return in 191 s. we should be put in the
sanue position as anyone who filedI prior to the 1926 revenue act.

'l'e above provision was finally s ricken from the bill, and properly
so. for it would have validated only such returns as were filed after
October 20. 1920. and would not hi\e given relief from double tax-
ation to taxpayers who filed during the years 1!918 and 1919. Such
a distinction would have been highly inequitable, because taxpayers
who filed in the years 1918 and 1919 filed under the same revenue act
as those taxpayers who filed after October 20). 1920. Moreover, the
commissioner, by his regulation of October 20, 1920, amended his
prior regulations of 1919, and admitted thereby that his regulations
of 1919 should not have relquired a double tax, thus reversing him-
self upon that proposition.

The C(AIRlN. I have a great nany letters on this matter here,
but this is the first .tateienr that I have seen or the first word that
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I have received indicating that they wanted this retroactive. They
wanted it to apply to the future. For whom do you speak?

Mr. LEDEnER. For the National Retail Furniture Association and
for my individual clients who are interested in this thing intensely,
because their cases are cases where they were invited into'a change
from the accrual basis to the installment-received basis on the rep-
resentation that there would be a single tax. They read the regula-
tion. Their counsel interpreted it to that effect. and after they were
in the commissioner confirmed that in his rulings, which remained
in effect for six years. After that the door was closed, so that they
could no longer step out, and they were presented with a bill for a
double tax, which is ruinous.

Senator REED. Why do you not take it to court ?
Mr. LEDERER. That is where it is, but. Senator. the Board of Tax

Appeals has held that this Congress intended that the act should
be retroactively a double tax.

Senator REED. I think they are wrong. and so do you. The way
to find out is to take it to court.

Mr. LEDERER. If we go to court. we can not raise the question of
whether this Congress intended that it should be a double tax, except
from the debates in Congress, and the Board of Tax Appeals has
said that their construction is that you intended a ldoble tax. We
are, therefore, running the chance.

Senator HARRISON. They did not believe the argument <of the
Senator from Pennsylvania, Mr. Reed.

Mr. LEDERER. I do not know.
Senator HARRISON. He clearly stated the intention of Congress on

the proposition.
Mr. LEDERER. Yes, Senator Reed. you clearly stated the intention

of Congress to be that there should not be aI double tax. If one
court has already so misconstrued your language, and has quoted
only a part of your honorable chairman's language, may not some
other court say, " Well, that is the construction, in our opinion"?
Should we not, therefore, be permitted. in this Congress. to ask this
Congress to correct a mistake which is attributed to this Congress
by the courts?

Senator MCLEAN. What is the amount involved
Mr. LEDERER. I can not give you the exact amounts involved. O(ne

client has $230,000, and there are various amounts.
Senator REED. I do not see why you do not have one test case. Let

them pay the tax and bring their suit in tl.h district court. andl get
a prompt decision.

Mr. LEDERER. We can not do that very well.
Senator REED. Why not?
Mr. LEDERER. We have to go through the routine of appealing to

the Board of Tax Appeals.
Senator REED. No, you (0 not. You have your option.
Mr. LEDERER. It was presented to the House committee, and in the

debates before the House committe we were offered this compromise
measure, and it provided in the draft, as I understand, to the effect
that the man who filed one minute after October 20. 1920. was sub-
ject only to a single tax, and the fellow who filed one minute before
was subject to a double tax. Of course, it was inequitable.

I -
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Senator REED. You have not answered my question. You have
two remedies. One is not to pay the tax, and to appeal to the Board
of Tax Appeals.

Mr. LEDERER. Yes.
Senator REED. The other is to pay the tax.
Mr. LEDERER. And appeal to the board.
Senator REED. NO; not appeal to the board at all. Pay the tax

and bring suit right away, and you will get a prompt decision.
Mr. LEDERER. We have that right. From the decision of the dis-

trict court there is a review in the court of appeals, and then the
Supreme Court of the United States. That is a long and tedious
process.

Senator REED. Absolutely; but you will get your decision sooner
than you will from the board. You can take a test case that does
not involve very much money.

Mr. LEDERER. I know; but we can not find cases on all fours on
all these questions. They differ. There are various phases. There
are many small amounts, and some large amounts.

Senator REED. Out of 3,(00 cases you can surely find a test case.
Mr. LEDEIER. There are not 3,000 cases. There are not more than

half a dozen cases, probably, involved in that period of 1918 and
1919. I doubt if there would be half a dozen. Those cases are cases
that have already traveled up to the Board of Tax Appeals. In
order to take the course you suggest, we would have to dismiss our
appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals, pay our tax, and then sue for a
refund, which is hardly practicable.

Senator REED. It seems to me I could find a test case.
Mr. LEDERER. I have been looking for one, but it does seem to me

that where a court attributes to this Congress an intent which this
Congress has a right to say. from its records, was not the intent
of this Congress, that when the very bill in question comes before
it again, it is the proper forum for us to come to and ask you to di-
rectly state your intent.

Senator REED. I do not see it. I do not see why Congress should
be expected to chase around patching up every mistake every court
makes, when you have a proper course of procedure.

Mr. LEDERER. I said, before the House committee, that that was
not our purpose. I said I did not want any patchwork in any bill,
to stop up any decision of a court, but I said this bill came from a
Congress which tried to express itself clearly in its debates and in the
act, and that there is a doubt to-day in the departments as to what
the intent of this Congress was. Inasmuch as this new revenue bill
is up, I think it would be eminently proper for Congress to say
affirmatively, " Our intent is that there should be no double tax."

The CHAIRMANS. I think the committee understands thoroughly
your position.

Senator SIMrJONs. I think the committee thoroughly understands
your position, but I do not agree with your proposition that the
courts will decide a case based upon the debates and the expression
of opinion of individual members of this committee or of the Senate.
I tlunk the court might consider those things, and does always con-
sider them.

Mr. LEDERER. I agree with your statement.
W9310-25----13
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Senator SIMMONs. But the court must, in the last analysis, decide
the question upon the meaning of the language.

Mr. LEEREI. I dlid not Iean to be understood in any different
light, but I do say that in the Blum case the Board of Tax Appeals
based its decision upon the apparent meaning of those debates in
Congress.

Senator SIM toss. I think we understand your viewpoint.
Mr. LEDUERE. May I be given just one minute to say this. because

I want to leave this brief with the committee, and they may not
understand it unless I say this: I shall leave with this committee,
with the permission of the chairman, some statements showing that
by.actual computation, if a double tax were paid, we would, in each
of our sales, not only not make a nickel, but we would actually lose
money, because our sales were not based upon any theory that we
would ever have to pay twice upon the same sale. If I leave this
with the committee. I hope the explanation will be sufficient.

Senator HARRISOx. I think your argument is very appealing,
myself.

Mr. LEDERE)J:. There have been several questions asked which I
would like to havp had further time to answer. I realize how im-
portant this is to us.

Senator Si.MMos. It is very appealing to us, because I think, if
it does. in effect. impose a double tax. it is an outrage. We will
have to investigate that.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Harold R. Young.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD R. YOUNG, REPRESENTING NATIONAL
RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Yoitx. My name is Harold R. Young. I represent the Na-
tional Iltail Dry( Goods Association, having a nation-wide member-
ship of -bout 3.000 stores, in each State in the Union, doing an
aggregate volume of business of $3,000,000,000, composed of a num-
ber of small corporations. with very widely spread stockholdings,
but at the same time having in its membership the most progressive
retail dry goods and department stores in the country.

I also represent the National Association of Retail Clothiers, hav-
ing a membership of approximately 6.000 stores.

At the outset I should like to say that it is the view of the two
associations which I represent that. rather than use as a basis for
the 1928 law the present bill now before you, with its many liti-
gation-provoking provisions, to which sufficient consideration has
not already been given, it would be preferable to amend, as to rates,
the 1962 law now in effect. deferring until sufficient time has been
given for study by the taxpayers of the country. under the leadership
of the Joint Committee of Internal Revenue Taxation, those admin-
istrative provisions which are now contained in 1928 bill.

The CHAIRutANx. You do not mean to just leave the administra-
tive features as they are in cases where we know there ought to be
an amendment ?

Mr. YorN«;. No. iMr. Chairman. I should have made my state-
ment a little clearer. I mean the noncontroversial administrative
features.

~-Em
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I say that because the present bill, if the joint committee on in-
ternal'revenue taxation had carried it out to its logical conclusion,
would have been quite an improvement upon the 1926 law, but the bill
in its present shape is neither self-contained nor all-comprehensiv:.

The ('u.unA AN. With respect to those things that the joint con-
mission have decided upon, and in cases where there is no question
that there should be amendments to the administrative features of
the 1920 law, you would not object to those amendments, but leaving
the sections as they are. Is that your idea?

Mr. YouN(;. You mean the sections of the 1926 law as they are?
The CIAIRnMAX. Yes.
Mr. You-iNt. Yes. sir; because in the form in which it is now, it

is very confusing to those of the practioners who understand the form
in which the bill. have been in the past. For instance, a section
number does not indicate the title under which it falls, and I could
go on and explain further objections which we have to it in that
respect. They are contained in a brief which I want to file with the
committee.

The CHAIRI.MA. You can file it at this time, and it will be a part
of the record. Is it very long?

Mr. Yol-Nt. No; it is not long.
The CHAIRMAx. Have you had it printed '
3Mr. YoUNG. I have; and I am filing it with the committee.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 80, 1928.
Hion. REED SMOOT.

Chairman Committee on Finance,
United States Senate.

DEAR SIR: The taxation committee of the National Retail Dry Goods Asso-
ciation wishes to present to, the Committee on Finance criticism of H. R. 1, -
the revenue act of 1928. which study of tl e act and of Report No. 2, which
accompanied its submission to the House by the Committee on Ways and Means,
has convinced it to be proper and necessary.

The National Retail Dry Goods Association is a nation-wide organization
with a membership of about 3,000 stores, with members in every State in the
Union, doing an aggregate annual business of more than $3,000,000,000. It is
an organization for the most part of small corporations with widely spread
stock holdings, although it includes in its members-hip the most progressive
stores in the country. Its taxation committee for more than 10 years has
existed without change in personnel, although within the last year the member-
ship has ;een augmented by five new members. During these 10 years the
committee members have studied each successive revenue act and have had the
privilege of cooperating to a somewhat unusual degree with the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. at the bureau's request, in matters pertaining to interpreta-
tion s (of the various acts and the administration of revenue laws.

Referring directly to II. R. 1 as read twice and referred to the Committee
on Finance. it is our unanimous belief that one outstanding fault in this bill
is that it is neither self-contained nor all-comprehensive.

If enacted, it will be necessary constantly to refer to previous acts, and the
amendments to previous acts. to know what the taxation laws of the United
States are to be from the date of the enactment of this bill. Further on in this
letter we shall comment more specifically upon the form and structure of the
act itself, which connments we trust will receive earnest consideration.

We desire now to refer directly to the following: Section 45, allocation of
income and deductions; section 141, consolidated returns of corporations.

II. R. 1 as originally reported December 6. 1927. by the Ways and Means
Committee. contained on page 90. section 118. affiliated corporations, which
allowed any corporation which was a member of an affiliated group sustaining

n net loss in 1929 or any succeeding year to transfer such loss to other cor-
porate members of the same affiliated group. to be used by them as offsets or

l 1 II oooom
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credits against their net income. By amendment on the floor of the House this
section 118 has been eliminated.

During the years in which excess and war profit taxes were imposed by
revenue acts successively in force, certain percentages of invested capital of
corporations were allowed as credits. In the case of affiliated corporations.
consolidated returns were required in order that such credits should be based
upon a percentage of the actual investment in all of the affiliated concerns
taken as a whole. If the revenue act of 1928 is adopted in the form in which
it has been read twice to the Senate and referred to the Committee on Finance,
we believe a reasonable construction placed on such elimination. by business
men, will be that the requirement during the excess and war profit years that
consolidation must be made was illegal.

The final incident of tax imposition is never on the corporation. It goes
down through the corporation to the stockholder. If by the laws of S'ates
and by the laws of the United States it is legal for one corporation in the
furtherance of its interests to organize and control another corporation by
direct ownership or by the control of its stockholders, all for the purpose of
better handling and better operation of its business, then any attempt to
depart from the'custom long established by preceding revenue acts to treat
such affiliated corporations as one, imposing taxes on the net income of all.
is to place upon the stockholders of such corporations a tax on income which
is not realized if any of the affiliated corporations have produced a net loss.

It may be said generally that the original corporation will be able in the
year 1928 to readjust its relations with its subsidiaries and affiliated cor-
porations so that the elimination of section 118, as provided in the original
draft, will not be burdensome, but this can not be said of public-utility corpora-
tions, which are under control of either State or National Government, as
to mergers or dissolution of mergers.

A great railroad line is not always one corporation, but ordinarily a parent
corporation owning the main line with its numerous feeding lines owned by
separate corporations but with ordinarily a common-stock ownership. Rail-
roads have no control over their affiliations with such subsidiary lines. They
can do only that which is approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and there is no element of fairness which says to the hundreds of thousands
of small stockholders in such companies, "You shall pay an income tax on
that part of your investment which is profitable, with no relief in the way of
credit or off-set for that part of your investment in the same operating whole
which produces a net loss."

As a specific illustration of the hardship which will result because of the
elimination from the bill of the right of offsetting the taxable income of one
affiliated corporation or a group of affiliated corporations by the net losses of
other corporate members of the same affiliated grdup, which hardship will
extend to those of the small stockholders of large corporations our committee
wishes to cite the result in the case of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
the stock of which is owned by more than 440,000 stockholders.

The American Telephone & Telegraph Co. controls a majority of the stock
of all the State telephone companies. It will be very easy for your com-
mittee to establish the fact that not always are these separate State telephone
companies profitable, that in the past many of them have been decidedly un-
profitable. If the parent corporation, the American Telephone & Telegraph
Co can not pay an income tax based on the net taxable income of all of the
companies taken as a whole, then the United States Government will take from
the 440,000 small stockholders of the parent company money in the shape of
taxes to which it is not entitled.

There must be no losing sight of the fact that the ownership of the State
telephone companies rests in the 440,000 small stockholders of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., and that these 440,000 small stockholders bear the
burden of the tax.

There is no question in the minds of our committee that the section, affiliated
corporations, which as reported to the House bore the section numbered 118
should be restored to the bill.

Section 104, accumulation of surplus to evade surtaxes, 1928, or .ubsequent
taxable years.-We wish particularly to call attention to subdivision (c) in
section 104, tax on corporations formed or availed of to evade surtax, and
subdivision (d), information statements. The Committee on Finance must
recognize that it is often necessary for many corporations, in order to success-
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fully operate and to provide for necessary expansion of its business, to retain
the greater part, perhaps the whole, of its earnings over a period of years until
either, in the case of a continuing corporation, a depletion of surplus caused
by losses in prior years has been corrected or, in the case of a new, struggling
corporation, necessary surplus has been built up. It is difficult for any agency
outside the directorate of the corporation itself to determine the "reasonable
needs of the business." The necessities of no two corporations are alike.

No arbitrary mandate contained in the revenue act of 1928 can fix that
percentage of net income which is reasonable to be retained in surplus. The
need of a corporation in building up its surplus for proper operation of its
business may require .,'at 100 per cent of its net income be retained, while
the retention of a very small percentage of the net income of another cor-
poration would be unreasonable. After a continued period of operating at a
loss a corporation often has needs which only by careful financial budgeting
can again restore to an effective amount the capital investment which it
requires.

It is admitted that in certain, and we believe, very few cases, the commis-
sioner is entitled to information as to why under this section net income is not
distributed, but that he should be given mandatory powers to require as part
of the taxpayer's return a statement giving in detail the reasons for such
accumulations if they are beyond 60 per cent, is dangerous in the extreme.
To give him such powers would mean that into the collector's office in every
internal revenue district in the country would go the most intimate secrets
of those corporations finding it necessary to retain more than 60 per cent of
their net income in addition to their surplus. Such information would become
available to all of the thousands of employees of the Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue attached to collectors' offices, as well as to the thousands of employees
within the bureau at Washington.

The schedules which are filed as part of returns at the present time in most
cases disclose the fundamental facts of corporation operation so clearly that
from a study of them the commissioner can determine as to whether the build-
ing up of surplus. is beyond reason. If from such 'schedules he can not so
determine, or if for any other reason he is impressed with the necessity of fur-
ther information, he should without doubt have the power to require it of
the tax-paying corporation.

Our committee believes that subdivision (d), information statements, should
be changed from its present form of requiring corporations to file information
returns as to accumulations of more than 60 per cent of net income, to that
form which will permit the commissioner to ask the tax-paying corporation for
such information, if in the discretion of the commissioner the return itself and
the schedules attached thereto do nov give the commissioner sufficient in-
formation.

One of the most unfortunate conditions attached to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue is the turnover of its employees, both in Washington and in the scat-
tered collectors' districts. The information required by 104 (d) would quickly
become familiar to all employees to whom employment in the Bureau of Internal
Revenue is but a step in their business career. The information might disclose
to irresponsible employees the secret plans, for years in advance, of growing
corporations, which, if the bureau employees should leave the bureau, might
easily be spread to the corporations' competitors. Under our suggestion dis-
semination among bureau employees of such vital information would be re-
stricted to the corporation audit section at Washington, and the danger of
disclosure reduced.

Section 115, distribution by corporation,.-The Ways and Means Committee
reporting the bill to the House commented on this section as follows:

" Under previous revenue acts corporate distributions from surplus accumu-
lated prior to March 1, 1913, were exempt from tax. There appears to be no
reason for . ,,tinuing this exemption indefinitely. Over 14 years have elapsed
since March 1, 1913, and most corporations have distributed the surplus accumu-
lated by them prior to March 1, 1913. It seems an appropriate time (particu-
larly in view of the resulting simplification) to elirninte this exemption."

Amendment 16 to the Constitution of the United States "the Congress shall
have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived,
without apportionment among the several States, and without regard to any
census or enumeration " was submitted to the legislatures of the several States
by a resolution of Congress passed on July 12, 1909, and by proclamation of
the Secretary of State dated February 25, 1913, was duly ratified.
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In the revenue act of 1913 there is the following provision:
"A. Subdivision 1. That there shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid

annually upon the entire net income arising or accruing from all sources in
the preceding calendar year to every citizen of the United States, whether
residing at home or abroad, and to every person residing in the United States,
though not a citizen thereof, a tax of 1 per centum per annum upon such income,
except as hereinafter provided; and a like tax shall be assessed, levied, col-
lected, and paid annually upon the entire net income from all property owned
and of every business, trade, or profession carried on in the United States by
persons residing elsewhere. * * *

"D. The said tax shall be computed upon the remainder of said net income
of each person subject thereto, accruing during each preceding calendar year
ending December thirty-first: Provided, however, that for the year ending
December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and thirtec';, said tax shall be com-
puted on the net income accruing from March first to December thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and thirteen, both dates inclusive.- * * * "

This provision, for simplicity, sets March 1, 1913. as hil date on which taxes
on income, without regard for the original provision in the Constitution, that
"no capitation or other direct tax shall be laid unless in proportion to the
census or enumeration hereinbefore directed to be taken," shall become con-
stitutionally effective rather than the date of the Secretary's proclamation.

Such date, March 1, 1913, has been recognized by ail succeeding revenue acts
as the date of constitutional effectiveness. Court decisions and Treasury de-
cisions have recognized that profits accumulated before March 1. 1913, are not
profits which can be taxed, but that the distribution of such accumulation is,
in fact, a distribution of principal, not of profits.

We are firmly of the opinion that no act of Congress can make constitutional
the taxation of profits accumulated prior to the ratification of amendment 16,
by which the imposition by the United States of taxes on a basis other than
population, was made legally effective.

Section 606, closing agrccment.-Unquestionably there is in this section a
meeting of the requirement that there shall be absolute finality in agreements
between the taxpayer and the commissioner.

Section 600 would bar to taxpayers rights which. at the time of execution of
agreements, had never been determined by court decisions. It would bar to
them rights resulting from a discovery that there had been at the time of the
agreement, errors in governing regulations, later discovered and corrected. It
would even bar them if subsequent revenue acts had ch:inged the basic law.

Even though under such circumstances the Government might in certain
cases retain tax moneys illegally collected, and in other cases be barred from
collecting taxes legally due. we are firmly of the opinion that finality of settle-
ment by agreement is an administrative provision, the sanctity of which should
be as strictly safeguarded as that of a statute of limitations.

Section 611, collection stayed by claim in abatement.-Nothing has been more
disturbing to business in recent years than uncertainty as to t:x liability.
Many corporations are still carrying large reserves against contingent liabilities
for taxes accruing as long ago as 1918. Credit is impaired and plans for ex-
tension of business are seriously hampered by the inability of taxpayers to
secure the closing of their tax cases. Under these conditions, the bar of the
statute of limitations has come to be looked upon as the only guarantee of safety
against further demands for taxes. Section 611 directly destroys this guar-
antee and violates flagrantly the principle of ending controversy by limitation.
Without providing any equivalent relief for taxpayers whose just claims for
refund are barred by limitation, it sets aside limitations which the Supreme
Court of the United States has declared to be effective against the (Governent.

The principle involved in section 611 is more important than any :amount of
revenue that may he at stake. The income tax law can not long lie retained
as the bulwark of our revenue system if the confidence of taxpayers in its fair
and honest administration is destroyed.

In section 1106 (a) of the revenue act of 1926, Congress placed its seal upon
the principle that statutes of limitation are inviolate in these words: "The bar
of the statute of limitations against the United States in respect of any internal
revenue tax shall not only operate to bar the remedy, but shall extinguish the
liability."

It is unthinkable that Congress in 1928 should repudiate this doctrine by a
retroactive repeal of section 1106 (a) (see sec. 612, revenue act of 1928) and
reopen cases barred by prior acts.
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Section 611 raises but one question of moment-"Are statutes of limitations
meaningless?" If sections 611 and 612 are enacted no taxpayer can ever know
when his tax liability for any year is satisfied.

Section 13, tax on corporations.-As reported to the House by the Ways and
Means Committee, H. R. 1 fixed the rate of tax on corporations at 11% per
cent. By amendment on the floor of the House, the section was changed to
provide for a gradrucon of taxes when the net income of corporations, less the
credit allowed in section 20. is not more than $15,000, 5 per cent being the
rate on the amount not in excess of $7,000, 7 per cent on the amount in excess
of $7,000, but not more than $12.000, aniu 9 per cent on the amount if $12,000,
but not more than $15,000.

We believe thlih change is entirely illogical. For the first time it injects ia
system of double graduation of taxts into a revenue nct of the lUited States.
double because a corporation is not in itself an -ntity but a collection of indi-
viduals, and a graduated tax upon a corporationn is therefore tie, irst graduated
tax upon the individuals holding the stock of that corporation. In 'lit present
system of surtax upon thet income of individuals. there is the second graduated
tax on that part of income which individuals receive as dividends from cor-
porations.

It is illogical also because it arbitrarily defines a small corporation as one
which has a net income of not more than $lS.InK). By setting up such a line
of demarcation between small and large corporations. it implies that ti corpora-
tion having an income of $18.100 is a large corporation and not entitled to any
relief.

It is inequitable because if there is any merit int the principles underlying
such double graduation of taxes, it should be applied to all corporations, just
as the graduated tax on individuals is applied to all individuals. As an ex-
ample of its inequity, a corporation having a net income of $1S.(N) deducting
the credit of $3.000 allowed in section 26, will pay the following graduated tax.

First bracket. $7,000 at 5 per cent .. - ------.------. -------- - $350
The second, $5,000 at 7 per cent--..-----.---------- -- -- 350
The third, $3,000 at 9 per cent....-------- - -------- .-------- 270

A total tax univer the graduated plan of---------- ----- --- 970

Another corporation has a net income of only $100 more, a net income of
$18,100. Under the credit allowed ini section 26 to a domestic corporation earn-
ing more than $25,000. this corporation also can deduct $3,000, giving it a tax-
able income of $15,100. on which it must pay a tax of 11 per cent, $1,730.50
or $766.50 in excess of the corporation which had an income, of $18,0(40. It must
therefore be admitted, if the computation of the tax in these two cases is cor-
rect, that the second corporation because it earned $100 more than the first
corporation, has paid on that $100 additional earning, a tax of 7661/0 per cent.
Of course the proposer of the amendment which 4o changed section 13, had no
intent to impose a tax so high in rate on income in excess of that of the small
corporation which he intended to favor, but notwithstanding tiat lie did not
so intend, the fact remains that the section as it now reads has that result.

There is no question in the minds of our committee that section 13 should
be restored to the form which it was reported by the Ways andh Mienus 'onm-
mittee to the House.

INSTALLMENT SALE

The Ways and Means Conmmittee in report No. 2 on Il. It. 1, stated as to
installment sales, that it was leaving the nmitter to judicial determination. As
a matter of fact, judicial deterination already had teen based on the laiw as it
was written. According to the law. there was no chance for tlie Board of Tax
Appeals. or the courts to set upon the law any interpretation other than that
at which they arrived. Our committee believes no criticism -f the action of he
Ways and Means Commnitittee for its :action on this point can be toeo severe.
There is no right and no power conferred upon Congress by constitutional
amendment 16, to impose double tax.,tion. and unless the revenue act of 1928
corrects the error made in the enactment of the 1926 law, the benefits of re-
porting income on the installment basis will be barred to those who have not
before used such form of report. The income tax law is based upon ile profit
content in a consummated transaction. It was never intended to be computed
upon an anticipated profit. Installment sales are not completed transactions,
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and yet many firms and many Individuals in business have in the past used a
cash or accrual basis, and have reported all of the profit contained in an in-
stallment transaction, even though payments had not been completed. As the
law is now written such person changing to the installment basis, made valid
by the law itself, must necessarily pay a tax upon profits upon which it has
already paid a tax, in fact has paid all of the tax for which the law calls. To
say to such taxpayers wishing to avail themselves of the privilege of reporting
on the Installment basis that they must pay a tax on profits already reported is
to say to them most emphatically, that the benefits of the installment basis are
not for them, but for those who in previous years have gone to such a basis.
This is so decidedly unfair that it would seem that comment on the subject
beyond the point of calling it to the attention of your committee is unnecessary,
but our commttee feels it can not dismiss the subject without expression of our
belief that both the 1926 act and the proposed 1928 act as they relate to In-
stallment sales, are violative of the due process provisions of constitutional
amendment No. 5.

This committee's recommendation as to installment sales does not extend to
the granting a firm doing an installment business, which heretofore has re-
ported all its profits on such business as taxable income, the right to ask a
redetermination of previous years' taxes, in the event it should elect to change
to the installment basis which is provided by law. On the contrary, we believe
that such firm has had all opportunity to avail itself of the advantages provided
by the installment sections in previous revenue acts, and that if it did not
care to report on the installment basis in previous years, it should not have the
privilege of redetermination and to any consequent refund of taxes paid in those
years, although as already set forth, it should have the privilege of making the
change without incurring the penalty of double taxation on profits already
reported.

STRUCTURE OF TlE NEW BILL

Our reference throughout this letter has been to i. It. 1 as read twice and
referred to the Committee on Finance in the Senate of the United States.

Our committee believes the form of the new act, if it were carried to a logical
conclusion, would he a decided improvement over the form of previous revenue
acts, but we would respectfully call attention to the fact that the purpose of the
Ways and Means Committee in adopting the present form or structure of the
act, has not been carried through, with the result that in its present form it
hns not been simplified, but is much more confusing than any previous act. It
is neither a self-contained nor all-comprehensive taxation bill. It is necessary
to refr to previous acts and the amendments to previous acts, to know what
the taxation laws of the United States are to be from the date of the enact-
ment of this act.

Title 1.-Title 1, income tax, seems to carry further than any of the other
titles, the intent of the Ways and Means Committee to draft a self-contained
bill, but even title 1 is incomplete, for title 3. "Amendments to 1926 income tax "
must be read in conjunction with title 1 to arrive at an understanding of the
tax on individuals and corporations, and even then complete understanding
can not be had without further reference to previous acts and to amendments
to previous acts. Our committee recommends that the contents of titles 1 and
3 shall be merged.

We have later suggestions to make as to the numbering of the titles in the act.
Title 2, misccllaneois taxrx.- Title 2. miscllnneous taxes does not disclose

what the estate tax is, without referenee to the previous acts, for it consists
largely in amendments to the previous acts. with no setting forth as to what
the law is to be after enactment. Complete knowledge of the law can lie had
only by reference to this act and several preceding acts. We believe this is
true of all the sections in title 2. and we again recommend that title 2 shall
be so rewritten that it will be self-containing of the law prevailing after en-
actment, without necessity of referring to any other acts.

Title 3., amendments to 192~ i once ta.r.-Our criticism of this title is incor-
porated in our criticism of title 1.

Title /I, administrative procedure.-The same criticism as to form which we
have made of the preceding titles, applies to title 4. We recommend this title
be so rewritten that it contains the law in entirety, as it will be after enactment.

Title 5, general provikion.-Title 5, general provisions, seems to more nearly
approach the ideal aimed at by the Ways and Means Committee than any of
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the preceding titles, but reference to section 702 will disclose the necessity of
referring to previous acts, particularly the act of 1918, for complete knowledge
as to the full coverage of the section. The same criticism, therefore, attaches
to title 5 which we have made in regard to the other titles.

The foregoing is criticism confined entirely to the structure or arrangement
of the new bill. We wish to extend our criticism, by pointing out the fact that
there is no linking up of section numbers with title numbers. One of the out-
standing excellencies of previous acts has been that a section number was always
indicative of the title in which the section fell. There was no question with
any one even slightly conversant with the tax law, that section 700, the capital
stock tax in the revenue act of 1926, could be found in title 7, nor that section
800, stamp taxes, could be found in title 8.

We believe there would be a decided improvement if that part of the revenue
act of 1928 which is really introductory to the act itself, should be given the
title 1, " Introductory provisions." In its present form, title 1 is income tax,
subtitle A is "Introductory provisions." Subtitle B is " Gt neral provisions,"
the matter of which proceeds directly to taxes on individuals. If title 1 could
be used to cover only " Introductory provisions," then title 2 could become gen-
eral provisions, if " general provisions " is lthe proper title, but it seems to our
committee that the proper title to use is "income tax."

The other titles would then be advanced so that there would be six titles
instead of five, and then there should be a renumbering of sections in con-
formity with former acts, and in agreement with titles, so that in each section
number there would be a revelation of the title to which it belonged.

The criticism of form and numbering which we have respectfully raised in the
foregoing, is not met nor overcome by the table of contents which is a part of
thei act.

In closing our criticism on the form or structure of the act, we wish to call
attention to one case which we think shows most emphatically the need of re-
writing of the 1928 act, so that it will be all inclusive. Section 600 (2), the
revenue act of 1926, imposes a tax on pistols and revolvers. There is no mention
at all in the present print of tile revenue act of 1928 of this section as having
been repealed or retained. Not having been repealed, it is still tile governing
tax, and it certainly should be incorporated into the revenue act of 1928. This
specific case illustrates the necessity of the changes we have suggested.

It is not enough for the Ways and Means Committee to state they have re-
duced the pages of previous acts by fifty or more, if such reduction results in a
sacrifice of accurate knowledge of the law by the taxpayer wlo must under-
stand that law. The result of such sacrifice is not simplicily but complication
and unnecessary confusion.

Comment in tils letter has been confined to H. R. 1, as referred to the Com-
mittee on Finance. At tle invitation of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation. we submitted to that committee a brief, and also made pre-
sentation of the matter therein to tile Ways and Means Committee. Believing
the suggestions in the brief prepared for the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation to be pertinent and relevant to your consideration of II. R,
1, we are inclosing copy with this.

Yours respectfully.
COMMITTEE ON TAXATION,

NATIONAL RETAIL DRY (GOOD ASSOCIATION,

CARLrOS B. CLARK, Chairman.

Mr. YouTN. I want to deal briefly with two or three points to which
I should like to direct the particular attention of the committee.

Mr. Lederer has gone quite into detail as to the installment feature,
in which we are very much interested. The income tax law is based
upon the profit content of a consummated transaction. An install-
ment sale is not a completed transaction, and it was never intended,
we believe, that the tax should )e computed upon an anticipated
profit. There results in the present installment sales law a double
taxation, which we think is unjust. Mr. Lederer has largely covered
our views.

I think, also, that the discussion which occurred in the Senate on
February 4, 1926, and the statement by Senator Reed on the floor
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showed clearly that the intent of Congress was that we should not
have double taxation, as provided under the December. 1919. regula-
tions, but the regulations, revised 45, as promulgated January, 1920.

I should like to say in this connection that our committee does not
want to be understood as recommending the granting to a firm doing
an installment business, which has heretofore reported all its profits
on such bases as taxable income, the right to ask a redetermination of
previous years' taxes in the event it should elect to change to the
installment basis as provided by law.

We think that section 1208 (d), the retroactive section, has caused
all the trouble which you have experienced. On the contrary, we
believe that a firm such as I have mentioned has had all the oppor-
tunity to avail-itself of the advantages provided by the installment
sections in previous revenue act 1,. andl that if it di i not c~are to report
on the installment basis in previous years it should not have the
privilege of redetermination and the right to any consequent refund
of taxes paid in those years, although, as already set forth, it should
have the privilege of making a change without incurring double
taxation on profits already reported.

Senator SIMMONS. Let me understand you, please, with regard to
this expression "double taxation" which you are using. I do not
know whether you use it as meaning that you have to pay a specific
tax twice or whether, under some different r cthod of computation,
you would have to pay an additional tax. Which do you mieai ? Do
you mean that if, under one method of computation of your tax, you
pay a certain amount, and then the department decides that that was
the incorrect method and assesses you at a larger amount, that you
would not get credit for the smaller amount?

Mr. YOUNG. Senator Simmons, I think I understand your ques-
tion, and I think I can answer it. Section 212 (d) gave the taxpayer
the right of reporting on the installment-tax basis. Those who, prior
to that time, reported on the accrual basis had already paid the tax
upon the entire profit realized. Then, when they go upon the in-
stallment-tax basis, under the privilege given under 212 (d), the
commissioner is reopening cases and requiring the payment of a tax
again, under the installment-tax basis, a pro rata, it already having
been paid.

Senator SIMMONS. Are you not allowed any credit for what you
have already paid ?

Mr. YouN;. There is a credit. I can not answer that question,
because I am not an accountant. There is a credit. but it still
results in the paying of a tax which you have already paid.

The CHAIMsrAN. An increased tax?
Mr. Youxo. An increased tax.
Senator SIMMON.s. An increase, instead of a double tax?
Mr. YOUNG. Yes.
Senator SIaMIONs. That is where you confused me. You say

"double tax " where you mean an increased tax?
Mr. Youxo. They have already paid the tax upon the profit. Our

law, as I said at the outset, does not contemplate the payment of a
tax upon an anticipated profit, but only a tax upon the completed
transaction.

Senator REED. Let me see if I can not clear it up by an illustra-
tion. Suppose, in 1917, a furniture store had sold this table for
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$200, payable in two years, $100 in 1917 and $100 in 1918. The
table cost them $100 originally, so there is a profit of $100. These
people reported that transaction as consummated in 1917 and they
paid their tax on the $100 profit in 1917, although half of the pur-
chase price had not been received and would not come in until the
next year. The commissioner said "' that is all right. You paid your
whole tax on the whole transaction that year. 'Therefore, you
do not pay any tax on this deferred installment of the purchase
price, which comes in in 1918."

Now. then, retroactively they have construed the law to mean that
although they paid the tax on the whole profit in the first year. the
year in which the sale was made. nevertheless they must also pay a
tax under the 1918 rates on that installment which was received in
1918, ignoring the fact the whole transaction had been laxed in the
prior year.

The ('I.mIA.I AN. Providing. however, that they elect to pay under
the installment plan rather than the original plan?

Senator REED. Yes. At the time they were given that election in
the regulations of the Treasury Department this system of double
taxation of the profits was not dreamed of.

Senator SIMMONS. The illustration you give would be a clear case
of double taxation?

Senator REED. Yes.
Senator SIMrMON. And something that we never intended ?
Senator REEDt. I am sure we never (lid, and that is why I said we

never did, on the floor of the Senate.
Senator SUMraONs. It is amazing to me to hear that the depart-

ment has made any regulation or ruling that requires them to do it.
Senator REED. For six years, Senator Simmons. from 1920 to

1926. their regulations were exactly in accordance with your under-
standing and mine, and then, all of a sudden, they turned around and
put in new regulations and said " no matter if you did pay the tax
on the whole transaction in the original year. nevertheless we have
changed the rule now, and you have to pay a tax again on the in-
stallments from that transaction in the succeeding year.

Senator SIMwoNs. That is the reason I asked the question.
Senator REED. How in the world the Board of Tax Appeals ever

reached that conclusion I do not see.
Senator SIMMONS. I thought it was only increased taxation he was

complaining of, but according to your explanation it is a double
taxation.

Senator EDGE. There was not not any additional legislation?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. The regulation was mitade after the passage

of the 1926 act.
S nator EDGE. Based upon what is in the 1926 act?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator REED. We provided in the 1926 act just what the regula-

tions had theretofore provided, that the taxpayer might have his
option, whether to pay on the transaction at the time it was consum-
mated, or whether to pay on the proportion of each installment that
constituted profit. The regulation had said that he might do that,
so we put it in the 1926 act to make it permanent. Then, down at
the end of the bill, in section 1208, we said that the provisions of
subdivision (d) of section 212, where he was given the option, shall
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be retroactively applied in computing income under these earlier acts,
and on that, without any more from Congress, the Board of Tax
Appeals has decided that we meant to tax the same transaction twice
in the year in which it was made and the year in which it was paid.

Senator SIMMoNs. Senator Reed, you make the point, which I think
is well taken, that if that matter was presented to the court we would
get a decision in conformity with the equities of the situation.

Senator REED. If it were my client, I should take it to court in the
quickest possible way. Mr. Alvord, have I stated that incorrectly ?

Mr. ALVORD. No.
Senator REED. If I have, I wish you would correct me now.
Senator SIMMO S. I think we ought to hear from the tax board

upon that matter. I understand they made some recommendation
about it.

The CHAIRMAN. The recommendation we made in this bill were
made by the joint commission.

Senator REED. If I have misstated it, I wish you would correct me
now, so that any misunderstanding will not become fixed.

Mr. ALVORD. The only additional point I might make, Senator. is
that in the conference report, under section 212 (d), the conferees
stated that they were intending to ratify the double-tax regulations,
and not the sixngle-tax regulations. Furthermore, I believe that was
the general understanding at the time.

Senator REED. We never saw that. That may have been sent to
the House, but there was no such statement in the report to the
Senate.

Mr. ALVORD. That was in the statement to the managers of the
House.

Senator REED. I never saw it.
Mr. ALvoi). It was the statement in the conference report upon

which the department relied, and, to a large extent, I believe, upon
which the Board of Tax Appeals relied.

Senator REED. I am sure no member of the Senate conferees would
have agreed to that.

The CHAIrMAN. I think every member of the committee now
understands that thoroughly.

Mr. YOUNG. May I point out one other thing?
The CHAIRMAN. We will take it up. Senator Reed has distinctly

stated exactly what it was. We declared it in 1208, and then in 212
(d), just as the Senator says.

Senator SIIORTRIDGE. We can straighten it out when we get into
executive session.

Mr. YOU-NG. May I make just one statement that I think will
clear it up? The commissioner finds justification for his position,
and I believe the Board of Tax Appeals does in its decision, in a
very simple error which occurred in the discussion on the floor of
the Senate between Senator Smoot, Senator Reed, and Senator Sim-
mons, wherein Senator Smoot said, "The committee intends that
the installment provisions of regulation 45, promulgated on Decem-
ber 29, 1919 "-
Whereas I think you meant to state the regulations promulgated

January 20, 1921, which statement is supported by the later state-
ment by Senator Reed, when Mr. McKellar asked him what effect
it would have, and whether it would result in opening up all these
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cases. Senator Reed said "No, Mr. President, it would not open
them up, because for all these years the Treasury Regulations have
provided what is now proposed in the bill."

What was proposed in the bill, according to a reasonable inter-
pretation, was revised regulation 45, as Senator Reed pointed out.

The CHAnIMAN. I think those are the 1919 regulations.
Mr. YouxN. The revised regulations is 1920.
The C('AIRMANA. I know: but the regulations of 1919 to which I

referred there, are the regulations upon which the change was made.
Mr. Youxo. The( regulations of 1919 were the regulations which

provided for double taxation, and I think Mr. Alvord will bear me
out, whereas it was the intent of Congress not to provide for double
taxation, as the statement of Senator Reed has indicated.

Senator REED. Why (an you not answer my question to the other
gentleman? Why do you not take this to court? If you can get
into court you will get to a forum where a tax law is construed, in
case of ambiguity, favorably to the taxpayer. The very best you can
say of this is that it is ambiguous?

Mr. YOUNG. Yes.
Senator REED. If given a construction favoring the taxpayer,

surely double taxation will not be peritted.
Mr. YOUNG. True.
Senator REEI). No American court will require the payment of

a tax twice on the same income. unless the language of Congress
drives it to it, and this language does not.

Mr. You' . Yes. sir: but would we not be confronted with the
apparent intent of Congress-

Senator SHmTIrtuiX;. Has there !been an erroneous interpretation
of tlie law

Mr. YotI(;. That is our contention.
Senator SHORTRIKME. Is it you' conltentioll that this coimmtiittee, or

the Congress. could grant relief
Mr. YouNs(. Yes.
Senator SnHORTRDE. You ask that relief be granted by a bill now

under consideration?
Mr. YOUNG. Yes.
Senator SIORTRIDGE. Rather than to compel you to go to court

with the consequent expense and delay?
Mr. YoUNG. Rather than to compel us to go to the expense of

litigation; yes. That is our position.
Senator REED. I think we understand the issue. We can decide

it in executive session.
Mr. YoU G. The next sections with which I would like to deal

are, jointly, sections 45, 141, and 118. Section 118 was originally in
the bill as reported to the House, and was stricken out. That section
and section 141 would deprive different units of a consolidated
whole--

The CHAIRMAN. I was going to say that that deals entirely with
consolidated returns.

Mr. YouNo. That is true.
Thle CHAIRMAN. I hardly think it is worth while to take the time

of the committee to discuss that.
Senator REED. The committee has its mind pretty well made up

on that.
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Mr. YouNG. On section 104 there are two objections.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the same situation applies to that section.
Mr. Yot;';o. The committee has its mind made up. We object

particularly to the information reports, which would divulge
secrets.

The next is section 115. on distributions prior to--
The CJAIltMA.N. The same tiling applies to that.
Mr. YorNwo. The next is one upon which I assume the same condi-

tion of mind exists on the part of the committee, with reference to
611, claims in abatement.

The C(AIRMAN. We have the record full of that.
Mr. YoLTN:. And your mind is already made up on that e
The CHuIRMAN. Mline is. I do not know about the other members

of the committee.
Senator SI.uMMONS. In ,)ther words. I think we do not want to sit

here as a court to try to correct all the errors Imatd by t4he department
in its rulings. I think that when the department has made clear
urror in its rulings the best course for you to pursue is to go into tile
courts. I do not think our committee is required to sit here and pass
laws to correct errors in their rulings, unless the law needs amend-
inent. If the law needs anwndment, then we ought to amend it.

Mr. YOUNG. Under section (11, Senator--
Senator SIMMONS. But where the law is clearly, as I think it is

in this case, in favor of the tapayer, but the taxpayer has not fol-
lowed his remedy, I do not think he ought to come here and ask us
to revise all the erroneous rulings of the Treasury Department.

Mr. YOUNG. Does that statement also apply to the attempt made
in section 611 to overrule the decision in the New York & Albany
Lighterage Co. case?

Senator SIMM.roNS. No. I think that is another thing altogether.
Senator HARRISON. That has been discussed very fully.
The CHAIRMAN. That has been discussed. I do not think there is

any need of spending any time on it.
Mr. YOUNG. Are you interested in hearing a discussion on the

graduated tax on small corporations? I should like to point out,
for just a moment, the effect that is going to have.

The CHAIRMAN. We have not had anybody speak on that.
Mr. YOUNG. As reported in the bill at present before you, under

section 13, there is a tax upon small corporations, less the cred'
provided in section 26, where the income is not more than $13,00U,
5 per cent on the amount not in excess of $7,000; 7 per cent on the
amount in excess of $7,000 and not more than $12,000; 9 per cent
on the amount in excess of $12,000 and not more than $15,000. That
has a peculiar effect. We think it is entirely illogical, first, because,
for the first time, it injects a system of double graduation of taxes
into the revenue act. It is double because the corporation is, in itself,
not an entity, but a collection of individuals and a graduated tax
upon a corporation is therefore the first graduated tax upon the
individuals holding the stock of that corporation.

In the present system of surtax upon the incomes of individuals,
there is the second graduated tax upon that part of the income which
the individuals receive as dividends from corporations. It is illogi-
cal because it arbitrarily defines as a small corporation one having
a net income of not more than $18,000; that is, with the $3,000 credit.
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By setting up that line of demarcation between large and small cor-
porations, it necessarily implies that a corporation having an income
of $18,100 is a large corporation and not entitled to any relief, and
I can show you in a moment just how that will work out.

Senator SnIMMss. Does not that same thing follow in our gradu-
ated income tax?

Mr. YOUNG. Not to the same extent, as I shall point out in just
a moment.

It is inequitable, because if there is any merit in the principles
underlying such double graduation of taxes, it should be applied
to all corporations, just as the graduated tax on the income of indi-
viduals is applied to all individuals.

As an example of its inequity, a corporation having a net income
of $18,000, deducting the credit of $3,000 allowed in section 26 of
the act, will pay the following graduated tax:

In the first bracket, $7,000, at 5 per cent. it will pay $350; in the
second bracket, $5,000 at 7 per cent, $350; in the third bracket, $3,000
at 9 per cent. $270, or a total tax of $970.

Th(ln, another corporation, which has a net income of only $100
more, or $1S,100, with the credit allowed by section 2 to a domestic
corporation earning more than $25,000, can also deduct $3,000, giv-
ing it a taxable income of $15.100, on which it must pay a tax of
111/, per cent. or $1,736.50, or $7(i(;.50 in excess of the corporation
which had tihe income of $1S.000.

Senator REE. IIn othir words. it gets $100 nmore income, and that
refi'tnie it to pay $700 mi <re taxes'

Mr . IYou. pays $706.50) more tax than the corporation with
ian income of $100 less.

Senator EiDiE. That is based lupon the ll/ per cent provision con-
tained in the present bill.

Mr. YouN.s. Yes. That will necessitate closer policing by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. because of the desire to shift income
to come within the lower brackets, where the percentage of tax is
that high.

Just one more thing and I will have concluded. I have dealt
with the structure of the bill. I should like, as we outlined before
the Ways and Means Committee-

Senator HARRISON. Is your organization satisfied with 11 per
cent as a corporation tax?

Mr. YorNG. We are satisfied with the Ill/ per cent, but the matter
of rates is a matter in which we do not feel that we are as well quali-
fied, lacking intimate information as to the fiscal requirements of
the Treasury, as the Treasury Department is itself, to determine the
amount of income.

Senator IHARRION. So you are not recommending any particular
rate?

Mr. YoUNG. We think that is wholly within the discretion of the
committee.

Senator SIMMONs. Do you think that 111/2 per cent would be a
reasonable tax ?

Mr. YOUNG. I do not feel that I am prepared to answer that ques-
tion. Senator. I think that is peculiarly within the province, not of
an outside agency, but of those who know more intimately the de-
tails of the fiscal requirements of the Treasury.
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The CHAIRMAN. You have no desire whatever to have rates lower
than would bring sufficient money to maintain the Government?

Mr. YOUNG. That is it.
Senator SIMMONS. That is not what I said.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not say it was.
Senator SIMMnoNs. I am assuming that the finances of the Treas-

ury Department will justify a reduction to 111/1 per cent. I was
asking you if you thought, if the financial situation of the Govern-
ment would justify it, that that would be a reasonable amount of
tax for you to pay? Do you think it ought to be lower than that?

Mr. You.N. Qualified as you have qualified it, Senator, I should
say 111/ per cent, because we all desire to get as low a tax as the
fiscal conditions of the Treasury will permit, but I do not think I
am qualified to answer the question.

Senator SIMMoxNS. Then, you would like to have 11 per cent?
Mr. YovUN. I would like to have it down to 5 if the fiscal require-

ments of the Treasury would permit it.
Senator EDGE. If we could repeal the income tax law we would

not have to deal with the structure.
Mr. YouNo. I do not think I am qualified to answer the question.
Senator SIMMONS. I do not think so.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. The witness has made a very frank statement.
Mr. YUNGo. One more statement, and that is with respect to an

amendment to the law to allow corporations to deduct donations for
charitable contributions. That is just as much a business expense
for a corporation as it is for a partnership. If you have charitable
organizations coming into your stores, it is absolutely necessary to
give to them. It is not a deductible item. They do not take that
into consideration when they make the demands upon you. They
do not take into consideration the fact that it is not a deductible
item when they make the demand, whereas your competitor, a part-
nership across the street, has it as a deductible item, which is unfair
and unjust.

Senator REED. Do you not think it is ultra vires a corporation to
make charitable contributions?

Mr. YOUNG. That is a question that might be debatable.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. It would depend upon the laws of the dif-

ferent States, and the charter.
Mr. YovNG. It would depend upon the local jurisdiction. I think

the corporations, if that privilege were given them, are sufficiently
interested so that they would not make contributions that are out
of line with their ability to make them.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do you think the corporations would be
more charitable if they were granted the privilege?

Mr. YouNG. I think that would be the tendency, but even now
they are compelled to make donations, which is a business expense,
and they are deprived of the benefit of deductions.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. They think they ought to have that priv-
ilege, the same as a partnership or an individual?

Mr. YOUNG. Yes.
Senator REED. I do not see why we should encourage officers of

corporations to be charitable with other people's money. That is
what it amounts to.
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Mr. YOUNG. I think they are so controlled by the board of direc-
tors that they would not exceed, Senator Reed, the amounts that they
knew would be approved by the board of directors.

The CHAIRMAN. The corporal ions of the country can not get
along without it, for instance, at Christmas time.

Senator SIMMONS. I think a corporation, being a soulless con-
cern, would not contribute to charity unless it was in its interest
to do it.

Mr. YOUNG. They are compelled to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. They are compelled to do it.
Mr. YOUNG. It is in its interest, even fi-on a competitive stand-

point.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Haussernmn.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. HAUSSERMAN, REPRESENTING INTER-
ESTS IN PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, I have in mind
the section relating to income from sources within the possessions
of the United States, the Philippines, and Porto Rico. You are
probably sufficiently familiar with the tax situation in the Philippine
Islands.

Prior to 1918, all income taxes-were paid to the Philippine Govern-
ment. Up to 1918, there was no attempt on the part of the Federal
Government to collect any taxes on business conducted in the Philip-
pine Islands. In 1918. during the war, the provisions of the 1918
act were sufficient to cover Americans doing business in the Philip-
pines, although it did not cover Filippinos, or other nationals doing
business in the Philippine Islands. It has always been a question
whether Congress really intended to do it, and for a number of
years-

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question with the Committee that
Congress decided to do it.

Mr. HAUSSERMAN. The courts have so held.
After the year 1918, the whole machinery of the Philippine Gov-

ernment and the War Department became interested in trying to
get Congress to put the Americans back where they were prior to
1918. Th Philippine Legislature unanimously passed this reso-
lution:

Be it resolved by the Scnate and House of Representatives of the Philippines
concurring, That the resident commissioners be, and they hereby are, instructed
to ask Congress for the amendment of the United States internal revenue act
of 1918, in the sense that American citizens who are bona fide residents of the
Philippine Islands, shall not be subject to any income tax greater than that
required of other residents of said islands.

That was followed by a cablegram from General Wood and Mr.
Forbes. Subsequently General Wood became Governor General,
and the fight was kept up.

In 1921 you attempted, I thought-and we all thought-to rectify
that situation, and you passed a new amendment, 262.

SEo. 262. (a) In the case of citizens of the United States or domestic cor-
porations, satisfying the following conditions, gross income means only gross
income from sources within the United States:
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(1) If 80 per centum or more of the gross income of such citizen or domestic
corporation (computed without the benefit of this section), for the three-year
period immediately preceding the close of the taxable year (or for such part
of such period immediately preceding the close of such taxable year as may be
applicable) was derived from sources, within a possession of the United
States; and

(2) If, in the case of such corporation, 50 per centum or more of its gross
income (computed without the benefit of this section) for such period or such
part thereof was derived from the active conduct of a trade or business within
a possession of the United States; or

(3) If, in the case of such citizen, 50 per centum or more of his gross income
(computed without the benefit of this section) for such period or such part
thereof was derived from the active conduct of a trade or business within a
possession of the United States either on his own account or as lan employee or
agent of another.

We all thought that solved the problem from 1921. We attempted
to get the Congress to make it retroactive, so as to cover 1918, and
all subsequent acts.

There are possibly 2,000 Americans over there that may be subject
to that income tax. As a matter of fact, not over 15 reading that
law considered that they were liable, and paid the tax. No machinery
was put in force out there to collect the tax. No attempt was made
to collect it, so the situation resolved itself down to about 14 or 15.
I, being one of them, paid the tax under 1918.

In 1921 I made my return, complying with that, and under the
rulings of the Collector of Customs I was exempt on my Philippine
revenue, because 80 per cent of the whole came from the Philip-
pine Islands, and, as we all thought, 50 per cent of my income came
from the active conduct of the business.

I proceeded along for four or five years, feeling perfectlvy -ecure,
but in 1926 I received a very polite note from the taxing unit here,
which said that they had reaudited my account, and that I was not
entitled to the benefit of section 2(2.

Why? Well they admit that 80 per cent of my income was
derived from the Philippine Islands. They admit that during all
that time, and all the preceding years, I was in the active conduct
of a trade or business, but they said, "The business that you are
actively conducting and managing is a corporation, and to make
up this income of 50 per cent you have to include your dividends.
and the dividends that you receive from that business which you
are managing and conducting come by virtue of your ownership
of the stock, and not because of your active conduct of the busi-
ness." Hence, I was eliminated.

Now, it so happens that this is the situation. Justice Fisher and
myself were trying to think this morning of any American over there
who does not do business, outside of the professional men, in the
form of a corporation. We could not thing of a single one. Of
course, the lawyers have partnerships, and there is no question that
they are exempt. Doctors, as a rule do business as partnerships,
and they are exempt. The same applies to dentists and professional
men. But when you are in the active conduct of business, you
usually incorporate.

That being the case, the department has construed it. It says
there is no ambiguity in that language. They will concede that
there is no doubt that if the attention of Congress had been called
to it, and they really wanted to relieve all actual, bona fide busi-
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ness men in the island from that tax, in order to assure that they
were only exempting bona fide business men there, they would have
described, or made a method of determining whether they are
actually, bona fide business men, engaged in business.

First, you must show that 80 per cent of your income come from
the Philippine Islands. That is pretty good evidence that the
fellows in the Phillipines are actually interested there. But that
is not sufficient. They do not want to make that a haven of safety, or
a safety zone for tax dodgers, and let them take their money to the
Philippine Islands and invest it, and thereby become exempt from
taxation. You must be engaged in the active conduct of business.
They could foresee that a person might open a little shoeslining
parlor and consider himself actually engaged in business, so they
said that his income that he seeks to exempt must, at least to the
extent of 50 per cent, come from the active conduct of the business.
thl: way it is worded, that will apply to a partnership, or to an
individual who owns the whole of his business, but if he happens
to incorporate his business, he is not exempt. So, the result is that
under this construction the section, as written, has absolutely no
practical value in the Philippines, except for lawyers, doctors, and
dentists. So far as the real business men in the Philippines are con-
.cerned, Americans in the Philippine Islands, it has no practical
application, because we all. as a matter of fact, do business in the
form of a corporation. I am not the only one.

Senator REED. Is that carried into the subsequent revenue acts
since 1921

Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Yes, sir. We have it exactly in this one, with-
out an amendment.

Senator REED. What section?
Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Section 251. Just to show you how unjust

that is-
Senator SIM.MOs. Do you mean that if your part of the divi-

dends or receipts from the activities of the corporation should
amount to 80 per cent, and that represented 50 per cent of your
income, that because you receive that through a corporation you
would not be entitled to the benefit of it?

Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Received as dividends. I am there actually
managing that whole business and conducting it. All the dividends
distributed to all the shareholders are the result of my active opera-
tion and conduct of the business, but because my share that I get
is in the form of dividends I am not entitled to the benefit of section
262.

Senator SIMrMtos. Would that be true if your share of the divi-
dends amounted to 80 per cent of your income?

Mr. HAUSSERMAN. It does not say 80 per cent. It says 50 per
cent. As a matter of fact, my dividends amount to about 80 per
cent of my income. It is all I have. They are calling on me-

The CHAIRMAN. But your income is more than 50 per cent in the
corporation

Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Oh, yes; but I am a shareholder and conse.
quently I am not entitled to that benefit. Now, if I were a corpora-
tion-

Senator SIMMONs. That is to say, you are not actively engaged
because it is done by a corporation?
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Mr. HAUSSERMAN. They will admit that I am physically actively
engaged in the conduct of that business.

Senator SIMMONS. But you are doing it through a corporation.
Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Yes.
Senator REED. Did you ever consider paying yourself a salary in-

stead of dividends?
Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Yes; but I could not do that without committing

a fraud upon other shareholders who are actual shareholders in that
particular business.

The CHAIRMAN. You do draw a salary?
Mr. HAUSSERMAN. Certainly. They will concede that my salary,

if it amounted to 50 per cent of my income, would be exempt, but
my salary does not amount to 50 per cent.

Senator SIMMONS. What Senator Reed meant to imply was that
you ought to get the benefit of a very shrewd corporation lawyer's
advice.

Mr. HAUSSERMAN. We have had all that. We think you ought to
leave that section just as it is, but with this proviso:

Provided. That for the purpose of this subnse ion dividends shall be deemed
to be derived from the :Ictive conduct of a trade '.r tbuiness where thi tax.
payer is actively engaged in the conduct of such trade or business. either on
his own account or us the employer or agent of another.

That shows that dividends ought to be included.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon. at 12 o'clock noon an adjournment was taken until

2 o'clock p. m.)
AFTER RECESS

The committee resumed at 2 o'clock p. m., in its hearing room in
the Capitol, Senator Reed Smoot presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order we will pro-
ceed. Mr. William S. Elliott, I believe, is the first witness.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT, ESQ., CHICAGO, ILL., GEN-
ERAL COUNSEL FOR THE INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name and address.
Mr. ELLIOTr. My name is William S. Elliott, Chicago, Ill. I

am general counsel for the International Harvester Co.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed, Mr. Elliott.
Mr. ELIOTT. The matter I wish to present is a proposed amend-

ment to section 165. employees' trusts, which I think is within the
spirit of the present section, which has been in the law since 1926,
but which amendment I think carries out the intent more fully.
This section is intended to encourage certain provisions by em-
ployers for the benefit of their employees. It does so by providing
that a trust created by an employer for the exclusive benefit of
the employees, in the way of stock-ownership, profit-sharing, or
pension plan, that trust as such shall not be required to make an
income-tax return, the tax being deferred on the interest on the trust
funds until it is actually distributed to the employees.

The problem I wish to present relates exclusively to pension funds.
I do not think it has any bearing on the other things mentioned,
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stock ownership or profit sharing, because pension funds involve
a special situation of building up a reserve out of which to pay
pensions. The question of pension plans is a very live subject at
the present time throughout the country with a good many other
concerns besides the International Harvester Co. That company
was one of the pioneers of the pension plan, starting it in 1908.
During each year from 1908 to the present time it has set aside
a pension reserve out of profits upon which it has paid tax; that is,
this reserve has not been deducted for tax purposes. It has set
aside in its pension reserve a certain amount to meet the future
liabilities under the pension plan. This fund is not trusteed. It is
part of the assets of the company. I have been told and shown
figures--I do not know how accurate they are-that of some 600
pension plans now in force in the country, only about 20 per cent
have had their funds trusteed to date.

I assume that it was considered that such a trust is desirable, be-
cause it protects the fund for the employees, and Congress has pro-
vided in this section that the interest also can be accumulated on that
fund tax free for the protection of employees. The matter has be-
.come a large subject in the last two years, because of two or three
instances where there was expectation of pensions on the faith of
which employees had been working, which had been defeated, when
the fund was not trusteed. There have been cases where the corpora-
tion became insolvent, and the pension reserve went into the assets
and to the creditors. I have heard of one case where stock control
of a corporation was bought up and the control taken out of the
hands of the people who wanted to build up this fund for employees.
In such a case there is nothing to prevent them from turning the
pension reserve back into the surplus, or distributing it as dividends,
or using it to increase the value of the stock.

There have been some instances in the Chicago district which
have circulated through the employees of other companies, where
.one large company got into financial difficulties and their pension
fund went to the creditors or the stockholders, I do not remember
which, and it has affected the whole morale of employees in that
district. There is always considerable effort by agitators to discount
to employees anything a company does for them, and to say:

You can't count on this. IAt us get something for you. Look at this other
company. These men worked on the faith of this pension plan, and it was
taken away from them and went to the creditors.

We want to trustee our pension reserve, and there are a lot of
other companies who want to do the same thing, not because of any
tax benefit they will get by it, but to put the fund where it is abso-
lutely beyond the control of the company and will be devoted in any
event to the employees so the employees can work in the faith of that
fund.

Now, under section 165. as it is drawn now, I might first state to
you how it would work out in a new pension plan which is now
starting, and the point I wish to make is that it does not quite meet
the situation with the companies which have heretofore established
a pension plan and want to change their existing plan from the
nontrustee form to the trustee form. If a company starts a pen-
sion plan at the present time under which, we will say, they provide
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that an employee can retire at 60 years of age and 30 years of
service. The Treasury Department allows , a deduction for the
money applied to pensions, on the theory that it is in the nature of
deferred compensation. We will say a man enters the employ of a
company at 30 years of age and retires at 60. During each of those
30 years they are paying him in cash wages of so much, and they
are putting into the pension fund each year a cash amount, say 2
per cent of his salary. When he gets to the age of 60 hie iretirs.
His expectancy of life is 12 years. and they must have on hand at
that time a find sufficient,' with interest, to pay him out a pension
during the next 12 years, exhausting both interest and principal.

The pension fund is on an actuarial basis, and is in the nat re
of an insurance annuity, where you pay in so much money for so
many years, and they pay you out so much money for so niay vear.\'
The present section 165 encoluraQge such trusts iy saying that if
an employer establishes a trust fund and pays into that fund the
amount necessary to build up the reserve and pay out the pensions.
he may deduct that as an expense of the I business. It further encour-
ages it by saying that while that money is in the fund and the interest
is accumulating on it, that interest shall not be taxable bevaulse it
is a part of that reserve, and will be distributed at a later date.

Now, that is the way it applies on a new trust. Our problem
is that we have had our pension fund for 19 years. anl I
think most of the established industries of the country have hl
pension funds for probably not that long. but we will say on :ui
average of 10 years. During that period they have appropriated
out of their income each year a certain amount and set it up on
their books as a pension reserve, the money still remaining the
property of the company. If they wish to shift from their present
pension plan to a trustee plan. it involves transferring to the trutee
not merely the additions to the fund in the future but the reserve
already accumulated.

I have taken that up with the Treasury Department. and I know
that attorneys for other companies have done the same thinr. I
think I am stating the fact when I say they are sympathetic with
the situation, desire to help the trust to be formed. and recognize
that a deduction should be allowed in some way. The only pro-
vision in the law permitting it, is that the employer mnay iledlict
the ordinary and necessary expenses of the business. The annual
addition to the pension fund comes within that definition. but when
you want to transfer a reserve accumulated during several past years.
the point comes up that that is an abnormal amount which hlas no.
direct relation to the business of the year, and I think I am :-tating
their position when I state that they feel it is a matter for legislative
consideration and policy, and that if the Congress wishes to take
a position on the matter it should be stated in the law.

Section 165 is where the matter should be dealt with. and I have
suggested a wording here, simply to make a concrete suggestion,

S adding to this section which deals with the various features of
employees trust, the following:

An employer establishing or maintaining a pension trust im:y deduct as
an expense of business amounts transferred to such trust representing pension,
reserves accumulated under a pension plan previously in force and not
theretofore claimed and allowed as a deduction, provided that the reasonable-
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mess of all such deductions actuarlh'dly determined with respect to the
pension obligation 1o lie provided for shall he subject to tI h review and
approval of the conmniss'oner.

(Complete proposed amueindmentI inserted at end of testimony.)
Senator REED of Penns'lvania. Has the trust reserve been de-

ducted from the employer's income in past years ?
Mr. ELLIOTT. It has not, Senator; no.
The CHAIRMAN. They have generally got it, whether they pay it

into the company or the company pays it out. What he wants now
Is-

Senator REED (interposing). I know what he wants, but I thought
that had been deducted heretofore.

The CHAIRMAN. No.
Senator REED. ULnh'e youl' r ellsionl plan an employee who reaches a

given age after a given length of service is entitled to a certain speci-
fied amount?

Mr. ELLIOTT. Yes, sir.
Senator REED. Based on his rate of pay?
Mr. ELLIOTT. Yes, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And that is considered to be de-

ferred compensation to the employee?
IMr. ELLIOTT. That is the basis of the Treasury Department's rul-

ings. It is in the nature of additional comlpensat in.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. If the earnings of this fund were

taxed as the earnings of other trusts are taxed, the employer would
be required to put in more money each year in order to build up the
reserve fund.

Mr. ELLIOTT. Yes, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. His contribution would have to be

increased by an amount equivalent to the tax which the Government
would take from the trust?

Mr. ELLIOTT. Yes, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. So that the employer gets the

benefit in his operating expense of the nontaxability of that fund ?
Mr. ELULor. Yes, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. The employer is the beneficiary

of that tax exemption given by section 165 Iandl not the emplloyee.
Is that not right?

Mr. ELLIOTT. That is correct to this extent: I would rather say
they both get the benefit. The employee gets the benefit of working
on the assurance that there is an irrevocable provision to provide
for his pension, and to get away from these situations which are
shaking the faith of the whole employee class.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. You did not catch my question.
Inasmuch as the employer would have to increase his annual pay-
ment into the trust by an amount that the trust was taxed, in order
to have a sufficient fund. it necessarily follows that the employer,
and not the employee, is the beneficiary of the tax exemption which is
given by section 165.

Mr. ELLIOTT. He is the beneficiary of the tax exenlmtion in a sense.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes. And the employee, when he

finally receives his share of those accumulated earnings, pays a tax
on them as a part of his income in the year in which he gets them.

Mr. ELuorr. That is correct.
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Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. 1 am wondering about the wisdom
of section 165 in its entirety. Why should we make an exception
in such cases? What useful purpose is served by exempting that
variety of income?

Mr. ELLTorr. I came here with the assumption that that had been
in the original law, and had passed the House and that, so far as
it stood, the policy of it had been approved. Even if you wipe out
the present section and say that the fund in the employees' trust
shall pay an income tax, that would be a collateral question to the
one I am now presenting. The point I am now presenting is that
if, as it does, the Treasury Department permits you to deduct as an
expense of the business the money which you put into a trust to pay
back to your employees, then that provision should be so worded as
to enable companies with existing pension plans to come under it.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes; I caught your point. You
want to increase your deduction by the aggregate amount of all the
reserves you have set up in the past, which you are now going to
turn over to the trust?

Mr. ELLIOTI. Yes.
Senator GERRY. Under the statutes, it would go into the trust?
Mr. ELLT. Yes, sir.
Senator GERRY. And you want it so it will be set aside but not put

into a trust?
Mr. ELLu rrT. No, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. They set up a reserve irt the past,

Senator, over a series of years. Now they are going to create a
trust to make the fund more secure. They want to take credit as a
business expense for this payment which they make in one year of
all the accumulated reserve for past years.

Mr. ELLIorr. Do not forget that during the past years we have
paid an income tax on this money which has been appropriated out
of our taxable income and put in the reserve. The average tax paid
on the money now in the Harvester Co. reserve has been 11 per cent.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I am not quarreling with your
suggestion, Mr. Elliott, because I see the comparative justice of it;
but I got you off the thread, because I wondered what was the sense
of the original section.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us take your own practice. In the past you
have not put it into a trust, but put it into a reserve.

Mr. ELLIOrr. It stands as a reserve on the books.
The CHAIRMAN. The company paid a tax on that reserve?
Mr. ELLTrr. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you want to change that policy and put it

into a trust. Do you want to treat the amount you have already
been taxed as a trust amount, or do you want that retroactive, so
that no tax shall be paid on that portion on which you have already
paid a tax?

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. He wants to get a retroactive
, exemption on it.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I wanted to know. He wants a
retroactive provision.

Mr. ELLIOrr. Whether it is retroactive or not, the Treasury De-
partment's theory is that what was paid out in pensions is allowable
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as a deduction, and it is also their theory that it is deferred com-
pensation. If, during the last 19 years we had, in addition to the
cash salaries, paid that other 2 per cent to the employees, it
would already have been deducted and saved us the 11 per cent tax.
Because we held it to pay pensions in the future, we paid 11 per
cent to the Government on that additional amount. If we had
kept it or paid it out directly to the employees, we could have de-
ducted that and got the money back when we paid it. If we trustee
it, then when the actual pension payments are made to the em-
ployees later we can not deduct them, because that would not be
a transaction by the company.

The (CHAIRMAN. If your suggestion is adopted, it would mean
giving the Harvester Co. whatever tax they have heretofore paid
on that fund?

Mr. EuLLior. It would save that fund.
The CHAIRMANs, That is the result of it?
Mr. ErLLoTT. Let me state it this way: I presume, as the Treasury

Department says. it is in the nature of withheld compensation.
There are three possible times to pay to take the deduction. You
might pay these employees the additional 2 per cent in each year
in which they earn their compensation and provide that they invest
it with an insurance company and buy themselves annuities. That
would be deducted at once. At the other extreme, you can keep it
and pay it out to them as an annuity when they reach the required
age. That would also be deducted. The third intermediate situa-
tion is that you can transfer it to a special tr' ;t which would be
in the nature of an insurance company's actuarial fund. out of which
to pay annuities. The law says that you can deduct that, so far as
starting a new-plan at this time is concerned. If our pension fund
were now trusteed and the deduction allowed we would not be getting
any deduction which we would not have had if the present law had
always been in force.

As we view it we are not anticipating our rightful time of deduc-
tion. We view we have set aside for additional compensation this
fund during the last 19 years, during which period we might have
deducted the amount, and could have done so if we had trusteed our
reserve at the start. We believe the companies which have been
foresighted enough to start a plan for the benefit of their employees
in advance of that provision of the law should not be penalized
over those which start such a plan at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. The objectionable part to me is that you are

going to take exemption immediately for this period of years by
transferring it to the trust fund. There would be some jistifica-
tion for splitting that up into the years that you have already paid
and taking credit for those amounts, as you would have done in
the first place, but you are asking to take the whole amount for
nineteen years and have remitted upon that amount the taxes which
were imposed, just what you could have done heretofore, but you
did not do it.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. How much do your accumulated
reserves amount to?

MAr. ELLIOT. $13,000,000.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. How much was the annual income

of the Harvester Co. last year?
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Mr. ELLIurr. 1 can not tell you what it was for tax purposes.
The published report was $23,000,000. There were reserves that
were not permitted for tax purposes, lire-insurance reserves, and
such as that.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That would give you pretty com-
plete tax exemption for the next year?

Mr. ELLuror . It would if taken in one year, but I am not insistent
on getting it all in one year. I want to present plainly thle logic
of the proposition. I do not think we are anticipating an admitted
right of deduction in claiming it now. It is rather claiming now
what might have been over 21 years.

The CHAIRMAN. It i.s not the fault of the law; it is your own
fault.

Mr. ELLIOTT. I do not get that.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you said it was 19 years.
Mr. ELLIOTT. Yes; it is 10 years, not 21.
The CHAIRMAN. Yu come im now anud want that wihol ledduc-

tion made in one year which. o. course, would mean the Harvester
Co. would not pay any tax next year, and perhaps half the next year.

Mr. ELuorr. Even so, you are admitting we might have had it dur-
ing the last 19 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly, but you did not decide to (do it that
way.

Mr. ELL Owr. If we could begin with some assumption, might I
ask you to consider whether it is desirable to encourage the prot c-
tion of pension funds for employees

The CHAIRMAN. Yes: I believe in that.
Mr. ELLIOTT. By far the larger number of people employed are

with the established concerns of this country which already have
pension plans, over 600 of them, a:d none of those companies
can ever go under a trustee form to protect their eniplyees in a
plan which is conceded to be beneficial. Can you not devise some
equitable method for doing it You ar.e recognizing that the item
is of a legitimate nature for deduction, but the objection is that the
deduction is in year of a fund accumulated over a period of years.
Could you not provide that where the reserve is trusteed, the deduc-
tion should be taken over a period of three or four years?

The CHAIRMAN. I think I understand' what you want.
Mr. ELLIIo'. We have 40,000 employees. so that $13.000.000 re-

serve would be only $333 per employee put into that reserve for
future payment. I do not think the problem is essentially different
from that of a company having 400 employees and $130.000 of re-
serve. It is only larger because of our large number of employees
and because we have had it in existence for a long time. I will
leave that question with you.

There is one other thing, and that is the last sentence of this pro-
posed amendment, which says:

This section shall apply to similar trusts er'nted and m~iiained joi nly by
a group of employers for the benefit of their employees.

I ask to have that put in to clarify a point which I think the
Treasury Department would be glad to have clarified. The first
sentence says: "A trust created by an employer * * * for the
exclusive benefit of his employees."" It is; singular. This amendment
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makes it clear that the section covers a pension plan for an affiliated
group, which is quite essential for two reasons. One is that an
employee may be shifted from one company to another, and if it is
not a joint plan that would break his service record and he would
have to start to build up his 30 years of service again. The other
is that it enables the companies to pool their reserves and work out
better actuarial results. I think such joint pension plans have been
recognized by the Treasury Department as coming within section
165, but they feel the section needs clarification.

I might say that I addressed to Mr. Alvord, your legislative ad-
visor, some time ago a letter on this subject, and if agreeable to
him I would like to have it go in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It may be inserted in the record at this point.
(The document referred to is here made a part of the record, as

follows:)

IGHT OF EMPLOYES To DEDUCT TRANSFERS TO PENSION TRUSTS CREATED FOB

JKNEF:I'' OF T'IEIi EMPLOYEES

February 4, 1928.
Mr. E. C. ALVORO,

Treasury Department,
WVashingtn , D. C.

DEAR SIR: Referring to our conversation last week, I understood you to say
that if I would submit a written statement of the pension problem on which
I was seeking light, you would g;ve further study to the question of whether
it coull he adequately handled by regulations or was a matter for legislative
consideration. Herewith is a statement of the problem which I hope will be
sufficient for the purpose.

1. In the administration of the income tax law, pension payments have long
been recognized as proper bus ness xpen)ses and allowed as deductions on the
theory that the payments formed a part of the comlensationl scheme and were
in the nature of deferred compensation.

2. Where pension plans have taken the form of building up a trust fund by
annual transfers of cash or securitlie. to a trustee who thereafter iaw;kes the
pension payments, the Treasury Department, I understand, has permitted the
deduction of such annual transfers lieu of the direct payments to employees.

3. A ipnsion plan in the form of a trust gives greater assurance to employees
that the future pensions, In reliance on which they may have worked for many
years, will be paid irrespective of the solvency of the employer or any action
of the creditors or stockholders. Presumably in recognition of this f:ct the
192(i revenue law has expressly encouraged the trustee form of pension plan
by a special deferment of taxation. Section 219 (f) defers taxation of the
earnings of such trust funds until actually distributed to employees.

4. There has recently been an actual case of a large company whose em-
ployees lost all pension rights and expectations due to the fact that the pension
fund was not adequately secured to them against the rights of stockholders
and creditors; that is, no assets were trusteed, but the pension liabilties were
reflected in the balance sheet by a reserve. This case has had much publicity
and has naturally caused comment among employees of many other companies
with nontrustee pension plans, and raised doubts in their minds. Obviously
full faith and reliance by employees on a pension plan is essential to its
success. Without this the morale of the organization is not built up, continuous
employment and reduction of turnover of labor are not obtained and the value
of the pension plan to the business which justifies the deduction of the pension
payments as a business expense is greatly decreased. For these reasons there
has been a distinct movement in recent years toward the trusteeing of pension
funds. This movement I assume both Congress and the Treasury Department
regard as desirable.

I am reciting the above facts, with most of which you are doubtless familiar.
simply as the foundation of the problem presented, which is this:

The problem.-Does the income tax law as it now stands and as interpreted
and administered by the Treasury Department, adequately provide for the
special transaction involved In changing an existing pension plan in nontrustee
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form to the trustee form. or are these transactions so penalized by way of
taxation that the cost of the change is made prohibitive?

The special transaction involved in such a change of pension plan is the
transfer to a trustee of cash or securities to the amount of the company's
pension reserve built up by annual appropriation over a period of years against
the accrued and growing abilities as more of the employees approach the
pension age. If the amount so transferred is deducted in computing the tax-
able income of the employer in the year of transfer, the question arises whether
the Treasury Department (while recognizing the right to deduct the usual
annual transfers to a pension trust) may not deny the deduction of the initial
large transfer because of its size and lack of relation to the business of the
particular year. It is believed the deduction should be allowed for sound
accounting and business reasons, aside from any public policy to encourage
the protection of employees by trusts, for the following reasons:

(a) The law does not require or state that the test of an ordinary expense
be the relation to a particular ye:ir's income. A pension payment, being in the
nature of additional compensation, is essentially an ordinary business expense
and deferred compensation actually earned in prior years should lie permitted
to be deducted in any year in which paid. In other words, the employer has
in theory withheld a certain amount of compensation over the period. say
20 years, during which the employee has been working, for the purpose of pay-
ing a pension over a subsequent period, and this amount in its entirety is
paid over to a trustee for the benefit of ihe employee.

(b) The employer has had no previous right of deduction as the law and
regulations do not permit :he deduction of pension reserves set up on the
employer's own books. Such reserves. therefore, represent profits upon which
the income tax has already been paid and which, if the trustee plan were not
adopted, would be recovered back in future years as pension payments are made
from time to time direct :o employees. With the trusteeing of the pension
fund, however, this right of the employer to deduct the individual pension
payments is lost as these payments are thereafter made by the trustee. In
other words, if the employer is not allowed to deduct the initial transfer to the
trustee of the pension fund there~t.fore built up, he would lose forever the
right to deduct this amount from taxable income, which right he should have
as a matter of law and public policy, and can retain by maintaining his pension
fund in nontrustee form.

(c) There is no difference in principle between deduction of the initial
transfer to a pension (rust and annual additional transfers. So long as the
pension plan itself is reasonable and the total amounts trusteed do not exceed
a reasonable reserve against the expected liabilities, no distinction should be
made. All such payments are proper business expenses.

Simply as an illustration I will refer ;o the pension plan of the International
Harvester Co. which has been in force since 1908, the company being one of
the pioneers in establishing such a plan. During this period annual appro-
priations out of profits have been transferred to a pension reserve, against
which the individual pension payments to date have been charged. The balance
of the fund now in reserve is more than five times the amount of the ordinary
annual appropriations. Actuarial computations show this reserve to be essential
to meet the accrued and growing liabilities which must be paid in the future,
and in fact no sufficient alone for this purpose as it must be built up in future
years, as in the past, by further appropriations. The unexpended balance now in
this pension reserve has been returned in prior years for taxation and taxes paid
thereon at an average rate of between 11 and 12 per cent.

In the earlier years it would have been difficult to establish a pension trust
as the capital needs of the company required the use of all reserves in the
business. In more recent years, however, it has been possible to invest the
greater part of the pension reserve in securities aind, if practicable, the company
would now like to consider 1rusteeing the funds in order to give its employees
a guaranteed protection. But if this involves loss of the right of deduction for
tax purposes, the penalty is, of course, too great and the company must con-
tinue its pension fund in is present form.

We believe this is a matter of great and general importance. The great
majority of established industries, railroads, utility companies, etc.. have exist-
ing pension plans, many of them of long years' standing, and under most of Ihese
the pension funds are not trusteed. I have seen an estimate made with some
care, that less than 20 per cent of existing pension plans provide for trusteeing
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of the funds. If ii is the legislative purpose to encourage pension trusts-and
this is certainly in line with the ,Iwst-c.'nsidered and broad-minded humani-
tarian and business policies-it seems clear that such legislative purpose will
be largely defeated unless adequate provision is made for the change of existing
pension plans to the trusee form.

If your considration of this matter should lead to the conclusion that there
is any uncertainty whatever under the existing law, may I suggest he de-
sirability of clarification in the new revenue act rather than by department
regulation? The trusteeing of a pension fund is a definite irrevocable action
which obviously employers will be loath to take without the most definite, ir-
revocable assurance that they are not thereby incurring heavy and unnecessary
tax burdens.

Very truly yours,
WILLIAM S. ELTIOTT.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1(;5 IEVENUE ACT OF 1928

It is suggested that section 163 of the revenue act of 1.2,5 as passed by the
Ious e e amended to read as follows, the italic words being new:

SEC. 105. EMPLOYEES' TIUSTS.--A trust created by an employer s aR part
of a stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan for the exclusive benefit of
some or all of his employees, to which contributions are made by such em-
ployer, or employees, or both, for the purpose of distributing to such em-
ployees the earnings and principal of the fund accumulated by the trust
in accordnace with such plan. shall not lie taxable under section 161. but the
amount contributed to such fund by the employer and all earnin'.s of such fund
shall he taxed to the distributee in the year in which distributed or made
available to him. Such distributees shall for the purpose of the normal tax
he allowed as credits against net income such part of the amount so dis-
tributed or made available as represents the items of dividends and interest
specified in section 25(a) and (b). An employer establishing or maintintaing
a pension trust may deduct as an expense of business amounts transferred to
such trusi representing pension reserves accumulated under a pension plan
previously in force ahd not theretofore claimed and allowed as a deduction,
provided that the reasonableness of all such deductions actually determined
with respect to the pension obligations to be provided for, shall be subject to
the review and approval of the commissioner. This section shall apply to
similar trusts created and maintained jointly by a group of employers for the
benefit of their employeeS.

PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT

Section 165 of the House bill, which is substantially the same as 165(f)
of the 1926 law. indicates an intention to encourage trusts for the benefit of
employees by dealing with the questions arising in this connection and
disposing of them in a fair manner. One important question has not been
dealt with and up to date the Treasury Department has not seen fit or been
able to clarify it in the regulations, although it is a question actually con-
fronting many employers who desire to create pension trusts for the benefit
of their employees. This question is whether the pension reserve accumulated
under a prior pension plan in nontrustee form can be deducted as an ex-
pense if transferred to a trust. If the deduction can not be made at that
time, it is lost forever and the cost of converting the pension plan to a trust
form bcomes prohibitive.

The last sentence of the proposed amendment relating to joint trusts may
not be necessary as it is believed the Treasury Department considers such
trusts as coming within the section. However, it is an important matter which
it would be well to clarify. It is believed that the great majority of the
pension plans maintained by large industries with affiliated and subsidiary
corporations, are joint plans for the benefit of the employees of the role
related group. Such joint plans are desirable and should be encouraged for
two reasons: (a) Only in this way can the continuous service records of
employees transferred from one affiliated company to another be recognized
as a basis for pension; (b) by pooling the reserves and dealing with a larger
group of employees, better actuarial calculations can he made and the security
of employees is increased.
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EMPLOYEES' PENS8ON TBrSTa, SECTIoN 165. ADDENDA TO ORAL STATEMENT OF

WILLIAM S. E.LIOTT

I desire to add a few words to my oral statement of yesterday, in answer
to two questions from members of the committee, which at the moment I was
not prepared to answer adequately.

TAXATION OF INTEREST ON PENSION T'UST FUNDS

One member of your committee questioned the policy of -ection 165 as it now
stands in deferring taxation on the income of pension trusts until distributed.
The thought seemed to le that this benefit'dl the employer rather than the
employees, through increasing the accumulation on the pension fund and thereby
reducing the payments into the fund which thi'e employer would be obliged
to make. This would be true only if we assume a fixed land identic:t scale
of pensions, which assumption is not justified.

As a matter of fact, pension rates vary and have frequently been changed.
and the determining factor has ordinarily been what the business will stand;
that is, ability to pay. Pensions are paid our of thie principal of the reserve
plus the accumulations of interest thereon, and whlre the amount of the
principal is fixed by what the employer can fordod to set aside for this pur-
pose the scale of pensions to be paid is directly affected by the rate at which
the interest accumulates. The policy with reference to taxing such interest
therefore directly affects the scale of pension payments.

In this connection, an analogy should be noted with section 203. which ex-
empts from taxation the interest on the reserves of life insurance companies
up to the amount of 4 per cent per annum, thereby enabling such companies to
build up their reserves mor rapidly and pay out larger amounts in proportion
to the principal paid in. A pension trust is a reserve of precisely the same
character and deserves equal and perhaps more favorable treatment.

Doubtless there will be no difference of opinion as to the desirability of
having industry take care of its own sursrannuated employees; but the commit-
tee may not know how serious the prohiem is which now confronts the industry
of the country as a whole and to what extent encouragement is needed. Only
recently have actuarial data and calculations become available to show the
unexpectedly heavy burdens ahead, which will tax the ability of most, if not
all, concerns to maintain their present pension rates.

In this connection I refer to a careful study of the problem in three articles
in the Annalist of November 20, November 27, and Deceinber 4, 1925, and quote
the opening paragraph of the first article, entitled " Industrial pension plans
collapsing," by Gurden Edwards:

"Unforseen and unprovided for contingencies coming to light in many
industrial pension plans in the United States threaten a general breakdown
of these well-intentioned schemes upon which hundreds of thousands of cor-
poration employees are trustfully depending for support in their old age.
Some disquieting failures and unavoidable abandonments of apparently prac-
tical plans have already occurred, and scientific analyses recently made by com-
letent experts of one after another of those still in operation show many
more of them to be inevitably bound toward, a similar fate unless radical
measures of relief ar,2 promptly found."

TRUSTEEING OF PENSION RESERVES ACCUMULATED UNDER A NONTRUSTEI PENSION
PLAN PREVIOUSLY IN FORCE

The chairman of your committee suggested (if I understood his thought
correctly) that a company which had established a pension reserve in
nontrustee form had by its own election failed to take advantage of the
right to deduct its annul add tions to such reserve as an expense of business.
which deductions it admittedly could have taken if the funds had been
transferred to a trustee at the time; and hence it might be argued that the
company should not now be permitted to claim the deduction on transferring
the accumulated reserves to a trust, which, in effect, would give it a refund
of taxes voluntarily paid.

This argument (which I do not understand the chairman intended to be taken
as his own) will not bear analysis. There can be no waiver of a right
which does not exist; and the company in question never had .a right to claim
the deduction in prior years as the pension reserve had not been definitely
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parted with by conveyance to a trustee. The fact that it might have been
trusteed seems immater al. as there was no requirement that companies elect
once for all to trustee their pension reserves; and only inl recent years has
it become clear that this is necessary and advis-able to retain the confidence
of employees and make pension plans a success.

Nor is there any basis for arguing that a company should Ihe estopped to
claim an otherwise proper deduction ion the ground that its former conduct
has misled the Government to its injury. On the contrary, the deferr.ng of
the deduction (resulting from the deferring of the trusteeing of the pension
reserve) has benefited the Government. not injured it. that is, the Government
has received a given amount (f taxes at an earlier date. Tlie amount of the
tax over a period of years is the same whether thie pension fund is trustee
at tile start or later.

Nothing .n thet situation justifies the analogy of an undeserved or improper
refund. It is conceded that the Treasury practice regards a Ipension plan as
a proper and laudable feature of a c meliK?' nation .schelle land the general
principle applied h:as been to permit th e deduction otf pension expense when.
ever tle employer has definitely parted with the money for til. benefit of his
employees, either by transfer to a trustee or by direct payment to employees.
Furthermore almost all pension plans when init:uted have been. and have
to be. retroactive, that is, giving credit for prior years of service, which
necessitates building up a reserve against accrued liabilities s.milar in all
respects to the reserve which would have beeln built up in prior years against
tile same liabilities if tie pension plan had bee;i initiated at an earlier date.
Such reserves required to meet the increased liabilities resulting from the
retroactive features of a pension plan, I understand, have been permitted
to be deducted in tihe year in which set up :nd trusteed. 1 subu t that
the situation involved in converting a pension plan from Inotrustee to trustee
form is precisely the stame.

If, their, pension expense , (which the Treasury Department considers in
the nature of deferred compenstialion) is a proper deduction in coinput ng net
income, which optionally could lhave been Itkeni in the past. if the pension
reserve had been trusteed from the start. aind also ioptionally can be taken
in the future, if tie, employer refuses to trustee such reserve and retains it
until finally paid out to employees-is it log.cal or fair to say that this
right of deduction is lo..L entirely if a pension plan is changed front a non-
trustee to a trustee form, that is, by the trusteeing of the accumulated reserve?
Further, would it be wise tax Iolicy to so penalize the conversion of ex.sting
pension plans into a form which gives better Iprotection to employees?

As I see it, the pew problem presented by conversion of a pension plan
from nontrustee to trustee form is not the propriety of deducting tile trusteed
funds (which deduction is recognized as :t legitimate expense and would have
been taken at an earlier date under the most approved and best form, that
is, the trust form). Nor is it because it deprives tie Government of any tax
it should have. On the contrary, the Government has received all the tax
it should have at an earlier date. The only -ew problem presented is the
possible disarrangement of the Government's estimates of revenue between
years, which might result from the allowance of unusually large deductions in
one year, that is, the year in which the pension reserves accumulated during
a number of years are conveyed to a trustee. This, I agree, is a practical
difficulty, which may require a solution. I submit, however, that the answer
should not be to deny to the taxpayer the right of deduction altogether, but
rather to provide for spreading the deduction over a period of. say, three to
five years, beginning with the year in which the pension reserves are trusted.
In this way the effect on annual revenue would he slight.

In conclusion, may I repeat that tLe problem of converting existing pension
plans from a nontrustee to a trustee form is a serious problem nlow confront-
ing many industries. Employees' confidence in pension plans not secured by
a trusteeing of the funds has been badly shattered. The protection of em-
ployees, the indirect benefit to employers of bettering labor conditions. and the
indirect benefit to the Government through keeling industrial relations in a
sound condition, all suggest that am imirrtant question of public policy is
involved, toward the solution of which Congress may well give some assistance.
It should be possible to find some practical solution equitable to all parties
concerned, employees, employers, and Government.

Respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT.
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STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN C. MARSH, ESQ., WASHINGTON, D. C.,
REPRESENTING THE PEOPLE'S RECONSTRUCTION LEAGUE

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name and residence.
Mr. MAsH. Benjamin C. Marsh, Bliss Building, Washington,

D. C., representing the People's Reconstruction League, sometimes
known as the People's Lobby.

Mr. Chairman. I regret that there are only one or two members
of the committee here. The rest are busy trying to vote a gold brick
relief for the farmer, to be vetoed by the President. Perhaps you
will pardon me for directly addressing myself to the question of some
relief for the unemployed workers of this country.

We want to oppose vigorously the Mellon plan to reduce taxes
on those best able to pay, the wealthy of this country, and point
out the absolute injustice of the present revenue bill, which makes
about a million and a half bankrupt farmers and about 4,000,000
unemployed pay more taxes in proportion to their ability than the
wealthy people of the United States.

The CHAIRM[AN. How can the farmer pay any tax?
Mr. MARsH. Through consumption taxes, and you ought to vote

to repeal the Fordney-McCumber Tariff Act, because that makes
the farmer pay an exorbitant tax on many things. I am answering
your question.

The CHAIRMAN. This is a revenue bill?
Mr. MARSH. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You do not believe in the protective tariff

theory ?
Mr. MARSH. Our observation is that the protective tariff operates

to make millionaires and millions of unemployed and pauper farm-
ers. The benefit of it should be mnide to apply if it were a protective
tariff, but it never will be. because it protects the few against the
many.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is your theory?
Mr. MARSH. It seems to me the facts which I will cite you, from

your own Commissioner of Internal Revenue, answers that question.
It is not my theory. I will give you facts which I have secured
from official Government documents.

The Saturday issue of the New York Times, April 7, states that
there was an increase of $2,083,590,851 in price of 216 stocks in
March. That was just March, 1928. An analysis of these stocks on
the New York Stock Exchange since May 1, 1927, shows these issues
have increased in value by $5,575,945,228.

The CHAIMAN. That has not increased in value at all, but the
public is crazy in buying the stocks. That is all there is to it.

Mr. MABSH. Let me read this to you.
The CHAIRAN. You can not take care of a man who wants to

gamble.
Mr. MARssH. Apparently you do. That is what your legislation

does. He has to be a rich man if he wants to gamble.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no. Lots of them borrow money for that

purpose.
Mr. MARss. Let me give you some figures from your own report.
The CHAntRAN. I will not interrupt you. I know the purpose

of this.
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Mr. MARSH. The purpose of this, Mr. Chairman, is to get irto
the record the position of the large number of farm and labor
organizations and the general public.

The CHAIRMAN. The purpose is to get these things in the record
before this committee and send them out broadcast.

Mr. MARSH. I do .iot know whether this committee desires only
to hear the wealthy. If it does, I wish you would say so.

The CHAIRMAN. I did not say that. That is the interpretation
you seem to want to make. All who have asked to appear before
this committee have been given an opportunity to appear, whether
they were poor or wealthy.

Mr. MARSH. You have tried to prevent my putting in this record
the position of the people I represent.

The CHAIRMAN. I did not try to prevent it at all.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What section do you want to address your-

self to?
Mr. MARSH. I want to discuss the organic principle, not the ad-

ministrative principle of this act. I do not know the section num-
bers. You may renumber the sections. The first is that the surtax
should be retained as at present or increased, certainly above $75,-
000; that the Federal estate tax should be restored to at least 40
per cent and retained for the Federal Government.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Have you considered the question of whether
the State should impose an estate tax?

Mr. MARSH. I have.
Senator SIIOTRIDGE. Or the Federal Government?
Mr. MARSH. Certainly. The States do not need any estate tax.

The States can not collect an estate tax now, or a progressive income
tax, because people can evade State jurisdiction.

The CHAIRMAN. They are doing it now.
Mr. MARSI. Pardon mle. They are not. They are not collecting it.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. They collcet some of it.
Mr. MARSH. They raise a little of it.
Senator SIIORTRIDGE. Some people claim that each individual State

should have the right to impose an estate tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Most of them are doing it.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. And most of them are doing it.
Mr. MARSH. And getting very little out of it.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. They get as much or more than the Federal

Government could, operating at a distance.
Mr. MARSH. Of course, the distance has nothing to do with it,

because you understand the Federal Government is the only Govern-
ment ihat has jurisdiction throughout the United States, the only
Government which can see that no wealthy man can evade his tax
by evading jurisdiction or changing his residence. The various
States can raise all the revenue they need, with the exception of
three or four agricultural States where the Federal and State Gov-
ernment own up to 70 per cent of the land, by taxing land values.
The Federal Governient needs the revenue. It is evident that the
European Governments are not going to repay our Government,
certainly not for a long time to come.

Senator SIORTRIDGE. They are all paying except France, and I
think she ought to be made to pay.
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Senator REED of Pennsylvania. She is paying $30,000,000 a year.
Senator SHOiRRIDGE. Not on the main debt.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Oh, yes.
Senator SHOBTRIDGE. Twenty cents on the dollar.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. No. After the settlement was

signed she began to pay according to its provisions, $30,000,000 a
year.

The CHAIRMAN. She has been paying $20,000,000 right along.
Mr. MAssH. Let me give you a few figures which I obtained from

the report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. In 1926 there
were 9,546 persons each with an income of over $100,000, with an
aggregate net income of $2,372,000,000. Income and surtaxes on that
were only $371,000,000, leaving them on an average $205,000 each.
The 693 individuals who had an annual net income of over half a
million dollars in 1926 had left on an average nearly $1,000,000 after
paying such tax, $672,000,000 in round figures. Secretary Mellon
has suggested that you should reduce the surtax on those receiving
between $14,000 and $75,000. I could not get the exact number, but
the nearest I could get was those having an income of from $10,000
to $100,000. There were in 1926 320,369 persons with an annual
net income of from $10,000 to $100,000, but they paid in income and
surtax only $328,686,876, and had left an average of $26,163 after
paying the taxes.

Now, as to the Federal estate tax, it is obvious from the campaign
made here last year for the repeal of that tax, delegations coming
from Florida and other States, that it is the intention of most
of the States to attract capital by not i.uving inheritances or estates.

I might say, lest you think I have gone to some radical labor
college to get my education, that I did not. I took four years gradu-
ate work in the extremely conservative schools at Chicago University
and the University of Pennsylvania. Senator Reed will bear me
out that there is no more conservative institution than the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. You could not be as radical as
the House of Representatives that wrote the 1918 act.

Mr. MARSH. I think it is time for Congress to be as radical as
that Congress. I agree with you there.

The net taxable income subject to the estate tax of those who died
in 1926 was $1,961,000,000, upon which the tax was only $138,000,000,
and the Federal Government's share was only $101,000,000.

Mr. Chairman, we have heard an awful lot about the surplus in
this country. I am sorry that none of the Democratic members of
the committee are here.

The CHAIRMAN. You can tell it to Senator Simmons. He wants
the tax repealed.

Mr. MARsH. I think they are absolutely in error in their program
of trying to reduce taxes. We ought to be honest, it seems to me, and
candid. Professor Tugwell, of Columbia University, makes the
statement that 70 per cent of the American people are not getting
enough to maintain a reasonable standard of living. That is quite
correct. That means that only 30 per cent can be normal Americans.

There was introduced in the Senate a bill by Senator Wheeler,
and in the House by Mr. LaGuardia, to provide, one bill $25,000,000,
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and the other $75,000,000 to look after the children of the strikers,
the unemployed, such as the textile workers and bankrupt farmers.
Mr. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers of America, wants
to appear in favor of it, as well as Mr. McMahon, of the textile
workers, representatives of the machinists, and I think of the
American Federation of Labor. There are a million and a half chil-
dren in the United States who are not getting a decent amount of
food. You are going to have to appropriate a great many millions
of dollars to take care of that kind of a situation, and for unem-
ployment insurance, because anybody who is frank will tell you
that no matter whether you nationallze the bituminous coal mines,
no matter what you do, our unemployment, as pointed out in an
article in the current Colliers, is going to keep on increasing, because
we are the most efficient nation in the world, so efficient that we are
going to increase our unemployment materially, and you will have
to look after the children of those people, as well as appropriate for
flood control and farmers' relief in election years. The Federal
Government has got to face that proposition.

Now, I said you are going to cancel the debts. I think that is
true. I talked some time ago with a gentleman who had been in
conference with Mr. Morgan and representatives of bankers in
Europe, and he told me they would do it just as soon as they could
get the American people to stand for it. I am not sure it is not a
good thing.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. They are making a very poor
start. They have had 10 years, and have only a handful of votes
in either house.

Mr. MARSH. I question very much the advisability of compelling
them to pay, for one reason that if they do pay it will be paid in
farm products, which will bust the American farmer worse than
ever.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Let us think about that for a
minute.

Mr. MARSH. Yes, sir.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Foreign governments are paying

us about $240,000,000 a year, as I understand it.
Mr. MARSH. What is the net debt
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That is more than is paid into

the Treasury annually by about 95 per cent of the individuals pay-
ing income tax in the United States.

Mr. MARSH. That may be, as to their payment, but may I refer
you to the current bulletin of the National City Bank, in which
the statement is made that Great Britain's investments abroad are
now about equal to those of the United States, in spite of her plea
ofpoverty .

senator REED of Pennsylvania. The point I make is that the
foreign governments are now paying more in the United States
Treasury than about 992 per cent of the total population of the
United States.

Mr. MARSH. If you figure only the direct tax, but when you
come to figure all, the indirect taxes the people of the United States,
who are good to vote and work, are paying, consumption taxes,
tariff, internal revenue, consumption taxes of every sort, I think you
will correct your statement. They are paying much over a billion
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instead of $240,000,000. The tariff is supposed to fall equally on the
rich and poor. I do not know who has a better right to buy delight-
ful and pleasant things than the people who produce a large share
of the wealth. That may be a wrong theory, but I still believe-

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Marsh, will you tell us about the revenue
bill?

Mr. MARSH. I am only answering questions.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I am to blame. I digressed.
Mr. MARSH. If you do not want me to answer questions, I will

not do it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right.
Mr. MARSH. There is no excuse of any sort for a reduction in the

surtax. It should be increased at least to the point where we could
begin bringing down the national debt largely within a short time
and still meet domestic needs. The Federal estate tax is essentially
a national tax. which has got to be collected by the only agency which
can exercise control throughout the Ufited States. Every State in
the Union. with the possible exception of Arizona and a few other
Western States where the Federal and State Governments own two-
thirds or three-fourths of the land, can raise taxes by taxing land
values, and other State taxes, but the Federal Government is the
only one that can levy and collect these national taxes. if the Secre-
tary of the Treasury wants to do it. I make that point. I mean
progressive income taxes and progressive inheritance and estate
taxes. The Federal Government needs those taxes. The Navy De-
partment has recently issued a book entitled "'The Navy as an
Industrial Asset," and has in it a list of our ships of the Navy located
all over the world to get trade for the United States. "that is a
dangerous policy.

You have heard members of the chamber of commerce and repre-
sentatives of the business interests ask you to take off various taxes.
You have had pleas to repeal much of the taxes on the wealthy. and
the Secretary of the Treasury says you ought to reduce taxes. I
think I pay too little income tax. I went before the Ways andt
Means Committee during the war and asked them to double the
tax on myself, as well as on Messrs. Morgan and Rockefeller. but
for some reason they declined to do it. With an income of from
$4,500 to $5,000 a year, I can perfectly well afford to pay $50 or $100
more income tax, rather than the 10,000,000 farmers of the United
States with an income of a few hundred can afford to pay $5. instead
of the $50 or $75 they pay in indirect taxes. We ask you to repeal
all these indirect taxes. We appeal for some consideration by this
Congress for the million and a half or two million indigent farmers,
and four million unemployed.

What America needs to-day is not an increased production. God
knows we are the most marvelously efficient country in the way of
production in the world. If we paid decent wages to the working
men and the farmers got decent prices, we could consume practically
everything we raise, except wheat and cotton, instead of exporting
a large percentage of our products. I think this revenue bill should
be directed toward meeting the immediate situation, and help to in-
crease domestic consumption.

If there are any questions, I will be glad to answer them, and I
appreciate your courtesy, Mr. Chairman.
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STATEMENT OF ALFRED L SMITH, SECRETARY AND GENERAL
MANAGER OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
NEW YORK

The CHAIRMAN. Give your name and address to the reporter.
Mr. SM~ITH. Alfred L. Smith. 45 West Forty-fifth Street, New

York City; secretary and general manager of the Music Industry
Chamber of Commerce.

The Music Industry Chamber of Commerce is a federation of
various associations of various branches in the music trade. I speak
more particularly in behalf of one of them, the National Association
of Music Merchants, practically all of whose members sell on the
installment plan, and a great many of whom have been reporting
their income on the installment basis in accordance with the regula-
tion of the Treasury Department for the last eight years.

I listened with a great deal of interest this morning to various
other speakers on this topic and realize that the subject has been
very well covered and that your time is limited, so I will take only
a moment or two to address myself to two points only.

I speak now in behalf of any of our people, if there are any, who
wish to change from now on to the installment basis and do it with-
out this double taxation. We are perfectly willing that the Treasury
Department regulation shall include this double-taxation feature, as
fair as the feature is concerned; but we (do not think that our people
who during the past yevws have relied on the department regulations
and changed from the accrual to the installment basis should now
be compelled to pay additional taxes that they never dreamed they
would have to pay when they made the change. There is an element
of unfairness in that which has not been brought out to the commit-
tee, as far as I know.

This does not apply merely to those few cases which have not been
settled, which is still in dispute between the taxpayer and the
Treasury Department. It applies to all of the cases settled, such as
those in which the statute of limitations has operated, and our people
who have been on the installment basis and individual taxpayers have
not the slightest idea whether the Treasury Department is ever going
to come to them and demand an additional payment. They have no
way of foretelling that. Some of our people have received demands
from the Treasury Department for additional payments on this
account of double taxation, and have had to pay it.

I understand that it is going to be almost impossible, or at least
that it is not feasible for the Treasury Department to go back and
reaudit all the returns made on the installment basis, which means
that those taxpayers who, for one reason or another, have their
past returns brought up in connection with some controversy with
the Treasury Department-possibly some controversy over a future
act-and in that way have called to the attention of the department
the fact that they changed to the installment basis, presumably are
going to receive these demands and have to pay this double taxa
tion, whereas many other taxpayers will not have their returns
called to the attention of the Treasury Department and they will
not have to pay it. Some of their competitors will have to pay the
double taxation, in our opinion, and others will not.
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We submit that it is not fair, and we think that in justice to all
concerned, when taxpayers, in good faith, in accordance with the
only regulations which could govern them in making their returns,
make those returns, the administrative department of the Govern-
ment should not change those returns later.

Just one other point. We think, from studying what has gone
on before, and what has resulted in the present situation, that the
situation came about through a mistake. It seems to us that it is
clear from the debates in Congress, and from personal talls we
have had with Members of Congress who are interested in this
matter, that Congress did intend, at the time of the passage of
the 1926 act, to offset the Todd decision of the Board of Tax
Appeal, and, to use a layman's term, legalize the Treasury Depart-
ment regulations. As has been brought out before this committee,
the only statements made to Congress on the floor of the Senate
covering that point were definitely that it was the intention of this
provision to legalize those regulations as they then existed, and no
one made any statement to the contrary.

It has been suggested that we should go to the courts.
The CHAIRMAx. Do you agree with the statement that has been

made here by two other speakers with relation to that?
Mr. SMITn. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Then I do not think it is necessary to take

further time on that.
Mr. S~TH. With respect to the suggestion that we should go to

the courts, our people do not like litigation any more than anyone
else does. It seems to us unnecessary if, as we understand it, there
was only a mistake, and the people who passed this law, namely,
Congress, in 1926, now working on an amendment of the very same
act, could very easily put language into the act to show that that
was their intention, and provide that returns on the installment basis
filed prior to 1926 should be considered correctly filed if filed in
accordance with the regulations in effect at that time.

The CHAIRm AN. We have had amendment after amendment sug-
gested here. If we begin to put one amendment in, where are we
going to stop ?

Mr. SMITH. I think the amendment I desire would be the same
amendment that all taxpayers in this situation desire.

The CHAIRMAN. The contention has been that a double tax has
been paid.

Senator REED. This would, however, apply to a good many thou-
sand persons.

Mr. SMITH. Yes. I know in our industry it would probably apply
to a great many small dealers.

Senator REED. Right at this point can we not hear from Mr.
Walker who had something to do with the installation of those regu-
lations?

The CHAIRM.AN. I am going to call Mr. Walker. Mr. Walker, we
will hear from you.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN E. WALKER, WASHINGTON, D. C., IN BE-
HALF OF UNITED STATES GRAPHITE CO., SAGINAW, MICH., AND
GREEN-CANANEA COPPER CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Senator REED. Will you not address yourself, Mr. Walker, first to
this installment sale business?

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, as
you probably remember, in 1926 I assisted the Treasury Department
in working upon the revenue bill. Some time prior to the considera-
tion of the revenue act of 1926, the tax board had handed down the
Todd decision, holding, in substance, that the Treasury installment
regulations were invalid. All the installment taxpayers were then in
a terrible situation.

The original 1919 regulations, when the installment dealers re-
quested that they be permitted to change their business accounting
from the accrual to the installment basis, were faced with a situation
that the correct way to go ot the installment basis was to go back and
restate the books back through 1913.

Of course, that would be a very cumbersome method of reaching a
basis to go to the installment plan. The 1919 regulations were some-
what of a compromise, to permit the installment dealers to go to the
installment basis, and at the same time not put them in a position
where they would largely avoid payment of war taxes during the
high tax year.

As I understand it, it was the opinion of those who prepared the
1919 regulations, that if they allowed installment taxpayers to go
to the installment basis and to deduct in the subsequent years, all
income on which a tax had been paid on the accrual basis i the
earlier year they would have to pay very little taxes, if any, in the
war-tax years, so that a compromise, which appeared satisfactory to
the persons in authority at that time, was effected, which stated, in-
the 1919 regulations, that if a taxpayer went to the installment basis,
to lihe extent that taxable income was received during the subsequent
years, although it had paid its proportionate tax at the lower rates
in the earlier years, it would have to bear whatever tax applied in the
later year.

Later the installment taxpayers convinced the Treasury Depart-
ment that it was double taxation, and they agreed to amend that
regulation, which they did.

Things went along all right until the tax board faced the situa-
tion, and I understand that the tning that largely influenced the
tax board in holding that that regulation was invalid was the fact
that they realized that the installment taxpayers, under that regu-
lation, did not get a true reflection of the income, and were in an
advantageous position as compared with other classes of taxpayers.

Senator RFED. In other words, neither the Treasury Department
nor the board seems to have been trying to find the intent of Con-
gress, but trying to find some regulation that would yield a good
income. Is not that about it

Mr. WALKER. No; that is not it, Senator.
The Treasury, in good faith, under the 1918 act, tried to work out

a basis where the installment taxpayers could go to the installment
basis from the accrual basis, and at the same time would pay a fair
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proportion of the taxes that Congress contemplated they would pay;
and in order to get a short cut they wrote into the regulations a
businesslike regulation, which is arbitrary, but which they considered
was fair; and to that extent, anyone who went over to the install-
ment basis under that 1919 regulation went over with his eyes open,
and knew that to the extent that there was any income on which there
was a tax paid in prior years, it would also go into the income
picture in the later years.

Later a new group of people in the Treasury were in authority,
and they were convinced by the installment taxpayers that that was
inequitable, and they went the whole distance with them.

When it got to the tax board, the tax board took the position
that it did not reflect the true income, and the regulations were
invalid.

Senator McLEAx. Just why did it not reflect the true income?
Mr. WALKER. Because, Senator, when you transfer over to the

installment basis and only pay taxes on the proportion of the pay-
ment in that year that is a profit, and you take off that, the propor-
tion of income which has paid a tax in the earlier years. it leaves
comparatively little income in that year to be taxed, and many per-
sons shifting over, for the taxable year 1918, for example, were in

- many instances practically taken out of the tax picture, with your
very extreme rates. The Treasury felt that at the time they wrote
the 1919 regulation it was not fair to other taxpayers on the accrual
basis to exclude the income which had paid tax in earlier years.

The CHArmMAN. In other words, if they had made the full profit
in one year, in the case of an individual, he would have had to pay
the tax at a higher rate. If it had been divided into 20 parts, on
some of it, perhaps, he would not pay any tax at all.

Mr. WALKER. In preparing to write the 1926 act. the installment
taxpayers desired to validate the old regulations. The Treasury
was just as anxious to do the same thing as was the taxpayer. At
the same time, the Treasury took the position that in doing that,
the old 1919 regulation should be validated rather than the sub-
sequent ones. It was a sort of compromise. The installment tax-
payers were in a terrible situation if they could not go through on
the installment basis.

The Treasury Department were aware of the fact that under the
other basis the regulation put the installment taxpayers in an
extremely favorable position as compared with other taxpayers,
and I was authorized, in behalf of the Treasury, to state to your
committee that the Treasury would be pleased to have the regulations
validated, provided that the 1919 regulations were validated, as
Senator Smoot said, and it was my understanding that that was
the action of the committee.

Senator REED. It seems to me that if the Treasury Department
is going to establish its regulations not so much to comply with
the intent of Congress as to secure a certain tax yield, and then
when they find it does not secure a tax yield, the Board of Tax

'" Appeals is going to change them or knock them out so as to secure
another tax yield-

Mr. WALKE. I do not think I have made myself plain.
Senator REED. That is certainly what it sounded like, Mr. Walker.
Mr. WALER. Not at all.
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Your first regulation in 1919 was more or less a compromise.
Rather than to go back and readjust amounts properly over all the
other earlier vears, the persons in charge of promulgating the regu-
lation provided that in going over to the other basis you had
to have some arbitrary basis on which to go, and that if you elected
to change, in that case whatever pro-rata share of the income fell
into the year in which the change was made would have to be
subject to tax. Later, the persons in authority felt the subsequent
amendment to the regulations, holding that any income that had been
taxed should go out of the picture,. was a mistake. If it had not
been for the tax board's decision holding that regulation invalid,
they would have gone ahead with it, no doubt, but when it came
to validating the provision, the Treasury Department felt that
if they were going to validate the regulations, the 1919 regulations
should be validated rather than the later ones.

Senator SHqORTRIDGE. Let me ask you this question. In making
regulations, I suppose the Treasury Department, or the officer who
has the matter in hand. undertakes properly to interpret the law.

Ir'. WALKER. Absoily; y, \i'.
Senator SHORTIIDGE. Rather than to legislate?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You were striving, I take it, properly to in-

terpret or construe the law?
Mr. WALKER. Absolutely; yes, sir.
Senator KINo. What I would like to ask is this. It will be stat-

ing a conclusion, too, on your part. If the requests made by the
gentlemen who have spoken upon this subject should be acceded to
and legislation accordingly made. in your opinion would there be
any injustice done, or would it be in the interest of justice? Would
it lead to further complications and other injustices, and compel
additional legislation?

Mr. WALKER. This is just my opinion.
Senator KING. Your opinion, if you care to express it.
Mr. WALKER. I agree with everyone else that the changing of

regulations is very unfortunate, and I am one of the school that
thinks that things that are closed ought to be close for all time.

The CHAIRMAN. As I remember it, there was no law in effect upon
the subject until 1926.

Mr. WALKER. The 1926 law validated- what had been done, and it
was the understanding of the committee, as yoll stated on the floor,
that it was intended to validate the 1919 regulation.

The CHAIRMAN. Between 1919 and 1926 there was no law, as I
remember, covering this subject.

Senator REED. Except as these regulations constituted a law.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all there could have been. There was no

action on the part of Congress.
Senator REED. Whatever we do now, we will be called upon in

1930 to change it. If the result of our action now is to lower the
revenue, the Treasury will be in here asking us to change it; and
if the result of our action at the present time is to raise the revenue,
the installment interests will be back here complaining against it.

Senator KING. That is the reason I asked if it would call for addi-
tional legislation, or would work in the interest of the Government
and the mass of the people.
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Mr. WALKER. Of course, you can always validate any return that
is made in accordance with the regulation in effect at the time the
return was made, and it would appear that that ought not to upset
very many returns. On the other hand, you have the picture as
the Treasury saw it in 1926. as I have just related.

Senator REED. Suppose we were to validate the regulations of
1920. which remained in effect through those six years until that
decision came down. What would be the net effect

Mr. WALKER. At the present time the statutes of limitation have
run in the case of all the years to and including 1922. It would
only mean that the Treasury would not make any additional assess-
ments in the case of returns made under the subsequent regulations
That would leave things in status quo.

Senator REED. Would that not be the best solution? Suppose we
should strike out all this elaborate section here and simply provide
that the regulations of the Treasury promulgated in 1920 be hereby
validated and declared to be the law.

Mr. WALKER. That would certainly give them essentially what
they are asking for.

Senator REED. Would it cost us anything in revenue ?
Mr. WALKER. Only in additional taxes. You would not be up-

setting anything, because all the returns were made subject to the
latter regulations at that time. It would leave things in statu quo.

Senator REED. It would leave things in status quo, and prevent the
Treasury Department from going back on its own regulations, which
were in effect for these six years.

Mr. WALKER. That is true.
Senator REED. To get perfect justice in this case there is only one

way to do it, and that is to open the whole works up back to 1913
and reaudit every year from that time down. on a uniform basis.

Mr. WALKER. To get exact justice; yes.
Senator REED. On the accrual or installment basis. It does not

matter which?
Mr. WALKER. Yes.

' Senator REED. That would give you perfect justice, but we all
know that is impracticable.

The CHAIRMAN. There was no law at that time.
Senator REED. Installment sales were being made during all that

time, and they were subject to an income tax, in one way or another.
The CHAIRMAN. But, up until 1919-
Senator REED. It would not matter which basis you took. If that

were practical, that would be the only way to obtain exact justice,
but it is not practical to do that.

The CH AIRMAN. It is not practical at all.
Mr. WALKER. That is true. Of course, the net result is-
Senator REED. Is not this true, Mr. Walker, that the fault of the

S whole thing was with the Treasury Department? The Treasury
Department rather weakly, at the time of high taxes, allowed these

S people to shift their basis so as to escape the big taxes of the war
years.

Mr. WALKER. Clearly, the installment concerns were trying to get
a basis where they did not get a tax on their profits until they were
actually realized.
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Senator REED. Precisely. Having made that concession to them,
and having wabbled a couple of times, the Treasury finally came
down to the regulations of 1920 and let them stick for six years.

Mr. WALKER. That is right.
Senator REED. Then they were knocked out by the Board of Tax

Appeals.
Mr. WALKER. As I understand it, the thing that was the basis of

their decision was the shock that they got because of the low taxes
in those high years, due to the shifting basis, which indicated that
the subsequent regulation did not properly reflect the net income.

Senator REED. I think the Board of Tax Appeals ought to be
blindfolded so that it could not consider what the money effect of
its decisions is.

Mr. WALKER. I have just stated my opinion.
Senator REED. Then Congress, in a more or less muddy way, un-

dertook to put into the law what it thought had been a consistent
practice of the department, and it did not know, or did not remem-
ber, that the department had changed in 1919 and 1920.

Mr. WALKER. I am sorry if I left that impression, because I
always try to state all the facts.

Senator REED. That is no reflection on you, in any sense.
Senator KING. In their attempt to shift in those'years when the

taxes were high, along in 1919, that resulted, did it not, in their
evading-and I do not use the word in any offensive sense-a con-
siderable amount of taxes?

Mr. WALKER. They paid less taxes than they would on the accrual
basis.

Senator KIxo. They evaded a considerable tax which they would
otherwise have had to pay.

Mr. WALKER. It resulted in less taxes than they would have paid
on the accrual basis.

Senator REED. I think it was an act of weakness on the part of
the Treasury Department, but we can not correct it now.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. They had a right to do it. It was not any
evasion of the law.

Mr. WALKER. Of course, the commissioner has authority to per-
mit tax returns upon any proper basis which, in his opinion, will
truly reflect the income, and the persons in charge felt that this
rather arbitrary way of shifting was a proper basis, and did
give a true reflection of the income.

Mr. ALVORD. Mr. Chairman, at the morning session I did not
discuss the other side of the double-taxation rule. The situation,
however, has another side. The entire matter was discussed at
length and in detail by the joint committee on internal revenue tax-
ation and by the advisory committee of that committee. Consider-
able time was devoted to it by the Committee on Ways and Means.
I expect, of course, to discuss the situation in the executive sessions
of the committee.

Mr. WALKER. I appear to-day in behalf of the United States
Graphite Co., of Saginaw, Mich., and the Green-Cananea Copper
Co, of New York City.

The CHAIRMAN. Is this on section 113?
Mr. WALKER. It is section 45.
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Senator KING. For whom do you speak?
Mr. WALKER. The United States Graphite Co., of Saginaw, Mich.,

and the Green-Cananea Copper Co., of New York City.
We are requesting an amendment to section 45 of the pending

bill (H. R. 1). What remains of section 45 is a part of the con-
solidated return section, 240-F, of the revenue act of 1926.

Section 240-F, of the revenue act of 1926 is much broader than
the provision in section 45. Section 240-F of the present act allows
a domestic corporation which has to operate a foreign subsidiary
company in order to do business in a foreign country. to file consoli-
dated accounts upon the request of the taxpayer in order to get a
true reflection of the net income.

I will speak first of the United States Grpahite Co.' The United
States Graphite Co. has been operating in Mexico for over 30
years. It had originally acquired a title to its mine by purchasing
a ranch. That is all it had to do at that time.

The Mexican constitution in 1917 gave authority to any Mexi-
can corporation or Mexican individual to file claims on this prop-
crty, in view of the fact that it was owned by a domestic company.

The United States Graphite Co. therefore, in order to continue to
operate its mine in Mexico, had to organize a foreign subsidiary
and to file a claim on its own property in order to prevent its prop-
erty being taken without compensation.

Senator KING. That was under article 27 of the Mexican consti-
tution of 1917.

Mr. WALKER. That is right. The United States Graphite Co.
keeps its books to-day in the United States, the same as it did
before, and is desirous of paying its tax to the United States upon
its entire net income from both its foreign operation and from its
operation at Saginaw, Mich.

The Green-Cananea Co. has to operate a foreign subsidiary in
Mexico because it is in the restricted zone, just outside the 60-mile
limit from the border. The Green-Cananea Co. also desires to
return all 'ts income in the United States, and to pay taxes the
same as if it were operating a domestic company.

Senator KIGN. Where are they incorporated?
The CHAIRMAN. What taxes do they pay in Mexico?
Senator KING. Where are they incorporated?
Mr. WALKER. The Green-Cananea Co.?
Senator KING. Yes.
Mr. WALKER. The Green-Cananea parent company is incorpo-

rated in Minnesota. It has to have a foreign subsidiary because it
is operating in the restricted zone. One of its chief competitors, the
Phelps-Dodge Co., for example, just outside the restricted zone,
is operating, because it acquired its properties prior to the passage
of the Mexican constitution, with a domestic subsidiary. In view
of that fact the Phelps-Dodge, for example, is able to file consol'.
dated returns and get the benefit of depletion.

Under section 240-D of the revenue act of 1924 and under
240-F of the revenue act of 1926 the United States Graphite Co.
and the Green-Cananea Co. have been able to secure the same result
as the domestic corporation by filing consolidated accounts. This
provision as now drafted takes away that privilege. It has never,
as you know, been thought advisable to put in a blanket provision
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allowing domestic and foreign corporations to file consolidated re-
turns, but in order to do equity, whenever a parent company is will-
ing to report all of its income in the United States and be treated
exactly as a domestic corporation, from the revenue act of 1921 to
date, they have been able to accomplish the same results through
the consolidated account provision.

Senator REED. Then why are they not allowed to do so in this
case?

Mr. WALKER. Because, in this provision, if you will look at sec-
tion 240-F, the provision provides that in the case of domestic
corporations owning or controlling substantially all the stock of
another corporation, upon the request of the taxpayer it may file
consolidated accounts in order to get a true reflection of the income.
The amended provision leaves it so that only the commissioner can
require it whenever he deems it necessary to get a true reflection of
the income.

In order to make this matter clear, and in order that there may be
no confusion in the matter-

Senator REED. You are afraid that in your case the commissioner
would not order that to be done?

Mr. WALKER. We do not think it is fair to the numbers of tax-
payers that desire to return all of their income in this country and
to be treated exactly as domestic companies, to leave the matter up
in the air, where they may not be able to continue the past policy.

The CHAIRMAN. What tax do they pay in Mexico?
Mr. WALKER. The question, Senator, is this: A stockholder of a cor-

porataion is not entitled to take depletion. In the case of the United
States Graphite Co., it is a stockholder of its foreign subsidiary.
In the case of the Green-Cananea Co., it is a stockholder of its
foreign subsidiary. If they were domestic corporations they could
file consolidated returns and get the advantage of depletion. All
that these people ask is that they be treated the same as domestic
corporations. As a proposed amendment we suggest a new sub-
division.

The CHAIRMAN. The reason they do not do it is because they are
within a restricted zone

Mr. WALKER. Or else, under the Mexican constitution, they have
had to organize a Mexican corporation to remain in control of their
property.

Senator REED. And they do not dare to arrange their intercompany
transactions so as to show a profit in Mexico?

Mr. WALER The United States Graphite Co. does not care to do
that.

Senator REED. That would absorb the depletion all right, but it
would get it into other troubles.

Mr. WALKER. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Does not Mexico impose a tax of any kind?
Mr. WALKER. Oh, yes. Mexico has an income tax also.
Senator REED. So, they take care that that company has no income.

The result is that the depletion in that mine can not be charged off
the American end of it?

Mr. WALKER. That is true. So far as the United States Graphite
Co. and the Green-Cananea Co. are concerned, all they want to do
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is to be put on an exact basis with other American companies, their
competitors. They are perfectly willing to return every cent of in-
come to this country, to which the United States cught not to object,
and all they are asking for is to be put on the same basis as other
domestic companies, that are not operating with foreign subsidiaries.

Senator REED. What is your suggestion?
Mr. WALKER. Our suggestion is to add a new subdivision at

the end of section 45, as follows:
In case of a domestic corporation owning or controlling directly or indirectly

100 per centum of the capital stock of a foreign corpxrntion (exclusive of
directors' qualifying shares) maintained solely for the imurose of complying
with the laws of such foreign country as to title and opprat' n of property. such
domestic corporation may make return of income with the same credits, deduc-
tions, and allowances as if the properties of such foreign corporation were
owned and operated directly by such domestic corporation.

Senator REED. That would put the Treasury Department into a
study of the foreign laws to see whetht. it wa:s necessary to maintain
that subsidiary.

Mr. WALKER. So far as Mexico is concerned.
Senator REED. I know; but this would apply to companies all over

the world.
Mr. WALKER. I do not see any objection to that. The United States

Government certainly does not lose anything. so long as they are
willing to return all the income in this country.

Senator REED. But the section as you have drawn it there would
require it to be established as a preliminary that the laws of that
foreign country required the organization of the subsidiary in order
to operate or to hold title there.

Mr. WALKER. I do not know of any country other than Mexico
that imposes these restrictions; and, in the case of any company that
found it to its adv. ntage to follow this policy, there would be cer-
tainly little trouble on the part of such company in furnishing the
Treasury with the necessary information to reach that determination.

Senator KiNG. Let me ask this question. I do not know that I
quite follow all the implications of that proposed amendment. More
and more American capitalists-and I am not complaining of that-
are forming corporations to do business in foreign countries-in
China, for instance, and some in South Africa and Mexico.

The CHAIRMAN. All over the world?
Senator KaNG. Yes; all over the world. Do you propose that if

these same companies have business activities in the United States
with a parent company, or a subsidiary corporation, they may mass
or compound their foreign corporations and their domestic corpora-
tions with those formed in the United States for the purpose of
getting all the benefits of depletion, etc., for the mines in Mexico,
or their mines in South Africa, or their mines in Australia, and all
the benefits of our act 9

Mr. WALKER. As this is drawn, Senator, we have drawn it in the
most limited manner we know how. We have limited it only to
companies which, in order to operate in a foreign country, have to
organize a foreign corporation to so operate. So far as I know
Mexico is the only country that has such a requirement.

Senator REED. Would you be satisfied with the retention of the
old section 240-F?

I
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Mr. WALKER. I would prefer not to continue that provision. I
would prefer to have this broader provision which, in effect, allows
a domestic corporation to file a consolidated return with its sub-
sidiary. As I see it, the old section 240-F accomplishes substantially
the same result, but in order to settle this thing for all time I would
prefer to see this other amendment adopted.

The CHAmRMAN. We can take that into consideration.
Mr. WALKER. At the conclusion of my statement I would like to

have added the letter of the United States Graphite Co. and the
Green-Cananea Co. addressed to Senator Smoot under a previous
date.

FThe CHAIRMAN. You may put those in the record at this point.
(The communications referred to are as follows:)

UNITED STATES GRAPHITE Co.,
SA'Ainaw. Mich., February ti, 1J28.

lion. REED SMOOT,
Chairman Finance Committee,

United statess Senate. Wuishington, D. C.
DkAt SLNATOR: Some 30 years ago the United States Graphite Co. (u Michi.

gan corporation) acquired under the Mexican laws then existing, a graphite
mine in the State of Sonora, Mexico. At the time of acquisition the Mexican
law provided that all " combustibles"' (and graphite was officially classified as
a combustible) belonged to the owner of the soil. Therefore, in order to obtain
title to the mine the United States Graphite Co. had only to purchase the
ranch on which 1he mine was located. The United States Graphite Co. still
holds title to the ranch in question.

Article 27 of the Mexican constitution, effective May 1, 1917, provides in
part as follows:

"Legal capacity to acquire ownership of lands and waters of the nation
shall be governed by the following provisions:

"1. Only Mexicans by birth or naturalization and Mexican associations have
ihe right to acquire ownership in lands, water. and their appurtenances, or

to obtain concessions to develop mines, waters, or mineral fuels in the Republic
of Mexico."

On March 20. 191S, the Mexican Government issued Circular No. 8, author-
izing mining agents to include graphite among the dlenounceable products.

The effect of this circular was to make it possible for others to file a claim
on the property of the United States Graphite Co., thereby destroying without
any compensation this conIpany's 'vested rights in a proilerty owned by it in
fee simple for a great many years.

Under these circumstances, the United States Graphite Co., in order to
protect itself, complied with the law by causing the Cia Miner tie San Jose,
S. A. (a Mexican corporation of which all but three out of 5,000 shares of
stock are held by Mr. Woodruff, president of the United States Graphite Co.,
in trust for the aforesaid company). to denounce (or file claim) on the property
of the aforesaid company, and title was subsequently and in due form issued
to the aforesaid Mexican company. Although Mr. Woodruff, who is president
of the United States Graphite Co., holds the shares in the Mexican corporation
in trust for the United States Graphite Co.. the United States Graphite Co. has
absolute control o\er the same under the trust agreement.

During the entire period of ownership the property in question has been
operated as a graphite mine and not used as a ranch.

Under section 240. subdivision (d) of the revenue acts of 1921 and 1924,
and under section 240. subdivision if) of the revenue act of 1926, this company
Iis been allowed to file a consolidated account with its foreign subsidiary in
order that it may be entitled to take its deduction for depletion. The company
returns all of its income from the operation of its Mexican subsidiary in
the Tnited States and it seems only fair that it should be allowed treatment
equal to that afforded domestic concerns who are not compelled to organize
subsidiary companies in order to operate foreign properties.

The pending revenue bill eliminates the provision of prior revenue laws
permitting the filing of consolidated accounts in the case of domestic corpora-
tions operating foreign subsidiaries.
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In order that this injustice may be corrected, please permit me to suggest
for your committee's consideration the following amendment to he incorporated
in the pending revenue bill:

" In case of a domestic corporation owning or controlling directly or indirectly
100 per cent of the capital stock of a foreign corporation (exclusive of
directors' qualifying shares) maintained solely for the purpose of complying
with the laws of such foreign country as to title and operation of property,
such domestic corporation may make return of income with the same credits,
deductions, and allowances as if the properties of such foreign corporation were
owned and operated directly by such domestic corporation."

Please permit me to call your attention to the fact that even if the con-
solidated return provision of existing law is restored in the pending bill that
this provision will also be necessary because under existing law domestic com-
panies are not allowed to include foreign companies in a consolidaed return.
We hope that the consolidated account provision may be stated as above
indicated in order that there may be no doubt with respect to the scope of the
provision.

In the case of companies that are entirely willing to return all their income
from their foreign companies in this country, if they can be treated on the
same basis as domestic companies, it seems unfortunate, if they can not be
granted such permission, as the tendency will be to cause them to leave their
income outside of the tax jurisdiction of the United States.

Mr. John E. Walker, 1001 Fifteenth Street, Washington, D. C., our Washing-
ton counsel, is familiar with our tax problems and will be pleased to appear
before your committee or furnish you with any additional information you may
desire.

I sincerely hope that your committee may be able to incorporate the proposed
amendment in the pending revenue bill before it is rnorted to the Senate.

Respectfully,
THE UNITED STATES GRAPHITE CO.,

By ALBERT S. HARVEY.
Vice President and General Manager.

JANUABY 31, 1928.
Hon. REE SMOOT,

Chairman Finance Conmittee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SiB: We respectfully call to your attention, and that of your committee,
the following situation relative to certain corporations that are organized
under the laws of the United States of America for the purpose of mining,
milling, and smelting, etc., and who are compelled to operate through foreign
subsidiary companies.

Prior to the income tax act of 1924 mining companies whose properties were
located within the so-called prohibited zone in Mexico (100 kilometers from
the international border) were denied the right of depletion deduction in com-
puting the United States income tax, despite the fact that similar properties
situate right outside of the prohibited zone were valued as of March 1, 1913,
by the United States Treasury Department and obtained depletion allowance in
computing their United States income tax, with the provision that an appor-
tionment of capital could be made which would provide for return of dividends
out of a depletion reserve tax free, and the apportionment of such dividends
would follow through to the ultimate stockholders.

This inequality was caused by the necessity of incorporating under the
Mexican law (which prohibits ownership or operation except by Mexican
corporations or citizens) those companies within that prohibited zone, while
those without the zone could and did operate under a charter granted in'the
United States of America.

The acts of 1924 and 1926 recognized this inequality and through section
240 (d) and 240 (f), respectively, granted the equality that was due those
properties within the prohibited zone.

The elimination of the consolidated returns section in the pending revenue
bill will put the companies within the prohibited zone in the unequal position
in which they were prior to the 1924 act. It will deny them the right to deduct
depletion, notwithstanding the fact that the properties were valued by the
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United States income tax bureau subsequent to the 1924 act and the units
of depletion fixed, and will also compel the payment of the gross tax on all
dividends received by the domestic corporations from the Mexican operating
companies and all dividends paid by the domestic corporations to their stock-
holders, who are taxpayers in the United States of America, and will thus be
a discrimination against American capital invested in foreign countries, which
tends to the prosperity of the United States of America.

In order to continue the rights to these companies in the prohibited zone
that were justly accorded them under the 1924 and 1926 acts, may we not
respectfully suggest, first, that the consolidated returns section be reinstated
in the pending revenue bill, and. second, whether or not the consolidated returns
section is reinstated, that the following amendment be added (possibly under
section 45) in order that the position of these companies be clearly defined
under the law:

"In the case of a domestic corporation owning or controlling, directly or
indirectly, 100 per centum of the capital stock of a foreign corporation (ex-
clusive of directors' qualifying shares) maintained solely for the purpose of
complying with the laws of such foreign country as to title and operation of
property, such domestic corporation may make return of income with the same
credits, deductions, allowances as if the properties of such foreign corpor-
ations were owned and operated directly by such domestic corporation."

We sincerely hope that your committee may be able to have reinstated the
consolidated returns section and to incorporate the proposed amendment in the
pending revenue bill before it is reported to the Senate.

Should you desire a personal appearance before your committee or that you
be furnished with any additional information, we stand ready and anxious to
concede to whatever may be your wishes therein.

Respectfully,
GREENE CANANEA COPPER CO.,

By J. W. ALLEN, Treasurer.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. WALKER, WASHINGTON, D. C., IN BEHALF
OF THE NASH MOTORS CO., KENOSHA, WIS.--Resumed

Mr. WALKER. I am authorized to state that the American Smelting
& Refining Co. of New York City also favors the proposed amend-
ment.

Just one further matter. I would also like to put in the record a
letter from Mr. C. W. Nash, president of the Nash Motors Co., to
Senator Smoot, under date of January 18, 1928.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
JANUARY 18, 1928.

Hon. REED SMOOr,
Chairman Finance Committee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: I desire to call the attention of the Finance Committee to a

situation which the Nash Motors Co. and the Seaman Body Corporation find
themselves in as a result of a very technical ruling of the Treasury Depart-
ment with respect to the export body sales of the Seaman Body Corporation.

The Nash Motors Co. has owned 50 per cent of the stock of the Seaman
Body Corporation since September, 1919.

The Seaman Body Corporation is located at Milwaukee, Wis., and makes
practically all the closed bodies used by the Nash Motors Co. at its three plants
at Kenosha, Racine, and Mkilwaukee.

The Nash Motors Co. at all times in its dealings with the Seaman Body
Corporation has considered it the same as a division of its business. During
the entire period of its dealings with the Seaman Body Corporation, the Nash
Motors Co. has never had a written contract with the Seaman Body Corporation
covering the purchase of bodies Since the Nash Motors Co. acquired 50
per cent of the stock of the Seaman Body Corporation, it has dictated the poli-
cies of the Seaman Body Corporation. During this entire period the Nash
Motors Co. has been the sole purchaser of the bodies manufactured by the Sea-
man Body Corporation.
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Since the Nash Motors Co. began purchasing its closed bodies from tie Sea-
man Body Corporation it has been its policy to estimate its body requirements
three months in advance. These estimates include its estimated domestic and
foreign requirements, and are based upon existing advance orders, prior years'
experience and other anticipated commercial requirements. These estimates
are corrected from time to time as the subsequent orders may require and are
covered by purchase orders.

At frequent intervals conferences are held between the officials of the aftore-
said companies with regard to the aforesaid estimated requirements.

It was the understanding at all t'nes of the officials of both companies
that the bodies ordered included the Nash Motors Co. export requirements.
and the Seaman Body Corporation was notified by telephone from time to
time with respect to the bodies required for export.

At the aforesaid conferences the officials of the Seaman otly ('crporation
were aware of the fact that some of the bIodies included in thi estimates
were for export purposes and were ordered by the Nash Motors 'Co. to meet
its export requirements.

The Seaman Body Corporat'on did not pay any tax upon the bodies that
were actually exported.

The Treasury Department Revenue agents did not complete tliir investi-
gation of tile Seaman Body Cpoporation and the Nash Motors Co. exci<v, tax
returns for the period from June. 1924. to September 30. 1927. until November
30, 1927. Because the Nash Motors Co. did not place with th" Seamaln Hody
Corporation during this period a specific order for bodies for export, the
Treasury Department has required the Sentian Body Corporation to pay
$113,3.94.71 with respect to excise tax upon s:aloe of bodies which were exported.
which sum lhas been reimbursed to the Seaman Body Corporation by the Nash
Motors Co.

It is submitted that the imposition of this tax is clearly not within the spirit
of the provisions of the constitution with respect to export sales.

It is my understanding that practically all of the automohil, bhly manu-
facturers and the automobile manufacturers find themselves in a similar
situation.

In order to correct this injustice please permit me to suggest for the
consideration of the Finance Committee the incorporation in the pending
revenue bill of the following additional section:

"SEC. -. Refund shill be made of all taxes paid under the provisions of
section 600 of the revenue acts of 1924 and 1926 with respect to sales of
automobile bodies which were exported in due course prior to use. resale
or further manufacture within the United States by automobile manufacturers
or automobile body manufacturers whether or not such bodies were originally
sold for export. In order to be ent tled to such a refund tl!e automobile
manufacturer or the automobile body manufacturer who paid such tax shall
furnish (a) proof of the selling price of the bodies so exported and (I) proof
of the exportation in due course of such bodies. either as such or as part of an
automobile sold for export and in due course so exported."

Mr. John E. Walker, 1001 Fifteenth Street, northwest, Washington. I). C.. is
the Washington representative of the Nash Motors Co. and the Seaman Body
Corporation and is entirely fam liar with the facts involved in the aforesaid
case. He will ie pleased to appear before the Finance Committee if you
desire, or to furnish you any additional information that you may desire
regarding this matter.

Trusting that the Finance Committee may deem it proper to correct th's
Injustice, I am,

Respectfully.
C. W. NAsu.

Prtnvident Nash Motor.s Co.

Senator KING. What does this deal with ?
Mr. WALKER. It deals with the situation in which the automobile

companies find themselves with respect to export sales of bodies.
Speaking for the Nash Motors Co., the audit under the 1924 and
1926 acts in their case was not completed until last November.
The Nash Motors Co. buys its bodies from a subsidiary corporation,
the Seaman Body Corporation, in which it owns 50 per cent of the

1
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stock. the other 50 per cent being in tie hands of tie two Seaman
brothers.

The Seaman Body Corporation is regarded by the Nash Motors
Co. as merely a division of its business. It is so much of a family
affair that there is not any written contract between the two coni-
panies for the purchase of bodies.

The officials of both companies knew at all times that the bodies
were being purchased to meet their export and their domestic
requirements. They thought that in view of the fact that they
had no written orders and no written contract with respect to it. and
in view of the fact that they knew that the sole consumer of the
bodies manufactured by the Seaman Body Corporation was the
Nash Motors Co.. they had fully met the regulations with respect
to the Iodies that were purchased for export. When the audit was
completed the Treasury Department held that because there were
no specific bodies ordered for export. the tax being, as you will
remember. on the bodies and not on the lhassis. they were not,
technically, sales for export. and they have held the Staman Body
Co. liable for the tax upon all bodies that went into the export
trade.

All that is necessary to comply with the regulations with reference
to sales for export-under a ruling which. so far as I know. has
never been publishedl-is for a manufacturer of automobiles to state
in his order to the manufacturer of bodies that. of a thousand
bodies--or any other number ordered-100, for example, or any
specific number, are to be used for export. and then submit the export
invoices. As I understand it, practically all the automobile manu-
facturers to a certain degree are in the same situation in which the
Nash Motors Co. is. Many of the automobile manufacturers have
one further complication.

In other companies. such as (General Motors. they have an export
corporation, and you have the additional transaction of a sale to
the export corporation: and they say in the Treasury rulings that
where the orders were not sulppllied before the manufacturer e'rame
familiar with the necessary procedure to nmet the requirements. all
such transactions are taxable.

I doubt very much if it was the thought of anyone, at the time
the 1924 and 1926 acts were enacted, that sueh transactions would be
held other than export transactions. I am advised that it is the
opinion of the Treasury Department that taxes that have been col-
lected on such transactions in the aggregate may run to $4,000.000.
We are calling this situation to your attention, and we are very
hopeful that you will deem it proper to authorize a refund of tle
taxes so collected and thereby correct this injustice.

Senator Kirs. You want a refund by law rather than by court
decision ?

Mr. WALKER. We would prefer it.
The CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF TIHE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.:
This memorial of the Philadelphia Board of Trade respectfully represents:
That examination has been made of the draft of the proposed revenue act

for 1928 now under consideration and, without reiterating the views hereto-
fore expressed in respect to various matters connected with this promised
legislation, the hoard desires to direct your espieal attention to tile following:
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That under section 115 of the new act, earnings or increases in value of
property or corporations, made or accrued prior to March 1, 1918, will, when
distributed, be subject to tax as income received by the stockholders of such
corporations.

That in the various revenue acts passed since the income tax was first
Inaugurated the rule has been consistently observed making it unfair and wrong
in principle to give to the income tax a retroactive effect by applying it to
earnings or increases in value, made or accrued, prior to March 1, 1913.

That in the opinion of this board there is no sufficient reason for changing
this long-settled policy, and the proposed change would, it is submitted, be
most unfair and inexpedient.

That with reference to the argument advanced in support of the proposed
change, which is that a large number of corporations have by now distributed
earnings or profits made or accrued prior to the date mentioned, we would
respectfully submit that if the principle originally adopted in connection with
this matter was sound and right, it should not be abandoned because the
change will work hardship in fewer instances now, perhaps, than would for-
merly have been the case.

That those who are subjected to this tax may rightly complain, despite the
avowed object to reduce taxation, that there is thus imposed upon them an
added burden which those who have received similar distributions, since the
income tax was first levied, have not been called upon to bear.

That if the committee is right in its statement that most of such earnings
or profits have by now been distributed, the proposed change would produce
very little additional revenue to the Government.

That whatever the fact may be, any change at this late date in the rule
which limited the effect of the income-tax act to earnings or profits accrued
since March 1, 1913, is for many reasons undesirable: Therefore

Your memorialist, the Philadelphia Board of Trade, urges that the provi-
sions of section 201 of the revenue act of 1926 and which comprise the existing
rules as to corporate disbursements subject to tax, shall be substituted in
place of the provisions of section 115 of the proposed measure.

And your memorialist will ever pray.
[SEAL.] THE PHLADELPHIA BOARD OF TBADE.

Wnua. M. COATES, President.
Attest:

W. B. TUCEm, Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn until 10 o'clock to-morrow.
(Whereupon at 3.45 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned to

meet to-morrow, Friday, April 13, 1928, at 10 o'clock a. m.)
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FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1928

VNIITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washingtot, 1). C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 o'clock a. in.,

in the committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Smoot
presiding.

Present: Senators Smoot (chairman), McLean, Curtis, Reed of
Pennsylvania, Shortridgre, Couzens, Fess, Greene, Deneen, Simmons,
Harrison, King, Bayard, Barkley. and Thomas.

The CIAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order, we will pro-
ceed with the hearing. Mr. Charles Henry Butler desires to put
into the record at this point a memorandum in relation to section
702. with comments.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)
(Mr. Charles Henry Butler, on behalf of Messrs. Stewart &

Shearer, New York City, attorneys for the owners of fourteen 10-
meter boats, submitted the following brief relating to the tax on
foreign-built yachts in section 431 amending section 702 of the reve-
nue act of 1926, and stated that the provision in the House bill was
satisfactory.)
Before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives. In

the matter of the proposed increase of the tax on foreign-built yachts. Sec-
tion 702 of the revenue act of 1926

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF SECTION 702 OF THE
REVENUE ACT or 1926

This committee has been asked to increase the rates of the special tax
imposed by section 702 of the revenue act of 1926 on foreign-built yachts.
This memorandum will dal only with the proposed amendment in so far as
it would affect the owners of small foreign-built sailing yachts. We under-
stand that a memorandum in opposition is also being submitted on behalf of
the owners of the larger foreign-built power yachts.

THE PRESENT ACT

Under the present act, a special tax is imposed annually on the owners of
all foreign-built yachts not owned by a citizen of the United States on January
1, 1926, which are over 5 tons displacement and over 32 feet in length. The
rates of this tax are $2 per foot of over all length from 32 to 50 feet, $4
per foot of over all length from 50 feet to 100 feet, and $8 per foot of over all
length over 100 feet.

THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

It is now proposed to increase each one of these rates 10 times and to
apply these increased rates to all foreign-built yachts of over 5 tons and over
32 feet in length which were not owned by a citizen of the United States on
January 1, 1926.
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POINT I. THE INCREASED TAX IN SO FAR AS IT WILL AFFECT SMALL SAILING YACHTS
WILL NOT INCREASE THE REVENUES OF THE UNITED STATES

It is obvious that the desirability of the proposed increase in these tax rates
may be considered from either the point of view of increasing Government
revenues or from the point of view adopted by the proponents of the amend-
ment who very frankly state that they wish the increased tax as a protection
for American shipyards. We will consider the matter first from the point of
view of Government revenue.

It is somewhat of an anomaly that at the very time when the Congress is
considering a reduction of taxes that this proposed increase should be brought
before this committee, and it is obvious from the testimony given at the hear-
ing before the committee that its proponents have not urged its enactment us
a means of increasing revenue. It appears from the statements made to this
committee on behalf of the proposed amendment that in so far as sailing
yachts are concerned it is particularly aimed at the owners of 14 so-called
"10-meter" yachts which were built last year in Germany. These yachts are
approximately 36 feet on the water line and 60 feet over all. They carry a
crew of two men. Under the present rates they each pay an annual tax of
$240. This is twice the rate paid under the revenue act of 1924. The testi-
mony before this committee is that they cost about $13,000 built in Germany
and delivered here and that it would have cost about $22.000 to build them
here. These 14 boats now pay collectively an annual tax of $3,340 to the
Government. Under the proposed increase of 1,000 per cent in rates they would
pay, if they remained in this country, a collective annual tax of $33,400. For
the purpose of determining the effect upon the Government Irevenues of so
greatly increased a tax, it is necessary, however, to consider not merely the
number of boats now subject to the tax but what effect such an increased tax
would have on the ownership mld taxability of these boats. As a matter of
fact, the ow:~nr of a snmill sail Iott iof this character if required to pay an
annual tax of $2,400 for her use, would not continue to use or own her. Such
an annual tax is entirely out of proportion to the value, size, and use of the
boat itself and would inevitably result in the sale of these boats out of the
country at a very substantial loss to their owners. Not only would the Gov-
ernment not increase its revenue through such an increased tax but the small
amount of tax now received from these yachts would, we believe, entirely
disappear and most certainly no more sailing yachts of this character would
be built abroad for American owners.

POINT II. THE PROPOSED INCREASED TAX ON SMALL BAILING YACHTS WILL NOT 11ELP
THE AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE

The proponents of the increased tax have urged in its favor that its imposi-
tion would help the American merchant marine through helping American ship-
yards. It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that small yachts of the charac-
ter here under consideration are not as a rule built at yards wh.ch now con-
struct or are able to construct merchant vessels. Yachts of this character if
built here are built usually at small yacht yards, principally on the Atlantic
coast. The most prominent of these yacht yards in the construction of racing
sailing boats are Lawleys at Boston, Herreshoff's at Bristol, and Nevins at
New York City. No one of these yards, except possibly Lawleys, has been
used for the construction of merchant vessels and apart from Lawleys, they
are not suited to that purpose. Nor would it follow for one moment that if
these tax rates are raised, yachts of this character will hereafter be built in
any quantity in American yacht yards. The history of yachting in this country
shows that since the great increase in the costs of yacht construction that
began with the war period, only two racing yachts of any size, Katoura and
Prestige, have been built in this country. Not only is there no reason to believe
that the fourteen 10-meter yachts which were built abroad last year and deliv-
ered here at a cost of about $13,000 each would have been built here if the pro-
posed tax rates had then been in effect, but we assert confidently that none of
these boats would have been built at all. The testimony shows that these boats
would have cost about $22,000 if built here and that cost, as the yacht building
experience of the past 10 years shows, is too high a price to pay for so small a
boat. In so far even as the real interests of these few yacht yards are con-
cerned, we believe that they are far better off under the present rates than
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they would be under the proposed rates. All the repair work on these 14 boats
has been done by American yards, they are all hauled out at American yards
and they will be put in commission each spring in American yards and those
yards are making a very considerable amount from work on these boats that
they would have never made if they had not been built. Granting, as we must
in view of the history of the building of racing yachts in this country in recent
years, that the cost of construction in this country is so great that practi-
cally no racing yachts of any size will be built here, our yards are far better
off under a law that permits these small yachts to be built abroad for use
here with the attendant work which they bring to our yards during the many
years of the life of these boats. The essential problem in building up our
merchant marine is based on fundamental difficulties that are well known and
have no connection whatever with the building of small sailing yachts abroad.

POINT III. TIE PROPOSED TAX Wl'LD BE CONFISCATORY IF MADE APPLICABLE TO
PRESENT OWNERS

That an annual tax of $2.41( (representing the Interes t a per cent on
$40,000) for the use of a small yacht costing $13.000 would be in its effect con-
tiscatory. requires no argument further than the statement of the amount of
the annual tax as compared to the cost of these boats. Certainly no such in-
crease in the tax rate should fairly be made to apply to existing boats brought
into this country in May and June. 1927, in good faith and under law enacted
as recently as 1926.

POINT IV. IT WOULD BE UNJUST TO APPLY THE PROPOSED RATES TO PRESENT OWNERS

OF FOREIGN-BUILT YACHTS AND TO THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY CONTACTED

ABROAD FOR TIE CONSTRUCTION OF SMALL SAILING YACHTS

At the time the revenue act of 1926 was passed inc.,rorattig the present tax
on foreign-built yachts, the fact was recognized by Congress that it should not
in fairness apply to yachts then owned by American citizens. We submit that
it would now be most unfair to the 14 American citizens who last year built
these 14 small sailing yachts abroad, and to some 16 more who have already
ordered small sailing yachts for racing purposes from foreign yards, but from
American designs, to be suddenly faced with a change in tax rate which would
increase their annual tax ten times and would in effect be confiscatory. Such
a change in rate would not be " protection " but "prohibition," and that is
doubtless the intention of its proponents. Certainly it would be most unjust
to present owners and to those who have already contracted for and made pay-
ments on foreign-built boats, to apply such new rates to them. We believe
that if the proposed rates are inserted in the law, these fourteen "10-meter"
yachts will all have to be sold abroad at great loss to their owners and all of
the orders for these new boats will be canceled, with serious loss to those who
have ordered them and also with serious loss to the American yacht yards who
would, for many years to come, have had the work of repairing, overhauling,
laying up, and conditioning these boats at substantial profit to themselves.
We assert confidently also that as a result of such cancellation the American
shipyards will not receive orders for any of these boats and that none of them
will be built. Such legislation would single out this small group of citizens
and subject them, after the entirely legitimate and proper purchase of their
yachts, to an increased tax which would in effect and for the supposed ad-
vantage of a few yacht yards, deprive them of their property. If there is to
be so drastic a change in the law it should not in all fairness apply to those
who already own or have already contracted for these boats.

POINT V. IF A TAX ON FOREIGN-BUILT YACHTS IS DESIRABLE FOR PROTECTIVm PUBR

POSES IT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE TARIFF ACT AS AN IMPORT DUTY

We respectfully suggest that in dealing with this subject the proper place
and the proper manner to consider it is in the tariff act and not in the revenue
act. If after due inquiry it should be deemed proper to extend protection to
American yacht yards in this matter, we believe that it can be best and most
scientifically done, for the best interests of all concerned, by levying an im-
port tax. We can see no reason for differentiating between small sailing
yachts built adroad. if it is first determined that they should be taxed, and
other products of foreign manufacture. We believe the special tax on the use
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of such yachts is now an anomaly and is not the most appropriate method of
legislation on the subject.

We submit that the proposed increase in the special tax on the use of foreign-
built yachts, if applied to small sailing yachts, will not effect an increase in
Government revenue or be of advantage to American shipyards. That it would
be most unfair to make such increased rates apply to present owners, including
those who have already contracted abroad for such yachts; and that if Con-
gress on due investigation believes that American shipyards should be given
protection in this matter it should be considered in connection with the tariff
act and a proper import duty laid upon such yachts hereafter ordered and
brought into the United States.

Dated November 25, 1927.
Respectfully submitted.

STEWART & SHEARER,
Attorneys for the owner of fourteen JO-meter boats.

(Charles Henry Butler, attorney, Washington, D. C., submitted
on behalf of clients making installment sales the following brief:)

Installment sale tax law under its present construction admittedly involves
double taxation.

Admittedly an income tax can not again be charged on an amount earned
in a previous year and on which the full income tax for the year in which
it was earned has been reported and paid.

The department took this position in the original regulations and all prior
accrued payments on installment sales were excluded after changing from
accrual to installment plan. Subsequently, the regulation has been changed
and accrued Items are required to be reported and this admittedly double
taxation is justified as being the price paid by the taxpayer for the benefits
received by reporting on the installment basis.

The taxpayers contend that this not only is exactly opposite to the intent
of Congress as expressed in the act of 1926, but also makes the law unconsti-
tutional as taxing for income purposes that which is actually principal.

The department contends that even if this double taxation standing alone
would be unconstitutional, it is justifiable because by changing from an
accrual to an installment basis the taxpayer accepts the provisions of the act
as construed by the department and thereby makes legal and enforceable an
otherwise illegal and unenforceable tax.

As this attitude of the department is based on its alleged understanding
of an act of Congress it is only fair and proper that Congress should clarify
the situation.

The CHAIRMAN. IS Mr. McWhirter in the room

STATEMENT OF FELIX M. MoWHIRTER, PRESIDENT PEOPLES
STATE BANK, INDIANAPOLIS, IND., IN BEHALF OF CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. MCW IIRTER. My name is Felix M. McWhirter. I am presi-
dent of the Peoples State Bank of Indianapolis, Ind., and a director
in the National Chamber of Commerce; also a member of the com-
mittee on Federal taxation.

I have here, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, a
letter from Mr. Pierson, the president of the chamber, to the com-
mittee. [Reading:]

APBIL 12, 1928.
Hon. REED SMOOT,

Chairman Committee on Finance, United States Senate.
DAaS SmEATOR SMoor: Responding to your invitation I have the honor to

present the position of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States on
Federal tax reduction.

Since its organization in 1912, the chamber with committees composed of
outstanding business executives and economists has continuously studied and
from time to time submitted to its membership for referendum vote, ques-
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tions on the fiscal policies of the Government, without regard to changing
governmental administrations.

The essential function of the chamber is to develop and present nonpartisan
principles which are in the public interest. Facts are ascertained through
careful investigation by representative committees and after full consideration
and deliberate vote of our member chambers of commerce and trade asso-
ciations throughout the country the position of the national chamber is
determined.

The chamber's war record of taxation policies has a direct relation to the
policies the chamber now urges for the reason that by an overwhelming vote
of its membership. effective soon after the declaration of war. :he chamber
immediately urged a large increase in income taxes, the imposition of excess-
profit taxes and new and heavy excise taxes.

This position was in support of the principle that the larges: possible part
4,f war cost should be met through current taxation in order that during the
inevitable readjustment of pos.-war years the tax burden might be more
quickly lightened.

This policy was adopted by the Government and the war thus was financed,
but since the war full application of the principle has not been made and taxes
have continued out of proportion to the needs of the Government for current
expenses and for amounts specified by Congress to be used in debt retirement.

Our latest taxation referendum 50 (October last) was carried by the largest
vote in the history of the chamber. I am attaching this referendum showing
the personnel of the chamber's committee, together with their Ieport, and a
tabulation of the names of the organizations which voted upon it and how
they voted.

The officers of the national chamber are therefore charged with advocating:
1. Reduction of the corporation income tax to not more than 10 per cent.
2. Repeal of the remaining war excise taxes on particular businesses.
3. Repeal of the Federal inheritance tax.
These proposals were presented by the chamber's tax committee to the Com-

mittee on Ways and Means November 1, 1927.
The revenue bill which passed the House of Representatives on December

15 has been held in the Senate committee now four months. In this period
our committee has had no reason to change its views in regard to the revenues
of the Government for the fiscal year 1929 on any facts or developments which
have arisen in the interval.

The national chamber has steadily advocated return to a peace-time taxation
basis. Its recommendations have included for two years the repeal of the
Federal inheritance tax, for four years the reduction of the corporation incoife
tax, and for seven years the repeal of the war excise taxes. Two years ago
it opposed the increase of the corporation income tax from 121 per cent to 13/j
per cent, now demonstrated to have been unnecessary.

The taxation recommendations of the chamber at previous sessions of
Congress are demonstrated to have been entirely feasible and possible as shown
by the following table indicating the total amounts of actual debt retirement
in recent years, and the sources from which these amounts of retirement were
made possible.

Funds used for debt retircnent

Compulsory Permissive
(required by -------- --

'law ad interest from Year-end A
increasing foreign Treasury Actualeah ye) orign r retirementeach governments surpluses retreen

24........................................ . ..... $289, 000,000 $159,000,000 M05,000,000 $1,098,000,000

1927.......................................... 35, 00, 000 160,00,000 35,000,000 133, 000,000

I Includes an amount obtained through reduction in the balance in the general fund
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Over one-fourth of the income of the National Government; that is, $1.133,-
000,000. during the fiscal year ending June 30. 1927, was applied to debt re-
tirement. This is more than three times the statutory requirements for debt
reduction. Nearly as much will be used to reduce the national debt this year
should no tax bill be passed.

After careful consideration Congress passed legislation providing for the
retirement of the national debt in an orderly manner. If it is the judgment
of the American people that the debt should be retired more rapidly Congress
would undoubtedly pass legislation increasing the statutory rate of debt
reduction.

ESTIMATES FOR 1920

The. national chamber lIblieves that the official estimates of receipts for the
year ending June 30. 1920, are low by a considerable figure.

CORPORATION INCOME TAX

We find that corporations showing any net income for 1925 had an aggregate
of $9,340,000,000 in taxable income and showed on their returns a tax liability
*of $1,170,000.000, at a rate of 13 per cent. Through data published by the
Treasury in December. 1927. it is demonstrated that the total taxable income
shown by corporations for 1926 taxable year was increased over 1925 by at
least $200,000.000, or to $9,540,000.000. On this figure therefore, at the rate
of 13% per cent, the total corporate tax due, according to the 1920 returns,
would seem to be at least $1,242,000,000. It has now become evident that the
tax liability shown by corporations upon their returns for 1927 will not vary
substantially from the tax liability for 1920.

From these amounts due, however, the official estimates are that only
$1,120,000,000 was collected in 1927 fiscal year, that $1.120.000,000 will be col-
lected in the 1928 fiscal year, and that $1.120,000,000 will be collected in 1929
fiscal year. In other words, regardless of the nature of the income tax, and
the undoubted growth in the volume of business, a "fixed" estimate is used
for the receipts from a source yielding a good third of the total revenue
receipts of the Government. It would seem reasonable to assume that-granted
that business conditions in 1928 calendar year remain in general at a parity
with the business conditions of 1927-receipts in 1929 fiscal year from current
corporation tax at a rate of 131 per cent would exceed the official estimate
of $1,120,000,000 by at least $100,000,000.

It has been pointed out that these figures do not show actual collections made
but only taxes due. If the criticism is accepted the Treasury estimate basis
of the loss of $90.000,000 figured upon the same data for the reduction of the
rate of corporate income tax by one point-i. e., from, say, 13, per cent
to 121A per cent-is too high.

BACK TAXES

There is no public record over a period of years of the actual collections
made from corporations within each fiscal year, of the taxes shown upon the
returns as filed, or any public record of the part of the tax shown upon the
returns on which there was delinquency with payment in subsequent years,
or any public record of the amounts collected from corporations through assess-
ment of taxes additional to those shown upon the returns.

A very large total is involved in so-called back taxes which fall into the
following categories:

First. Uncontested claims which are merely delinquent in payment.
Second. Claims for additional taxes pending in the Internal Revenue Bureau

which may be settled there.
Third. Claims for additional taxes which have been stnt from the Internal

Revenue Bureau to the Board of Tax Appeals on the appeal of the taxpayer.
Fourth. Unpaid claims for additional taxes involved in cases before the

courts.
The first must naturally be the amount between the total tax liability ad-

mitted on income returns filed by taxpayers and the receipts from taxpayers
at the close of the fiscal year.

I
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Upam the second there is no public record of the total amount. One large
accounting firm advises that Government claims of this character against their
clients now pending in the Internal Revenue Bureau, total $100,000,000, and
it is, therefore, apparent that the aggregate of ail such claims in that bureau
must amount to a very large sum, at least several hundred million dollars.

Senator SIMMOn s. You are referring now to claims that have not
reached the Board of Tax Appeals?

Mr. McWIIIRTER. Yes, sir.

Upon the third the claims before the Board of Tax Appeals now amount to
$685.000,000-the greatest total in the history of the board-an increase of
.'80.000.000 shnce October, 1927.

The cases under the fourth ..ategory while involving considerable amounts in
additional taxes are particularly important in that the decisions of the courts
will be precedents which may determine the outcome of the Government's claims
under the second and the third.

Senator SIIORTRIDGE. Is there any way to determine when that
money will reach the Treasury?

Mr. McWHIRTER. Not precisely.
Senator SIIORTRIDGE. Under those four classes or categories?
Mr. MCWIIIRTER. The committee feels that there can be some

speeding up of collections.
The records show that collections from " back taxi's" were: In 1926,

285.000,000; in 1927. $331.000.000.
The official estimate of last November of revenue from tils source, of

$1800.000.I( which has recently been increased by $40,000.000 to $220,000,000
lor the tiscal yenr 1929, is lower by $111,000,000 than the $331,000,000 of 1927
above, which to the chamber does not seem reasonable.

The official statements would seem to mean that in the $220,00,000 now esti-
mated as receipts from "back" taxes In 1929 fiscal year there are $100,000,000
of these delinquent " current" taxes.

In other words, it would seem that in the official estimate there are only
$120,000.000 of receipts from claims for additional taxes, for all preceding
years. Without stopping to cite official testimony as to the amounts of addi-
tional taxes assessed and collected for a period within the last 12 months, it
seems sufficient to point out that if only $120,000,000 in additional taxes are
collected in the fiscal year of 1929 these recollections will not be sufficient to
offset tax refunds, which are officially estimated to amount to $138,000,000. It
is only reasonable to assume that the Government is receiving from its addi-
tional tax claims an amount in excess of the refunds made.

OFFICIAL ESTIMATES

In December. 1927. the official estimatr of the surplus for 1929 fiscal year was
$252.000,000. On April 3, 1928; this estimate was so changed as, upon a com-
parable basis, to be $297,000,000.

This revision has taken place three months in advance of the opening of
the fiscal year of 1929. At the time of the opening of the fiscal year of 1928,
now current, the official estimate was that the surplus at the end would be
approximately $200,000,000. In l)ecemler, 1927. when the year was almost
half run, the estimate was increased to $454,000,000.

Table A (appended) shows that without exception for each of the past five
years, the official estimates of receipts have been underestimates by wide mrar-
gins, and that the estimates of expenditures have been overestimates.

Senator HARRISON. I did not catch that last.
Mr. McWHIRTER. For each of the five years, according to the table

(appended), the official estimates have been underestimated from
the one side, and overestimated from the other, the widest margin
being in the first instance.

I
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Senator BaiARD. Do you give your detailed estimates of those
figures?

Mr. McWHIRTER. Yes.
Senator HaRRISON. So, the Treasury missed it both way; it under-

estimated it in one instance and overestimated it in another?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. A very safe thing for the Government to do.
Senator HARRISON. But a very hard thing on the taxpayer.
Senator SHORTRTDGE. That mavy be o. Senator.
Mr. McWmRTER (reading): *
It shows, too, that the actual surpluses have exceeded estimates made only

six months before the close of each fiscal year in amounts ranging from $100,-
000,000 to nearly $600,000,000, in the last year, $252,000,000.

RECENT OFFICIAL RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO TOTAL TAX CUTS

In connection with each of the past there revisions of the revenue act there
have been official recommendations as to the total amount of tax cut that could
not be exceeded.

The following shows that each of these recommendations was greatly under
the actual tax cuts made by Congress and, still, large surpluses resulted.

Cut recm, - Cut passed
mended by Con- Surpluscur- Surus ear

the Treasu;y gress rent year following

Revenue act, 19 ..- .... .... . '-. 000. O W $ 422. O. o000 ' 107, 000.(0 tsa5. 000. coo
Revenue act, 19wi -....-. ...-..-...... - -..-. 3 % 000(i. O i 519, 000,000 505. 000,000 m250.000000
Reven.as u ct, 1921.............................. 372, 00, 000 66S, 000, 000 j 313, 000, 000 309,000,000

1 The amounts of these reductions are variously computed. The figures in this column are estimates
appearing in the Budget message of December, 1927.

* The first recommendation of the Treasury was that taxes should be increased, and not decreased.
S1922.

'1923.

EFFECT OF CRAMBERI'S PROGRAM ON I!92S (FISCAL YEAR)

The following table shows the effect of the national chamber's program for
tax reduction in the fiscal year 1928.

Official estimate, surplus as of June 30. 1928. $401,000,000.

Senator CuRTIS. You take that from the Treasury Department, do
you not?

Mr. McWHIRTER. Yes.
War excise and estate tax repeal as of July 1. 1928. (No effect.)
Corporation tax rate .educed to 10 per cent on 1927 incomes would cut

receipts of present fiscal year by not more than $150,000,000.
*Treasury surplus June 30. 1928, after cut to 10 per cent, $251,000,000.
NoT'-It is discretionary with the Secretary of the Treasury by law to

carry such surplus to general fund for ordinary expenditures in next fiscal year
or for debt retirement.

EFFECT OF CHAMBER'S PROGRAM ON 1920 (FISCAL YEAR)

As has been shown, the national chamber's committee believes that the official
estimates of receipts for the fiscal year 1929 are still too low by more than
$100,000,000. Moreover, the chamber's committee has pointed out that there
will be available approximately $400.000,000 for current expenses should an
actual need arise. Approximately $160.000,000 of this is in interest received
from foreign governments which can be used for current expenses of the
government Instead of being used as heretofore for debt retirement. Added to
this would be a sum up to $250.000,000 from the surplus of June 30, 1928,
carried into the new year.
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Even though the official estimates are taken to be correct the national
chamber's program is well within the principles of sound finance, as shown
below:

Amount which can be carried forward from surplus of 1928-..... $251,000, 000
Official estimate of 1929 surplus (with present tax rates) $279.-

000,000 less provision for new and unbudgeted expenditures of
$85.0000000--------------------------- -------- ------- 212.000.000

Receipts from foreign loan service interest--------. -------- 160,000.000

62t, 000. 000
Less chamber's program of elimination and cut ------------ 34.00. 000

Surplus year end -------------------------------------- 22 ,000000
From the above it is apparent that it would le unnecessary to devote the

$100.000.000 of interest payments from foreign governments to current expendi-
tures. but the amount would be available for debt retirement and still leave
a surplus of $69.000.000.

In those figures the committee has taken the highest estimate of
cost on the one side and the lowest estimate of expenditure on the
other. That is conservative from both sides.

Senator BIIARKLEY. May I ask you a quce-tion there? I do not know
whether you can answer it or not. 1 should have asked somebody
in the Treasury. I am informed that this debt retirement (out of the
surplus is brought about by the purchase of outstanding Liberty
bonds, which are not retired but which are held by the Government,
and interest is paid on them by the Government, and that interest is
figured in the current expenses which go to make up the recom-
mendations of the budget for the requirement of the current year.
Is that correct?

Undersecretary MI.LL. If you would be willing to defer that, I
want to deal with that whole debt retirement proposition very full
in answering the suggestion of the chamber that we change our prac-
tice with reference to it.

Senator BARKLEY. Very well. I shall not insist on it. I did not
know you were here at the time I startuc to ask the question.

B ,,.ETARY I'R'CEDI*RE

Mr. McWHIRTER (reading):
Since its first referendum in 1912, and without abatement after the con-

gressional legislation of 1921 establishing the Bureau of the Iudget, the chamber
has been an outstanding advocate of proper budgetary procedure in the fiscal
operations of the Government.

The chamber has always contended that the revenue side of the Budget of
the National Government should each year properly provide for the expenditure
side.

In support of budgetary procedure, the chamber has always contemplated the
desirability of one centralized control over estimates both of receipts and ex-
penditures in order adequately to present to the Congress and the country a
properly balanced budget of Income and expenditures. instead of, as at present.
having the expenditure estimates presented by one agency of the Government
and the income estimates by another.

The chamber has been a consistent advocate of economy in government and
gives due recognition to the record of Congress during the last six years in
keeping appropriations within the figures recommended by the President in his
Budget messages.

The chamber has never hesitated to advocate and wholeheartedly support
reasonable measures of taxation which will produce revenue sufficient to dis-
charge all of the proper obligations of the Government arising out of legitimate
governmental activities-whether special or recurring.
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The national chamber recognizes that it is the province of Congress to fix
the rates of taxes, and to set the amount to be raised by taxation, as well as to
fix the amount of debt reduction.

We place before you the facts as we find and see them, the well-considered
opinion of our members, representing every section of the country and every
type of business and industry, in a sincere desire to help you in the consideration
of an intricate question which affects the economic welfare of the Nation.

Respectfully yours,
LEWIs E. PIERSON, President.

TABL., A.-Government revenues, showing variations between actual revenues
and expenditures and ofictal estimates

[In thousands of dollars]

TOTAL ORDINARY RECEIPTS

Fiscal year ending June 30- Actual
i I Increase or

Estimates Dates of estimates decrease o
Actual over

daa,| -m#

1923...................................... ... $3841,926 $3,338 182 December, 1921... +$5C3,744
Do................................... . .. 3,073,825 June, 1922......... +768, 101
Do..................................................... 3, 429,862 December, 1922-.. +412,064

1924 .................. ...................... 4,012,044 3,361,812 ..... do... ...... 650, 23
Do......................................... ............ 3638, 489 June, 1923 ......... +373, 55
Do ....................-- .......... .- . 3,894,677 December, 1923... +117,367
........---.......--..... -................. 3,780,148 3,693,762 ..... do............ +86,386
Do............................ .......... ............ 3,579,831 June, 1924......... +200,317
Do.. ......................................-.....- 3, 601,968 December, 1924... +178,180

19 .......................................... 3,962,75 3,641,295 ..... do............. +321,460
Do-.......----.................................. 3,666,642 June, 1925......... +296,113
Do .................................................. 3,880,716 December, 1925... +82, 039

1927--......................................... 4,129,394 3,824,530 .....-do-------..........----- +304,864
Do........ ............................ ...... --- 3, 779,769 June, 1926......... +349, 625
Do-... ---. ......-.................. ...... 4,026,780 December, 1926... +102,614

EXPENDITURES PAYABLE FROM ORDINARY RECEIPTS

1923............................................ $3,532, 269
Do......................................... ............
Do ................. .. ........ .............

1924.-------......---...----------- --- ..------ 3,506, 677
Do......................................... ............

p' Do........................................ ............
1925............................................ 3, 529,643
ib Do.................................................
* Do.................... .................. ............
1926-----------.-...... .---..---- -. - 3,584,98719Do2........................................ 3,584, 87Do......................................... ............

Do927 ------------------------------------- 3,493,-84 ----
1927............................................ 3,493, 584

Do.....................................................
Do.................. ........................

Pu

S3,505,754 December, 1921...
3,89, 258 June, 1922........
3,703,801 December, 1922...

* 3,180,843 ..... do.............
3,668,534 June, 1923.........
3,565,038 December, 1923...

S3,298,080 ..... do.............
3,554,891 June, 1924.........
3,534,083 December, 1924...

S3, 267,551 -.... do.............
3,375,671 June, 1925.........
3,618,675 December, 1925...

S3,494,222 December, 1926...
3,593,472 June, 1926.........
3,643,701 December, 1926...

SURPLUS OR DEFICIT

I
1923.........................................

Do.........................................
Do.....................................

1924..........................................
1 Do.................. ...................

Do........................................1925.............................................
Do.........................................
Do.........................................

1926...--.........................................
Do........................................
Do.........................................

1927...........................................
Do.........................................
Do........ ...... .........................

+$309, 657

+505, 366

+250,505
............

+377, 767
............0
............

+635,809

------------

-$167, 571 December, 1921...
-882,433 June, 1922........
-273, 938 December, 1922...
+180,969 ..-... do............
-30,044 June, 1923.. -.....

+329,639 December, 1923-..
1+395,681 ..... do .............

+24,39 ; June, 1924.........
+67,884 December, 192...

+573,743 ..... do.---.......
+290,970 June, 1925.........
+262,041 December, 1925...
+330,307 .....do------.........
+186,297 June, 1926.........
+383,079 December, 1926..

250

+26,515
-363,989
-171,532
+325,831
-161, 857
-58,361

+231,563
-25,248
-4.440

+317,436
+209, 316

-33,688
-638

-99,888
-150,117

+$477,228
+1,192,090

+583,595
+324,397
+53, 410
+175,727
-145,176
+225, 66
+182,621
+195,976
+86,797

+115,726
+305,602
+449. 12
+252,730

I Estimates made before passage of 1924 revenue law.
I These are not actual estimates, but are the amounts requested in the regular annual Budget, to which,

should be added supplemental requests for appropriation subsequently submitted to Congress.

--- - --- -- -~

--
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The CHAIRMAN. As I understand, if any member of the committee
desires to ask any question, it will be answered by Mr. John M.
Redpath, of the chamber.

Senator SIMMONS. I want to ask the gentleman who was just read-
a question. He represents the chamber, does he not?

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Redpath will answer any questions.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. REDPATH, MANAGER RESEARCH DE-
PARTMENT, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

The CHAIRMAN. Give your name to the committee.
Mr. REDPATH. John M. Redpath.
The CHAIRMAN. What position do you hold
Mr. REDPATH. I am manager of the research department of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are any questions that any members of

the committee desire to ask in relation to the report just read on
behalf of the United States Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Redpath will
be glad to answer.

Senator SIMMoNS. Mr. Redpath, I want to ask you, please, to
give the committee a brief statement of the personnel and activities
of this research department that you say you represent.

Mr. REDPATI. The research department, of course, is a staff depart-
ment. Its only functions is to bring material together in a wholly
impartial way and place it before committees and officers of the
chamber. It is because I have had that function that I assume I
have been asked to endeavor to place before you the facts which
our committee had before it. The other members of my staff are
my assistants.

Senator SIMMONS. How many do you have assisting you in mak-
ing these researches?

Mr. REDPATH. Of course, I have to divide my work in various
ways. I have about seven men.

Senator SIMMONS. The whole time of this bureau is devoted to
this research work?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes; I should say this, that the research work
done in the research department is not by any manner of means
all the research work done in the chamber, because a number of
years ago, so far as the staff is concerned, we departmentalized, and
we have a special department, for example which is given the title,
for convenience, of "finance department," and that department is
specializing all the while on questions of finance, including public
finance and Federal taxation. Mr. O'Conner, the manager of that
department, is here. That is only one of nine specialized depart-
ments which are engaged in specialized research in different
directions.

Senator SiMMONs. But this is the department which is engaged in
research work with reference to financial questions?

Mr. REDPATH. Both the finance department and the research de-
partment work upon these questions.

Senator SIMMONs. Do you regard their work as pretty thorough?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; we endeavor to be very sincere, and we

have no purpose except to endeavor to get at the facts.
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Senator SIMMONS. It is absolutely nonpartisan ?
Mr. REDPATH. Wholly nonpartisan. We have no interest in prov-

ing a priori theory of any kind.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it for granted that you approve of all

the estimates submitted to the committee this morning ?
Mr. REDPATH. Those have been accepted by the committee and the

officers of the chamber, and I have myself no reason to question
them.

Senator H.ARISON. Mr. Chairman, I would suggest, because of
the importance of this proposition and the different views enter-
tained by the Treasury Department and the United States Chamber
4 f Commerce, that fr. Mills, representing the Treasury Department.
should be permitted, if he wants to. to ask any questions of M1r.
Redpath touching the statement.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. At some time I wish to put a few questions
to this gentleman or other gentlemen touching their forecast.

Undersecretary MILLS. I should prefer to make a statement, Sen-
ator. The whole basis of the chamber's estimate is so obvious that
it does not require any questions.

Senator H.~mnRsox. I think the opportunity should be extended
to you.

Undersecretary MILLS. If you will give me the opportunity to
answer this. that is all I want.

Senator SIIORTRIIME. That is what you mean. I take it. I think
it should be answered if it is susceptible of successful answer.

Undersecretary MILLS. It is, Senator-a complete answer.
Senator SIMMONS. That will be a question. I take it. as to the

completeness of it and the fullness of it. for the committee to pass
upon, so far as it applies to this question before us.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mills was speaking in behalf of the Treasury
Department. and lie is going to state the facts as he has found them
in the Treasury.

Mr. REDPATH. Certainly.
Senator StMMON. I want to hear Mr. Mills, and I want to hear

the chamber of commerce, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. If you have any further statements to

make, Mr. Redpath, you need not wait for a question.
Mr. REDPATII. I have no further statement of my own.
Senator SIMMONS. I just asked him that question to see how

thorough this investigation of the financial question involved before
this committee had been.

Senator SHORTRIDOE. Just one question, please, Mr. Chairman. I
understood that the position of the chamber in respect to this matter
was as f November last; and, second, that nothing 'had occurred
since then to cause the chamber to change its position or its advice.

Mr. REDPATH. That is correct. You will understand, I am sure,
the procedure of the chamber. It has to have a representative com-
mittee. The personnel of the committee is always placed in the
phamphlets used in connection with the referendum and the results.
1 speak of the referendum. I shall describe that in a moment. In
this instance the committee was composed of James R. MacColl, chair-
man, manufacturer, of Pawtucket, R. I.; president of Lorraine Manu-
facturing Co.; formerly president of the National Association of
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Cotton Manufacturers; formerly a director of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States. Thomas S. Adams, economist, of New
Haven, Conn.; professor of political economy, Yale University; for-
merly chairman of advisory tax board, Bureau of Internal Revenue;
formerly president National Tax Association. Arthur A. Ballantine
lawyer, of New York City; member of firm of Root, Clark, Howland
& Ballantine; formerly advisory counsel on taxation, Treasury De-
partment, and solicitor Bureau of Internal Revenue. John W. Blod-
gett, lumberman, of Grand Rapids, Mich.; formerly president Na-
tional Lumber Manufacturers' Association; formerly a director Fed-
eral Reserve Bank of Chicago; member Grand Rapids Association
of Commerce. Stuart W. Cramer, manufacturer, of Cramerton, N. C.;
president and treasurer Cramerton Mills and other cotton mills;
formerly member advisory tax board Treasury Department; for-
merly president National Cotton Manufacturers' Association; vice
president, Cotton-Textile Institute.

I wish to say that Mr. Cramer was unable to be active in the work
of the committee.

William S. Elliott, lawyer, of Chicago; general counsel Interna-
tional Harvester Co. William F. Gephart, banker, of St. Louis, Mo.;
vice president First National Bank of St. Louis; formerly dean oI
the school of commerce and finance, Washington University. Ed-
ward E. Gore, accountant, of Chicago, Ill.; member of Smart, Gore
& Co.; chairman of taxation committee of the American Institute
of Accountants; formerly president Chicago Association of Com-
irerce. Robert P. Lamont, manufacturer, of Chicago; president
American Steel Foundries; director. First National Bank of Chi-
cago, Armour & Co., etc.; during war chief, procurement division,
Ordnance Department; member Chicago Association of Commerce,
and formerly vice president Illinois Manufacturers' Association;
director Chamber of Commerce of the United States. Felix
M. McWhirter, banker, of Indianapolis; president Peoples State
Bank; president Peoples Building Co.; director, representing finance
department, Chamber of Commerce of the United States; formerly
president Indianapolis C(hamer of Commerce. George O. May,
accountant, of New York City; senior partner Price, Waterhouse
& Co.; formerly member board of examiners, American Institute
of Accountants; formerly special adviser on taxation, Treasury De-
partment; member New York State Chamber of Commerce. Wil-
liam S. Moorhead, lawyer, of Pittsburgh; member firm of Moor-
head & Knox; member former Tax Simplification Board; member
Pittsburgh Charber of Commerce. Roy C. Osgood, banker, of
Chicago; vice president First Trust & Savings Bank of Chicago;
formerly pres dent Investment Bankers Association of America;
recently chairman inheritance tax committee, American Bankers
Association. H. H. Rice, manufacturer, of Detroit; assistant to the
president General Motors Corporation; member board of directors
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, and chairman of its
committee on taxation. George M. Shriver, railroad executive, of
Baltimore; senior vice president Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co.;
vice president Baltimore Association of Commerce. Carroll J.
Waddell, banker, of Philadelphia; firm of Drexel & Co.; chairman
committee on taxation, Investment Bankers Association of America.

99310--28--17
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. Could those gentlemen give very much indi-
vidual attention to these matters?

Mr. REDPATH. They have.
Senator SHORToIDGE. They are men of large affairs.
Mr. REDPATH. They have given attention to it, both in attending

their committee meetings and going over the material prepared for
them, which they asked to have prepared for them, and in discus-
sing it at committee meetings and formulating the conclusions to
which they came.

Undersecretary MnLLs. Did that committee meet and approve this
statement which has just been read?

Mr. REDPATH. No.
Undersecretary MuLLs. Have any members of that committee con-

sideed this statement, and if so, how many
Mr. REDPATH. I can not tell you how many. I know of one

member who has.
Undersecretary MILLS. Is this not. in fact, a statement prepared

by the staff of tle chamber in the last few days ?
Mr. REDPATH. That is substantially correct, but the statement

itself was actually prepared under the supervision of the President,
and the President has approved it. He was unable to stay here.
He was here a part of the week, but was unable to stay this morning.
He had expected this hearing to occur yesterday.

Undersecretary MILLS. Then, for all you know, this statement
does not represent the views of the gentlemen whose names you have
just read?

Mr. REDPATH. This statement is in the support of the proposi-
tions which they made in their committee report of last September.
They have since indicated informally, when the question has been
presented to them, that those are still their views, in spite of the
information they have of what has happened since.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Mr. Redpath, manifestly, as of last Sep-
tember, October, or November, that committee could not know, and
did not know, what appropriations would be made by Congress.

Mr. REDPATH. May I speak to that?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Your mind runs ahead, of course. Not

knowing, how could you estimate the future expenses of Govern-
ment, the demands that might legitimately and legally be made upon
the Treasury, we will say, during 1929, if you catch what I am
trying to elicit?

Mr. REDPATH. May I answer?
Senator SHORTRIGE. You may answer.
Mr. REDPATH. At the time the committee agreed upon its report

in September, having had meetings as early as May and June of
that year-in other words, the committee did not come together
for the first time in September at all, but it finally reached its
conclusions in September-at that time it had before it the Presi-
dent's request to all of the spending agencies of the Government-

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Such as the Army, Navy, etc.?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir. The committee had before it the Presi-

dent's request of all the spending agencies of the Government that
for the fiscal year 1929 the estimates of expenditure be kept down
to a total of $3,300,000,000, with certain exceptions to which he
referred. When the Budget was actually presented in the Budget
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message in December, the Budget of expenditures there proposed was
in fact, under that figure, and that circumstance, and the Budget as
presented in December, was before our committee on taxation, which
saw no reason why it should submit a further report by reason of
what was presented at that time.

Senator SHORTRI;E. Did you take into account appropriations for
flood control?

Mr. REDPATH. That was not taken into account; no, sir. That is
new legislation. Of course, we have to have a datum point from
which to start.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Granted. Did you take into account in your
tabulation and study, for example, demands that might be nmde
upon the Government by increased appropriations under the esti-
mates?

Mr. REDPATH. Congress has not, since budgetary procedure went
into force, ever exceeded the estimates as presented by the Budget.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. But Congress may do so.
Mr. REDPATII. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. For example, take the case of the Navy, the

appropriation for the Navy.
Mr. REDPATH. Do you mean the construction bill or the ordinary

naval bill?
Senator SHoiT'nDGE. Take the ordinary naval bill. May we not.

go beyond the estimates?
Mr. REDPATH. You may in that particular case. but in other cases

you may also go below the estimate. Of course, I am talking about
the sum total.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand.
The CHAIMAN. The sum total of all the bills you speak of does

not amount to very much, whereas the naval bill would.
Mr. REDPATH. I agree. So far as the amounts in all the regular

appropriation bills this year are concerned, as the bills stand in
their present legislative stage, I cast up the total this week and my
recollection now is that they were under the Budget by about
$11.000,000.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand your calculations have been
taking the Budget as made as a basis.

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; the Budget on existing legislation.
Undersecretary MILLS. May I ask another question?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes.
Undersecretary MILLS. Is it not true that your committee met

last in August and signed their report?
Mr. REDPATH. NO.
Undersecretary MILLs. When was the last meeting of the com-

mittee prior to the report going out?
Mr. REDPATH. I can not tell you that. Mr. O'Connor can tell

you.
Mr. JOHN J. O'CONNOR. Subsequent to the final meeting of the

committee, they had a drafting committee meet to look over the re-
port. That committee not only reviewed the subject in September
but also reviewed it in December, after the hearings before the
Ways and Means Committee. The personnel can be stated, if you
desire.

255
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Undersecretary MIL. Is it not a fact that the main committee,
whose names were read a short time ago, met in August to prepare
their report?

Mr. O'CoNNoR. The report was prepared before August.
Undersecretary MLLS. When did the committee meet to approve

it prior to the referendum?
Mr. O'Co.NNt. They approved it by mail as of the date of the

referendum.
Undersecretary Miur . That is, the men whose names were read

jui.t now
Mr. O'Cox-NOR. And that committee has since reviewed the ques-

tion by mail and still support it.
Undersecretary MLLus. But that committee has not seen the state-

ment submitted here this morning?
Mr. O'CoNKon. Obviously, in the very short time of four days,

we could not get that committee together from all quarters of the
country, and there has been no time in the hurried preparation and
short notice to get them together and consider it.

Senator SIMMoNS. Let me ask you a question. The data upon
which this report was based had been theretofore submitted by mail
to the members of the committee and read by them?

Mr. O'CoNNoR. Yes, sir.
Senator HAIuIsoN. Mr. Redpath, who are Mr. Ballantyne and

Mr. Adams, members of that board? You said they were known
to the committee, and they are, but for the benefit of the record,
who are they?

Mr. REDPATH. I will give you the description of them placed in
our pamphlet for the information of our membership. We always
give such a description in anything in which the report goes out.

The description is made up by the staff, and while it may not be
always just exactly as the committee members would put it them-
selves, it is our best endeavor to describe them correctly.

Dr. Thomas S. Adams is an economist of New Haven, Conn.,
professor of political economy in Yale University; formerly chair-
man of advisory tax board of the Bureau of Internal iRevenue;
formerly president National Tax Association.

Senator HARRISON. Who is Mr. Ballantine?
Mr. REDPATH. Arthur A. Ballantine is a lawyer of New York City;

a member of the firm of Root, Clark, Buckner, Howland & Ballan-
tine; formerly advisor on taxation of the Treasury Department and
Solicitor of Internal Revenue.

Undersecretary MILL. Doctor Adams is here. I should very much
appreciate it if sometime during the morning the committee would
call him and permit him to express his opinion as to the soundness
of the Treasury's estimate.

Senator HAemsoN. Mr. Redpath, in speaking of these estimates
of the administration, do you recall how much the estimate of the
Secretary of the Navy was for naval construction this year?

Mr. REDPATH. I can not give you that exactly now from memory.
My recollection is it was a very considerable sum, and has been
changed.

Senator HAxmsow. It was something over $700,000,000?
Mr. REDPATH. It was a large sum of money.

!
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Senator HARrIsoN. And the House passed something over $200,-
000,000.

Mr. REDPATH. Yes; that is my recollection.
Senator KING. It was $740,000,000, and the co-t would have been

over a billion.
Mr. REDPATH. That was merely the authorization requested. Even

though the authorization became a law it would not be followed by
such an appropriation in any one fiscal year.

Senator BAIRKEY. The authorization was supposed to be spread
over five or six years.

Mr. REDPATH. That is my understanding.
The CHAIMAN. Yes; but the authorization, the first time an ap-

propriation bill is passed, even though the bill is a deficiency bill,
carries the amount that would be required for the next fiscal year?

Mr. REDPATH. My recollection is that it would be about $13.000.000
or $15,000,000 for the first fiscal year.

The CHAIRMAN. For what year?
Mr. REDPATH. 1929.
Senator KINO. For naval construction?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Redpath, your total recommendations in-

clude the removal of automobile tax, the admission tax, the tax on
stock transfers, and the whole category of nuisance taxes?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKrEY. Those go into your total recommendations as to

the amount you think the taxes should be reduced?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTIDGE. Did you take into account all sources of

revenue?
Mr. REDPATH. In what connection do you mean, Senator
Senator SHORTRIDE. Well, in thinking concerning the demands

that might be made upon the Government and the sources of revenue
to meet those demands.

Mr. REDPATH. My answer is yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You took into consideration all sources of

revenue?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes.
Senator SHORTRnIDU . And undertook to estimate all the demands

that might be made upon the Government?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You took into account the estimates of the

Budget ?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes. I wish to keep clear the distinction between

appropriations for existing legislation and appropriations for new
legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Appropriations will be made that are not in the
Budget?

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Certainly.
Senator SiMMONs. And there may be some parts of the Budget

appropriation that will never be made?
The CH.ARMAN. That very seldom happens.
Senator SIM ONS. It generally happens.
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Senator HARRISON. Is it not true that for the last five years Con-
gress has appropriated less than the recommendations of the Budget ?

Mr. REDPATH. Ever since budgetary procedure went into effect in
1921.

The CHAIRMAN. Only a small amount each year?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes; but always a step beneath.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true.
Senator KING. Assume that the Congress passes the McNary-

Haugen bill for $400.000,000, and enters upon a program of enlarg-
ing the Navy and appropriates a considerable sum for it above the
estimate of the Budget; makes an appropriation for Boulder Dam
and other appropriations which we have before us now, and it is
obvious before we adjourn that there will be a deficit if there should
be any tax reaction, what would you say as to the course which
should be pursued ? Or, if it should be equivocal as to whether or
not there will be a deficit, and there may be some reason to anticipate
there would not be deficit, and might be warranted in passing a
reduction of $100.000.000, where would you lay the ax with a view
to reducing the revenue, if there should be a $100,000,000 reduction?

Mr. REDPATi. The point of view of the chamber's committee,
which has been heretofore indicated, is that even if the Treasury's
estimates are correct, there are means at the disposal of the Treasury
during 1929 which would prevent that sort of thing happening.
There is interest received on account of foreign debts. Our commit-
tee believes, after going into the thing, that that money is available
for current expenses, if needed. There is no advocacy that it be
definitely allocated now to current expenses, but our committee has
taken the position, having gone into the whole matter, that that
amount is available, if needed, for current expenses, instead of debt
retirement.

The CHARMAN. What position does the chamber take in relation
to the cancellation of war debts?

Mr. REDPATII. It has taken no position in favor of it.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the position of a great many of the

officers as to the cancellation of the war debts?
Mr. REDPATH. None of our officers have advocated cancellation of

those debts, so far as I know.
The CHAIRMAN. Then they have been greatly misquoted.
Mr. REDPATH. Yes; they have been misquoted.
The CHAIRMA.N. Yes; I say they have been greatly misquoted.
Senator HARRnSON. Even the chairman has been misquoted at

times.
Senator SIMMONS. Of course, if the Congress were to appropriate

all the money that Secretary Wilbur thought some months ago
ought to be allocated or appropriated for the purpose of enlarging
the Navy, amounting to some $700,000,000, and were to appropriate
all the money asked for Boulder Dam, were to appropriate all the
money asked for farm relief in case it is not vetoed, and appropri-
ate all the money for flood relief in case it is not vetoed, appropriate
all of this money for the next year or two years--

Mr. REDPATH (interposing). Assuming it is physically possible
to spend so much money within such a period

Senator SIMMONS. Yes. That would probably swamp the
Treasury, anyhow.
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Mr. REDPATH. Of course.
Senator SIMMONS. But that is not proposed by anybody, is it?
Mr. REDPATH. I have not heard of it.
Senator SIMoxs. I have not heard it proposed by anybody.

The flood relief bill now carries, as it passed the Senate, an authori-
zation of $325,000,000. Nobody has ever estimated, so far as I know,
that if it passes the White House we will spend more than $30,000,-
000 in the next year. Likewise, if Boulder Dam goes through-and I
suppose there is not much probability of that-and escapes the veto,
which is very doubtful, indeed, only a small part of that would be
appropriated in the next year. Likewise, if this farm relief bill
is passed, there may be very little demand the first year or the first
two years.

Mr. REDPATH. I did not make a complete answer to your former
question. May I complete it?

Senator SIMMONS. Yes.
Mr. REDPATI. Our committee, after going into the situation, be-

lieved that it is also in the discretion of the Treasury-instead of
using all the surplus in the 1928 fiscal year, to be determined
on June 30 next-to carry over into the next year. merely hold
available as a reserve for needed expenses of that year, if required,
an amount up to, say. $200,000,000, perhaps more than that. Then,
if not needed in that year, it again could be applied, if desired, to
debt retirement. The Treasury has increased the balance in the
general fund in earlier years by considerable amounts.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they would again have to increase
it?

Mr. REDPATH. For a certain length of time.
The CHAIBMAN. Whatever that may be.
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator SHOTRmIDGE. What is the position of the chamber with

regard to the retirement of the national debt?
Mr. REDPATH. The chamber has always advocated a liberal retire-

ment, a generous provision for the retirement of the national debt.
That question was before Congress, and Corgiress made a decision
as to what the retirement of the national debt should be, 21/ per
cent of the amount outstanding at the time Congress acted, less
foreign loans, plus interest on the amounts retired by operation of
the sinking fund. That provision of Congress is apparently gen-
erous. If Congress wishes to take the matter up, I am confident
the chamber would not oppose a further provision for debt retire-
ment, but this present provision provides for a sinking fund that
will amount to something like $632,000,000 in 1942.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Why is the credit of the Government now so
good

Mr. RECPATH. That is rather a complicated matter. There are
many reasons.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is not the outstanding reason that we have
always had ample funds to meet all demands, and never have repudi-
ated

Mr. REDPATH. I would not say that. Of course, repudiation is
always fatal to public credit. There has been no repudiation.

Senator SHOTRIDGE. What is the interest rate now
Mr. REDPATH. The average rate?

I
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. REDPATH. Mr. Mills would be able to give you that more

accurately than I. I understand it is now about 3.80 per cent.
Undersecretary MILL. The average rate is 3.88.
Senator SiMMNs. That is low, it is true, but not much lower than

the rate of interest at which the Government bonds in North Caro-
lina sold.

Senator SHORTRII;E. North Carolina is a solvent State and a good
State.

Senator SIMMoNs. The United States is solvent.
Senator SIHOTRIDGE. Indeed, it is.
Senator KING. Some of the consols of Great Britain have sold

for 2 per cent.
Senator McLEaN. What percentage of the corporations of the

country belong to your chamber?
Mr. REDPATH. I have no idea. I have no information to indicate

the corporate membership. We have direct and indirect membership.
Senator MCLEAN. Do you know how many corporations there are

in the country?
Mr. REDPATH. I can only estimate from the Treasury's statistic..
Senator McLEAN. Do you know how many corporations belong to

the chamber?
Mr. REDPATH. No.
Senator McLEN. Have you any idea what percentage of the total

number?
Mr. REDPAT. I never have attempted to find out. If we en-

deavored to find out the direct and indirect membership, we would
have a very difficult task. I wish to point out that the chamber has
but one class of governing members, only one class of members that
determine its policies and elect its directors, and that class is entirely
composed of organizations, local commercial organizations and trade
associations that are more general in membership than local trade
associations. When the structure of the chamber was originally de-
termined in 1912, a merely local trade association was not considered
sufficiently representative to be included among the governing mem-
bers. If we come to the question of how many of the 850,000 or
900,000 concerns or associations that are members of our member
organizations are in fact corporations, it would be a hopeless task to
find out.

Senator McLEAN. You do not know how many corporations are
members of the chamber?

Mr. REDPATH. NO, sir.
Senator McLEAN. When you submitted your referendum, just what

was the method of procedure? Did you prepare what you thought
was a sound statement with regard to that subject and forward it to
your members and ask them whether they approved it or not

Mr. REDPATH. No.
Senator McLEAN. What did you do?
Mr. REDPATH. The process was this: The board of directors con-

sidered that the question of Federal taxation was an appropriate
subject for consideration by the chamber. The board of directors
is only administrative. It can not go further than to decide that a
subject is appropriate for consideration, as of public interest and
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of interest to our constituent members. The board then authorized
the appointment of a representative committee, the membership
of which you have before you. The members of that committee were
chosen without any regard to what their own points of view may be
on the questions coming before the committee. I want to point out
that according to our procedure a committee is asked to arrive at an
independent and impartial point of view on these matters, and that
the members of our committees begin with very diverse points of
view of their own.

This committee on Federal taxation with staff assistance in gather-
ing material, arrived at its report. That report went to the board
of directors for administrative action. The board of directors could
not pass on the merits of the questions presented in the report. Our
board of directors is expressly prohibited from passing upon the
merits of reports coming before it. The board took the usual course
with his report and ordered it submitted to referendum, deciding
merely that the report seemed to be a comprehensive report. That
was the extent of their decision.

Senator McLEAN. Let me interrupt you right there.
Senator SIMMONS. Senator, will you not let him finish? I would

like to hear him.
Mr. REDPATH. I shall make it very brief, as brief as I can.
Senator McLEAN. All right.
Mr. REDPATH. Our by-laws require that when a committee's re-

port goes out to referendum, there shall be placed in the pamphlet
all considerations that seem to be fair to the executive officers of the
chamber and that weigh against the recommendations in the com-
mittee's report, in order that we may go just as far as we can in our
earnest and sincere desire to have the whole subject, both sides of it,
spread out before our member organization when they come to a
decision.

It happened to fall to me, as is usual in preparing the referendum
pamphlet, to deal with the argument against the committee's report.
In the pamphlet before you, you will find these negative arguments,
for which I am personally responsible, although not officially, be-
cause they were accepted by the executive officers as proper argu-
ments. I endeavored to go thoroughly into the negative arguments,
and I hope yop will find I did a fair job, using the arguments
which you will hear here on the other side, and those arguments
were, therefore, before our members.

Our members have 45 days in which to cast their ballot. In
order that the result may be representative, no organization, no
matter how large it may be, can have more than 10 votes, and no
organization, if it is an honest-to-goodness organization, has less
than 1 vote.

Senator McLEAN. I understand that. Did I understand you to
say you argued against the report ?

Mr. REDPATH. I personally prepared these negative arguments.
Senator McLEAN. You are opposed to it, yourself
Mr. REDPATH. I am not.
Senator McLEAN. You argued against it.
Mr. RZDPATH. I am a staff man. As I indicated before, I have

only one job, and that is to put these things down for exactly what
they are.
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Senator McLAN. Do you mean that you were outvoted, and that
you now agree with the majority

Mr. REDPATIF. NO, sir. I am not here advocating any personal
point of view of my own.

Senator MCLEAN. Now, Mr. Redpath, let us go back and ascertain,
if we can, what sort of a report was submitted to the representatives
of these corporations. I take it that you are familiar with that
situation.

Mr. REDPATH. There was no report submitted to representatives
of corporations.

Senator McLEAN. What was the nature of your questionnaire?
What did you try to find out ?

Senator BARKLEY. You simply, as I understand you, collated the
argument against it, in order that the members, when required to
vote on it, might have both sides of the question impartially stated

Mr. REDPATH. That was my function.
Senator BARKLET. That did not necessarily represent your view,

did it?
Mr. REDPATH. No, sir.
Senator McLEAN. I suppose you wanted to get the approval or dis-

approval of these corporations?
Mr. REDPATH. No, sir. You will have to forgive me if I say again

there was no such intention. Nothing was submitted to corporations.
The submission was entirely to chambers of commerce, local cham-
bers of commerce, and trade associations of wide representation.

Senator McLEAN. You do not mean to say the corporations them-
selves or their management did not know anything about it, do you?

Mr. REDPATH. So far as they belong to our member organizations
they had an opportunity, like other members of those organizations,
to participate in the decisions of those organizations, as to how the
organizations would vote.

Senator McLEAN. Do you know whether they did or not?
Mr. REDPATH. I do not.
Senator SIMMONs. Mr. Redpath I understand you to mean that

in your presentation you thought it was your duty to present to the
membership all the arguments that were used against this report ?

Mr. REDPATI. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. And all the arguments that were made for it

were presented by somebody else, if not by you?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. But when you spoke about your argument

against it, you were presentiig to them not arguments that you had
against it, but arguments that were made against it?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; including a very clear statement made by
the Undersecretary of the Treasury, Mr. Mills, at the University of
Virginia last August. Things of that sort were all brought together,
and we endeavored to present from them all the arguments on both
sides, so they could be before our members.

Senator SIMMONS. The effort was to get both viewpoints before
the decision was rendered

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator EDGE. Does this document I hold in my hand contain the

information that went out to the various local chambers of
commerce

I
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Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator HARRISON. Let me ask you this: You said you presented

arguments.
Senator SIIOTRIGE. He " argued," he said.
Mr. REDPATH. Pardon me. I presented arguments.
Senator HARRIsoN. Is this statement made to-day by the repre-

sentative of the chamber of commerce your personal view with
reference to this matter ? Do you stand by that proposition?

Mr. REDPATH. I did not know that I was placed on the stand to
express my personal views. I understood I was put on the stand
to give you any information I could as to the facts. Do you wish
me to answer that, Mr. Chairman? I have no particular objection.

Senator HaanIsON. All the committee wants is just the situation,
and we have some confidence in your ability as an expert.

The CHAIRMAN. You can answer the question, if you desire.
Mr. REDPATH. Personally I support the statement. I think it is a

proper statement.
Senator HARRISO. . You believe in its soundness, do you?
Mr. REDPATH. I do.
Senator SIMMONs. Mr. Rcdpath, I want to ask you one or two

questions about some matters that you have been over. I want to
ask you first with reference to this retirement of the public debt.
The Congress has provided for a sinking fund for the amortization
of that debt.

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator SImrMONs. Yes. The Congress has also provided for the

payment of the interest.
Mr. REDPATH. All interest; yes.
Senator SIMMONS. The money received from debts due us from

foreign governments can also be applied, not necessarily must be, but
can be?

Mr. REDPATH. So far as those receipts are on account of interest.
But so far as they are on account of principal, they are to be ap-

plied according to the terms of the law.
Senator SIMMONs. That is true, under the Liberty loan act?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; that is, under the Victory loan act.
Senator SIMMONS. Now, in 1927 an effort was made to secure a

reduction in taxes for that year, upon the basis of the big surplus
that was shown, but that effort was unsuccessful. The surplus was
not allowed to be used for the purpose of a reduction in taxation,
but in that year, 1927, the last deficiency bill failed. That act car-
ried something over $100,000,000. It failed. Now, at least, the sur-
plus that had been accumulated ought to have been reserved in the
Treasury for the purpose of meeting the demands of that deficiency
bill, when it was passed, ought it not, in your judgment?

Mr. REDPATH. I believe it was possible to do that. However, with
a large surplus that year, and a large estimated surplus for the
current year, I should think the Treasury could properly proceed
either way. If there has been any reason to expect that the Treasury
surplus at the end of the fiscal year 1928 would come down to a nar-
row margin, however, the procedure you suggest would seem to have
been available to the Treasury.

Senator HABRIsoN. Of course, that is what they could do next year
if we do not pass the first section of this bill.

" 263
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Mr. REDPATH. That is the opinion of our committee.
Senator HAnrSON. Part would go over into next year, to make it

safe. if there were any question about it.
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator EDGE. Did you issue a referendum before the tax revision

in 1926? Was there a similar referendum sent to your members at
that time?

Mr. REDPATH. We have had a series of them, but not one at the
time of each revision. Sonwtitme. the decision of the committee was
that the chamber's position had earlier been expressed and was still
applicable and adequate and. therefore. it was niot necessary to pre-
sent a further report on the current ,siatuion: in that case there
was no further referendum.

Senator EIxE. fy Iquestion was propounded with the intention
of asking another question. Have any of the results of any of these
referendums been different than an overwhelming vote for a reduc-
tion of taxes?

Mr. REDPATI. Yes. sir.
Senator Ej;I. In what ease did they vote, against a reduction of

taxes?
Mr. REDPATH. There has not been a vote against reduction of taxes

since the war period. As was said in the statement read to you. the
Chamber advocated immediately after our entrance into the war-
the report being made by a committee in April. 1917-a heavy in-
crease in income taxes on individuals and corporations. a heavy ex-
cise tax, and an excess-profits tax, and we continued during the war
period to advocate the highest possible taxation. for the purpose of
making it practicable for the Government to reduce taxation as
quickly as possible after the war and thus lighten the burden that
would otherwise exist during the period of readjustment.

Senator EDGE. The referendums since that period immediately af-
ter the war have all resulted in overwhelming affirmative votes for
further reduction in taxes, have they not?

Mr. REDATH. That is substantially true. The recommendations
of our committee have not always carried, but taking things by and
large the answer to your question is yes. But in many of our refer-
endums the membership has voted down the recommendation of the
committee, taken a position in opposition to its recommendation.

Senator SHOITTHDGE. In respect to the reduction of taxes?
Mr. REDnATH. Not on reduction of taxes. There have been in-

stances where the membership was so divided there was no decision.
Senator SIInRTDGCE Everybody voted for a reduction in taxes,

of course.
Mr. REDPATH. That is not true. Senator. I can answer such a

question only in a general way. In our procedure we have no deci-
sion unless two-thirds of the votes are cast one way. It is not a
51-49 proposition. The men who were responsible for creating the
United States Chamber of Commerce thought it unwise for the
chamber to advocate a policy if the margin of opinion in the member-
ship was only 1 or 2 per cent. We advocate nothing. unless in a
referendum vote of the members, or in the annual meeting, there is
an overwhelming majority of at least two-thirds.

Senator SIMMONs. Then your estimate of $400,000,000 reduction is
the result of the approval of two-thirds of your membership
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Mr. REDPATH. Two-thirds of those who cast ballots, and over 75

per cent of the membership cast ballots.
The CHAIRMAN. I had a strange experience once in relation to

a vote taken on a question submitted by your committee tola chamber
of commerce. I asked the chairman of the chamber of commerce
why he voted in favor of it, and this was his answer: "Well, the
chamber of commerce committee recommended it, and I took it for
granted it was all right and voted for it." In that statement you
submitted this morning the committee recommended an immediate
reduction. When that ballot goes out, there goes with it the conm-
mittee's recommendation?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; that is considered only fair to the com-
mittee. There is no question that, of course, in some instances the
vote is cast in the way you have suggested. We ourselves and our
officers have always campaigned wit our members to get them to
express their real points of view.

The CHAIRMAN. In that case I refer to, of course, the chamlier of
commerce immediately, when their attention was called to it, said:
SCertainly, we would not have voted that way if we had under-
stood it."

Mr. REUPATH. Mr. Chairman, might I ask if you know how the
commercial organization in Salt Lake City voted? It is our under-
standing it really takes an interest and works very hard to reach
a real decision of its own.

The CHAIRMAN. It was not Salt Lake City I had reference to.
IMr. REDPATH. If you wish, I shall be very glad to give you the

way in which members arrived at their votes in this tax referenduiim.
We hive information.

The CHIR anAN. I understand that. There is no need taking tinll
on that.

Senator SIMmoNs. Did I understand you to say that, notwithstand-
ing you sent out the recommendation of your committee, you also
sent out a statement of the argument for the other side?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; in the same pamphlet, printed on the
opposite page. Those arguments are here before you.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question about it. Every recom-
mendation you make you present the pro and con of that question.

Mr. REDPATH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I am perfectly aware of that.
Senator BARKmEL. I see the ballot is signed by Judge Parker,

chairman of the board.
Mr. REDPATH. Judge Parker did not sign that. He is chairman

of the board of directors, but this statement presented to yol is
signed by the president of the chamber.

Senator BARKELY. It is the same Judge Parker?
Mr. REOPATH. Yes. sir.
Senator BAYARD. Does the material you put before the committee

show the detail method of arriving at a vote by the various members
of the organization?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; the second pamphlet before you, respecting
referendum No. 50, Federal taxation, shows in tabular form the
name of each of the organizations that voted, and how it voted,
together with the number of votes to which it is entitled by reason
of its own membership.
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Senator BAYARD. And the vote pro and con on the subject?
Mr. REDPATH. That is in the second pamphlet, which gives the

information fully.
Senator BAYARD. But the complete tabulation of the votes of the

individual members appears in that pamphlet?
Mr. REDPATH. The complete tabulation.
Senator EDGE. How much time do you give the local chambers

of commerce in which to cast their ballots?
Mr. REDPATH. Forty-five days. We always give them advance

notice that attention will be given by a committee to such a subject
as Federal taxation, and that there may be a referendum.

Senator SrIMoxs. Have you ever taken a referendum on this
question before, or is this the first time

Mr. REDPATH. We have had a series of referenda on Federal
taxation.

Senator SIMMoss. In other years?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
Senator SmrtoNs. I want to ask you this question: Have you

missed it as badly as the Treasury estimates have missed it?
Mr. REDPATH. Well, Mr. Chairman, as I said, I understood I ap-

peared here to give facts. That question, of course, involves the
expression of an opinion.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. No; it calls for a fact.
Mr. REDPATH. If I should express an opinion about the matter, I

should have to say that all figures on tax reduction are artificial
in a sense. If you care for my personal opinion in answer to the
question, I believe we have never missed it by the amounts pointed
out in our statement.

Senator SIMMONS. Do you know of any authorization to apply this
current income to the public debt, any direct authorization of Con-
gress made since the war to apply any portion of the current receipts
of the year to the public debt, except as provided in the sinking-
fund provisions, the interest payment, and in the foreign-debt
provision ?

Mr. REDPATH. I understand under the law the Secretary of the
Treasury has the discretion to apply all or any part thereof which
in his sound discretion he thinks wise.

Senator SIMMoss. Yes. There is an old statute passed long before
the war that gives the Secretary of the Treasury some- discretion
about surpluses that might be accumulated.

Mr. REDPATH. It gives him entire authority, as I understand it.
Senator SIMMoNS. But there have been no appropriations made

since the war out of current expenses for the payment of this war
indebtedness, except such as I have reviewed to you.

Mr. REDPATH. I am very sorry, Senator. I did not quite catch
the point of that question.

Senator SIMMONs. You say there is an authority contained in a
statute passed before the war by which the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, when he finds an unneeded surplus, may in his discretion apply
that surplus to the retirement of the debt?

Mr. REDPATH. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. March 3, 1881.
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Senator SIMMONS. Yes; before the war. But since the war, since
that foreign debt has accumulated, foreign and domestic, there has
been no legislation of Congress directing that the funds collected
from the taxpayers for current expenses should be applied to those
debts, except the sinking fund, and the interest.

Mr. REDPATII. That is true, and I have had a search made in the
last few days on that subject.

Senator CwURTI. Why should there be, if the law authorizes it ?
The CHAIRMAN. And has ever since March 3, 1881.
Mr. REDPATH. Of course, the legislation to which the chairman

refers was away back in 1881. That was long before budgetary
procedure was set up.

The CHAIRMAN. It never has been repealed.
Mr. REDPATH. It never has been repealed.
Senator SIMmoss. It never has been repealed, that is true, but in

the exercise of that discretion it would be presumed that the Treasury
would have in consideration always the requirements of the Treasury
to meet ordinary expenditures.

Mr. REDPATH. Of course.
Senator SIx1Moss. When there was a large surplus in the Treasury,

and one of the appropriation bills, carrying $100,000,000, failed by
reason of a filibuster, you would think, would you not, as I think you
have expressed the opinion, that the Treasury at least ought to retain
out of the surplus already accumulated enough to have met that
burden whenever the Congress has an opportunity to pass that bill
it failed to pass hy reason of a filibuster, which provided for the
expenditure of something over $100,000,000.

Mr. REDPATI. Well, as 1 said before, Senator, I personally think
it is a matter for the exercise of sound discretion on the part of the
Secretary of the Treasury. If there is a large current surplus, and
another large surplus assured, I do not see why you should not
apply part of the surplus to debt retirement.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question about 1928.
Senator SImMoNs. What I want to know is, Should he not retain

enough of that surplus to pay that appropriation that by accident did
not pass, and which is throwing that burden on the taxpayers this
year

The CHAIRMAN. We are not legislating for 1928. We are legislat-
ing for 1929 and future years until this revenue act is amended
again. What we have to take into consideration is not what we
want by way of receipts of money in the present tax bill, but what
bill we can pass to meet all the expenses hereafter. It is not 1928,
because everybody knows that situation.

Senator EDGE. Mr. Redpath, I would like to know on what you
based your opposition to the committee's report.

Mr. REDPATH. Senator, I have had legal training, and I suppose
it is part of legal training to prepare one's self to state both sides of
a case, and to state them as fairly and frankly as posible. To come
to a decision as to which is right, which argument more than offsets
the other, is a judicial function. In preparing those arguments I
was not performing the judicial function.

Senator EGE. You must have had some big reason for opposing
the recommendation of the committee for a $400,000,000 reduction.
I would like to know what it was.
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Mr. REDPATH. I am sorry I have not made clear my job on the
qtaff. When a report is sent to referendum-when this report was
sent to referendum, I was assigned the task of bringing together all
the arguments contra that could be fairly set down. and I did that
as honestly and sincerely as I know how.

Senator CoUZENs. What the Senator from New Jersey wants to
know is, in this referendum No. 50, if you would summarize your
opposition as you put it in the referendum. How would you sum-
marize the opposition to that committee's report that went out in
that referendum

Mr. REDPATH. I would hestiate a good deal about trying to sum-
marize it, off-hand.

Senator COUZENs. That is what he is asking you if you can state
now.

Mr. REDPAT. Thi is a fairly long argument to smtinmarize with-
out any notice.

Senator EDGE. Even a lawyer is presumed to have convictions.
The inference that I obtained from what you said a few moments ago
was that your own conviction was that the reduction was too great.

Mr. REDPATH. No. If I used any such language as that, I certainly
did not intend to. What I meant to say was that I did as honestly
as I knew how the job given to me, and that was to put down the
argument which should fairly be considered against the comniittee'.
report.

The CHAIRMAN. If that is all, Mr. Redpath. we will hear from Mr.
Mills.

Senator SIMMONS. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask him one more
question.

Mr. Redpath, I asked you those questions about the foreign debt
and this discretionary power of the Secretary of the Treasury to
apply any surplus in the Treasury that may not be immediately
needed for the purpose of rather suggesting to the chamber of conm-
merce, because I hope they will act upon it, that a referendum be
taken with a view to ascertaining whether we ought not to determine
definitely by law how much money we want to apply to the payment
of this debt annually and take away from the Secretary of the
Treasury the discretion to apply any more to the payment of that
debt than the Congress determines should be applied to it.

Mr. REDPATn. That question has already been before our conm-
mittee on Federal taxation, and that committee has expressed the
view that the present provisions are liberal and generous. That
committee has full jurisdiction, if it is so convinced, to m ake a
recommendation that the annual amount should be increased. It
has not made such ta recommendation, although that kind of a recomi-
mendation is thoroughly within its jurisdiction. The amounts, of
course, are very considerable. I do not need to repeat them before
your committee.

Senator BARKLEY. Is it your view, or the view of the chamber.
that the existence of this old statute, under which the Secretary may
retire debts out of the surplus, offers any justification for permitting
accumulations of surpluses and taking advantage of that old law ?

Mr. REDPATH. You have asked two questions and I can answer
them both: No.
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Senator HaRRIsoN. As I understand it, your judgment is that
this report filed by Mr. McWhirter this morning is sound and
correct.

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir.
The CAIRMAN. You will hear from Mr. Mills of the Treasury

Department.
Senator SIMMOws. Does anybody else want to be heard on the

report of the committee?
The CHAIRMAN. This is all who have asked to be heard.
Senator SIMMONS. Is there anybody here representing the cham-

ber of commerce that desires to present their views?
The CHAIRMAN. No. I understand that is all.
'Senator HARRISON. Mr. Chairman. I think the same opportunity

should be afforded to the members of the chamber of commerce to
ask Mr. Mills questions as was afforded to Mr. Mills.

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. There is no question about that

STATEMENT OF HON. OGDEN L. MILLS, UNDERSECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Undersecretary MILS. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the com-
umittee, I would like to complete my discussion of the subject without
interruption, if I may.

Senator SIMMONS. Mr. Mills. before you begin, I would like to
know this: The Treasury Department has made a statement to this
committee. The chamber of commerce has made a statement with
reference to that matter to this committee. Now, you are going to
answer the statement of the chamber of commerce. It seems to me
that we ought to allow the chamber of commerce an opportunity,
if they desire, to further answer your statement.

Undersecretary MLLs. That. of course, is a matter for the com-
mittee to decide.

Senator SIMMONSs. I want to ask the committee if that course
will be pursued.

The CHAIIMAN. I do not know what he is going to say.
Senator SIMMONs. I do not know either.
Senator CURTIS. Of course, if they want to answer him, they

should be given the opportunity.
Undersecretary MILLS. Mr. Chairman, let us consider the situa-

tion. Along in the latter part of August or the early part of Sep-
tember of last year a committee composed of business men and some
tax experts adopted a report which was submitted by referendums
to the membership of the chamber of commerce. At that time the
c.hlmber of commerce took the position that there would be $400,-
000.000 of surplus available in 1929 for tax-reduction purposes. I
take it that the majority of the members when asked, Do you
want a further tax reduction, which we believe is possible, answer
yes or no," of course, said " Yes; you tell us we can have $400,000.-
000: we want it." I am not sure, because I have only glanced at
this somewhat hastily, but a cursory glance at the pamphlet indi-
cates that even when a member voted for $250,000,000 or $225,000,-
000. they were listed by the chamber as being in favor of a $400,-
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000,000 tax reduction. That is something I think they should ex-
plain, but that is a minor matter.

Senator BARKLEY. May I interrupt you?
Undersecretary MILLS. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. Ballot No. 1 calls for a flat expression for or

against a reduction of $400.000,000.
Undersecretary MILLS. The fact is, some of them in answering it

specified $225,000,000 and $250,000,000, and were listed under the
straight statement of $400,000.000, which carries the implication
that they favor a reduction of $400,000,000. However, as I say, that
is a minor matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I think so.
Undersecretary MILLS. The point to be emphasized is that in

August the chamber started out with the definite assertion that
there were $400,000,000 available without disturbing the present
fiscal practices of the Treasury Department. Their statement to-day
is a complete confession of error in that respect.

Senator HARRIuso. Why is it
Undersecretary ML. It is a carefully masked retreat, but it

is a complete retreat, nevertheless, because they say they still stand
for a $400,000,000 tax reduction, but they no longer claim it is
available from current revenue. They point out that the only
way it could be achieved is by changing the policy of the Govern-
ment with respect to its long-established practice of closing its
books at the end of every fiscal year and making every year stand
on its own legs; and, in the second place, they say it can only he
achieved by liberal changes in the policy with reference to debt
retirement.

Senator HARmBsoN. They point out that you were wrong in your
estimates of back taxes.

Undersecretary MtLLs. I will get to that in a minute, if you will
pardon me, Senator.'

It is therefore apparent that they have completely reversed their
position. It is no longer their position that there will be available
$400,000,000 of current revenue, but they say you can have $400,-
000,000 worth of tax reduction, providing you change the policy of
the Government with reference to debt retirement and change the
policy of the Government with reference to closing its books at
the end of each fiscal year.

In respect of the charge of underestimating the surplus, the
Treasury has repeatedly requested the representatives of the chamber
of commerce to come here and frankly point out, not in general
terms, not in terms of past years, but to come here and point out
specifically what particular items were overestimated. It is all
itemized. Is customs overstated ? Is miscellaneous internal revenue
overstated? Is the estate tax overstated? Is the corporation tax
overstated? Is the income tax overstated? Is the back tax over-
stated? Here is a vast organization with a large staff which has
been working for months, and very obviously has been scratching
very hard for the last three months to attempt to justify their
original estimate. And they come here this morning and are able
to make only two criticisms of the Treasury estimates. They concede
the correctness of our estimates in every particular, with two excep-
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tions. One is in reference to current revenues from income taxes,
and the other is with reference to back taxes.

Senator SIMMONS. Mr. Mills, you do not content, do you, that if
the surplus in the Treasury were to justify a reduction of $400,-
000,000 or $300,000,000, the Treasury can say, "We want to take
part of that surplus and apply it on the public debt, and Congress
can not reduce taxes upon the basis of the surplus, because we want
part of it for the public debt "?

Undersecretary MIus. Senator, that is not the position of the
Treasury Department. The position of the Treasury Department,
as evidenced by the report made to this committee, is to apply every
single penny of available surplus to tax reduction, not a penny for
debt retirement. That is the position of the Treasury Department.
We recommended to this committee that it apply every available
penny to tax reduction.

Senator SIz1rONs. Did you not take a surplus you had and apply
it to debt retirement, when you knew that by an accident a bill
carrying $100,000,000 had failed, and you ought to have retained
enough of that surplus to meet it i

Undersecretary MILLS. I am afraid, Senator, with all due respect,
that that question does not bring out clearly, to say the least, the
fiscal practices of the Treasury Department in carrying on its cur-
rent operations.

Senator SIMMons. Does it not mean that the Treasury Department
is determined to exercise its discretion and use that surplus, not-
withstanding Congress has made it clear that it wants to use that
surplus to reduce these taxes that are abnormal, with a view to
getting as near to a normal basis of taxation as possible?

Undersecretary MILLS. Senator, if you will let me answer the
question without interruption, I should like to do so, because it is a
little complicated.

Senator SIMMNs. I will not interrupt you, if you do not want
me to.

Undersecretary MILLS. No; it is not that so much, but it is very
complicated and has to be explained very fully to be understood.

There is outstanding at all times, and has been since the war, a
certain amount of floating debt. The very able gentleman who
managed the Treasury Department during the war time devised a
very ingenious and sotud method of meeting the very heavy tax
payments that fall due every quarter day. We receive anywhere
from $400,000,000 to $500,000,000 in taxes four -, - a year. either
on a quarter day or in the course of three or four a.ys. The with-
drawal from the market of $400,000,000 or $500,000,000 four times
a year would at once create a violent disturbance in the money
market, and a violent disturbance to the business and trade of the
country.

Since, therefore, there was in existence by reason of the war a
floating debt, the maturities of that floating debt were so fixed that
a certain part of it would fall due on every one of the quarter tax
days. In other words, on the 15th of March, when we expect some-
thing like $500,000,000 in tax receipts, we have $500,000,000 of certifi-
cates or notes falling due. The result is that the taxes received in
the Federal reserve banks are immediately paid out to the holders
of the maturing certificates, the two transactions balance, and there is
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no disturbance to the money market. It was by means of that
method that a year ago on the 15th of March the Federal reserve
bank in the city of New York, one bank alone, handled $2,000,000,000
worth of Treasury business in a single day without the slightest dis.
turbance to the money market.

Senator SIMMONS. Let me ask you this question.
Undersecretary MILna. Please, Senator, permit me to complete

this explanation without interruption.
Senator SIMMONS. Very well.
Undersecretary MILLs. Now, it is perfectly obvious that if we have

$500,000,000 of tax receipts and have $500,000,000 of maturing cer-
tificates the two transactions wash. But we have completely used
up all of our tax receipts, some of which at least should be avail-
able for the expenses of the Government over the succeeding three
months. Therefore, the Treasury Department, in addition to its
tax receipts issues a new lot of certificates or notes which will mature
at a future quarter day, when the operation will be repeated. The
amount of notes and certificates which it issues on that particular
quarter (lay is governed entirely Iy the cash requirements of the
Government over the next three months.

The result of that system which has been set up is that these
surpluses of which you talk are book surpluses. They are not cash
surpluses. The Treasury Department never has on hand more money
than is actually necessary to finance it for the current three months'
period from quarter day to quarter day.

Now, there has been a good deal of public discussion of surpluses.
If those surpluses were in actual cash, were cash surpluses in bank,
and that is what is always discussed. what would it mean'~ It
would mean that we would issue for that cash surplus of $100,000.000,
$100,000,000 of certificates. These certificates bear 34 to 31/2 per
cent interest. We only get 2 per cent on our bank balances. For
every day that unnecessary $100,000,000 was carried the Government
would be losing from 11 to 1/ per cent.

It is sound business practice for the Treasury Department to keep
its cash requirements at all times to a minimum, and that inevitably
means that the surplus which accumulates during the course of a
year is automatically used up in reducing the floating debt, so that
at the end of the year there is no such thing as a cash surplus.
There is simply on hand on the 30th of June the cash necessary
to carry the Government from the 15th of June to the 15th of Sep-
tember. The surplus is automatically applied to debt reduction, and
it seems to me there is no other practice which could be justified
by sound business principles.

Senator SIMMoss. Now, Mr. Mills. may I interrupt you
Undersecretary MILLS. Yes.
Senator SIMMroNS. I think most of the members of this committee

understand pretty thoroughly that it is perfectly justifiable and lias
been absolutely necessary for the Treasury Department to .issue
these certificates of indebtedness in anticipation of taxes to come in
during the year, and so much of these certificates as are issued for
that purpose, of course, ought to be paid out of the revenues derived
for that year. But this is what I have in mind, and it seems to
me to be a controversy largely between the Treasury Department
and the Congress. The Congress has made it very clear that it is
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exceedingly anxious as soon as practicable to reduce taxes to a nor-
mal basis. reduce war taxes to a normal basis, and I think it has
made it very clear that it wants all the funds that are not necessary
for the meeting of our foreign indebtedness, the interest upon it
and the sinking fund, to be used for the purpose of bringing about
this reduction in taxation.

Undersecretary MILLS. We are in complete accord.
Senator SIM f(xs. Now. if the Treasury should take any part of

this fund that otherwise would remain in the Treasury and apply
it on the principal of that debt. in order to more rapidly reduce
the principal of that debt, then the Congress has specifically pro-
vided in legislation since the creation of the debt. there is a conflict
between the desire of the Congress with reference to the reduction of
the debt and the funds that shall be used as a basis of that reduction,
and the Treasury Department.

Undersecretarv MILLS. Let me make it entirely clear that there is
no difference, no controversy between us. We both want to apply
every penny of surplus to tax reduction. If, however, in any given
year there happens to be a surplus in excess of the estimate, what
would you do. Senator? Would you carry that surplus in bank
and lose 11/ to 11/ per cent a day on it. or would you retire certifi-
cates and save that money?

Senator SIMMONS. I would let the Congress reduce taxes. We
wanted to reduce taxes in 1927, and you would not let us do it,
because you said you thought it better to take that surplus and
apply it to the debt than to reduce taxes.

ITndersecretary MILLS. Senator. I would prefer, if you would
let me, to complete my statement with reference to the chamber
of commerce. They nade a complete and continuous statement,
and no questions were asked until they had completed their statement.

Senator SIMMONs. I thought we did ask them some questions. but
I will not interrupt you any more if you would rather not be
interrupted.

Undersecretary MI,'LL. I would rather point out. if I may. the
errors in that statement.

Senator SIiMMoNs. I really do think. Mr. Mills. and have thought
for -ome time. that there was a fundamental disagreement between
the purpose of the Congress, as indicated in the debate and by the
action of Congress, and the Treasury Department. with reference
to the use of these annual surpluses for debt purposes instead of for
tax-reduction purposes.

ITndersecretarv Mn,rs. Senator, I am very glad to have an )opor-
tunity to correct your impression in that respect, so far as the Treas.
urv is concerned.

Senator SiMMONS. Do you mean to tell me that of that large sur-
plus, out of which we wished to make a reduction in 1927. and the
President said. " No : do not do that, but refund part of it "-do you
mean to say you did not use any part of that surplus for the lpur-
pose of reducing the public debt

Undersecretary MiLLS. We unquestionably did. but we were con-
fronted with an existing situation. The only problem before us was
whether to carry excessive bank balances or reduce the debt. When
Congress does reduce taxes, there will be no surplus. When Con-
gress does not reduce taxes, and we are confronted with a surplus,
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the question which arises then is whether we are to carry idle bank
balances or apply it on the outstanding debt.

Incidentally, may I remark that that very surplus of last year
enabled us to a very large extent to undertake a colossal refunding
operation, refunding the second Liberty loan, amounting.to $3.000,-
000,000, and by that operation we saved $75,000,000 in interest, which
is now available for tax reductions.

Senator EDGE. What was the approximate amount of debt reduc-
tion in the four quarters of last year ?

Undersecretary MILLS. We exhausted the entire surplus.
Senator EDGE. How much was it?
Undersecretary MILL. There was a very large surplus-over

$600,000,000-and with the exception of $24,000,000 that entire sur-
plus was exhausted during the course of the year.

Senator SIMMoNs. Did you put any part of that $600,000,000 into
the payment of the principal of the debt?

Undersecretary MILLs. Of course we did, Senator. If we had
not we would have just had it in the bank.

Senator SxMMO.oS. Here is what I wish to ask you: You say you
should not carry a large amount of money in the Treasury because
you lose interest by doing it, and yet I understand from your state-
ment that generally you do not have very much money in the
Treasury that you have no immediate use for. But you knew in
the last session of Congress, when that bill failed by an accident,
that the next Congress would pass that bill immediately upon re-
assembling. Why would it have been a great hardship upon the
people if you had retained enough of that surplus to have settled
that, instead of carrying that over?

Undersecretary MILs. It would not have affected this year's
surplus in any event. We would have carried more cash than we
needed and lost 11/ per cent on it.

Senator SIMMONS. I understand you have practically changed the
whole system of bookkeeping.

Undersecretary MiLLS. No. As far as I know, from time imme-
morial they have closed the books at the end of each fiscal year. We
do not merge fiscal years.

Senator SIMMONs. Have you not, since you went up there, very
materially modified the system of bookkeeping, so as to make a
different showing of the surplus from the one that would have
obtained under the old form of bookkeeping?

Undersecretary MILLS. No. I found in existence as perfect a
system as I can well imagine, and Senator, with full credit to your
party, that system was established by them during the war, and
it is an admirable system.

Senator SIMMONS. I am glad to know you are retaining it. I had
been advised that you had changed the system of bookkeeping.

Undersecretary MILLS. I would like to take credit for all the
changes that may have been made by me, but that is not one of
them.

Senator SIMMONS. And that affected the showing of the surplus
very materially I

Undersecretary MiLL. No, Senator, that is not the case.
Now, if you will permit me, while the Senators are still here,

I will answer the more recent statement of the chamber of commerce.
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1 say it is a complete confession of error in their original estimate,
and a complete confirmation of the Treasury figures, with two
exceptions. They say we underestimated current income taxes by
approximately $122,000.000. How did they reach that figure? Back
in December some of their experts took the statistics of income,
and they tooK the total net income reported by corporations and
applied 131/2 per cent to that, and said that would yield more than
the $1,120,000,000 which the Treasury assigned to corporations.
There are two figures you can take to estimate the yield of current
income taxes. One is the statistics of income, and the other is
actual collections. Which is the more reliable of the tNo? Actual
collections did not give them the figures they wanted. so they turned
to statistics of income and arbitrarily assumed that the Governmnnt
would realize 131/ per cent on the net income of all the reporting
corporations.

Now, had they bothered to consult the Treasury, they would have
known the situation from beginning to end. There has never been a
time when our books have not been open to the chamber of conm-
merce, but they have carefully refrained from coming to the only
source where they could obtain original figures, and have taken
statistics of income and then applied a theoretical basis in order to
reach the possible revenue.

Senator HIantisoN. Would you have any objection to their letting
us know if they agree with that proposition?

Undersecretary MILLS. They do not disagree with it. They can
not disagree with it, because in their most recent statement they dis-
cussed the method of arriving at their conclusion. They apply
13'1 per cent to the 1925 income, and say that the 1926 and 1927 in-
come would certainly be larger than that of 1925. If their theory
of using statistics ot income instead of collections had been a true
one, we should have had $122,000,000 more for the fiscal year 1928.

Senator HamRIsoN. Let me abk you a question there.
Undersecretary MILLS. Senator, I must insist that I be permitted

to make a continuous statement.
Senator HamuIOsx. I think the chamber of connmerce denies that

statement; and we are left up in the air about it.
Undersecretary MAI..s. The chamber of commerce can not deny it.
Mr. REPATHm . The chaniber of conlnerce does deny it. It is not a

true statement. Those figures were taken from Treasury statistics
for tax liability actually shown upon returns, and were not obtained
from the application of 131/ or 13 per cent, arbitrarily or otherwise,
to total net income. The figure taken was the figure shown by the
Treasury itself as taken from the income-tax returns of corporations
tiled.

Undersecretary MILLS. That confirms exactly what I said. I say
they have made a complete reversal in their statement just submitted.

Senator SrM 'oNS. What I want to say is this--
Undersecretary MILas. I think I should be permitted to continue

without interruption. I will answer you when I am through.
Senator SIMMONS. I want to say the chamber of commerce has pre-

sented its view and has made a statement here; and you, instead of
making a statement, are making a speech and argument.

Senator EIxE. I think Mr. Mills has made a fair statement.
Senator SIMM.,oNs. I do not want argument; I want facts.
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Undersecretary MILLS. Here are the facts: On page 3 of this report
just submitted to you in this statement:

(<:POI'ATION INCOME T.X

We find that corporations showv itg any net income for 1!)25 had ani aggregate
of $9,340.000.000 in taxable invono and showed on their returns a tax liability
of $1.170,000000. a the rate of 13: Inr cent. Through data published by the
Treasury in December. 1927. it is demonstrated that the total taxable inccmme
shown by corporations for 1.241 taxable year was increased over 19"2t by at
least $200,000,000, or to $9.-4.0.000(X. On this tigure therefore, at the ra.e of
131', per cent, the total corporate tax due. according to the 1926 returns, would
seem to be at least $1,242.000.(01. I has n\w become evident that the tax
liability shown by corporations upon their returns for 1927 will not vary
substantially from the tax liability for 1926.

In other words, they took the statistics of incoflIe. showing net in-
come for 1925. They then said that since income as returned for
1926 was in excess of the income in the returns filed by the corpora-
tions for 1925 applying 131,. per cent to the income as revealed by
the returns, would yield ai increase in revenue of approximately
$122,000.000 over the Treasury figures. As a matter of fact, collec-
tions do not come up to the amount indicated by the original returns,
and the Chamber of Commerce could have found this out with the
greatest of ease had they taken the trouble to consult the Treasury
Department. Moreover, the statement of the chamber is silent as
to revenue from the individual income tax, which if the corporation
figure is increased must be correspondingly decreased to make the
total conform to actual collections.

Senator EDGE. What was the difference?
Undersecretary MILLs. It varies from year to year. It is very

difficult to say, Senator. The great difficulty in making these esti-
mates is that up to July of last year corporation and individual in-
come-tax collections were not seggregated. Therefore, it is impossi-
ble to tell just how much was collected from corporations and how
much from individuals. But the fact is that the method which they
adopted was demonstrated to be palpably false by the March returns,
because collections corresponded with the March collections of last
year. The March collections of last year were based on the net in-
come of corporations for 1925 and 1926, and the March collections of
this year were based on the net income of corporations for 1926 and
1927.

The collections were identical, in spite of the fact that the sta-
tistics of income showed an increase. In other words, on finding
out that the figures of collection, which are the only reliable ones,
would not sustain their contention, they deliberately turned to sta-
tistics with the arbitrary assumption tl;at you could apply 131, per-
cent to the net income reported, less deductions, and that would be
the revenue which vyo would receive. If they were cortect. the
figures for 1928 income collections would have been $122.000,000
up, because they estimated that the income returned for the calendar
years 1927 and 1926 was so much above that of 1925 that it should
yield $122,000.000 more this final year than last year.

It seems clear, therefore, that their method of estimating rev-
enues from statistics rather than collections can be demonstrated by
actual experience to be unsound.
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That is their Inajor criticism of the Treasury estimates. They
first come here in the face of March returns. with a theory that has
been exploded by those returns, in an attempt to show you how you
can get an additional $122.0000000. They then talk about our back-
tax collection estimates. We took their own figures which they
put out on January 3. They said at that time that our estimate of
$180.000.000 was $40,000.0(00 or $50.000.000 too low. We said, "All
right, we will raise it $40.000.000." We raised the figure to meet
their estimate of January 3, and yet on April 3 they come before
this committee and say they want to raise the ante another
$50.000,000.

Senator HAHIISON. IMr. Mills. let me ask you this question.
Undersecretary MILLS. Now. Senator, if I may. I would very

much prefer to conclude this without interruption.
Did they offer anything to support that additional increase of

$50.000,000 What do they say? Some one of their members in-
formed then that his firmly had $100,,00000 before the Internal
Revenue Bureau. That is their basis for criticizing our estimate.
They have some vaguw notion in the back of their heads-and they
certainly did not get it from any official figures-that there is a vast
accumulation of cases in the Internal Revenue Bureau. Three or
four months ago they said there were $600.000.000 or $700.000,000
tied up in the Board of Tax Appeals that would yield a large amount
next year. We pointed out that out of that $600.000,000 in eight
months we only realized some $33,000.000. and a good many of those
cases will be appealed to the courts. When it had been demonstrated
that there was not such a fruitful field in the Board of Tax Appeals,
they now say there must be a vast accumulation of cases in the In-
ternal Revenue Bureau.

Now, let us see whether this second theory of the chamber of
commerce is sound and what the facts are. On June 30. 1923,
there were 3,000,000 cases on hand in the bureau: on June 30,
1924. 2,430.000: on June 30, 1925, 2.011.000: on June 30. 1926,
487,000: on June 30. 1927. 154.000: on March 30. 1928. 66,000 on hand
in the bureau. What is more. it is conmmnon knowledge that all the
big back tax cases, the war cases, excess-profit tax cases, have been
disposed of, and we are doing business on a current basis. Accord-
ing: to their own estimate in January our present estimate is correct.
They do not tell you why they have changed it except one of their
members told some one his firm had $100.000.000 tied lup in cases
before the department. Well, what of it?

Except for those two criticisms, neither of which has any basis
of fact or reason, they accept the Treasury's estimates. That is the
plain truth of their statement. It sounds very plausible, but with
the exception of the use of income statistics for estimating current
tax receipts, instead of using collections, and except for the fact that
they have increased their own estimate of back taxes by $40,000,000
since January 3. they accept the Treasury figures in toto.

Now, let us see just what this means. They have completely
abandoned the statement they made to their own members and to
the country last fall that there were $400,000,000 of current revenue
available for tax-reduction purposes, an estimate which they are not
able to make good in the face of the March collections.
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Senator HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, the bell is ringing in the Senate.
Can we not have a meeting this afternoon?

Senator SIMMONS. I will stay here, Senator. I am interested in
hearing Mr. Mills's speech.

Undersecretary MILLS. It does not have the advantage of being a
prepared speech, because I only saw this statement five minutes be-
fore I came in.

Senator SIMMoss. I understand that. I heard you criticising the
chamber of commerce, and I recall that in every tax bill we have
made the Treasury Department has been likewise criticized very se-
verely, and its estimates have been disregarded. We have raised our
reduction in every one of those bills far above the estimate of the
Treasury Department. Every time we were threatened with a
deficit, and not a single time has there been a deficit, but every time
a large surplus.

The CHAMrMAX. We have the March returns now and know what
they are.

Senator SIMMioos. I suppose we will hear some more when it gets
upon the floor of the Senate. just as we have ever since I have been
here and ever since we have been making tax bills.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, we expect that.
Senator SIiMMONS. We have every time made reductions far in

excess of what the Treasury Departmenrt'sAid would be sure and
safe, and in the face of pronouncements by the department that a
deficit would be inevitable if we did it. The last deficit was to be
$51,000,000 unless we raised the tax on corporation incomes from
13 to 131/2 per cent, and we had a very quick emergency meeting to
do that to meet the threatened deficit. We did it, and in that year
I think there was a surplus. instead of a deficit, of $600,000.000. I
am merely saying to Mr. Mills that the Treasury Department es-
timates are not sacrosanct.

Undersecretary MILLU . Oh, no.
Senator SIMMOS. They have been found to be unreliable in every

instance where we have undertaken to pass tax-reduction bills.
Undersecretary MILLS. Well, let Ius take the chamber's statement,

then. Senator. Let us take their statement, and throw our estimate
out. How do they tell you that you can get $400,000.000 tax reduc-
tion, and the only way you can get it ? By two very important and
fundamental changes of policy. The first change is to suggest that
the United States Government should not close its books at the end
of the fiscal year. but should merge the two fiscal years by carrying
over the surplus. Whether they know exactly what they are advo-
cating is not entirely clear, because after advocating that on page 8
they make this rather surprising statement on page 9:

The chamber has always contended that the revenue side of the Budget of
the National Government should each year properly provide for the expenditure
side.

That there should be a balanced budget in each year. Yet they
are suggesting that in 1929 we have an unbalanced budget, because
the only means of making it balance is to carry over some surplus
from 1928. In one breath they say the practice always followed by
this Government of balancing its budget is sound, and in the next
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breath they say we should discard it and recommend that we carry
over the surplus from 1928 to 1929 and incur a deficit in 1929. That
is what they recommend on one page, and condemn it on the follow-
ing page.

Now, let us see what that means. In the first place, I think it is
the soundest budgetary practice to treat each fiscal year as a single
economic unit, close your books at the end of the year, and see that
revenues and expenditures balance in that year. To attempt to
carry over a surplus from one year to another is to break down that
system, because it is very obvious that if you can carry over a surplus
you can also carry over a deficit. We would be very soon, if we
adopted the principle they recommend, budgeting on a deficit
basis, because the anxious gentletnen who want tax reduction would
say it is all right to incur a deficit because the following year will
make it good.

In the second place there is no justification in this particular case
for carrying over this particular surplus. It does not represent a
surplus of current revenues over current expenditures. It represents
a surplus of approximately $200,000,000 of current revenues over
current expenditures and of something like $189.000.000 received
from capital assets.

Take the $162,000,000 of repayment of railroad loans. During
the var we borrowed money through Liberty bonds from the people
and loaned it to the railroads. Now the railroads are repaying thai,
money. The total is $162,000,000 this fiscal year. What is the most
legitimate way in which to apply the payments on those loans?
Why, to retire the loans that made them possible. We issued
$162.000,000 of Liberty bonds and loaned the money to the railroads,
and they are repaying it. It i.s not proper practice to apply the re-
payments to those bonds? Of course, it is. That is the surpls they
are asking you to carry over into next vear and make available for
current expenditures.

What is the next vice in their proposition ? Inasmuch as this sur-
plus. to the tune of about $189,000000. is the result of receipts from
capital assets, and therefore can not recur, it is obvious that if you
obtain a tax reduction of $400,000,000 in 1929 by carrying over the
receipts from capital assets from this year to the next, when actual
current revenues will only yield $200.000.000, in 193,0 von will have
a deficit of approximately $200.01)0.00). And when 'tie Congress
meets in December you will have to raise the tax rate in order to
make good the deficit in the year 1930.

These gentlemen are telling you to carry over 189.000.000 of funds
received from capital assets this year. in order to reduce taxes by
$400,000,000 next year. There will not be capital assets receipts in
1929 to carry over'into 1930. Having reduced taxes by $400.000,000,
you would have to raise them in December in order to balance the
Budget in 1930.

The CHAITRm . Put in the record what the capital assets
amounted to.
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keeilit8 frvimn railroad aind vt1cr .4ccurit ic aad frun ii JpitalaxUIx jja po t~cit-
I!7, and cx.'dihu:'afr 1912san (19i !91

PV27 1 12) 1929

Bai~ro~1 M~I~tit.. . . . . . . . . .. $09, 000, 000) $1;2, (XK., 000 $0,00,0
Farm-loan bonds and other securities, etc--------- --- ..... 63,000,000 .5,. 00o) 4,OINP, 000
War Finance Corporaition -------------------------- ----- 27,, (0 3, A40.000...........--
Sale of surpdhas war sizpplive ---------- --------- .-- , X, 0), 1J 5-,, $)0C 4,000,000M
Navy oil judlgmelnt - --------------- , ----- , (-- --- 0,00........... 15 o,(X 3 O-------

1I ,0,0 it- w , ow 1% ), Mt1) 3S, 00N,00J

-- ------ ---- -- ....... ----- 635', NO),(X) 4011,010),M0 2 212. (X), 000

I Exclusive of uionoit paid in Liberty bonds aggrevating V$5.JAX)ENM iorineilsaI aon'.

( * ide nmwietar * IM il... 6$162.01 0.000 firomn the rafilroads.
Senator Suwso.Ns. I understood Mr. Mills to say we borrowed

this nioney on Liberty bonds.
lUidvr5&fCrettry Mi vs-,~. It was borr1'owe ti~ ring the war.
SelllitOt SrIMON.S. Wheni are these bofndIs payable
Undersecretary Miu~s. $ 1,500,000,000( arue payable next September,.

third Liberty bonds.
Senator Sisibo~s. I ant s peakingf of these particular bonds.
Undersecretary MILLS. I1 may sit a great part of the railroad

re, e ipts for this year have been appliedl (lireetly to the payment of
third Liberty bonds(1.

Senator SiMMONs. That is true- of all the nioney wve borrowed. We
borrowed it and sent it r~ght away. one wvay or another. Bit we
issued bonds for it, and provided for the payment of those bounds I y
a sinking futnd andl interest charges.

Undersecretary MILLS. Leaving all that aside, it is the most ex-
traorclinary suggt-.est ion 1 ever heard coinig from business men, that
$189,000O000, repi esentigt ext raordinary andl nonrecurring receipts
from capital assets which happen to come in in 1928 should be carried
over to 1929 in order to enable you to reduce taxes by $s,00,000,000
next year, when in the face of their own figures they would hatve
to increase thieni again b-s20,000.000 in D~ecemiber. It is fantastic.

In the third place, the varrv-ovei' does not iiiean anything as it
practical matter. I have already explained to youi that we absorb all
excess tax reeimt rentt Iv. by not4 issuing niore notes andl cer'tifi-
cates thian we act ialv need. We will continue to do that. '[hat is
practical business an1(1 youi certainly will riot quarrel with thle saving
of 114 to 1 /- per (cnt.' What we 'will do is to retire securities with
excess CCaSh i n the fi.scal year' 1928. and thwn if you instrucet uts to do0
it, ('arrv over at book-keeping suirplus from 1928 to 1929. anrd thlen
dur-ing the year 192!) increase the pii)Iic debt by $189,000,000 by
selling the necessary securjiitics in order to fur-nish'the cashi to( niake
good t iie hoo-k sitrplus whiich you have ins riicle its to carry MITb.

In other words. thie proposition they, baldly nitiake to irs is th68:
There will not be current revenue enough too -iford 1$400.000.00)0 tax
reduction in 1929. buit if you issue $200.00.00 11101V nior .t'uurut as zlid
increase the public debt youi (an. of col)Jl'se', re(licee taxes. We (10
not need experts fn'om the'chaniber of c('niircd' ti) te-Hll u. that. W'
all know that if we issue enough ,sevuritlils we ("tin d1o aw~uv vitb '11al
taxes next ver.Tey suggest that we increase the Jpillhl debt by
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$200,000,000 in order to reduce taxes by $400,000,000. Why not
increase the public debt $800,000,000 and decrease taxes by $1,000,-
000,000?

Now, let us come to the second change in policy, which is based in
part on misinformation. They are evidently under the impression
that all interest from foreign loans is applied to debt reduction. If
they had asked a few questions from those who know they could have
gotten correct information. All interest is not so applied. All of
the interest received in cash at once goes into the general fund under
miscellaneous receipts and forms part of the surplus, but you gentle-
men will remember that in the debt agreements which were ratified
by Congress it was provided that the debtor nations could pay prin-
cipal and interest in securities. Now. when a foreign nation avails
itself of that privilege and pays the interest in securities, there is
nothing for the Treasury to do but to cancel those securities. We
have no authority in law to reissue them. And when they are
canceled, to that extent they constitute additional debt reduction.

Now, get this, Senators: All of the cash received for interest goes
into the miscellaneous fund. and under the law is not applied to debt
reduction. When interest is paid in securities that constitutes in.
creased debt reduction, because there is nothing to do except cancel
those securities.

Now, you can say "That is all very true. We are not questioning
the fact that the T'reasury is acting under the law as it exists. but
what reason is there why Congress should not change tlhe law. and
why the Congress should not instinct the Treasury that if Iy chance
any foreign debtor pays interest in securities those securities should
at once be reissued and so diminish the amount of debt reduction
that takes place each year." I say -iuch a proposition is unsound.
in my judgment, though I recognize that opinions lay differ on
matters of policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you yield just a moment? I want to put
this information into the record at this place.

The vote on Senate Resolution 236 was 52 to 2S. and this is the
resolution offered by the Senator from Nebraska:

RI.volrvd, Th;it i is tho -li nst of t he nit . iate tf I; ;aily surplull s i1n1w in the
Treasury arising fr i n iluioln sh ould he li pplii- !o \arl tlioe ti. it 'Il iof the
national debt.

The roll was called and the result announced as follows: Yeas,
46; nays. 33.

Senator SIMMONS. What was the date of that?
The ('u.RMAN. February 4. 1927.
The following Senators voted yea: Bingham. Blewi. Cameron.

Capper. Couzens, Curtis. Dale. )eneen. Edtge. Fess. Frazier. Golf,
codingng. Greene, Hale. Ilowell. Johnson. Jone,s of Wasington.
Keyes, La Follette, Lenroot. McLoan. McMaster. McNary. Means,
Metcalf, Moses, Norbeck. Norris. Nve. Oddie. Pepper, Phipps, Pine,
R ed of Pennsylvania. Robinson "of Indiana, Schall. Shipstead.
Shortridge. Smoot. Stanfield. Stewart. Wadsworth. Warren. Weller,
and Willis.

The following Senators voted nay: Ashurst. Bavard, Bratton,
Broussard. Bruce, Caraway. ill. Ferris. Fletcher,. George, Gerry,
(Glass. Harris. Harrison. Hawes. Heflin, Jones of New Mexico. Ken-
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drick. McKellar, Mayfield, Neely. Overman, Pittnan, Robinson of
Arkansas, Sheppard, Simmons, Smith, Steck, Stephens, Trammell,
Tyson. Walsh of Ma-sachusetts, and Walsh of Montana.

Undersecretary MILLS. If I may resume, Senator, you will remem-
ber that the proceeds from Liberty bonds were applied to two pur-
poses. One was our own war expenses, and the other was making
extensive loans to foreign governments. According to the terms of
the origina! Liberty loan acts, provision was made for a retirement
of that portion of tihe debt representing foreign loans, as the Liberty
loan nats required that the repayment by foreign governments should
be applidl to the reti-rem ent of a corrtes-ponding amount of the do-
mnestic debt. The original Liberty loan act also provided that foreign
loans slioul In,11der 1no circumstances bear a lower rate of interest
than the corresponding domestic debt. It \as very clearly the idea
of the Congress that the money repaid by foreign governments, both
principal and interest, would take care of the corresponding amount
of domestic debt.

Senator St.%Moss. lThere is a difference of opinion between you
and me about that. I think you are mistaken about that. I think
that ought to be applied in that way.

SUndersecretary MILLS. There wa;s a contract between the United
Slates IGovernmlent and its bondholders, and the bondholders had
every reason to believe tlat the foreign government loans. would take
care of an equal amount t of Liberty bonds.

The CHAI.'MIuAN. With the rate of interest which the foreign
countries paid.

uI ldersecretalry MILA. When it came to the Victory loan act. we
un1derto)ok to, take care o)f tlIe doesti' part of thle' dlht Nby pro-
viding a sinking fund.

Sen ator S1iM.0MONS. That is what the chairman is talking about.
Undersecretary MILLs. It does not just apply to the domestic part.

The rate, however, was figured on the basis of the domestic end
of the debt., while the repayment of foreign loans was expected to
retire the balance. Again that constitutes a contract witi, the bond-
holders.

Senator SIMMoNs. I want to be very frank about this. I was chair-
man of the committee at the time those Liberty loans and Victory
loans were being malide. and we were getting money to lend to our
allies. We provided in thoe bills that the money that was paid
in by the foreign governments on their indebtedness. principal and
interest should be )applied to the payment of that amount of our
debt.

Undersecretary MILLS. Yes.
Senator SIMioss. But I do not think that applies to that part

of the debt which was the domestic part.
Undersecretary MILs. That i, entirely correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The 21/ per cent applies to it.
;Undersecretarv 31Mu.s. hBut this i, what happened. We made a

certain number of debt settlements with these foreign debtors, and
when we did we broke our contract with our own bondholders.
because, w agreed to allow these foreign governments to repay a
certain amount, which would not repay the loan in full, principal
and interest. by any manner of means. We (diiinished the security
to that extent.
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Now, as a practical matter from the standpoint of the foreign
governments when they make a certain fixed payment every year.
it is of no consequence to them whether you label that payment prin-
cipal or interest. As a practical matter, it is of no consequence
to this Government. except that by labeling it principal we apply
it to the reduction of the debt, whereas, by labeling it interest we
use it for current expenditures. In the case of G(reat Britain, she
pays $25,000.00 of Iprincipal and $135.000.000 of interest. If we
only apply the principal which we receive from foreign govern-
ments to retiring tle corresponding part of our domestic debt. it is
very obvious that it will take 62 years to retire it. I)tiriiin thos
(62 years the rate of interest which we will pay on that domestic debt
will be infinitely higher than th't which we receive from tthe for'iinI
governments, because we have compromised on the rate 4o iiit4r'-st
and in some cases we only receive a fraction of 1 per cent.

The CHAIIrMAN. And in some cases no interest at all.
Undersecretary MILLS. And in some cases no interest at all. For

every year that we allow our domestic debt to remain li-t:iand-
in. we lose the difference between the interest which we pay to our
Ibond-holders and that which we receive from the foreign gove'r
ments. Therefore, it is very obviously to the benefit of the United
States Government in soeic measure to forget that part of the
payments are named interest antd part are named principal, and to
apply some of the interest we receive from foreign govelrnmelnts,
which might just as well have been labeled a repaynient of prin-
cilal. to the reduction of our debt. I submit-that is sound.

Senator SIMMONs. I want to a.k you if the aiioiunt appropriated
annually by Congress for the payment of interest does not cover all
this bonded indebtedness?

Undersecretary lMILL. The amount we pay out every year? The
070.000.000 we pay as interest?

Senator SIMroNs. Yes.
Undersecretary MILLS. Yes.
Senator SIMMONs. That applies to the whole of it?
IUndersecretary MILLs. Yes.
Senator SuIMMONs. And with this sinking fund we would pay off

that debt in 25 years?
Undersecretary MILLS. Not the whole debt, no. We would pay

off the domestic part of it in less than 25 years.
Senator SuMMONS. Did we not provide interest on the bonds

from which we received money to lend to foreign governments?
Undersecretary MIILLS. Yes. Assumminr that we retired the corre-

sponding part of the American debt, entirely from repayments of
principal from foreign governments, it would cost us at 31/, per
cent interest, which is less than we are paying now, over a period
of 62 years, approximately $28.000.000.000. We would receive from
the foreign governments during that same period $22,144.000,000.
So we would lose $6.000.000,000.

Senator SuIMross. I want to understand this. Let me ask you
this question. When you paid this interest on this bonded indebted-
ness. and you got Liberty bonds and the sinking fund, did you not
continue to pay interest on the bonds you bought ?

Under Secretary rILLs. No; We addfl that to the sinking fiund tlhe
next year so that fund increases every year.
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Senator SIMMONs. Thereafter you have to pay it ?
Under Secretary MILLS. Oh. yes. The sinking fund payments do

not in a sense reduce interest charges, because tihe law provides
that interest saved swells the sinking fund for the following year.

Senator SIMMONS. If that sinking fund is not sufficiently large,
leaving out the accumulation as a result of adding that interest
from year to year, if that is not large enough it ought to be increased.
so that we could retire all of our indebtedness, both domestic and
foreign, within a given time.

Under Secretary MILLS. I agree with you there. but the situation
is not anything to complain of. I am simply pointing out that
as the interest received in cash from foreign governments goes
into the general fund as miscellaneous receipts and constitutes part
of the surplus, to that extent the chamber is wrong. I am pointing
out that a certain proportion of the interest paid in the last four
years has been paid by the British Government in securities. Since
we could not reissue them, they had to be canceled. I am further
pointing out the fact that this interest applied to debt reduction is
nothing to be deplored. We have a debt of about $18.000,000,000,
and we are reducing it on the basis of tlh Treasury figures by about
$535,000,000 this year. I do not think $53':.00.00 debt reduction
on a debt of $18.000,000.000 is excessive. It is not out of line with
the historical policy of our Government. Yet the chamber is saying
that $535.000.000 is too rapid debt reduction, and wve tshoull .teal
$140,000,000 of that and apply it to tax reduction.

Senator SIMMONs. I do not understand them to nmean that. I
understand them to mean that only the interest received' should li t
applied to the indebtedness.

Under Secretary MALLs. That is conceded. Senator. as interest
goes into the general fund. except where it is paid in securities.

Senator SuIMMON s. iBt they do not say tlie principal received
should not he applied to the payment of foreign indebtedness.

Under Secretary MILL. No.. but the fact is that if we take the
principal repayment, from foreign loans. plus the British interest.
which they have been actnstomed to paying with securities, and add
that to the sinking fund. it would constitute :1 iebt reduction of ahbot
$535.000.00). That is what the Treas urv c-timates allow for. If
you want to increase the Treasury estimate of tax rediiction by\ some
$20000.0.000. it obviously noans that instead oif having $,53').00.000
of debt reduction. yon will have $:335.000.000 of Idebt 'red wtion. An.
that is what the chamber suggests. though tlhey d1o not comue ,olt and
say it in so many words. If they did cone out and say they are
advocating a debt reduction of $350.000,000. 1 venture to say they
would hear from their meminI-rship in mi 'thty ' ick Arder.

Senator SNMMrOs. I would like to know what tlie ('hamber of
Commerce has to say with reference to your construction (of what
they said.

IUnder Secretary MImLL. I am not construing their .- t wents. I
am pointing out what their figures mean. Their lig , are not
accurate at all. because they have included all interc.t. whereas all
interest 's not applied to debt reduction. So their tizures can not be
used. You can not use the figures in their statement. becii:e they
are not correct figures. They are $25.000.000 to $30.)000000 oil'.
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'lTat jiiiy seeil an iflcoiisidleIable itein, I will admit, but $25,000,000
i 304J0.)(X) do mieafn :-;nletiiig w~1hn y'oi are trying to present

C4)ITQct (tiliites. rfo ),ppl all of the interest, including that paid
ill ,vvllrities. to tax reduct ion wouldi Iiv('an that t he, debt reduction
jiexi. year would be for all practical l)Ir)oM(se Ilimitedl to the sinking
ftidil alid to the failvN slival1 -,mlounlt paid~ onl the principal of the
foreign debt. The ( 'hainber of Commerce in effect is recommending
that we reduce the dlebt, at the rate of about S$400.000).000) each year.

Senator SI~m N.s. Including the aniotint, of interest applied to
foreign debts and the ainolunit aplidi( to prlincipll, how mu11ch will
A,01 reduce tilte public debt?

1I ndersecretary v ImIJs. We are recoiiiejudinmg $-!54 1,010,000 next

Senlato)r Simit MONs. Both principals and interest ?
I'll ersec ret a rv 11ILL1s. No. Thme interest onl our1 debt will aiiount

to $670,0J00.00l0. We are recoImmendling the retirement of approxi-
Ijiately S."4I,000t) of time, Jrilmcijpal.

Se'itohr SIMN.Of time lprincip~al
Undlersecretary MiLs. Yes. Thos~e are approximate figrers.
Senate r Smititim'-x;. Which would leave an outstanding national

debt of hlow much ?l
Ilnlertsec reta ry Mm11,1s. About $.,17.000.000,000.
Senator 8iion'rim:. Andl your interest ammilits to abl)Oit $(;70,-

000,)()
Und~ersecretary MmI~s. It will be- *$70,)000,00 next year. We are

carrvinz on iefiinuhiig ojieratiolis .onlstanltly,. If we retire $,*I00),-
(i0(Xhi0()of -t1/,' per cenit bonds in Septembier'wie will be reducing the
interest. That will be an increase-d ,saving. It is ditiilt, to say what
it will be in 19030.

Senator Simi'n-jmxi If you apply thme interest up)on the whole
indlebtedlness and apply $-,553-,000.0W0 to the public ulelt-how imuech
is the( public debt at tlhis timle?

1-ndersec,.etary Mim~s. A little utinder $18,000.000,000 to-(lay.
Roughly sp~eakinig, $18.000.W$0.000.

Senator Sii4)ritiix,& How long do4 you think it will take to pay
the debt ?

Undersecmretarv AmiL~s. We calculate it will take until about 1950.
Senator Simii'FRmoE. About 20 years?
Undenreecretarv 1MILLS. Yes, 22 years.
Senmator~ Smwifoim,. To ret ire tle whiole, debt?
1jlerseciAarv MmiLs. Yes. ITat is the policy rcoiniiien'1,d by

the 'I 'easurv DePartmient.
Senator Siioiiimm.. IWe are grivinig our foreign (debtor's 62 years.
I'Dder-SecrI-01 I-'YMNILLS. Yes, bitt onl what terms, Senator?
'fheC Cn.%A-x. That is it.'
Inder-Secreta-V 'MILL.S. That is the trouble. It is 62 years in some
csswithout interest, bit interest is ruinning faittl onsi

debt every (lay, Sunday included.
Senator Si'OIITImDE. And some grentlemeni W'vat thein canceled ?
Undersecretary MtILLs. Afl(I solfle gentlenien wmit thein cauccled.
Senator Simmo.xs. '1'lie 'Iremsiiy IDepartielit is inl favor of j'tiyiflg

off that debt inl 21) yearns
lJidC1sve(t ar'y v... 1i al ont 211 Year's.
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The CHAIRM,%AN%. And those other gentlemen are very' influential in
the United States. I saw a letterhead tile other dIay with both
sides.; filled with names of prominent citizens of thle United States
who belong to an organization the avowed pin-pose of which is to
secure the cancellation of the foreign debt. The propaganda a is go-
ing on every minute of the 24 hour.

Senate S[MMOS. Thee is rganda going on in favor of all
sorts of things in this country. but I think thle propaganda, in favor
of canceling our- foreign in(1ebte(1ne~ss entirely represents a very
small part of the citizenship) of the United Sta-tes..

Senator SITORRIDGE. I hopeV V0ou are11 right. Senators.
The (t I~f~A.I think thiat is truep to-day. I do not hnow what

it will bie in a little Whtile.
I'lde rsecreta ry "MHT.S. 'riele -at-e a 11uttib1er of mninor matters

which I could takile li1) anid criticize. but I dof not think it wolild -,vt
its anywhere. I want simply to deal w ithi t I e mii ii nfts of tis
mot(st r'eent 1)a lic f cillilelce fi ga

Senator Y(I)111-Xui idea is duilt xhN041 von1 r'flncev t1%h p)I I
want thtem to stay reduced

Undersecretary 'MmiLS. (-,.; Wher we I-lt, w~e NAIt theml to shiv
cift. In the( svciin.I pla:ce. thre Trezw-iry ivel ievv, very tirmnlv tI nit ",
progrrami of r(tI(-iltg a (1eIt i)f IM 0()(1 ),%, %,';-*54DI 00J.000 next
year I!- not excessive. It aIlso) believes it is tlioroIll.rtLy 11n1()rtind to

arv oer another m year reit jug fni a, ithe, receiplt froml
capital as!-ets. int4)o te year. and1( thntspIbrea Ic (town thle sterr
which hias existed for all time; of clo-sing the books at the end of eachl
year. It further bellieVes flint it is equally 1unsounid to teilee taxes
y S' 4(900.A000 when you hiave onlyh grot $2'-1 2.0)00.000 sur1Jhits in Siht

f101 rout cu(Itret evlue.the re(sullt o;f which wNitll be anti increase of the
public de~bt by $S,200,00O.000. which is the ne~t effect of this prFoposit ion.
I wanit to sayv in (onclusion that after tlhe smtokce has blown away
and you[ ana~lyze this statement carefully. you will tindl the hammerer
of (1Oninwrce has comleltely abiandonedW the 1)o.!,iti)fl it took in the
fall that $400.000.000 are tuvailatble for- tax Ic-hlct ion. and it flow says
you (,an get 1$,400.000.000 tax reduction. lbit voii will have to resort to
two new ?(leNviles. Yfoui wilt have to deliberat cly slow iii thle debt-
reducetion lrf~rnit by S,140,)000(0 a year. and. in the !secon(1 pla:ce.
they- sllugg(., edW (aIFV% ()%*(.I aSurplus fromn mwne atr to another.
Those a r&'- tx Wi) itirportant changes in tile fiscal pol)icyV of tile 17nitedl

Sta-tes ( OV0t',ttrenIlt. It is coiicefledL (if ci,1itSe. that byv ulsling those
devices you can increase the tax reduction. Butt the chamber orf cornl-
M0flCC (10m1e- ill here to-day arnd takes this linsfoutI(1 position. which
t'Clrt'et , a c(ii)1tlete abtai)Ionitint o)f their o)rigrinat position that

whreNas a% ai bble $400 .000,00I4 0 ill c.1Ii et revenue for tax redlction.
'I'Iiev now%% s-ay We c,1n1 have it liV pin thle sillI)rt iTi 1928. or- by
:4low.i'nr ill) th e rate oif delit i'eduttioti.

Senator S6IINS. I want to as k if there is- ally objection to thle
actual v o)f thle 'frearsi I K" prpI' a Ii )g a sUtt Jlili t a r PITMslt i rig
it to thsctinute ,st it,-ting how)N long1 it will hike to pa (li
ent ire inilebtedui&- if there i.- aplpj)vi. to it (iil l -lvh funlq. as ane
Specifically l-rvtwie for i) A t he I.-Iw. ouisule o4 the app~llicat ion by
tti tile T -4-a111-Y Dep ;t Ft t1ltPt (if anytt parFt o(J tile 1111)111ls.
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I ndersecretIi'v Milns,. Whit y'ou wold like is flie lerigrh of titite
it will take to retire the whole' di-bt. with sinking fund and. principal

Seiiattoi IM ( N.Sinking finid wet have~t prIovided'. a 11(1 ifltore?8t
l)aIiQIts tliat we havet p)roidedl~. with thle ajpplica~tioii. to that debt
of 511(41 r('teil~ti s we miay obtain fromi foreign debtors ?

I' iiderseei'etariv Alw,...n account of pi)Iilvi1)11.
semalIoI IMM iS Ouil accolta Of priilIijil afld ititee'i't. I wanlt,

aI statement from itli(, atuary I of the 'I'reasiirv adlvising uts how
long~ it will take to l"'Y off the jimbli(' debt if that m~ethodl is followed.

P_ riileitci'ttarv MILLS rl ight. We will get t hat.
Seu;.t i' SIM MNS. I it11dQIsta tid liIe ('ham 1 ir ()f ('oiifl-ct' will.

be given an opport nity to reply to Mr. Mills.
'i('ll W1A.yes. We Will hl, i from hletin itow.

STATEMENT OF FRANK C. PAGE, ESQ., REPRESENTING THE
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

, l . I ) AGE. I aiJ afraid that I caul nlot bk. as cloyijiuii a' thle I 1de*-
sfietal'v of tie T'reai'v was it) nak r his' stateineitt regrard ingr
'1 hat lie( call-d lil 1Iiisstat(-eiient ~iii ill pi'eserit li r to AIMa: '011W
i itter'jnet Itioli 4)1 thle facts as wI' iindet'staile tjei.

Senator SIMNS li-. P~age'. I 410 llt think tilie t'oniiiittee wat rts
aill k- looqiiene&' about it: it Wanlts sifxnl)Y facts.

Mr'. lIvAi:. I wanlt to as-k M;.Redpatli again, who has taken .,oine
iit. Of Mfr. Millss s4temiiili. to rep~ly to them., if I may. I want
toI Iwi iglip )ills( (mc poi lit a rid lien I Will aic t hat Mli. Redpath
lie hieard'a Ug-a I n.

I1 wat t4) ideelt' h i lte lir .t thing ha,-t Mr-. Mills mlenltionled. In
the tabulation of thle votes.;on this releretidum111 oly~ those votes which
were ('1 t for (lie total $400.000.000( i'edulitioii are listedI ill tile
pifhpllilet as having voted foi- it. It states there 131 votes cust
qualifying their opinion onl thef tax rediietion, aiidl those are nlot
includ11(ed in thle tal ilatioil as, sho0wn here of thOSe voting for' thle
full $400.000OA04) redimio. Nait are, i ncluded inl thle addendal to tile

lit ~liic 1i~V ' i~l elit - liio i tho -IOv c'lhambes of conirnerce.

dI ink that is the only pt int wlhi I wishb 1() ta:ke aniy t i ic on,
111dI ouh ike to ask Air. Rulpaith. if I Ila v. to givte tle ei i

lers point (if view of Mr. Mills' stateineii.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. REDPATH, ESQ., MANAGER RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT, UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-
Resumed

Mr.% JRFIPA'riJ. I 1Hiiioli'tainh1 Mir. Mills takes the posit ion t hat thle
4'lialiil.i of cmiiliut'i'4e has altvred its at tititile. As to that the Semate
(iliiiitte.e is *hl0101 oiipetelft to juidge. It has before it the.

1,111l t''Xt of Our' conujolittee 5 I't'rpor't. the i'ofei'tiihiiii the resiih of the
referendum. andl tlit' stat ement naile to-day. I submit t here luilts
been no~ change of any kind in thle chaibCis )O~sitiofl. There is iot,
so far as I ami aware. andI I believe I amill' famliliar Wil lii l.Whole
mnuittur. Is that sliicient on tilir. pai'titlau'ii point. Mlr. ('lhiirnian e

l0wCIAurMAN%.\. State whiateyci' V-i Wliit to estate.
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Senator Sim~m-s lie said voll had Surrendered Your position. or.
changed y'our posit ion, or both;.

Mr. RFI'ATrn. Thee j)OSitiOiI of t le climber is set oult iii dhe comii-
mtittee's report. and there has been no cliaig.

TheC CIIAlui~I.%_X. In the positioii taken byv you last November you
iiwliidedl t Iiis $1 00.000.000e~

Mr. REI)l'ATIr. Yes. That is ini the( report. Also the surpluCs
Carried over.

Ille(reteervI MILLS. Is it not a fact titt you claimed aisijl1
of $400,000,000 last fall. independently of those items?

-Mr. REDI'Aiul,1. No: if I uinderstiand( what voil Ileea ii.
Tile ( 1n.AIuM,%x. I ain uglad that iforneation c*ame (jilt. I was of

the same opinlion as Mr'. Mills. You neever said 1$400,000.000.
Mfr. REm-,vi'rH. Ourll comm it tees report is before you, Yo canl

there find just whait it said1.
Undersecretary MILLS. I have m) desire to meisrep~resenht thev posi-

tion of thet cham~ber.
Mr. REmPA'rn. 1 41o noft 11-"111e v'ote do.

lnd ersereta "I M LLmS. TIhe 4hilili' hats fmeve. claimed there
wVouldl be a suiphis, t), S,400.000.000 available for tax r-ed ictionfli
1921.), except by drawing from these two item-is

Mr. REDPATII. I wold 1l1a16- to say it lIves. OW (omlse. the answer
to thle questionse pult inl that way Is Ves.

The ('mmRNtMAN. 'ihese two items would leave to icake tIp the
$400.000.00l0. thie items referr~ed to by Mfr. Mills ?

Mr1. RIEorA'rn No0.
Thne (' 1uAuRIMA-. 'Dien )ow dot yout -make ilp the *-*400,000.00W0. I

can neot. understand thait. If yoil will submit thle figures, shiowiuug
how votl Make upl that 1$400.06000) without the two itemihs referr'ed
to by: Mr. Mills, I will see that they gyet in the record. I (-a-n not
figure oilt 'viw you can (10 it. but inayIbe you can.

Mr. Ruvxu'mri. W~oild you like theemi for thle record e
The CHAICNMAN. 'YQS. I would like to leave y'ou hand thcemr to me.
Senator Sim~oNs. Let us leave theein in tile reord.
The1 CH1CAN They will be in the record.
Thie tatemeuut for th~e record is as follows:
Iii ai public 5t, stfi1I(t issued under (lnte of January 3. 192S. copies of which

were selit to mniiliers of the Semi Ce Finance C oniiit tee. it is Observed thlC
to lte $'252.(100.0o0 of stirpitis then tificlally tiatd for .1 .ee 30, 1129, there
5110111( ke addi 411~ nu: ul 111 liidlit l ill 41rt f the scores vat ism (of t hat I et iiate.
It was 81J"go"Sted that tile 'orp)orationh income tax WouIld yild about $135,0.000~
more that the Tr'easury estimated and1( that back taxes would yield about
$5O00W.000 moure lhiot the Treasury estimated. Thvst' two ites added44 to the
surplus of $21P2,000,4100$, thee- (officilI estiatre, jecarle a total of $437010I.000.

The Treasury hIms noit yet made alny specific allmwance foir increasedl yivld
In the c''rjs'ratioe income tax, but It has added $.,M01JWO fromn current inecome
tax oif both kinds, and1( $40.O0.O.(M to) its estineale of yield from back taxes.
Offsetting these. a3riaouits4 by $5,0000)K0 onl ilir' expeirdi tinre side., although Ame~t
total S11i11 IMS Poolt yet 114-1i VOted b~y ('~lr'' By this va~l('latifiii It now
redutces time surplus earlier estimated at $252.000,W0) to) $212,0O0.000* for Junce
30. 12.

Ini suppor01t (of til( prilpisitiolt that lte officials estimate of the 1IY29 surplus
i-, too lowv. we desire to refer also) to) ire as.s-ertionl that, sinve tile March Colliec-
tiotis from income tix aire no%% kliowli. tile coleetj lris for the remaininder of
the c'alenrdar yea r-:uielu4ling tle first two, 4luzrtI'is 41f 1929 fiseall year-are
known. 0ollet it iris for 1 lie March flunrtcr ine rit-eitt years have va~ried( from
.32.2 per cent oif Ilee, totA for ill(- four iiuerters, of tilie caleedr year to) 26.5
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per cent. Last year the percentage was 27.6 per cent. Any calculation based
upon the collections in the March quarter of 1.928. therefore. may prove to) be
wide* oif the mark by -Il amount runnitig into) the hundreds of mlillioIns.

Apparently some confusion has arisen from the circumstance that the chaim-
her has said. :tal hlicieves that the Treasury estimate for JTunet 34), 19.29, of
it surplus of $212.000.000O is st ' too low and repeats that statement lin to-day's
presentatioii. It has to-(lay iide the( further explanation that, wholly difs-
regIrIiig anyl possible increase Ii yield qirer the Trea-suiry estimate oIf surplus,
the whole chamber program of tax reductions aind repeals could be allowed.

This is clear by reason of the discretionary power resting -with the Secretary
if the Trecasury to carry over. say, $251,M04JOO from the surplus of the current
fiscal year (now estimated at $401,0000~)(1. rhis $251o.OO0.4it9) Gadded to the-
$212,0000($M-estiniate (of 1924 gives it tital 'if $4(i3.0O(K.M0, wifle Ii that year,
Wit hout aillowing fir ;lily increase for growing taxable iioe 4if file country.
tlt-i chamberm's p)rograin would tiot reducve publiic revelnuos by mnore than
$394,O00.O0. The( fur-ther point I., annde. that if 11ee-(t.he tile power rests with
the Treasiury too dt-vote iti to S160)(K1.01M0 of fori-gn initere'st paymen(11ts as5 111
iiffts(t igiist the interest which otii (;tioveriieitt is playing top tlt, American

liiwe~of (;IVe.,rnrnezt securities, thereby reducing the charge onl eurrent taxes
hoy that :iiiiwiiilit.

It is (Ibvioul. that there has, beeli 310 shlift Ill tla, ar-gumenti. lint siil)y two
S':vvirate. preseatatt io15.

1'iile'scrletai-y 'Mir.s. Mr. Palge valls lily tteltIil to the fact
that it was not in the original statement. b0ut: inl tilt- 3:11111111V 3 state-
ment, that the claim wvas made there would he $1I004000.000) available
exclusive of those items.

Mr. PAGE. 1 n111 not able to state exactly when that was utaile, if it,
was madie. I know it was not made in the referendumIII. I dlo not
know that it was ever- made, bu~t I know it was not miadec in Ilte
referendum.

The CHIATICMAN. What I have been ffiringilt onl is tri-ngil top arrive -tt
the $4,400,000,000.

Undersecret arv M'L.Mr'. Chair-Intin. here is thle flat statement oif
the chamber made in Januar-y:

Therefore. e'vt'i If, it be U1 wii'il it1 Otit i i IVeI'l file] kt *S ('0 'll ihigs ii!O)II3I which
1't'(eihots frim iite (rhxiratili ii(*EiiiI4 toX fin. tOe 1i *cal ye' lidin Iutiv :3,
1929, willI loo lnisi-d will w-ily equal thto-v (if 1925. Ii ud that til- 1929 i'ece;jit
from tMat tax will be( onliy $23fAKHIifM. tict revei its fri 'ii al It t ier swiirt c- are
sutivieW to a l iiw the( M9 surplus to) ho' amiut $43.30.,4410w.

W've is another mlade last fall:
While, tox red uct ifil.- arie always aciithIit o t a xpo.y&rs. ye't reviai es 11111-t

l1v sufficient to suppi wrt the (w~wevrliii wlt (pit a rca .wQ# h'IlIcI ~is DIilur 11li fi!,vil1
yeaj (.1411, :J~ljg tn 0. 1927. the Federal Giwv'rimienjt iiiit m ily p':04 vxt ns-
mii'i eltfig lie sinking fund of fie $333.000.H0 ft th e't i riliet(it Iit14'llt ii 'tina
debt, lit* there was at huge' smiu's o)f over $65.11l04.00i0. 44ay~ I titi IH.I.-
tinlerit facts indi('ates that thle tax ret'dicli i. ii vow i''a vi ( ahoiv- - M le 1i'IVIIt' 41 f
t1'it(- criimirate hiii tax tip 10 -joir ve('nt, t lwt rel'a I of thv' led'i'al 1 s ti' tax, and
the abolit ii nof lie war exci,.e taxv (e;oi pairlivucitar hiiiit'4Sc eld all t'

J4'4mplhsha'd without iiiterlt'ri ig. wit h lite iioi'al lis-va I ii'rii ii s 4 ii* llii

Tlakili all fia''ts inlto ac'(olhilt :uild Ial-Iikiii alloDwaii f!.u' tN. liioriiial 'pi
--i0t 4of hIuIIteS1C." retlectewl Ril iitci'w'tsci earnings wichl ill teiil w4iii V'~ 311-yil
tit .II i3 to xi'5. tili,, Wvi 1lie io4 i i4 3'-3 i s advi i.it('41 lit-'u ili W04ia11. it i e (4iliated.
rv tilt ini tll it wiil i-,.rcas' iit revenues ratiiiig l'a'oa $ 3541t~.(Hi i Sj) tip

oif tlivev d' lnit 0llre, itppear.s Ito dmiiiht tiiit the(i't'uliieliiis art' well wit inil jIri-

White 30o deiit I., ai itivit iated sli iild tie t 110 3.41 duet aiCS ica t ut - i'r i lit'11
ildt( k'ffec(tiVe'. it is iiIM011-4 iia ill vivw 11it thli t'x('(lenit erivdit Staii(ili, (of
toe ( "wel- rll.-uit :111d i Ow ilD1c.1 sI ai' at whiil it 4-:111 hIVII''ow iiiiilvi', $Ill'i'
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would be no great cause for alarm even though a deficit should, through unex-
pected developments, arise in any year. Budgets should therefore be framed
with proper but not undue caution based upon reasonable expectations and not
upon pessimistic apprehensions of the worst that might happen.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have the figures you have. I
would like to have you figure that out some way. I can not figure
it out, unless you take those two items referred to by Mr. Mills. I
may be wrong and you may be right.

Mr. REDPATI. I am trying to state the definite facts. The com-
mittee's report and the referendum thereon is our starting point.

Senator SHORTIDGE. What was the date of the committee's report?
Mr. REDPATH. September, 1927.
Senator SHORTRID(GE. And the referendum followed ?
Mr. REUPATH. The referendum followed, the date beillr coolerer

7, 1927.
Senator SHORTRIDE. I notice that the Palo Alto Chamber of Com-

imerce voted no on your first proposition.
Senator SrIMMoNs. Go ahead with your statement.
Mr. REDATII. Another point made" was that the surplus wa. merely

a book surplus. I think I spoke to that sufficiently before. The sur-
plus has in the other years been carried forward. 'The Trea.sury's own
statements show it, and the point made by our committee was that
part of it could now be carried forward.

Reference was made to the method of computation. and some
criticism was made of the use of the statistics of income as published
by tile Treasury for the taxable year of 1925. The statement was
made that we got the figure by taking the net income shown and
applying the tax rate to it. We did not.

The CHIAIRMAN. No. The statement was made that it was an esti-
mated amount and not the actual amount.

Mr. REDPATH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That it was the statistical figures, rather than

the actual amount.
Mr. REDPATH. Tle Treasury published the amounts of tax liabil-

ity of corporations shown when the returns were filed. That is, the
figure that appears and the figure with which we started, for lack of
any other figure as to corporations in the possession of tile depart-
ment, according to their own statement to us.

Senator SHOmTIDIGE. You took the figures as they were made from
the returns, rather than the actual collections?

Mr. REDPATH. In view of the lack of any other figures segregated
for corporations. We were informed on inquiry, and the inquiry

a-ss confirmed by Mr. Mills himself, that the Treasury do"o not have
a record over recent years showing the collections in a fiscal year
against the tax liability shown on the returns of corporations, or a
record of the amount of the taxes shown on returns of corporations
which became delinquent in any fiscal year. These delinquent cur-
rent taxes at present enter into thle figures for back taxes. Therefore,
since these merely delinquent taxes reported on the returns of cor-
porations appear in the figures for back taxes, the figures for back
taxes do not show the amount of additional taxes assessed on corpora-
tions upon audit of the returns. As the records are kept those figures
are impossible of ascertainment. Members of our staff worked
earnestly on that, feeling that figures of that kind were necessary,

I
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if estimates of sound character are to be made as to probable receipts
from the corporation income tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you claim your estimates were made upon the
only information you could procure?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir. And that same information has been
used by the Treasury in estimating its $90,000,000 as the loss to be
expected from reduction in the rate of corporation income tax by
one point, as from 131/2 per cent to 121/2 per cent.

Undersecretary MILLS. Which was corrected, though.
Mr. REDPATH. May I ask when it was corrected ?
Undersecretary MILr.i.. The figures submitted to the Senate com-

mittee do not estimate $90,000,000 in that case.
The CHAIRMAN. He has the actual amounts now.
Mr. REDPATH. We started with the only figures they could give us,

and since there is a delinquency each year in what they call current
taxes there is a compensation each year from the preceding year.
That is, if from the tax liabilities shown for 1925 there were $100,-
000.000 of taxes not collected within the year when due, obviously
there are uncollected current taxes for earlier years received in that
year, and these aniounts offset each other. That is te basis of the
calculation, and we have gone at it as earnestly as possible and felt it
was a fair basis of calculation, in view of the absence of other figures
of the kind I have mentioned.

Senator Snowu'raD, . Y.ci based your estimate as to the future
upon figures in the returns. Is that right ?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes, sir; taken from the returns by the Treasury
Department. Nobody else ,>as access to the returns.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Exactly. You did not know at that time
how much would be collected ?

Mr. REDPATH. No: but we considered it a fair basis, with their
most extraordinary provisions for collecting, reducing losses to a
minimum.

Senator SII,,TRIDm;E. As you stated, and perhaps it was the only
method you could adopt, you started out with the sum total of the
exact liabilities as evidenced by the returns?

Mr. REDPATH. That is correct.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. But you did not know and could not know

then how much would be paid. Is that correct?
Mr. REDPATH. That is correct. Nobody knows.
Undersecretary MILLS. We know now, because we have the actual

figures of collection.
Senator SHOTRIDE. That is what I was coming to. Now we

know.
Mr. REDPATH. You have figures of collections of current taxes of

corporations, for the current corporate tax due within the year when
collected and, separately, corporate tax receipts, delinquent tax from
earli r years. and in addition to that there are figures for the same
years showing the additional taxes collected from corporations-?

Undersecretary MILLs. May I answer that question ?
The CHaaIRMAN. He asked you the question.
Undersecretary MuLLs. This is what we have. We have the actual

figures of collections for March from corporations and individuals.
The distinction which bothers Mr. Redpath is largely academic from

I
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the standpoint of revenue. It is interesting to know the total
amount received from corporations and the total amount received
from individuals, and those are the statistics which we should have.
and we have got them now. We have not got them for the earlier
years, but from a revenue standpoint the important figure is the
total amount received from both individuals and corporations, and
the total amount to be received from both individuals and corpora-
tions is now absolutely known, because the March returns give us
the collections.

Senator SIonRTI mE. And, of course, it is less than the original
returns?

Undersecretary MILLS. Yes. The Government does not collect all
the taxes due any more than a merchant collects all the outstanding
liabilities that may be owed to him. But it is fantastic to go back
to statistics of income, when we have the actual collections to give
us definite figures.

Mr. REDPATH. I do not want to prolong this matter, bu may I
point out that all Mr. Mills knows now is the combined collection
of current taxes from corporations and individuals. There is no
proper segregation.

Undersecretary MILLS. There is to-day. Get that straight in the
record. There is to-day.

Mr. REDPATH. There may be recently, but there was no segregation
over recent years which can serve as a basis for estimating the
receipts.

Undersecretary MILLS. There is complete segregation beginning
July 1, 1927. Those figures are available and have been available
to you right along, if you wanted to get the facts. You did not have
to go to statistics of inome. We would have given you the record
of collections.

Mr. REDPATH. I do not want to dwell on this unduly, but merely
wish to indicate our understanding that there are not even to-day
records of the kind I mentioned a moment ago.

Undersecretary MILLS. I make the positive assertion that there
are.

Mr. REDPATH. The current taxes which are delinquent are neces-
sarily a large amount. Therefore, to-day there is no way of esti-
mating accurately the real back taxes that are actually collected.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. There is no way of determining what comes
from corporations and what comes from individuals?

Undersecretary MILLs. Theree is to-day. There was not formerly.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. It is either a fact or it is not a fact.
Mr. REDPATH. There is not a basis to estimate the full amount of

the true back taxes.
I understood Mr. Mills to say that 8., per cent of lihe cases in

1926 have now been closed.
Undersecretary MILLS. Closed for all time, too.
Mr: REDPATH. That means that the important (cas': may all still

be open. If you took all the individual returns showing '25.000 or
more each in net income and all the corporation returns showing net
income of $100.000 or more, you would have the entire remaining
15 per cent. The income-tax structure is such that the siz ible
returns, while producing by far the greater part of the receipts,
are numerically a small percentage of the total number of returns.

292
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I might refer to a number of other things, but I wish to refer
to only one or two. There is the suggestion our figures mean that
we propose a part of the present national debt shall be outstanding
for 62 years. I would like to point out that in view of the debt
retirement already made, the sinking fund alone would take care
of the domestic part of that debt well before 1942. Besides, between
now and 1942 there would be received under the debt settlements
something like $4.000,000,000.

Undersecretary MILLS. Principal and interest.
Mr. REDPATH. Yes; being applied now.
Undersecretary MILLS. Oh, no. I must correct you.
Mr. RE)DPA.TH. Pardon me. I refer to the budget. The Budget

state how receipts from that source for the current year are
applied.

Undersecretary MILLs. That is not true.
Senator SnowlinuEM). What part of the national debt will be re-

tired by 1942 ?
Mr. REDPATH. Through the sinking fund. and through the appli-

cation of receipts from abroad, about $11,000,000,000.
Senator SHORTRIIME. In 14 years?
Mr. REDPATII. Yes.
The Ci\mua.RAN. If the foreign lebts are paid?
Mr. REDPATH. If the foreign Ipayments are kept up.
Undersecretary MILLS. And ii all the interest is applied.
The CHAIRMAN. . Anl if all the interest is applied.
Mr. REDPATH. That is correct. and it has been so applied up to

the present time.
Undersecretary MILLS. Let me make this statement for the record,

and I will correct the figures afterwards. My recollection is that
of the total interest paid $785,445,274 of interest has gone into the
general fund, and only $f:31,434,150 has been applied to debt retire-
ment. The flat statemer t was made that all the interest has been
applied to debt retirement, whereas as a matter of fact $785,445,274
have gone into the general fund and only $631.434.150 have gone to
debt retirement.

Mr. REDPATH. I think the Budget will answer that question. It
shows the exact receipts and the amounts applied.

I might mention a number of other matters. but I will stop at
only one. That is that all receipts on account of assets, like railroad
securities, were acquired from money borrowed. I have referred
before to the position the chamber took in asking for heavy taxation
and supporting it in every possible way. Taxation was in fact very
heavy. In 1920 the Secretary of the Treasury set out in his annual
report an estimate of the cost of the war. He took out what he
assumed would have been the cost of the Government if there had
been no war, trying to get at the war cost separately, and he showed
$33,000,000,000 as the total net war cost. That included the amount
against which obligations of foreign governments has been received
to the extent of about $9,500.000,000. He showed against this total
of $33,000,000,000 over $10.000,000,000 of receipts from war taxes.
Therefore, on that showing alone it appears that at least one-third
of that money came, not from borrowing, but from taxation. Of
course, if we omit the amount of the obligations taken from foreign

I
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governments, with the understanding they would be paid, the per-
centage of the war cost met from taxes was much greater.

Undersecretary MILLs. Will you permit an interruption?
Mr. REDPATH. Yes.
Undersecretary MILLs. The total cost of the war. as estimated by

the Treasury in last year's report, was $47.000,000,000.
Mr. REDPATH. Of Course, I was talking of the net cost of the war,

over and above the cost of the Government if there had been no war.
I am using the Secretary's report for 1920 in that connection. The
recent figures are not on the same basis.

Senator SIHORTRID(E. Under the debt settlement with foreign na-
tions. what is the sum total due us now ?

The CHAIRMA. A little over $11.000000.000.
Mr. REDPATI. On account o;f both principal and certain interest

that was funded.
The CHAIRMAN. The English will pay out in 62 years about

$11,0.00,0.0,000.
Undersecretary MILLS. All governments will pay about $22,000,-

000,000 in 62 years, assuming that they pay it.
Senator SIORTRID;E. Mr. Redpath, did I uInderstand you to say

that your calculation was that the sinking fund would pay off the
domestic debt in about 14 years ?

Mr. REDPATH. Yes; earlier than that. It was originally calculated
that the sinking fund each year would pay it off by 1942, but large
surpluses have been applied in addition.

The CIIAInrMAN. Do you mean to state that only the sinking fund
will pay it off by 1942 ?

Mr. REDPATH. The domestic part.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What do you mean by the " domestic part "
Mr. REDPATH. The lart not offset by obligations received from

foreign governments.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you are right about the domestic part

of it.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand you to say if you leave out the

domestic debt it would leave about $7.000.000.000 unpaid. If the
domestic debt is paid off by 1942 and $7.000,000.000 are left unpaid,
will the receipts from foreign indebtedness be al)plied to that
$7,000,000,000 unpaid ?

Undersecretary MILLS. It will leave a good deal more than $7.000,-
000,000 unpaid. The domestic debt to-day is about $8.062,000,000.
The estimate of the Treasury is that at a rate of interest of 3/4
per cent and the sinking fund as now provided by law it will take
alout 16 years to retire approximately $8.,000.000,000. whereas the
total debt is $18,000.000.000. So the sinking fund will retire $8,00,-
000.000 out of the $18.000.000.000 in 16 years from June. 1927.

Senator SlmRnnIxn;FE. I understood Mr. Redlpath to say that by
1942 the sinking fund would liquidate the domestic debt and leave
about $7,000,000.000 still unpaid.

Mr. REDPATH. The operation of the sinking fund and the applica-
tion of the payments received meanwhile on the foreign debts would
do it.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand that, but at the end of that
time we would only owe about $7,000,000,000 in 1942?

Mr. REDPATI. Not in excess of that.

I I
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Senator SHORTRIDE. The foreign debt would not have been paid
by that time?

' Mr. REDPATH. Not all of it.
Senator SHORTII E. And the receipts from foreign indebtedness

after 1942 would be applicable on this $7,000,000,000 remaining
unpaid?

Mr. REDPATH. Certainly.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. IHow long would it take us to pay off the

entire indebtedness under the present system, eliminating any ap-
plication by the Treasury for the payment of that debt out of
accumulated surplus, except as provided by legislation since the war?

The CHAIRMAN. You mean at the 21/ per cent?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is about what it amounts to.
Undersecretary MILLS. About 22 years.
Senator SIIORnTIDGE. About 20 years?
The CHAIRMAN. Ies.
Undersecretary MILLS. I think it is about that. It certainly would

not be before that.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn now, and meet at 2.15 in the

committee room in the Capitol.
(Whereupon, at 1.15 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned for the

noon recess, to meet again at 2.15 p. m. in the committee room in
the Capitol Building.)

AFTER RECESS

The hearing was resumed at the expiration of the recess, at 2.15
o'clock p. m.

The CHAIMAN. If the committee will come to or(ler we will pro-
ceed with the hearings.

At the request of Arthur A. Ballantyne, chairman of the commit-
tee on taxation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York, I submit for the record a brief prepared by him and ask that
it be put in at this point.

(The brief referred to is as follows:)
(Mr. Arthur A. Ballantvne of New York. chairman of the com-

mittee on taxation. association of the bar of the city of New York,
appeared before the c( nlittee and submitted the following report:)

REPORT UPON THE IEEN' I~I.iL, OF 1928. AS PASSED iY TiHE OIIOUt OF REI'I'fE-
SENTATIVER

NEW YORK C'ITY. April ?. 19.,1.
The special committee on taxation of the Association of the l;ir of the city

of New York respectfully submits this report for consideration in cnmtion
with the Federal revenue bill of 1928.S now pending before the Selae Finance
Committee. The report deals with the questions relating to matters of legal
right and procedure and administrative features of the bill. rather than with
questions of policy.

1. The rctrouwcire pro'isiots of Ith bill which deltroy rested right, or im-
pos.' it.r liabilityl on transactions. wh 'icih yary risc to iso tax liabil:/y inmldr the
lair in force whic lh(n f tr t, n ctionft tok pl cet, .shlld be cliinti'cd from the
bill.-Title I of the bill, the income tax tille, takes effect generally as of January
1, 1927. Other provisions of the bill are retroactive in effect to an earlier date.
In those cases in which these retroactive provisions destroy vested rights or
create tax liabilities which did not exist under the laws in force when the trans-
actions occurred, your committee believes that the changes are highly undesir-
able. and that the provisions, if retained in the bill. should le modified so that
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they will apply only to transactions, taking place after the bill becomes law,
and so that they will iot destroy vested property rights. The principal pro-
visions to which this recommendation applies are as follows:

(a) Distribution of installment obligations (see. 44 [d]) :Section 44 of thw.
bill contains an entirely new provision Nvith respect to the tiscertufiniient of
gain or loss upon the disposition of installment obligations by those rep(Irtilla.
on the istallinent b~asis. and makes this ap~plicablle to 19)2T tratinations.
Vndlor this provision taxable iliome would lbe realized even if the installment
4bligations were- given away or distributed to stockhuolders. Ii so far as th',s
provision linjuises new burdens with respet to past transactions, your coinuniit-
tee feels that it is undesirable. Ini some of Its aslM'vts, this provision seenlis to
lbe of doubtftil validity, even as applied to the future.

( b Basis for gmi or loss (sev. 113) : Section 113 iif time bill, which em.-
bodies generally the basis for gaini or loss pro~visionls of section 204 of the
revienue acts of 1924 and 19241. omnits in paar~i:7 and 8 (of subdivision (o)
the plarenthietical clause *6(other than stock ()r sectirilies2 ill i col'louIIationl it
party to the reorgii',ation ) Which appeRed1-0 ill bo0th the 19621 timid 19124; atit.
By these c'haniges tralisactiois, 11ad( ini 1927 Ili relmimce u11511 tfie lpi4".'sios- Iof

lte 1926 aet will Joe subjected to substantial additional tnxes, anid. in fact.
transactions oiligiitiiig it- far back its 1918 and 11)21 many lie adversely affected.
Youre mimi ttee believes that chiangles such its t~imis. materialIly a Ifect iti g thle
111114111t, Of taXable itaconmke reailizedl fr-Oli classes' of t ransactionis involving naiy
tamxp ayers, Should not have retroactive appl icatioIn.

(c) lDividendsi out of earnings accumulated prior to March 1. 1913 "'see.
115) :Section 115 (defies a dividend ats nivaning atiy distribution boy a corpora-
lion to its shareholders (out of earniigs orI pI'olits. All prio~r reventze acts since
the 1916 act have perimitted tilt- distribution of earnings aecunxulateil prior to
March 1, 1913, free from tax. D i-atrilbutions avimde Ii 192T frou earnilmigs
accumulated prior to Marchl 1, 1913, were entirely free from tax under the
laws lin existence wvhenm the (list rilutomis were inaile. and this had bovin tilt!
law for 10) years. 'Viis retroacti%-e change would . therefore, iijos& a wholly
11ii1anticillatedl tax liability tilt (istriliens whichi we're tax-free undehtr thke lowa-
estalhed laws inl force when they w'ere ma11de. Youlr 'omilitte e lieve th'at
this4 chimmge in lt( law, if a(1(Iltel. should nbot apply ret ritaetively.

1d) Validation o)f WaivVIrs fike'l after expirmtion (of licrild (of liIthitfltioli (se.
506) : t'nder existing, law there i-. serious doubt whether waiv-ers tiled. after
tile Stittet oif lifilitatiIlis l1a1d ru111 against the Governmllent 111re4 of Ummy elffec-t.
Section 51X; of thet, 1111ll prlio-r-t tol remove1* t his doubt by jlrovighhmmg retroactively
that such wnivrs, aire effective. thus, perhaps. destroying vested rights which
taxpayers aire iow asserting lin pending litigationi. Your committee, feels that
this lrovi~iIlk Of sec-tion 5M0 of tile bill should be eliminated amid thle Validity
oIf sunch waivers left for judihiml determination.

c) Retroactive ilivvilidatioll (If refunds and~ claims for refund (sees. 6085,
6101) : ll the Pa8st it has beeli the practice of thme Treasury Dellartiment tI 10il0W
refund., based onl court decisions-. affeCtinig large classes of cases'. if tihe clii Jamis
for refund were filed ill tlime, even't though the timle for bringing. sit inl that
Jlarti('ular caiN' had( exp~ir'ed. Seltioll 608 would make iiclt W-tllid(1 ill thle
future invalid ind thus ivatlidatie ninny good(-)lainks nmow 11-imdimg ill tile
(lepartiniemt. anad immikes I eeesszi lry Ai Sut inl eaceh individual case. F'urthmermore,
.ectioin C1i (hb). although no~t odear, apparently gives the (;overiieiit the right
to tPe.over any refunds made it, the past. where the taxpayer had no(t tietuamlly
begun suit within the statutor,,' pe.riod. These IrlVIisiMIS Hot onl1y dlestroy3
geiier'ally ire Elgiize rights but aidopit a jiohicy for the future which will greatly"
and imunnecessarily illceast- the Volume of litigation. It will 110 longer be
possible to settle Lrrge classes Elf coses by thlt judlleil (leternilatIon. of a test
case, but suit will have to be entered inl each ind~ividital case.

(f) Collection of bairred taxs (secs. 011, 612) ;Section 611 would authorize
the Government toI collect taxes tisses-4ed plrioIr to June 2. 11Y24, where claims
for abatement were tiled, although the collection of such taxes is no0w barred
by the running of the statute of linitutionls, and would tauthoirize the Gov'-
emnent to retain collecti' ns of such taxes although such c'ollectionls were
entirely % legal alid improper when tmde and the taxpa-yers are entitled to
recover themn. Furthermore, the lill i, 'oses t~o repeal sections 1106 (a) of
the revenue act of 1926 as of February 20', 1926 (see. 612). Section 1100 (a)
provides that tile running of the stattute of Iliitations against thle Governumenit
not only brrs thke renie(Iy but extinguishes the Government's right. These
chtinges are sought to be justified largely because of the large amounts of
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money involved, but the fact that the legislation would destroy vested prop-
Srty rights to large amounts of money and thus cause much rather than little
fdestruction of property rights, can hardly be urged to justify such action.

Th,.se extremely drastic provis:ons will operate most prejudicially upon lpur-
ihasers of pr perty and corporate stock who justifiably relied on the statutes

and decisions indicating that the collection of these assessments was not only
barred but that the Government's right to the tax was entirely extinguished.
conigriss has for a number of years adopted the wise policy of placing a limit
ulHoii thmetime within which the Government may enforce tax liabilities. Such
limitations entrap rather than help business men if the running of the statute
of limitations does not close the matter and furnish a basis upon wh 'h large
business transaction- cain safely be transacted without fear of retoactive,
legislation reviving extinguished rights of the Government. Your coinmittee
believes that this provision revving extinguished liabilities and destroying
vested rights is unwarranted.

(g) Deduction of estate and inheritance taxes for 1241 aind pri(jr years
(see. 705 ): Iy section 705 it is proposed to amend all of the prior revenue
acts with respect to the deductibility of estate and Inheritance taxes.i Under
prior laws such taxes were deductible only by the person upon wh4m they
were imposed, and there has been much litigation as to whether parillcular
taxes were deductible by the estate, or by the heir or legatee. The 'ill pro-
Ipo,'es to allow the deduction to the person elanming it, if only the etate or
only the heir or legatee claimed It: and to allow the deduction only to the
person who actually paid the tax if both or neither claimed It. But t is pro-
visionl is not to apply to any particular case in which a decision ha s bIeen
ren't-lred by a court or by the Board of Tax Appeals prior to the pa. s Ige of
thv' act, even though the time to appeal from such decision has not expired .
Thb" pew-uliar provision does not even have the merit of laying down a i niform
lo!eai rule to be retroactively applied, but first, settles all cases whl re any
.ourt or the board has rendered : a decision on the basis of that decislo . even
though the decision is wrong and subject to reversal on appeal, and seco id. set-
tles all other cases by a retroactive rule oif thumb having no logical basis
whatever as an interpretation of thet prior laws and operating in an entirely
haphazard manner. Your committee thinks that this provision should he elim-
inated froi the bill entirely, ajid that the prior laws should lie allolved to
remain as they are with respect to this question. I

Irrespective of the merits of these various provisions as applied to future
transactions, your committee believes that it is highly undesirable io give
them retroactive operation, thus destroying existing rights based in man cases
on court decisions and on express statutory provisions now in effect, 4nd at-
taching new and unexpected tax consequences to transactions which occurred
in 1927.

2. Personal exemptions (see. 572).-The committee renews its recominenda-
tion that in the interests of administrative simplicity the complicated p vision
appearing in section 25 (e) <2) of the bill, requiring the personal exemption
to be prorated if the status of the taxpayer changes during the year, be changed
so that such exemption will be based upon the status of the taxpayer at the
close of the year.

3. Capital gains (see. 101).-The committee renews its recommendatWion that
the capital-gains provision. section 101 of the bill, ie inolified o make 'it lear
that income resulting from the redemption or retirement of corporate securities
constitutes "capital gain." If corporate securities have been held for invet-
ment for over two years, it certainly should not make a difference in thetaxation of any gain whether the security is sold or whether it is retired, or
redeemed by the corporation. For every other purpose in the nlw, the retire-
ment or redemption of corporate securities is treated on exactly the same basis
as n sale or exchange of such securities. All of the reasons for granting special
treatment to capital gains from the sale or exchange of property apply with
equal force to gains from the redhlmption or retirement of corporate securities.

4. Computation of gain or los- by ceecutors or administrators (sect. 113,
70/).--The House bill, in section 113 (a) (5), adopts for the future the provi-sion recommended by your committee. making it clear that in the case of thesale of property by an executor the basis for loss or gain shall be the value ofthe property at the date of the decedent's death.

Instead of making the same rule applicable for the past. as was recom-mended, the bill. in section 704, provides, first, that where any return wns madein accordance with the regulation in force at the time when the r-turn was

MM
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filed, and no claim for refund has been tiled, the basis used in the return shall
be adopted; and, .second, that in all other cases thie matter shall b, left for
judicial determination.

The commllittce renews its previous retcomlmendationl that the .ltatute.s Ib,
amended to make it clear, for the past as well as the t'lture. that tile value
of the property at the date of decedent's death is the basis for loss or gain.
where property is sold by the executor or administrator. This will validate
the interpretation of the statutes. which the Bureau of Inutrnal Rlevtieue uni-
formly followed up to April. 1927. under which the great majority of cases
were settltl. It will conform to the probate accountitig which must be made
in all cases lo the basis of values at the time of de(edent's death. This
construction of the statute has bten adopted by the Board of Tax Appeals and
by the District courtt of tie Southern District of New York. (See Bankers
Truth t (Comipany ,. Bowers. January 310, 1928.)

If the bureau's or ginal interpretation of the statutes on this point ultimately
prevails in the courts, the effect of the bill will lbe to give an advantage to a
special class of taxpayers who filed returns in accordance with erroneous regu-
lations of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, which were in force but a short
time, and were vigorously contested from the outside. The committee thinks it
would be better to make no amendment of past laws than to adopt section 704
In its present form.

5. Consolidated returns (see. 141).-The bill omits any provision for the filing
of consolidated returns by affiliated corporations after the taxable year 1928.

Your committee believes that the abolition of consolidated returns is unwise
and will cause great administrative difficulties.

In many cases. it is necessary and proper, for legal and business reasons,
that large businesses be conducted through the medium of several corporations.
This is the case with many of the largest taxpayers in the country. These cor-
porations constitute a single business, beneficially owned by the same stock-
holders and hence intercompany transactions are often conducted on a basis
which is not the same as would prevail between independent concerns. The
abolition of consolidated returns will immediately place upon the Bureau of
Internal Revenue the difficult and extensive task of determining whether such
intercompany transactions should be adjusted in any respect. (See see. 45 of
the bill.)

Furthermore, the abolition of consolidated returns will give rise in a great
many cases to difficult and unsolved questions as to the effect of the breaking up
of an affiliated group. These questions now arise only in isolated cases. The
bill does not attempt to lay down the principles which shall govern in such
cases, except for the provision of section 113 (a) (12) with respect to basis for
loss or gain of property acquired during affiliation in an intercompany trans-
action.

The abolition of consolidated returns will have the undesirable effect of
making it possible for a corporation holding property which has d~3preciated in
value to deduct the loss merely by transferring the property at its market value
to a subsidiary or affiliated corporation. Such intercompany transfers will be
freely made where the result would be a loss, but will not be made where the
result would be a gain, and this may have a serious effect on the revenue.

Your committee therefore renews its recommendation that the statute con-
tinue to permit consolidated returns by affiliated corporations.

6. Jeopardy assessments (sec. 273).-The committee renews its recom-
mendation that some provision in the statute should be made for controlling
the use by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue of jeopardy assessments as a
means of extending the statute of limitations and that some method of reviewing
the commissioner's decision as to the existence of such jeopardy should be
provided.

We believe the jeopardy assessments should be used only in cases where tbh-y
are necessary to secure the revenue, in cases of threatened insolvency, or inabil-
ity to pay, and should not be used by the commissioner as a method of extending
the statutory period of limitations. It has undoubtedly been the practice of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue at times to make extensive use of jeopardy assess-
ments merely to avoid the running of the statute of limitations where there
was no evidence of real financial jeopardy. In many such cases experience
shows that the amount assessed is determined without a careful audit of the
case and is consequently likely to be substantially too large. The making of
such an assessment, with the necessity of filing a bond, if it is to be contested,
or paying the assessment, may work a very serious hardship on the taxpayer

I 
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and may cause great loss. The commissioner can always protect his rights
by mailing a 60-day letter, which is less likely to cause hardship than a jteoprdy
assessment; and in view of past experience we believe that some provision
is necessary in the statute whereby the commissioner can be required to confine
the use of jeopardy assessments to those cases where he believes, after inves-
tigation, that there is financial jeopardy.

7. Claims i, abaternentt (see. 273 [jJ).-Section 273 (j) of the bill, like
section 279 (k) of the revenue act of 1926, abolishes aill claims in abatement,
and thus makes it necessary for a taxpayer to pay the full amount of the tax
shown by his return, even though lie discovers an obvious error therein before
all of the installments are paid. The committee believes that this is an
unnecessary and undesirable hardship on taxpayers, and renews its recom-
mendations that section 273 (j) be amended so as to permit claims in abate-
ment to be filed under proper safeguards with respect to the amount of tax
shown on the original return.

8. Statute of limitations on asses.sinents against fiduciary (sec. 275).-In see-
lion 275 of the bill the House has adopted the committee's recommendation
that provision should be made for a short statute of limitations to become
operative upon written request in determining the income of the estates during
the period of administration and dissolved corporations, and by section 503 the
1926 act is amended to the same effect. The committee renews its recommenda-
tion that this provision should be further extended so as to apply not only to
executors or administrators but also to other fiduciaries. It is often just as
important for trustees in certain types of trusts, or a committee of an incom-
petent, to be able to have the tax liability determined within c comparatively
short period, as it is to have such a short period in the case of estates. We
believe that such a provision is necessary for the proper protection of fiduciaries.
The definite determination of the liability of such fiduciaries would not mean
that the tax, if actually due. could not be collected at a later date from the
beneficiaries, or out of any assets remaining in the hand of the fiduciary.

9. Statute of limitations on collection after assesRsment (see. 276 [c]).-Sec-
tion 276 (e) of the hill. like section 278 (d) of the revenue nct of 1926, gives the
commissioner six years from the date of assessment w thin which to begin
proeedings for collection by distraint or otherwise. The oi,;mmlnttee renews its
recommendation that this provision should be amendled by reduncng the period
to two or three years with a proviso that suh per:od shall not run while the
taxpayer is out of the jurisdiction. There appears to be no sound reason for
giving the commissioner as long a period as six years after assessment within
which to begin proceedings for making collection. The commissioner has three
years after the return is filed within which to determine and assess the tax
(sec. 275 [a]) and an additional period of two or three years after assess-
ment should le ample to protect the revenue. We believe that this suggestion
is in I.ne with the general policy adopted by Congress of providing that tax
liabilities shall be finally determined and settled within a reasonable period of
time and that such provisions are necessary to protect business generally against
the enforcement of sta'e obligations.

10. Statute of limita.tions on assessment aft cr an appeal to the Ioard of Tax
Appeals (see. 277).-Under the bill the statute of limitations on the making of
additional assessments, without any limitations as to amount. is suspended by
the sending of a 60-day notice, and remains suspended until after the appeal is
dee:ded (see. 277). The Board of Tax Appeals is expressly given power to
increase the deficiency over that shown In the 60-day letter, if hiin tlherefor
is asserted at or before the hearing (sec. 272 [e]). As a result of these pro-
visions an appeal on any question with respect to any amount of tax holds the
entire case o1en and makes it possible for the commissioner in his answer, or
by an amended answer, at tie hearing, to assert deficiency in excess of that
shown in the 60-day letter, even though the normal statutory period of limita-
tions has long since expired. With the present congestion of cases in the Board
of Tax Appeals, the filing of an appeal thus operates to hold the entire case
open for a very long period, without any limitation of the maximum I ability
of the taxpayer, and thus largely defeats the purpose of the limitation pro-
visions of the statute. In ordinary litigation a complaint or counterclaim can
not be amended after the statute of limitations has run so as to set up new
causes of action, and the same rule should, we believe, apply here.

The committee, therefore, renews its recommendation that the statute he
amended to provide that the sending of a 60-day notice shall suspend the
statute of limitations only with respect to the amount of the deficiency set
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forth in the letter, and that after the normal period of the statute has run
the Government be barred from asserting an additional deflcivncy, but allowed
to support the asserted deficiency on any ground.

11. Claims. against transferred assets (.teen. 311. 405).-By section 311 of
the revenue bill substantially all of the provisions of section 2S0 of the rev-
enue ant of 1926 have been continued, with certain amendments designed to
protect the Government's rights against the transferee of a transferee. By
section 605 the coinlittee's recommendation that the commissioner be given
the option of proceeding in equity rather than under the transferee section
has been adopted.

The committee renews its recommendation that the provision for enforcing
claims for taxes against the transferee of the property from a taxpayer by
summary proceeding of assessment and collection be eliminated from tlhe stat-
ute. Your committee believes that this novel procedure for the collection
of taxes by aissessmlent and( distraint from some one other than the taxpayer
has not worked well in practice and has given rise to many cases of hardship.
In practice the commissioner rarely, if ever, investigates the question as to
whether there, in fact, exists any liability at lIw or in equity ulen the trans-
feree for payment of the taxes of the transferor. Inl most cases the first
notice which the transferee receives of the proceedings is a 60-day letter,
which contains no explanation of the basis or reason for holding the trans-
feree liable for the t:x, but merely explains, usually in very summary form,
the basis for the assertion of a deficiency against the transferor.

Your committee believes that in the vast majority of cases the rights of the
Government can be amply piroteti( and tihe cntes 4-aln be more satisfactorily
handled by a Ipr ending in elqity.

If Congress determines that some )provision for sunmmarily enforcing the tax
liability of the transferor against the transferee imut lie retained, your com-
mittee renews its recommendation that the lproedure set forth il tlie bill be
modified in the following particulars:

Where there are a numnler of the transferees or distributes, it has IHen the
practice of the commissioner in niany cases to assert the entire ldetfiiencvy due
from the transferor against each transferee, irrespective of the value and
amount of the property transferred, altliough the liability in law or in equity
would not exceed the value of the property received. Such procedure may cause
a hardship to the transferee, and it is believed that the statute should be
amended to provide that in no case shall the assessment against a single trans-
feree exceed the value of the property received by him.

Your committee believes that the limitation for assessment against a trans-
feree or fiduciary is very unsatisfactory. Under the bill the liability may be
asserted against the transferee after the rights of the Government against the
transferor have been barred, although the transferor is the party primarily
liable for the tax. In ease of suit against the taxpayer or alny preceding trans-
feree, thte statute provides for an extension of the period of limitation until
one year after the return of execution in the court proceeding. These pro-
visions may hold open the liability of the transferee for very long periods,
making the running of t'e statute of limitations depend upon facts which may
not be within tile knowledge of transferee, and make it difficult for transferees
and their counsel to determine when the statute of limitations has run. Your
committee believes that in no ease should the commissioner lIe permitted to
proceed against the transferee when his rights against the transferor are
barred, and that there should lie some absolute limit on proceedings against
the transferee, irrespective of extensions of time for proceeding against the
transferor resulting from the filing of waivers or the liendEney of cases before
a board of tax appeals and the courts.

If Congress adopts the committees' reconIntend;ation that thlie Ecmmissioner
should be given the option of proceeding under sect ion ,11 or by a proceeding
in equity, your committee believes that it should be made clear in the law that
under either mode of procedure a transferee will have an opportunity to
contest the merits of the proposed additional assessment against the transferor,
an opportunity which lie may not have had in equity ii(proceedings.

12. Recrecry of orerlpaymenf t determined bly Btoird of Ta. Appeals (see.
322).-The committee renews its recommendation that the Board of Tax Ap-
peals be given jurisdiction not only to determine the amount of overlmaylents
in cases pending before it. hut also determine whether the taxpayer hlas com-
plied with all the necessary conditions to entitle him to the refund or credit of
the overpayment. Under the present statute (sec. 284 (e)), as aniended by
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section 50iT of the bill, and under seet ion 322. which applies to the future, it
seems clear that the Board of Tatx Apjiils will hold that It i% without juris-
diction to dleterminle statute iif liitations tquestions, with resiktt to over-

st-4smeuts found by the board. thtus, making iiivessary additional litigation to
t4 ll bet overplymlenlts, fo undi by the board.

13. Exrtenion of tinte for ref nndg where ca-vcs (ire held open by weaivers (see.
J.?2).-Y our committee reunews its rconitendation that the time for filing claims
fqlr refund should continued as long as it case for aI particular year is; held open
for the making oif additional assessment, by the filing of waivers or otherwise.
This. general p~rinciple was roughly ad~op~tedI by Coigress in section 284 (a) of
Ihle revenue net oif 1926, but thet revenue bill (of 1928 makes, io p~rovision for any
further extensions of timie for iling refunds, of takies for prior years. *een
though cases may be held open by waivers : and section 322, applicable, to 1.927
sand litter years. contains no provisiona fr extending the tine for filig claims
oIf reftuid for taxes for those, years even though cases are held openi by
wa Rivers.

.4o, long ats it is openi to the votinnissioner to assert it claim for additional
taxes for any13 year, it Is only3 fair that it should alhso be open to the taxpayer to
assert a claini for refund for the saimne year.

14. Elffert of runniin!, of statifc o~f lini1ton (Nc.47 .- Sectioit IM) of the
bill substantially 'adopts tihe (Nllihnittee's re-iimendailk that the provisions oif
section 1106 (it) of the revenue act of 1IM20 he clarified so as to~ make it entirely
('lear that taxes- paid fir collected after the running of the statute 01' limitations
immay be reeoi'eii'd by the taxpayer solely on that ground. and makes stch jirovi-
sin-4l retroc~ative. The cipinittee is in favor of the adoption of ti-.4 provision.
As previously stated, it does not believe that section 11016 (at should be repealed
-is of February 26, 1920, ill so far as such repeail destroys ves0td rights of
taxlpayers.

15. Your committee Is pleasedl to find that nine (of thme recommendations made
ill Its4 retxort of October 25. 11127, are akdopted in whole or in plart In thle revenue
bill a-, it passed the House.

This report Is necessarily confined. largely to those matters. with respect to
which tile eviumtitt&'p believes that further changes should he madle in the hill.
anid spilce dot's niot permit a isIcussionI of thle muany changes which hazve been
nmde which the committee hdihly approves.

Respectfully submitted.
AwiRa A. BA..ANTINn ClirMalt, WALTER S. ()R
STUART CHEVALIR, L~OUIR 11. 'oUERa.
HlENRY G~. (IENNER9T. hENRIY S1. POWELL,
EDWARD "if. GREEN,' hI~w SI ATFEE,
RIOLAND J1. HAMILTON, MARTIN SAXE,
]EDWARD )10OLLOWAY, STAF'FORDI SM ITH,
GEORGE E. HOLMES, CHIARLES A. 1'ILAS,
Ch1ARLES E. 51ANrnuhI, -1011N 1'. WHARTON,
RLOBERT H1. 1ONTUOMERY, HENRY .1. WOL.FF,

Special Committee on Taxration,
A*8ociaf ion of the Biar of the City of New York.

The CHAIRMAN. I have also a statement from Harry C. Kinne on
subdivision (a), with regard to limitingr tile payment of judgments
of courts to actions begun prior to February 28, 1927.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)
CHICAG;O, April 13, 1928.

lion. Rm SMOOT,
Chaiivnan and Members of the Finance Comnmittc'c,

United States Senatc.
GENTLEMNEN: I represent the National Battery 'Manufacturers Association,

composed of approximately 104) battery manufacturers and other allied inidus-
tries. We object to section 424 (if the revenue act (H1. R. 1) passed by the
House for thle following reasons:

Sub~division (it) limits the p~ayrnetit of judgments (of courts tipn actions begunl
prior to February 28, 192T, for taxes illegally (?Ollected. and which were jll-
po~sed on manufacturers by sub~division 3 of sections M0) and( 4100 of thle revenue
acts of 1918. 1921, and 19)24. while judgmentvils secured by 11natiu1facturers covered

W.310-28-20)
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by 20 other subdivisions of the same section may receive refund in actions
begun after February 28. 1927.

Our association has relied upon the pIrov'slins of the various revenue ants;
of 1924 to 1926. which provided for the recovery of taxes illegally collected
through the courts. No, claim of iany member of this association is barred by
the statute of limitations either before the commissionerer of Internal Revenue,
or the Federal courts for recovery ',f such taxes claimed to have been illegally
collected.

The revenue (ts otf 1924 and 192I1 provide that cla ins fior refund of taxes
illegally collected under subdivision (c) of said sections (00 t and 9t00 of the
revenue * acts of 1921 and 1924 may be filed with the commissioner within four
years . i* the date of payment. If the claims atre rejected by the commisnioner.
the taxpayer has two years within which to file peitition ni the Federal court,
under sections 1112 and 1113 of the respective acts.

Although all of these manufacturers have complied with tie various revenue
acts in regard to filing claim for refund with the cnlnommissi'ner. and thereafter
with the Federal courts. yet subdivis on (a) of section 424 of the 1928 revenue
act as passd by the House singles out one class of manufacturers from 21,
upon whom this tax was imposed by the said revenue acts. and in effect says to
them. " We will pay the juldgments secured by all manufacturers except those
listed under subdivision (c) of sections .900) and 600."

Subdivision (a) is retroactive. We have every r'ght to expect the Govern-
ment to pay judgments secured under the existing revenue laws.

A large majority of these manufacturers were negotiating wi.h the Treasury
Department under the impression that their calims would be paid. I have a
letter here addlressedl to me in September 1927. as attorney for over 5) mnanu-
facturers, wherein !he Treasury Department acknowledges liability and author-
Izes settlement provided the taxpayers will allow a discount of 5 per cent.

We had every reason to believe that the Government would deal fairly with
us, and would pay the claims that the Treasury D.;par'ment acknowledged to
be just. Many of these claims were lending in the Treasury Department, await-
ing the outcome of similar cases filed in the courts. Many of such claims were
not rejected by the Treasury Departmen until the smumer and fall of 1927, and
petitions could not have lbeen tiled with the court prior to that date.

Most of these claims were originally filed will the Treasury Department
early in 1924. and the claimants continued to pay taxes until the 1924 act was
repealed in 1926. Claims were not filed for taxes illegally collected during that
period until 1927. These claims would no: be barred by statute until 1929, two
years after the date designated inl subdivision (a).

Subdivision (b) limits the right of any manufacturer applying for refund of
taxes illegally paid to such sum as was paid in excess of the amount properly
payable upon the sale of an article subject to tax, and makes no provision for
the refund of taxes illegally collected upon an articles not subject to tax.

Even though subdivision (b) does authorize the commissioner to refund taxes
illegally collected where sui'h taxes have not been collected by the manufac-
turer from the purchaser, yet if the commissioner should hold, contrary to the
actual fac:s, that the tax was indirectly passed on in the price of the article,
subdivision (a) would prevent a refund pursuant to a judgment of a court in a
case begun after February 28, 1927. This would make a judgment of a court
inferior to the decision of the commissioner.

Section 424 throughout its provisions discriminates so severely against hose
manufacturers who were illegally taxed upon the theory that their product
came within the provisions of subdivision (3) of sections 900 and 600 of the
1918, 1921, and 1924 revenue ac:s, that the entire subdivision (a) read with
(b) will entirely destroy the taxpayers' rights before the courts where the
commissioner rules against him, irrespective of how unjust that ruling may be,
because (a) limits the time when a court action may be brought to February
28. 1927.

We contend that under the law, this tax was assessed against the manufac-
turer; the manufacturer was forced to provide the funds for i:s payment; the
manufacturer never passed it on to the consumer; in numerous instances the
manufacturer lost the entire sales price of the articles due to poor credits,
and the tax therefore was not collected by the manufacturer, but was paid to
the Government. By reason of he fact that many of these manufacturers
were losing money at the time the tax was assessed against them, such tax
resulted in an additional expense and loss to them, which could not be added
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to the price of the article and collected from the consumer. Furthermore, com-
petition prevented the addition of the tax to the price of the article. Many of
these manufacturers paid tile ax under duress.

The majority of our miembners did not increase the price of their batteries
at the time tithe tax was assessed, ld. it ;i it a not, therefore. le contended that
they added tle tax to the price of tieir lpro'luet 4'r that they tco4llted it from
the consumer.

If the taxpa-er does not get' the heneit Iof the tax when it is taken off and
the price remains the same, then when i he tax is added and the price of the
;irticie remains the same it is not passed on.

Considering sublivisilon (a) of section -124 as it now rends, it would prevent
all claims for refunds, o ho were first definitely informed o(f their righs by
the decision of the lUnited States district court in thet Philadelphia Storage
Battery ('o. case in Auul-t, 19t27, from obtainin g any refunds whatever by
reasolt ,of the f;iac thi't they had not brought their actionn previous to a time
fixed retroactively some six months prior to tihe date when the decision was
handed down. The fret that such elimantS did not bring action for refund
previous to that time should not mitlitate against them' by reason of the fact
that the statute of limitations existing at that time gave each of such clailmants
four years from the date of payt meant too tile c(i;im with the Connnissioner of
Internal Revenue five years from the date of payment or two years from tile
date of rejection by the commissioner in which to file suit in court.

Finally we ask that you amend section 424, suldlivisiotns (a) and (b). as
follows:

"(a) Except pursuant to a judgment of a court in- -aaetOe. -dty -egu- pior te
Fchruary 28, 192; or

"(b) Unless it is established to the satisfaction of the commissioner that
such amount was in excess of the amount properly payable upon the sale or

* lease of an article subject to tax or that uch mount ou was collected on an, article
not Rubjeet to t(a (and was not dir ctly or indirectly int ,ired to and collected
from the purchaser or lessee b! the manuffacturcr. produrcr, or importer), or
that such amount, although collected from the purchaser or lessee, was returned
to him prior to February 26. 1927: or'"

If these subdivisions (a), (b), and (c) of section 424 were applied to all
taxes illegally collected and not merely restricted to sulidivision (c) of sec-
tions 900 and CO). there could be no refund ds whatever of any tax, however
unjustly collected.

We are not asking for a special provision in the law which will grant us some
particular privilege. We are only asking that we Ie allowed to secure refund
under the same uniform provisions that apply to all other taxpayers.

Yours very truly,
IARRY C. KINE.

Amendment to House revenue act No. 1, section 424, sublivisions (a) and (b),
page 188, to read as follows:

[NoTE.-Strike all the words after "court" in subdivision (a), as Indicated
below. In subdivision (b) Insert the words in italics.]

(a) Except pursuant to a judgment of a court in -an -etioe- ly begun prior to
Ferua:y 8,- 1927; or

(b) Unless it is established to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that such
amount was in excess of the amount properly payable upon the sale or lease
of an article subject to tax or that such amount was collected on an article not
subject to tax (and was not directly or indirectly invoiced to and collected from
tile purchaser or lessee by the manufacturer, producer, or importer), or that
such amount, although collected from the purchaser or lessee, was returned to
him prior to February 28, 1927; or

The CHAIRMAN. I have also a brief on section 114-B, in behalf of
the metal-mining industry of the United States, submitted by the
American Mining Congress, as well as a memorandum in relation to
the brief. They will all go into the record at this point.

(The statements referred to are as follows:)
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STATEMENT IN BHAIILF OF THE METAL MINING INDUSTRY OF TlE UNITED STATE

MACHi 23, 1928.
To the honorable chairman and members of the Committee on Finance in the

Senate of the United States:
GENTLE MN: At a hearing held on November 4, 1927, before the Committee

on Ways and Means of the United States House of Representatives, on the pro-
posed revision of the revenue act of 1926, the American Mining Congress,
representing the operators of metal mines of this country, proposed tiht follow-
ing amendment to section 204 (c) of the revenue act of 1926 to be incorporated
in the proposed revenue bill for 1028:

SECTION 204 (Co

(Changes shown in italic)

(c) The basis upon which depletion, exhaustion, wear and tear, and obso
lescence are to b,, allowmld in respect of any property shall be the same as is
provided in subdivision (a) or (b) for the purpose of determining the gain or
loss upon the sale or other disposition of such property, except that-

(1) In the case of m:nes discovered by the taxpayer after February 28,
1913, the basis for depletion shall be the fair market value of the prolwrty at
the date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter, if such min-es were not
acquired as the result of purchase of a proven tract or lease, and if the fair
market value of the property is materially disproportionate to the cost. The
depletion allowance based on discovery value provided in this paragraph shall
not exceed 50 per centum of the net income of the taxpayer (computed without
allowance for depletion) from the property upon which the discovery was
made, except that in no case shall the depletion allowance be less than it would
be If computed without reference to discovery value. Discov ries shall include
minerals in commercial quantities contained within a vein or deposit discovered
in an existing mine or mining tract by the taxpayer after Februalry 28. 1913.
if the vein or deposit thus discovered was not merely the uninterrupted exteIn-
slon of a continuing commercial vein or deposit already kaown to x:st. iand if
the discovered minerals are of suff-ient value and quantity that they could be
separately mined and marketed at a profit. This paragraph shall not apply to
metal mines discovered after approval of this act.

(2) In the case of metal mines the allowance for depletion shall be 15 per
centumn of the gross income from the property during the tamable year. Such
allowance shall not exceed 50 per centum of the net income of the taxpayer
(conmputed without allowancwe for depletion) from the property, ercept that in
no case shall the depletion allowance be less than it would be if computed wcith-
out reference to this paragraph.

(3) In the case of oil and gas wells the allowance shall he 271/ per centum
of the gross income from the property during the taxable year. Such allow-
ance shall not exceed 50 per centum of the net income of the taxpayer (com-
puted without allowance for depletion) from the property except that in no
case shall the depletion allowance he less than it would be if computed without
reference to the paragraph.

NorE.-The above amendment in italics would be added to section 114, II. R. 1.
on page 79, after line 24.

It will be noted that the language of the proposed new paaragraph as to metal
mines follows that of the provision relating to depletion of oil wells which has
been said to be satisfactory.

HISTORY OF PROPOSAL

When the 1926 revenue bill was being considered in the conference committee
of the House and Senate. on or about February 15, 1926, it was reported that
a percentage-of-income basis for depletion of mines was being considered. As
the bill was to be agreed upon by the conference committee within a period of
four or five days from Ihat time, representatives of the American Mining Con-
gress advised members of the conference committee that it would be impossible
for the industry, on such short notice, to prepare and consider the data neces-
sary to an intelligent conclusion respecting any plan of this nature that might
be proposed. It is understood that a report was made to the conference com-

I
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mittee by a representative of the Treasury Department on or about February
18. 1926. to the effect that it would be impracticable to provide in the 1926
bill for percentage depletion in the case of mines, as it would be impossible to
determine within the time available what percentage rate or rates should
apply to different branches of the mining industry. Therefore no action was
taken, but it was understood by those interested that the subject would le '-
sidered by the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation created by iUt
revenue act ,f 1926.

Shortly after the organization of the joint committee in 1926, an announce-
ment vius issued firom the office of that committee that depletion would be one
of the first subjects taken up for study. During June. July, and August. 1927,
a letter and questionnaire were sent to metal-mining taxpayers throughout the
country by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. The following are copies
of letters received by the American Mining Congress showing the scope and
purpose of the investigation of depletion allowances in the mining industry
initiated by the commissionerr of Internal Revenue in order to comply with
a request from the joint committee for information:

AREAS S 1 IY )EPARTM EN T,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OI INTERNAL IVEWNUE,

1Washington, A nfugft 3. 19.7.
AMERICAN MINI N CONGRESS,

Mnineyl Bit Idilf, WVashinftof, D. (C.
(Attention Mr. Bailey, counsel).

SiR: There is inclosed herewith a copy of the letter andl form which is now
being sent to various mining companies of the country.

You can we 1 realize that the task of gathering this data from all the mining
companies is a large one. In order to secure as representative a survey of the
fteld as possible and at the same time involve the least work, requests of this
nature are only being made of 200 of the largest bituminous coal mining coml-
panies in the United States. While there are over 8,000 coal-mining companies,
the 200 which have been selected as being representative produce over 50 per
cent of the product mined.

It seems desirable to secure figures from as many companies as possible, and
therefore figures compiled along the lines outlined from all taxpayers who desire
to submit information will be gladly accepted. Your help in notifying the vari-
ous companies to this effect will be greatly appreciated by the bureau.

Respectfu'ly.
C. It. NASH,.

Assistant to the C('omminsioicr.
By S. P. IIAW'cnErr

Chief of s'etion.

COPYY OF LETTER SENT BY REVENUE BUREAU TO MINING COMPANIES

"SIns: The Joint Congressional Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
has begun a study of the depletion question il order to determine whether or
not a percentage of income basis, similar to that now in effect in the oil and gas
industry, cain be applied to the other natural-resource industries. In nlmlking
this study the joint committee has requested from the Treasury Department
data showing what percentage of income had been allowed as depletion under
the present bases for the years 1922 to 1920, inclusive. It is Impossible for the
Treasury Department to gather this information with atny degree of accuracy
fromi the tax returns, and inasmuch as future legis nation may be based on these
figures. it seems advisable to secure the cooperation of all taxpayers in gather-
ing this data. Furthermore, all parties concerned-nu liely, the taxpayers, the
Treasury Department, and the joint committee--will then draw their conclu-
sions from the same set of facts.

"The task of gathering such information with respect to all the natural-
resource industries is a large one, and therefore you are requested to compile
the desired information with reference to your company or companies at as
early a date as possible. Ah information should be furnished strictly in
accordance with the outline shown by the enclosed form.
" Separate and distinct compilations are desired according to the method

upon which the depletion has been computed, as follows: (1) Cost; (2) March
1, 1913. value; (3) properties upon which no depletion has been allowed.
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"The information desired at this time is only that covering your properties.
Somewhat similar data may be requested at a future date with reference to
other natural-resource industries.

"All information furnished is strictly confidential and will be considered in
a manner as though forming a part of the tax return. The joint committee
has not requested the names of any of the taxpayers or their mines.

"' Replies as well as inquiries or questions should be addressed to the Treasury
Department, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Washington. . C., for the attentio.i
ot IT: CR: EN-CJR.

"Respectfully,
"C. R. NASH.,

".WAlXtalt81t to the Conttinit.ioi'r.
" Icv _____ . ___

" Chief of S'ection "

In order to expedite the preparation by the bureau of the information de-
sired by the joint committee, the metal-mining industry cooperated almost
100 per cent, and supplied all the information requested. It is understood the
coal-mining industry cooperated in the same manner. In the meantime, be-
lieving that the matter was certain to be taken up in this Congress, and in
order to render all possible assistance to the joint committee, and to other
committees of (Congress, and to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the question,
numerous meetings were held in the metal-mining industry during August,
September, October, November, and December, 1927, at which the subject was
given thorough consideration by representatives of all branches of the metal-
mining industry.

* CONCLUSIONS OF THE METAL-MINING INDUSTRY

As a result of the study made by the metal-mining industry, the conclusion
was reached that the application of a percentage-of-income basis for the deter-
mination of depletion allowances in the case of metal mines is practicable.
From the best information available to the industry, it was found that the
average of depletion deductions in the case of metal mines allowed by the
Treasury Deportment um.dr existing law during the five years, 1922 to 1926,
inclusive, was in excess o' 15 per cent of gross income. Therefore, representa-
tives of the iretal-minint; industry decided that 15 per cent of gross income
would be a fal * basis for the future, provided it shall be enacted and applied
without abrog ting or disturbing any basis already established or allowable
under existing a, ! ;,rior a :ts.

It is believed that many mines with claims still pending under existing and
prior acts would be willillm to take advantage of the percentage system, even
though the rate may be Vlss. in order to obtain prompt and final settlement of
their tax liabilities; b,., for those who have an allowed basis on cost, March 1,
1913, value. or 'list.,very value, established at great expense, and adjusted to
their entire business and financial structure, the compulsory elimination of such
basis for the future would be unjust. Under existing established bases, bonds
have been issued, dividends declared, operating programs inaugurated, stock
issues sold, and accounting systems built up. It is the conclusion of the metal-
mining industry that it would be unfair and discriminatory, and in the nature
of retroactive legislation, to eliminate and thus destroy any basis already
granted, unless the taxpayer voluntarily waives his existing basis or his rights
under the 1926 and prior acts; but, for the future, discovery value in the case
of discoveries made after approval of this act, may be eliminated upon the
adoption of an adequate percentage-of-gross-income basis; and, eventually.
practically all mines will be taking depletion on the percentage basis.

The provisions of ,xlst.ng and earlier revenue acts employing a basic date
method of valuaolon for the coniputation of depletion are and always hluve
been based on s',lnd economic principles, and for lack of any experience as
to means and results. ;t would have been umwise, if not inmplractitable. to have
employed at the beginning alny other method. None the less. it always has
been desirable to reach the same result by a shorter and s nlpler nmehod. And

S now as a result of a practical experience of more than a decade in comnputiing
depletion on a valuation basis, it has Ibcome possible to propose a definite rate
of depletion for metal mines to govern in the future that will g ve assuredly
a result fairly comparable to that obtained by valuation, and without disturbing
those valuations already agreed upon with the Treasury Department. Because
of this experience, the rate proposed has a background of statistical authority.
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INTERPRETATIONS OF PREVIOUS AND EY.ISTING DISCOVERY PROVISIONS OF THE
REVENUE LAW

The so-called discovery clause was first enacted into law in the revenue act
of 1918. (See Addenda, p. 12, infra.) Prior to this act, only those taxpayers
whose mines were discovered prior to March 1, 1913, and those whose mines
were acquired subsequent to March 1, 1913, by purchase, were entitled to the
"reasonable allowance for depletion according to the peculiar conditions of
each case "' in determining taxable net income. The taxpayer who discovered
his mine subsequent to March 1. 1913. was left without the " reasonable allow-
ance " granted those whose discoveries were made prior to that date; and
therefore was required to pay income tax upon the present worth or capital
value of h's mineral in place as well as upon the profit derived from its extrac-
tion and sale.

It is believed Congress intended that the d scovery clause of the revenue act
of 1918 should apply to all minerals discovered after March 1. 1913. regardless
4of whether or liot the discovery was made in virgin territory as the result of
prospecting and exploration from the surface, or in an existing mine or
mining tract as the result of prospecting, exploration, and development at
depth.

In other words. Congress surely intended that the discovery of any minerals
in coinnierclil quantities that we:p not included. and that could not be in-
cluded. under the department's regulations, in any prior valuation as proven
or probable ore, should entitle the discoverer-taxpayer to a valuation of such
d'scovery as a hasis for depletion. It was understood by Congress. when the
1918 act was passed, that discovery value. under this clause, is merely the
present value of the mineral in place, and that this provision would not have
the effect of relieving from the income and profits taxes any part of the net
profit derived from the extraction and sale of such mineral.

The effect tof the discovery provision, had it leen applied to all minerals
discovered after March 1. 1913. would have lbeen to allow as ai deduction from
gross income of the mine taxpayer the present value in place as of date of
discovery of such mineral or that capital value which was property. In
other words. Congress,. by enacting the discovery provisions, recognized a
fundamniental right of private property in this country, that whatever of value
is inherent therein belongs to the owner thereof and is his capital.

However, the administration of the discovery clause led to interpretations
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue that, in the case of mines, so restricted its
application that only a few of the discoveries made subsequent to March 1,
1913, were valued by the bureau Is discoveries.

Discovery value was denied on ore discovered after March 1, 1913. in the
following instances to which exception Is taken by the mining industry:

1. Where the newly discovered ore was part of an existing milne. and was
to le developed and extracted through existing workings.

2. Where the newly discovered ore was an extension of a previously known
vein or deposit.

3. Where ore existed but was held by the department not to lie well enough
defined to justify its inclusion in the original valuation.

Consequently. the taxpayer was allowed disuaovery value as a lbasis for deple-
tian only in a case where the discovery -was made in virgin territory, and the
value allowed by the department in all cases was ultraconservative. because
expected profits were very conservatively figured, and then extremely high dis-
count rates were used to reduce such estimated expected profits to a present
worlh. It iW unnecessary to discuss the bureau's analytic methods of mine
valuation, as these are not at issue.

The situation was further aggraviated by the fact that the bureau in many
instances used the newly discovered ore to dilute values established as of
March 1. 1913, cost bases, or discovery value previously allowed. This was
accomplished kby revising original estimates of tonnage to include the new ton-
nage discovered without revising the original valuation. Thus. a taxpayer
would find that his discovery had the effect of increasing his income tax on
account of the resulting reduction of his unit rate of depletion. As a typical
example, the taxpayer nmay have claimed 2,000.000 tons of ore as a basis of
valuation as of March 1, 1913. set up as follows: 500,000 tons proved ore,
1,500.000 tons probable ore; basing? the estimate of probable ore on geological
conditions and past experience in the district. lie would be allowed 500.000
tons proved o0re, and only 500,000 tons probable. lie would Ib, denied the addi-
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tional 1,000,000 tons as probable ore; and, therefore, would be allowed a valua-
tiou based on only 1,000,000 tons, or just one-half of the amount claimed.
When afterwards he developed and proved the additional 100,0,000 tons, he
would be denied discovery value thereon, and would be unable to secure a
revaluation on the basis of his original claim. But the 1,000,000 tons would
be used to dilute the original value allowed, and his depletion rate would be
reduced to one-half or less of the rate previously allowed per unit of extraction.

REVIEW OF AMENDMENT I'REIOUSLY OFFERED

These conditions caused the mining industry to urge an amendment to
the discovery clause of the revenue act of 1924. as follows:

"Discoveries shall include ores or minerals, discovered in any mine or
mining tract, after February 28. 1913. not included in any prior valuation."

This amendment was inserted in the bill by the Senate, but was omitted
by the conference committee on the revenue net of 1924. It is believed that
the conference committee rejected this amendnint solely because its purpose
and application was not clearly understood.

This amendment was again urged when the 1926 act was under considera-
tion, and was included in the House bill: but it was stricken out in the Senate,
and the follow ng amendment. although not satisfactory to the mining industry,
was adopted in the revenue act of 1926:

" Discoveries shall include minerals in commercial quantities contained within
a vein or deposit discovered in any mine or mining tract by the taxpayer after
February 28, 1913, if the vein or deposit thus discovered \vas not merely the
uninterrupted extensfid of a continuing commercial vein or deposit already
known to exist. and if the discovered minerals are of sufficient value and
quantity that they could Ib separately mined and marketed at a profit."

This amendment has been found to have limited applic:tion in certain
districts, notably the Tri-State district of Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma, and
certain districts in Utah. However, it does not at all meet the needs of the
lead-zinc mines of Idaho and the gold mines of C:tl fornia; and small mining
taxpayers in other States find themselves unable to bear the expense neces-
sary to prove up sufficient quantities of ore. within the time limit fixed by
law, to establish an adequate basis for a discovery valu-ition.

CONFERENCES WITH THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Several conferences have been held with officials of the Treasury Department
culminating in a general conference on February 1, 1928. Some questions had
been raised by engineers o fthe department with respect to methods of arriv-
ing at the 15 per cent rate prolsed. At this conference it was demonstrated
that as to ores valued in the past by th department engineers, the rate of
depletion in relation to gross income was in practically ail cases inr excess
of 15 per cent.

It was contended by representatives of the mining industry that in determin-
ing what per cent of gross income should apply as a basis for the depletion
allowance, only ores valued in the past should be taken into account. It is
conceded by all who are familiar with the depletion question that if ore
reserves could have been accurately determined in all cases, as they have been
in some, the taxpayer would receive the depletion allowance on every unit
produced until the mine is exbhusted. Inasmuch as it has been impossible to
accurately estimate ore reserves in all cases, it is only fair that the statistical
background we now have should be used in providing for a fair allowance
representing the value of the mineral in place on a percentage of gross income
basis.

The 15 per cent of gross income proposed merely means that 15 cents out of
each dollar received from the sale of ore represents what has been determined
in the past to be a conservative approximation of the present worth as of the
basic date of ore in place. While this amount is somewhat lower than the
average for ores valued in the past, the mining industry has agreed that it will
be a satisfactory basis to apply to new ores developed or discovered in the
future, and it eliminates the necessity for estimating tonnage to be valued.

These arguments are supported by the Supreme Court of the United States
in the case of United States v. Ludey, decided May 16, 1927. In this case Mr.
Justice Brandes had the following to say:

I
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" The depletion charge permitted as a deduction from the gross income in
determining the taxable income of mines for any year represents the reduction
in the mineral contents of the reserves from which the product is taken. The
reserves are recognized as wasting assets. The depletion effected by operation
is likened to the using up of raw material in making the product of a manufac-
turing establishment. As the cost of the raw material must le deducted from
the gross income before the net income can ie determined, so the estimated
cost of the part of the reserve used up is allowed. The fact that the reserve is
hidden from sight presents difficulties in making an estimate of the amount of
the deposits. The actual quantity can rarely he measured.

" It must he approximated. And because the quantity originally in reserve
is not actually known, the percentage of the whole withdrawn in any year,
and hence the appropriate depletion charge is necessarily a rough estimate.
But Congress chnluded. in tlie light of exlKieience, that it was letter to act
upon a rough estimate than to ignore the fact of depletion."

It is believed that offiteils of the Treasury D)epartment are satistled that the
15 per cent rate proposed is reasonable as a basis for depletion allowances in the
case of all metals. As the result of these conferences with the Treasury, we are
of the opinion that little question will be raised by the department concerning the
matter of the rate. The real issue that will he presented to your honorable com-
mittee will le the question of how the percentage plaii is to be applied. if
adopted.

APPLICATION OF THE P!ERENTAGE PLAN

In view (f the history of tih,, discovery provision and its administration, and.
the anmndments thereto urged by the mining industry, we believe your honorable
committee will wisely discern that the percentage proposal, especially if it is to
be simple of administration, must lie given a broader application than the present
Iand prior discoverey provisions of the law have had. In othur words. it is per-

fectly plain that a large amount of ore has bIen and will be discovered on which
thle taxpayer should have the depletion allowance if he is to continue the ex-
plorationl and development work necessary to promote the mining industry and
maintain mineral production up to thI increasing requirements of this country
andi of civilization.

The records of the Treasury I)epartnient will show that in the case of certain
metal mines it was possible to obtain a fairly accurate estimate of ore reserves.
In such a case the taxpayer has under existing law the " reasonable allowance
for depletion " which the law states shall be granted him as a deduction. But
the records also will show that in olher classes of mines reasonably correct
estimates ofre reserves were not obtainable. In many of these cases the tax-
payer finds himself without deph tion. The situatio n i the ('oeur d'Alene
district of Idaho is a typical example. mre reserves are being developed in that
district far beyond the estimates calculated as of March 1, 1913. In most cases
in this district the geological conditions preclude the allowance of discovery
value under the department's present rulings and rt gulatlotns.

The situation in the Coeur d'Alenes is typical of other districts, particularly
where the mines are being developed and operated by individuals and small
companies. A taxpayer with large resources can go on to a new prospect w:th
a fleet of drills and prove up a sufficient tonnage to give a fair basis for valua-
tion under the discovery provision. The small taxpayer does not have the
resources with which to do this and therefore either is denied discovery value
or is limited to a comparatively low valuation on but a small portion of the
ore reserves that actually exist in his property.

The percentage of gross-income plan can not be adopted as a substitute for
any existing basis without imposing great hardship upon large groups of tax-
payers that now have adequate bases established under existing and prior
laws. As we have pointed out, the 15 lr cent of gross-Income hass s in prac-
tically all instances less than existing bases as to ores valued in the past.
Therefore, to substitute this percentage plan for existing bases would have the
effect of imposing an increase in taxes on such taxpayers just as surely as if
these taxpayers were singled out for an increase in the tax rate. This would
le a gross discrimination. Such action also would disturb financial commit-
ments, operating programs, and other business adjustments, and would result
in great hardship upon any taxpayer thus concerned.
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However, the mining industry is willing to accept the 15 per cent of gross-
Income basis for depletion allowances as a substitute for discovery value in
the case of discoveries made after the approval of this act. The mining
industry also contends that the percentage :?,an should be adapted to the situa-
tion in such a manner as to automatically correct underestimates of ore re-
serves; that is, where in prior valuations the estimates of ore reserves are
clearly inadequate and the taxpayer has discovered and developed new ton-
nage ,the percentage basis should apply to such tonnage irrespective of whether
or not he would be entitled to discovery value on such tonnage under the
existing rules and regulations of the department. In other words, the mining
industry urges that the percentage plan be applied :is the discovery provision
should have been applied-to entitle the taxpayer to the "reasonabl allow-
ance for depletion " on the entire mineral contents of his mine.

FIFrTEN CENTS OUT OF EACH IDOLAR RECEIVED FROM THE SALE OF ORE BECOMES THE
FIXEI VALUATION OF ALL ORE8 NOT PREVIOUSLY VALUED

This precludes future errors in valuation such as underestimates of tonnage
and errors of judgment in lthe application of the various factors involved in
estimating the present worth of such tonnage as of a basic dlite, and avoids
the enormous expense entailed by both taxpayer and Government in making
valuations. We believe the statistical compilations made by lit, department
and tie Joint committee e on Internal Revenue Taxation with resliect to ores
valued in the past will show conclusively that 15 cents out of e:tch dollar re-
ceived from the sale of ore is less than the average depletion allo wance. not
only in the ecnse of .neiehl metal, but as to all metals averaged together.

The mining industry cooplerated in tihe investigation Initiiated by the joint
committee anl tlh Bureau ,i Internal Revenue, and showed l li utmost good
faith in this matter; ::;:i we believe that your honorable conminittee and this
Congress will consider favorably tle percentage plan as proposed by the Aimer-
ican Mining Congress on behalf of the metal-mining industry as a cure for the
administrative ills that have been complained of in the past in connection
with the administration of depletion allowances.

The percentage plln proposed unquestionably will be simple of administra-
tion, and will tend to equalize conditions as between different taxpayers in tlit
metal-mining industry.

EFFECT I'PON REVENUE

We feel certain that the adoption of the percentage plan proposed will not
materially affect the public revenue. It will lie apparent that in the future,
discovery value will become more and more important. Discoveries are abso-
lutely csser.tinl to the existence of many of the important branches of the
metal-min,!: industry. Without discoveries in the future, this country would
have to (epend upon foreign ores. Full discussion of this phase of tile subject
will be found in the addenda following this statement.

It is believed, therefore, that discovery depletion allowances will increase as
the result of future discoveries of new mineral deposits, whi'h will take the
place of existing deposits as they are exhausted. In any event, the proposed
percentage plan will not materially affect the present amount of income taxes
derived from the metal-mining industry; but, due to tile limitation to 50 per
cent of net income, may eventually result in n increase in such revenue.

Under this percentage plan in all cases where the metal-nining taxpayer
has an operating profit the governmentt will derive a tax, since, no matter how
small the profit, at least 50 per cent of the net income, before deducting
depletion, will be subject to tax. This plan embodies a double limitation that
is advantageous to the Governmeint; first, in the case of high profits the maxi-
mum allowance is limited to 15 per cent of gross income; second, in the case
of low profits the maximum is 50 per cent of net inlomie. Thus. so long as
mines make any operating profits tile Government will derive a continuous
revenue I herefrom.

Respectfully submitted.
MCKINLEY W. KRIEOH,

Chief Ta.x Division. The American Mining Congress.

I
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ADDENDA

EXTRACTS "4Rom Awi7IUAN M1INING CONORES*4 11IL-F FILED WIThl Tilk; SENATIC
Com m rTEK ON T IN ANCiE. 19)26

H [ISW OF THE l)E1'lL~FThN PROVISION S

Prior to the 1913 revenue acet there wats tit) allowance for dlepletion. The
Supreme Court held in a series. of ophIilis. (but deletion is not. at necessary
deduction from gross lncome ti deterining the Federal corporation excise tax
UCle of 10. (See, (soliltieldj Ctrnsollditd M1ines Co. V. Scott, 247 U. 'S. 146;
Stratton%, lld4-lS41lVe V. Ilowb*rt, 11U. S. MO.); Vonl llauntibiieh r. Sargent
Land Co., 207 U. S. 50J3; 81tntoi r. Bjaltic Miing Co., 240 U. S. 10)3.)

The 19113 liaw provided:
" G. (b) (3) ((-1 Ili the ca'se of Ialbios at reasonable allowance for depiletionl

of Ores and all 4thi'r natural deplosits, not to) exceed 5 jsvr ceituin of the gross
%'.Illie fit I(f lit' 111f i thl' output tor tile year~ fori widiI file' et4illutition1 is
Iliid14

In the 19*16 hiw. seelioln 12 (a) st'colld (3) (ai):
"In thle case of o~il aid gms wells at rcetsoaible allowituce for actuafl lt'iutill

Ili 1111w mid4 llroducttimi 14o lit- astrertahntet no4t Ply the( flush flow but by Il' settled
lor(IMci-001' regular How ; (to) jhi the vase of 11111105 a nt1154iill ahlowaimee. for
deplletion1 tlhereof t hot 4to xeoiwd theii iirket valmn' Ili the mine of Ole product
therE if which hwis beenii iahed stud sold( during thle yearly, lor which tile ret urin
aiad (!t)11juttioiti t iade. such1 reas~mialble albiwitee to bie, miatde' 1 thle case
$of both (it) mi1tb) under rules mid legittiohas to be preseribedt by thle
Se'lrelary oif tite TrIealsury: 'roided, That when ii h ailuowaice authorized ini
41it) and1( (b) sliaiil equal11 the 4:apital originally hivesteti, or ill case (of purchases

madel~ prior to Miarchj 1, 1113, the~ fair market vilue its ofi tiat, date, lno furtheri
Ulowaihitt shall be 11114.'

Although not generally unqlersttoid, this is thle first recognition by Conlgress
otf the discovery deleijoln principle.

Tile depletioni allowiive tin this law not only insured a returlif the original
capital inve'stmentit (cost ). but wits extended top cover the iilplreciatioiil in value
Ii exces's of tuist, 11i4. tot tho disttivery% Ef miines miid 4111 wells prior to March
.1, 19*13. anjd it similar baise was grnlted4 for1 deterniaiing proilits on1 sales oIf inles
.aiid oil wells. (See 1916 law.)

While the Suipremett Court hild held Ii (lwe1it Belle Iron Works I-. Visited
States (2356 IT. S. 377) that this appreciation Iii .-atlue up to Mlarch 1, 11W3, due
to discovery wats i~t technical invested capit. oif Uhi' mining industry, yet
,Cmngress rec4)gnizetl that it w~as true caipitail by bafsinig the depletion Illall ee
Ii the 191(6 law thereon. Congress likewniu' in thle cai.e of corporate owners
treated distribution from the tiephetion rvoseri;es bal.-;ed on1 i1 March 1, 11013, value
4s5 capital Ii the~ lmids of stoc-kholders. I See !aw, 1916, se*. 2; 11917, see. 31 (a),
*c4)ftillted Ini 1918 andI 19201 latws: see. 201 811o (a ) In 19*24 laws.)

TIhils places tihe stoekhoidders and14 corporanlte 4lwImrs of tines onI a parity with
individual olwners.

Thle 11918 law colntaietd the following lorovisilin...
S44xc. 234 (it) (9). Ini the case Of mines, oil lihll ,,as wells, other natural

deposits, thme timi1wr', at reasomnatole allowance for deplleti1on1 and for dlepre.cia~tiont
-Of inaprovemnents. according to lte peculiar c4'litliious ini eadh viase, based uiponl
ElIst. i~illuiiig cost of dlevelopiment noEt otht'rwise- Eednet'd: Proided. That Ii
the (.1&s(, of mich1 properties acqutired prior to Mltrch 1. 1913, thet fair market
value (of the lropelsay (or the Iixpiiyers interest therein) on that date. ,,hall
bie taken Ii lieu of coist. up tol that, 411110 I'ioridred further, That in the case Elf
mites. cil andi gas wells, discovered boy the taxpayer, onl or after March 1. 19131.
.11141 no~t lit(jUired as- it result of puitlmso-i Elf at prolvenl tract or lease, where' tho
hair market va-lue (of te property Is manterially disproportlioniate to the cost.
the eletionI allowance shall to(, based lmm151 the fair market valluet (if the propj-
erty at the datte of the discovery, or within thirty days thereafter ; such meason-
able, allowance ill aill the- alOx( 411505s too bflip mae under trules and4 regulations to
he4 prescribed by the coahltissimier with t1w app~rolval Elf tihe Secr('tilry. Tin the
emisel~ Elf leases tile Ile(1nctioti allowed by this jnrgralph shall he, equitably
ltppolrtio! rd between the- lessor and lessee,(."

Here again Conigre~ss- stamlied Its approval onl the discovery principle and
-extended It to till minnes andi oil anid gas wells discovered after March 1,
1913. and In this act iii harmony with other provisions limiting the tax on
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capital gain, Congress limited the surtaxes to a maximum of 20 per cent
on gains on a sale of mining or oil property where r discovery had been made.
(See sec. 211 (b).)

The provision in the 1921 act is identical with that contained in the 1918
law, section 234 (a) (9) except for the following proviso:

"Andl provided furthr, That such depletion allowance based on discovery
value shall not exceed the net income, computed without allowance for
depletion, from the property upon which the discovery is made, except where
such net income so computed is less th'r- the depletion allowance b:sedl on
cost or fair market value as of March 1, 1913; such reasonable allowance
in all the above cases to be made under rules and regulations to be prescribed
by the commissioner with the approval of the Secretary."

In this law Congress limited the surtaxes on the sale of discovered miles
and oil wells to 16 Ier ceint. (See 211 (b) of 1921 act.)

The 1924 hlw continued the discovery principle.
It provided both for individuals (sec 214 (a) (9)) aid corporations (sec.

234 (a) (8)). "a reasonable allowance for depletion."
The base for this was the same as for gains or losses (sec. 204 (a)), i. e.,

cost if acquired after February 28, 1913, or if acquired before that date. cost
or value on March 1, 1913, "whichever is greater."

But this act (sec. 204 4c)) provided :
"Ic) The basis upon which depletion, exhaustion, wear and tear. and obso-

lescence are to be allowed in respect of any property shall be the same as is
provided in subdivision (2) or (b) for the purpose of determining the gain
or loss upon the sale or other disposition of such property, except that in
the case of mines, oil anl gas wells discovered by the taxpayer after Febru-
ary 28. 1913. and not acquired as the result of purchase of a proven tract or
lease, where the fair market vlue of the property is materially dis.propor-
tionate to the (ost, the basis for depletion shall be the fair market value of
the property at the date of discovery or within thirty days ther*-afer: and
such depletion allowance based on discovery value shall not exceed 50
per centum of the net income (computed without allowance for depletion)
from the Ioroperty upon which the discovery was made, except that in no
case shall the depletion allowance he less than it would he if computed without
reference to discovery value."

Distributions from all depletion reserves were capital ini the hands of stock-
holders and applied on determining gain or loss against the individual stock
base (sec. 201 (b) and (d)) and surtaxes mn'igain from sales of discovered
mines und oil and gas wells were limited to 16 per cent.
The limitation of discovery allowance to 50 per cent of the net income was

inserted in the 1924 act to meet the criticism that, in some cases, the discovery
values allowed during the war years of expected high prices and profits, when
projected into future normal years tended to excessive allowances.

Unquestionably this limitation more than met such objections by arbitrarily
limiting the discovery value to a maximum of 50 per cent of the net income.
Whether Congress, in its effort to take care of a few exceptional cases, was
fair to the industry as a whole remains an open que:etion.

(The amendment to the revenue act of 1926 is quoted and discussed on page
8, supra, and therefore is not repeated here.)

Let us turn from the legislative history of depletion to its economic base
and justification.

DEPLETION BASED ON SOUND PRINCIPLES--THE MAINTENANCE OF A CAPITAL IESEiRVE
BASED ON THE VALUE OF ORE OR MINERAL IN PLACE REPRESENTS A SOUND FINAN-
CIAL PRINCIPLE, IS AN ECONOMIC NECESSITY TO THE CONTINUANCE OF THE INDU'S-
TRY AND ITS RECOGNITION IN THE FEDERAL TAX LAWS IS FULLY JUSTIFIED

Tile meaning of the word " depletion is to reduce, lessen, exhaust, or empty,
and, therefore, whi n the term "depletion" is applied to a deposit of any char-
acter, it means that it is being or will he, reduced, lessened, exhausted, or
emptied.

In connection with income tax, depletion means a deduction from gross in-
come to arrive at taxable income. It is measured by the amount of capital
represented by that Isrtion of the mineral deposit removed and sold. Thus
depletion represents the conversion of capital from ore or natural deposits
to money and a depletion reserve in the books of account records this fact..
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In the case of purchase of a proven or developed property, the capital to be
returned is the cost. but when mining property is still owned by the party who
discovered or d'veloled its mineral, the cost thereof seldom bears any real
financial relation to the capital invested in such property. A depletion allow-
anle, therefore, based on cost alone would iln no way recompense such owner
or inslurt a return of his true investment as distinguished from that small por-
tion measured by the money outlay. The value of a mining property. when
it is discovered and developed, is a realizatoin of hope, faith, efforts, and ex-
lenditures extending back to the beginning of prospecting.

The discovery provision was inserted into the law for two main reasons. The
first was to stimulate prospecting for and development of natural res.:urces.
The other reason was to avoid confiscating the capital of one who lad Il,: lie tile
burden, expense, and risk of bringing the property to the productions stac'. thus
depriving him of what was rightfully his capital. A discovery represents
time. enterprise, efforts, and ability, as well as capital expended over n long
l'riod of time. often resulting in fruitless effort ind seav-rch. To limit the
"capital " invested to the out-of-pwoket cost lone is to ignore thet facts.

THE EXTRAORDINARY IIAZARD I NIKIENT IN TIIE INDUSTRY J.'STIFIl:s .\ IEPL.TION
IIAIS THAT (AN HE APPLIED FAIRLY FROM TE BEGINNING ') THE END OF A
MINING OPERATION

(Congress is not required uiner the law to levy the nlaximumn tax on aill net
income pIermitted by the sixteenth alnendment to the Constitution. The Su-
preme Court has recognize its right to set up a " statutory net income" etm-
bodying the congressional idea of justice and expedllency. (BIrugh.shaber r.
Union Pacific R. R. Co., 240 U. S. 1.)

It is elementary that different taxlpyers obtain income under different degrees
of hazard. That high risk is an element that should le considered in arriving
at tnue net income is universally recognized. Hazard is but another name
for liability to extraordinary t ses. Wherever this extra risk is covered by
insurance premiums they are tl, refore an allowable deduction in determining
taxable income. In mot extra hazardous businles:es' the losses incident thereto
enter into the determination of the gross profits and so are automatically taken
out of the taxable income. iBut in the mining industry the extra risk of thec
business is not taken care of in arriving at the operating profits in any one year.

To levy taxes in disregard of this fundamental relation im'tween risk and
return in particular industries is not only unjust but discriminate. against
those industries where the risks and hazrds are greatest. Congress, therefore.
in its improvement of the income tax laws, properly to k cognizance of the high
degree of hazard in certain lines of industry by proper deductions.

The hazards incident (o ti t mining industry and to the discovery of new
mines are too well known to need enumeration here. However, some of these
may be mentioned.

A sustained output of basic ores necessitates vigorous extensions of produc-
tive territory; that is, continuous discoveries. This requires for the industry
as a whole annual large expenditures in exploration work which may have no
results. Most, if not all, of this exploration is individualistic, and is prose-
cuted mainly by so-called prospectors. The chances against a discovery of
new ore bodies are great, and therefore a large part of their effort, time. and
money is wasted. They are spurred on by the notable gain attaching to the
final discovery and their risk and hazard of failure is in great measure com-
pensated for by the large gains resulting from the final strike. The cost of
negative exploration-that which produces no material result-is not recorded
in the books of the industry proper, being borne by the prospectors. There are
no records for establishing the cost of this exploration in the aggregate. as it
does not enter into the cost sheets of the successful operator. Unless, therefore,
this high risk of failure and prior losses are taken care of in measuring the
profits due to tile final sue ss, the real cost is not considered, and the industry
is being taxed upon what is in truth a capital investment. Moreover, being a
distinct operation, the loss if recorded could not lie availed of, because not
occurring in a profits year, but during a period of development and prospecting.
Concretely, a prospector may have carried on work at great expense of time
and loss on a number of separate properties; all of these are failures. Should
he later discover a mine, he can not deduct from the profits of the successful
operation the prior losses, because (1) not occurring in the profits year or an
adjacent year, and (2) not part of development cost of the successful venture.

I I
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This applies whether the prospector is an individual or corporation. The loss
and the success must concur in the same year.

Again, not only is there a risk or hazard in the discovery of mine. but there
are also extraordinary hazards in the ipeirtion itself after the discovery.
Among these are:

(a) 'The continuance of the ore bodies or deposits. Usual practical results
do not warrant. in most cases, the attempt to block iout the entire ore body.
In many cases it, is impracticable, if not impossible. Therefore jart of the
value of the discovery lies in the reasonable estimate of engineers, and these
estates may contain errors that the operators must take into consideration.

I b) Not being able to ascertain the geological situation of the deposit, the
ope. alt r runs into unexpected formations that render extraction of the de-
lposit c inimercially useless. For example, water, fire, caving, and shifting, and
all tht: other dangers incident to the extraction of the ore body itself. This is
especially true of mines of great depth.

(c) The competitive feature.
ilOerators in natural resources have no way of accurately forecasting or

gauging tlie future supply. Tli.a cani make estimates of lthe demand but their
calculations of future supplies are liable to be entirely upset by new and
unprecedented discoveries not only in lhis country but in foreign lands. The
timber reserves are known. In manufactured articles the cost of production
can bIe estimated with reasonable certainty and this places a limit on the
supply. But the mines and oil wells have the extraordinary risk of unknown .
and undreamed of comnipet iv e supplies which may be uncvered after tihe oper-
ation has been started. An illustration of this fact from the copper industry
is tile discovery of huge deposits in South America and Africa, which were
commercially unknown when our major copper mines began operations.

(d) The necessity of continued production, even at a loss.
This is a special hazard in the miinng industry. Iln ad times operating

mines can not le entirely closed down. They would fill with water or cave in.
Many mines have smoldering fires which are kept blocked off only by con-l
tinuous operations. All these facts and many others combine to prevent the
closing down of mines.

The same is true of io. wells. with the added fite: itht oil is migratory.
If a well is closed down, it is more tlian likely to lose the deposit by the con-
tinued operation of adjoining properties or by the flooding and encroachment
of salt water. Therefore, these industries have no safety value as the merchant
or manufacturer, who in times of oversupply may save themselves by closing
down.

(c) A special risk is also due to the large reserves which mining companies
must hold for long periods of time for future use.

Reserves are not a commodity that a mining corporation can buy in the
marker at any time that its supply is in danger of exhaustion. They must
lo developed and blocked out often years in advance. Their estimated extent
in part determines the character of the operation and size of the plant and
equipment to be erected. Sound mining principles require such companies
to have large reserves sufficient to meet the needs of tlie business for a lon,;
period ll the future Iwfore embarking on the venture. The first result of this
is that a supply of raw material has to be acquired by a mining operation
many years in ii(lvancte of its use or resale: this ilwls.,s a special risk ior
hazard due to unforeseen market conditions at remote lpriods in the future.
likee the merchant. who Ipurchases his stock of goods only for the next season.

tie line olerator has to estimate and take into consideration the future price
for many years. lPrice reductions for short periods in advance are difficult
and uncertain, but this difficulty and uncertainty is multiplied when extended
into the future.

(f) Loss of time and return upon investment. We can not express this
matter better than lby toting the following remarks on the subject taken from
a paper entitled " reactionn against unjust taxation of mines." read by Mr.
T. O. McGrath before the American Mining Congress in November. 1919.

* DETERMINING INCOME

"Second. The income of a mine is determined principally by tile amount
that the net value of the ore discovered is in excess of the investment in mining
claims, development, and equipment, while the income of other industries is
determined by the price at which the article can be sold above the cost of pro-
duction and the quickness with which the investment is turned.
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"Third. It takes from three to seven years, as a rule, after the necessary
development equipment has been installed on a mineral property to prove the
value of the property, during which time the investor stands to lose not only
the interest on his money, but all or part of his principal, depending upon the
amount of the net value of the commercial ore, if any, that m.y be discovered.

"Other lines of. Industry have the value of their investment established
immediately upon the acquisition of their stock, and are able, as soon as equip-
ment necessary to handle the business can be installed, to offer their product
for sale at as high a figure above the investment cost as competition and the
law of supply and demand, etc., will allow.

"Fourth. Mining, in taking the risk involved in proving its initial invest-
ment, as well as being deprived of any return on its investment during this
period, besides ibing a wasting industry, must obtain a higher rate of income
after the mine has been proven to be income-earning property than is obtained
by other business in order to insure before exhaustion the same average return
of income as other lines of industry.

" ,XII.1"ST'rIN ; It E.s I\ E:S

" Fifth. To operate a producing mine requires extraction of ore and sale of
its recoverable contents, which eventually exhausts tinh property of all com-
nercial contents. Therefore. to conltillnue tih life of the, business and keep the

organization intact requires that the same risk tu"l uncertainty and delay in
return on investment as in the beginning of the business must again be taken
in the case of new properties efret tthe exhaustion of each prove n property.

"In the case of other lines of business that have an established trade it is
simply a question of reinvesting the liquidated capital that was invested in
stock in the purchase of new stock of finished or raw materials, which in the
ease of successful commercial enterprises s is done three or more times during
each year's operation without any hazard whatsoever.

" In addition to the main points set forth above, mines are subject to acci-
dents by fires, flood, and 'ave-ints of greater magnitude than in the case of
other lines of business, which at times result in an operating loss even after
the mine has been proven to Ie an income-earning property. and against which
t here is no insurance except in the (cse of accident to employees.

"A proven property has not only to assume the risks and uncertainties above
specified, which are not assumed by other lines of business, but must also bear
the risks common to all business of fluctuations in the price of materials,
wages of labor, and cost of supplies, as well as strikes and acts of nature,
which at times may result in a proven mine operating at a loss for any one
period."

The foregoing, which are a few of the extraordinary hazards of the indue
try, are sufficient. If discovery depletion is not allowed, then no consideration
has been given to this extraordinary hazard of the wasting industries in levying
taxes. The allowance of depletion based upon the cost or actual investment
does not cover the extraordinary hazard involved.

IN ORDER TO St'RVIVE AND CONTINUE THE MINING INDUSTRY MUST MAINTAIN A
FUND FOR REPLAC(MEXT OF ORE BODIES

It is characteristic of the wasting industries that they live by consuming their
capital. Mining operations necessitate the ultimate exhaustion of the mine
itself. If the industry is to continue and heI trmtianent, it must continually
find new sources of supply. In order to do this a properly managed mining
operation must maintain a fund or reserve for replacement of exhausted ore
bodies. It must do this in advance of exhaustion, otherwise it would end in
cessation of operations for lack of deposits. Obviously, the mine operator.
either individual or corporate, must set aside from the olwrating income derived
from the mine a reserve for the replacement of the ore extracted. This reserve
must be sufficient in amount to cover not only the contingencies of this hazardous
and uncertain business but to insure the replacement, either by purchase or dis-
covery, of a new ore body when the particular mine is exhausted. To treat
all of the operating profits as net income and to distribute them as dividends
without proper reserves for replacement would lead to eventual bankruptcy or
complete liquidation of the mining industry.

It is a fair and reasonable assumption that this cost of replacement will
approximate the average value of tie discovery of a like amount of ore inl the
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ground. This value is, noi eijual to the particular cost oif making the par-
ticular discovery becati-e It does not take itatt consideration the cost 4of innu-
merabe failures not rife(ttql in that lpark itr cost. In other word,,, at fair
fund Aor rt'plU('lltiet *iuy Y be cinsitkreil as thes cost nectessary to purchase an
uinoiout of oire dlscoivereui by oithetrs equal to) 1lint iiiiid. A ieplw&'iitiit 4if
di4pk'ti~in reserve, tvo e dequiite, iuit therefore lhe equial liptte purchased jprive
Of proJ~erties olisc'iiereul by 4otlhers. Otherwisi- I, wiould not take care oft,(the
contingency tlhat the miine operators night In, fort id, ini order to inaiitimi
iprodue'titii, to acquire new ore reserves by purthmase.

It was upini this ground, anulg others, Ilisit in 1919 ('intgr-ss, 11tthor~ilo the
41151'4very value o~f it prilperty to I he basis fo~r depletion deductions. Many
41f thet eritiis1 of the (lise4)very depletion lirovisionis urise frmn at false v'iew-
polint. Thime great using,, and oil industries of this lointry are likened t4) the
01(1 "Forty-niners" of the California gold rush-fort unt hiiiit 1 rs-hiaving no
more trapital Ivestmenit thaii a pick o~r show&'l-sLt to find4 it treaIsure I ro)ve, on1
or near the surface, easily uncovered. toi naint' It aas suoon as possible anid return
borne with the proceeds. Those c-ritics of the dilscovery delthl'lil provision
argue that such proulits. being " found imnn.1ey.* should lpay ta:xe5 on the full
findl.

Such Is not the nature iif the iningm industry us it exists, tio-day. As Senator
M44d Smnoot stated in sin article appeirig in thc* Winling ('eunress Journal in
IDeceniber, 1925:

"The mineral industry IS no longer an isoled winning operation. It is i(
longer at pick-and-shovel business, which cain be exemplified 14y at prosptetor and
a burro. It Is in Itself a huge manufacturing operation. Thte heretofoire slinple
process of taking ore from the ills aind sending it off to smnelters fopr refining
is being largely replaced by iuzilng nietluods which fIn themse yes sire so) ci-
jolex as to constitute the manufacture of mettals and mineral conipounids fruim
the true raw material ; that Is, ore, in iulave. The huge mills In which coiplmr i.s
concentratedd from low-grade ores,. tlu refineries which recover niot wily the

metals sought fronti the ores, but aill by-proiducts of zietalhic reCOvers' fromi
fumes,. dust, and slime, and the tul s which, in turn., p)roduce- not only bar
metal but rodis, sheets, tubes, points, pfr!ments. fertilizers. asi,1,4 abhra-4!vvs, anid
similar artir'les ready for interineslate andI inal vsinption mauks upi an
intrimuts Industrial operations with ramiffictios into evvry part ort our industrial
fabric.

"There Is also a highly Imptirtant advauutage to the user for wlnut these
products are designed In'the type o~f production which will insure Continuous
(Jperatliln. Statistics (over a period of years have shown that in a group oif pro-
tected mineral industries, as contraste'd to a group of unkprotected mineral
industries, thec range of. price fluctuation in those industries which were pro-
tected Is mush less than 'in those which were unprotected. This i,; of advantage
not (only to the producer of the minerals. but also top the ultimate consumer."

The mining Indw~try Is at great industry requiring extensive operations (si-
ducted over long per:ods of' years w~ith~ large plant anmd equipment investment.
It Is not evatnecent or fleeting, but permanent anti stable. Its oblje'ct 14 niot dis-
tribution antI dissolutio~n, but construction and14 contiuiamce. It Is and plans to)
continue a permanent part of the great industrial wealth of this country.
Unless the search and discovery (of new reserves keeps uipa(e with extraction
and sale the lndu'a;try will inevitably die. Anid to4 Insure this conitiniuous search
and discovery of Its reserves the industry must maintains it fund therefor.
annually set aside from its (urrent profits. This annual fund is a true cost,
and therefore a proper deduction from its opi-ratling proifits In arriving at the
taxab'e net Income.

MEMORANDUM RELATIVE TO QUESTIONS RAISED BY DEPARTMENT OFFCIALS CON-
CERNINO THlE 1'It0ONEI) ANIENDMENT TO) THlE REVENUE BI1L1 TO PRJOVIDE FOR9 DEPLE-
TION ' N'AL MINES ON A IPER('ENTAGE-OF-(ILWS5-INC'OME BASIS

1. Application of the proposed amendrnent.-The Treasury may object on the
ground that the proposed ainendm4'nt would allow depletion on ores not in-
cludled In any prior valuation, aind not allowed depletion under the Treasury's
interpretation 4f the exlstng statute.

Answer: The real question here Is not as toi the existence of ores at the basic
dates, hut as to) whether they were so provenu that the Treasury would Include
them its Ores to be valued. Smaller taxpayers have beeni at a decided disad-
vantage because o4f their inability to assemble and present the data necessary

to meet the technical reiwlrements of the department.

r
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It is understood that the Treasury Department recognizes that the 15 per
cent of gross (subject to the 50 per cent 1 mitation of net) is a "reasonable
allowance." The proposed amendment would give the right to this " reasonable
allowance" to all taxpayers alike.

Errors in estimates of tonnage are inevitable. The proposed amendment
would automatically correct such errors.

The principles of percentage depletion have had congressional approval as
applied to the ,il industry in tile act of 1920, and retained in II. R. 1.

'The proposed plan w 11 simplify administration. Some questions must be
decided by new department rulings and regulations, but the procedure once
established will be simple and will relieve smaller taxpayers particularly of
the great burden they now have in trying to meet the techiicalties- of the
present system.

2. Option to change from year to year from a valuation haxis to the per-
centage basis, and ice versa.-The Treasury may point out that under the
wording of the pending amendment the taxpayer could change for a March
1, 1913, cost, or past discovery basis, to the percentage basis and change back
again from year to year.

Answer: The opportunity for such a yearly option does exist in the hereto.
fore proposed amendment, but this is not considered by the metal-mining in-
dustry as an essential feature. To meet the's criticism the metal-mining indus.
try las no objection -o a provision which would require tlat as to .any property
the taxpayer adopting the percentage basis should thereafter be held to that
basis. Appropriate language to make this effective is included in the sug.
gested revision of such amendment as hereinafter set forth.

3. Bases for application of the percentage rate.--The Treasury may say that
the proposed amendment is not sufficiently specific in its language to furnish a
definite basis for determination of the amounts to which the 15 per cent and the
50 per cent are to be applied.

Answer: The determination of 15 per cent as a fair average rate applicable
to the different divisions of the metal mining industry took into account the
various practices which were customary within each division in disposing of
ores, concentrates, or metals. The department seems to feel that the wording
of the heretofore proposed amendinent would not enable it to recognize these
variations as to the different divisions of the industry.

To meet this objection, the changed wording set forth in the revised form of
the amendment submitted herewith is suggested. With this wording and the
general k'ower which the commissioner has under the law to prescribe regula-
tions, it is believed all requirements are met.

Attention is called to the fact that certain mining companies do not actually
dispose of their products in the open market, but transfer them to related or
affiliated companies on a cost-plus or other intercompany basis. Authority
probably is necessary in the law to allow the commissioner properly to deal
with such situations and the last sentence of the suggested revised amendment
covers these situations.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT AS NOW REVISED

Add to section 114.. II. R. 1. page 79. after line 24. the following:
"This paragraph shall not apply to metal mines discovered after the approval

of this act."
And add a new paragraph, as follows:
"(3) In the case of metal mines, if as to any ores or metals no depletion is

allowable under the preceding pa;ragraphs. or if the taxpayer shall waive as
to any property for the taxable year and all subsequent years the right to any
depletion allowance under Ihe preceding paragraphs. the depletion allowance
shall be 15 per centum of the total receipts from the sale or other disposition of
the ores or metals from the property during tile taxable year. Such allowance
shall not exceed 50) per centum of the net income (computed without allowance
for depletion) from the property. Where products are transferred on an inter-
company basis at a price greater or less than the market value, the total
receipts and the net income subject to tile percentage depletion reduction shall
be constructively computed on the basis of current market value for the product
so transferred."

The CHMAIn AN. Doctor Adams, are you ready to proceed ?
99310-28----21
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STATEMENT OF T. S. ADAMS, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Mr. ADAMs. Mr. Chairman, I am not certain that I have anything
that I especially want to say. There are a number of questions in
which I am interested that arose this morning. I shall comment on
one or two of them very briefly.

First. Mr. Ballantyne ssked me to say-and I oug' t to say for
him-that he had not seen the report of the chamber of commerce at
all, and would not wholly subscribe to it. I would say with respect
to most of the so-called experts who served on that committee, in-
cluding Mr. Ballantyne, Mr. May, and myself and others, that we
practically never agree with the entire committee report. It is much
like the votes of you gentlemen on a bill in Congress. You have to
vote on some things at times, and you are not necessarily behind every
detail of every bill for which you vote. I myself, for instance, am
very deeply opposed to certain of the important proposals of the
chamber of commerce. It never occurred to me that my name behind
one of those committee reports had any particular significance, or I
should have taken occasion to formally dissent from it, but that
seemed to exaggerate the importance of the whole situation.

We work on those things at a good deal of cost and sacrifice to our-
selves, in an effort to-get things as nearly right as they can be made,
but we do not exaggerate the importance of our own names. I think
that might be said in behalf of all of us. We should not be thought
to be unequivocally behind every detail of these recommendations.

I do believe this. I believe that the participation of the cham-
bers of commerce of this country in revenue legislation is a very in-
dispensable element. You gentlemen want to know what the cham-
bers of commerce and the business community think. The apparatus
by which they can be given a voice is necessarily rough and neces-
sarily inexact; but, nevertheless, you can not legislate wisely, and
the Treasury Department can not legislate wisely, unless those gen-
tlemen think these problems over and state their position and their
opinion definitely.

As a matter of fact, this whole subject should be taken out of the
domain of controversy into which it has gotten, and it should be rec-
ognized that the Treasury Department and the chamber of commerce
alike are fulfilling as best they can a function that is very necessary
to fulfill in a democracy.

I have served on these committees of. the chamber of commerce
since before the war. I have served on their tax committee. I want
to state this one thing, which you gentlemen may not know but which
you ought to know. Repeatedly, again and again, that committee
and the chamber of commerce have refrained from urging tax cuts
which would be to their selfish advantage, and which they wanted,
and which they thought possible, in deference to the recommenda-
tions and estimates and conclusions of the Treasury Department. It
is a serious matter with them to oppose the Treasury Department,
and they do it only reluctantly.

I want to say that in the past they have acquiesced in tax rates
which they thought unduly high, out of deference to the Treasury
Depairtmeit, and the events have shown that those tax reductions
might properly have been made. That factor in the situation must be
considered.
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I do not want to make a speech. I want to pass on now to one or
two other matters. Mr. Mills asked me to state what I thought about
the Treasury estimates. I happen to be intimate with most of the
gentlemen on both dAes of this controversy, and I respect both sides.
I respect them not only as honest and sincere men, but as able men.

I know from past experience, and personally, that the Treasury
Department estimates this year have been made absolutely honestly.
Not only have they been made after great care and thought, but they
have been made as optimistically as the Treasury Department can
make an estimate. They put their figures as high as they dared.
They have given more thought and time to these estimates than they
ever gave before, and, as a matter of statistics, I see nothing about
the conclusions of the Treasury Department which I could dispute,
although I should differ in the interpretation and meaning of those
statistics, as I shall point out in a moment.

The CHAIRMAN. They have this advantage, however, this year
that they have had returns from March 15?

Mr. ADAMs. Yes.
The CrIAIRMAN. Which they have not had in any other estimate

that was ever made.
Mr. ADAMS. They have had that advantage. This'aspect of the

whole situation should also be noted, that what has been done this
year is also true of the past. Mr. McCoy is here. I do not see Mr.
Hand, but those two men, in my opinion, are the truest experts on
that situation in the United States. Those men have been making
these estimates for many years, and they have been just as able and
just as honest in the past as they are now. Those estimates have
proved off in the past, and you can not forget that. That is a very
necessary and essential element in the situation.

It means this to me. I am talking for myself now. It means
that you ought to have some machinery to take due account of esti-
mates which, by reason of nobody's fault but on account of the in-
herent difficulty of the situation, go markedly wrong. They are
likely to go markedly wrong, and I do not believe you are going to
get a sound financial policy until you consider that possibility.

I want to pass on and amplify that a little. I said a moment ago
that I should be forced to differ a little from some of the inter-
pretations of the Treasury Department. I believe, for instance, that
in the conditions which we have had in this country it is at times
absolutely legitimate and desirable and expedient to do what was
characterized this morning as carrying over a surplus from one year
to another. I want to illustrate that.

In some of the discussion it was stated that the position of the
chamber of commerce was that we should run, during the fiscal year
1929, at a deficit of $200.000,000. I do not agree at all with that in-
terpretation of the situation. That seems to me an erroneous inter-
pretation.

This is the situation, as I see it. Here I want to pause to get one
fact in the situation clear. I may appear to be digressing, but I
want to say this: I do not believe there is any clear thinking possible
about this subject unless we start with some understanding of the
debt-retirement policy of *his country. We have a debt-retirement
policy. On the whole it strikes me as a wise policy. It provides,
for instance, in the year 1929, for the retirement of about $541,000,000,

I
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as I recall, of debt through the sinking fund and the application of
the payments from foreign governments. It provides this year for
something in the neighborhood of $535000,000. It provided last
year something in the neighborhood of $510,000,000, as I recall.
My figures are what might be called approximate.

If we never had a dollar of surplus, we should retire over half a
billion dollars of debt in those years through the ordinary channels.
As I figure it out, I may be wrong about this and Mr. McCoy can
answer it better, but I figure out that from now until about 1942 we
shall, on the average, without counting any surplus at all, extinguish
about $750,000,000 of the debt per year. That is generous debt retire-
ment. I believe in generous debt retirement. I believe in it so much
personally that I rather hope this Congress will set at rest the ques-
tion which occupied so much time this morning, as to whether the
interest on the foreign debt should be devoted to debt retirement,
and say that it should, under all circumstances. I am heartily in
favor of that. In all the figures I use, or in any arguments I shall
make, I shall assume that the full payment of interest on foreign
debts is devoted to debt retirement.

We have had that program of debt retirement. It has been skill-
fully and ably, and, as I think, wisely and prudently adopted, and I
hope it will be adhered to. It means at the present time materially
over half a billion dollars of debt retirement. It will mean on the
average, in the next 15 or 20 years, three quarters of a billion.

Here is my own personal position, the chamber of commerce or
anybody else to the contrary notwithstanding, that the part of wis-
dom is to come as near as is humanly possible to extinction and re-
tirement of debt, as laid down in that program, and if the difficulties
of estimates and difficulties of statistics, and all the other practical
difficulties of the situation should bring it to pass that you run for
three or four years, as we have run the last three or four or five years,
actually retiring twice as much debt as our program calls for, some
of that surplus should be devoted to tax reduction. That gets too
much. It is all very well to say that we have a surplus of $2500.000.000
or $30,000,000 a year beyond the desirable and necessary bank balance
which a great institution like the Government ought to maintain, and
that that little surplus should be automatically devoted to retire-
ment. Every man here would say yes; but if the difficulties of the
situation are so great that these anticipated surpluses actually double,
unconsciously, your program of debt retirement is going too far.
That is my personal opinion about it.

The CHIIAIiMAN. Under the estimates of the department, if you
think they are right or approximately right, the coming year we
could not apply to the reduction of our foreign debt more than
$500,000,000.

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, let us get back to that a moment. We
have for this fiscal year an expected surplus of $400,000.000, in round
figures, for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1928. There is $400,-
000,000 more than our statutory program of debt retirement calls
for-this program carefully and prudently and wisely and skillfuuly
adopted. Now, then. I say we have $400,000.000 more than our
deliberately planned program called for, and if somebody proposes
to carry $200,000,000 over into next year to make a program of tax
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reduction possible that would otherwise be impossible, I say that is
justified from every standpoint. It is justified from the standpoint
of business common sense. It is justified from the standpoint of
business practice, and it is justified from the standpoint of financial
science. If we " carry over " $200,000,000 of that, we are not neces-
sarily running at a deficit next year. We are using $200,000,000
which turned up in excess of our requirements for this year, to
stabilize and smooth out our financial operations.

I am in exactly the same position as the Federal Government.
Practically ever year of my life for the last 10 years I have earned
or collected considerably more money in the first six months of the
year than I spent; and regularly, the last six months of the year I
have spent more than I earned. Do you mean to tell me that I
have to stop every June 30 and devote the artificial surplus I have
at that time to debt retirement, and starve the rest of the year?

The fiscal year is nothing sacrosanct. It is particularly otherwise
in view of the fact that our natural business year is a calendar year
rather than a year ending June 30, because our major revenues come
from the income taxes, which in the main are based upon a calendar-
year basis, so that that does not get me. The bookkeeping fact is in
this connection the real fact.

We do not have a cash surplus at any time. No individual has
it. In these six months of the first half of my own year, where I
have an excess of receipts over expenditures, I do not have it stacked
up in the bank. I reduce my indebtedness by that amount, and in
the subsequent half of the year, the last six months of the year, I
increase my indebtedness a little, and in no year in my life have I
ever spent more than I earned. I consider that I am prudent and
practical and that no other course of affairs would be wise.

It all comes down to this: Do the necessities of financing the Fed-
eral Government make possible and probable enormous and dispro-
portionate surpluses? If they do, then some provision should be
made to take care of that fact, and it is within the wisdom and
ingenuity of you gentlemen to take steps to that end.

I want to make another point. This is a point which has gotten
entirely out of this discussion, and to me it is far and away the most
important point in the whole situation. The time is fast approach-
ing, in my opinion, where Federal tax reduction will be impossible.
The normal expenditures of the Federal Government are going to
catch up in the very near future with our tax receipts, in the general
sense. Tax reduction in the future is going to be very difficult. That
is my judgment about it. Just when it is coming I do not know, but
the time is close at hand.

The CHAIRMAN. More than likely next year.
Mr. ADAMs. I think you have to take that into account, Mr

Chairman. I want to go a step further. Meanwhile we are going
into that situation with a tax system whose structure is. in one re-
spect, exceedingly bad. We ought to have corrected that. We ought
to have gotten the thing symmetrical before we came into the period
of possible tax increases. and if we had done that, I should regard
the question of a tax increase with far more equanimity than I now
regard it.

The (HAIRMAN. Doctor, many of us agree exactly with the state-
ment you made, but we have a legislative situation.

I I r
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Mr. ADAMS. I want to meet that, Mr. Chairman. May I develop
my thought, and then see if it answers your question?

Here is the thing that I think is seriously wrong in the tax
system. We have a normal tax applicable to corporations of 131/2
per cent. We have a normal tax applicable to individuals of 5 per
cent. It is not a normal tax of 5 per cent, because it i3 graduated-
11/2, 3, and 5.

I shall not stop to elaborate that, but you have to bring it into the
discussion because it is, to my mind, right at the foundation of the
discussion.

Here is a 5 per cent normal tax applicable to certain classes of
business enterprises and individuals, and 13/., per cent applicable to
corporations.

Let me illustrate the absurdity, in one sense, of the whole situation,
as brought out to me very keenly the other day when an important
corporation with a foreign bondholder asked me what to do. Some
sort of an association was getting some bond interest from this cor-
poration. It was not clear whether it was a corporation or not.
They said, "What shall we do about it?" It is a German associa-
tion of some kind. If it is such an association that under our laws
it should be interpreted to be a corporation, we will hold 13 1per
cent, but if it is a partnership or one of those associations that does
not get technically into the class of corporations, we withhold 5 per
cent. What difference does it make? There is an absolutely artificial
and very excessive disproportion between the tax applicable to a
corporation and that applicable to the individual. It is so bad that
we are beginning to introduce devices with which we all are senti-
mentally in agreement, I take it. We want to relieve the small cor-
porations, and we are increasing the exemptions to the corporations
and providing for graduated rates to the corporations with smaller
incomes.

If you gentlemen will look into that you will see that in its prac-
tical application it is even worse than illogical. A small corpora-
tion may be owned by powerful and wealthy individuals, and thou-
sands of them are. That is another illustration of it.

I do not want to go into this any more. As a student of taxation-
and I have no interest in it apart from that-this discrepancy be-
tween the individual rate and the corporation rate is a major fun-
damental defect in our system. It has been one of the grave mistakes
or misfortunes-I do not know that it was a mistake of the past-
that we have not gotten those two things together. If we had, I think
we could do this. If we had the corporation rate somewhere near
where it ought to bc, we could handle the situation very easily. It
could probably be evened up by a 7/2 per cent rate. in my opinion.
I think 9 per cent is the very outside anybody could possibly suggest
as a fair rate on corporations in view of a 5 per cent normal tax on
individuals.

If we had that evened up you gentlemen would be in a position
where you could make the income tax fulfill its proper function.
You could simply put on automatic increases on the individual and
corporation rate alone. If we threatened to have a small deficit, or
had a small deficit, you could make a surtax on the actual tax bills
turned in. You could get an automatic adjustment, and I can not
conceive of anything more wholesome than that, in a general way.
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That is what I would like to see done. I would like to see you get
that corporation rate nearer to the point where it should be, and then
introduce a policy of getting the additional revenues that you needed
by a proportionate increase, and if you ran into surpluses in the
future you could make a proportionate decrease. I think that that
is statesmanlike and I thir.k it would be wholesome in every way.

The CHAIRMAN. The tax on individuals has its effect on everybody.
You are opposed to any graduated tax for corporations?

Mr. ADAMS. I am most certainly opposed to that. The point I
want to make, Mr. Chairman, is that every time we have any tax
increases we have an awful struggle down here as to who shall pay
the increase, and we have almost as difficult and intense a struggle
as to who shall get the benefits of decreases. If we had that thing
on a stable relationship of rates the natural thing would be the
wholesome thing-boost them both up a little. Let the taxpayer
know, as lie should know, that increased expenditures are increasing
his tax bill. Let the taxpayer know that prudent and economical
management of the Government will reduce his tax bill. If we had
such a provision as that, if we only had that custom or policy, I
would regard going into the next fiscal year, the fiscal year 1929,
that year alone, with entire equanimity-not only with equanimity,
but, I think, it would be wise. I can not quite honestly say that I
would advocate personally a 10 per cent rate, but I should go into it
with an 11 per cent rate on corporations, or 101/ per cent.

Just one more point: I have made more in the nature of a speech
than I wanted to, or had any justification for.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not mean to say that we could possibly
make that 102 per cent?

Mr. ADAMS. I think you could; carrying over the surplus in the
way I spoke of.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be $246,000,000. It is not the next
year. That is not where we are bothered. It is the year following.
How on earth would we ever meet our obligations? The appro-
priations are going to increase.

Mr. ADAMS. You say the appropriations are going to increase, Mr.
Chairman. That has been said in the past. You need some obstacle
to that increase. That is precisely why I want the tax rate down,
and precisely the viciousness of having a tax rate that produces a
surplus. You have the most difficult task in the world. Nobody
knows it as well as you know it. It is the most difficult task in the
world to stop appropriations and stop expenditures. I do not think
all of it, personally, is as unwise as some people think, but we need
the resistance that would come from decreasing the general income-
tax rate to stop it. That is personally why I am in favor of cutting
the tax rate to the bone at the present time, in order that everybody
who champions an increased expenditure will have to provide the
additional rate to produce it.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. If that proposition had been submitted along
with the others through the referendum proceedings, what do you
think would have been the reply?

Mr. ADAMS. Senator, I do not know about that. I am coming down
here to try to help arrive at the truth.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand.
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Mr. ADAMS. I have worked a great deal for this committee. I
never do anything else than that. I do not care what you say. If
you convict me of making mistakes or of inconsistencies, I am not
interested in that.

The CIIAIRMIAN. I agree absolutely with you that the partnership
and corporation taxes need attention. Here is the corporation tax:
That has not had any kind of a reduction, from the very first of the
war period, with the exception of the excess-profit tax, of course,
that went otf on everybody. But 4 per cent is $82,000,000.

Mr. ADAMS. Senator, may I talk a little about figures? You may
want to correct it. but here is the way I figure that: Suppose we
cut .the rate to 10 per cent, which I think is perhaps a little
extreme.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be $287,000,000.
Mr. ADAMS. That is for one year, Senator.
Senator SHORTIIDGE. That is a fact, though, is it ,,ot?
Mr. ADAMS. That is a fact. I accept that as a fair estimate.
The CHAIRMAN. It is low enough.
Mr. ADAMS. That is about right. It would amount to about

$287,000,000 for a year.
In the fiscal year 1929, only one-half of that would affect the reve-

nues for the fiscal year, because that tax, on that basis, would be
paid in the four quarters of 1929, and two of them would come in
the fiscal year 1930, so that only one-half of that would affect the fi-
nances for the year 1929. Now, half of that $287,000,000 is about
$140,000,000 and odd.

The CHAIRMAN. $143,000,000.
Mr. ADnA.s. Personally, in view of oiur excess surplus for the year

1928, I am not at all aftrighted by a tax reduction of $143,000,000.
I think a tax reduction is more than important. Will you gentle-
men remember this, please-

The CHAIRMAN. That is only one. What are you going to do
about all the other taxes you are going to have, on the intermediate
brackets, on automobiles, admission tickets, etc.?

* Mr. ADAMS. Take those into account.
SThe CxAIIM1.ANn . Doctor, you can not carry that through Congress

to-day. I would not care if it amounted to half a billion dollars.
They are going off, and I know it.

Mr. ADAMS. Senator, I shall have to say what I think is right,
S whether it goes through Congress or not. I think it should.

The CHAIMAN. That is what we have to consider.
Mr. ADAMS. But you have the resources there. You can carry over

safely $250,000,000.
SThe CHAIRMAN. What about the following year?

Mr. ADA M. Senator, there is where, if you will excuse me, I think
Congress is abandoning its principal duty. You are here to vote
increased taxes, and that is the reason I suggested getting the cor-
poration rate and the individual raec on a sound basis. Then you
can simply come in and( say that that ought to be increased by one-
tenth, or three-tenths.

What has caused the trouble in the past? Why have we had sur-
pluses in the last five or six years exceeding ourI provision for debt
retirement? It has been excessive caution. I am a cautious man
myself. I admire caution and due prudence, but there is such a thing
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as excessive prudence. We have to take some slight risk, and if you
figure that our borrowing power is unlimited, and that in the ordi-
ary course of events we are going to retire debt to the extent of
$541.000,000 in the next fiscal year, the horrible bogey of a possible
deficit does not afflict me. We'have had it before. We have it here
for five or six years, and I have about concluded that I have been
unduly frightened.

One other point about the desirability of tax reduction. Mr. Mc-
Coy s",. ested that we would have a deficit in current revenue. What
is our program of debt retirement to be? There is a little thing
that I think you gentlemen ought to clear up in your minds. Is it
to be a fixed sum. or is it to be a fixed sum plus ihe realizations on
capital assets, a thing which is frequently suggested, or is it to be a
fixed sum plus the realization of capital assets plus the surpluses?
What is it to be?

Nobody sitting in this room, probably, is more in favor of gen-
erous debt retirement than I am. If Congress wants to say. " We
will retire in accordance with the schedule, which brings us $541,-
000,000-as I recall-for 1920, plus all the realizations from the sales
of capital assets," I personally am willing; but that is not what you
have said. That is not your program. That is not the basis of your
estimates. That is not the financing and figuring on which the
President and the Secretary of the Treasury have made their esti-
mates. They have included in their estimates these realizations of
capital assets when tax reduction was under discussion; and later,
when that plan and that forecast yielded an unexpected surplus,
they have said, "Well, it is all right. We got a lot of that from
capital assets." I do not agree, but that is an aspect of the reasoning
which you have to consider.

I pass on to one other thing. Secretary Mills said that this year
we have a surplus of $400,000,000--but it is not a surplus, because
$170,000,000 comes from payment of railroad obligations. It is reali-
zation of capital assets. That, of course, is true; and, of course, it is
true in general that we ought to devote the sums realized from pay-
ment of capital obligations to debt retirement. But he also said
that we had a surplus of some $220,000,000, as I recall, of current
receipts.

The CHAIRnMAN. That is the collection of-
Mr. AnDAM. Suppose we use $200.000.000 next year, the so-called

carry over. Suppose we carry over $200,000,000. Have we carried
over the surplus of current receipts, or have we carried over the
realization of dead assets? That means nothing to Ine.

I go back to the older language-in which 1 can discuss all this-
that we had a careful, adequate plan of debt retirement. We said,
" We are going to stick as closely as we can to that plan "; and in
the year 1928, through the fault of nobody-because I know the
temper and intellectual honesty of the people who made those esti-
mate.s-we ran $400,000,000 ahead of our plan.

Now, if tax reduction is what the college professors call a great
desideratum, if we really want it, if it is worth while. I think it is
playing the baby act to say that we can not use some of that
$400,000.000 in a( hieving tax reduction.

The CnAIRMAN. The only way to answer that is that if next year
we did not have those capital assets, then we would have to raise
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the rates to meet the obligations of the Government, and that is
almost an impossibility.

Mr. ADAMS. Senator, what do we mean by carrying over a sur-
plus? Mr. Mills told you-and it is true and skillful and wise-that
we never have anything but a working balance in the Treasury. We
extinguish our current debt by the full amount of whatever the
momentary surplus is, and that is wise. That is what we would all
do.

The CIAIRMAN. Of course.
Mr. ADAts. But you finish the year, and if you have run ahead of

generous plans made in advance, of $400,000,000, the difference is
a trie surplus. It is a bookkeeping proposition.

If in the following fiscal year-and here is where I differ with
Mr. Mills-you issue, we will say, $200,000,000 of short time certifi-
cates to make up for that, to equalize and stabilize, it seems to me
not only thoroughly legitimate, but the sensible and sane thing to
do. I have to do it. Every business concern has to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. And, so far as I am concerned, I would not want
to be the chairman of a committee that would be compelled to
do it.

Senator SHORTRIDOE. You would have to pay interest on those
certificates, would you not?

Mr. ADAMS. May I speak about the interest? They also have to
pay interest on them, but let us stop to think about this. The
Government, according to Mr. Mills's statement, is paying 3.88 per
cent interest rate on its indebtedness. Nearly every business tax-
payer who pays taxes to the Government is indebted, and he is
paying more than 3.88 per cent interest every year. I believe in gen-
erous debt retirement, but you have to come to a balance of judg-
ment here. There are two sides to this. I am borrowing money, and
most people are. I am paying a great deal more than 3.88 per
cent. I am paying close to 6 per cent. I borrowed money to pay
my taxes this year. I think I did so wisely. The interest side
of the situation, put forth from the standpoint of the Government

S alone, is not controlling. It is important. It is weighty; it ought
to have solemn consideration, but there is something on the other
side.

The CHAIRMAN. We are saving 31/2 per cent interest on the amount
- we have already paid, $250,000,000, that would have been paid here

out of interest.
Mr. ADAMs. You are getting it from taxpayers who are paying

5 per cent on their money.
The CHAIRMAN. They do not have to pay anything on that

That is finished.
Mr. ADAMs. I thank you, gentlemen, very much.

STATEMENT OF D. D. TENNEY, REPRESENTING THE TENNEY CO.,
OF MINNEAPOLIS, AND OTHERS

Mr. TENNEY. My name is D. D. Tenney. I am president of the
Tenney Co., of Minneapolis, a grain commission house, and I repre-
sent 12 grain exchanges in this country, as follows: The Minneapolis
Chamber of Commerce, the Kansas City Board of Trade, the Mil-
waukee Chamber of Commerce, the Duluth Board of Trade, the
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Omaha Grain Exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade, the St. Louis
Merchants Exchange, the Toledo Produce Exchange, the Buffalo
Corn Exchange, the Boston Grain and Flour Exchange, the alti-
more Chamber of Commerce, and the New York Produce Exchange.

In reporting the 1928 revenue measure to the House of Repre-
sentatives, Chairman Green said in regard to this tax:

The stamp tax on sales of produce on exchanges which has always operated
as a tax on agricultural products, has bcen repealed.

The commodities affected are wheat, cotton, corn, sugar, oats, flax,
lard and other hog products, rice, rye, barley, butter, and eggs, which
are dealt in for future delivery on organized markets. It will be
noted that all of these commodities are agricultural commodities
which are necessities of life.

This tax has been in effect for 12 years-5 years at the present
rate and 7 years at a higher rate.

Revenues which the Government obtains from this have never been
large.

Under the act of 1924, this tax has been a decreasing source of
revenue to the Federal Government, collections for the last three
fiscal years being for 1925, $5,400,000; for 1926, about $4,000,000; and
for 1927, $2,844,000.

Of the taxes collected, as nearly as we can determine, cotton and
rice for the fiscal year 1927 bore $1.000,000, grains contributed
$1,750,000, and the other commodities affected by the bill contributed
the small additional revenue.

In addition to taxes imposed by the terms of the bill, the manner
of collection imposes a further burdensome tax on commission houses
through whom and by whom the tax is collected for the Government.
The tax itself, however, is passed on to those dealers and traders
who use the organized exchanges for protection against market
fluctuations in the handling of these commodities.

The CHAJIF MAN. The greater amount of the tax collected, how-
ever, comes from the transactions on these exchanges where there is
no transfer of the property itself. In other words, it is sold one day
to one commission man and the next dav to another.

Mr. TENNEY. May I inlarge on that Just a moment ?
The CHAIRMAN. He in turn the next day will sell it to somebody

else. and every turn is taxed.
Mr. TENNEY. Very true. I think the original framers of the bill

did not realize that. They thought that there would be one tax on
one bushel of wheat, for instance, and instead of that, because of
the necessity of transfering from market to market in order to
equalize the markets and keep them in equal situations so that there
would be no stoppage in the flow of grain-

The CHAInRMAN. Just qualify that by adding 'and gamblers."
Mr. TENNEY. No; we do not want to do. that. May I emphasize

that point, Mr. Chairman This stamp tax would not stop for one
moment the public entrance into the grain exchange for the purpose
of what you and I call gambling. That is very detrimental to the
grain exchanges, because it means unnatural fluctuations, which are
often detrimental to the producer. If we could by this stamp tax
stop that, we would not ask for its withdrawal, but there is another
side which it does stop, if I may mention it, and that is the scalpers,
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people who are not familiar with the grain trade also think of as
gram gamblers.

The scalpers are a very necessary part of the marketing machinery.
The country dealer buys in varying quantities, at various points,
and sends in various messages to sell.

The CHAIRMAN. What I had reference to in connection with gam-
bling was this: You go down to the stock exchange and you see one
man buy 5.000,000,000 bushels of wheat. He will either'sell it at a
loss or sell it at a gain.

Mr. TENNEr. May I finish this? This stamp tax does deter the
scalper, and in that respect it is a disadvantage to the producer,
because the scalper, before this stamp tax, was very willing to assume
the risk of insurance on a decline of one-sixteenth. To-day he hesi-
tates between one-sixteenth and one-eighth, because often his stamp
tax for the year is from two to ten times his earning for the year.
We do not want to carry on a tax that would deter the character of
insurance that is good' for the farmer, because of the erroneous
thought that it might deter the character of speculation which neither
you nor I, nor any thinking grain man wants to see in the market.

The stamp tax would r -t deter investment buying, which is a good
thing, but what you refer to as gambling we do not encourage. We
do not want it. We are under Government control to-day, and we
have our business relations committee of each exchange at work with
the Government to prevent that character of trading.

The tax itself, however, is passed on to those dealers and traders
who use the organized exchanges for protection against market fluc-
tuations in the handling of these commodities. The necessity of an
active unhampered market for agricultural commodities is admitted
and the imposition of this tax, applied only on transactions on
exchanges, naturally reduces the volume of business on exchanges
with undoubted serious loss to the producer.

As this tax applies only to sales on organized exchanges, which
are the farmers' best markets, and does not apply to similar trans-
actions conductd elsewhere, and without the protection which the
rules of these exchanges afford buyers and sellers, we consider it a
discriminatory tax which should not be longer continued, since the
emergency which was the occasion for the imposition of tile tax has
largely disappeared.

'Tihe last two revenue acts have shown some disp osition to return to
S peace-time sources of revenue, among which the Government has

never included such sales taxes as those referred to.
Under these conditions, should there be a disposition to continue

this discriminator tax, we could not consider it as other than a
punitive measure (esigned to punish those who engage in the business
of distributing these necessities of life on the theory either that the
business is disreputable or that the merchants are so prosperous ,. to
fully justify the imposition of the tax. We call attention to the fact
that Congress has designated this business as essential to the public
welfare. (See grain futures act.)

It will also be found on invest:gation that the tax is in part paid
by thousands of small country dealers who find it necessary to use
the facilities of these exchanges in the marketing of these agricultural
products.
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It will be kept in mind that our domestic commodity exchanges are
in some instances in direct competition with Canad.an and Enblish
markets of a similar character, in which countries no such tax is
imposed.

There should be no confusion between this tax, which applies to
transactions in necessities of life, and the tax on transactions in
securities, dealt in for the investment of surplus funds of members
of the public.

The House of Representatives concurred in the recommendation by
its Ways and Means Committee and provided for the repeal of this
tax. (H. R. 1, in the Senate of the United States, December 17, 1927,
p. 191, lines 7-11, inclusive, sec. 441.)

We respectfully petit'on the Finance Committee of the United
States Senate to concur with the action of the House of Representa-
tives and to recommend to the Senate the same action as taken by the
House with respect to this sales tax.

STATEMENT OF WALTER A. STAUB. REPRESENTING AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

Mr. STAUB. I just wanted to touch very briefly on a few of the
items brought to your attention. I shall make it exceedingly brief.

The CHAIRMAN. When we begin consideration of the bill we will
take the briefs generally. If you have any special points you want
to bring out, you may cover those.

Mfr. STAUB. I will just touch on one or two of those. I probably
will not be over 5 or 10 minutes in all.

The American Society of Certified Public Accountants, as its name
indicates, consists of practitioners in all parts of the country who
have to do with the financial affairs of their clients and are in very
close touch with them on matters of taxation, and in a good many
instances naturally represent them before the Treasury and also
before the Board of Tax Appeals, sometimes alone and sometimes
in conjunction with counsel, depending upon whether or not there
are matters of law involved as well as matters of fact.

As an organization we are not interested in presenting the matter
of rates. We do not feel as accountants that that is primarily a mat-
ter we should deal with, although, naturally, as individuals we would
be interested in that subject.

We have, however, been very much interested all through the years
in the various provisions of the act, particularly the administrative
provisions, and have felt that at times we might be of assistance in
directing attention to sections of the act which, from our observation,
might either result in injustice or might unduly complicate the
administration of the income tax act.

We have summarized in this memorandum those particular sections
of the bill as it passed the House to which we wanted to direct your
attention, under a few general headings, and I am just going to touch
on the outstanding items that come under those headings.

First, we have grouped under the heading of double taxation
three items: First, installment sales; second, the disposition of install-
ment obligations; and, third, the matter of reserve for bad debts.

I might say that on both the installment sales and the reserve for bad
debts the situation that has developed has arisen not out of the
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interpretation of the earlier laws by the Treasury Department, but
rather out of the decisions in certain cases by the Board of Tax
Appeals.

T he Treasury, under its regulations for a period of at least five
years, had interpreted the law and its application to the matter of
installment sales in a way that the Treasury seemed to regard as
fair, and which was satisfactory to the installment houses. But in a
decision of the Board of Tax Appeals, or following a decision of
the board, the Treasury has revised its regulations, and the effect
of the present act, probably, would be to continue those regulations.

There seems to be a feeling that the provisions of the regulations
as revised pursuant to this decision of the board do not result in
double taxation, but simply result in imposing a tax on what might
be called a normal amount of income in each year, regardless of
whether a taxpayer, an installment house, is on the accrual basis,
so called, or on the installment basis of realization from sales.

As a matter of fact, there is bound to be duplication of tax if a
concern was first on the accrual basis, as practically all were, prior to
about 1918 or 1919, because up to that time the Treasury regarded
only the same basis for installment houses as for any other business
concern. It is first on an accrual basis and pays a tax on the profits
in sales when made, regardless of whether collected or not, and then,
due, one might say, to the invitation of the regulations as they were
enacted in 1920 and one or two years before-if on that invitation
the taxpayer had changed to the cash basis, and under those regula-
tions of 1920, the taxpayer was required to pay only on the profit as
realized in cash collections, there would be perfect justice. But
under the new attitude toward the matter the taxpayer is expected
again to pay on the profit in collections made after the change to the
new basis, from sales which he had already reported, and on the
profit from which he had already paid a tax'on the accrual basis.

If he has to double up in that way, the only answer I have heard
made to the criticism of duplicate taxation there is that in any
event ' is paying only a tax on a normal amount of income for each
year. But thie difference is this. that as the business rises or falls in
volume, and particularly if for any reason it liquidates, then a tax is
again bound to be paid on the collections right up to the final time
of liquidation, and the income that is thought to have escaped tax
under the old Treasury regulations will, as a matter of fact, be bound
to pay a tax at that time.

If the new regulations continue in force the effect is that there
is a duplicate taxation there because of the fact that sales which have
once been reported on the accrual basis must again be reported later
when the collections are made. That seents to us an obvious in-
justice, and especially now that the tax rates have become more or
less stabilized as to corporations, particularly, it does not seem
that there ought to be a scheme of duplicate taxation as the result
of a feeling, perhaps, that some particular taxpayers may have had
an advantage during years of high tax in making the switch from
one basis to the other.

One other very practical consideration in that connection. I think,
is this. I doubt very much whether there are as many as 10 per
cent-that is my own guess. and of course, it is purely a guess, be-
cause there are no official figures extant that I know of-probably
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not over 5 per cent of the installment cases that go back to the time
when the regulations were changed, are still unsettled. The conse-
quence is that that 5 per cent will now be dealt with in the settlement
of their cases on an entirely different basis from those whose cases
were closed on the basis of the regulations as the Treasury quite
voluntarily had promulgated in 1920 and thereabouts. It does seem,
not merely a hardship, but rather an injustice, to have a given class
of taxpayers, 90 or 95 per cent of whom have their cases adjusted
on one basis, and the other 5 or 10 per cent on the other.

The CHAIRMAN. Does your brief suggest the amendment that you
desire made to the bill?

Mr. STACB. Yes, sir; it does, Mr. Chairman. It suggests that the
regulations that were in force at the thne be permitted to control.

On the matter of bad debts, a somewhat similar situation de-
veloped, to which I shall not refer.

The CHAIRMAN. We had that discussed here at length.
Mr. STAUB. On the matter of consolidated returns, I would like

to just call that matter to your attention, because I think that is very
important.

On the matter of retroactivity, I should like to close by just quot-
ing from Mr. Gregg. who was formerly general counsel, and who, in
the hearings of the Finance Committee, I think in connection with
the 1926 act, said:

It is very bad precedent to set, for Congress eight years after the enactment
of an act, to construe it retroactively. * * * It seems to me that the mat-
ter of construing a statute enacted by Congress is up. in the first place, to
the department and then to the courts.

The CHAIRMAN. We have had that matter discussed.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Staub is as follows:)

COMMENTS ON SOMB OF THE OlMKTrlONABLE FEATURES OF THE PRO'OSEDs " REV-
ENUE ACT or 128 " AS PASlED BY T HOUSE O F orItRESENTATIVES ON DECEMBER
15, 1927

(Submitted by the American Society of Certified Public Accountants. National Pres
Building, Washington. 1). C ]

The American Society of Certifled Public Accountants, in presenting this
statement and comments on the proposed rtveinue act. ;is passed by thll House
of It presntatives on I)ecemlnbr 15, 1927. which is now belig considered by the
Senate, desires t< preface its silcific comments lty a general staltemle l its to its
position on this llbject.

As an organization, the American society is not interested nil the iquiestio of
tax rates. The tax r:ite is ai matter in which the clients of lmembelrs of the
organization vire interested. but the organization :ts such d es not propose to
express anil opinion this iphase of the genral subject. (On Ituattrs f phrase-
ology in the propv sedtit and d :miniltr;il ive prisocetdure provided there in. certified
public a(ccolntan:ts are intelresteld because they, is well as attorneys. represent
II:e taxpaying public in controversites, that rise with tile I'nlte St:cu es Ti';ts-
ury Department in tle adminiiistrion of the t-ix law and in cases before the
United States Itoard of Tax Appeals

It was generally reported to tie the intention of Congress to en;a't it this time
a simplified internal revenue I w. Itut it is rep etfully submitted that such
inte ti'n has ni't been carried out in the proposed act ntw under cV'oisideration.
It is true that many admirable changes have been nmade in form and a;I raungement,
but the work has not yet been cci npil ted. as is 'evli'hn edl by the props ;1 thi con-
tinue the joint congressional cenmmittee, which had It(e matter of simpliflcition
in charge, with the expeci;tioo that its work iumy lie finished by the time it
will he necessary to enact another interiml revenue l::w.

The effect of this l:!an will be to disturb ai! .i, .'rtrtive prwocdure tw'\e in-
ste d of i nee. A complete reminmbering an ri at ' a;r n:'int of the I '\' i- offered,
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which, however, is not in its final form. This will make necessary a double
study of all the provisions instead of a single study. It is respectfully sug-
gested, therefore, in the interest of the public, that it would be much better
were the Senate to amend the revenue act of 1926 by Inserting such changed
rates as may be agreed upon and let the other matters rest until they can be
presented in complete form.

An added difficulty is found in the fact that, different from any other internal-
retvenue revision, it is proposed to not repeal the act of 1920, but to retain it
in force except for minor repeals and also pass the act of 1928. This will make
necessary the checking of one act against another, in addition to the checking
of one section in an act against another section in the same act in order to find
the applicable law and its exceptions.

Real simplification of the tax law must be substantive and not merely formal.
The proposed act has all the disadvantages attached to any rearranging and
rewording of the law, but does not have the advantage of the substantive
improvements which the public has been led to expect would be the result of
the study of the joint congressional committee. To attack the matter twice is
both confusing and an invitation to make a third attack. If this method be
continued, business interests of the country will be subjected to a much more
complex situation from now on than they have had to face in the past. This
complexity applies equally to the Treasury Department's staff called upon to
administer the law.

If, in the future, the same practice is followed of retaining the prior laws
when enacting a new tax law. it will be possible to have four laws on the
statute books governing procedure before the time arrives when a claim or
deficiency us to a particular year becomes outlawed. This overlapping of laws
will be extremely injurious to the taxpaying public because it will open the
door for a diversity of administrative regulations and decisions.

The provision of the proposed act that makes it optional with the Board of
Tax Appeals to present a statement of fact with its opinions opens the -ay
for one-man decisions, except in so far as the business of the board slows down.
As an administrative matter, a compulsory statement of fact facilitates con-
sideration of the case by members of a division of the board.

The act now pending contains many provisions which will invite and encour-
age litigation in the courts of the United States and appeals to the Supreme
Court of the United States for the purpose of determining the meaning of
its several provisions. Retroactive legislation is one of the most fruitful
sources of controversy. The proposed act is replete with retroactive provisions.
To attempt by retroactive legislation to vitiate a Supreme Court decision is
furnishing an argument against our present systems of government. The
taxpaying public will have just complaint of Congress if it gives, instead of
simplification, an act that will cause more litigation than all prior income-
tax laws combined.

As illustrating the failings of the proposed act under consideration, several
comments on specific provisions follows.

WALTER A. STAUB, Chairman,
HowARD C. BECK,
EDWARD S. ELLIOTT,
H. IvoR THOMAS,
PATrICK F. CROWLET,

Committee on Federal Legislation.

1. DOUBLE TAXATION

A. On installment sales.-Section 44 (c) of the proposed revenue act con-
tinues in positive terms the unfair interpretation that has been placed on sec-
tion 212 (d) of the revenue act of 1926. This treatment of installment sales is
the most flagrant instance of double taxation >f income to be found in the
revenue laws. The injustice results when a taxpayer changes to be install-
ment method of reporting profit on installment sales. Under the existing inter-
pretation by the Board of Tax Appeals and the Treasury Department and under
the proposed revenue provisions, a taxpayer who had paid all taxes on income
on sales up to the end of a period and then proposed to change to the install-
ment method of accounting for such sales would fi d himself taxed in the suc-
ceeding years on all payments received on account of sales made prior to the
change in method.
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The Ways and Means Committee went on record, as did the joint congressional
committee, that it woull be improper to afford relief where there is such a
change in basis. The claim is made that for several years after the time of
change in method income would not be fairly reflected. This contention is not
well founded, inasmuch as no income from such business finally escapes taxa-
tion. All income actually realized, whether in regular course of business or at
taxpayer's liquidation of business, will be subject to tax at the time of realisa-
tion. The failure to recognize this very evident fact prompts the present pro-
posal which automatically results in double taxation. Double taxation of a
taxpayer's income, while in his hands, is basically unsound.

The further claim is sometimes made that taxpayers changing from the
straight method of reporting to the installment basis in high tax years of the
war period realized an undue benefit when the tax rates were reduced. The
answer to thiF contention, particularly from a practical standpoint, is that (a)
as to future changes, this is immaterial since Federal income tax rates are new
relatively stabilized, and (b) as to past changes, at least 90 per cent of the
taxpayers who changed to the installment basis during the war years have
already had their tax liability finally determined and settled under the Treasury
regulations then in force (which at that time eliminated the injustice of double
taxation), and it now seems highly inequitable to apply a different method of
computing income in the settlement of the relatively few cases still remaining
in the hands of the commissioner for consideration.

It is passingly strange, when it is observed that this proposed act is saturated
with retroactive provisions, many of which are calculated to circumvent court
decisions, that the Ways and Means Committee in its report on the measure
should have been so considerate of judicial determination when it advances the
following excuse for continuing a rank injustice; " the committee does not deem
it desirable retroactively to validate or invalidate sucl construction but leaves
the matter to judicial determination."

It is submitted that under these circumstances the ends of justice would best
be served if a provision were written into the proposed bill to the effect that
income from installment sales would be held to have been computed correctly
for the years 1916 to 1924 if computed in accordance with the Treasury regu-
lations in force at the time the return of such income was made, and.that, in
the change to the installment method after this period, the receipts on account
of sales made prior to the change shall be excluded in the computation of
the taxable profit for years after the change has been made. No net income
would finally escape taxation under this procedure, and what is more in point,
all installment dealers would have received the same equitable treatment re-
gardless of when their tax matters happened to be finally settled by the
Treasury Department.

B. On disposition of installment obligation.-Section 44 (d) of the proposed
bill provides that " if an installment obligation is satisfied at other than its
face value or distributed, transferred, sold, or otherwise disposed of, gain or
loss shall result. * * *" The evident intention of this provision is to
prevent a taxpayer from d:sposing of an installment obligation without report-
ing the defered and unrealized proft thereon.

There is no objection to this provision in its relation to the disposal of
installment obligations by sale (except its retroactivity(, but there is consid-
erable doubt as to the validity of imputing a gain or loss to other means of
disposition where actually none has occurred. Take the case of a corporation
reporting on the installment basis which proceeds to liquidate by distributing
its assets in kind to its stockholders. This provision would require the cor-
poration to report as income the unrealiz,- profit in its installment accounts
so distributed. There is no reason why this unrealized profit should not be
taxed to the corporation any more than the unrealized appreciation which
may !e present in any other assets distributed. Certainly a corporation realizes
no income on the distribution of its assets to its stockholders. Even if this
provision does not violate the sixteenth amendment it is certain to be fruitful
of litigation.

Another objection to this provision would be its peculiar effect in a case
where a taxpayer made a gift of installment obligations. In the first place,
the part of the gift representing unrealized installment profit would be called
"income" for the sake of subjecting it to an income tax. In the second place,
the donee would also have to report the installment profits when realized,
because under section 113 lie would be required to take the donor's basis,

99310-28---22
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which under section 44 (d) is defined as clearly excluding the unrealized
profits at the time of the gift. Thus we have not only double taxation but also
the taxation of a gift as income.

It is probable that the provision would apply similarly in the case of the
transmittal of installment obligations upon the death of a taxpayer, except
that there would be no double tax, because the beneficiary would not be re-
quired to take the decedent's basis. Here, again, a gift would be taxed as
"income" unless it could be held that the act of dying is such an act as is
capable of realizing income to the decedent.

C. On reserre for bad debts.-Section 23 (j) of the proposed revenue act
makes no change in sections 214 (a) (7) and 234 (a) (5) of the act of
1926. These provisions cover the subject of deductions on account of bad
debts and deductions from income for the purpose of creating a reserve for
bad debts. The practical effect of this section is to double tax income in case
of a change in the method of accounting; that is, a change from the method of
charging off bad accounts when they actually become bad to the method
of creating a reserve for bad debts. The section of the present law is innocent
enough, but the double taxation results from the commissioner's adherence to
the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals in the Trans-Atlantic Clock &
Watch Co. case (3 B. T. A. 1064). As the Treasury regulation now stands,
the taxpayer loses the benefit of a deduction on account of amount of back
debts originating prior to the change in method of accounting. The situa-
tion that has arisen in the administration of this section is particularly
hard upon taxpayers who acted in good faith upon the regulations made and
promulgated by the Commissioner of Intemal Revenue pursuant to the revenue
act of 1921, qnd which original provisions are still believed to be equitable
to both taxpayer and Government.

2. TAXATION OF CAPITAL

A. On distribution by corporation of surplus accumulated prior to March 1
1913.-Section 201 (2) of the revenue act of 1926, and similar provisions in
prior acts provided that a corporate distribution to its shareholders, whether
in money or other property out of its earnings or profits, accumulated prior
to March 1, 1913, would be nontaxable as income to the shareholder. Section
115 (2) of the proposed revenue act proposes to tax such distribution as
income. This change is retroactive to January 1, 1927, which makes the
change objectionable on account of being retroactive if for no other reason.
That such distributions are distributions of capital under the revenue law
is a principle laid down by the Supreme Court of the United States and
followed by both Congress and the Treasury Department for many years.

There are no sound reasons for departing from the principle that what was
earned prior to March 1, 1913, was capital at that date and is not to be
treated as taxable income thereafter. The fact that distributions of corporate
prouts earned prior to March 1, 1913, are not now as frequent as formerly
is no reason for the taxation of such distributions as are made in the future
when arl such prior distributions have been nontaxable. The reasons advanced
by the Ways and Means Committee in its report on the proposed revenue bill
are: (a) The exemption should not be continued indefinitely; (b) the exemp-
tion las been on the statute books 14 years; (c) most corporations have dis.
tributed the surplus accumulated by them prior to March 1, 1913; and (4)
the elimination would result in simplification.

There is a principle involved here which is just as sound as it was 14 years
ago. ' he Ways and Means Committee is evidently laboring under a miscon-
cepltin of the facts, because there still remain a great many corporations with
large urpluses accumulated prior to March 1, 1913. By law corporations must
distril ute their latest earnings, and it is fallacious to assume that those prior
to 1l)13 have been distributed. The elimination not only will not result in
simplification but will bring about complications arising where dividends are
paid out of the depletion reserves of natural resource companies in cases where
such r serves are based .n March 1, 1913, values and represent the difference
bei wo.-n the cost and March 1, 1913, fair market valuation. (See sees. 115 and
111 o. he proposed revenue act.) It involves a serious question of equity in the
cas( "' natural resource concerns.

A .,e c mplication will be involved where dividends are paid out of the
deiCil ': n reserve of mining companies. Where such reserved aire based on
Mar : . 1913, values, that part of the distribution which represents the differ-
ci , * en cost and 1913 value will be taxable. (See sees. 115 and 111.)
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The injustice of this proposed change is such as to demand that it be not made
if there be left one corporation with an undistributed surplus accumulated
prior to March 1, 1913, that would have such surplus taxed by this proposal.

B. On taxpayers' change to accrual basis of accounting.-No change is pro-
posed in respect of section 202 and 212 (b) of the revenue act of 1926. (See
sec. 22 (c) and 41 of proposed revenue act.) Under the present law and prior
laws, as they relate to change of method of accounting for taxable income,
Treasury regulations have been promulgated to justify taxation of capital under
the guise of calling it "income." The practice of the commissioner, under his
own regulations, has been to require in nany cases that inventories be taken in
order to more clearly reflect income of the taxpayer, and in such cases at the
same time refuse to adjust the income of the year in which the inventory was
first employed by the amount of the inventory at the beginning of the year.
This is of vital interest to ranchers, farmers, and all livestock, cattle, and
sheep raisers who, according to custom, prior to the war tax years, did not use
in the accepted sense an inventory in competing their annual net income.
Many injustices have been done taxpayers by taxation of capital (in many
cases owned for many years prior to the advent of income taxes) as " income"
under arbitrary regulations made under authority of these provisions of law.

3. CONSOLIDATED REfURNS

A. On elimination of consolidated returns of afflfted corporations for the
year 1929 and thercafter.-Section 141 of the proposed revenue bill continues
the option which affiliated corporations have of filing consolidated returns under
section 240 of the revenue act of 1926. This privilege is continued only for the
years 1927 and 1928 and specflcally denied for subsequent years. The proposed
revenue bill as introduced made provisions in old section 118 for continuing to
extend to affiliated corporations the privileges of filing consolidated returns for
3car subsequent to 1928, but this section was eliminated in the House.

The consolidated return provision of the revenue laws was born out of
experience and without its application great hardship and injustice would
have been effected during the high-tax years. The corporation rates are
still so high that unless the consolidated return is retained, hardships will fall
on some un'ts of a group. For the years 1917 to 1921, inclusive, the revenue
acts made it mandatory upon affiliated corporations to file consolidated re-
turns, and following the year 1921, Treasury Department officials encouraged
the continuation of the filing of consolidated returns. During the time that
the returns were required to be filed and up to the present time the whole
structure of large corporate activities has been built around the idea of con-
sol'dation. It has come to b recognized as a sound princple that separate
corporate entities should be disregarded in ascertaining true net income where
there is a single ownership. a substantial common ownership, or the separate
legal entities are virtually departments of an economic unit. It is generally
recognized that measures of taxat on should just as far as possible be adapted
to existing practices and conditions.

The consolidation of corporations for tax purposes follows this principle.
Separate corporations are frequently needed to permit of do:ng business in a
number of different States, to protect the interests of bondholders n specific
assets, or for other considerations equally as cogent. The elimination of consoli-
dated returns would force numerous business units to modify their present
corporate structure and corporate relationships. This would entail unneces-
sary inconvenience and expense without resulting in any ultimate benefit to
the Government.

Consolidations have ben effected on two entirely different bases and con-
solidated returns have naturally followed the consolidations. One theory
generally spoken of as the "community of interests" theory, is based on the
question of legal ownership by the same group of the stock of several cor-
porations, regardless of the character of the businesses in which they were
engaged. The other bas s for consolidation is dependent on whether the
several corporations are operated as an economic unit. Historically, the
economic unit idea was the more important in the early days of consolidat ons
and the community of interests idea has become the more important ibsis in
later years. Each theory can be defended anid crit cized but the Government,
having not only consented thereto but made it a specific rcquiremnent through
many years, ought not to change :ts policy in a matter which would require
readjustment on the part of the citizens affected when it is tnot demonstrable
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that by this change the Government would be benefited to as great an extent
as it can be demonstrated that the citizen members thereof would be incon-
venienced and, in many cases, injured. Section 240 of the present act should be
retained as it now stands.

4. TAXATION OF UNDISTRIBUTED SURPLUS

A. On accumulated corporate surplus.-Sections 104 and 105 of the proposed
revenue act in substance are intended to take the place of section 220 of the
revenue act of 1920. It is claimed by the Government that there is a class
of corporations which are formed and operated for the purpose of avoiding the
surtaxes on the income of the individual stockholders and that the Unitted
States Government is losing a considerable amount of tax by reason of this
practice. The attempt in section 220 of the Revenue Act of 1926 to remedy
this situation could have been effected through its enforcement by the Treasury
Department, had the penalties imposed by that section been reasonable.

The provisions of the proposed revenue act which are designed to reach this
class of corporation are much too drastic, and in the so-called personal holding,
company cases, too inflexible The provisions which attempt in the proposed
revenue bill to reach the personal holding company class of corporations are
so broad that they would seemingly include any operating corporations which
should be so unfortunate as to have less than 10 stockholders. The stock of
a very large number of the smaller corporations in this country is very closely
held.

American businesses have been built up by the reinvestment of the corporate
surplus in the business. The history of industry in this country shows a very
large number of successful enterprises which in their early history were
organized and the stock held by a very few men. In the more or less experi-
mental days of such businesses no wide market could be found for their stock.
No outside money could be procured to carry on the enterprise and its growth
was insured by retaining and reinvesting its earnings in the business.

There are a great many corporations to-day which would be severely in-
jured by a compulsory distribution of surplus or by the imposition of a heavy
penalty for falling to distribute, or by the requirement to disclose the details of
present plans for future developments to governmental representatives who
might at an early date leave the Government employ and carry the informa-
tion to competitors.

It will be observed from the provisions of the proposed revenue bill that in
this class of personal holding corporation no discretion is given to the commis-
aioner as to what is a reasonable accumulation of surplus, but on the other
hand, it is arbitrarily set down in the act what amount of surplus may be
accumulated free of tax.

To illustrate: A corporation puts out a bond issue and by the terms thereof
is required to redeem a certain amount of the bonds each year. If it should
be a "personal-holding corporation," that is, a corporation with income arising
from rents, royalties, Interest, etc., and with not more than 10 stockholders,
it must distribute 70 per cent of its net income to avoid the additional 25 per
cen tax. This leaves 30 per cent of the income with which to redeem the
bonds, and if in any year this 30 per cent should be insufficient for the purpose
the 25 per cent tax would apply on the insufficiency. If there should happen
to be 11 stockholders then, of course, "unreasonable accumulation " wotld
be a matter for the discretion of the commissioner. Hardships from the appli-
cation of this section are evidently anticipated because "banking" and
"insurance" corporations are specifically excluded.

5. DENIAL OF EQUAL RIGHTS AND REMEDIES

A. On increase of jurisdiction and powers of United States district courts.-
The pending revenue act, in section 017 (b), grants in addition to the existing
powers of district courts and remedies of the United States in such courts at
the instance of the United States very broad jurisdiction and powers to such
courts. This section would reenact section 1122 (b) of the revenue act of 1926.
If there be justification for granting such additional and extraordinary juris-
diction and powers to United States district courts in matters of internal-
revenue taxes. ,:.t grant of enlarged jurisdiction and powers should also extend
at the instance of the taxpayer the same rights and remedies to tine taxpayer as
is proposed for the United States at its own instance.
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6. BETOACTIVITY

A. On basis for determtnin gain and. loss in certain reorganizations.-Sec.
tion 113 (a) (7) and (8) of the proposed revenue act of 1920 requires that
securities of a party to reorganization shall take the transferer's basis for
valuation. The provisions of the 19206 revenue act specifically exempt such
securities from the general rule as to profit realized In an exchange. The main
objection to the provisions of the proposed revenue act is found in its retro-
active features. as It will affect all sales of such securities made after January
1, 1027, provided they were acquired after December 31, 1917, in some cases
and in others after December 31. 1920. This retroactive feature of the pro-
vision is of doubtful constitutionality. That the Ways and Means Committee
had a similar doubt is evidenced in their report, when they (describe the change
as merely a clarifying one. Sine the prior laws on this point are not ambigu-
ous, it is not likely that the courts will he impressed with such a declaration of
retroactive Intention merely for "clarity."

Whatever view the courts may take of the matter, it is certain that a very
large number of reorganizations have been effected since 1920 which will be
adversely affected by the proposed law. The proposed provision will result in
great hardship upon reorganizations already effected, because if the provisions
of the proposed law had been In the law at the time of the reorganization
undoubtedly the reorganization would have been accomplished in a different
manner.

Still greater hardship will be experienced by those taxpayers who sold such
reorganization securities since Tanuary 1, 1927, because they would now have
no opportunity of retroactively rearranging the form of the transaction in the
light of the retroactive effect of the law. This retroactive feature will in effect
impose an unfair penalty on past transactions which could and would have been
consummated in a manner not subject to the penalty if the proposed provisions
had Ieen in effect at the time the transaction was consummated.

B. On basis for determining gain and loss in sale of property of estates and
benefleiaries in certain cases.-Section 704 of the proposed revenue bill recog-
nizes and adopts the principle laid down in the McKInney decision (2 B. T. A.
1340) and in the W. L. Mattheissen, jr., decision (2 B. T. A. 921). which requires
an estate to take a basis of valuation of the decedent's property the value at
the date of death. It is provided, however, that claim for refund or credit for
the benefits of this provision he filed prior to the enactment of this revenue act.

In section 113 (a) (5) of the proposed revenue act a similar situation arises
in cases affected by the Mattheissen decision, which requires benefliaries to
take the value of the property received at the time the property vests rather
than at the date of the decedent's death.

This retroactive discrimination should be eliminated because there would
appear to be no sound reason for deeming a prticiple such as that involved in
these cases to fluctuate according to the accident of whether or not a claim
happened to I* filed prior to or subsequent to the more or less accidental
passage date of a pending taxing measure.

C. On collection stayed fly elainm ji anbtermnt.-Section 611 of the proposed
revenue, bill will give the United States one year after the passage of the act
in which to collect taxes on rejected clainis in abatement, whether or not the
statute of limitations, as provided in prior aets, 1i:s already run againstt such
collection. This provision would nullify the effect of the United States
Supreme Court decision in the case of Bowers r. New York & Albany Lighter-
are Co. Any attempt upon the part of Congress to nullify a d, isi,on of the
Supreme Court by retroactive legislation clan not l too strongly condemniel.

It is a very unfair situation whereby lte (Governnent, throughh ma act of
Congress. can revive a statute of limitation or nullify a decision of the Supreme
Court, in the event the decision is detrimental to the Government's interests,
where at the same time a taxpayer of that Government has no recourse whe'li
the statute has run against him or « case before the Supreme Coturt has be'n
decided against him. That a statute of limitation may Ibe amended at will
prior to its expiration is well settled. This proposal is intended to cure the
negligence of the Comnmissioner of Internal Revenue. It seems that the Gov-
ernment ought to abide iby the consequences of its neligenc( just as a t;x-
payer is compelled to do in like eases, or all statutes of limitation atnd #Teriods
within which claims for refund may be filed and made should he reprvlied.

D. On waircrs after expiration of period of im fiatimon.-Section 504 of the
proposed revenue act proposes to validate waivers which were filed under prior

4, - - --
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revenue acts waiving the statute of limitation after it had run. It is not
believed that Congress has the authority to validate or invalidate these waivers
in view of the statute in force, because rights have vested and the courts
should be allowed to decide this matter.

E. On repeal retroactively of section 1106 (a) of act of 1926.-Section 012
of the proposed revenue act proposes to repeal seo.tion 110 (a) of the revenue
act of 1926 and to make thq repeal effective as of the date the act of 1920
became effective, viz, February 26, 1926.

Since February 26, 1926, rights have vested both in the Government and the
taxpayer and this proposed act attempts to disturb such rights. If its repeal
should be deemed by Congress to be wise, it should not be retroactively, for
such action can only produce litigation over vested rights.

7. DENIAL OF RIGHT TO CARRY FORWARD " NET LOSS " IN A CORPORATE REORGANIZATION

A. On no provisions for successor corporation to absorb " net loss" of pre-
decessor.-There is no provision made in the pending revenue act which would
permit the "net loss " of one company to be carried forward and applied against
the profits of its successor in the succeeding year. Where one taxpayer has to
take the "basis" of its predecessor it would seem to be self-evident that the
successor should also have the privilege of bringing forward the " net loss " of
its predecessor. This is a vital question in many reorganizations, and .ustice
would demand that where the successor takes the same " basis" of valuation of
assets taken over of the predecessor, the benefit of the "net loss" of the
predecessor should also be granted to the successor.

8. BROAD POWERS IN DECLARING THAT A "JEOPARDY" EXISTS

A. On commissioner making "jeopardy assessment" to protect the Uaniud
States Government from the effect of his delay.-Section 273 (a) of the pro-
posed revenue act makes no change in section 279 of the revenue act of 1926,
which grants broad discretionary powers to the commissioner in determining
when the collection of a deficiency in taxes is in jeopardy. The practice of the
commissioner under the 1926 and prior acts has been to hold the collection of
tax to be In jeopardy if the expiration of the statutory period for collection
should be about to expire through his delay. It clearly never was the intention
of Congress to place in the commissioner's hands this strong weapon for defeat-
ing the effect of his delay, but rather it was the intention of Congress that a
jeopardy could only exist where circumstances were arising or about to arise
that affect the ability of the taxpayer to meet and discharge his liability for
taxes demanded in due course by the collector of internal revenue.

The proposed revenue act, if one is passed, should make the intention of
Congress plain by including in this section a definition of what shall constitute
jeopardy of collection such as that contained in section 140 (a) of the proposed
act. It should state that the commissioner should make a prima face show-
ing that delay will jeopardize the collectibility of his claim and that the im-

: minence of the bar of the statute of limitation shall be deemed to have no effect
on the jeopardy of the Government's claim for taxes.

A further point is that the commissioner was in no sense surprised by tie
New York & Albany Lighterage Co. decision. In article 1032 of regulations 45
and 62, it is distinctly stated that " the filing of a claim for abatement does not
necessarily operate as a suspension of the collection of the tax or make it any
less the duty of the cotlector to exercise due diligence to prevent the collection
of the tax being jeopt rdized. lie should, if lie considers it necessary, collect
the tax and leave the taxpayer to his remedy by a claim for refund." More-
over as early as 1923, a number of cases were pending in which the Govern-
ment's construction of the collection period was in question.

The injustice of the provision in question will be most marked in cases where
taxpayers have alread,- obtained a decision from the board or the courts that
collection is barred, a.ld have made their financial arrangements accordingly.
They would now be cimelled to pay the tax without even the solace of having
their costs of litr.,rion reimbursed. And it must be remembered that these
taxes were barred at the time of the passage of the 1924 act, viz, June 2,
1924. Hence they have already been barred for more than three and one-half
years. Uncertainty as to tax liability, which is the most disturbing element
in business, can not beremoved except as it is possible to know for a certaity
that Congress will not reopen closed cases. If statutes of limitation are
meaningless, they should all be abolished.
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STATEMENT OF HERBERT S. WOOD, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRE.
SENTING NEW YORK STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. WOOD. I have some re solutions of the New York State Cham-
ber of Commerce to present, and I shall make a few brief remarks
in support of one of these resolutions.

As I say, I have three resolutions, one of them opposing the Fed-
eral estate or inheritance taxation; one favoring the principle of
consolidated returns of corporations: and one opposing the retroac-
tive provisions of sections 611 and 6i2, affecting the limitation on
collections under the revenue act of 1921.

The CHAIRMAN. We have had all three of those matters pretty
well covered in our hearings already.

Mr. WooD. On that last point it is possible that what I have to say
has already been covered, but I may be able to suggest a few detailed
considerations that have not been mentioned.

I presume you know the character of the New York State Chamber
of Commerce, consisting of 2,000 substantial business men of New
York, with a large waiting list, I believe. These resolutions were
presented to the members five days before action time, and were acted
on at the meeting by all the membership.

I might add that they have also passed resolutions favoring tax
reduction, and particularly the reduction of corporation taxes, but
they did not undertake to fix the amount by which the taxes should
be reduced.

;On the question of sections 611 and 612 the chamber has had a spe-
cial interest, and wished me to say a few words in further explana-
tion of the resolution. I shall not deal with the constitutionality of
the provision. I presume that has been adequately dealt with already.
Neither shall I deal with the general unwisdom of retroactive legis-
lation.

Perhaps the third point has been adequately dealt with also.
In any system of taxation, it is necessary and desirable to win

and keep the confidence of taxpayers. The two objections they have
felt, chiefly, to income taxation, have been, first, the difficulty about
getting their cases closed; ild. second, ihe fact that they are sub-
jected to the ex parte decision of the commissioner.

Congress has provided for a time limit on asseimcits and collec-
tions, and for appeal to the courts, but those remedies do not amount
to much, if Congress shall, after a limitation has taken effect, under-
take to pass legislation practically nullifying the decision of a court.

The House, in its report on these provisions, has urged that they
provide for the collection only of taxes properly due. Of course, the
same argument may be urged in favor of any repeal of a limitations
provision, and, if it has effect here, that will not tend to strengthen
the confidence of the taxpayer in the effectiveness of the limitation
provision.

The Treasury Department, in support of these provisions, has
urged that they affect only those taxpayers who file claims in abate-
ment. and not those who filed no claims; and they have endeavored
to draw the line between those who filed claims in abatement and
those who did not, and to urge that those who filed claims in abate-
ment have thereby surrendered their claims to the benefit of the
limitations.
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These are the points to which I want to call attention, to find out
what is the distinction between taxpayers who filed claims in abate-
ment and those who did not.

Under section 250-) of the revenue act of 1921, claims in abate-
ment might not be accepted from any taxpayer who had had a hear-
ing and who had had his case decided after bearing. The law for-
bade the acceptance of such claims. Therefore, taxpayers who filed
claims should have been only those against whom assessments were
made at the last possible moment, so that they had no opportunity for
hearing. Instead of being i' a class that should have no consider-
ation, they are in a class which should have the most consideration.
Those who did not file claims, those who, under the law, could not file
claims, and who. nevertheless, did not pay their taxes within the time
limit, are protected by the decision of the Supreme Court in the
New York and Albany Lighterage case, and will not be affected by
this legislation; but those who were reached so late by the Treasury
Department that there was no opportunity to have a hearing are
affected by this legislation.

As a further point, the Treasury Department has urged that the
filing of a claim in abatement was, in effect, a waiver. I want to
point out that the regulations in effect at the time these claims were
filed did not so point out.

Article 1006 of the regulations practically invited taxpayers to
file claims in abatement if they had not had hearings, and said noth-
ing about the possibility that these claims would be treated as
waivers.

Article 1032 provided that claims in abatement should not neces-
sarily be regarded as a stay of collection, but that the Treasury De-
partment reserved responsibility for protecting the revenues to itself.
It imposed on its collectors all these provisions tending to relieve
the taxpayer of any responsibility for filing a claim in abatement.
Now, it attempts to pass that responsibility on to the taxpayer.

Inasmuch as most of these taxpayers who filed claims in abate-
ment were those who had refused to sign waivers-because, if they
signed waivers, the jeopardy assessments were not made-it seems
as though the Treasury Department had tricked those taxpayers into
signing what are considered as waivers, by offering them the oppor-
tunity to file claims in abatement, which were not then, at least,
claimed to be waivers.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is that the ruling now ?
Mr. ALVORD. Claims in abatement are not accepted at all.
Mr. Woon. Claims in abatement are not now accepted.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is his statement of the ruling questioned ?
Mr. ALvom. No. He did not quote exactly the regulation, but

substantially so.
Mr. WooD. The Treasury Department in this matter has laid a

good deal of stress on the cases of those taxpayers who have, by
their own request, pstponed consideration of their cases from week
to week and from month to month until the limitation had run. If.
there are many of such cases the responsibility for them is certainly
on the Treasury. After having granted a hearing, it had the right
to make a final decision and refuse to accept a claim in abatement
under the law.
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The Treasury Department has not called attention to the many
taxpayers who received for the first time notices of assessment so
late that it was not legally possible to collect the tax before the limi-
tation had run. The law gives 10 days after the receipt of notice and
demand from the collector, within which to pay the tax. There are
many taxpayers who will be affected by these regulations, sections
611 and 612, if they are passed, who received their notices and de-
mands for tax within 10 days of the expiration of the time limit, so
that by no possibility could they have been required to pay within
the period allowed.

There are others. I have several cases with which I am personally
familiar, in which the claim was not filed until after the limitation
had run, so that the proposal is, in effect, with respect to them, to
reinstate a tax liability that has become extinguished merebly be-
cause, after it became extinguished, they endeavored to protect them-
selves from illegal collection by filing a claim.

I thank you.

STATEMENT OF TAYLOR VINSON, HUNTINGTON, W. VA., REP-
RESENTING TAXPAYERS LEAGUE OF HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Mr. VINsoN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
want to say a word in behalf of all the taxpayers who have business
before the Internal Revenue Bureau at Washington. I believe that
comprises a great number of taxpayers in the country. I am im-
pressed with the statement that was made by Judge Green on
November 15:

The principal duties of the joint committee are to investigate the operation
and effects of the Federal system of internal-revenue taxes; to investigate the
administration of such taxes by tle Bureu of Internal Revenue or any execu-
tive department, establishment, or any agency charged with their administration ;
and to minke such other investigations in respect to such system of taxes as the
committee may deem necessary; and to investigate measures and methods for
the simplification of internal taxes, particularly the income tax.

It is to that particular idea that I want to address myself. I will
state that in the memorandum that was issued by the Treasury
Department to the joint committee, of which Judge Green was chair-
man, the present personnel of the bureau for the administration of
income taxes is wholly inefficient-

The CHAIRMAN. Are you going to submit certain amendments to
this bill?

Mr. VIxsoN. I am going to suggest them; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what we want. That is all we can deal

with. We can not bring about the appointment of a new Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, and while he is commissioner lie is
responsible for those under his employ. If there is anything wrong
with the bill, we would like to hear about it.

Mr. VINsoN. That is what I want to suggest to your committee.
Unquestionably the Treasury officials who made this report con-

tained in the published report that was sent out by that committee
were inefficient, and they give facts to show the inefficiency. One
was that of all the cases that had been taken to the Board of Tax
Appeals practically one-half the decisions of the Board of Tax Ap-
peals were against the finding of the bureau, so that the bureau has
been right only in every other case that it has taken up and heard.
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The CHAIRMAN. I do not know, Judge, whether you know the
reason for a great deal of that. Many of those cases were put on
as jeopardy assessments, and that is the only way the department
could have protected itself at the time because of the laches of time.
I am a member of the joint commission. I am only tellingg you that
we understand that situation thoroughly. What I would like to
know is, what is the matter with this bill? What improvements do
do you want to make in this bill?

Mr. VINsoN. I might make this suggestion. We will assume the
inefficiency of those employees to whom I referred. I think we are
all familiar with it to a certain extent. The principal thing that
I want to suggest to this committee, in connection with any amend-
ments which you may be in a position to make as a result of the
investigation that you have undertaken, is with refere.: ie to section
57 of the bill as it comes from the House.

In order to do that it is necessary to state to the committee that
the taxpayer after he makes his return is then visited by a field
agent. The field agent goes over the books and accounts and the
records, and hears statements from the taxpayer sustaining the
return that he has made.

After the agent has made such investigation as he feels he ought
to he makes a report to the local office, or what I call the local
agency. I think there are 34 of them in the United States. We
have one at home, at Huntington, W. Va. I refer to the field agents
who stay in their offices and hear objections to the report of the field
agents from the taxpayers.

We go, then, to that agency, and they have quite an organization
of clerks, assistants, and experts in that office.

When the tax agent who makes the preliminary report makes his
finding, and he finds that there is a very considerable deficiency,
then it is up to the taxpayer, if that finding is not correct to pre-
sent his case to this local collector. He is not a collector, but he is a
local agent. I want to come to the collector in just a minute.

HIe then goes before that tribunal, and he must present evidence to
show that the field agent's report is erroneous. That means that the
same books, papers, and records that were subjected to inspection by
the field agent must be again produced and explained by accountants.

It does not end there, because, wherever there are questions of
depreciation and depletion, and value, then it takes a lot of experts,
some of whom may come from quite a distance, and all of whom
come there at a very large compensation to give their evidence before
that tribunal in behalf of the taxpayer so as to sustain his contention.

There is a complete trial, from beginning to end, of the taxpayers'
contention.

After that is heard, then that agency makes a finding and sends a
report of its finding to the bureau at Washington. The bureau goes
over it.' Whether it acquiesces in it or not, it sends a letter, either
increasing the deficiency or decreasing it, as the case may be, to the
taxpayer.

Then the taxpayer has to hurry to Washington and arrange for a
hearing before a unit in the department here. and that means that
he must bring the same witnesses who have been heard, and perhaps
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additional witnesses to go before the unit, together with his books, ac-
counts, and records, and his accountants; and in addition, it usually
becomes necessary to employ here in Washington a resident account-
ant who is familiar with the procedure, as well as an attorney before
the unit.

These witnesses are produced and they testify. It may be that they
have had to travel a thousand miles or two thousand miles. They
may have to come from California. They testify and are heard.

The taxpayer, then, after he presents his case, goes home, and in a
short time he gets notice that the unit has failed to accept his evidence
or accept his statement, or correct the report that came in.

He then goes back, and in many instances gets a rehearing, not
always before the same unit; sometimes before another unit. The
same thing is gone over again with witnesses and experts, all of
whose expenses, traveling and hotel expenses and compensation,
must be paid by the taxpayer.

Finally, he gets no relief from the unit, and he has to take his
appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals, which he does.

You know the Board of Tax Appeals hears and tries this case de
novo. They pay no attention at all to any evidence that was taken
theretofore in two trials, but the whole thing must be gone over
again from the very beginning, with books and papers and records,
and witnesses, before the Board of Tax Appeals, before there can be
a final disposition of the case.

Of course, that is not final, because there is resort to the courts.
Up to the time that the Board of Tax Appeals makes its decision,
the taxpayer has had practically four trials, three of them with wit-
nesses and records, at a tremendous cost and expense, as you gen-
tlemen may know if you have had any experience in going through
one of these hearings.

Let me say that that involves such a burden upon the taxpayer
that many of them figure it out this way: That by the time they pay
the expense of going through three separate and distinct trials, in
addition to the field agent's aid, that it is going to cost them more
than to pay the illegal finding. They figure that it will cost them
more to successfully defend the suit than to go ahead and pay it, at
least in many canes. and they are doing that very thing.

Now, MAr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, that is
admittedly wrong. The Government ought not to impose upon its
taxpayers any unreasonable or unnecessary burdens. I think we will
all agree on that proposition.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, of course, that is fundamental, although we
may disagree on the best method of bringing that about.

Mr. VINSON. Now, what is the remedy for all this machinery?
The remedy is simple, and it is this: That when the return is made to
the local collector that he may appoint a field agent-or it says here
one may be appointed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue-to
go and exam ne these returns, and on his examination the field agent
makes a report to the collector.

If the taxpayer is not satisfied with the finding of the field agent,
he then enters his protest or objections to the finding. If he finds
that there is a large deficiency, he makes that protest, not here in
Washington, not before a local field agent, but before the collector
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of internal revenue. Then a time is fixed by the collector and the
taxpayer when the case can be tried.

Well, when that time comes the collector, who lives in the district
where the taxpayer lives, which means that the taxpayer will not
have to travel a great many miles to reach the place of trial, the
taxpayer presents Iis witnesses and they are examined and his books
and records are introduced in evidence. In other words, it becomes
just like a plain, everyday, ordinary trial at law, pro and con. The
Government will be represented before the collector by whatever
counsel it may select, with the right, of course, to introduce rebuttal
evidence to sustain the contention of the Government's field agent.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the decision there ought to be
final?

Mr. VINsoN. No; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the difference?
Mr. VINsoN. I will just explain that. Now then, in all the pro-

ceedings that are taken before the collector the evidence will be
taken down in shorthand and typewritten, and that will become,
together with the collector's decision, a part of the record; and, of
course, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may be called on by
the collector for such aid in the matter as he may see fit to give.

Now then, as I say, there is a complete record made, a record of
all the evidence and of all the proceedings, with the finding of the
collector. And if the Government is not satisfied with the collector's
finding it simply notes an appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals, and
if the taxpayer is not satisfied he similarly notes an appeal to the
Board of Tax Appeals. Then that original record is sent to the
Board of Tax Appeals, and is docketed, and the parties go there and
argue the case from the record made. The Board of Tax Appeals
will not hear any oral evidence. They will sit as an appellate court.
And, for that matter, they have no business to be drawing people
here to Washington from all over the United States, at tremendous
cost and at cost that the taxpayer can never get back.

The CHAIRMAN. How many members of the Board of Tax Appeals
would it take for this work, do you think?

Mr. VINSON. It would take probably about half as many as there
are.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you could not get enough to hear the matters
on appeal.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. As I understand you, your position would be
that the final trial should be before the collector of the district.

Mr. VINsoN. Yes, sir; all evidence would be taken before him.
Senator SiORTmIDE. And then that the Board of Tax Appeals

would take the record certified up to it and dispose of the case as
the Supreme Court of the United States disposes of cases on appeal.

Mr. VINsoN. Absolutely. The Board of Tax Appeals will have
precisely the same facts before it that the collector heard and passed
on.

Senator SIIORTRIDGE. And that change of procedure is suggested
by you in order to do away with the great expense of people coming
from far-distant points to try out their cases here in Washington.

Mr. VINsox. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I appreciate the suggestion that you make.
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The CHAIRMAN. I understand that we have only about 21,000 cases
now before the Board of Tax Appeals. And not only that, on the
question of expense, I do not know how many collectors there are,
but the collectors would have to be attorneys.

Mr. VINsON. Not necessarily.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I mean that if you :''e going to have any

final decision that would be satisfactory to either the one side or
the other, that would necessarily be so. I can not see any saving
whatsoever in this proposition.

Mr. VINsON. But I can show you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We would never get our taxes in until about

10 years after they were imposed if the parties wanted to appeal
cases.

Mr. VINsoN. Let us see how much shorter what I suggest is than
what is done now.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU are not taking into consideration the hun-
dreds of thousands of cases that are settled here without appealing
from one man to another, in the department here below.

Mr. VINsoN. Let that be done before the collector. It can be
done better out in the collector's districts and at very much less
expense. I think I can tell you why, or at least I want to call your
attention to the reason why the Board of Tax Appeals is so far
behind in its work. It is simply because it has to be practically
a jury trial. Of course there is not a jury, but they have to go on
and hear evidence. It will take sometimes two or three days or
longer to hear the evidence in a case that has come up to it from the
bureau. If they did not have to hear that evidence, if they did not
have to spend three of four days in listening to testimony, they
would simply read over the testimony in an hour or two, and would
dispose of four or five times as much business, or each unit of the
Board of Tax Appeals acting as an appellant court could dispose
of four or five times as many cases as they could when sitting down
and trying them in the ordinary course of what you have as a
jury trial.

The C1HAIRMA. Do you think that the taxpayer would be satisfied
with that?

Mr. VINsoN. He would be infinitely better satisfied than what
he is now.

Senator SiiorrmDnE. The law permits one or more members of
the Board of Tax Appeals to proceed, for instance, to Utah or to
California, and there hear cases.

The CHAIRMAN. And that is why they are appointed. Some of
them are out in the field all the time.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. The taxpayers do not have to go long dis-
tances to Washington every time they have a case heard before the
Board of Tax Appeals.

Mr. VINSON. But in the meantime you have gone through a long
trial and at great expense.

The CHAIRMAN. Only a small percentage of the cases reach the
Board of Tax Appeals.

Mr. VINsON. And that same percentage of cases could be settled
just as well before the local collector of internal revenue as is done
here before the bureau. The collector would be furnished help, and
the aid of counsel to advise him, and he would understand the situa-
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tion better than it is possible to have it understood here in Washing-
ton by the department.

I want to say to you gentlemen of the committee that I have had
10 or 12 years' experience in the department, and I know how very
difficult it is to get a department unit to really understand the claim
of the taxpayer when he feels that he has been unjustly treated, that
he has had an unjust demand made against him.

I do say this, Mr. Chairman, and I want to insist on this, and I
think it will commend itself to your judgment: In our system of
courts and our system of trials, and of the Federal courts I am speak-
ing now, it was the purpose of the act and a very wise purpose as we
all must necessarily concede, that we should have our trial courts in
the district where the people live, so that the expense of litigation
might be reduced to a minimum, and that we might bring every
trial in which the citizen is interested as near to his home as possible,
so as to save him traveling all over the United States, into some
foreign jurisdiction. And therefore that is the way it is that we have
our district courts that try these cases.

And therein the record is made just precisely as it would be made
under my suggestion for a trial before the collector, and that would
be the only trial, that would be the only time witnesses would be
examined. And an appeal is taken then either to the circuit court
of appeals or to the Supreme Court as the case may be.

Now, that is precisely the same idea that I feel ought to prevail
in our system of internal revenue. I think all questions primarily
should be tried in the district where the taxpayer lives, so as to save
him the enormous amount of expense and time that he never can
get back.

If our judicial system is correct, or if it is the best that the
Congress has been able to devise, and it certainly pleases everybody,
then the trials-and they are trials with the Government on one side
and the taxpayer on the other, and we may call it whatever we please,
but it is a trial-in which witnesses are introduced and evidence
taken, and in which judgments are rendered, and in which the law
is cited-

Senator SHORTRIDGE (interposing). If the law does not give the
collector that authority now you suggestion is that it ought to do it?

Mr. VINsON. Yes; that it ought to give it to him.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That it ought to give the power to the collec-

tor to hear and determine a given case, you mean
Mr. VINSON. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. And from which decision an appeal would

lie directly where?
Mr. VxINON. To the Board of Tax Appeals.
Senator SHORTRIDGP. And that appeal might be heard by one of

the units or one of the members of the Board of Tax Appeals?
Mr. VINSON. Yes; by one of the members, for instance.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Traveling throughout the country, the pur-

pose being to avoid the bringing of witnesses here to Washington.
Mr. VINsON. Yes; and if the record is sent to Washington there is

no necessity of bringing witnesses here. Counsel can come here and
argue the case on the record as made before the Collector of Internal
Revenue.

F
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The CHAIRMAN. I think we understand the idea you have pre-
sented.

Senator SHOTRIDGE. I think I understand it now, and I am very
sympathetic with the idea of saving the taxpayer from the necessity
of traveling far in order to present his case, with, of course, the con-
sequent expense incidentt thereto.

Mr. VINsoN. There is no way of knowing how many people, how
many taxpayers, have paid what they were advised by their counsel
and their accountants and tax experts were unjust taxes, just because
it was cheaper to do it, Senator Shortridge, than to expend the money
necessary to make a successful defense. Now then, of course, that
means not only a very great saving of expense, of money to the
taxpayer, but it means an enormous saving to the Government itself.
And then you get results in one-half the time that these people can
get it in any other way.

I have here a memorandum that I suggest as amendments. It is
very crude no doubt, but the idea is contained in it.

The CHAIRMANS. That may be made a part of your remarks.
Mr. VINSON. I thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the

committee.
(The memorandum referred to is here made a part of the record,

as follows:) (Section 57, p. 46, of H. R. 1]

EXAMINATION OF RETURN AND DETERMINATION OF TAX

As soon as practicable after the return is filed, the collector shnll determine
the correct amount of the tax.

A. When the collector deems it expedient, he shall send a field agent to any
taxpayer in his district for the purpose of checking over the return and ascer-
taining the correctness thereof. The field agent shall have access to the books
and records of the taxpayer, and examine the taxpayer or any other person,
under oath, respecting the matters contained in the report, or any omission
therefrom, which should have been included in taxpayer's report.

B. After concluding his examination, the field agent shall make and file a
report of his findings with the collector, and furnish to the taxpayer a copy.
The field agent shall include in such report a statement of facts found by him
upon which he bases any conclusion rot in accord with taxpayer's report to the
collector.

C. The commissioner shall furnish :o the collector such field agents as may
be required to do the work expeditiously, who shall be under the direction of
the collector to whom he is assigned.

D. Unless within thirty days after receiving a copy of the field agent's report
the taxpayer shall file his protest with the collector setting out his objections
thereto, the collector shall proceed to ascertain the amount of defiietncy due
from the taxpayer and collect the same as provided in this act. Such deter-
mination of the collector shall be final.

E. Upon receiving any such protest from the taxpayer, the collector shall,
as soon as practicable, hear the taxpayer, who may be represented by agent,
attorney, or in person, upon the objections set forth in his pro:est, and receive
all pertinent evidence, either oral or written, 'offered in support of his conten-
tion. At any such hearing the Commnnnisioner of Internal Revenue shall be rep-
resentedl by counsel who may introduce any pertinent evidence, either written
or oral. to support the field agent's relpot and in rebuttal of the evidence
introduced by the taxpayer. At such hearing witnesses may le cross-examined
as in trials of actions at law in the trial courts of the district, and the rules of
evidence prevailing in such trial courts shall govern in the admissibility of
evidence before the collector. Upon the evidence so received and argument of
counsel, when counsel shall request it, the collector shall determine and fix the
just amount of taxes owing by the taxpayer, and file statement thereof with
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the record of the hearing. The finding of the collector in such cases shall be
final unless an appeal be taken from his decision.

F. All the evidence introduced shall be taken down in shorthand and trans-
cribed. The original copy shall be filed with the collector as part of the record
of the hearing, and a carbon copy thereof shall be given to counsel for taxpayer
and counsel for the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. From the judgment and
finding of the collector an appeal may be taken to the Board of Tax Appeals by
either the taxpayer or Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

0. When an appeal is desired, the collector shall be so notified within 30 days
after he renders his decision, and he shall send the original record made before
him, including the transcript of the evidence, to the Board of Tax Appeals, which
shall cause the same to be docketed, and hear argument of counsel and decide
the matters in controversy according to law. No other evidence shall be received
by the Board of Tax Appeals than was given or offered before the collector, but
the case shall be heard exclusively upon the record made 1,efore the collector.

H. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall furnish to the collector such
accountants, engineers, and experts as the collector shall request to aid him in
the discharge of his duties hereunder.

I. The collector is hereby empowered to require the attendance of witnesses
and the production of books, papers, and records in any hearing before him, to
the same extent as the United States district courts may do.

J. Upxn request of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue the collector shall
furnish him a copy of any return, paper, record, or decision in his office.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Fesler here?
Mr. FESLER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may come to the table and make your state-

ment.

STATEMENT OF MAYO PESLER, DIRECTOR OF THE CITIZENS'
LEAGUE OF CLEVELAND, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. FESLE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am
speaking not only for the Citizens' League of Cleveland but also
for similar organizations in a number of the larger cities, such as
the Citizens' Union of New York, the Citizens' Association of Chi-
cago, the Citizens' League of Detroit, and others.

The revenue act since 1921 has contained provisions permitting
income-tax payers, in computing their net income, to deduct volun-
tary contributions to certain welfare agencies and associations or
foundations organized exclusively for religious, charitable, scient'fic,
literary or educational purposes--those agencies and organizations
to which taxpayers contribute for the promotion of the general wel-
fare, no part of whose income inures to the benefit of any private
shareholder or individual.

It is our belief that Congress meant the language to be rather
inclusive and to include associations organized solely for the im-
provement of local government and for civic betterment generally.
When it came to an interpretation of that law by the internal-
revenue service in the Treasury Department a considerable number
of city clubs, municipal associations, and citizens' leagues were not
exempted. For example, in 1924 we took up with the collector of
internal revenue two questions:

(a) Are contributions made to the Citizens' League of Cleveland, an asso-
ciation of citizens supported by membership dues and established solely for
the promotion of better government in Cleve!uln and Cuyaulhga County,
deductible in computing net income for tax purposes?

(b) Is the citizens' league required to file returns of its annual income under
section 231 of the revenue act?
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The matter was referred to Washington, and on December 31,
1924, tile collector wrote us in answer to our first question:

Evidence discloses that you are an unincorporated association of citizens
interested in the government of Cleveland and Cuyahoga County and genera-
ally in the welfare of the city of Cleveland. This is not an educational or
charitable activity, but is exclusively for the civic betterment of the community.
It is held that contributions made to you by individuals are not deductible
for income-tax purposes by the donors.

In answer to our second question he wrote:
Since you are actively engaged in activities of an exclusive civic nature for

the civic betterment of the community, you are relieved f the duty of filing
returns of annual income.

The same general ruling was made regarding a number of city
clubs and militant civic organizations. 'The ruling it seems hinged
not on the broad question whether or not these contributions were
made for general welfare movement, but on the technical question
whether the organization or agency was strictly educational or
charitable in its purposes.

We have had the feeling that Congress never intended a hair-split-
ting distinction of that nature. but intended rather to say that volun-
tary contributions made to these community organizations whose
only object is to promote the community welfare, whether charitable,
scientific, civic, or educational, should be exempt from the income tax.

Several of our organizations have since then sought relief, some of
them have obtained a favorable ruling, especially some of the city
clubs, but the other organizations have not.

For that reason I come before vyo representing these organiza-
tions, to request the Senate Finance committee e to so amend section
23 of the pending " revenue act of 19'28" as to make clear that such
contributions to the associations, no part of whose income inures as
profit to anyone but is devoted wholly to the public service, may be
deducted in computing net income for taxation purposes.

Some weeks ago the attorney for the Citizens' League of Cleve-
land, at the request of my executive board, prepared amendments
to the pending revenue act, sent copies to our distinguished Senator
(Hon. Simeon I). Fess) who is a member of the Finance Committee.
We also sent copies to the associations in the larger cities of the
country asking their opinion and cooperation. The suggested amend-
ments met with unanimous approval except in the case of one na-
tional association to which I will refer in considering the text of
the amendment.

The amendments which we propose call for only slight modifica-
tions in sections 23 and 213. We had mimeograph copies made so
that the members of the committee can see the text of the suggested
change. The italicized words are the am dmdments submitted for your
consideration.

The only difference of opinion, and that was the National Civil
Service League. was regarding the wisdom of including "or politi-
cal purposes." The objection of the league was that large contribu-
tions by presidents of public utility or oil companies to political
campaigns to elect United States Senators should not be deductible.
While such a provision might be abused once in a great while, we
felt that since the actual saving in taxes would amount to so little
as to be negligible it could not be construed as an encouragement

99310-28----28
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for such wrong contributions. Moreover, we feel that a legitimate
contribution to a political party by interested citizens is just as
much in the public interest as a contribution to a civic association or
welfare agency. While we constitute a strictly nonpartisan associa-
tion we believe in political parties and realize that it is only under
our two-party system that government can be administered in this
country. We believe further that contributions to political parties
can be, and that a majority of them are, just as public-spirited as
those which are made to our civic bodies.

However, we are not pressing that particular clause " for political
purposes." because we believe our nonpartisan associations would be
covered by the clause "or for purposes of civic betterment." It
might he omitted entirely, or the word "nonpartisan" written in
before the word " political" which would make it read "nonpartisan
political purposes." Personally I should like to see it included as
it appears in the copy for the reasons above stated. But we shall be
satisfied if it is not.

We are concerned, however, with the effect of the present ruling
of the Treasury Department on our contributors. We get repeated
inquiries from those men who contribute $25 to $100 to our work
annually asking, " Why are not these contributions deductible the
same as are our contributions to the chamber of commerce and the
welfare federation ? " We can make only one reply, i. e., because the
Treasury Department has ruled otherwise. All of our associations
suffer each year in their financial support because of this ruling.
The income "derived by the Government from these contributions is,
of course, infinitesimal in comparison to the good which the contribu-
tion of the men can do in the direction of improving government in
our cities and counties.

If the Senate committee can see its way to include in the revenue
act these amendments, we feel that you will not only have carried
out the original intentions of Congress, but that it will make de-
ductible voluntary contributions for strictly community service which
should not be subject to income taxes any more than are compulsory
contributions in the form of State and local taxes or than are
membership dues in chambers of commerce. They are all contribu-
tions for civic betterment and should be treated alike in the revenue
laws of the Federal Government.

AMENDMENTS TO PENDING REVENUE ACT (H. R. 1)

(1) Amendment to section 23 (N) (2): lines 2:-25', pae 22: lines 1-4.
page 23:

"(2) Any corporation. or trust. or communlnity (clest. fund. or foundation.
league, club, or a.snoviation of citizens. organized and operated exclusively for

J religious. charitable. scientific, literary. (or) educational, or political purposes.
or for purposes of civic betterment. or for tIh prevention of c'.elty to children
or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to tl< hIcnufit of any
private .shareholder or individual. * * *"

(2) Amendment to section 23 (N) (5), lines 14-18. paze 23:
"(5) A fraternal society, order. or assci nation operated ulner the lodge sys-

tem, but only if such contributions or gift s: are to Ibe u'ed exclusively for
religious. charitable, scientific, literary. (or educational, or political purposes.
or for purposes of civic bcttcrmcnt, or for the prevention of cruelty to animals."

(3) Amendment to section 213 (c). lines 7-13, page 14::
"(c) Charitable. etc., contributions.-The so-called 'charitable-contribution'

deduction allowed by section 23 (n) shall be allowed whether or not connected
with income from sources within the United States, but only as to contributions
or gii'ts made to domestic corporations, or to community chests, funds, (or)
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foundations, leagues, elubs, or amsocirttions uf citizens created in the United
States, or to the vocational rehabilitation fund."

The CHAIRMAN. These proposed amendments provide:
Any corporation, or trust, or community chest, fund, or foundation, league,

club, or association of citizens organized and operated exclusively for religious,
charitable, scientific, literary, (or) educational, or political purposes.

The Ku-Klux Klan would come under that, would it not ?
Mr. FESLER. Well, they come under the law now.
The CHAIMAN. No; they are not exempted under the law now

You speak also of chambers of commerce. They are not exempt
under the law now.

Mr. FESLER. It is my understanding that they are.
The CHAIMAN. No, sir; they are not exempt at all.
Mr. FESLER. I thought they were.
Mr. ALVORD. Contributions made to chambers of commerce are not

deductible. But a chamber of commerce itself is nontaxable. At the
same time your gift to the chamber of commerce is not deductible.

Mr. FESLEm. I understand that gifts to chambers of commerce are
deductible.

Mr. ALVORD. No, sir.
Mr. FESLER. Mr. Redpath told me they were.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Redpath is mistaken.
Mr. ALvonD. I have not recently examined into the practices fol-

lowed by the various collectors, but under the law the contributions
are not deductible.

The CIIARMAN. As to a chamber of commerce as a body, after sums
are given to it, if it should make anything or lose anything in any
activity, of course that is not taxable.

Mr. FESLER. Then I was misinformliied (n that point. The point
we wish to make is that associations organized purely for civic bet-
terment and that have no profits of any kind-

The CHAIRMAN (interposing). That is, 'chliambers of coummierce.
Mr. FESLER. Yes, sir; and citizens' leagues. We want to see them

treated the same as welfare federations and scientific clubs and re-
ligious organizations. We are not particular about the language,
just so we get these items exempted.

The CuAIJIMAN. Very well. The conomnittee understands your
viewpoint.

(And the witness was excused.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr'. Gresner.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD R. GRESNER, OF MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
REPRESENTING THE INLAND DAILY PRESS ASSOCIATION

Mr. GRESNER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
am speaking for the Inland I)aily 'Press Association. an association
of daily newspaper publishers located chiefly in the Middle West.
and chiefly in the smaller cities there, although the newspapers of

- inneapolis and the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Daily News
are members of our association. It was organized about 1888, and
meets three or four times a year, and disciusses matters of general
interest. And it has various committees. including a tax committee
of which I am a member.

The CHAIRMAN. This is the same subject on which you submitted
a brief to Senator George, is it not?

I
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Mr. GRESNER. Well. I will say this: We have submitted to the
chairman-and the chairman has a copy as have also the various
other members of the conmmittee-a document containing about nine
suggested amendments to the 1926 act, ministerial amendments. We
have set forth the amendments, and the old law as it is, and with
strikeouts, and with italics to indicate the new bill, and then with
comment on each one, so as to make our contention clear for the
benefit of the members of the committee.

Now, after so much discussion the problem of your committee
seems to be to accomplish a reduction of the burdens upon the tax-
payer without reducing the revenues. The proposals that we make
have the effect at one and the same time of bringing about a saving
to the taxpayer and yet without injury to the Treasury. That is to
say, bringing about a saving every time litigation is avoided, and
every time it is simplified it means a saving to both the Treasury
and to the taxpayer.

I think there is an opportunity in the statutes as they are now to
make certain changes that will clarify and simplify the procedural
provisions, so that the taxpayer will save an immense amount of
money as a result, and so will the Government.

I am not going to mention each one of these, but I think this will
set forth the situation-

The CHAIRMAN. I believe we have your brief, and each member
will have the benefit of it.

Mr. GRESNER. I will mention one in order to give vou an example
of these proposals: Under the 1926 act, and also under the 1928 bill
as it passed the House, we have this kind of a situation: Tile taxpayer
appealed his case to the Board of Tax Appeals prior to January 1.
1926, and tried it there prior to that time, and made a full record
just as he would in court. If the board decides his case after Janu-
ary 1, 1926, and he would then like to appeal the questions of law to
the court of appeals, he can not becaus section 283 (j) expressly
forbids it. He may take his claim for refund into court, but that is
his only remedy.

Now, then, the gentlemen of the committee will observe that we
have made a full record, and the evidence has been taken down
stenographically, just as would be done in a court, and the board
has made a finding on all of the facts and issues, and nothing re-
mains in dispute except questions of law.

Then they have a record, and the decision can go to the appellate
court, and all that appellate court would have to do is to pass upon
the law. But we can not appeal there. We have to sue and try the
case all over again, making a new record and duplicating the work
and expense for ourselves and the Government.

Now, it is perfectly proper that in some cases the trip should be
made into court, and a trial had de novo. Sometimes cases are tried
by accountants before the board, and they do not make a full record,
and the record made would not inform an appellate court of the full
facts in the case. But where there is a full record that necessity
should be obviated.

Our amendment proposes to add to section 283 (j) a provision
saying that-

If the taxpayer shall within 30 days after the enactment of this new revenue
act, or within 30 days after a decision of the board, file with the board a

I
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notice that he intends to take his case up by appeal instead of to sue, then either
the commissioner or the taxpayer will have the right within 4) (lays to take it
up to the appellate court by appeal and there have it heard on the record already
made in the Board of Tax Appeals.

That can not possibly hurt the Government. On the contrary,
it will provide a protection for the taxpayer. It seems to us that
this amendment should be adopted.

And there is lurking in the law as it is now this tral--or I might
call it a trap-into which the taxpayer might fall: Government attor-
neys have taken the position that if you appealed for one or two years
from the Government claim on a deficiency, and that you as to this
one or two years' claim you have already paid you are seeking a
refund, that you can not sue on your refund claim in court until
after the case has been disposed of before the board. And if you
do so sue. they will make a motion to dismiss your case on the ground
that the court does not have jurisdiction to entertain a suit brought
while there is a case pending before the board. I think that is legally
unsound, and yet they take that position: and we are going to have
to go clear to the Suprene Court of the Inited States on it. perhaps.
I have a concrete case in mind where that position is taken-

Senator SHORTrnDGE (interposing). That is a case that I heard a
well-known chancellor describe as "justice .mothered in her own robes."

Mr. GRESNFR. Yes: that is the difliculty there. And if you do
not bring your suit for refund while the case is pending before the
board on deficiency. then the statute of limitations runs against you,
because you have only a limited time to bring your suit. So you Imay
just take your choice. You can go before the board and sue before
the board, but if you do. you run the risk of getting your case dis-
missed on the ground that the board does not have jurisdiction. And
if you go to court first and then attempt to go to the board. your
case may be thrown out, because your are too late. And no imttter
which way it goes the taxpayer loses. And in that kind of a situa-
tion lie does not get his case heard in court at all. Now, that is an
example of the kind of things that are in the statutes as they are now.

That is just one example. The others are not perhaps as harsh
as that, but they are equally obvious, and equally easy of remedy, and
equally harmless to the Government. and on the contrary beneficial.

Take the counterpart of the case I have been talking about: Some
one has a case handled before the board by an accountant. He has
a perfectly good case. and the accountant cones up with little or
nothing. The case is decided against him because not proven. Then
the taxpayer hires a lawyer. The record has been made before the
board, but the lawyer will say there is no use appealing because the
taxpayer has no record on which to go up. In such a case the tax-
payer better sue in court and make a record there. But if he hap-
pened to take an appeal after January 1, 1926, he can not go into
court; and, therefore, he never gets his case before a court.

If things of that kind could be remedied, it would save a lot of
money to the Governmen, and to the taxpayer at one and the same
time, and if you gentlemen of this committee can give some relief it
will certainly be helpful.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you file a brief?
Mr. GRESNER. You were furnished with a copy, Mr. Chairman.

And I will undertake to present one to each and every member of the
committee in order that he may have it.
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Thle CHAIR'MAN. I Wibh01 ouWol1djust Put it in the reeor1. Hand
it to the shorthand reporter there so tat everybody may have it.

Mr. GiImsx-%m. All right.
(Tuie brief referred to is here nmadle a part of thie record. as

follows:)
1. Amend see4tion iI" (a ) --o as top readt as follows:
"Stw. 1 113. (a)I Seetlimi 3226 if the Rievise-il Stalultes. its flilleiiilel, Is

reenilcteol as follows:
" Spx'. 3226. No -,it (or proxeeulhl.g shall 1.4 inaintairid in ziany coulrt for the

recovery of' any internal revenue tax alleged to itvi heevii er~roneously or illeir-
ally ames4"s41 or volleetwd. for of ally JKomillty elflimel to'IIV havei (vclleeteil
without athtority. or (of ally stnk alleged to h:tve- bN-mi excsivi. or Ill ally man1-
ner .wrongfully voilleelv until a claim for refitid 4,r credlit li~tq becri duly filed
with the C'ommiissioiner of Initernall RIPeenue. am('~ording to) ti( pilis #iof Law
fi thait r(egards. ihid the4 regulations Ef tilt Stl(retnryv tof the( Trestsury estaloli-shed
in Tpumunnel1I( theirof: but such. suit or joroot-evliIng may Ive nmalttaim-ed. whether
or nkot muielt tax, jx-ilty. oir sum has- been paid under protest or ilurps*.. No
such suit or lprwe(lilig shasll Ip(e Im-glin before tilh- expiration opf six mnitb% from
the( (ilt(. (of tiling Sleli climb, 1ultl4s'. thei euomiisliorer retailers at deeI4.,i thereon
within that tile. lnor after the( expiration of' five years from the( dale1 of thepayment 41f suhtax. I;w'raalty. (or sumi. umilt-s such %.tilt or Jbrasedi41n~r is loetiin
within two years afte-r the disallowancee otf the part of suhl (Haim to wich
such suit or prE'eE'dilig related. The conuais-ioiner shall within m( days, a rter
tiny Such EisilE'wllneE not ify the tnlxiilyE'r thereof by mtall. The benefit (of xaid
tico-year period shallI not he e d fv'vted u(,. curtailed byv otrmetionl from aelnal
dixallo ira ire. Th'le rollceor xhaliI. upon irrittc en i'.it of the taxjpu pier. state
to him, in writing the ote of the deifillOWrflef and ulN)JI whait 1i4v or record the
etlhie appears."

The only amendment suiggestedl im the addition (if the italicizedi language
ibove.

Representatives of the Governmenit ha ve suggvstedl that the twfo-year lwdroEI
canii hO nullified by tite simple poPsof abstaining from making alliy (11511-
iowil(*ve. While It si'i'lls Imp1o-ssible that tiny court would stistaii that view~.
It Is advisable to make imposs-ible suit :t subtterfuige. The saving (if expense (if
litlgatijig that ass-ertion is4 alone sufficient to jut it'3 the amendment.

There aire many c'ases wherein the, above-me-ittisned five-year ietiiod lItis gone
bly. but Ii w~h~ if no atual rejection hats yet been made. or wberii? thep rejee(tiiin
hits, been miaeh withIini thi- last two yv'nis. 501114 if tllE'54' are joitniuiiig befoeil
tuep board. As, long, as there was a possibility fliat tilt- E'laimi- might bie allowed.

-,or that thme board deel,41fl might Inuice an aliwatie. tit(e taxpayer naturally
didi not tiring, sit. but relied on his4 right to sue within the two yenr , ifter
rejection. Hisrgh to sue within ll lt two yearl i-luh li14111 e lefil WIthout 41114'-
tion, 1iii41 huot subject to (l-felit boy the( clevev t i*h k nhifove sqilggos(.

This Is particutlarly imlloltait in view (of tile-fact thatti- libueaui ks .aid
to 14' now taking the stand It will noit allitsw ;I ri'tfumi. e'v'4'i tlioulmlaini -- 1waIs

* filed '11 time, if thle time to --lit I ieoin has1 gone by. This will leiea 1 that Moe
* may be stome grabbing tit strmvs to shiowi that thet timeit tip sit(- has gout, by.

Thet Bureau miay iiot iitinmamuly staiji1111 ol be' highly t('('1lkiEal plihcy li'
m~entionedl : but it i.4 well ('nu.ii to have the statute so44 deal'm that1 it van not do4

sio, anld van not puit some taxpayer top the ('xpIVise' Elf lit igatinig tis 1-ehkilcil
ploinlt.

When tile taxlPayer asks the( commiuiissionier for tie( diale of olisa Ilowfncie', if
ainy, ort r'fuiid elaims,4 tilte- coimimissioiet refu'ms him top the (' hectoro. The
reeva'ul of the( dlsaillowamne seenlis too i ha'fit the ctoilIe'(tir's ha ails. Thi axpayer
iievir si'E'5 tile r,'eo(rE whieneiy like ac'tual EhSatlluiwamice i.4 niall'.w I ill
insidet recoird. While the collector might give the Iilforiilut'on, wvith'it the
statutoary provision above silgges-.ted. It is proper that the( taxpayer shiold have
thei statulttiry righZlt. e'xpiressly give. lip gut thati ifi irnmat ion. wihel is Vital too
proving Ilivi t a %ui it was lormiigh? inl limte. AIsElIthe needs tis illformna 1iojll too
obviate the cha1tlice of lelimg the( time go biy. lie na.tura-tlly does not want lo0
sue miutil it Is aliareilt thaut liv pan1 not got is rights witlittit (loint.g that. Ill
the mie'antime hie needs to know liow~ sooi lie must site.
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Olavionlsi there call be no valid oabjection to the suggested nnaenmet. from

thle Goverinelat's Stan~dpinit.
11. Add, at enkd of section 284 (d), the following:
"(4) If w~thiiii thirty (lays after thle aboard's decision haas baeen renidered. the

taxpayer file's with it a waiver (if his- right to have the deIUllI reviewed by
tle circuit ('eurt of appis'ils, lie 1il.V. aifiterp in thet detivh'nvy delerinaee by
ulie decision. nizike and enforce claim for refund lhei euf. wthiia the time and in
dl~ manner provided by statute.

"~ Il w4 of such waiver, tile tatxpalyer jilay, within f'ie year after tilt lacard's
decision has beeit rendered, suie oim any otlher refunid claimi for iijy year for
whieh deficiency was asserted liefore- the lImal'(. If filed with in the tiie anid
ill thle manner parovid1ed by statute. andi if fihe time to sue thereiad 11( expired
when ft etit ion for redeterminain 1(1 ils filed with theliot! d

"The court shall iliclude ill its. Judgmtenit itlt(brest upica the a mnouit thler('of lit
ilii' sime c~ises, ait thie saline rate. aind flit the same period. as if suchl sii~ouht
were colhlected1 otherwise than by suit.

1If thlt, txpayer brings such suit for refund, th(iilt-cmissimierl shlhl have thme
right to counterclain therein. and such ciunterclaim shall lbe sublstiltited for
such suit by hill. to) the tiid tliat tilt copntrooversyv may lie determine lby one~
and thle Samlie litiga"Ition. "

(a) S'ncc the 1)(0211rd allows 11ieeeilmails to) larnetive litfore it. :ijin since
expe-rience h.as sow lifo nht many cases are neat full.% lares'iteol tea it. :-'lo flivre
h4 lt) pil-aper re('ebrd fear appeal. tile t:ixlfllyer shonldl have the rkhmAl tea pay
up, ftle refund clifin. anid li(' to) enteiice it. iiisteiid of O'ein-. to the court
lpf apipeals. a futlile stepl Oil anl itistithiveet revordl. Ili pictle Ili hats no
alteriialive. vs the statute iieaw is, ill cas~es eot lit inksuflivienit reer.except
toa (Itit mid1( foregoe entirely iler-:tmeiiels clalills anid pay ll 11m.Irra iteel tax.
11'.1is n4) ffective ali..wer 1to say tisit that may le hIs own fiullt, till,- tea h11s-
failure toi emloy s(11114 (Pile whtwpile. pie~t ll ill thei fAll i'eeeare. Mwe law
should meet the exlge'neies of wvlIit 10t 11a1lV hapiKli. This i., pa r iflo rly
true about at tcllliiletd thing. not we.ll uti1derstocid lay 1:Iln('l. who le re
enitit led to sill paictal p rotectilen with iii reaso n.

( b) Also ill 50111 ins~tanices Cie (tiveirnmlelt will 0.0mia at detieciey feer
calf' or twoo exess-lpeatts tax years, mill the ta-xpyr will cla'm rc''uid
claims for the 'se years a l fear thlt eat her thr ee lore lit s-i ax yentes. $)Ily.% file
years fill which (lefi('ellcies are- aisseri ed anre afe like Noied. A ft i* tile
boared has passed fill thosev ceflcieiicie- t(h' taxpayer1 nId-y wllir teeI'l laliiS
('hiilis befeare a court. The de'linns Imay '1ll tur) fil seenme lacilit al-ut call-
till investment cemilniom tea all live years-. so that e1onc 11it'igo lf will ehiqlaese
of sill five years at onel avd thle samle- timle and oaneo and the same expense.
iii tliest' (ireullst.iiies. the taxpayer sheenld not lie ealilae' iea go) tct the4 eeuirt
of :Ihilaellls on1 the' 4claims fer the'- twe) years. arid tesli, ill 01* ce lt) flite 0:iii18
for the 4otther three e years, thus duldie-ltilugl the hitigai leati. enit.-ilail- nnne'e4-
essary work sind exiwelise fall (ilie taxlayer. the laur1e-1Ii. :1liel Own celinrs.. Ile
should have tile Ingh int caSe oaf that kial tea pay uila as to the two) years
before (lie beard, :1md( then to pilt thee-ce twoi years itilc ceairt wvithite wiler
three. While it is nt ncd(-'ssary% to gei soa fill as to reeluire that ii:ll Atcues.
tile w~ay Shoauld lie left fieiven toa do it Ini thvsases ill whlich 11h1t. 11nder1 the
particular cir-clinstnneies therein existing. is the labest prttcil tiv.0lm illist t'Idi-

lin some ilistaie. tilt twoe years abfve snllil*isPd emeile lbe takeni tea tike
court of appeals under till arraimlit that the( result a., tea tlwe' two years
shemld governt the other thr-ee; but (hlt enmlinet alwaysp li. deat'.

Whieia-ver the( two liftia(lis --ire miecessary. lit the co irt of :ipjpeals as to
thif, twVea years. and liy suit ill eeiurt 11s tei thle mother three, eof vorso that Ime: hee1d
will have to) lie feilb(weel : hiut it Is we'l tit it at pieisioil 1iitea Mlo l wihel
will peiltit tile taximyer fii ealvii Ic it inl thoc se aec whereti M le fievt s
iike it laritetic~ilale.

Mi . Plm ~cse'il aii iildincllit C ~f sect lin .12:1 Iji. 1926 id'v('lime net. A~ne 'ad see-
tioih 2S3 tj) t(o readel as follows:

"(j) inee 41i h eoeo ~vtim(t o-)ei0iotv where any
hear-ing biefee flit. lilearld lxIm bven h~eld ha04e thle' 1 4.'iifel ielit eat' tis alet,
aind the( (l,'('islion Is rendel(redl after, till eliai('tliilt of t il, aclt, such (heislou
shall, for tile purpoases of this title, be considered to have beeceine thona iki
the (Wae when It Is rendered and( neither party shall have anly right tea liti-
tic e foai at review of the decision. Thiv commissioner may. within onle year
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from the time the decision is rendered, begin a proceeding in court for the
collection of any part of the amount disallowed by the board, unless the
statutory period of limiations properly applicable thereto has expired before
the appeal w\tis taken to the board. The court shall include in its judgment
interest upon he amount thereof in the same cases, at the same rate, and for
the same period, as if such amount were collected otherwise than by proceed-
ing in court. In any such proceeding by the commissioner or in any suit hy the
taxpayer for a refund, :he findings of the board shall be prima face e ideuce
of the facts therein stated.

"IHoweccr, if the taxpayer, within thirty days after the enactment of this
amendment, or orithin thirty days after the board's decision is rendered, files
with the board a statement that he intends to petition for a review of the de-
cision. either party shall hare the right to petition for the review thereof,
within three months thereafter and in the manner by statute provided. In
such. case the board's dcivion. shall become final according to the provisions
applicable to decisions subject to review. In such event no such suit shall be
brought or prosecuted as to any taxable year for which any deficiency was
asserted before the board and as to which the board had jurisdiction to deter-
mine an overpayment.

EXPLANATION

This sets forth section 2S3 (j) and makes no changes except the words
stricken out and the words underscored.

1. The words stricken out appear unnecessary because the provision should
apply to any case tried before the 1920 act and decided afterward.

2. In cases wherein the record was fully presented to the board, the tax-
payer ought to have the right to avoid bringing a separate action and to go to
the appellate court on the record made before the board and on its findings of
the facts. There should be saved the expense and bother of starting a new
proceeding and having another trial. Also the taxpayer would not then have
to pay up the deficiency in a case in which the board has found all the facts
in h s favor but has decided against him on some law point, as to which the
court is the final deciding authority.

3. Government attorneys are taking the position that if the taxpayer ap-
pealed his case to the Board under the 1924 act, and tried it there before the
1926 act came. he can not bring a suit until after the board's decision has been
made, and the deficiency awarded paid.

They claim that the law as it now stands puts the taxpayer in the following
trap: If he brings his suit to enforce his claims, before the board has made
a decision, and before the deficiency awarded by it has been paid. that suit
can not be maintained; if he does not bring that suit, before the Board
decides, then the statute of limitations may. before the board has decided, have
run against the right to bring it. Thus. since he has no right, in this kind of
a case, to appeal from the board's decision, the doors of all the courts are
closed to him, and he never can get his case before any court at any time in
any manner.

They cite Suhr r. United States, 18 Fed. 2. 81, in support of that claim, and
are seeking to use this beautiful trap in which they say there has been caught
the taxpayer who appealed to the board and tried his case there before the
1926 act was passed, not suspecting, of course, that any such trap would be set
for him.

While the courts may not ultimately uphold this extremely astute defense,
designed to keep cases from being decided on their merits, the statute should
be amended to save both the.taxpayer and the Government the expense of liti-
gating such a point, which would at least delay the determination of the merits
and perhaps thwart ever reaching them.

IV. Amend section 277 as follows:
1. In subdivision (a), strike out the words "in court " in paragraphs (1) (2)

(3) (4).
2. Make subdivision (b) read as follows:
"(b) The statute of limitations provided in this section or in section 278 on

the making of assessments and the beginning of distraint or a proceeding in
court for collection, in respect of any deficiency, shall (after the mailing of a
notice under subdivision (a) of section 274) be euepended extended (unless it
has previously expired) during the period in which the commissioner is pro-
hibited from making the assessment or beginning distraint or a proceeding in
court, and for sixty days thereafter."

I
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COMMENT

The changes suggested are shown by line type and italic, the latter being new.
1. It ,ill he noted that in the section as it now stands there is a time limit

only on proceedings in court, but not on proceedings by distraint or otherwise.
The limit should be on all kinds 3f proceedings.

It will be recalled that in a case wherein the right to proceed in court had
admittedly expired, the bureau proceeded by distraint, claiming that the statu-
tory provision involved in that case placed a limit only on proceedings in court.
However, the court held that the statute, in the case before it, was sufficiently
broad to reach also other proceedings, and hence barred distraint. Very
evidently the words "in court," appearing in section 277, were put in by the
bureau. in drawing the 1926 act, to change the law so as to avoid any future
similar experience in respect to distraint.

As sections 277 and 278 now stand, there is no time limit on distraint without
assessment, but only on "proceeding in court without assessment."

2. In respect to subdivision (b) of section 277, it is to be noted that if. at
the time of mailing the deficiency letter, let us say in the fall of 1926. the
Government still had two years, for instance, to make assessments, and it the
appeal from the deficiency letter should be in litigation for, say, two years, the
Gove nmcint could claim that it may make an assessment at jny time within
two years and sixty days after that litigation terminates in final judgment. It
could say that because the statute says that the limitation statute is "sus-
pended," it quits running on the day when the deficiency letter is mailed, and
does not begin to run a'rain until sixty days after final judgment, and then
runs for the two years that were left at the time when the deficiency letter was
mailed.

Si; ie the litigation may hlat more than two years, it is easy to see whit an
e('Xtal'rdinflry ext'ins.on of timely to niike 1t.i' t'-lsnllnt is m:ile by the statutory
irv'io~'i al it iw stands. It must. not be overlooked that long libfore that
tinme there llus expired the taxpayer's right to assert claims for refunds.

It oill ht to lie suflicient to have tthe statute prelude thie expiration ,i' the
statute of limitations after the sixty-day letter has blee sent. during oine hun-
dred twenty days after sending that letter, in ca.-'s of no appeal. idl during
the litigation of the appeal and sixty days thereafter, in eases wherein appeal
is made from the sixty-day letter. In other words. after the uappal has lien-ii
fully litigated and has terminated in final judgmenilit, the' G(overnmeit t should
hav#l sixty days thereafter to make aS assessment, even if the statutory time
so to do would, in the absence of the litigation, have run out before that.

Some people contend that that is the effect of 277 (b) now: but that pus:tion
is subject to serious question. The law on this pint should lie rtcndere'l clear
andl free from doubt. The change above suggested acfcenpl lishes that lur os .

V. Amend section 283 (i) to read as follows:
"(1) In the case of any income, war-profits, or excess-profits tax inmlssed by

prior act of Congress, in computing the period of limitations provided in see-
tion 277 or 278 of this act on the making of assessments and the beginning of
district or a proceeding in court. the running of statute of limitations
shall be considered to have been esupented e.tedcril (inl addition to the period
of e .epercion crtension provided for in subdivision (b) of section 277) for any
period prior to the enactment of this act during which the commissioner was
prohibited from making the assessment or beginniig distraint or prove ending in
court, un lcss it had e.rp.rcd before the inceptiorn of .such prohibitionn"

COMMENT

The only changes are the cross-outs and the italics, the latter being new.
What has been said under IV above is applicable here.
VI. Add at the end of section 907 (a), as set forth in section 1000, 1926 act,

the following:
" Within sixty days after the commissioner has filed with the board his an-

swer, or within such further time as the board may grant, the taxpayer may
file with the board five legible typewritten copies of balance sheets, income,
profit and loss statements, depreciation schedules, and/or other statements of
accounting data, fairly, properly, and intelligibly reflective of the taxpayer's
books and records, whenever and to tile extent that such data are material and
relevant to the issues in the case. The board shall thereupon supply the com-
missioner with two of said copies. The commissioner may, within sixty days
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after such filing of said copies or within such further time as the board mlay
grant, check such statements against the taxpayer's books and records, and file
with the board five copies of a typewritten statement intelligibly specifying in
what respects, if any, he claims that any such statement does not fairly, prop-
erly, and intelligibly reflect the taxpayer's books and records which it purports
to cover, on any material or relevant point. The bo:rd shall furnish the tax-
payer with two copies of any such statement filed by the commissionerr. If no
such statement be filed by the commissioner within the time above provided.
said statements filed by the taxpayer shall be deemed to be fairly, properly. and
intelligibly reflective of the taxpayer's books stnd records which they purport to
cover. Said statements so filed by the taxpayer may be received in evidence,
without putting in evidence the books and records from which they iare made.
As to relevant and material points on which the commissioner has so claimed
that such statements are not fairly and properly reflective of the taxpayer's
books and records which they purport to cover, the board may require the tax-
payer to furnish proof tending to show that they are properly and fairly re-
flective of the books and records which they purport to cover. The board may,
however, require the taxpayer to produce any original book or record of the
taxpayer which it my think necessary and shall give the taxpayer reasonable
opportunity so to do."

COMIM ENT

1. Accounting data are, of course, an important factor in almost every tax
case. They are usually found scattered through a large volume of books and
records, put in evidence, and piled up in front of a board member. They me;n
nothing to him, unless he is an expert accountant and can take the several days
or weeks or months to search out the information which they conit:ini, which
to anyone except an expert accountant is hidden away in them.

In the conduct of the important business Iransact'ons of the' country tile
practice is ti, rely in stait;.men inside by a.;(ouihtts from lliw boos. and
records. One party to the transaction furnishes the statements and the other
party has them checked against the books and records. A menus of getting at
the essential facts and accounting data which has been found to work sue.
cessfully, when knowledge of such data is essential to paying out or lonninv
large sums of money. can safely he deemed sufficient to ascertain the similar
facts when the tdata aire necessary for taxation purposes. If it were practicnb'e
to find any safer method, it would be applied in the business world, wherein
men on opposite sides of transactions are most anxious to get their data in tihe
most reliable manner. They are as interested as the Government is in guarding
against being fooled about the capital or income of a corporation for a year
or period of years.

As a matter of fact. if the wagonload of original records is placed before
the hoard members, thev still have to reply on the statements andi te-timony
of accountants as to what those records show. hecvnuse tile board ineihers. even
if accountants themselves, could not take time to go through those records and
ascertain, first hand. what is there. That is a job which takes an, expert
accountant weeks and months.

2. The Ioird is overloaded with work and its t'ne should be conserved. By
the process suggested by this amendment the time-consuming work would lie
done out of court. Board mnmlbers wou'd not have to sit through protracted
sessions while books and records are being introduced according to the rules
of evidence.

Also. instead of having piled up before tlem a mass of books and records,
they would have clean-cut, intelligible statement ts such as a busy bus'nless nin
always gets and acts on. He could lnot afford to put ini his time going through
the Hooks atnd records. The hoard ne!lmbers ire in much the same position.

3. It will be observed that the amendment does not make it impossible to get
in the books and records. It merely gives the board the power to thwart unduly
prolonging the trial aind keeping out essential facts on technical oljections.
Whenever it thia.ks the original hooks and records are unnecessary. it can dis-
pense with them: whenever it thinks them necessary, it can call for them.

All the board members want is the facts and. as in the case of experienced
business men. they can tell whether or not they are getting them.

The taxpayer. knowing that the books and records crn le called for. would
naturally he careful in making his statements: the commissioner has a chance
to check the statements and the board has the power to call for tilh original
records whenever it appears that both the taxpayer and the commissioner may
have overlooked something not convincingly covered by the statements. These
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three safeguards appear as ample as it is usually possible to get in working
out complicated problems. As in the ca'e of all litigation, we cn not escape
the necessity for placing reliance on individuals, and can not go beyond the
practical safegurdl of various men approaching the problem from different
angles, and working in an atmosphere of watchfulness. wherein there is some
one present looking out for each interest concerned.

VII. 1. Strike out section 1001 (b) of the 1926 act and substitute therefor
the following :

"(b) Such petition for review shall be filed with the clerk of the board and
shall merely state that the taxpayer or commissioner, as the case may be, peti-
tions for a review by the specified proper court of the Ioard's decision of a
specified date. and shall le signed by the party so applying for review or by
the attorney of such party in the party's behalf. The clerk of the board shall,
with reasonable promptness, notify the opposite pariy of the filing of such
petitionn"

As soon ;is practicable after such filing the clerk of the board shall transmit
to the clerk of the court specified in the petition the original pleadings, exhibits,
depositions, and certified transcript of the oral evidence, and certified copy of
the board's findings. decision, ald opinion. The clerk of said court shall give
the clerk of the bIard a receipt therefor. When the case has been disposed of
by the courts said papers shall be returned by the clerk of the court to the
clerk of the board and the latter shall give the former a receipt therefor.

Before said documents are so sent to the clerk of the court. the board shall
give the parties an opportunity to inspect the transcript of the testimony, and
the boird may correct any errors therein which the parties may point out.

Upon receipt by the clerk of the court of said papers, such court shall be
vested with jurisdiction of the case and shall hear and determine the same
thereafter, in proper course.

The courts are authorized to prescrile rules for the printing of the record,
the printing and filing of briefs, and the hearing of the case by the court.

The bhosrd is authorized to fix a fee, not t.: excess of the fee fixed by law to be
charged and collected therefore by the clerks of the district courts, for so pre-
paring and transmitting the papers to the court.

2. Strike out section 10104 (h) of the 1920 act. which is superseded by the
last paragraph above set forth.

CO MfMNT

1. It is of outstanding importance to make the procedure simple an d inex-
pensive. All unnecessary drawing of documents. applyinL for writs, making
voluminous copies, and making a cumbersome job of getting the case from one
tribunal to another can atnd should be obviated.

All the Iarties. tlhe board, and the appellate court want to know is that the
case is appealed. lind the simple. short notice will tell then that. An extended
petition for review, a writ of error. and getting a writ of error allowed are all
idle formalities. which do not help butt hamper getting to the determination
of the merits. The appellate court gets no help from these, but concerns itself
with the pleadings. evidence. and the decision of the lower tribunal.

2. When the papers are sent to the court as albve provided. it has before it
everything the hoard had. everything it needs.

There is no use making copies of all these. That tihn-consuming, irksome.
nind expensive detail is pure waste of effort and money by officials and everybody
else concerned. The board will have no use for the originals while the appellate
court is dealing with the c'se. No One would look at them if they were lying
arond in the bIold's files while the case is up on appeal. When the case
cminls back to the board. thla docunimnts will come with it. The less the volume
of documents the less the expense and the greater the facility for everybody
concerned.

3. Even if this were without precedent. it ought not to alarm anyone. How-
ever, tllm very system was provide ed by statute in Minnesota several ye:irs ago,
at the suggestion of it committee of judges appointed by the governor. and it
has worked perfectly in getting eases from the trial courts to the Supreme

1Court. and the coInseqlent 5:tving in money to the citize:, of Minnesotal i:as
run into many thousands of dollars. The judges do not have their time taken
up with petitions and writs and formalities, but can be at work at something
that cuts some figure.

VIIIT. 1. Strike out section 1001 (c) of the 1926 act. and substitute therefor
the following:
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"(c) Despite the provisions of .- otions 274 and 308, such review shall not
operate as a stay of assessment or coiection of any portion of the amount of
the deficiency determined by the board unless a petition for review in respect
of such portion is filed by the taxpayer. If the court be satisfied that a bond
should be filed by the taxpayer, the court may, upon application of the com-
missioner. require the taxpayer to file such a bond as it may deem proper, to
secure the payment of the deficiency as finally determined, together with inter-
est and other lawful additions thereto. If such bond be so required, the tax.
payer may pay the deficiency determined by the board, instead of furnishing
a bond. If, upon the making of vuch an order, the taxpayer fails to do either,
such review proceeding shall not operate as a stay of assessment or collection
of the deficiency determined by the board."

2. Strike out section 100l (e) of the 1926 act. and substitute therefor the
following:

"(e.) Except as above provid-ld, no bond shall be required as a condition of
or in connection with the review."

COMMENT

It must be remembered that the taxpayer has already paid a tax, and that
the asserted deficiency is a proposed additional exaction honestly disputed.
Until it has been made certain that the taxpayer owes the asserted deficiency,
he should not have to pay it, or do the equivalent of paying it, and filing a
bond of this kind is as a rule as great a hardship as payment, because bonding
companies will not write such a bond except upon deposit of the practical
equivalent of cash, and exact heavy l.remiums for this class of bonds.

Care must be taken that these alleged deficiencies do not harass and ruin
the taxpayer during the course of the Government's assertion thereof, when
they are being legitimately contested.

Only in extraordinary cases should the taxpayer be subject to bond or pay-
ment in advance of final determination.

Since the case is before the court, it ought to be' left to the court to say
whether or not the appeal is evidently for delay or the situation is so extraor-
dinary as to justify a bond. The only practical course is to leave it to the
court to pass sensible judgment, under the particular circumstances in each case,
after there has been opportunity to show the circumstances. The court will
have no difficulty in recognizing the few crooks who may be trying to dodge
taxes. It i- neither necessary nor proper, for the sake of shackling one cropok,
to ensnare and embarrass dozens of decent citizens suffering under the diffi-
culty of getting at the correct amount of their tax liability under laws giving
rise to complicated problems, when they are in good faith endeavoring to get
a correct solution of those problems.

The escape from liability by one crook is not nearly so great an evil, even
from the Government's standpoint, as is the ruin f a good citizen by an exaction
ultimately held by the courts to have been unwarranted.

In the case of one, not a crook, the Government does not need the bond pro-
tection. It went without such protection for several years before the deficiency
was asserted, and can equally well go without such protection while it is
being, in good faith, litigated. If the tax is going to make the taxpayer in-
solvent, the Government's tax claim will have a t.-eference in the liquidation
proceedings. Such insolvency should not be precipitated before the asserted
deficiency has by the court been determined to be owing by the taxpayer. It is
of importance that the Government collect its legitimate taxes: however, it is
even more important that in endeavoring to do so it proceed with proper regard
for the interests of the taxpayer, who, with others, has set it up with the idea
that it will he regardful of his interests.

IX. Add to section 1105. 1926 act. the following paragraph:
"An item properly ded,_ tible in an earlier year for which examination has

pr-vlously been made. but not used as a deductible in tlit year. shall not,
without the taxpayer's consent, be cast out of deductions in a later year
wherein it has been used by the taxpayer."

COM MENT

Revenue agents make a practice of casting out of the deductions made by
the taxpayer in the year under examination items which they concede to be
proper deductions but which they clnim- should be allocated to some earlier
year. They throw them out of the deductions for the later year, but make
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no correction for the earlier year. In such a case, the revenue agent should
either have added the item to the taxpayer's deductibles in the earlier year,
when examination was being made for that year, or lie should let it be used
in the later year, since it was not used in the earlier year. This process of
throwing it out of the later year, upon examination for that year, and claim-
ing that it should have been deducted in some earlier year, is a bad one. It
makes it necessary for the taxpayer to file an amended return for that
earlier year, and puts the bureau to the bother of going over that amended
return, entailing extra work and expense on both the taxpayer and the Gov-
ernment. What is worse, in many cases, the statute of limitations has run
against the taxpayer, so that lie never can get the benefit of that deductible.
If the item is properly deductible, the taxpayer should have the benefit of it.
The mere fact that the taxpayer thought it properly belonged in a later year,
and the revenue agent thinks it belongs in an earlier year, should not deprive
the taxpayer entirely of the benefit of that item. The revenue agent should
have made the correction ir the earlier year when lie examined for that year.
Not having done that, he (ught to be obliged to leave it in the year wherein
the taxpayer deducted it.

In this connection it is to be noted that since the rates have been going
downward year by year, it was to the taxpayer's advantage to use it in the
earlier year when the rates were higher, and is to the Government's advantage
to have him use it in the later year when the rates are lower.

It will be noted that by this process a mistake made by the taxpayer in an
earlier year against himself and then allowed to stand by the revenue agent,
is used against the taxpayer a second time by the revenue agent in the later
year.

This situation ought to be remedied by an amendment along the lines above
suggested.

The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear Delegate Houston.

STATEMENT OF HON. VICTOR S. K. HOUSTON, A DELEGATE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE TERRITORY OF HAWAII

Delegate HousToN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
House bill No. 1 has in it section 116 (b), as follows:

Teachers in Alaska and Hawaii, in the case of an individual employed by
Alaska or Hawaii or any political subdivision thereof as a teacher in any
educational institution, the compensation received as such. This subsection
shall not exempt compensation paid directly or indirectly by the Government
of the United States.

Prior to 1918--
The CHAIn:aA (interposing). All that has already been passed

upon, Mr. Houston.
Delegate HouSTroN. All right, Mr. Chairman. I will leave with

you a copy of the joint resolution and the amendment offered.
The CnIAIi MAN. I do not think that is necessary. That has already

been passed upon.
Delegate HousTox. Very well.
The CH.AIR.IMA. Now we will hear Mr. Gandy.

STATEMENT OF HARRY L. GANDY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF
THE NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. GANDu. IMr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am
executive secretary of the National Coal Association, a nation-wide
association of bituminous coal operators.

The suggestion has been nmiade, in which the National Coal Asso-
ciation heartily concurs, that it may be the part of wisdom by this
committee to confine this bill to the matter of rates and noncontro-
versial questions.

j m
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But I wish to direct your attention to the amendment introduced
by Senator Watson, and which I think falls into the noncontroversial
class. We made quite an extensive effort to find out what was caus-
ing all the litigation over the Maine tax returns of bituminous coal
companies. In that study which was made some two or three months
ago, we found that one out of every thirty-eight cases that had ever
gone to the Board of Tax Appeals was a case of a coal company.
It was evident right on the face of things that something had pro-
voked litigation that was far out of line with the revenue to be
received.

Then we made a study of those cases, and we found that as to
approximately 75 per cent of them the questions of depletion or
depreciation showed up from one angle or another.

Going back to the revenue bill we found that section 204 (e) (2),
being the provision for oil and gas depletion, provided an optional
standard rate for depletion that has worked very satisfactorily.

Senator Watson's amendment offered to this bill would simply
take the wording of section 204 (c) (2), being the oil and gas op-
tional standard rate for depletion, and strike out the words "oil
and gas" and insert the words " coal mines" and change the rate
from 271 , per cent of gross return to 6 per cent. It is barely pos-
sible that in the discussion of that amendment in the committee you
may want to change it some.

The CHAIInJIAN. There has already been suggested by the Ameri-
can Mining Congress an amendment to bring about the same result.
But it was not 6 per cent, but 15 per cent.

Mr. GANDY. That applies to metal mines, xind this is the same
proposition applying to coal mines.

The O n.HAcI.MAN. You may just put in your amendment at this time.
We will take them all up at once.

Mr. GANxY. It is as follows:
In the ease of coal mines the allowance for (oplletion shall be 6 per centum

of the gross income from the Ipro)perty during tle taxable year. Such allowance
shall lno exceed (io per centunm of the net income of the taxpayer (computed
without, allowance for depletionm) front tlte property, except that in no case
shall the depletion allowalnc he less th:in it would be if computed without
reference to this paragraph.

That is all. Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. Clheter H. Gray, Washington representative American Farm

Bureau Federation. appeared before the committee and offered the
following statement:)

The attention of th1 numbers of the Senate Colmmittee on Finance is culled
to statements made in behalf of the American Farm Bureau Federation before
the House Commiittee on Ways :and Meanis e:trlier in this session of Congress.
It is not necessary to repeat at full lengIiih the position on Federal taxation
outlined in those statenvnts, but a short sunniuury is herewith supplied the
committee f4r its information.

The American Far m Bnre;'u Federation dots not subscribe to the idea that
severe tax redluition at ihis tintme is 'i;Cher zic'.sa'ry or expedient. The Fed-
eral tax structure as it was devised ill the r'venuel act of tile Sixty-nlilihi Cot-
gress is not throttlin g innhln ry. It is inecessary to submit figures to justify
the above s(;atellmet. Tlhe general course of business affairs is now flowing
so smftoothly and plr.l.iiaobly 1lilt it is untetaIbile tt, ;idv li the thought that
Federal taxation is a severe burden on industry and commerce.

The big ta"k in taxatioln matters which should be kept constantly ill mind
is not tax reduction. althoui.h there are some items in which reductions might
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advantageously h' made, but is debt reduction. We have now an approximate
$1..000.(000.O debt unpaid. If our revenue bills are devised in such way that
this Federal debt can be liquidated at a rather rapid rate, more funds will come
to industry, to commerce, and to the citizenship generally than by any other
method whatsoever.

It has been advocated by the American Farm Bureau Federation that the
Federal debt should be eliminated at the rate of $1,000.0000000 per year. If
severe tax reductions are put into effect, it will be impossible to approach this
amount of annual reduction or even to accomplish any reduction whatsoever.

In Secretary Mellon's statement recently presented to the Senate Committee
on Finance, the estimates are so clearly drawn that one is justified in con-
cluding a slight change in income or unforseen expense on the part of the
Federal Government would wipe out any possibility of applying surplus reve-
nues to the liquidation of the Federal debt. If the Federal debt can be made
a dominant factor in revenue measures, rather than tax reduction, eventually
a great burden of taxation will have been removed not only from corporations
Int from our citizens at large, who directly and indirectly contribute to the support
of the central Government. At the rate of $1,000,000,000 per year, with interest
at 4 per cent there will be a total aggregate interest payment of only $6.840,-
(0tW.000 on the Federal debt. This amount added to the approximate total of
our present Federal debt, $18.000,000.000. makes a grand total of $24.840.-
000.M)0. all of which must be provided from some sort of Federal taxes and
paid by citizens in all walks of life.

Going now to the other extreme, which is not an impossible development as
closily as Secretary Mellon has figures expenditures against receipts, and pre-
sunming that we have no reduction on our debt at all, we shall have paid in
a gerration. 25 years, at 4 per cent. $18.000,000,000 interest and still have the
originall debt hanging o er us. If, however, we should adopt a more moderate

rate of payment on the 'ederal debt and liquidate it at the rate of $500,000.000
per year. we shall final . the end of a generation we have paid at the 4 per cent
interest rate $10.000.(K0.000 in interest, which is almost $4.000,000,000 more in
interest than by liquidating the debt twice as fast. Furthermore, at the $500,-
000.000 per year rate of liquidation we have not finished lmyment of interest
or principal at the end of a generation, but such payments run on 11 more
years, or a total of (3 payments. At the final installment our taxpayers will have
I aid $10.940.00(0.(IN interest, which added to the original Federal debt, $1,000.-
000,000. makes a grand total of $28,940.000,000 to Le paid when the debt is
amortized only at the rate of $500.000,000 per year.

Presumin,.'. however, that the payment of the Federal debt at the $1,(000.000,-
:oo0 annual rate. or the $-500,0K).4(X0 annual rate, is not to be followed, let us

see the results if we should be more modest and liquidate the debt at tlie rate
otf $.20,0'l( 10.n ) per year. At the end of a generation, with interest at 4 l er
e,,nt. our present Federal debt will have aggregated interest payments of

815.000.000.000, which is $4,400,000,000 more than if the debt should be liquidated
at the $500.M 00,0W0 annual rate. But at this slow rate of payment on the
Federal debt a generation does not wipe out the tdebt. l'ayiments run on for
almost a half century so that the aggregate interest on tihe national debt when
it is liquidated only at the rate of $250.0(.00X) per year will IK in excess of
$2M.( H.tKt0 .(K00. This vast amount added to lie present debt makes a grand
total i.i (xcss (of .- I4.0(.0.(0WO.). all to have been raised by Fedleral taxation.
Tlite above gigantic total of $44.00,000,(KN), thet result of slow liquidation of tihe
Federal dellt. is to be compared to the amountlt iaove (lesignated. 4.O4,.40Oa,o')
went tite debt is liquidated at the more rapid rate of $1,(AHN.nAM.000 jlor year.

Few taxpayers see the wisdom of carrying into future generations the cutu.-
lative burden which is incident to a great F,-deral debt when it is liquidated
too slowly. The continuing burden of such a Federal debt with interest atcru-
ing constantly leads those who are most adroit in taxation matters constantly
to ag.itate for reduced rates of taxation, for shiftinis of the taxation burden.
and for various incidentals which will ease their burden. Those who are hless
adroit as a consequence are burdened with this great load of Federal debt, plus
interest, and pay it in indirect and sometimes hidden ways, 'eve' though doing
so coitplaiingly.

One of the methods which often has been used, and now sometimes is
advocated to shift the burden of Federal taxation to the great mass of our
consumers, is the sales tax. Although, as above stated, the American Farm
Bureau Federation does not now advocate any substantial reduction in the
revenue structure, it does seem advisable to remove the last vestige of the sales

I
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taxes which were imposed in the war period. Sales taxes are paid ordinarily
by those least able to pay, or by those who are under the necessity to consume.
We have still with us a few of such taxes, which, with one exception, do not
bring into the Federal Government much revenue.

Tie tax on admission and dues is inconsequential in its return to the Federal
vernment and may be properly classed as a sales tax. It is recommended for

nation in the revenue act of the Seventieth Congress. The excise tax on
1!MMomobiles is another direct sales tax adding to the cost which the consumer

bast pay for the product. It is not easily proven that the repeal of this excise
tax is only sought by the manufacturers of automobiles. For several years the
American Farm Bureau Federation has consistently repeated its declarations
in favor of the elimination of this tax, which position is a correlary to our
fundamental advocacy of the repeal of all sales taxes and against their re-
institution except in direst national need. It is said from some quarters that
the repeal of this excise tax on automobiles will not be reflected to the ultimate
consumer. That might have been true under certain trade conditions of former
years, but with the fierce competition which is now in evidence in the auto-
mobile trade, and on account of the constant effort of that trade to increase
volume and decrease price rather than to decrease volume and increase price.
one is wholly justified in concluding that immediately upon the elimination of
this tax the purchaser of an automobile will be benefited to the amount of the
tax on the autoitbile purchased. This statement is more significantly true
now that the representatives of the automobile trade have appeared before the
Finance Committee :and given their promise that such reduction will be made in
the price of automobiles to consumers. However, without such personal and
official promises the competition within the automobile trade as above described
would have secured the benefits of the elimination of this tax to the consumer.

The Federal estate tax should he retained, not so much on account of the
revenue which it secures for the Federal Treasury, but that it makes possible
the colicktion of estate taxes from decedents by authority of our State govern-
ments. Without a Federal tate tax the structure of the State statues upon
his subject would le eventually, if not immediately. broken down. It is nothing
mor., than right that an estate should contribute to the support of society when
it is transferred from one generation to tlhv next succeeding one, inasmuch as
society, which means government, has made it possible to accumulate the estate.
The principle of Federal Government staying in the estate-tax field is the thing
most to Ie retained, more than the revenue accruing from the continuance of
this principle. The revennes which accrue will most likely he incident to State
statutes.

It will hb seen from the above summary that the American Farm Bureau
Federation does not support the elaborate estimates which are advanced from
some quarters relative to tax reduction. If we are to receive with any serious-
ness the desire of the average citizen to reduce the Federal debt, it is, to state
it mildly, ridiculous to contemplate reducing tax payments to the extent of
$400,0(~).4014 or -0000.0.000. as is being advocated from some quarters. To
eliminae the last vestige of sales taxes, the automobile excise tax should be dis-
continued. This reduces the Federal income approximately $60,000.000 a year.
Add to this amount the exemption on admissions and dues incorporated in the
House measure, $8,000.000. nd we have approximately $75,000,000 total reduc-
tion in regard to the general classification of eliminating sales taxes.

There may be some justification in reducing the corporation income-tax
rate, since there was added to the 12 per cent rate the original 1, per cent
capital tax. No one can advocate a tax on capital except as a last resort, and
accordingly this tax in part or in whole might be eliminated. But whatever is
done in regard to the corporation income-tax rate need not bring the entire
total of tax reduction beyond the amount of $150,000.000.

Industry and commerce do not need more reductions than ihis, and the aver-
age citizen is more in favor of applying our income on the Federal debt than
granting tax gratuities to those who have ability to pay taxes and are not
suffering from the present rates.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well. The hearings are closed and the com-
mittee will now stand adjourned for the day, to meet to-morrow
morning at 10 o'clock to take up the consideration of the bill.

(Whereupon, at 4.10 p. m., Friday, April 13, 1928, the committee
adjourned.)

X


